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Summary

Functional inequalities constitute a very powerful toolkit in studying various problems arising in
classical information theory, statistics and many-body systems. Extensions of these tools to the
noncommutative setting have been introduced in the beginning of the 90’s in order to study the
asymptotic properties of certain quantum Markovian evolutions. In this thesis, we study various
extensions and problems arising from the specific noncommutative nature of such processes.

The first logarithmic Sobolev inequality to be proved, due to Gross, was for the Ornstein
Uhlenbeck semigroup, that is the Brownian motion with friction on the real line. The generalization of
this result to the quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup was found very recently by Carlen and Maas,
and de Palma and Huber by means of different techniques. The latter proof consists of a quantum
generalization of the so-called entropy power inequality. Here, we consider another possible version of
the entropy power inequality and use it to derive asymptotic properties of the frictionless quantum
Brownian motion.

The proof of Carlen and Maas discussed in the previous paragraph relies on their new quantum
extension of the classical notion of displacement convexity. This is classically known to imply most of
the usual functional inequalities such as the modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality and Poincaré’s
inequality. Here, we further study the framework introduced by Carlen and Maas. In particular, we
show how displacement convexity implies quantum functional and transportation cost inequalities.
The latter are then used to derive certain concentration inequalities of quantum states in the spirit
of Bobkov and Götze. These concentration inequalities are used in order to derive finite sample size
bounds for the task of quantum parameter estimation.

The main advantage of classical logarithmic Sobolev inequalities over other methods resides in
their tensorization property: the strong log-Sobolev constant of the product of independent Markovian
evolutions is equal to the maximum over the set of strong log-Sobolev constants of the individual
evolutions. However, this property is strongly believed to fail in the non-commutative case, due to the
non-multiplicativity of noncommutative Lp → Lq norms. In this thesis, we show tensorization of the
logarithmic Sobolev constants for the simplest quantum Markov semigroup, namely the generalized
depolarizing semigroup. Moreover, we consider a new general method to overcome the issue of
tensorization for general primitive quantum Markov semigroups by looking at their contractivity
properties under the completely bounded Lp → Lq norms. This method was first investigated in the
restricted case of unital semigroups by Beigi and King.

Noncommutative functional inequalities considered in the present literature only deal with
primitive quantum Markovian semigroups which model memoryless irreversible dynamics converging
to a specific faithful state. However, quantum Markov semigroups can in general display a much
richer behavior referred to as decoherence: In particular, under some mild conditions, any such
semigroup is known to converge to an algebra of observables which effectively evolve unitarily. Here, we
introduce the concept of a decoherence-free logarithmic Sobolev inequality, and the related notion of
hypercontractivity of the associated evolution, to study the decoherence rate of non-primitive quantum
Markov semigroups. Moreover, we utilize the transference method recently introduced by Gao, Junge
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SUMMARY

and LaRacuente, in order to find decoherence times associated to a class of decoherent Markovian
evolutions of great importance in the field of quantum error protection, namely collective decoherence
semigroups.

Finally, we develop the notion of quantum reverse hypercontractivity, first introduced by
Cubitt, Kastoryano, Montanaro and Temme in the unital case, and apply it in conjunction with the
tensorization of the modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality for the generalized depolarizing semigroup
in order to find strong converse rates in quantum hypothesis testing and for the classical capacity of
classical-quantum channels. Moreover, the transference method also allows us to find strong converse
bounds on the various capacities of quantum Markovian evolutions.
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Introduction

Ideal quantum systems undergo a unitary evolution. These closed evolutions are the ones traditionally
considered in quantum computing. However, in realistic situations, the interactions between a system
and its environment lead to a strong entanglement between them. This in turn results in the dynamical
destruction of the initial entanglement between different subsystems of the system under consideration.
This phenomenon, usually referred to as environment induced decoherence (EID), was introduced in
the 70’s by the German physicist Dieter Zeh as an attempt to solve the longstanding measurement
problem. For example, [Joos and Zeh, 1985] showed that the “non-diagonal” elements (in the position
basis) of the reduced density matrix of a particle subject to scattering effects of its environment vanish
exponentially fast. In this case, effective observables (e.g. operators that are diagonal in the position
basis) become fixed points of the evolution as time increases.

More precisely, let HS be the Hilbert space corresponding to a quantum system S, and let HE
denote the Hilbert space of the environment E of S. Assume that at time t = 0, S and E are prepared
in a pure uncorrelated state:

ψSE = ψS ⊗ ψE .

Next, denote by HSE the Hamiltonian modeling the interaction between E and S. In full generality,
HSE can be written as the sum of three terms:

HSE =HS ⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗HE + λVSE .

The first term HS models the local interactions occurring within S alone, whereas HE denotes the
interactions within the environment. The last term HSE results from the coupling of the system and
its environment. The parameter λ > 0 is usually referred to as the coupling strength. Then, the state
of the system at time t > 0 is given by

ρS(t) ∶= TrE (eitHSE (ψS ⊗ ψE) e−itHSE) , (-1.1)

where the partial trace TrE models the operation of discarding the state of the environment. Hence,
apart from some trivial situations (e.g. λ = 0), the purity of the initial state ψS is decreases: ρS(t) is
a density operator on HS , that is a positive operator whose trace is equal to 1. Moreover, the energy
of S is no longer preserved: Tr(ρS(t)HS) ≠ ⟨ψS , HS ψS⟩.

The analysis of (-1.1) as a function of time is in general difficult to carry out due to possible
memory effects arising from the interaction term HSE . The situation becomes much more tractable
when considering that the coupling strength is small. In this case, the evolution (-1.1) can be
approximated with the one of a memoryless system (Markovian approximation):

ρS(t) ∼ ρ̃S(t) ≡ Pt∗(ψS) .

When looking at the dual Heisenberg picture, that is the evolution of quantum observables, the maps
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(Pt)t≥0 define a quantum Markov semigroup (QMS). This is a family of completely positive, unital
maps Pt ∶ B(HS)→ B(HS) on the algebra B(HS) of linear operators on HS that satisfy the following
semigroup property: for any t, s ≥ 0,

Pt+s = Pt ○Ps .

In this thesis, we undertake a quantitative analysis of the asymptotic behavior
of quantum Markovian evolutions. In order to achieve this goal, we introduce new
non-commutative extensions of a set of powerful classical tools known as functional
inequalities.

This contribution is by no means complete, nor the first attempt of the sort. In what follows,
we provide a brief summary of already known results in this direction, and explain how the new results
obtained as part of this thesis complement them.

Quantum functional inequalities for primitive semigroups

The investigation of non-commutative functional inequalities started almost at the same time as their
classical analogues [Gross, 1975a,Lindsay, 1990,Carlen and Loss, 1993,Carlen and Lieb, 1993,Biane,
1997]: Let (Pt)t≥0 be a QMS on the algebra B(H) of bounded operators on a finite dimensional
Hilbert space H, and denote by L ∶= dPt

dt
∣
t=0

its generator. Assume moreover that there exists a unique
full-rank state σ that is invariant under the evolution generated by L. In this case, the semigroup
is said to be primitive. Primitive semigroups model the simplest type of decoherence, where initial
observables evolve towards their average computed in the invariant state σ. Equivalently, the algebra
of effective observables is simply equal to the trivial algebra C1B(H).

Perhaps the easiest example of a functional inequality is the Poincaré inequality : there exists a
positive constant λ such that, for all X ∈ B(H),

λ Varσ(X) ≤ E2,L(X) ∶= −⟨X, L(X)⟩σ , (PI)

where ⟨A, B⟩σ ∶= Tr(σ1/2A∗σ1/2B), and Var(X) ∶= ⟨X −Tr(σX),X −Tr(σX)⟩σ. Denoting by L2(σ)

the Hilbert space corresponding to this inner product, PI simply implies the following exponential
L2(σ)-convergence of any evolved observable Xt ∶= Pt(X) towards the expected value Tr(σX) of the
initial observable X:

Var(Xt) ≤ e−2λtVar(X) .

In the case when the semigroup is symmetric with respect to ⟨., .⟩σ (KMS-symmetry), the best constant
λ(L) achieving the bound in PI is simply the spectral gap of L, that is the absolute value of the second
(necessarily negative) highest eigenvalue of L.

The Poincaré inequality provides a theoretically simple way of estimating the convergence of
a quantum Markov semigroup towards an invariant state σ. For this, we introduce the family of
non-commutative weighted Lp(σ) spaces, p ≥ 1, with norm given by

∥X∥Lp(σ) ∶= (Tr ∣σ
1
2pXσ

1
2p ∣p)

1
p
.

Then, for a given initial state ρ, and denoting by ρt ∶= Pt∗(ρ) the state evolved up to time t, we get

∥ρt − σ∥1 ≡ ∥Xt − 1∥L1(σ) ≤ ∥Xt − 1∥L2(σ) ≤ e−λ(L̂)t ∥X − 1∥L2(σ) ≤
√

∥σ−1∥∞ e−λ(L)t ,
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where Xt ∶= σ
− 1

2 ρtσ
− 1

2 ≡ P̂t(X) can be interpreted as the density of ρt with respect to σ, P̂t denoting
the dual of Pt with respect to ⟨., .⟩σ so that λ(L) = λ(L̂). However, estimating the spectral gap of
L can turn out to be a difficult problem (see e.g. [Kastoryano and Brandão, 2016]). Moreover, the
bounds found from this method are often loose. Fortunately, tighter bounds can be achieved from
more elaborate techniques.

The notion of hypercontractivity and logarithmic Sobolev inequalities was fully extended to the
non-commutative framework by [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999]: A quantum logarithmic Sobolev
inequality of order 2, defined in Section 7.2, can be introduced as follows: for any state ρ,

α2D(ρ∥σ) ≤ E2,L(X) , (LSI2)

where X = σ−
1
4 ρ

1
2σ−

1
4 can be interpreted as the square root of the non-commutative density of ρ

with respect to σ, and the logarithmic Sobolev constant α2 ≡ α2(L) is the best constant achieving
the bound in LSI2. Alternatively, the quantum modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality is defined as
follows [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013,Carbone and Martinelli, 2015]: for any initial state ρ,

4α1D(ρ∥σ) ≤ EPσ(ρ) ∶= −Tr(L∗(ρ)(lnρ − lnσ)) , (MLSI)

and the modified logarithmic Sobolev constant α1(L) is the best constant achieving the bound in
MLSI. Under the quantum detailed balance condition

Tr(σAL(B)) = Tr(σL(A)B) (σ-DBC)

for any A,B ∈ B(H), the Stroock-Varopoulos inequality proved in Part III implies the so-called
L1-regularity:

EPσ(ρ) ≥ 2E2,L(X) ⇒ α1(L) ≥
α2(L)

2
. (-1.2)

In practice, the constants α1(L) and α2(L) can be very different from each other: in the case of the
generalized depolarizing semigroup (Pdepol

t )t≥0, defined for any X ∈ B(Cd) and all t ≥ 0 as

Pdepol
t (X) = e−t X + (1 − e−t) Tr(σX) , (-1.3)

the constant α1(L
depol) was computed in [Müller-Hermes et al., 2016], whereas the constant α2(L

depol)

is found in Theorem 7.2.4. In particular, α1(L
depol) ≥ 1

4
whereas α2(L

depol) ∼ ln(d)−1 when σ ≡ d−1
1.

Mixing times can be found by noticing that

EPσ(ρ) = −
dD(ρt∥σ)

dt
∣
t=0

⇒ D(ρt∥σ) ≤ e−4α1(L)t D(ρ∥σ) . (-1.4)

This convergence in relative entropy typically provides much better bounds than the one provided by
a simple Poincaré inequality. Indeed, by Pinsker’s inequality:

∥ρt − σ∥1 ≤
√

2D(ρt∥σ) ≤ e−2α1(L)t
√

2 ln ∥σ−1∥∞ .

The question of the usefulness of the constant α2(L) can be posed. First, we recall that in
the case of classical diffusions, α2 = 2α1. A good reason for the introduction of α2 in the quantum
(and classical discrete) setting is because it is usually easier to compute than α1. Moreover, it was
shown in [Temme et al., 2014] that α2(L) is always strictly positive in finite dimensions, with a lower
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bound depending on the smallest eigenvalue of σ and the spectral gap λ(L). This and (-1.2) directly
implies the positivity of α1(L) for semigroups satisfying a detailed balance condition, and justifies the
introduction of LSI2.

Functional inequalities for non-primitive semigroups

The study of convergence to equilibrium of classical and quantum Markovian evolutions, and their
related functional inequalities, usually assume the condition of primitivity of the semigroup: there
exists a unique full-rank invariant state σ towards which the semigroup converges. One of the major
contributions of this thesis is the study of the convergence of non-primitive semigroups [Blanchard
and Olkiewicz, 2003,Deschamps et al., 2016,Carbone et al., 2013].

For sake of simplicity, we assume that the semigroup (Pt)t≥0 is faithful, which means that it
admits at least one full-rank invariant state. This condition certifies the existence of a conditional
expectation EN ∶ B(H) → N projecting any operator X on the algebra of effective observables N
(see Section 0.1.4 for more details). For instance, assume that the system under consideration is
constituted of n qubits which are subject to the exact same noise. This leads to an overall invariance
of the evolution under permutation of the qubits that is usually referred to as collective decoherence.
More simply, the depolarizing semigroup of Equation (-1.3) can be extended to the non-primitive case
as follows: let N be a matrix subalgebra of B(Ck), and EN ∶ B(Ck)→ N be a conditional expectation
onto N . Then, the simple quantum Markov semigroup (PNt )t≥0 associated to N is defined for any
X ∈ B(Ck) and t ≥ 0 by

PNt (X) ∶= e−tX + (1 − e−t)EN [X] .

This semigroup converges to N as t → ∞. We recover the depolarizing semigroup by choosing
N = C1B(Ck) and EN [.] = Tr(σ .)1B(Ck).

The modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality MLSI was extended to this framework by [Bardet,
2017]: for any state ρ,

4α1D(ρ∥EN∗(ρ)) ≤ EPσTr
(ρ) , (DF-MLSI)

where the invariant state σTr appearing on the right hand side of DF-MLSI is defined as σTr ∶=

k−1EN∗(1). If DF-MLSI is satisfied, an argument similar to the one of (-1.4) leads to the exponential
convergence in relative entropy of the solution ρt towards EN∗(ρt). Once again, the question of the
positivity of the optimal constant α1(L) for any evolution occurring on a finite dimensional Hilbert
space can be raised. Interestingly enough, the situation turns out to be very different from the primitive
case.

In Chapter 8, we extend the logarithmic Sobolev inequality of order 2 to the non-primitive
setting. A natural way of proceeding is by replacing the relative entropy on the left-hand side of LSI2
by the relative entropy between ρ and its projection EN∗(ρ). However, we show in Chapter 8 that
this inequality is never satisfied in a truly non-primitive case unless α2 = 0. A way to overcome this
issue is through a weakening the inequality by adding an additional term on its right-hand side:

D(ρ∥EN∗(ρ)) ≤ cE2,L(X) +
d

2
∥X∥2

L2(σTr) , (DF-LSI2)

for some c > 0, d > 0. Since d > 0, the Stroock-Varopoulos argument employed in the primitive case in
order to get a lower bound on the rate of convergence in (-1.4) fails. Fortunately, one can employ a
different technique in order to estimate the speed of decoherence in terms of the constants c and d. This
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method uses the equivalence between the logarithmic Sobolev inequality and the hypercontractivity of
the semigroup that still pertains in the non-primitive setting.

A primitive QMS (Pt)t≥0 with associated invariant state σ is said to be hypercontractive if for
any t ≥ 0, and ln(p(t) − 1) ∶= 4t

c
,

∥Pt ∶ L2(σ)→ Lp(t)(σ)∥ ≤ exp{2d(
1

2
−

1

p(t)
)} . (HC)

The non-commutative Gross lemma [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999] states that hypercontractivity
is equivalent to the defective logarithmic Sobolev inequality DF-LSI2 for primitive QMS satisfying
σ-DBC. In the non-primitive case, the concept ot hypercontractivity needs to be defined with respect
to a different family of norms, call it Lp(N ), depending on the algebra N . In particular, the following
requirements should be fulfilled:

- Lp(N ) should reduce to Lp(σ) for primitive QMS with unique full-rank invariant state σ;

- ∥X∥Lp(N ) = ∥X∥L2(N ) for all X ∈ N , which implies that no further contraction can happen in N ;

- the QMS (Pt)t≥0 should contract from L2(N ) to Lp(N ).

It turns out that the amalgamated Lp norms introduced in [Junge and Parcet, 2010] are well-suited. In
Chapter 8, we extend Gross’ lemma by showing a weak equivalence between hypercontractivity with
respect to these amalgamated norms and DF-LSI2. Assuming that the semigroup is hypercontractive
with respect to these norms, we show the following convergence bound:

∥Pt∗(ρ −EN∗(ρ))∥1 ≤ max
i∈I

√
dHi ln(∥σ−1

Tr∥∞)
λc
4 e1+d−λ(L)t ,

as long as one assumes that dim(H) ≥ 3. The coefficients dHi refer to the dimensions of the blocks
appearing in the block decomposition of the algebra N (see Equation (0.9)). We also show universal
lower bounds on the constants c and d in the spirit of [Temme et al., 2014]. Notice however that the
problem of finding a universal lower bound on the constant α1(L) in DF-MLSI is still open.

Computing the exact constants c and d in DF-LSI2 is in general difficult. In Chapter 9, we
show how one can get estimates on decoherence times by showing that, given a faithful QMS that is
reversible with respect to the completely mixed state, there exists a classical Markov semigroup whose
constants control the ones of the original QMS. This so-called transference method was introduced
in [Gao et al., 2018b] who were exclusively concerned with the transfer of classical diffusions. Here, we
broaden their scope to incorporate evolutions on finite groups. One important class of QMS for which
the method applies is the one of collective decoherence already mentioned above. For those evolutions,
we show that the decoherence time, that is the time it takes for the evolution to approximately reach
N :

τdeco(ε) = inf {t ≥ 0 ; ∥Pt∗(ρ) −EN ○Pt∗(ρ)∥1 ≤ ε ∀ρ} ,

is independent of the size of the system: for instance, consider the Lindblad generator of the weak
collective decoherence semigroup on B((C2)⊗n):

Lwcd
n (X) ∶= Σnz X Σnz −X, where Σnz ∶=

n

∑
i=1

1
⊗i−1
C2 ⊗ σz ⊗ 1

n−i
C2 .

In this example, the algebra N of effective observables coincides with the fixed point algebra

F(Pwcd,n) = {X ∶ ∀t ≥ 0 , Pwcd,n
t (X) =X} .
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We show in Chapter 8 that the following estimate holds:

∥Pwcd,n
t −EF ∶ L1(d

−1
H 1H)→ L1(d

−1
H 1H)∥ ≤ ∥P heat

t −Eλ ∶ L1(T1)→ L1(T1)∥ ,

where P heat
t denotes the classical heat semigroup on the circle T1 which converges to the Lebesgue

measure λ. Moreover, the latter was in shown e.g. in [Saloff-Coste, 1994] to satisfy the following bound

∥P heat
t −Eλ ∶ L1(T1)→ L1(T1)∥ ≤

√

2 +
√
π/t e−

t
2 .

This implies that the weak collective decoherence converges exponentially fast to its fixed point algebra
independently of the size n of the system.

Tensorization

The great advantage of classical logarithmic Sobolev inequalities over kinds of functional inequalities
resides in their tensorization property : the logarithmic Sobolev constants α1, α2 of n copies of a
Markovian evolution are equal to the ones of a single copy. One easy way to understand this is by
noticing that, in the commutative case, operator norms are multiplicative. This simple fact no longer
holds true in the non-commutative setting. In Chapter 10, we find a uniform bound on α1(L

depol)

for the generalized depolarizing semigroups and their tensor powers. The proof of this result is a
generalization of the proof of a similar result in the classical case [Mossel et al., 2013]. We also show
that the constant α2(L

depol) tensorizes in the qubit case.

In [Beigi and King, 2016], the authors proposed to define the hypercontractivity property in terms
of the completely bounded norms, which are known to be multiplicative even in the non-commutative
framework, and proved that it is equivalent to the so-called notion of a complete logarithmic Sobolev
inequality for a primitive QMS (Pt)t≥0. This provides a way to recover the tensorization property
in the non-commutative framework. In practice, this amounts to embedding the QMS (Pt)t≥0 into
the non-primitive faithful QMS (idk ⊗Pt)t≥0 on B(Ck ⊗H) for each k ∈ N, and study the latter’s
hypercontractivity properties. Let σ be the unique invariant state of (Pt)t≥0. Then Nk ∶= B(Ck)⊗ 1H
and σTr =

1k

k
⊗ σ. Since we proved the impossibility of a positive logarithmic Sobolev constant of

order 2 for these evolutions in Chapter 8, we are entitled to introduce a weak constant d similarly to
DF-LSI2 in our definition of the complete logarithmic Sobolev inequality. This is problematic since,
contrary to the constant c, the constant d is additive under tensorization.

Concentration of quantum states

Concentration of measure is the phenomenon according to which almost all the points of a metric
probability measure space (Ω, d, µ) are close to a subset of positive measure. One way of deriving such
inequalities is from transportation-cost inequalities: such an inequality is said to hold if there exists a
constant c > 0 such that for any probability measure ν << µ,

W1(µ, ν) ≤

√

2c Ent(
dν

dµ
) ,

where W1(µ, ν) = infπ∈Π(µ,ν) ∫ d(x, y)dπ(x, y), and the minimization is over all the probability
measures on Ω × Ω having µ and ν as marginals. The transportation-cost inequality was shown
by [Marton, 1986] to encode the concentration properties of the measure µ. In particular, it implies
the existence of a constant C such that, given any Borel set A ⊂ Ω of measure µ(A) ≥ 1

2
, and any
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r-enlargement Ar ∶= {x ∈ Ω, d(x,A) ≤ r},

µ(Ar) ≤ 1 − e−Cr
2

.

The original proof of Marton is of a probabilistic nature. Later, a functional analytical proof was
proposed by [Bobkov and Goetze, 1999] who used the following dual formulation of the Wasserstein
distance:

W1(µ, ν) = sup
∥f∥lip≤1

∫ f dµ − ∫ f dν ,

where the supremum is taken over the set of functions f ∶ Ω → R of Lipschitz constant ∥f∥lip ∶=

supx≠y ∣f(x) − f(y)∣/d(x, y) less than 1. Following the approach of [Bobkov and Goetze, 1999], we
prove a concentration phenomenon for quantum states in Section 12.7: first, we define the following
quantum Wasserstein distance: given two states ρ, σ,

W1(ρ, σ) ∶= sup
∥X∥Lip≤1

∣ Tr(X(ρ − σ)) ∣ ,

where the supremum is taken over all operators X ∈ B(H) of quantum Lipschitz constant less than
one. Here, the Lipschitz constant is defined as follows:

∥X∥Lip ∶= ∥[L,X]∥∞ ,

for some fixed operator L ∈ B(H). The above commutator replaces the finite difference in the definition
of ∥f∥lip. Given a state σ on H, we then define the quantum transportation-cost inequality as follows:
there exists a constant c such that, for any state ρ of support included in the one of σ,

W1(ρ, σ) ≤
√

2 cD(ρ∥σ) . (TC1)

Similarly to their classical counterparts, we show that such inequalities can be for instance derived
whenever a primitive quantum Markov semigroup of invariant state σ satisfies a logarithmic Sobolev
inequality. The link between the semigroup chosen and the above inequality is through the definition
of the Lipschitz constant, where the operators L are chosen as the Lindblad operators associated to
the evolution. Moreover, this implies the following Gaussian concentration of the state σ: for any
observable X,

Tr (σ 1[r,∞)(X −Tr(σX))) ≤ exp
⎛

⎝

−r2

2 c ∥(σ−
1
2Xσ

1
2 )∥2

Lip

⎞

⎠
, (Gauss)

which means that the operator X is concentrated around its expected value in the state σ. Similarly,
we show that a weaker concentration can be obtained from a Poincaré inequality.

Non-commutative curvature and displacement convexity

The convergence to equilibrium of a diffusion process on a smooth Riemannian manifold M can be
described by the properties of the underlying manifold. This was first observed by [Bakry and Émery,
1985] who showed e.g. that the logarithmic Sobolev constant is lower bounded by the curvature of M .
Extending this geometric interpretation to the case of Markovian evolutions on spaces of less regularity
has been a subject of focus in the classical community over the past two decades. A milestone was
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reached with the appearance of articles establishing a connection between Bakry-Émery’s criterion and
the well established theory of optimal transport [McCann, 1997,Jordan et al., 1998,Otto and Villani,
2000a]. In these papers, the focus was shifted from the geometry of the underlying sample space, say a
smooth Riemannian manifold M , to the set of probability measures P(M) on M . The latter is given
the structure of a metric space by means of the Wasserstein distance of order 2: for any µ, ν ∈ P(M),

W2(µ, ν) = inf
π∈Π(µ,ν)

(∫M
d(x, y)2dπ(x, y))

1/2
,

where Π(µ, ν) denotes the set of probability measures on M ×M of marginals µ and ν. [Benamou and
Brenier, 2000] showed (originally in the case of M = Rd) that the metric space (P2(M),W2) can be
provided with a weak Riemannian structure:

W2(µ, ν) = inf (∫
1

0
∫
M

∣vt∣
2 dµt dt)

1
2

, (-1.5)

where P2(M) is the set of probability measures on whichW2 takes finite values, and where the infimum
is taken over distributional solutions (µt, vt) of the following continuity equation:

d

dt
µt +∇.(vt µt) = 0 . (-1.6)

Using [Benamou and Brenier, 2000]’s formulation of the Wasserstein distance, a diffusion semigroup can
be canonically defined as the gradient flow of the relative entropy functional in the space (P2(M),W2).
Bakry and Émery’s conditions were then reinterpreted in terms of the convexity properties of the
latter along geodesic paths in P2(M). The mesoscopic notion of transportation of masses in P(M)

being more robust than the local notion of transportation of points in M , this new approach lead to a
particularly prolific generalization of Bakry-Émery’s criterion to non-smooth metric-measure length
spaces. Since then, the original framework of Bakry and Émery was further extended to the case of
Markov chains over discrete sets (e.g. lattice spin systems) by [Maas, 2011,Erbar and Maas, 2012].
This framework is briefly described in Chapter 4.

Recently, [Carlen and Maas, 2014,Carlen and Maas, 2017] introduced an extension of the latter
in the context of primitive quantum Markov semigroups. In Chapter 12, we extend their notion
of quantum geodesic convexity to the case of primitive QMS acting on the algebra B(H) of linear
operators acting on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H satisfying the detailed balance condition: for
any constant speed geodesic (γ(s))s∈[0,1] in D(H),

D(γ(s)∥σ) ≤ (1 − s)D(γ(0)∥σ) + sD(γ(1)∥σ) −
κ

2
s(1 − s)W2,L(γ(0), γ(1))

2 , (Displ. Conv.)

where the quantum Wasserstein distance W2,L is defined in [Carlen and Maas, 2017] similarly to
Equation (-1.5). Moreover, we show that Displ. Conv. implies a quantum version of the celebrated
HWI inequality, according to which, for any full-rank state ρ on H:

D(ρ∥σ) ≤W2,L(ρ, σ)
√

EPσ(ρ) −
κ

2
W2,L(ρ, σ)

2. (HWI)

We show that, in the case of κ > 0, HWI implies that the modified logarithmic Sobolev constant α1(L)

defined through MLSI is lower-bounded by κ
2
.

In the case when Displ. Conv. holds with constant κ = 0, we show that a Poincaré inequality
can be retrieved, with constant depending on the diameter of the set of states under the Wasserstein
distance W2,L. A similar conclusion can be reached concerning the modified logarithmic Sobolev
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inequality in the case of a doubly stochastic QMS. We end the chapter in Section 12.8 with a preliminary
discussion on extensions of the framework to the infinite dimensional setting of continuous variable
quantum systems.

Entropy power inequality and isoperimetry

Perhaps the first logarithmic Sobolev inequality to be discovered was the one of the classical Ornstein
Uhlenbeck semigroup modeling the behavior of the velocity of a massive Brownian particle under the
influence of friction:

Ent(f2) ≤ 2∫
R

∣∇f ∣2dµG , (Gross)

where Ent(f) ∶= ∫ f ln fdµ − ∫ fdµ ln ∫ fdµ, and where µ is the standard Gaussian measure on Rn.
The original proof of (Gross) by [Gross, 1975b] used the equivalence with the hypercontractivity proved
before by [Nelson, 1973a]. A few decades earlier, [a.J. Stam, 1959] had proved the superadditivity
of the entropy power function, also known as the entropy power inequality : given two independent
random variables X and Y on Rn

N(X + Y ) ≥ N(X) +N(Y ) , (EPI)

where N(X) = exp(2S(X)/2), S(X) ∶= − ∫ fX(x) ln fX(x)dnx being the differential Shannon entropy
of the signal X of corresponding probability distribution function fX . The entropy power inequality
was in fact originally proposed by [Shannon, 1948] as a way to establish the capacity region of the
Gaussian broadcast channel. It can be proved to be equivalent to the following entropy convex
combination inequality : for any two independent random variables X and Y on Rn, and any λ ∈ [0, 1]:

S(
√
λX +

√
1 − λY ) ≥ λS(X) + (1 − λ)S(Y ) .

In words, the entropy of a mixture of two independent signals X and Y is greater than the average
entropy of X and Y . More than thirty years after its original proof by Stam, [Carlen, 1991] showed
that EPI implies Gross. This alternative proof makes use of the so-called entropic isoperimetric
inequality : given a random variable X on Rn of associated density fX :

I(fX)N(X) ≥ 2π en , (Isop.)

which can be derived from (EPI). Here, I(fX) ∶= ∫
∣∇fX ∣2
fX

= − ∫ fX∆ ln fX is the Fisher information of
the random variable X.

Recently, the entropy power inequality has been a subject of focus in the quantum community
[Koenig and Smith, 2014,Audenaert et al., 2016,Carlen et al., 2016]. In analogy with their classical
counterparts, the quantum entropy power and divergence-based quantum Fisher information of a
“well-enough behaved” state ρ on L2(Rn) are defined as follows:

N(ρ) ∶= eS(ρ)/n , J(ρ) ∶=
n

∑
j=1

Tr(ρ [Pj , [Pj , ln(ρ)]]) +Tr(ρ [Qj , [Qj , ln(ρ)]]) ,

where S(ρ) ∶= −Tr(ρ lnρ) denotes the entropy of ρ, and the operators Pj ∶ ψ ↦ −i∂xjψ, Qj ∶ ψ ↦ (x↦

xjψ(x)), are the usual momentum and position operators. In Chapter 11, we prove the following
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quantum isoperimetric inequality :

J(ρ)N(ρ) ≥ 2 en . (qIsop.)

We also show how this inequality provides convergence times for the quantum heat semigroup whose
generator is defined in Equation (5.44) as:

Lqheat (⋅) ∶= −
1

4

2n

∑
j=1

[Qj , [Qj , ⋅]] + [Pj , [Pj , ⋅]] . (-1.7)

Here, the double commutators should be interpreted as non-commutative second order differentiations
in the directions Pj and Qj . We show that any state ρt of finite first and second moments converges
to its Gaussification, that is a Gaussian state ρGt of same first and second moments as ρt, polynomially
fast: for any ε ∈ (0,1) there exists tε > 0 as well as αε > 0 such that for any t ≥ tε:

D(ρt∥ρ
G
t ) ≤ αε t

ε−1 . (-1.8)

Similarly to [Carlen, 1991], one motivation behind the derivation of qIsop. was to find the logarithmic
Sobolev constant of the quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup whose generator takes the following
form:

LqOU(X) = −
n

∑
i=1

([Qi, [Qi,X]] + [Pi, [Pi,X]]) − (X + i [QiXPi − PiXQi]) . (-1.9)

This generator, which models the evolution of a two-energy levels atom which traverses a photonic
cavity, reduces to the one of the classical Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup when restricting its action
to the “diagonal” of functions of the position operators. However, qIsop. turns out to be the wrong
generalization of the isoperimetric inequality to serve that purpose. More recently, [De Palma and
Huber, 2018] observed that the original quantum-quantum entropy power inequality proved by [Koenig
and Smith, 2014] does the job. We recall their proof for sake of completeness in Section 11.3.

Applications to quantum information theory

Part V is devolved to applications of the results obtained in the previous chapters to quantum
information theory. These results are organized in three categories:

Applications to quantum statistics Initiated in the mid 60’s, the field of quantum statistics
deals with the problem of extracting information from a particular quantum system (its quantum
state, its evolution, etc.) from the analysis of the data obtained after performing certain quantum
measurements. The importance of this basic task can be observed by noticing that it is at the core of
many more complex quantum information processing protocols. Perhaps one of the first important
discoveries was the generalization of Stein’s lemma to the quantum setting: assume that n identical
and independent copies of a quantum system have been prepared in either a state ρ or a state σ. Bob’s
task is to infer which state the system has been prepared in by means of a quantum measurement,
also referred to as a test. Two kinds of error can be made: either Bob infers the system is in the state
σ when it is in state ρ, or vice versa. The corresponding probabilities of error are respectively called
the type I error and type II error, and are denoted as follows:

α(Tn) = Tr(ρ⊗n(1H⊗n − Tn)) , β(Tn) = Tr(Tnσ
⊗n) ,
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where 0 ≤ Tn ≤ 1 models any allowed test performed on the n received copies. Then, for any ε > 0,

− lim
n→∞

1

n
ln min

0≤Tn≤1H⊗n

{β(Tn) ∶ α(Tn) ≤ ε} =D(ρ∥σ) .

This is the content of Stein’s lemma, which provides the quantum relative entropy with an operational
interpretation. This means that the smallest error rate that one can hope to achieve for the type II
error while imposing the type I error to stay lower than a threshold ε is given by the quantum relative
entropy. While the above limit provides a good understanding of the asymptotic problem, finding
finite n bounds on the type II error may be more relevant to tackle practical situations where only
finite resources are available. Fortunately, a recent classical method [Liu et al., 2017] based on the
reverse hypercontractivity for the random walk on the complete graph can be extended to the quantum
regime and yields the following finite sample size strong converse bound: for any n ∈ N and any test
0 ≤ Tn ≤ 1H⊗n such that the type II error β(Tn) decreases at a rate r >D(ρ∥σ), the type I error grows
exponentially fast with a rate given by

α(Tn) ≥ 1 − e−nf , (-1.10)

where f = (
√
γ + (r −D(ρ∣∣σ)) −

√
γ)

2
, and hence tends to zero in the limit of r → D(ρ∣∣σ) (see

Section 13.1.2). The same method can also be used to derive similar strong converse bounds on the
classical capacity of classical-quantum channels (see Section 15.3).

Another important task in quantum statistics is the one of the estimation of a quantum state
indexed by a real parameter θ. Once again, we assume that n copies of the same state ρθ are being
produced. Then, an estimator is described by a sequence of positive operator valued measurements
(POVMs in short) M ∶= {M (n)}n∈N, where, for each n, M (n) ∶ B(R) ↦ P(H⊗n) is a POVM on the
Hilbert space H⊗n of the n systems, B(R) standing for the Borel algebra associated to R. The merit of
such a sequence can be quantified in terms of the following error exponent (see [Hayashi, 2002,Nagaoka,
2005,Masahito, 2005]):

β(M, θ, ε, n) ∶= −
1

nε2
logPM(n)(θ̂n ∈ [θ − ε, θ + ε]c) ,

where PM(n)(θ̂n ∈ [θ − ε, θ + ε]c) ∶= Tr(M (n)([θ − ε, θ + ε]c)ρ⊗nθ ) is the probability that the estimated
value θ̂n is at least ε away from the true parameter θ. In the asymptotic setting n→∞, it was shown
in Lemma 14 of [Hayashi, 2002] that, under some technical assumptions, any POVM M satisfies

lim sup
ε→0

lim sup
n→∞

β(M, θ, ε, n) ≤
ISLD(θ)

2
, (-1.11)

where ISLD(θ) ∶= Tr(ρθ(L
SLD
θ )2) is the quantum symmetric logarithmic derivative (SLD for short)

Fisher information (see Section 1.3). This bound was also shown to be saturated for a sequence of
projective-valued measurements Mθ associated to the self-adjoint operator

X
(n)
θ ∶=

1

n

n

∑
k=1

1
⊗(k−1) ⊗ (

LSLD
θ

ISLD(θ)
+ θ1)⊗ 1⊗(n−k) , (-1.12)

where the estimated value θ̂n is determined to be the outcome of the measurement M (n)
θ . Using the

concentration of quantum states arising from the modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality for the
tensor product of generalized depolarizing semigroups converging to ρ⊗nθ , we show in Section 13.2 that
any estimator constructed from such a family of observables of the form of X(n), with identical local
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terms X, is such that the following lower bound holds for any integer n:

β(M, θ, ε, n) ≥
1

2 ∥ρ
−1/2
θ X ρ

1/2
θ ∥2

Lip

. (-1.13)

Applications to entanglement theory In various information processing tasks (compression,
communication, etc.), the advantage of quantum protocols over their classical analogues lies in the
possibility of encoding information in entangled states. We recall that a separable state on a bipartite
system HA ⊗HB is one that can be written as the mixture of product states:

ρAB =
r

∑
i=1

pi ρ
(i)
A ⊗ ρ

(i)
B . (-1.14)

Any state that cannot be decomposed as in Equation (-1.14) is called entangled. One of the main
goals of quantum information processing is to figure out ways to create and manipulate quantum
states without losing their entanglement properties. Therefore, entanglement breaking channels, i.e.
quantum channels that only output separable states when acting on one half of a bipartite quantum
state, represent a kind of noise that a quantum system needs to be protected from in such non-classical
protocols. In Chapter 14, we provide estimates on the time it takes for a continuous or discrete time
Markovian evolution applied to one half of a bipartite quantum system to ensure that it becomes
entanglement breaking.

Our upper bounds are based on the observation that full rank product quantum states lie in the
relative interior of the set of separable quantum states, as already proved in [Lami and Giovannetti,
2016]. We then use techniques similar to those of [Gurvits and Barnum, 2002] to obtain estimates on
the radius of the separable ball around such states in different metrics. Combining these with the
tools to estimate decoherence time of Markovian evolutions studied in Chapter 8, we obtain estimates
on how long it takes for all outputs to be in the separable ball.

To derive lower bounds, we exploit the fact that quantum channels that only output separable
states remain positive maps when composed with partial transposition. Thus, if we can show that the
output of a state under the channel has a negative partial transposition, the channel still preserves
some entanglement. Applying this reasoning with the maximally entangled state as an input, we are
then able to obtain criteria based on the spectrum of the quantum channel to certify that it still
preserves some entanglement. Unlike our upper bounds, we do not make any assumptions on the
structure of the quantum channels to prove these lower bounds, although we derive specialized versions
for quantum channels of particular interest, such as quantum Markov semigroups in continuous time.

Application to estimates on capacities of quantum Markovian evolutions In Chapter 15,
we are interested in the estimation of the optimal amount of information that can be sent for different
information processing tasks involving quantum inputs and noise. We consider the following tasks.
The capacity associated to each of these tasks, i.e. the optimal achievable asymptotic rates at which
the task can be performed, can be expressed in terms of an appropriate entropic quantity. The main
difficulty of quantum channel coding in comparison to its classical analogue lies in the fact that the
entropic expressions characterizing most of the capacities are intractable for general quantum channels.
For instance, in the case of classical communication over identical uses of a quantum channel Φ, the
classical capacity C(Φ) of Φ is characterized by the regularized Holevo information:

C(Φ) = χreg(Φ) ≡ lim
n→∞

1

n
χ(Φ⊗n) ,
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where the Holevo information χ(Φ) of a quantum channel Φ is defined in Equation (15.2). In general,
the regularized Holevo information does not reduce to its single-letter expression: χreg(Φ) ≠ χ(Φ), in
sharp contrast with the classical setting. This is due to the so-called superadditivity of the Holevo
information: there exist channels Φ1 and Φ2 such that

χ(Φ1 ⊗Φ2) > χ(Φ1) + χ(Φ2) .

Fortunately, recent progress has been made in finding good strong converse bounds1 on various
capacities. In the case when the channel is assumed to arise from a quantum convolution semigroup
(see Section 5.5.3), we use the transference methods of Chapter 9 in order to estimate the behavior of
the capacity as a function of time.

Main contributions and outline of the thesis

This thesis is based on the following publications and preprints:

[DPR17] Nilanjana Datta, Yan Pautrat and Cambyse Rouzé. “Contractivity properties of a quantum
diffusion semigroup”. Journal of Mathematical Physics 58, 012205 (2017). Accepted at the 20th
Annual Conference on Quantum Information Processing.DOI:10.1063/1.4974223.

[DR17a] Nilanjana Datta and Cambyse Rouzé. “Concentration of quantum states from quantum functional
and transportation cost inequalities” (2017). Accepted for publication in Journal of Mathematical
Physics. arXiv:1704.02400.

[DR17b] Nilanjana Datta and Cambyse Rouzé. “Relating relative entropy, optimal transport and Fisher
information: a quantum HWI inequality” (2017). arXiv:1709.07437.

[BDR18] Salman Beigi, Nilanjana Datta and Cambyse Rouzé. “Quantum reverse hypercontractivity: its
tensorization and application to strong converses” (2017). arXiv:1804.10100. Submitted to
Communications in Mathematical Physics.

[BR18] Ivan Bardet, Cambyse Rouzé. “Hypercontractivity and logarithmic Sobolev Inequality for
non-primitive quantum Markov semigroups and estimation of decoherence rates” (2018).
arXiv:1803.05379. Accepted at the 21st Annual Conference on Quantum Information Processing.

[BJLRS18] Ivan Bardet, Marius Junge, Nicholas LaRacuente, Cambyse Rouzé and Daniel Stilck França.
“Functional inequalities via group transference techniques and application to estimation of
decoherence times and capacities” (2018). Accepted at the 22nd Annual Conference on Quantum
Information Processing.

[HRS18] Eric Hanson, Cambyse Rouzé, and Daniel Stilck França. “Estimating when a quantum channel
becomes entanglement breaking” (2018).

It is organized in five parts: In Part I, Chapter 0, we briefly recall the main notions of quantum theory,
with an emphasis on the Heisenberg picture and the algebra of observables. This rather unconventional
choice, as opposed to the more traditional approach focusing on states, can be justified from the major
role played by certain algebras of operators throughout this thesis. In Chapter 1, we introduce various
measures quantifying the distance between quantum states, observables or channels, namely norms,
entropies and Fisher informations. Here the term distance is used in a broad sense.
1If the probability of error made by trying to achieve a rate that lies above capacity converges to 1 exponentially fast
in the limit of infinitely many uses of the channel, the task is said to satisfy a strong converse property.
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Part II regroups a corpus of techniques that are well-known to the community of classical
probabilists, statisticians and mathematical analysts. After a brief review of some basic definitions from
the theory of classical Markov processes in Chapter 2, we provide a summary of functional inequalities
in the commutative setting in Chapter 3. Connection to optimal transport, and in particular the
equivalence between the Ricci curvature lower bound and the displacement convexity of Boltzmann’s
H entropy is explained in Chapter 4.

In Part III, we introduce quantum Markov semigroups. In Chapter 5, we provide a summary of
the main definitions and concepts that mirrors the exposition of Chapter 2. In Chapter 6, we introduce
the concept of decoherence for non-primitive Markovian evolutions.

The new contributions provided in this thesis are organized into a mathematical part (Part IV)
and an information-theoretic part (Part V). In particular, we prove the following original results:

1 In Chapter 5, we provide in Theorem 5.2.6 a characterization of weak∗ continuous quantum
Markov semigroups on the algebra B(H) of bounded operators acting on a separable Hilbert
space H that satisfy the detailed balance condition with respect to some faithful normal state σ.
In Theorem 5.4.2, we prove a quantum Stroock-Varopoulos inequality for these semigroups. This
result appeared in the restricted case of a finite dimensional Hilbert space in [BDR18]. Finally,
we derive a new expression for the quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup in ??.

2 In Chapter 7, we find the the exact expression for the logarithmic Sobolev constant of order 2 of
the generalized depolarizing semigroup (Theorem 7.2.4). Moreover, we develop the framework of
quantum reverse hypercontractivity for primitive finite dimensional quantum Markov semigroups.
In particular, we show the equivalence between reverse hypercontractivity and the modified
logarithmic Sobolev inequality under the detailed balance condition in Corollary 7.4.10. In
Section 13.1, Theorem 13.1.2 and Chapter 15, Theorem 15.3.1, we derive finite sample size
strong converse results for the tasks of asymmetric binary hypothesis testing and classical
communication over a quantum channel based on the quantum reverse hypercontractivity of the
generalized depolarizing semigroup. These results were obtained in collaboration with Salman
Beigi and Nilanjana Datta, and appeared in [BDR18].

3 In Theorems 7.5.2 and 7.5.4, we derive a non-commutative Nash inequality and ultracontractivity
for the quantum heat semigroup on CCR algebra over a finite dimensional Hilbert space under
some positivity conditions on the initial state. There results were obtained in collaboration with
Nilanjana Datta and Yan Pautrat, and appeared in [DPR17].

4 In Chapter 8, we introduce the framework of logarithmic Sobolev inequalities and
hypercontractivity for non-primitive quantum Markov semigroups acting on the algebra of
n × n complex-valued matrices. In particular, we show the quasi-equivalence between these two
concepts in Theorem 8.4.1, and find universal constants by standard interpolation techniques in
Corollary 8.4.11. We prove the impossibility of a tight logarithmic Sobolev inequality for a truly
non-primitive semigroup in Theorem 8.5.1, which we use to prove the non-uniform convexity
of the amalgamated Lp in Corollary 8.5.2. Finally, decoherence times are given in terms of
the structure of the decoherence free subalgebra of the semigroup and its hypercontractivity
constants in Proposition 8.6.1. These results were obtained in collaboration with Ivan Bardet,
and appeared in [BR18].

5 In Chapter 9, we propose a technique to derive decoherence times for a doubly stochastic, finite
dimensional quantum Markov semigroup acting on a projective representation of a group G in
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terms of the mixing times of an associated classical Markov semigroup acting on G. These follow
directly from the norm estimates of Theorem 9.2.1. In Theorem 15.2.1, we also derive entropic
estimates that allow us to bound various capacities for continuous-time quantum channels in
Section 15.2. These results were obtained in collaboration with Ivan Bardet, Marius Junge,
Nicholas LaRacuente and Daniel Stilck França and will appear in [BJLRS18].

6 Chapter 10 is devoted to the study of tensorization in the non-commutative setting. In
Theorem 10.1.1, we derive a constant lower bound on the modified logarithmic Sobolev constant
α1 for the generalized depolarizing semigroup. On the other hand, the tensorization of α2 for
qubits is obtained in Theorem 10.1.4. These results were obtained in collaboration with Salman
Beigi and Nilanjana Datta, and appeared in [BDR18].

7 In Chapter 11, we prove a non-commutative entropic isoperimetric inequality (Theorem 11.1.7)
for the CCR algebra. The proof relies on a quantum Blachman-Stam inequality which we derive
in Theorem 11.1.3. We use the former to prove the convergence of a quantum state ρt evolving
according the quantum heat semigroup towards a Gaussian state that shares the same mean and
variance as ρt (Proposition 11.2.5). These results were obtained in collaboration with Nilanjana
Datta and Yan Pautrat, and the first two appeared in [DPR17].

8 Chapter 12 is devoted to the analysis of the non-commutative curvature introduced by [Carlen
and Maas, 2017] in the context of finite dimensional, primitive quantum Markov semigroups.
Different equivalent formulations for displacement convexity are derived in Theorem 12.3.3.
These are showed to imply a non-commutative HWI inequality (Theorem 12.5.2), which itself
leads to the modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality in positive curvature (Corollary 12.5.3).
We also introduce a non-commutative transportation-cost inequality of order 2 and relate
it to other quantum functional inequalities in Theorems 12.5.6 and 12.5.10. Theorems 12.6.3
and 12.6.7 are dedicated to the derivation of modified logarithmic Sobolev and Poincaré constants
from diameter estimates in the context of non-negative curvature. Finally, we derive quantum
concentration inequalities from non-commutative transportation cost and Poincaré inequalities
in Theorems 12.7.5 and 12.7.7. These are used to obtain finite blocklength upper bounds on the
error probability for the task of parameter estimation of a quantum state in Proposition 13.2.1.
These results were obtained in collaboration with Nilanjana Datta and appeared in [DR17a] and
[DR17b]. Finally, a rapid excursion to the infinite dimensional setting of the CCR algebra is
proposed in Section 12.8.

9 In Chapter 14, we find upper bounds on the time it takes for a quantum Markovian evolution to
become entanglement breaking, based on the functional inequalities for non-primitive quantum
Markov semigroups obtained in Chapter 8. We also derive matching lower bounds. These results
were obtained in collaboration with Eric Hanson and Daniel Stilck França, and will appear in
[HRS18].
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The axioms of quantum theory
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Chapter 0.

Quantum open systems

In this first chapter, we introduce the axioms of quantum theory following an algebraic approach. The
latter, usually referred to as the algebraic framework of (quantum) physics, was pioneered by [Segal,
1947] and further developed by [Haag and Kastler, 1964]. Three reasons can be invoked to justify
this choice: firstly, it encapsulates the duality between a state and an observable by providing a very
general common mathematical ground on which any physical theory (classical or quantum) can be
described. Secondly, the algebraic framework provides an efficient way of extending the notions of
differential calculus, geometry and probability to non-commutative settings, and to compare them to
their commutative cousins. Thirdly, some quantum systems with infinite degrees of freedom can only
be rigorously defined algebraically. Here we provide an outline of the concepts that will enter the rest
of this thesis, which will be properly redefined in due time. We do not claim any originality in this
section, and our exposition is mainly inspired by [Strocchi, 2008] and [Holevo, 2011].

Layout of the chapter: In Section 0.1, we derive the axioms of quantum theory from an algebraic
point of view. In Section 0.2, we discuss an important example of a quantum system, namely a bosonic
system which we will come back to in the subsequent parts of the manuscript. We end the chapter in
Section 0.3 by introducing basics of operator algebras required in the rest of this thesis.

0.1. Operational derivation of quantum axioms

Classical Hamiltonian systems are described by a set of canonical variables (q, p) called configuration
(e.g. the position and momentum of a particle) modeled as points of a manifold Ω commonly called a
phase space. Physical quantities describing the system (e.g. temperature, magnetic field), also referred
to as observables, are functions (q, p)↦ f(q, p) of the configuration. These in particular include the
configurations q and p themselves. Observables are usually assumed to belong to the commutative
algebra C(Ω) of real continuous functions on Ω provided with the sup norm ∥.∥∞. Conversely, assuming
that Ω is compact, the Stone-Weierstrass theorem implies that any configuration (q, p) can be uniquely
determined by the values taken by all the observables at that particular point. This fact is usually
known as the duality relation between states and observables.

Thinking of the state of a physical system as a configuration in Ω might seem too restrictive:
such a framework only allows for the description of theories that can be tested with arbitrarily accurate
observations. This working assumption, called the deterministic description, makes sense for a large
class of phenomena in which random fluctuations can be both practically and theoretically ignored
(e.g. planetary motion). However, regardless of the number of successes the deterministic point of view
led to in the classical physics of the XVIII-XIXth centuries, it was definitely refuted at the turn of the
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XXth with the first experiments occurring at the atomic scale.

One way to allow the implementation of physical theories that are stable against both
experimental and theoretical random fluctuations is to replace the intuitive concept of a configuration
by the one of a probability measure on the Borel algebra of events on the phase space Ω1. Moreover,
the Riesz representation theorem states that the information encoded in any such probability measure
µ is fully contained in the positive normalized linear functional that it defines,

Eµ[f] ∶= ∫
C(Ω)

f dµ, ∀ observable f,

and which we refer to as an expectation. The former notion of a configuration (q, p) ∈ Ω is then
retrieved when considering the Dirac distribution δ(q,p). Dirac distributions are special in the sense
that they cannot be written as linear combinations of other measures.

The above stochastic description of a physical system is at the core of Boltzmann’s statistical
mechanics of complex systems, typically constituted of 1023 particles. It also suggests the possibility
of defining a classical system through an abstract Abelian C∗-algebra A of observables, together with
a set of positive normalized linear functionals on A, with no more explicit mention of the underlying
phase space. This is due to the Gelfand-Naimark representation theorem which states that any Abelian
(unital) C∗-algebra A is isometrically isomorphic to the algebra of complex continuous functions C(Ω)

on a compact Hausdorff topological space Ω. Philosophically, we moved from the traditional geometric
description of a classical system in terms of its configuration to an equivalent purely algebraic view
point. A relaxation of the condition of commutativity of the algebra A leads us to the quantum realm.

0.1.1. An operational axiomatization of physics

Here, we proceed to a more systematic mathematical description of a physical system. From an
operational point of view, a physical system can be described by a set S of states in which it can be
prepared, together with a set O of measurable quantities called observables.

Operational requirements It is clear that for any observable A ∈ O and any λ ∈ R, one can define
the observable λA measured by rescaling the apparatus by λ (think of a pointer scale). Similarly, A2

may be interpreted as the observable associated with squaring the apparatus scale, and iteratively
one defines the observables Am+n = AmAn as well as any polynomial of A. An element A is said to
be positive if all the results of the measurements of A are positive numbers. This is equivalent to
assuming that A = B2 for some other observable B ∈ O. We also define the observable A0 whose
results of measurements always give the value 1.

A state ω ∈ S acts on any observable A ∈ O in order to provide a corresponding expectation
ω (A). This can be operationally understood as the task of taking the average over the results of
repeated measurements of A on multiple identical copies of the physical system prepared in the state
ω. The latter then defines a real functional on O. We also assume the following natural axioms:

- Homogeneity : For any A,B ∈ O, ω ∈ S and λ ∈ R,

ω (λA) = λω (A), ∀λ ∈ R.

1Here, we implicitly assume the following statistical postulate [Holevo, 2011]: “even if individual results in a sequence
of identical, independent realizations of an experiment may vary, the occurrence of one or another result in a long
enough sequence of realizations can be characterized by a definite stable frequency”.
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- Linearity : For all A ∈ O and m,n integers:

ω (An +Am) = ω (An) + ω (Am).

- Observables separate states: Given two states ω1, ω2 ∈ S:

∀A ∈ O, ω1 (A) = ω2 (A) ⇒ ω1 = ω2 .

This follows from the fact that a state should be operationally characterized by the values of the
expectations ω (A) for A spanning the set of observables.

- Completeness of states with respect to observables: Two observables A,B ∈ O sharing the same
expectation on all states in S should not be distinguishable (e.g. two different apparatus may
effectively relate to the same observable). This defines an equivalence relation ∼ between elements
of O:

A ∼ B
def
⇔ ∀ω ∈ S, ω (A) = ω (B).

From now on, we replace the set O by its associated set of equivalence classes O/∼, that is two
indistinguishable observables are assumed to be equal.

- Normalization: For all A ∈ O, ω (A0) = 1. This together with the previous axiom implies that
the 0-th powers of observables all fall in the same equivalence class, which we call the identity,
denoted by 1. Hence, for any state ω,

ω (1) = 1.

Moreover, the property AmAn = Am+n implies that A1 = 1A = A.

- Positivity : For any observable A ∈ O, the positivity of A is equivalent to the requirement that
for all state ω ∈ S:

ω (A) ≥ 0.

- Mixtures: Given two states ω1 and ω2 and λ ∈ [0,1], the convex linear combination

ω = λω1 + (1 − λ)ω2,

called mixture or mixed state, is also a valid state. A state is called pure if any decomposition of
the above form leads to either λ = 0 or λ = 1.

The C∗-algebraic framework Any apparatus is limited by the range of values that it can take.
Typically, a pointer state can only reach a bounded region of real numbers. This implies that the
results of measurements of an observable A ∈ O in any state should yield a bounded number. Hence,
the following positive number associated to an observable can be given the operational meaning of
being the maximum numerical value that can be displayed on any concrete apparatus measuring A:

∥A∥ ∶= sup
ω∈S

∣ω (A) ∣ <∞.

By homogeneity of the states,
∥λA∥ = ∣λ∣ ∥A∥, ∀λ ∈ R.
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By the separability criterion,
∥A∥ = 0 ⇒ A = 0.

Moreover, the following identity holds:
∥A2∥ = ∥A∥2.

Proof. For any state ω ∈ S, ω (∥A∥1 ±A) ≥ 0 follows from the definition of ∥A∥. ∥A∥1 ±A ≥ 0 by
positivity. Hence, (∥A∥1 −A)(∥A∥1 +A) is a positive polynomial of A and

∀ω ∈ S, ∥A∥2 − ω (A2) = ω ((∥A∥1 −A)(∥A∥1 +A)) ≥ 0 ⇒ ∥A∥2 ≥ ∥A2∥.

On the other hand, (∥A∣∣1±A)2 = ∥A∥2
1+A2 ± 2∥A∥A is positive, which implies that for any state ω,

2 ∥A∥ ∣ω(A)∣ ≤ ∥A∥2 + ω(A2) ≤ ∥A∥2 + ∥A2∥ ⇒ ∥A∥2 ≤ ∥A2∥.

Next, we motivate the notion of a sum of two observables A,B ∈ O: for a wide class of pairs
of observables A,B ∈ O (e.g. kinetic and potential energy) there exists an observable (say the total
energy) denoted by A +B ∈ O, such that

∀ω ∈ S, ω(A +B) = ω(A) + ω(B).

In what follows, we assume that to any two observables we can still associate their sum so that
the above equation is satisfied. This axiom is physically less motivated than the former ones and
constitutes a first non-trivial extrapolation of physics. However, it is a very useful mathematical
assumption since it extends the set O of observables to a vector space, which we still denote by O.

From powers of the sum A +B one can define the Jordan (or symmetric) product

A ○B ∶=
1

2
((A +B)2 −A2 −B2) = B ○A,

so that A ○ A = A2. This product is commutative, but in general not associative. The additional
condition that the Jordan product satisfies A ○ (A2 ○B) = A2 ○ (A ○B) (weak associativity) endows O
with the structure of a Jordan algebra. Segal showed that the above structure (together with a few
more technical requirements) allows one to recover most of the features of quantum theory. However,
the discussion becomes easier if we assume that the elements of the Jordan algebra O generate a
complex associative algebra A such that:

- The symmetric product arises from the associative product in A:

∀A,B ∈ O, A ○B ≡
1

2
(AB +BA)

- An involution is defined on A such that for all A,B ∈ O,

∀λ ∈ C, (λA +B)∗ = λ̄A +B, (AB)∗ = BA.

- For any A ∈ A, A∗A is positive and the states can be extended from O to A by linearity to linear
functionals on A, with the natural extension of the positivity property:

∀A ∈ A, ω(A∗A) ≥ 0.
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For simplicity, we also denote the set of these extended states by S.

- Similarly, the quantity ∥.∥ originally defined on O can be extended to a norm on A, also denoted
by ∥.∥:

∥A∥ ∶= sup
ω∈S

∣ω(A)∣ .

We assume the following two properties for the norm

∀A,B ∈ A, ∥AB∥ ≤ ∥A∥ ∥B∥, ∥A∗A∥ = ∥A∗∥ ∥A∥.

By positivity of ω((λA + 1)∗(λA + 1)), one can then prove the following two statements:

∀A ∈ A, ω(A∗) = ω(A), ∥A∗∥ = ∥A∥ .

The algebra A generated by our original set O of observables now satisfies the axioms of a
C∗-algebra with identity 1 and self-adjoint operators corresponding to the set O.

In summary, we adopted the following mathematical axiomatization:

- A physical system is represented by its unital C∗-algebra A of observables.

- A state of the given physical system is a normalized positive linear functional on A.

- The set S(A) of states separates the elements of A, and conversely observables separate states.

0.1.2. The Hilbert space formulation of quantum theory

In Section 0.1.1, we described the observables of a physical system in terms of a (possibly non-Abelian)
C∗-algebra A, and the set S(A) of states of this system as positive linear functionals on it. We
now seek for a way to derive concrete realizations of this abstract framework arising from physical
requirements. We recall that in the classical Abelian case, the Gelfand-Naimark theorem allows such
a concrete realization by representing observables by continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff
topological space. The situation is rather different in the non-commutative setting.

Let us first recall that a ∗-homomorphism between two unital ∗-algebras A and B is a linear,
multiplicative mapping π ∶ A→ B which preserves all the algebraic relations including the involution
∗. If π is bijective, it is called a ∗-isomorphism, a ∗-automorphism in the case when A = B. In the
particular case when B = B(H) is the C∗-algebra of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H,
then π is called a representation of A in H. Such a representation is faithful if ker(π) = {0}, and it
is called irreducible if {0} and H are the only closed subspaces invariant under the image π(A). In
this last case, each vector Ψ ∈ H is cyclic, i.e. π(A)ψ is dense in H. More generally, we denote by
(H, π,Ψ) a representation π in a Hilbert space H with a cyclic vector Ψ. The next theorem connects
the framework that we developed in Section 0.1.1 to the more “traditional” Hilbert space formulation
used in quantum information theory.

Theorem 0.1.1 (Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction). Given a unital C∗-algebra A and a state ω on
A, there exists a Hilbert space Hω, with associated inner product denoted by ⟨., .⟩, and a representation
πω ∶ A→ B(Hω) such that

- Hω contains a cyclic vector Ψω;

- ∀A ∈ A, ω(A) = ⟨Ψω, πω(A)Ψω⟩;
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- Every other representation π in a Hilbert space (Hπ, ⟨., .⟩
′) with cyclic vector Ψπ such that

ω = ⟨Ψπ, π(A)Ψπ⟩
′ is unitarily equivalent to πω.

The representation (Hω, πω,Ψω) is called the GNS representation of A associated to the state ω. This
representation is irreducible if and only if ω is pure, and faithful whenever ω is, that is whenever
ω(A∗A) > 0 for all A ∋ A ≠ 0.

The GNS theorem does not provide a faithful representation in general. This is the content of
the Gelfand-Naimark theorem:

Theorem 0.1.2 (Gelfand-Naimark). A C∗-algebra A is isomorphic to a normed closed *-algebra of
bounded operators acting on a Hilbert space.

The normalized vectors of H hence describe a full set of states, that is a set capable of separating
the observables.

Example 0.1.3 (Finite dimensional quantum systems). When A ≡ B(H) is the set of bounded
operators acting on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H, states are represented by positive, trace-class
operators ρ called density operators:

ω(A) ∶= Tr(ρA) Tr(ρ) = 1 .

The set of density operators on H is denoted by D(H).

0.1.3. Measurements

So far, we have only described a generic mathematical framework for the description of expected
values of certain observables of a physical system. However, one would ideally want to be able to
talk about the probability that an event occurs. In the commutative (classical) setting, this justifies
the conceptual jump between the concept of a bounded continuous function on a topological space
to the one of a bounded measurable function defined on an abstract probability space (Ω, F , µ). In
particular, this means we want to think of indicator functions 1A, A ∈ F , as being part of the algebra
of observables, so that

Eµ[1A] = µ(A)

is the probability that event A occurs. Now, let X ∶ Ω→ R be an F-measurable real random variable
of law µ. This means that for any Borel set B ∈ B(R)

P(X ∈ B) = µ (X−1(B)) ≡ µX(B) = EµX [1B] ⇒ E[X] = ∫
R
λdµX(λ) . (0.1)

The operator of left multiplication:

L∞(Ω,F , µ)→ B(L2(Ω,F , µ)),

X ↦ (LX ∶ ϕ↦X ϕ),

allows us to think of X as a self-adjoint operator on L2(Ω,F , µ), whose spectral decomposition is
written as

LX = ∫
R
λdL1X (λ), (0.2)
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where for every set A ∈ B(R), 1X(A) ∶= 1X−1(A) is bounded measurable in L∞(Ω,F , µ), so that the
spectral measure L1X on L2(Ω,F , µ) given by L1X (A)ϕ ∶= 1(X−1(A)) ϕ defines an orthogonal projector
of B(L2(Ω,F , µ)). In particular, E[1X(A)] = µ(X−1(A)) = µX(A), as expected.

Back to the general C∗-algebraic scenario, the Gelfand-Naimark theorem (0.1.2) implies that
any observable X ∈ O can be thought of as a self-adjoint bounded operator acting on a Hilbert space
H. By spectral theory, X has the following decomposition

X = ∫
R
λdPX(λ),

where PX ∶ B(R)→ P(H) is the so-called spectral measure of X taking values in the set of projections
on H. This means that, given a state ω of the system, there exists a probability measure µX,ω on
B(R) such that the probability that a measurement outputs a number x ∈ B is given by

P(X ∈ B) ≡ µX,ω(B) = ω (PX(B)) ⇒ ω(X) = ∫
R
λω(dPX(λ)) . (0.3)

By direct analogy with Equations (0.1) and (0.2), one sees that indicator functions should be replaced
by projections. However, just as indicator functions are not continuous, the spectral projection of a
representant X of an observable might not be part of the C∗-algebra represented in B(H). In order to
incorporate them in it, on needs to introduce the concept of a von Neumann algebra.

Let H be a Hilbert space. A von Neumann algebra M is a strongly closed ∗-subalgebra of
B(H) (see Section 0.3 for a short review of von Neumann algebras). Since the strong topology is
weaker than the norm topology, any von Neumann algebra is a C∗-algebra. As expected, the algebra
of complex bounded measurable functions L∞(Ω, µ) can be interpreted as a von Neumann algebra
when acting by multiplication on the Hilbert space L2(Ω, µ) of square integrable functions. In this
sense, indicator functions are represented by projectors in the image of this representation, which
completes the analogy between the commutative and the non-commutative cases.

So far, we only mentioned measurable events arising from the spectral measure PX of an
observable X ∈M. If the von Neumann algebraM is non-commutative, there exists a slightly more
general notion of quantum measurement. Given a measurable space (Ω, F), a positive-operator valued
measure (POVM), also known as resolution of the identity , is a collection M ∶= {M(B) ∶ B ∈ F} of
self-adjoint operators inM such that

- M(∅) = 0, and M(Ω) = 1H;

- For all B ∈ F , M(B) ≥ 0;

- For any countable partition Bj of B ∈ F , ∑j M(Bj) weakly converges to M(B).

In the commutative setting, the only existing resolutions of the identity are defined through indicator
functions M(B) ∶= 1B, B ∈ Ω. In the non-commutative case, any spectral measure associated to a
self-adjoint operator is an orthogonal POVM, that is one for which M(A)M(B) = 0 if A ∩B = ∅. In
fact Naimark’s theorem states that any POVM on H can be dilated into the spectral measure of a
self-adjoint operator in a larger Hilbert space H̃.

0.1.4. Composite systems and conditional expectations

In this section, we are interested in the description of systems A12 composed of two subsystems A1

and A2. Mathematically, such systems are modeled by the tensor product A1 ⊗A2 of A1 and A2.
More generally, given two normed vector spaces V1 and V2, and a pair (x, y) ∈ V1 × V2, there exists a
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unique element x⊗ y in the dual of the space B(V1 × V2,R) of bounded bilinear maps B ∶ V1 × V2 → R
defined by

∀B ∈ B(V1 × V2,R), x⊗ y (B) = B(x, y),

and such that ∥x⊗ y∥ = ∥x∥ ∥y∥. Next, we denote by V1 ⊗ V2 the algebraic tensor product of V1 and
V2. It consists of the finite linear combinations of elementary tensors x ⊗ y, for x ∈ V1 and y ∈ V2.
Assuming that A1 ∶= V1 and A2 ∶= V2 are algebras, there is a unique multiplication on A1 ⊗A2 such
that for all A,A′ ∈ A1 and B,B′ ∈ A2:

(A⊗B) (A′ ⊗B′) = AA′ ⊗BB′.

If A1 and A2 are ∗-algebras, the involution can also be extended to A2⊗A2 so that (A⊗B)∗ = A∗⊗B∗

for all (A,B) ∈ A1 ×A2. Finally, if A1 and A2 are C∗-algebras, there exists at least one C∗-norm on
A1 ⊗A2, thus providing the latter with a C∗-algebraic structure. A C∗-algebra A is called nuclear if
for any other C∗-algebra B, there is only one C∗-norm on A ⊗ B. This is the case, for example, of
finite C∗-algebras.

Closely related to the concept of composite systems is the one of a conditional expectation.
Let X belong to the space L1(Ω,F , µ) of integrable functions on the probability space (Ω,F , µ). We
recall that the conditional expectation of X given an event B ∈ F is defined as

E[X ∣B] =
E[X 1B]

µ(B)
.

Moreover, given a discrete sub σ-algebra G of F generated by a countable family of disjoint events
(Bi)i∈I , the conditional expectation of X given G is defined as

E[X ∣G] ∶=∑
i∈I

E[X ∣Bi]1Bi .

This random variable then outputs E[X ∣G](ω) = E[X ∣Bi], the conditional expectation of X knowing
Bi whenever the input ω belongs to Bi. This should be understood as a coarse-graining of the
information available on the random variable X: if one is only able to separate events up to the sets
Bi constituting G, the best information on X knowing that an event belonging to Bi has occurred is
E[X ∣Bi]. One can easily check that the random variable E[X ∣G] satisfies the three following properties

- E[X ∣G] is G-measurable,

- E[X ∣G] is integrable, since E [∣E[X ∣G]∣] ≤ E [E[∣X ∣ ∣G]] = E[∣X ∣] and

- for any other G-measurable random variable Y ,

E[X Y ] = E [E[X ∣G]Y ] . (0.4)

In the case of a general sub σ-algebra G, these properties can in fact be turned into a definition: given
any integrable random variable X, there exists a unique (up to null events) random variable, denoted
by E[X ∣G], such that the three above conditions are satisfied.

The notion of conditional expectation in the context of non-commutative tracial von Neumann
algebras was introduced by [Umegaki, 1954, Umegaki, 1956, Umegaki, 1959, Umegaki, 1962] (see
also [Nakamura and Turumaru, 1954]), and follows from the non-commutative generalization of the
theory of integration [Dye, 1952,Dixmier, 1953,Segal, 1953]). The generalization of the theory to the
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non-tracial setting was made by [Takesaki, 1972] (see also [Takesaki, 1979,Størmer, 1997]). Let ω be
a faithful, semi-finite, normal weight on a von Neumann algebraM, and let N be a von Neumann
subalgebra ofM such that the restriction ω∣N of ω to N is semi-finite. A linear map EN ∶M → N

is called the conditional expectation ofM into N with respect to ω if the following conditions are
satisfied:

- For all X ∈M, ∥EN [X]∥ ≤ ∥X∥,

- For all X ∈ N , EN [X] =X,

- ω ○ EN = ω.

By Theorem III.3.4, as well as the proof of Theorem IX.4.2 of [Takesaki, 1979], a conditional expectation
EN satisfies the following properties:

- Positivity : for all X ∈M, EN [X∗X] ≥ 0. In fact, a conditional expectation is completely positive
(see Section 0.1.5),

- for any X ∈M and A,B ∈ N ,

EN [AXB] = AEN [X]B . (0.5)

Therefore, similarly to Equation (0.4),

ω(EN [AXB]) = ω(AEN [X]B) .

As we mentioned above, the existence and almost sure uniqueness of the conditional expectation is
always true in a classical setting. For non-commutative algebras, this is no longer true. The following
theorem from [Takesaki, 1972] (see also Theorem IX.4.2 of [Takesaki, 2003]) provides a necessary
and sufficient condition for it to be true (we refer to Section 0.1.5 for the definition of the modular
automorphism group associated with a state).

Theorem 0.1.4. LetM,N be two von Neumann algebras with N ⊆M. The existence of a conditional
expectation EN ∶M → N with respect to a faithful normal state on M is equivalent to the global
invariance of N under the associated modular automorphism group:

∀t ∈ R, αωt (N ) = N .

In this case, the conditional expectation EN is normal and uniquely determined by ω.

We end this section with two canonical examples where the notion of a conditional expectation
will keep occurring:

Example 0.1.5 (Classical probability theory). As always, the classical case is retrieved as follows:
let (Ω,F , µ) be a probability space andM ∶= L∞(Ω,F) with associated faithful normal state given by
the expected value:

Eµ(.) ∶= ∫
Ω
(.)dµ. (0.6)

Now let G be a sub σ-algebra of F on Ω. Then, N ∶= L∞(Ω,G) ⊂M, and one easily verifies that
EN = E [.∣G]. In particular, let (Ω,F) ∶= (Ω1 ×Ω2,F1 ⊗F2) be a product measurable space, and let
G ∶= F1 be understood as a sub σ-algebra of F (more precisely, take G ∶= {A ×Ω2, A ∈ F1}). Then,
the predual EN∗ of the conditional expectation EN ≡ E [.∣G] maps µ onto its marginal µΩ1

.
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Example 0.1.6 (Finite dimensional quantum systems). Let H1,H2 be two finite dimensional Hilbert
spaces, and B(H1),B(H2) the sets of linear operators on H1, respectively H2. One trivially embeds
B(H1) into B(H1 ⊗H2) the following way:

B(H1) ∋ A↦ A⊗ 1H2 . (0.7)

It is then easy to check that the partial trace TrH2 , uniquely defined by the following identity:

∀A ∈ B(HA), X ∈ B(H), Tr ((A⊗ 1H2)X) = Tr (ATrH2(X)),

is the conditional expectation onM ∶= B(H1⊗H2) onto N ∶= B(H1) seen as a von Neumann subalgebra
ofM under the above embedding (0.7). Similarly to the classical case, its predual, also given by TrH2 ,
is the non-commutative version of the action of taking the marginal of a probability measure: it maps
any state ρ ∈ D(H) to its so-called reduced state

ρ1 ∶= TrH2(ρ).

Quantum systems composed of two parts H1 ⊗H2 are commonly referred to as bipartite.

More generally, let N be a C∗-subalgebra of B(H), where H is a finite dimensional Hilbert
space. In this case, by the structure theorem for C∗-algebras acting on finite dimensional Hilbert
spaces, N can always be decomposed into the direct sum of a commutative part and subparts where it
restricts to a factor [Kadison and Ringrose, 2015]. More precisely, up to a unitary transformation, the
Hilbert space H admits the following decomposition

H =⊕
i∈I
Hi ⊗Ki , (0.8)

such that N is unitarily isomorphic to the algebra

N =⊕
i∈I
B(Hi)⊗ 1Ki . (0.9)

In this case, given any state of the form

σTr ∶=
1

dH
∑
i∈I
dKi1Hi ⊗ τi , (0.10)

where for each i ∈ I, τi is a full-rank density operator on Ki, N is invariant under the action of
the modular operator ∆σTr

(.) ∶= σTr(.)σ
−1
Tr . In fact, the algebra is pointwise invariant: for any

X ∶= ∑i∈I Xi ⊗ 1Ki ∈ N ,

∆σTr
(X) = σTrX σ−1

Tr =∑
i∈I
Xi ⊗ 1Ki =X .

By Theorem 0.1.4, this implies the existence of a unique conditional expectation EN associated to
σTr

2. One can simply verify that EN is defined as follows: for any X ∈ B(H),

EN [X] =∑
i∈I

TrKi((1Hi ⊗ τi)PiXPi)⊗ 1Ki . (0.11)

In particular, σTr = EN∗ (
1H

dH
), where for each i, Pi denotes the projector onto ⊕dim(Ki)

j=1 Hi, and TrKi

2We recall that the modular automorphism group is given by (∆it
σTr
)t∈R, see Section 0.1.5.
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is the partial trace with respect to Ki. The choice of σTr will appear to be particularly relevant in the
study of non-commutative functional inequalities and decoherence in Part IV. This comes from the
fact that σTr is tracial on N , that is, for all X ∈ N and all Y ∈ B(H),

Tr(σTrXY ) = Tr(σTr Y X) .

We refer to Chapter 6 for more details.

0.1.5. Dynamics

A large part of this thesis concerns the study of the dynamics of open quantum systems, that is quantum
systems interacting with their environment. In the two paragraphs below, we briefly introduce the
concept of time evolution of a quantum system, which we will explore in more depth in Parts III
and IV.

Closed dynamics We first describe the case of a closed quantum system modeled by a C∗-algebra A.
Since the system does not interact with its environment, the evolution is assumed to be time-reversible.
Therefore, the time dynamics is in full generality given by a ∗-automorphism α on A. Classically, that
is when the algebra A consists of the set of bounded measurable operators on a measurable space
(E,F), the dynamics is defined as follows: for any f bounded measurable, and any x ∈ E:

α(f)(x) = f ○ ϕ(x),

where ϕ is an invertible map on E (see e.g. [Pillet, 2006]). Moreover, given any reference state ω, the
GNS theorem implies the following action of α on the GNS Hilbert space Hω:

Theorem 0.1.7. Let A be a C∗-algebra, ω a state on A and α a *-automorphism of A that leaves ω
invariant, i.e., such that ω ○ α = ω. Then, there exists a unique unitary U ∈ B(Hω) such that for all
X ∈ A:

πω (α(A)) = U πω(A)U∗ .

The reference state ω will for example be taken as the ground state ω of a Hamiltonian system.
The above result can be interpreted as a justification of the more traditional notion of “unitary
evolution” in the Hilbert space formulation of quantum theory. Physical evolutions of the above sort
are usually associated with a time parameter t > 0, and denoted by αt. Reversibility then means that
αt is an invertible map, and we denotes its inverse by α−t. We further assume that the dynamics can
be restarted at any point αs along its trajectory to get the same result αt+s as flowing forward for
time t + s from α0. This natural property is known as the group property, and reads as follows:

∀s, t ∈ R, αs+t = αs ○ αt.

Assume that the group (αt)t≥0 is strongly continuous , which means that for any A ∈ A, ∥αt(A)−A∥→ 0

as t→ 0 (in the case of a von Neumann algebra, one simply assumes that the group is weak∗ continuous).
Then, there exists a generator δ of the dynamics of domain

dom(δ) ∶= {A ∈ A ∶ lim
t→0

t−1(αt(A) −A) exists} ,
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that is a (possibly unbounded) operator (δ,dom(δ)) defined by

∀A ∈ dom(δ), δ(A) = lim
t→0

αt(A) −A

t
,

where the limit is taken with respect to the norm topology on A. Consider now, for each t ∈ R, the
unitary Ut associated to αt through the GNS representation Hω of a reference state. This in particular
implies that for all t ≥ 0, and any A ∈ A

πω(αt(A)) = Ut πω(A)U∗
t .

It is easy to verify that the family (Ut)t≥0 itself forms a strongly continuous group of unitary operators.
The following important theorem, due to Stone, will allow us to reconnect up to the better known
notion of Schrödinger evolution in the traditional Hilbert space formulation of quantum mechanics:

Theorem 0.1.8 (Stone, see e.g. [Reed and Simon, 1972]). For all t ∈ R, let Ut be a bounded linear
operator on a Hilbert space H. Then (Ut)t≥0 is a strongly continuous one-parameter group of unitary
operators if and only if there exists a densely defined self-adjoint operator H with domain dom(H)

such that
Ut = e−itH .

Moreover, dom(H) = {ψ ∈H ∶ ∃φ ∈H such that limt→0 ∥t−1(e−itH ψ − ψ) − φ∥ = 0}.

In the framework of dynamical systems, the operator H is usually referred to as the Hamiltonian
of the system. In the case when A = B(H) for a finite dimensional Hilbert space H, we recover the
usual Schrödinger equation: for any ρ ∈ D(H) and A ∈ B(H)

At ∶= αt(A) = e−itH A eitH ⇔
d

dt
At = −i [H,At], (Heisenberg picture)

ρt ∶= α̂t(ρ) = eitH ρ e−itH ⇔
d

dt
ρt = i [H,ρt], (Schrödinger picture)

where the map α̂t is the dual of αt with respect to the Hilbert Schmidt inner product on B(H):
⟨A, B⟩HS ∶= Tr[A∗B].

KMS states: Given a closed evolution α as above, it is simple to verify that states of the form

σ ∶=
e−βH

Tr(e−βH)
(0.12)

are invariant with respect to the unitary evolution: α̂t(σ) = σ. Such a state can be shown to be the
only state satisfying the following KMS condition: for any A,B ∈ B(H),

Tr(σBA) = Tr(σAαiβ(B)) .

States of the above type still exist in infinite dimensions. However, they would be well defined only
if the partition function Z(β) ∶= Tr(e−βH) is finite, which in particular implies that H has discrete
spectrum. One way to avoid this restriction is to rather take the KMS-condition as a starting point.
First, given a weak∗ continuous group (αt)t∈R of ∗-automorphisms on a von Neumann algebraM, an
element X ∈M is called entire analytic for αt if there exists a function f ∶ C→M such that

(i) f(t) = αt(X) for all t ∈ R;

(ii) z ↦ η (f(z)) is entire analytic for all η ∈M∗.
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The setMα of entire analytic elements is a weak∗ dense, (αt)t≥0-invariant ∗-subalgebra ofM. Then3

Definition 0.1.9. Let (αt)t≥R be a weak∗ continuous group of ∗-automorphisms on a von Neumann
algebraM, and β ∈ R. A state ω is said to be a (α,β)-KMS state if it is invariant under the action of
(αt)t∈R and the following holds for any A,B in a weak∗ dense (αt)t∈R-invariant ∗-subalgebra ofMα:

ω (Aαiβ(B)) = ω (BA). (KMS-condition)

The KMS-condition is known to be equivalent to the following identity holding true for all
A,B in a weak∗ dense, (αt)t∈R-invariant ∗-subalgebra ofMα (see Proposition 5.3.3 of [Bratteli and
Robinson, 1997]):

ω(α−iβ/2(A)αiβ/2(B)) = ω(BA) . (0.13)

In practice, we always consider the following weak∗ continuous group of ∗-automorphisms (we refer to
Section 1.2 for an brief introduction to modular theory): given a faithful normal state ω on a von
Neumanna algebraM, with corresponding cyclic vector Ωω in the standard form (πω(M),Ωω), the
modular automorphism group αω associated to ω is defined as follows: for any X ∈M and all t ∈ R:

αωt (X) ∶= π−1
ω (∆it

ω πω(X)∆−it
ω ) , (0.14)

which belongs to M by Tomita-Takesaki theorem (cf. Theorem 2.5.14 of [Bratteli and Robinson,
1979]), where ∆ω is the modular operator associated with the pair (πω(M),Ωω). It can be verified
that ω is a (αω,−1)-KMS state. In the case whenM = B(H), with H finite dimensional, and ω is with
associated full-rank density operator σ and cyclic vector Ωω ∶= σ

1
2 , the KMS-condition with respect to

the modular automorphism group αω reduces to:

ω(Aαωiβ(B)) = Tr(σ
1
2 A∆σB∆−1

σ (σ
1
2 )) = Tr (σ

1
2AσBσ−1σ

1
2 ) = Tr (AσB) = ω (BA) .

Open dynamics In this paragraph, we start touching what constitutes the main subject of this
thesis, which is the theory of open quantum systems. As opposed to their closed counterparts, these
systems are assumed to interact with an environment (heat bath, reservoir, magnetic field, etc.). The
latter should be considered as being constituted of a much larger number of particles than the system
itself. As a result of such interactions, a system Σ gets coupled with its environment E. This typically
leads to a local loss of the quantum features of the reduced state ωΣ that are believed to be crucial
for certain key tasks of quantum information and quantum computing. A rigorous mathematical
investigation of open quantum systems is postponed to Parts III and IV. Here instead, we introduce
some of their main ingredients on a simple example following the treatment of [Spohn and Lebowitz,
1978] (see also [Davies, 1974,Davies, 1976,Lidar et al., 2001]).

Assume a system Σ of interest, of associated finite dimensional Hilbert space HΣ, interacts with
an environment E (typically infinite dimensional), also called a reservoir. The dynamics of Σ when
isolated is governed by the closed evolution generated by a Hamiltonian HΣ. We also assume for sake
of simplicity that the reservoir is only composed of one heat bath with associated inverse temperature
β4 and evolution generated by the Hamiltonian HE . Since the bath is assumed to be at equilibrium,

3For more details about the physical meaning of KMS states and KMS symmetry, we refer to section IV of [Spohn and
Lebowitz, 1978] and references therein.

4Here, we assume the Boltzmann constant is equal to 1.
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it is in the Gibbs state

ρβE ∶=
e−βHE

Tr e−βHE
,

which can be immediately shown to be invariant under the unitary evolution generated by HE . Next,
the interaction between Σ an E is modeled by a bounded interaction Hamiltonian λHΣE , where λ ≥ 0

is called the coupling strength. We will further assume that TrE (1Σ ⊗ ρβE)HΣE = 0 (the state of the
environment is invariant under the interaction with the system). The Hamiltonian of the coupled
system HΣ ⊗HE is then given by a sum of three terms:

Hλ ∶=HΣ ⊗ 1E + 1Σ ⊗HE + λHΣE ,

and its time evolution is then given by the unitary Uλt ∶= eitHλ . Then, for an initial state of the joint
system given by ρ0 ∶= ρΣ ⊗ ρβE ∈ D(HΣ ⊗HE), the state evolved at time t takes the following form:

ρt ∶= U
λ
t ρ0 (Uλt )

∗ ≡ αλt (ρ0).

Since we are only interested in the evolution of the reduced state on σ, partial tracing over the
environment leads to the definition of a family of maps Pλt ∶ D(HΣ)→ D(HΣ), t ≥ 0, so that

Pλt (ρΣ) ∶= TrE [Uλt (ρΣ ⊗ ρβE) (Uλt )
∗] .

In general, the reduced evolution (Pt)t≥0 contains memory effects due to the interaction term λHΣE
5.

An expression that shows explicitly these effects can be derived: define the projector

Pβ ∶

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

T1(HΣ ⊗HE)→ T1(HΣ)⊗ ρβE ,

T ↦ TrE(T )⊗ ρβE ,

where given a Hilbert space H, T1(H) represents the Banach space of trace-class operators in H (see
Chapter 1), and define (γλt )t≥0 to be the time evolution on T1(HΣ ⊗HE) generated by

T ↦ Pβ ○ [Hλ, .] ○ Pβ(T ) + (id−Pβ) ○ [Hλ, .] ○ (id−Pβ)(T ) .

The following formula relating the evolutions (αλt )t≥0 and (γλt )t≥0 can then be verified by direct
differentiation:

∀t ≥ 0, αλt = γ
λ
t − iλ∫

t

0
γλt−s ○ (Pβ ○ [HΣE , .] ○ (id−Pβ) + (id−Pβ) ○ [HΣE , .] ○ Pβ) ○ α

λ
s ds. (0.15)

Next, the two following equations are derived from Equation (0.15):

Pβ ○ α
λ
t ○ Pβ = γ

λ
t ○ Pβ − iλ∫

t

0
γλt−s ○ Pβ ○ [HΣE , .] ○ (id−Pβ) ○ α

γ
s ○ Pβ ds , (0.16)

(id−Pβ) ○ α
λ
t ○ Pβ = −iλ∫

t

0
γλt−s ○ (id−Pβ) ○ [HΣE , .] ○ Pβ ○ α

γ
s ○ Pβ ds . (0.17)

A direct substitution of Equation (0.17) into Equation (0.16) then yields:

Pβ ○ α
λ
t ○ Pβ = γ

λ
t ○ Pβ

− λ2
∫

t

0
∫

s

0
γλt−s ○ Pβ ○ [HΣE , .] ○ (id−Pβ) ○ γ

λ
s−u ○ (id−Pβ) ○ [HΣE , .] ○ Pβ ○ α

λ
u ○ Pβ duds

5And the problem of deciding whether a quantum system has evolved according to a memoryless dynamics is NP-hard,
as shown in [Cubitt et al., 2012].
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Since we assumed that we were starting with a decoupled state ρ0 = ρΣ ⊗ ρβE , P
λ
t (ρΣ) ⊗ ρβE =

Pβ ○ α
λ
t ○ Pβ(ρΣ ⊗ ρβE), and the last equation above leads to the following formulation for the reduced

dynamics (Pλt )t≥0:

Pλt (ρΣ) = P0
t (ρΣ) + λ2

∫
t

0
∫

s

0
P0
t−s ○K

λ(s − u) ○Pλu (ρΣ)duds ,

where the integral kernel Kλ responsible for the memory effects of the evolution is defined as

Kλ(s) = −TrE ([HΣE , .] ○ (id−Pβ) ○ γ
λ
s ○ (id−Pβ) ○ [HΣE , .] ○R

β) , Rβ ∶ ρΣ ↦ ρΣ ⊗ ρβE .

After differentiation, we obtained the so-called generalized master equation of [Nakajima, 1958,Prigonine
and Resibois, 1961,Zwanzig, 1960]:

d

dt
ρΣ(t) = −i [HΣ, ρΣ(t)] + λ2

∫
t

0
Kλ(t − s)ρΣ(s)ds, (0.18)

The analysis of such an evolution is in general very difficult to carry out due to the memory effects:
for example, the existence of a stationary state has only been proved in special cases. For this reason,
we look for a simplified, Markovian version of Equation (0.18). One way to achieve this goal is by
taking the so-called weak coupling limit . As shown below, this approximation involves two limits: one
first needs to go from the Schrödinger picture to the interaction picture and suppress oscillations of
parts of the system Σ that are uncoupled by taking λ → 0. Moreover, in order to make up for the
slowing of the decay as λ→ 0, time needs to be rescaled in such a way that λ2t ≡ τ is kept fixed (van
Hove limit [van Hove, 1954,Hove, 1957]). Rescaling the time τ ∶= λ2t and going over to the interaction
picture:

P0
−λ−2τ○P

λ
λ−2τ(ρΣ)

= ρΣ + ∫
τ

0
dτ ′ (P0

−λ−2τ ′ ○ [∫
λ−2(τ−τ ′)

0
dxP0

−x ○K
λ(x)] ○P0

λ−2τ ′) ○P
0
−λ−2τ ′ ○P

λ
λ−2τ ′(ρΣ).

The integral kernel admits a power series expansion in the coupling constant λ. Define K̃0 ∶= P0
−x○K

0(x),
where K0 denotes the 0-th order term in that expansion, as well as K̃ ∶= ∫

∞
0 K̃0(x)dx. The above

expression then simplifies after taking the limit ρΣ(τ) ∶= limλ→0P
0
−λ−2τ ○P

λ
λ−2τ(ρΣ),

P̃τ(ρΣ) ∶= ρΣ(τ) = ρΣ(0) + lim
λ→0

∫
τ

0
P0
−λ−2τ ′ ○ K̃ ○P0

λ−2τ ′(ρΣ(τ ′))dτ ′ (0.19)

Now, since we assumed HΣ to be finite dimensional, the following time average always exists:

L ∶= lim
T→∞

1

2T
∫

T

−T
P0
−t ○ K̃ ○P0

t dt = ∑
ω∈sp([HΣ,.])

Qω ○ K̃ ○Qω, (0.20)

where the operators Qω are the spectral projectors of [HΣ, .] seen as a self-adjoint operator acting on
T1(HΣ) with corresponding eigenvalue ω, that is

Qω(T ) = ∑
εm−εn=ω

Pm T Pn,
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Chapter 0. Quantum open systems

where εj , resp. Pj , denote the eigenvalues, resp. eigenprojectors, of HΣ:

HΣ ∶=∑
j

εj Pj .

SinceHΣE is assumed to be bounded onHΣ⊗HE , so are K̃ and L on T1(HΣ). Inserting Equation (0.20)
into Equation (0.19), we finally obtain the following Markovian limit of Equation (0.18):

d

dτ
ρΣ(τ) = LρΣ(τ). (0.21)

This heuristic derivation was rigorously proved to hold by [Davies, 1974] under some suitable
assumptions. It is unclear from the above derivation what information about the physical process
Pλt ρΣ remains after taking the weak coupling limit ρΣ(τ), which amounts to letting λ→ 0 and t→∞

at the same time. We first make the observation that the interaction term λHΣE is expected to be
small compared with the Hamiltonian HΣ of the system for physical systems of relevance. Indeed,
interaction terms should only occur at the surface between Σ and E, which represents only a small
amount of particles (and hence of energy) compared to the bulk of the system. Moreover, assume
that the limit σλ ∶= limt→∞P

λ
t (ρΣ) exists and is unique (i.e. independent of the initial state ρΣ),

and assume that there exists a unique stationary state σ for the Markovian evolution governed by
Equation (0.21). Since the Gibbs state

ρβΣ ∶=
e−βHΣ

Tr e−βHΣ
(0.22)

can be shown to always be stationary (see e.g. Property 1 of [Spohn and Lebowitz, 1978]), we will
assume σ = ρβΣ. Then, since ρ

β
Σ trivially commutes with HΣ, this heuristically means in particular that

ρβΣ ∼
λ→0
P0
−λ−2τ ○P

λ
λ−2τ(ρ

β
Σ) ∼

λ→0
Pλλ−2τ(ρ

β
Σ) ∼

λ→0
lim
t→∞
Pλt (ρ

β
Σ) ≡ σλ,

and hence, the invariant state of the Markovian evolution should correspond to the 0-th order term of
a perturbative expansion of σλ.

Completely positive maps and quantum Markov semigroups In the above paragraph, the
maps (P̃τ)τ≥0 form a so-called quantum Markov semigroup (QMS) on the Banach space T1(HΣ).
Given a separable Hilbert space H, a family (Pt)t≥0 of linear mappings Pt ∶ T1(H)→ T1(H) is called a
quantum Markov semigroup if6:

- Semigroup property : For all s, t ≥ 0, Pt+s = Pt ○Ps;

- Strong continuity : For all T ∈ T1(H), limt→0+ ∥Pt (T ) − T ∥1 = 0;

- Complete positivity : For all t ≥ 0 and any n ∈ N, the map Pt ⊗ idMn(C) is positivity preserving7;

- Preservation of the trace: For all t ≥ 0 and T ∈ T1(H), Tr (Pt(T )) = Tr(T ).

In fact, the last two properties, namely preservation of the trace and complete positivity, are commonly
accepted as providing the correct general notion of an evolution by quantum information theorists. Such
maps are called completely positive, trace preserving (CPTP), and will also be referred to as quantum
channels in the sequel. The property of trace preservation is a simple non-commutative extension of

6A more general definition in the context of von Neumann algebras will be provided in Part III.
7We recall that a map P ∶ B(H)→ B(H) is positivity preserving when for any X ∈ B(H), X ≥ 0 implies that P(X) ≥ 0.
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0.1. Operational derivation of quantum axioms

the idea of conservation of mass of probability measures under classical stochastic evolutions. On
the contrary, the notion of complete positivity is a truly non-commutative concept which classically
reduces to the simple preservation of positivity (see Theorem 3.9 of [Paulsen, 2002]). The following
generalization of the GNS representation of states, due to [Stinespring, 1955], provides a physical
explanation behind the condition of complete positivity:

Theorem 0.1.10 (Stinespring’s dilation theorem). Let A be a unital C∗-algebra, and let P ∶ A→ B(H)

be a completely positive map. Then there exists a Hilbert space H′, a unital ∗-homomorphism
π ∶ A→ B(H′), and a bounded operator V ∶H →H′ with ∥P(1)∥ = ∥V ∥2 such that

P(X) = V ∗ π(X)V.

If P is unital, then V is an isometry. In this case, H can be identified with the subspace VH of
H′. Therefore, V ∗ becomes the projection PH of H′ onto H. Therefore,

P(X) = PHπ(X)∣H.

The above characterization of completely positive unital (CPU) maps in the Heisenberg picture
(evolution of observables) can be recast in the dual Schrödinger picture (evolution of states) as follows:
let P∗ ∶ T1(H1) → T1(H2) a CPTP map, then there exists a Hilbert space H3, a pure state ∣0⟩ ∈ H3

and an isometry V ∶H1 →H2 ⊗H3 such that for any state ρ ∈ D(H1)

P∗(ρ) = TrH3(V (ρ⊗ ∣0⟩⟨0∣)V ∗).

In words, any quantum channel on a system Σ can be decomposed as a unitary evolution on the
system and an environment followed by a reduction to Σ. Before ending this section, we mention one
last practical characterization of completely positive maps due to [Kraus, 1971]:

Theorem 0.1.11. LetM be a von Neumann algebra of operators on a Hilbert space H and let K be
another Hilbert space. A linear map P ∶M→ B(K) is normal and completely positive if and only if it
can be represented in the form:

P(X) =
∞
∑
j=1

V ∗
j X Vj , (0.23)

where (Vj)
∞
j=1are bounded operators from K to H such that the series ∑∞

j=1 V
∗
j X Vj converges strongly.

0.1.6. Symmetries

A common yet elegant way of describing a physical system is via an analysis of its symmetry properties.
For instance, consider the motion of non-relativistic point masses moving in a reference frame consisting
of three spatial coordinates together with a time coordinate. Inertial frames are characterized by
the property that free point masses travel rectilinearly and at constant speed. The coordinates of a
particle between any two such frames are thus related by the Galilei transformation

(x⃗, t)↦ (x⃗′, t′) ≡ (Rx⃗ + x⃗0 + v⃗ t, t + τ), R ∈ SO(3), τ ∈ R, x⃗0, v⃗ ∈ R3. (0.24)

Here, the rotation matrix R represents the orientation of the new spatial axes with respect to the old
ones, x⃗0 is the shift between the respective origins of the two frames, v⃗ is their (constant) relative
velocity, and τ can be interpreted as the time difference between the clocks of two inertial observers.
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Chapter 0. Quantum open systems

Transformations of the form of Equation (0.24) constitute the Galilean group, which contains the
subgroups of kinematical transformation (t′ = t) and the Euclidean group of spatial transformations
(x⃗′ = Rx⃗ + x⃗0, t′ = t) as special cases. Galilean relativity is then a statement about the equivalence
of the laws of mechanics in all inertial frames. More precisely, the equations of motion of a free
particle should be invariant under any Galilei transformation. When adding forces (e.g. by means
of an electromagnetic field), the equations of motion become invariant under a smaller group, which
translates the incurred loss of symmetry.

Introducing symmetries in the quantum realm, where the notion of point particles is closely
related to the measurement process, is a bit more intricate. One natural way to proceed is by restating
the Galilean relativity principle as follows [Holevo, 2011]: the statistics of an experiment is the same
in any inertial frame of reference. More precisely, since both preparation and measurement devices
are macroscopic objects, they can be associated with a reference frame (x⃗, t). Denoting the prepared
state by ω ∈ S and the measurement by the POVM M = {M(B) ∶ B ∈ B(R4)}, a change of reference
frame g ∶= (R, x⃗0, v⃗, τ⃗) applied to both apparatus and state results in a new state g.ω and a new
measurement g.M such that for any Borel set B ∈ B(R4)

g.ω (g.M(B)) = ω (M(B)) . (0.25)

It is natural to assume associativity of the actions of the group on the sets of states and POVMs: for
any state ω and POVM M,

g1.(g2.ω) = (g1g2).ω , ∀B ∈ B(R4), g1.(g2.M(B)) = (g1g2).M(B), (0.26)

where g1g2 denotes the natural product operation of the group under consideration. By equivalence
of all inertial frames, the maps ω ↦ g.ω and M↦ g.M shall be considered as isomorphic. The map
ω ↦ g.ω is affine: given a convex combination ω = ∑j pj ωj of states ωj , for any POVM M and any
B ∈ B(R4),

g.ω (g.M(B)) = ω (M(B)) =∑
j

pj ωj (M(B)) =∑
j

pj g.ωj (g.M(B)) .

Since observables separate states, we conclude that

g.ω =∑
j

pj g.ωj .

Hence, the group of Galilei transformations acts as a group of automorphisms on the set of states, and
as a group of one-to-one transformations of the set of measurements.

Of course, the logic described above generalizes to any group G acting on both states and
measurements in the dual manner described in Equation (0.25). The next theorem, due to Wigner,
reveals the structure of automorphisms of the set of density operators on a Hilbert space H:

Theorem 0.1.12. Any automorphism of the set D(H) of density operators on a separable Hilbert
space H has the form

ρ↦ V ρV ∗,

where V is a unitary or anti-unitary operators in the Hilbert space H.

By Theorem 0.1.12 and in view of the present discussion, to any g ∈ G one can associate either
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a unitary or an antiunitary operator Vg such that for any density operator ρ ∈ D(H)

g.ρ = Vg ρV
∗
g .

Moreover, by the associativity property (0.26), for any such ρ,

Vg2 Vg1 ρV
∗
g1
V ∗
g2
= Vg2g1 ρV

∗
g2g1

, g1, g2 ∈ G.

Therefore, there is a complex-valued function φ(g1, g2) with ∣φ(g1, g2)∣ = 1 such that

Vg2Vg1 = φ(g2, g1)Vg2g1 , g1, g2 ∈ G. (0.27)

In what follows, we will be interested in the case when G is a connected topological group, that is,
when the group is given a topology with respect to which operations of composition and inversion
are continuous. Let Ve = 1, i.e. V maps the unit element e of G in the identity operators 1 on H.
Assuming moreover that the map g ↦ Vg is weakly continuous, that is for any ϕ,ψ ∈H, g ↦ ⟨ϕ, Vgψ⟩ is
continuous, one can easily derive that the operators Vg, g ∈ G will all be unitary. Such a map is called
a projective unitary representation of G in H. If φ = 1, it is simply called a unitary representation.

Any projective unitary representation of the additive group R of one dimensional shifts reduces
to a unitary one (see Proposition 3.2.1 of [Holevo, 2011]). We will see in Section 0.2 that this does not
hold true in the multidimensional setting.

We end this section with a comment: we call a representation an irreducible representation if
the only invariant closed subspaces of all operators {Vg ∶ g ∈ G} are {0} and H, which means that the
representation is in a sense minimal. Under some regularity assumptions (which are always satisfied
in finite dimensions), any representation can be decomposed into the (possibly continuous) sum of
irreducible representations. This is what lead Wigner to interpret the latter as describing elementary
systems (“particles”).

0.2. Example: the algebra of canonical commutation relations

In this section, we introduce an example of quantum systems that will be investigated in the remaining
parts of this thesis, namely bosonic systems. These are described by representations of a symplectic
group (Z,+,{., .}), that is an Abelian group (Z,+) equipped with a symplectic form {., .} ∶ Z ×Z → R:
for all z, z′, z′′ ∈ Z,

{0, z} = 0

{z, z′} = −{z′, z},

{z, z′ + z′′} = {z, z′} + {z, z′′}.

The symplectic form {., .} is said to be non-degenerate if {z, z′} = 0 for all z′ ∈ Z implies that z = 0.
Then, for any z ∈ Z, define the abstract symbols Wz, called Weyl operators, which satisfy the so-called
canonical commutation relations: for any z, z′ ∈ Z:

WzWz′ = e−i{z,z
′}/2Wz+z′ . (Weyl-Segal CCR)
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Define an involution on the set of Weyl operators by setting

W ∗
z =W−z.

The norm closure of the complex span of Weyl operators becomes a unital C∗-algebra, with unit
1 =W0, called the algebra of canonical commutation relations (CCR). In what follows, we exclusively
focus on the case where Z is a real vector space and {., .} satisfies the following additional axiom

{λz, z′} = λ{z, z′}, λ ∈ R, z, z′ ∈ Z.

For instance, take Z to be the phase space R2d (typically d = 3 in the case of a point particle) of
point particles which is clearly in one-to-one correspondence with its associated group of phase space
translations:

(y⃗, t)↦ (y⃗′, t′) ∶= (y⃗ + v⃗t + x⃗, t), x⃗, v⃗ ∈ R3 .

The next proposition provides the reason for introducing Weyl-Segal CCR in this context (see
Proposition 3.3.1 of [Holevo, 2011]).

Proposition 0.2.1. Any projective unitary representation of the group of kinematical transformations
can be described by a family of unitary operators satisfying Weyl-Segal CCR.

The following famous theorem, whose original proof was given in [Von Neumann, 2018],
characterizes all the representations of the CCR algebra of a finite dimensional symplectic space.
Let us first recall that any symplectic space necessarily has even dimension 2d. Moreover, given a
symplectic form {., .}, there always exists a basis {e1, ..., ed, f1, ..., fd} in which it takes the form

{z, z′} =
d

∑
i=1

xiy
′
i − x

′
iyi, z = (x1, ..., xd, y1, ..., yd), z

′ = (x′1, ..., x
′
d, y

′
1, ..., y

′
d) ∈ Z.

Then,

Theorem 0.2.2 (Stone-von Neumann uniqueness theorem). In the case when Z is 2d-dimensional,
any strongly continuous irreducible representation of the CCR algebra is unitarily equivalent to the
representation L2(Rd). Moreover, for each z = (x1, ..., xd, y1, ..., yd) ∈ Z, the operator Wz can be written
as a product of commuting operators:

Wz =
d

∏
j=1

Wxj ,yj =
d

∏
j=1

eixjyj/2 VxjUyj ,

where for each coordinate j, (Uxj)xj∈R and (Vyj)yj∈R denote two one-parameter groups of unitary
operators on L2(Rd) of associated self-adjoint generators Qj ∶ ψ ↦ (x ↦ xj ψ(z)), Pj ∶ ψ ↦ 1

i
∂xiψ,

densely defined for example on the subspace of Schwartz functions, so that

Vxj = eixj Pj , xj ∈ R ,

Uvj = e−iyj Qj , vj ∈ R .
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0.2. Example: the algebra of canonical commutation relations

On the dense subspace of Schwartz functions, one can show that the following relations hold:

[Qj , Pj] = iδjk 1L2(R2d), [Pj , Pk] = 0, [Qj ,Qk] = 0; (Heisenberg CCR)

Wz = exp
⎛

⎝
i
d

∑
j=1

(xjPj − yjQj)
⎞

⎠
, z = (x1, y1, ..., xd, yd) ∈ Z (0.28)

For each j, we say that the operators Pj and Qj which satisfy Heisenberg CCR are canonically
conjugate observables. The operators Wz are also called Weyl displacement operators, the latter name
being justified by the relation

WzRjW−z = Rj + zj1 ∀ j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,2d} , (0.29)

where the operators Rj form the coordinates of the vector

R ∶= (Q1, P1, ...,Qd, Pd) . (0.30)

A natural Hamiltonian corresponding to the system we have just defined is the quantum harmonic
oscillator H = h̵∑

d
j=1 ωj(Nj +

1

2
), where h̵ is the reduced Planck constant, ωj is the angular frequency

of mode j and Nj is the so-called number operator that is defined on its own domain, containing the
space of Schwartz functions, as:

Nj ∶=
1

2
(Qj − iPj)(Qj + iPj) .

The term P 2
j in the above sum corresponds to the contribution to the kinetic energy of a quantum

particle in the direction j, whereas the terms Q2
j represent its potential energy. As a matter of fact,

the Hamiltonian H also describes the energy of a quantum optical system: the unbounded creation
and anihilation operators are densely defined as follows:

aj =
1

√
2
(Qj + iPj), a∗j =

1
√

2
(Qj − iPj) . (0.31)

In terms of aj and a∗j , the Heisenberg CCR takes the form

[aj , a
∗
k] = δjk 1. (0.32)

Using this relation, the number operator Nj takes the form

Nj = a
∗
jaj N =

d

∑
j=1

Nj .

Using Equation (0.32), one shows the existence of an orthonormal basis {∣nj⟩}nj∈N of L2(R) such that
for any nj ∈ N,

aj ∣nj⟩ =
√
nj ∣nj − 1⟩ , a∗j ∣nj⟩ =

√
nj + 1 ∣nj + 1⟩ .

This basis diagonalizes the number operator Nj , showing therefore that Nj has discrete spectrum:

Nj ∣nj⟩ = nj ∣nj⟩ .

For sake of simplicity, we will work in the von Neumann algebra generated by the Weyl operators
represented on the separable Hilbert space H ∶= L2(Rd). As a matter of fact, it is known to be the
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whole algebra B(H) of bounded linear operators on L2(Rd).

Quantum characteristic function A quantum state ρ ∈ D(H) of the system is uniquely defined
on Z through its quantum characteristic function:

Fq
ρ (z) ∶= Tr (ρWz) . (0.33)

The following theorem provides a justification of the above definition (see Theorem 5.3.3 of [Holevo,
2011]):

Theorem 0.2.3 (Non-commutative Parseval’s relation). The function given by (0.33) extends uniquely
to a map T ↦ Fq

T from the Hilbert space T2(H) onto L2(R2d), so that

Tr(T ∗1 T2) = (2π)−d ∫
R2d
Fq
T1

(z)Fq
T2

(z)dz, (0.34)

(where the notation f(z) denotes the complex conjugate of f(z)).

The inverse Fourier transform of the characteristic function

F−1
Fq
ρ
(u) ∶= (2π)−d ∫

R2d
e−i(u,z)Fq

ρ (z)dz (0.35)

is called the Wigner function of the state8. Under this convention the integral of the Wigner function
is equal to (2π)d. Contrary to the classical case, a Wigner function can in general be negative, and
therefore cannot be interpreted as a probability density associated to a state.

A quantum state ρ is said to have finite kth moment, for k ∈ N, if

Tr (ρ ∣Rj ∣
k) <∞ , ∀ j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,2d} ,

where the operator Rj denotes the jth entry of the vector R.

Gaussian states An important class of states for a continuous variable quantum system are the
Gaussian states. They play a fundamental role in the study of various quantum information processing
tasks involving continuous variable quantum systems which are relevant in quantum computation and
quantum cryptography. Important examples of Gaussian states arise in quantum optics and include
coherent states, squeezed states and thermal states. A Gaussian state ρ is defined via its characteristic
function

Fq
ρ (z) = ei(µ,z)−

1
2 (z,Σz) z ∈ Z, (0.36)

where µ is the mean vector of the state ρ, with elements

µi ∶= Tr(ρRi), i = 1,2, . . . ,2d, (0.37)

and Σ is its 2n × 2n (real, symmetric) covariance matrix, with elements

Σij ∶=
1

2
Tr(ρ (Rci R

c
j + R

c
j R

c
i )) , (0.38)

8Note that the above definition differs from the usual one by a factor of (2π)−d.
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where Rci ∶= Ri −Tr(ρRi). The characteristic function given by Equation (0.36) is exactly the one of a
2d-dimensional Gaussian vector of mean µ and covariance Σ. The Gaussian state is said to be centered
if µ = 0. Gaussian states have some very useful properties (see [De Palma et al., 2015a,Holevo, 2012]).
For example, the linear span of all Gaussian states is dense in the Banach space, T1(H), of trace class
operators. Moreover, any Gaussian state can be written in a rather simple way as follows (see Lemma
12.21 and Theorem 12.22 of [Holevo, 2011]).

Theorem 0.2.4. A Gaussian state ρ with covariance matrix Σ is invertible if and only if

det(Σ +
i

2
Ω) ≠ 0. (0.39)

Moreover, any Gaussian state ρ ≡ ρµ,Σ of mean µ and covariance matrix Σ can be written as

ρµ,Σ =Wµ ρ0,ΣW−µ, (0.40)

where ρ0,Σ is a centered Gaussian state of covariance matrix Σ, and Wz denotes the Weyl operator
given by Equation (0.28). Further, a centered, invertible Gaussian state can be expressed as follows:

ρ0,Σ = C e−R
TΓR, (0.41)

where

C = [det(Σ +
i

2
Ω)]

−1/2
, (0.42)

where Ω is the matrix representing the symplectic form {., .} in the basis {e1, ..., ed, f1, ..., fd}:

Ω =

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0 1

−1 0

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⊕n

. (0.43)

The matrix Γ is then defined through the relation

2 Ω−1 Σ = cot(ΓΩ) . (0.44)

Quantum Schwartz operators In this section we introduce the framework of Schwartz operators
in the CCR algebra as recently defined in [Keyl et al., 2016] and give some of their useful properties.
We first recall that a Schwartz function on Rn is a smooth function ϕ ∶ Rn ↦ C for which

sup
x∈Rn

∣xα1

1 . . . xαnn
∂β1

∂xβ1

1

. . .
∂βn

∂xβnn
ϕ(x)∣ <∞ (0.45)

for all α,β ∈ Nn. The set of Schwartz functions is denoted by S(Rn). In analogy with the theory of
Schwartz functions, the authors of [Keyl et al., 2016] defined a Schwartz operator on H ∶= L2(Rn) to
be a Hilbert Schmidt operator T such that for any α,α′, β, β′ ∈ Nn,

sup{ ∣ ⟨P β1

1 . . . P βnn Qα1

1 . . .Qαnn ψ,TP
β′1
1 . . . P

β′n
n Q

α′1
1 . . .Q

α′n
n ϕ⟩∣ ∣ ∥ψ∥, ∥ϕ∥ ≤ 1} <∞ , (0.46)

where ⟨., .⟩ denotes the inner product on H, and the sup is taken over square integrable Schwartz
functions ϕ,ψ. The set of Schwartz operators is denoted by S(H). A Hilbert Schmidt operator T
belongs to S(H) if and only if its characteristic function χT is in S(R2n) (see Proposition 3.18 of [Keyl
et al., 2016]). As a consequence, any Gaussian state is a Schwartz operator.
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Next, an operator A is said to be polynomially bounded if dom(N) ⊂ dom(A),dom(A∗) and
∥A(1 +N)−1∥∞, ∥A

∗(1 +N)−1∥∞ <∞.

Quantum channels on the CCR algebra Given the algebra B(H), H = L2(Rn), corresponding
to a quantum bosonic system of n modes, a Gaussian operation is a CPTP map P∗ on T1(H) that
preserves the set of Gaussian states. Any such operation is characterized by its action on the Fourier
side, that is on characteristic functions: given a state ρ ∈ D(H) of characteristic function Fq

ρ :

Fq
P∗(ρ) ∶ z ↦ F

q
ρ (Xz) ei(µ

′, z)− 1
2 (z,Y z) ,

where µ′ ∈ R2n, and X,Y are two 2n × 2n real matrices acting on the phase space such that Y T = Y

and Y + i(Ω−XΩXT ) ≥ 0. The action of P∗ on a Gaussian state ρG is then characterized by its action
on the mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ of ρG:

Σ↦X ΣXT + Y

µ↦Xµ + µ′

Any such operation admits a Stinespring dilation of the following form: for any ρ ∈ D(H):

P∗(ρ) = TrE [UG (ρ⊗ ρG)U∗
G] ,

where ρG is a Gaussian state on an “environment” system HE = L2(Rm), m ∈ N, and where UG is a
Gaussian unitary acting on H⊗HE . Such a unitary is determined by Y = 0 and X ≡ S is a symplectic
matrix. Among the class of Gaussian unitaries, the beamsplitter Uλ plays an important role. It is
defined on a 2n mode quantum bosonic system through its symplectic matrix: given 0 < λ < 1,

Sλ ∶=
⎛

⎝

√
λ1n

√
1 − λ1n

√
1 − λ1n −

√
λ1n

⎞

⎠
⊗ 12 . (0.47)

0.3. Interlude: von Neumann algebras

We start by recalling that a (concrete) von Neumann algebra9 M on a Hilbert H is a self-adjoint,
weakly closed subalgebra of the algebra B(H) of bounded operators on H, which contains the identity
operator 1. A functional ω on a von Neumann algebraM is said to be normal if for any increasing net
{Xα} of positive operators inM, ω(l.u.b.Xα) = l.u.b. ω(Xα), where l.u.b . stands for the least upper
bound of a net. Normal functionals form a subspace of the space of functionalsM∗ onM, called the
predual ofM, and denoted byM∗. The subset of positive normal functionals is denoted byM+

∗. A
state on the von Neumann algebraM is a positive linear functional ω ∶M→ C such that ω(1) = 1. A
normal state ω is characterized by the existence of a density operator ρ, i.e. a non-negative trace-class
operator ρ on H with Tr(ρ) = 1, such that (see Theorem 2.4.21. of [Bratteli and Robinson, 1979])

ω (X) = Tr (ρX), X ∈M . (0.48)

A normal state is said to be faithful if for any positive element X ∈M, ω (X) = 0 implies that X = 0.
A von Neumann algebra in standard form is a quadruple (M,K, J,K+) where K is a Hilbert space,
M ⊂ B(K) is a von Neumann algebra, J is an anti-unitary involution on K and K+ is a cone in K such

9A more abstract (yet equivalent) definition which does not require to mention any Hilbert space can be given by
saying thatM is the dual of a Banach space (see e.g. [Bratteli and Robinson, 1979].
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0.3. Interlude: von Neumann algebras

that:

(i) K+ is self-dual, i.e. K+ = {x ∈ K; ⟨y, x⟩ ≥ 0 ∀y ∈ K+};

(ii) JMJ =M′;

(iii) JXJ =X∗ for X ∈M ∩M′;

(iv) Jψ = ψ for ψ ∈ K+;

(v) XJXK+ ⊂ K+ for X ∈M;

where in (ii), M′ denotes the commutant of M in B(H). A quadruple (π,K, J,K+) is a standard
representation of the von Neumann algebra M if π ∶ M → B(K) is a faithful representation and
(π(M),K, J,K+) is in standard form. It is a celebrated result in operator algebras that a standard
representation always exists, which means that any von Neumann algebra can be seen as a standard von
Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space K, up to some isomorphism π. Moreover, if (π1,H1, J1,H

+
1)

and (π2,K2, J2,K
+
2) are two standard representations of M, then there exists a unique isometry

U ∶ H1 → H2 such that Uπ1(X)U∗ = π2(X) for all X ∈ M, UJ1U
∗ = J2, and UK+1 = K+2 . The

following basic theorem of operator algebra will prove useful for the definition of the relative entropy
in Section 1.2.

Theorem 0.3.1. LetM be a von Neumann algebra and (π(M),K, J,K+) a standard representation
of M. For any positive normal functional ω on M, there exists a unique Ωω ∈ K+ such that for all
X ∈M,

ω(X) = ⟨Ωω, π(X)Ωω⟩ . (0.49)

Moreover, the mapM+
∗ ∋ ω ↦ Ωω ∈H+ is a bijection.

Example 0.3.2 (Classical probability theory). Let (Ω,F , µ) be a σ-finite measure space. Define
the von Neumann algebra L∞(Ω,F , µ) of bounded, measurable functions acting by pointwise left
multiplication on the Hilbert space L2(Ω,F , µ) of square integrable functions. This means that to any
f ∈ L∞(Ω,F , µ), one can associate the operator Lf ∶ L2(Ω,F , µ)→ L2(Ω,F , µ) defined by

Lf (g)(x) = f(x)g(x), ∀g ∈ L2(Ω,F , µ), x ∈ Ω. (0.50)

The map L ∶ L∞(Ω,F , µ) ∋ f ↦ Lf is a faithful representation, so that the quadruple
(L(L∞(Ω,F , µ)), L2(Ω,F , µ), , L2(Ω,F , µ)+) is in standard form, where is the usual complex
conjugation and L2(Ω,F , µ)+ denotes the set of positive square-integrable functions with respect to
µ. We use the same notation for normal states and their associated probability measures, which
is justified by the above mentioned isometry. Now any function f ∈ L1(Ω,F , µ) such that ∥f∥1 = 1

represents a state ωf on L∞(Ω,F , µ) via the relation:

ωf(h) ∶= ∫
Ω
f(x)h(x)µ(dx), ∀h ∈ L∞(Ω,F , µ) . (0.51)

Indeed, one has ∫Ω f(x)1µ(dx) = ∥f∥1 = 1, 1 encoding for the identity element in L∞(Ω,F , µ), and
one easily checks that

ωf(h) = ⟨
√
f,Lh

√
f⟩ , (0.52)
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so that ωf is indeed normal. Actually any normal functional can be written in this way, so that
L∞(Ω,F , µ)∗ ≅ L1(Ω,F , µ). This is the space of (complex) measures that are absolutely continuous
with respect to µ.

Example 0.3.3 (Quantum systems). TakeM ∶= B(H) to be the von Neumann algebra of all bounded
operators on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H. Then any density operator ρ provides a state via
Equation (0.48). ThenM∗ is identified with the space of trace-class operators acting on H. The map
π ∶ B(H) ∋ A↦ LA, where for any A ∈ B(H) LA ∶ T2(H)↦ T2(H) is the operator of left multiplication
by A, is a faithful representation, turning (π(B(H)),T2(H), ∗,T2(H)+) into a standard form, where
∗ is the usual adjoint, and T2(H)+ is the space of non-negative Hilbert Schmidt operators on H. As

already discussed in Equation (0.48) any positive, normal functional ω on B(H) can be associated
with a trace-class operator ρ so that for any A ∈ B(H),

ω(A) = Tr(ρA) = Tr(
√
ρA

√
ρ) = ⟨

√
ρ, LA(

√
ρ)⟩HS, (0.53)

where ⟨., .⟩HS denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product on T2(H). Hence, one identifies Ωω with √
ρ.
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Chapter 1.

Norms, relative entropies, Fisher
metrics

In order to make any quantitative statement, mathematicians are usually lead to the introduction of
certain distance measures. In the specific study of quantum tasks and evolutions, numerous measures
can be defined, some of which admitting an operational interpretation (see Part V). In this chapter,
we introduce all the distance measures that will be used throughout this thesis. They are roughly
organized in three categories- namely norms, relative entropies and Fisher information metrics- that
are deeply connected to one another.

Layout of the chapter: In Section 1.1, we introduce and give basic properties of three important
classes of non-commutative Banach spaces, namely Shatten, Lp and amalgamated Lp spaces. We
show how the latter can be used to define the so-called notion of a completely bounded Lp norm that
will prove very useful in Chapter 10. Section 1.2 deals with the closely connected notion of relative
entropies. Finally, the Hessians of the latter, also known as Fisher information metrics, are introduced
in Section 1.3 and shown to provide the set of quantum states with a Riemannian structure. Similarly
to the commutative case, this framework turns out to be useful in parameter estimation of quantum
states (see Section 13.2).

1.1. Norms

1.1.1. Operator norms

Schatten norms In Chapter 0, we introduced the two dual concepts of states and observables
associated to a (quantum) system. For each of these notions, we have already seen a natural notion
of distance, that we recall here: letM be a von Neumann subalgebra of the set B(H) of bounded
operators on a given separable Hilbert space (H, ⟨., .⟩). The norm of an operator X ∈M is defined as

∥X∥∞ ∶= sup
ψ∈H/{0}

∥Xψ∥

∥ψ∥
, (1.1)

where ∥.∥ denotes the norm associated to the inner product ⟨., .⟩ on H. The norm ∥.∥∞ quantifies the
amplitude of observables evolving in the so-called Heisenberg picture. In the dual Schrödinger picture,
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the norm of a normal linear functional ω is then defined as:

∥ω∥1 ∶= sup
0≠X∈M

∣ω (X) ∣

∥X∥∞
, ω ∈M∗, (1.2)

which providesM∗ with a Banach space structure.

In the case when the von Neumann algebraM possesses a semi-finite trace τ , we define, for
p ≥ 1, the so-called noncommutative Lp(M) space as the completion of {X ∈M ∶ τ(∣X ∣p) <∞} in the
following norm:1

∥X∥Lp(M) ∶= [τ(∣X ∣p)]
1
p .

It can be shown that for any element ω ∈M∗, there exists a density ρ ∈ L1(τ) such that ω(.) = τ(ρ .).
Moreover, in this case we have (see Proposition 1.1 of [Davies and Lindsay, 1992])

∥ρ∥L1(M) = ∥ω∥1 . (1.3)

For this reason ∥.∥1 is commonly referred to as the trace norm. Its associated trace distance has the
appropriate operational interpretation of a measure of indistinguishability between two states for
an external observer allowed to perform any measurement on the system [Fuchs and van de Graaf,
2006, Audenaert et al., 2008, Jaksic et al., 2012]: assume given one of two faithful normal states
ω, ν ∈M∗, and consider the total error probability of guessing it, given a test, i.e. a two outcomes
POVM (T,1 − T ), T ∈M, 0 ≤ T ≤ 1:

Perr (ν,ω, T ) ∶= ν(T ) + ω(1 − T ) .

The quantum Neyman-Pearson lemma states that the minimum total error probability is given by

inf
T
Perr(ν,ω, T ) = 1 −

1

2
∥ω − ν∥1.

Moreover, the Lp(M) spaces interpolate between L1(M) andM.

In the case whenM = B(H) and τ = Tr denotes the usual trace on B(H), each Lp(M) space
is more commonly referred to as the Schatten class of order p and denoted by Tp(H). Denoting by
F(H), resp. K(H), the space of finite rank, resp. compact operators on H, the following hierarchy of
spaces is satisfied: for any 1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤∞

∥T ∥q ≤ ∥T ∥p ⇒ F(H) ⊂ T1(H) ⊂ Tp(H) ⊂ Tq(H) ⊂ K(H) ⊂ B(H) .

The case p = 2 plays a special role. Indeed, T2(H) is a Hilbert space called the space of Hilbert Schmidt
operators, with corresponding Hilbert Schmidt inner product defined as

∀A,B ∈ T2(H), ⟨A, B⟩HS ∶= Tr(A∗B) . (1.4)

Amalgamated Lp norms Let (M, τ) be a finite von Neumann algebra with an associated
normalized trace τ (τ(1M) = 1). Then, given a von Neumann subalgebra N ⊂ M, the following
amalgamated Lp norms were defined in [Junge and Parcet, 2010] (see also [Gao et al., 2017]): given

1The study of non-commutative Lp spaces with respect to a trace on general von Neumann algebras was first developed
in [Dixmier, 1953,Segal, 1953,Kunze, 1958,Gohberg and Krĕın, 1969,Simon, 2010,Segal, 1953].
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1 ≤ p, q, r ≤∞ with 1
r
= ∣ 1

p
− 1
q
∣, define

∥X∥Lqp(N⊂M) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

inf
X=AY B

∥A∥L2r(N ) ∥Y ∥Lq(M) ∥B∥L2r(N ) p ≤ q ,

sup
∥A∥L2r(N)

=∥B∥L2r(N)
≤1

∥AXB∥Lq(M) q ≤ p ,
(1.5)

where A,B are elements in L2r(N ). For N =M, we just find another description Lqp(N ⊂ M) =

Lp(M). Note that for a selfadjoint element X, we may assume A = A∗ in Equation (1.5). By Hölder’s
inequality, Lqp(N ⊂ M) ⊂ Lp(M). The Banach spaces Lqp(N ⊂M) are then completions ofM with
respect to the above norms. In the particular case whenM =Mk(N ) is the algebra of k by k matrices
with coefficients in N , the spaces Lqp(N ⊂M) ≡ Skp (Lq(N )) coincide with Pisier’s vector-valued Lp
spaces [Pisier, 1993].

Quantum weighted Lp norms The Schatten norms introduced above should be understood as
quantum extensions of the usual Lp(N) norms associated with the counting measure. In Parts III
and IV, we will also deal with non-commutative extensions of the notion of weighted Lp norms.
Typically, in the context of the convergence and contractivity properties of an ergodic Markov
semigroup, the weight is provided by the invariant measure of the evolution. Luckily, quantum
extensions of these norms have already extensively been studied in various degrees of generality: in
the general von Neumann algebraic setting, two different, yet isomorphic, definitions for weighted Lp
spaces were defined in [Haagerup, 1979,Kosaki, 1984]. In our simple case of the tracial von Neumann
algebra B(H), given a faithful state represented by a density operator σ ∈ D(H), Kosaki’s version of
the quantum weighted norm of order p with respect to σ is defined as follows [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski,
1999]: for X,Y ∈ B(H), define the weighted inner product (also known as KMS-inner product) ⟨X,Y ⟩σ

as

⟨X, Y ⟩σ ∶= Tr [σ
1
2X∗σ

1
2Y ] . (1.6)

The above inner product has the advantage of preserving the complete positivity under the adjoint
operation. It also induces a norm ∥.∥L2(σ) on B(H):

∥X∥L2(σ) ∶=
√

⟨X, X⟩σ, (1.7)

and we denote by L2(σ) the completion of the space of bounded operators B(H) under this norm. In
fact, let σ have the following eigenvalue decomposition σ = ∑

∞
i=1 λi ∣ei⟩⟨ei∣. Then, given any (possibly

unbounded) closed operator (X, dom(X)) on H such that ei ∈ dom(X) for all i ∈ N, define the L2(σ)

norm of X as follows:

∥X∥L2(σ) =
⎛

⎝

∞
∑
i,j=1

√
λiλj ∣⟨ei, Xej⟩∣

2⎞

⎠

1/2

, (1.8)

whenever the quantity on the right hand side is finite. In this case, X is said to be square integrable
with respect to the state σ. One can easily verify that the above quantity coincides with Equation (1.7)
whenever X is bounded. Any two operators X and Y are said to be equivalent if for all i ∈ N, Xei = Y ei,
and we identify L2(σ) with the equivalence class obtained by this procedure. Indeed:

Theorem 1.1.1. The space L2(σ) can be identified with the equivalence class of square integrable
operators with respect to σ. This means that whenever X is a square integrable operator with respect to
the state σ, there exists a Cauchy sequence {Xn}n∈N of bounded operators such that ∥Xn −X∥L2(σ) → 0
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as n→∞. Conversely, any Cauchy sequence {Xn}n∈N of bounded operators converges to an operator
X that is square integrable with respect to σ.

Proof. Let Pn denote the following spectral projector

Pn =
n

∑
i=1

∣ei⟩⟨ei∣ .

Define the sequence of bounded operators {Xn}n∈N by Xn = PnXPn. This sequence converges to X in
L2(σ), since

∥Xn −X∥2
L2(σ) =

∞
∑
i,j=1

√
λiλj ∣⟨ei, (X − PnXPn) ej⟩∣

2

=
∞
∑

i,j=n+1

√
λiλj ∣⟨ei, X ej⟩∣

2 →
n→∞

0 ,

since ∥X∥L2(σ) <∞. The converse is obvious by definition.

Next proposition relates the space L2(σ) to the one of Hilbert Schmidt operators on H.

Proposition 1.1.2. A closed, densely defined operator X with ei ∈ dom(X) for any i ∈ N is in L2(σ)

if and only it σ
1
4X extends to the range of σ

1
4 so that σ

1
4Xσ

1
4 is Hilbert Schmidt.

Proof. If X ∈ L2(σ), the extension is given by the following expression: for any ψ ∶= ∑
∞
j=1 cjej ∈H:

σ
1
4X

⎛

⎝

∞
∑
j=1

λ
1
4

j cj ej
⎞

⎠
=

∞
∑
j=1

λ
1
2

j cjXej , (1.9)

where the convergence of the series follows by the square integrability of X. The operator σ
1
4Xσ

1
4 is

Hilbert Schmidt since

Tr(σ
1
4Xσ

1
4 )∗(σ

1
4Xσ

1
4 ) =

∞
∑
j=1

∥σ
1
4Xσ

1
4 ej∥

2
H =

∞
∑
j=1

λ
1
2

j ∥σ
1
4X ej∥

2
H =

∞
∑
j,k=1

√
λjλk ∣⟨ej , Xek⟩∣

2 <∞ .

The converse statement is obvious.

Similarly, we define the weighted norms ∥⋅∥Lp(σ) on B(H) for all p ≥ 1 as follows

∥X∥Lp(σ) ∶= Tr ( ∣σ
1
2pXσ

1
2p ∣

p
)

1
p

.

and the weighted Lp(σ) spaces as the closures of B(H) in the corresponding Lp norm. The Lp(σ)
norms are connected to the usual Schatten norms as follows: first, define the map:

Γσ ∶ X ∈ B(H) ↦ σ
1
2 X σ

1
2 , so that Γ

1
p
σ ∶ X ∈ B(H) ↦ σ

1
2pXσ

1
2p . (1.10)

Then one has ∥X∥Lp(σ) = ∥Γ
1
p
σ (X)∥p.

Theorem 1.1.3. For any p ≥ 1, the map Γ
1
p
σ ∶ B(H)→ Tp(H) extends to an isometry from Lp(σ) to

Tp(H).

Proof. The proof is rather standard, but given for sake of completeness. By density, for any X ∈ Lp(σ),
there exists a sequence {Xn}n∈N of bounded operators in B(H) such that ∥Xn −X∥Lp(σ) → 0 as n→∞.
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Since {Xn} is a Cauchy sequence in Lp(σ), this implies that {Γ
1
p
σ (Xn)}n∈N is a Cauchy sequence in

Tp(H) and hence converges by completeness of the Schatten spaces. Denoting by T its limit, the
reverse triangle inequality insures that

∣ ∥Γ
1
p
σ (Xn)∥p − ∥T ∥p∣ ≤ ∥Γ

1
p
σ (Xn) − T ∥p , (1.11)

so that ∥X∥Lp(σ) = limn→∞ ∥Xn∥Lp(σ) = limn→∞ ∥Γ
1
p
σ (Xn)∥p = ∥T ∥p. Assuming that {X ′

n}n∈N is another

sequence converging to X, and denoting by T ′ the corresponding limit of Γ
1
p
σ (X

′
n) in Tp(H), we get

by continuity of the norm that T ′ = T , since:

∥T ′ − T ∥p ≤ ∥T ′ − Γ
1
p
σ (X

′
n)∥p + ∥Γ

1
p
σ (X

′
n −Xn)∥p + ∥Γ

1
p
σ (Xn) − T ∥p .

The terms on the above right hand side all converge to 0 by definition. Hence, one can defined without
ambiguity T = Γσ(X), and the result follows.

Next, we introduce the cones L+p(σ) of positive Lp(σ) operators on H. First, defined for p ≥ 1

the p-modulus map ∣.∣p as follows: for any X ∈ B(H):

∣X ∣p ∶= σ
− 1

2p ∣σ
1
2pXσ

1
2p ∣σ−

1
2p .

It was shown p. 249 of [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999] that the p-modulus map can be extended by
continuity to an isomorphism on the entire Lp(σ):

∥ ∣X ∣p∥Lp(σ) = ∥X∥Lp(σ) .

This allows us to define the following family of positive cones:

L+p(σ) ∶= {X ∈ Lp(σ) ∶ ∣X ∣p =X} .

One can finally define a useful family of bijective maps Iq,p between Lp(σ) and Lq(σ) for each p, q ≥ 1,
defined for all X ∈ B(H) by:

Iq,p(X) ∶= Γ
− 1
q

σ ∣Γ
1
p
σ (X)

p
q ∣ = σ−

1
2q ∣σ

1
2p X σ

1
2p ∣

p
q
σ−

1
2q . (1.12)

Weighted Lp(σ) norms enjoy the following properties [Ball et al., 1994,Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski,
1999]:

Proposition 1.1.4. Let 1 ≤ p ≤∞. Then

(i) Minkowski inequality: For any X,Y ∈ Lp(σ),

∥X + Y ∥Lp(σ) ≤ ∥X∥Lp(σ) + ∥Y ∥Lp(σ).

(ii) Hölder’s inequality: Let p̂ denote the Hölder conjugate of p, i.e. p−1 + p̂−1 = 1. Then, for any

X ∈ Lp(σ) and Y ∈ Lp̂(σ), Γ
1
p
σ (X)Γ

1
2p̂
σ (Y ) ∈ T1(H) and

⟨X,Y ⟩σ ∶= Tr(Γ
1
p
σ (X)Γ

1
p̂
σ (Y )) ≤ ∥X∥Lp(σ)∥Y ∥Lp̂(σ).
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(iii) Duality of weighted norms: For any X ∈ Lp(σ),

∥X∥Lp(σ) = sup
Y ∈Lp̂(σ)

∣⟨Y, X⟩σ ∣

∥Y ∥Lp̂(σ)
.

(iv) For any q ≥ 1 and any X ∈ L+q (σ), Iq̂,q(X) is the only operator Y ∈ L+q̂ (σ) such that

∥X∥qLq(σ) = ⟨Y, X⟩σ . (1.13)

(v) Uniform convexity for any p ≥ 1, the space Lp(σ) is uniformly convex. That is, for any ε > 0,
there exists δ > 0 such that for any two unit vectors X,Y ∈ Lp(σ),

∥X − Y ∥Lp(σ) ≥ ε ⇒
1

2
∥X + Y ∥ ≤ 1 − δ.

In particular, the uniform convexity of Lp(σ) spaces implies their strict convexity : for any
X, Y ∈ Lp(σ)/{0},

∥X + Y ∥Lp(σ) = ∥X∥Lp(σ) + ∥Y ∥Lp(σ) ⇔ ∃ t > 0 ∶ X = t Y .

By Hölder’s inequality, one can easily find the following hierarchy of non-commutative weighted Lp
norms: for any 1 ≤ p ≤ q ≤∞:

∥X∥Lp(σ) ≤ ∥X∥Lq(σ) ⇒ B(H) ⊂ Lq(σ) ⊂ Lp(σ) ⊂ L1(σ).

Weighted Lp(σ) norms also satisfy the following useful interpolation theorem as a consequence of
Hadamard’s three lines lemma:

Theorem 1.1.5. Weighted Lp spaces form an interpolation family of Banach spaces (Lp(σ))p∈[1,∞]:
for any 1 ≤ p0 ≤ p1 ≤∞, 0 < θ < 1, and X ∈ Lp0(σ)

∥X∥Lpθ (σ) ≤ ∥X∥1−θ
Lp0

(σ) ∥X∥θLp1
(σ), (1.14)

where pθ is defined through the following equation:

1

pθ
=

1 − θ

p0
+
θ

p1
. (1.15)

The following properties can be found in [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999]:

Proposition 1.1.6. The maps Iq,p extend to continuous bijective maps from Lq(σ) to Lp(σ) and
satisfy the following properties:

(i) ∥ Iq,p(X)∥qLq(σ) = ∥X∥pLp(σ).

(ii) Iq,r ○ Ir,p = Iq,p and Ip,p = idLp(σ).

(iii) For any p ∈ [1,∞), L+p(σ) is a closed strict cone in Lp(σ) such that the cone of positive
semidefinite bounded operators is dense in it. In the case p =∞, this remains true in the weak∗

sense.
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Weighted amalgamated Lp norms The quantum weighted Lp(σ) norms introduced in the last
paragraph will prove useful in the analysis of the convergence properties of primitive QMS, that is,
QMS converging towards the faithful state σ. In the Heisenberg picture, this is equivalent to asking
the observables to converge to a multiple of the identity:

Pt (X) →
t→∞

Tr(σX)1H.

We will see in Chapter 6 that, at least under the assumption of existence of a faithful stationary state
σ, a QMS more generally converges towards a C∗-algebra N called its decoherence-free subalgebra.
Chapters 8 and 9 are devoted to the study of the speed of convergence of such evolutions. This analysis
will in particular rely on the study of the contractivity properties of the QMS in question under a
family of weighted amalgamated Lp norms related to the algebra N . These so-called amalgamated Lp
norms were introduced in [Junge and Parcet, 2010] in the framework of operator space theory.

Here, we assume that H is finite dimensional. In Chapter 6, we show that the conditional
expectation EN defined in Equation (0.11) is the orthogonal projection onto N for the KMS inner
product (cf. [Bardet, 2017]): for all X,Y ∈ B(H):

⟨X,EN [Y ]⟩σTr
= ⟨EN [X], Y ⟩σTr

= ⟨EN [X],EN [Y ]⟩σTr
, (1.16)

where σTr ∶= EN∗ (
1H

dH
). This in particular implies that:

σ
1
2

TrEN [X]σ
1
2

Tr = EN∗(σ
1
2

TrX σ
1
2

Tr) . (1.17)

For 1 ≤ q ≤ p ≤ +∞, and 1
r
= 1
q
− 1
p
, define2

∥X∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) ∶= inf
A,B ∈N , Y ∈B(H)

X=AY B

∥A∥L2r(σTr) ∥B∥L2r(σTr) ∥Y ∥Lp(σTr) , (1.18)

∥Y ∥Lp(N ,Lq(σTr)) ∶= sup
A,B ∈N

∥AY B∥Lq(σTr)

∥A∥L2r(σTr) ∥B∥L2r(σTr)
. (1.19)

For any 1 ≤ q, p ≤ +∞, we denote the space B(H) endowed with the norms ∥X∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) by
Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)). In the case when σTr = d

−1
H 1H, these norms reduce to the amalgamated Lp norms

defined through Equation (1.5).

Remark 1.1.7. Classically, these norms reduce to the following: let (Ω,F , µ) a probability space, and
let G a sub-sigma algebra of F . Then for any F-measurable random variable X ∶ Ω → R, and any
1 ≤ q, p ≤∞:

∥X∥Lq(L∞(Ω,G,µ),Lp(µ)) = ∥X∥Lpq(L∞(Ω,G,µ)⊂L∞(Ω,F,µ)) = E [ (E[∣X ∣p ∣G])
q
p ]

1
q
= ∥E[∣X ∣p ∣G]

1
p ∥

Lq(µ)
.

This follows easily from applying Hölder’s inequality. One reason behind this seemingly complicated
generalization is because it can be shown to define a norm, as opposed to the arguably more natural
form ∥EN [∣X ∣p]

1
p ∥Lq(σTr).

In the next proposition, we gathered some basic properties of these norms.

Proposition 1.1.8. Let 1 ≤ q, p ≤ +∞ together with their Hölder conjugates q̂, p̂, i.e. such that
1
p
+ 1
p̂
= 1, and 1

q
+ 1
q̂
= 1. Moreover, let N be a subalgebra of B(H) with corresponding conditional

2In [Junge and Parcet, 2010], these norms were defined with respect to any state σ on H with respect to which EN is
a conditional expectation. However, we will see that the choice σTr is very convenient in Chapter 8.
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expectation EN and σTr ∶= EN∗(d
−1
H 1). Then the following holds:

(i) Hölder’s inequality: For any X ∈ Lp(N ,Lq(σTr)), Y ∈ Lp̂(N ,Lq̂(σTr)),

∣⟨X,Y ⟩σTr
∣ ≤ ∥X∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr))∥Y ∥Lq̂(N ,Lp̂(σTr)) .

(ii) Duality: For any X ∈ Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)),

∥X∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) = sup{∣⟨X,Y ⟩σTr
∣ ∶ ∥Y ∥Lq̂(N ,Lp̂(σTr)) = 1} .

(iii) Relation with Lp(σTr) norms: if q ≤ p, then for any X ∈ Lp(σTr),

∥X∥Lq(σTr) ≤ ∥X∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) ≤ ∥X∥Lp(σTr), (1.20)

∥X∥Lq(σTr) ≤ ∥X∥Lp(N ,Lq(σTr)) ≤ ∥X∥Lp(σTr) . (1.21)

and, in both cases, equality holds for all X if p = q. This last statement is usually referred to as
Fubini’s Theorem.

(iv) The hierarchy of norms: for 1 ≤ q1 ≤ q2, p1 ≤ p2 ≤ +∞, and any X ∈ B(H),

∥X∥Lq1(N ,Lp1
(σTr)) ≤ ∥X∥Lq2(N ,Lp2

(σTr)) .

(v) When 1 ≤ q ≤ p ≤ +∞, the sup on the right hand side of Equation (1.19) may be restricted to the
set of positive semidefinite operators A,B ≥ 0. Furthermore, for all positive semidefinite X,

∥X∥Lp(N ,Lq(σTr)) = sup
A∈N (P), A>0, ∥A∥L1(σTr)

=1

∥A1/2rXA1/2r∥Lq(σTr)
, (1.22)

(vi) Similarly, the inf on the right hand side of Equation (1.18) may be restricted to the set of positive
semidefinite operators A,B ≥ 0. Furthermore, for all positive semidefinite X,

∥X∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) = inf
A∈N (P), A>0, ∥A∥L1(σTr)

=1
∥A−1/2rXA−1/2r∥Lp(σTr)

. (1.23)

(vii) {∥.∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr))}1≤q≤p≤+∞ defines a family of interpolating norms (cf. Section 1.1.2).

(viii) For all 1 ≤ q ≤ p ≤ +∞, ∥X∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) = ∥X∥Lq(σTr) whenever X ∈ N .

Proof.

(i) Hölder’s inequality follows directly from Hölder’s inequality for the Lp(σTr) norms
(cf. Proposition 1.1.4): without loss of generality, assume that p ≤ q, so that q̂ ≤ p̂. Consider any
decomposition of Y of the form Y = AZB, with A,B ∈ N and Z ∈ B(H). Then,

∣⟨X,Y ⟩σTr
∣ = ∣⟨X,AZB⟩σTr

∣ = ∣⟨A∗XB∗, Z⟩σTr
∣

≤ ∥A∗XB∗∥Lp(σTr) ∥Z∥Lp̂(σTr)

≤ ∥X∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr))∥A∥L2r(σTr)∥B∥L2r(σTr)∥Z∥Lp̂(σTr) .

We conclude by taking the infimum over the operators A,B,Z.
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(ii) Assume without loss of generality that 1 ≤ q ≤ p ≤ +∞. Then

∥X∥Lp(N ,Lq(σTr)) = sup
A,B∈N

{∥AXB∥Lq(σTr) ∶ ∥A∥L2r(σTr)∥B∥L2r(σTr) ≤ 1}

= sup
A,B∈N ,Z∈B(H)

{∣⟨AXB,Z⟩σTr
∣ ∶ ∥A∥L2r(σTr)∥B∥L2r(σTr) ≤ 1, ∥Z∥Lq̂(σTr) ≤ 1}

≤ sup
A,B∈N ,Z∈B(H)

{∣⟨X,A∗ZB∗⟩σTr
∣ ∶ ∥A∥L2r(σTr)∥B∥L2r(σTr)∥Z∥Lq̂(σTr) ≤ 1}

= sup
A,B∈N ,W,Z∈B(H)

{∣⟨X,W ⟩σTr
∣ ∶ W = A∗ZB∗, ∥A∥L2r(σTr)∥B∥L2r(σTr)∥Z∥Lq̂(σTr) ≤ 1}

≤ sup
W ∈B(H)

{∣⟨X,W ⟩σTr
∣ ∶ ∥W ∥Lp̂(N ,Lq̂(σTr)) ≤ 1} ,

where in the second line, we used the duality of Lp(σTr) norms, in the third line we used that
for A,B ∈ N , [A,σTr] = [B,σTr] = 0, and in the last line we used that 1

r
= 1
p̂
− 1
q̂
. Using Hölder’s

inequality (i), the condition ∥W ∥Lp̂(N ,Lq̂(σTr)) ≤ 1 implies

∣⟨X,W ⟩σTr
∣ ≤ ∥X∥Lp(N ,Lq(σTr))∥W ∥Lp̂(N ,Lq̂(σTr)) ≤ ∥X∥(p,q),N .

Therefore, the supremum is attained. This shows that the Banach space Lp̂(N ,Lq̂(σTr)) is the
dual of Lp(N ,Lq(σTr)). As these spaces are finite dimensional, the converse holds.

(iii) The second inequality in (1.20) and the first inequality in (1.21) are obvious by definition. The
second inequality in (1.21) and the first inequality in (1.20) are proved by a use of Hölder’s
inequality for Lp(σTr) norms.

(iv) By convexity of the inverse function, 1
r1

≡ 1
q1
− 1
p1

≥ 1
q2
− 1
p2

≡ 1
r2
, so that

∥X∥Lq1(N ,Lp1
(σTr)) = inf

A,B∈N , Y ∈B(H),X=AY B
∥A∥L2r1

(σTr) ∥B∥L2r1
(σTr) ∥Y ∥Lp1

(σTr)

≤ inf
A,B∈N , Y ∈B(H),X=AY B

∥A∥L2r2
(σTr) ∥B∥L2r2

(σTr) ∥Y ∥Lp2
(σTr)

= ∥X∥Lq2(N ,Lp2
(σTr)) ,

where in the second line we used the hierarchy of the ∥.∥Lp(σTr) norms: for p ≤ p′, ∥X∥Lp(σTr) ≤

∥X∥Lp′(σTr).

(v) The first claim follows directly from invariance of N under A↦ ∣A∣ ≡
√
A∗A, polar decomposition,

as well as invariance of the Lp(σTr) norms under unitary transformations U ∈ N . Assume now
that X ≥ 0. Then, by Hölder’s inequality for the Schatten norms,

∥AXB∥Lq(σTr) ≤
√

∥AXA∗∥Lq(σTr) ∥BXB
∗∥Lq(σTr) ≤ max{∥AXA∗∥Lq(σTr) , ∥BXB

∗∥Lq(σTr)} ,

where we also used that ΓσTr
(AXB∗) = AΓσTr

(X)B∗. Moreover, equality holds when A = B.
Since positive definite operators are dense in the set of positive semidefinite operators, we
conclude that for all positive semidefinite X,

∥X∥Lp(N ,Lq(σTr)) = sup
A∈N , A>0, ∥A∥L1(σTr)

=1

∥A1/2rXA1/2r∥Lq(σTr)
.

(vi) This properties is more difficult to prove than the previous one. We refer to point (iv) of
Proposition 4.1.5 in [Xu, 2007].
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(vii) This is proved in [Junge and Parcet, 2010].

(viii) From the first inequality of Equation (1.20), we only need to find A,B ∈ N and Y ∈ B(H)

such that X = AY B, and ∥X∥Lq(σTr) = ∥A∥L2r(σTr)∥B∥L2r(σTr)∥Y ∥Lp(σTr). This works by taking
A = B =X

q
2r and Y =X

q
p . Indeed, in this case,

∥A∥L2r(σTr) = ∥B∥L2r(σTr) = (Tr(σTrX
q))

1
2r = ∥X∥

q
2r

Lq(σTr), ∥Y ∥Lp(σTr) = Tr(σTrX
q)

1
p = ∥X∥

q
p

Lq(σTr) ,

and the claim follows from the fact that 1
r
+ 1
p
= 1
q
.

Remark 1.1.9. We will see in Chapter 8 that the weighted amalgamated Lp norms are uniformly
convex only in the case when N is trivial, that is in the special case when they coincide with the
non-commutative weighted Lp norms introduced in the previous paragraph.

1.1.2. Superoperator norms

Here, we shift our attention to the problem of distinguishing quantum channels. The norms of last
section provide the sets of states and observables with different Banach space structures. Next, given
a bounded linear map Φ ∶ B1 → B2, between any two such Banach spaces (B1, ∥.∥B1) and (B2, ∥.∥B2),
the operator norm of Φ is defined as follows

∥Φ ∶ B1 → B2∥ ∶= sup
X∈B1/{0}

∥Φ(X)∥B2

∥X∥B1

.

Superoperator norms induced by Schatten norms In the Schrödinger picture, one is mainly
interested in the distinguishability of CPTP maps. There, B1 and B2 are both taken to be the Banach
spaces T1(H) of trace-class operators on a given separable Hilbert space H. Then, it was shown
in [Watrous, 2005] that in the case of a completely positive map P

∥P ∶ T1(H)→ T1(H)∥ = sup
ρ ∈D+(H)

∥P(ρ)∥1 .

We saw in Section 1.1.1 that the trace norm is related to the minimum total error made in the task of
state discrimination. This operational interpretation can be directly translated to the discrimination
of quantum channels: Assume that Alice sends a state ρ to Bob over a noisy channels Pi ∈ {P1,P2}.
Bob’s task is then to infer which channel the initial state ρ went through by performing a two-outcome
POVM M = {M1,M2} where M1 = 1 −M2. Similarly to the usual hypothesis testing problem on
states, two errors are associated to this test: Tr(MiPj(ρ)) represents the error made when inferring
that the channel Pi was used when it actually was Pj . Assume further that channel P1, resp. P2, has
probability p ∈ (0,1), resp. (1 − p), of being used. Then, for a fixed initial state ρ, the minimum total
error probability is given by

Perr(P1,P2, p, ρ) = min
M

pTr(M2P1(ρ)) + (1 − p)Tr(M1P2(ρ)) =
1

2
(1 − ∥pP1(ρ) + (1 − p)P2(ρ)∥1) .

(1.24)

After optimization over the input state ρ, Equation (1.24) leads to the following minimum error
probability for the task of discrimination between the two channels P1 and P2:

Perr(P1,P2, p) = min
ρ
Perr(P1,P2, p, ρ) =

1

2
(1 − ∥pP1 + (1 − p)P2 ∶ T1(H)→ T1(H)∥) . (1.25)
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More generally, one can define the superoperator norm induced by Schatten norms: for 1 ≤

p, q ≤∞ and a linear map Φ ∶ Tq(H)→ Tp(H), we define

∥Φ ∶ Tq(H)→ Tp(H)∥ = sup
X∈Tq(H)/{0}

∥Φ(X)∥Tp(H)

∥X∥Tq(H)
.

Once again, the supremum can be restricted to the set T +q (H) of positive semidefinite operators in
Tq(H).

These superoperator norms are related to the ones for maps between weighted Lp(σ) spaces, for
a given faithful normal state represented by the density operator σ ∈ D+(H): given Φ ∶ Lq(σ)→ Lp(σ):

∥Φ ∶ Lq(σ)→ Lp(σ)∥ ∶= sup
X∈Lq(σ)/{0}

∥Φ(X)∥Lp(σ)

∥X∥Lq(σ)

= sup
Y ∈Tq(H)/{0}

∥Γ
1
p
σ ○Φ ○ Γ

− 1
q

σ (Y )∥Tp(H)

∥Y ∥Tq(H)

= ∥Γ
1
p
σ ○Φ ○ Γ

− 1
q

σ ∶ Tq(H)→ Tp(H)∥ , (1.26)

where the second identity follows from Theorem 1.1.3.

Complex Interpolation We saw in Section 1.1.1 that weighted Lp norms as well as amalgamated
Lp space defined a family of complex interpolating spaces. Here, we briefly review this notion which
we will use in different situations throughout this thesis: Two Banach spaces X0 and X1 are said to
be compatible if there exists a Hausdorff topological vector space X such that X0,X1 ⊂ X . This can
always be done by considering the sum space X0 + X1 ∶= {ψ0 + ψ1 ∶ ψ0 ∈ X0, ψ1 ∈ X1}, which is a
Banach space equipped with the norm ∥ψ∥X0+X1 ∶= infψ=ψ0+ψ1 ∥ψ0∥X0 + ∥ψ1∥X1 . Next, we denote the
strip S ∶= {z ∈ C ∶ 0 ≤ Re z ≤ 1} and let S0 denote its open interior. We denote by F(X0,X1) the space
of all functions f ∶ S → X0 +X1, which are bounded and continuous on S and analytic on S0, for which
{f(it) ∶ t ∈ R} ⊂ X0 and {f(1 + it) ∶ t ∈ R} ⊂ X1. F(X0,X1) is still a Banach space equipped with
the norm ∥f∥F ∶= max{supt ∥f(it)∥X0 , supt ∥f(1 + it)∥X1}. Next, we denote the complex interpolation
space (X0,X1)θ, 0 < θ < 1, as the quotient space of F(X0,X1) given as

(X0,X1)θ = {ψ ∈ X0 +X1 ∶ ψ = f(θ), f ∈ F(X0,X1)}

equipped with the quotient norm

∥ψ∥θ ∶= inf {∥f∥F ; f(θ) = ψ} .

Noncommutative Lp spaces form a complex interpolation family of Banach spaces: (L∞(σ),L1(σ)) 1
p
=

Lp(σ). This extends to the amalgamated norms as follows: for any 1 ≤ p, q ≤∞, Lp(N ,Lq(σTr)) =

(L∞(N ,Lq(σTr)),L1(N ,Lq(σTr)) 1
p
and Lp(N ,Lq(σTr)) = (Lp(N ,L∞(σTr)),Lp(N ,L1(σTr)) 1

q
.

We will need a generalization of the standard Riezs Thorin theorem, which allows the operator
Φ itself to vary analytically. This is the well-known Stein interpolation theorem [Bergh and Löfström,
2012]:

Theorem 1.1.10. Let (X0,X1) and (Y0,Y1) be two compatible couples of Banach spaces. Let
Φz ∶ z ∈ S ⊂ B(X0 +X1,Y0 +Y1) be a bounded analytic family of maps such that

{Φit ∶ t ∈ R} ⊂ B(X0,Y0) , {Φ1+it ∶ t ∈ R} ⊂ B(X1,Y1) .
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Suppose that Λ0 = supt{∥Φit ∶ X0 → Y0∥} and Λ1 = supt{∥Φ1+it ∶ X1 → Y1} are both finite, then for
0 < θ < 1, Φθ is a bounded linear map from (X0,X1)θ to (Y0,Y1)θ and

∥Φθ ∶ (X0,X1)θ → (Y0,Y1)θ∥ ≤ Λ1−θ
0 Λθ1 .

Some norm estimates In this paragraph, we provide some important estimates on several norms
of the identity map: consider a subalgebra N of B(H) for some finite dimensional Hilbert space H and
let EN be a conditional expectation from B(H) to N . Once again, define σTr as in Equation (0.10)
and subsequently the norms ∥⋅∥Lp(N ,Lq(σTr)) as in Equations (1.18) and (1.19). First, for any p ≥ 2:

∥id ∶ L2(σTr)→ L2(N , Lp(σTr))∥ ≤ ∥id ∶ L2(σTr)→ Lp(σTr)∥ = ∥σ−1
Tr∥

1
2−

1
p

∞ . (1.27)

Using the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem together with the fact that id is contractive for
∥⋅∥L2(N ,Lq(σTr)):

Lemma 1.1.11. For any 2 ≤ p ≤ q ≤∞,

∥id ∶ L2(N , Lp(σTr))→ L2(N , Lq(σTr))∥ ≤ ∥σ−1
Tr∥

1
p−

1
q

∞ . (1.28)

In general, the bound given by (1.27) can be very bad. In the bipartite scenario where
H =HA ⊗HB , N = B(HA)⊗ 1HB and σTr =

1HA

dHA
⊗ σ for some full-rank density matrix σ, one can get

the better bound:

Lemma 1.1.12. For any 2 ≤ p ≤∞,

∥idB(H) ∶ L2(σTr)→ L2(N , Lp(σTr))∥ ≤ ∥idB(HB) ∶ L2(σ)→ Lp(σ)∥cb
≤ ∥σ−1∥

1
2−

1
p

∞ . (1.29)

In particular, the outer bound does not depend on HA.

Proof. The first inequality is obvious by definition of the weighted CB norms (see next paragraph).
For the second inequality, it is enough to prove that for all HA,

∥idB(H) ∶ L2(σTr)→ L2(N , Lp(σTr))∥ ≤ ∥σ−1∥
1
2−

1
p

∞ (1.30)

Now, for any fixed HA and 1
r
= 1

2
− 1
p
,

∥ idB(H) ∶L2(σTr)→ L2(N , Lp(σTr))∥

= sup
X∈B(H)

∥X∥L2(N ,Lp(d−1
HA

1HA
⊗σ))

∥X∥L2(1HAd
−1
HA

⊗σ)

= sup
X∈B(H)

inf
A∈B(HA)

∥(A⊗ 1HB)
−1X (A⊗ 1HB)

−1∥Lp(1HAd
−1
HA

⊗σ) ∥A∥2
L2r(1HAd

−1
HA

)

∥X∥L2(1HAd
−1
HA

⊗σ)

= sup
X∈B(H)

inf
A∈B(HA)

∥(A⊗ 1HB)
−1X (A⊗ 1HB)

−1∥Lp(1HA⊗σ) ∥A∥2
2r

∥X∥L2(1HA⊗σ)
.
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Assuming p =∞, the above right hand side is bounded by

sup
X∈B(H)

∥X∥L2(N ,L∞(d−1
HA

1HA
⊗σ))

∥X∥L2(1HAd
−1
HA

⊗σ)
= ∥σ−1∥

−1/2
∞ sup

X

1

∥X∥2
inf

A∈B(HA)
∥(A⊗ 1HB)

−1X (A⊗ 1HB)
−1∥∞ ∥A∥2r

= ∥σ−1∥
−1/2
∞ sup

X∈B(H)

1

∥X∥2
∥X∥(2,∞)

= ∥σ−1∥
−1/2
∞ ∥ id ∶ T2(H)→ B(H)∥cb

≤ ∥σ−1∥
−1/2
∞ ,

where ∥X∥(2,∞) denotes the (unnormalized) (2,∞) norm of Pisier [Pisier, 1993]. We conclude by
interpolating for fixed HA at the level of Equation (1.30), since ∥ idB(H) ∶ L2(σTr)→ L2(σTr)∥ = 1.

So far we only focused on the norm ∥id ∶ L2(σTr)→ L2(N , Lp(σTr))∥ for different value of p.
In Section 8.6, however, we need another kind of estimate:

Proposition 1.1.13. For all 1 ≤ p ≤ q, we have

∥id ∶ Lp(N , Lq(σTr))→ Lq(σTr)∥ = (max
i∈I

dHi)

1
p−

1
q

, (1.31)

where the dHi are the dimensions of the spaces Hi taking place in the decomposition of N given by
(0.9). For p = 2 and q =∞, this yields

∥id ∶ L2(N , L∞(σTr))→ L∞(σTr)∥ ≤ max
i∈I

√
dHi . (1.32)

Proof. Because of the two following trivial norm estimates

∥id ∶ B(H)→ B(H)∥ ≤ 1 ,

∥id ∶ L1(σTr)→ L1(σTr)∥ ≤ 1

and by applying twice the Riesz-Thorin interpolation Theorem (one for the first parameter and then
one for the second), it is enough to prove

∥id ∶ L1(N , L∞(σTr))→ L∞(σTr)∥ ≤ max
i∈I

dHi .

But by duality, this is the same as

∥id ∶ L1(σTr)→ L∞(N , L1(σTr))∥ ≤ max
i∈I

dHi .

Let X ∈ B(H) be positive semi-definite and fix ε > 0. Then there exists a positive definite A ∈ N with
∥A∥L1(σTr) = 1 such that:

∥X∥L∞(N ,L1(σTr)) ≤ ∥A
1
2 XA

1
2 ∥

L1(σTr)
+ ε

= Tr (AσTrX) + ε

≤ ∥A∥∞ ∥X∥L1(σTr) + ε ,
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where in the last line we use Hölder’s inequality. Then we have

∥A∥∞ =∑
i∈I

∥Ai∥∞

≤∑
i∈I

dHi ∥Ai∥L1(1Hid
−1
Hi

)

≤ max
i∈I

dHi ,

where in the last line we use that ∥A∥L1(σTr) = 1. This concludes the proof.

In Chapter 9, we will also be concerned with norms of other linear maps between amalgamated
Lp spaces: given a finite von Neumann algebra (M, τ) with normalized trace τ , and a von Neumann
subalgebra N ofM, a map Φ ∶ Lp(M)→ Lq(M) is called a N -bimodule map if, for any A,B ∈ N and
any X ∈M:

Φ(AXB) = AΦ(X)B .

Given an N -bimodule map Φ and p ≤ q, the following was proved in Lemma 3.12 of [Gao et al., 2018b],
generalizing an earlier statement for vector valued Lp norms (see Lemma 1.7 of [Pisier, 1993]): for any
s ≥ 1:

∥Φ ∶ Lp∞(N ⊂ M)→ Lq∞(N ⊂ M)∥ = ∥Φ ∶ Lps(N ⊂ M)→ Lqs(N ⊂ M)∥ . (1.33)

Tensorization, CB and diamond norms The norms defined in the previous paragraph were
examples of operator norms of linear maps between Banach spaces. In the commutative case, all
the norms defined above share the obvious, yet crucial, so-called tensorization property : given
1 ≤ p, q ≤∞, two measure spaces (Ω1,F1, µ1) and (Ω2,F2, µ2), and two maps Φ1 ∶ Lq(µ1) → Lp(µ1),
Φ2 ∶ Lq(µ2)→ Lp(µ2),

∥Φ1 ⊗Φ2 ∶ Lq(µ1 ⊗ µ2)→ Lp(µ1 ⊗ µ2)∥ = ∥Φ1 ∶ Lq(µ1)→ Lp(µ1)∥ ∥Φ2 ∶ Lq(µ2)→ Lp(µ2)∥ . (1.34)

This fundamental property plays a key role in establishing speed of convergence of evolutions occurring
on infinite dimensional classical systems starting from the study of evolutions defined on two-point
sample spaces (see e.g. [Bakry, 1994]). It is also closely related to the notion of additivity of the
capacity of classical channels. However, an analogue of Equation (1.34) for the non-commutative Lp
norms defined above is known to fail in general: for example, in the case when 1 = q ≤ p, [Werner and
Holevo, 2002] showed that the operator norm ∥ . ∶ T1(H)→ Tp(H)∥ does not tensorize when considering
two copies of the following CPTP map, nowadays referred to as the Werner-Holevo channel :

Φ(ρ) =
1

dH − 1
(Tr(ρ)1H − ρT ) ,

where ρT denotes the transpose of ρ, for dH = 3.

One possible way to recover the property of tensorization in the quantum realm is to modify the
usual definition of the norm of a superoperator as follows: first, we call a linear map Φ ∶ A→ B between
two C∗-algebras A and B completely bounded (CB in short) if supn ∥ idMn(C)⊗Φ ∶ Mn(C) ⊗ A →

Mn(C)⊗ B∥ <∞3. In this case, the completely bounded norm of Φ is defined as

∥Φ ∶ A→ B∥cb ∶= sup
n∈N

∥ idMn(C)⊗Φ ∶ Mn(C)⊗A→Mn(C)⊗ B∥ . (1.35)

3We refer to the first chapter of [Paulsen, 2002] for a natural construction of the unique norm on A⊗Mn(C), resp.
B ⊗Mn(C), turning them into C∗-algebras.
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This definition is closely related to the notion of complete positivity introduced in Section 0.1.5. In
fact, it is a well-known fact that any CP map is CB (see Proposition 3.6 of [Paulsen, 2002]).

The dual of the CB norm is usually referred to as diamond norm in the quantum information
community: assume for sake of simplicity that A = B(HA) and B = B(HB), given two separable Hilbert
spaces HA and HB . Then, the diamond norm of Ψ ∶ T1(HA)→ T1(HB) is defined as

∥Ψ∥◇ ∶= sup
n∈N

∥Ψ⊗ idMn(C) ∶ T1(HA)⊗ T1(Cn)→ T1(HB)⊗ T1(Cn)∥ , (1.36)

wherever the quantity on the right hand side of Equation (1.36) is finite. By duality, for every CB

map Φ ∶ B(HA)→ B(HB),

∥Φ ∶ B(HA)→ B(HB)∥cb = ∥Φ∗ ∶ T1(HA)→ T1(HB)∥◇.

In comparison with the more traditional operator norm ∥ . ∶ T1(H) → T1(H)∥ defined in the last
paragraph, the diamond norm is perhaps physically better motivated: imagine that in the hypothesis
testing experiment leading to Equation (1.25), Alice is allowed to send any bipartite state ρ ∈

D(Cn ⊗HA) and Bob is allowed to perform any two outcome POVM Mn = {Mn
1 ,M

n
2 } on Cn ⊗HB ,

where the dimension n of the second system can be arbitrarily large. Assuming that the noisy channels
P1,P2 ∶ T1(HA)→ T1(HB) only act on the subsystem HA, Equation (1.25) is then replaced by

Perr,◇(P1,P2, p)

∶= inf
n∈N

inf
ρn∈D(Cn⊗HA)

inf
Mn

pTr(Mn
2 (idMn(C)⊗P1)(ρn)) + (1 − p)Tr(Mn

1 (idMn(C)⊗P2)(ρn))

=
1

2
(1 − ∥pP1 + (1 − p)P2)∥◇) .

Since in general ∥Ψ∥◇ ≥ ∥Ψ ∶ T1(H) → T1(H)∥, Perr,◇(P1,P2, p) ≤ Perr(P1,P2, p). This in particular
means that more information about the channels P1 and P2 is being retrieved by allowing bipartite
input states. In the same way as for superoperator norms induced by Schatten norms, one can actually
define a whole family of completely bounded Tp norms interpolating between the completely bounded
norm defined in Equation (1.35) and the diamond norm defined in Equation (1.36).

More generally, a complex Banach space (X , ∥⋅∥X ) is called an operator space if it can be
embedded isometrically in some B(H) for some Hilbert space H. Ruan proved in [Ruan, 1988] that
this is equivalent to the existence of a family of norms ∥⋅∥k,X on Mk(X ) for all k ≥ 1 with the following
properties:

(i) ∥⋅∥1,X = ∥⋅∥X .

(ii) For all X ∈Mk(X ) and all Y ∈Ml(X ),

∥X ⊕ Y ∥k+l,X = ∥X∥k,X + ∥Y ∥l,X . (1.37)

In particular, if X ∈ X and writing X̃ = ∣e⟩⟨e∣⊗X ∈Mk(X ) for some norm 1 vector e in Ck,

∥X̃∥
k,X = ∥X∥X . (1.38)

(iii) For any α,β ∈Mk(C) and X ∈ X ,

∥α ⋅X ⋅ β∥k,X ≤ ∥α∥∞ ∥X∥X ∥β∥∞ .
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The space X is said to be given an operator space structure. Now, given a map Φ ∶ X → Y between
two operator spaces X ,Y, the completely bounded norm of Φ is:

∥Φ ∶ (X ,{∥.∥k,X }k)→ (Y,{∥.∥k,Y}k)∥cb ∶= sup
m

∥ idMm ⊗Φ ∶ (Mm(X ), ∥.∥m,X )→ (Mm(Y), ∥.∥m,Y)∥ .

In fact, given a Banach space X , there always are many operator space structures possible on
X [Pisier, 2003]. Any of the commutative, non-commutative or amalgamated Lp spaces defined above
has a natural abstract operator space structure, that we do not recall here. We refer to [Junge and
Parcet, 2010] for more information, and simply recall some important properties of these norms: first,
a CB version of Equation (1.33) holds: for N ⊂M, given a N -bimodule map Φ ∶M→M:

∥Φ ∶ Lp∞(N ⊂ M)→ Lq∞(N ⊂ M)∥cb = ∥Φ ∶ Lps(N ⊂ M)→ Lqs(N ⊂ M)∥cb . (1.39)

Next we recall a result on the CB norm in commutative C∗-algebras (see e.g. Theorem 3.9 of [Paulsen,
2002]) that will prove very useful in Chapter 9:

Lemma 1.1.14. Let Φ ∶ Lp(E,F , µ)→ Lq(E,F , µ), and assume that either p = 1 or q = +∞. Then

∥Φ ∶ Lp(E,F , µ)→ Lq(E,F , µ)∥cb = ∥Φ ∶ Lp(E,F , µ)→ Lq(E,F , µ)∥.

We end this section by mentioning a simple weighted extension of a result from [Devetak et al.,
2006]:

Proposition 1.1.15. Let H1, H2, K1 and K2 be four finite dimensional Hilbert spaces, and let
σi ∈ D(Hi), ρi ∈ D(Ki) be four full-rank density operators. Then, for any 1 ≤ p, q ≤∞, and any two
completely positive maps Φi ∶ Lq(σi)→ Lp(ρi), i = 1,2, the following holds:

∥Φ1 ⊗Φ2 ∶ Lq(σ1 ⊗ σ2)→ Lp(ρ1 ⊗ ρ2)∥cb = ∥Φ1 ∶ Lq(σ1)→ Lp(ρ1)∥cb ∥Φ2 ∶ Lq(σ2)→ Lp(ρ2)∥cb .

1.2. Entropies

In this section, we introduce a class of measures between two states of upmost importance in quantum
information theory, namely entropies. Given two probability measures µ, ν on a measurable space
(Ω,F) with µ << ν, the relative entropy between µ and ν is defined as follows:

D(µ∥ν) ∶= ∫
dµ

dν
ln
dµ

dν
dν . (1.40)

In the case when ν is replaced by the (unnormalized) Lebesgue measure µLeb on Rn, the relative
entropy is directly related to the Shannon entropy of a random variable X on Rn whose law µ admits
a probability density function f with respect to µLeb:

S(X) ≡ S(f) ∶= −∫ f ln f dµLeb ≡ −D(µ∥µLeb) . (1.41)

In Chapter 11, we also use the following notation when µ, ν << µLeb with associated densities f1, f2:

D(f1∥f2) ∶=D(µ∥ν) = ∫ f1 ln
f1

f2
dµLeb .

In order to generalize the above definitions to the non-commutative setting, one first needs to
have an associated notion of Radon-Nikodym derivative at hand. This role is played by the so-called
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relative modular operator. Relative modular operators were introduced originally by Araki in order
to extend the notion of relative entropy to arbitrary states on a C∗-algebra (see [Araki, 1976,Araki,
1977,Ohya and Petz, 1993], we also refer to Petz’s papers [Petz, 1985] and [Petz, 1986] for a discussion
on the relation between the relative modular operator and Rényi divergences).

Modular theory LetM be a von Neumann algebra in a standard representation (π,H, J,H+), and
let ω, ν ∈M+

∗. Then, define the linear map Sν∣ω on the domainMΩω + (MΩω)
⊥ by

Sν∣ω(AΩω +Θ) = PωA
∗Ων , (1.42)

for all A ∈M, Θ ∈ (MΩω)
⊥, and where Pω is the support of ω, namely the projection defined by

Pω ∶= inf{P ∈M∣P is a projection and ω(1 − P ) = 0} (1.43)

Sν∣ω is a densely defined anti-linear operator. It is closable and we denote its closure by the same
symbol. The positive operator

∆ν∣ω ∶= S
∗
ν∣ωSν∣ω (1.44)

is called the relative modular operator . In the case ω = ν, ∆ω ∶= ∆ω∣ω reduces to the modular operator
associated with the pair (M,Ωω) already encountered in Section 0.1.5.

Example 1.2.1 (Classical probability theory, continued). With the notations of Example 0.3.2, for
any measure ν << µ, the vector Ων defined in 0.3.1 reduces to

Ων = (
dν

dµ
)

1/2
. (1.45)

Using (1.42) and (1.44), one then finds that the relative modular operator of ν with respect to µ is
defined by

∆ν∣µ(f) ∶=
dν

dµ
f, f ∈ L2(Ω,F , µ) . (1.46)

Example 1.2.2 (Quantum systems, continued). In the framework of Example 0.3.3, given any two
positive functionals ω, ν with associated positive, trace-class operators ρ, σ:

∆ρ∣σ(A) ∶= ∆ω∣ν(A) = ρAσ−1. (1.47)

As a linear operator on B(H), ∆ρ∣σ is positive and its spectrum sp(∆ρ∣σ) consists of the ratios of
eigenvalues λ/µ, λ ∈ sp(ρ), µ ∈ sp(σ). For any x ∈ sp(∆ρ∣σ), the corresponding spectral projection is
the map

Px(∆ρ∣σ) ∶

⎧⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

A → A

A ↦ ∑
λ∈sp(ρ),µ∈sp(σ)∶λ/µ=x

Pλ(ρ)APµ(σ)
(1.48)

In addition, let µρ∣σ denote the spectral measure for − ln ∆ρ∣σ with respect to Ωσ ∶= σ1/2, i.e. the
probability measure such that for any bounded measurable function f ,

⟨Ωσ, f(− ln ∆ρ∣σ)Ωσ⟩ = ∫ f(x)dµρ∣σ(x) ≡ E[f(X)], (1.49)

where X is a random variable of law µρ∣σ (see e.g. Sections VII and VIII of [Reed and Simon, 1972]).
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The measure µρ∣σ can be related to the well-known Nussbaum-Skoła distributions: For two density
matrices ρ, σ ∈ D(H) with spectral decompositions

ρ =∑
λ

λPλ(ρ), σ =∑
µ

µPµ(σ),

these distributions are given by (pλ,µ)λ,µ and (qλ,µ)λ,µ, where

pλ,µ = λTr (Pλ(ρ)Pµ(σ)), qλ,µ = µTr (Pλ(ρ)Pµ(σ)).

There is of course a connection between the Nussbaum-Szkoła distributions and relative modular
operators. Assume for simplicity that all ratios λ/µ are distinct and consider a random variable Z
which takes values λ/µ with probability qλ,µ. Then using (1.48) one can easily verify that

P(Z = λ/µ) = qλ,µ = µ Tr (Pλ(ρ)Pµ(σ))

= ⟨Ωσ, Pλ/µ(∆ρ∣σ)Ωσ⟩

= ⟨Ωσ,1{λ/µ}(∆ρ∣σ)Ωσ⟩, (1.50)

where 1{λ/µ} denotes the indicator function on the singleton {λ/µ}, i.e. 1{λ/µ}(x) is equal to 1 when
x = λ/µ and equal to 0 else. This follows from the fact that, since ∆ρ∣σ is self-adjoint, the spectral
theorem implies that 1{λ/µ}(∆ρ∣σ) = ∑x∈sp(∆ρ∣σ) 1{λ/µ}(x)Px(∆ρ∣σ). Equation (1.50) implies that for
any bounded measurable function f ,

E [f(Z)] = ⟨Ωσ, f(∆ρ∣σ)Ωσ⟩

and hence the law of Z is the law of ∆ρ∣σ with respect to Ωσ ∶= σ
1/2. This in turn implies that for any

bounded measurable function f ,

E [f(− lnZ)] = ⟨Ωσ, f(− ln ∆ρ∣σ)Ωσ⟩.

Hence the law of − lnZ is precisely µρ∣σ.

Araki’s relative entropy We are now ready to introduce Araki’s general definition of the relative
entropy. This relative entropy reduces to the classical Kullback-Leibler divergence in the case of
equivalent probability measures, and to [Umegaki, 1962]’s quantum relative entropy in the case of
states defined through density operators ρ, σ on a fixed separable Hilbert space, where suppρ ⊂ suppσ.
We invite the interested reader to have a look at [Jaksic et al., 2012,Takesaki, 2003,Ohya and Petz,
1993] for further details.

For any two positive normal functionals on a von Neumann algebraM, we denote by µν∣ω the
spectral measure for − ln ∆ν∣ω with respect to the state ω. This means that it is the only probability
measure on the spectrum of ∆ν∣ω such that for any bounded measurable function f on sp(∆ν∣ω),

⟨Ωω, f(− ln ∆ν∣ω)(Ωω)⟩ = ∫
sp(∆ν∣ω)

f(x)µµ∣ν(dx). (1.51)
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Then Araki’s relative entropy of ω with respect to ν is defined by

Ent(ω∣ν) ∶=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

− ⟨Ωω, ln(∆ν∣ω)Ωω⟩ = ∫
sp(∆ν∣ω)

xµν∣ω(dx) ω << ν

+∞ otherwise.
(1.52)

where ω << ν means that ω is normal with respect to ν, i.e. that Pω ≤ Pν . Roughly speaking, the
above quantity can be interpreted as a measure of distance between two positive normal functionals.
As promised, Araki’s relative entropy reduces to the classical Kullback-Leibler divergence in the case
of classical probability distributions absolutely continuous with respect to a given measure, and to
Umegaki’s quantum relative entropy in the case of density operators ρ, σ on a Hilbert space H such
that suppρ ⊂ suppσ, which already makes it very attractive from an abstract point of vue:

Example 1.2.3 (Classical probability theory, continued). Let µ << ν two probability measures on
(Ω,F), of associate states ωµ and ων . Then Ent(ωµ∣ων) reduces to the relative entropy D(µ∥ν)

defined in Equation (1.40).

Example 1.2.4 (Quantum systems, continued). In the case of the algebra B(H) of bounded operators
on a finite dimensional (or separable) Hilbert space H, Araki’s relative entropy reduces to Umegaki’s
definition:

D(ρ∥σ) ∶= Ent(ωρ∣ωσ) = Tr(ρ ( lnρ − lnσ)) (1.53)

for normal states ωρ << ωσ on B(H) with associated positive density operators ρ, σ.

Araki’s relative entropy satisfies the following useful properties (see Theorems 5.3 and 5.20
of [Ohya and Petz, 1993]):

Theorem 1.2.5. Let M, N , M1 and M2 be four von Neumann algebras. Then, the following
properties hold:

- For any normal state ω onM,
Ent(ω∣∣ω) = 0.

- Additivity: for any normal states ω1, σ1 onM1 and ω2, σ2 onM2,4

Ent(ω1 ⊗ ω2∣σ1 ⊗ σ2) = Ent(ω1∣σ1) +Ent(ω2∣σ2) . (1.54)

- Monotonicity: For any Schwarz map5 Φ ∶M→ N , and any two normal states ω, ν on N ,

Ent(ω ○Φ∣ν ○Φ) ≤ Ent(ω∣ν). (1.56)

In the case whenM = B(H) and N = B(H′), for two given separable Hilbert spaces H, H′, the
monotonicity property (1.56) is usually stated in the dual Schrödinger picture: For any two states
ρ, σ ∈ D(H), ρ << σ, and any CPTP map P,

D (P(ρ)∥P(σ)) ≤D(ρ∥σ) . (DPI)

4For an exposition of tensor products of von Neumann algebras and tensor products of states, see [Kadison and
Ringrose, 1983].

5A unital map Φ ∶M→ N between two von Neumann algebrasM and N is called a Schwarz map if for any X ∈M,

Φ(X∗X) ≥ Φ(X)∗Φ(X) . (1.55)

In particular, any CP unital map is a Schwarz map.
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This is called the data processing inequality (DPI). In words, it states that quantum channels tend to
reduce the distinguishability between two states (cf. Section 13.1).

In fact, the properties listed in Theorem 1.2.5 can be used in defining an axiomatic approach
to the quantum relative entropies [Matsumoto, 2010,Capel et al., 2018,Wilming et al., 2017]: any
function f defined on pairs of quantum states acting on finite dimensional Hilbert spaces of same
dimension satisfying the following four properties:

- Continuity : For any full-rank state σ, ρ↦ f(ρ, σ) is continuous on D(H);

- Monotonicity : For any CPTP map P, f(P(.),P(.)) ≤ f(., .);

- Additivity : For any for states ρi << σi ∈ D(Hi), f(ρ1 ⊗ ρ2, σ1 ⊗ σ2) = f(ρ1, σ1) + f(ρ2, σ2);

- Superadditivity : For any bipartite state ρ12 ∈ D(H1 ⊗H2) of marginals ρi and any σi ∈ D+(Hi),
f(ρ12, σ1 ⊗ σ2) ≥ f(ρ1, σ1) + f(ρ2, σ2);

is proportional to the relative entropy function: f(., .) = CD(.∥.), for some constant C > 0. Finally,
we mention that the quantum relative entropy and the trace distance satisfy the so-called quantum
Pinsker inequality :

∥ρ − σ∥1 ≤
√

2D(ρ∥σ) . (1.57)

The quantum Pinsker inequality is in particular very useful in getting bounds on the speed of
convergence of a QMS from a certain type of quantum functional inequality called the modified
logarithmic Sobolev inequality (see Part IV).

f-divergences In the context of discrete measurable spaces, the relative entropy defined in
Equation (1.40) can be extended as follows: given a convex function f on (0,∞) such that f(1) = 0,
and any two probability vectors p = (pi) and q = (qi), define the f -divergence between p and q as

Df(p∥q) ∶=∑
i

pi f (
qi
pi

) . (1.58)

The usual relative entropy is then retrieved by taking f(x) = − ln(x). For a review of classical
f -divergences, see [Raginsky, 2016].

There exist different generalizations of f -divergences in the quantum setting (see the survey
article [Hiai and Mosonyi, 2017], where the authors studied the ability of these divergences to detect
reversibility of quantum operations, and references therein for more details). Here, we focus on
f -divergences as first defined and studied by Petz in [Petz, 1985] in the context of von Neumann
algebras, and [Petz, 1986] (see also [Lesniewski and Ruskai, 1999, Hiai et al., 2011]) in the finite
dimensional setting. A function f ∶ R → R is called operator convex if for any 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and any
bounded, hermitian operators A,B on any Hilbert space H:

f ( tA + (1 − t)B) ≤ t f(A) + (1 − t) f(B) , (1.59)

Then f is called operator concave if −f is operator convex. The concept of operator convexity is
closely related to the one of operator monotonicity: a function f ∶ R→ R is called operator monotone
if for any separable Hilbert space H and any two bounded hermitian operators A,B ∈ B(H), A ≤ B

implies that f(A) ≤ f(B) . In fact, the following result can be found in [Bhatia, 1997]:
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Theorem 1.2.6. Let f ∶ [0,∞)→ [0,∞) a continuous function. Then f is operator monotone if and
only if it is operator concave. Moreover, let g ∶ (0,∞)→ (0,∞). Then g is operator monotone if and
only if 1/g is operator convex.

The well-known Loewner theorem states that any operator convex function f ∶ R+ → R such
that f(1) = 0 satisfies the following integral representation:

f(u) = α(u − 1) + β(u − 1)2 + γ
(u − 1)2

u
+ ∫

∞

0

(u − 1)2

u + s
ν(ds) , (1.60)

where α ∈ R, β, γ ≥ 0 and ν is a positive measure on R+ satisfying ∫
∞

0 (1 + t2)−1ν(dt) <∞ (see [Bhatia,
1997]).

For sake of simplicity, we reduce ourselves to the case where M = B(H) is the algebra of
bounded operators on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H. Then, for any operator convex function f ,
and any two states ρ, σ ∈ D(H), the f -divergence of ρ with respect to σ is defined as

Df(ρ∥σ) =

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Tr (ρ1/2f(∆σ∣ρ)(ρ
1/2)) − f(1) supp(ρ) ⊆ supp(σ)

∞ otherwise.
(1.61)

In finite dimensions, f -divergences are differentiable monotone relative entropy distances in the sense
defined in [Lesniewski and Ruskai, 1999]. In particular, they all are monotonous under CPTP maps.

Example 1.2.7 (α-Rényi divergences). After the relative entropy, the α-Rényi divergences constitute
perhaps the most important family of f -divergences: for any full-rank states ρ, σ and any α ∈ R,
∆α
ρ ∣σ(A) = ραAσ−α. Then, given α ∈ (0,∞)/{1}, define

Dα(ρ∥σ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

1

α − 1
ln ⟨Ωσ, ∆α

ρ ∣σ (Ωσ)⟩HS =
1

α − 1
ln Tr(ρα σ1−α) supp(ρ) ⊆ supp(σ)

∞ otherwise

It is a well-known fact that α ↦Dα(ρ∥σ) is monotonically increasing and that Dα →D as α → 1. This
definition can easily be extended to the case of a separable Hilbert space as long as the quantity on
the right-hand side is well-defined.

Sandwiched Rényi divergences In the previous example, we introduced a quantum generalization
of the α-Rényi divergence. Another useful extension was rather recently independently introduced
in [Müller-Lennert et al., 2013,Wilde et al., 2014] (also see [Jenčová, 2018,Berta et al., 2018] for
extensions to arbitrary von Neumann algebras). Here, we assume once again thatM = B(H) for a
given separable Hilbert space H. Then, given any two states ρ, σ ∈ D(H) and α ∈ (0,∞)/{1}, the
sandwiched α-Rényi relative entropy of ρ with respect to σ is defined as

D̃α(ρ∥σ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

1

α − 1
ln{Tr (σ

1−α
2α ρσ

1−α
2α )

α
} supp(ρ) ⊆ supp(σ) or (α ∈ (0,1) and ρ Ù σ)

∞ otherwise.
(1.62)

By definition, the α-Rényi entropy is directly related to the weighted Lα(σ) as defined in Section 1.1.1:
assuming that σ is faithful,

D̃α(ρ∥σ) =
α

α − 1
ln ∥Γ−1

σ (ρ)∥Lα(σ) .
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Here, Γ−1
σ (ρ) replaces the relative modular operator in the definition of the relative entropy, and

can hence be interpreted as another type of non-commutative generalization of the Radon-Nikodym
derivative. Sandwiched α-Rényi divergences were shown to satisfy the data processing inequality [Frank
and Lieb, 2013,Beigi, 2013]: given α ∈ [1/2,∞), for any CPTP map P,

D̃α(P(ρ)∥P(σ)) ≤ D̃α(ρ∥σ) .

Moreover, there exist counterexamples for the range α ∈ (0,1/2) [Berta et al., 2017]. Just as in the
case of the α-Rényi divergences, sandwiched α-Rényi divergences are monotonically increasing and
satisfy D̃α → D as α → 1. Moreover both Petz and sandwiched Rényi divergences converge to the
so-called max relative entropy as α →∞ [Datta, 2009,Müller-Lennert et al., 2013]:

Dmax(ρ∥σ) ≡D∞(ρ∥σ) ∶= lim
α→∞

Dα(ρ∥σ) = lim
α→∞

D̃α(ρ∥σ) = min{γ ∶ ρ ≤ eγ σ} . (1.63)

The max relative entropy is additive and quasi-convex : for any two mixtures ρ = ∑i λiρi and σ ∶= ∑i µiσi
of states {ρi} and {σi}:

Dmax(ρ∥σ) ≤ max
i
Dmax(ρi∥σi) . (1.64)

It was observed in [Datta and Leditzky, 2014,Wilde et al., 2014] that the relation

Dα(ρ∥σ) ≥ D̃α(ρ∥σ)

follows for α ∈ (0,1) ∪ (1,∞) from the Araki-Lieb-Thirring inequality [Lieb and Thirring, 1991,Araki,
1990]:

Lemma 1.2.8 (Araki-Lieb-Thirring inequality). For any A,B ∈ P(H), and r ∈ [0,1],

Tr(Br/2ArBr/2) ≤ Tr(B1/2AB1/2)r.

Maximal f-divergences We introduce a second quantum extension of the f -divergence of
Equation (1.58). This version of f -divergences was formerly treated in [Petz and Ruskai, 1998],
and was more recently studied in detail by Matsumoto [Matsumoto, 2013] (see also [Hiai and Mosonyi,
2017]): let H be a finite dimensional Hilbert space and f ∶ (0,∞) → R an operator convex function.
Then for any full-rank states ρ, σ, the maximal f -divergence of ρ with respect to σ is defined as follows:

D̂f(ρ∥σ) ∶= Tr (σ f(Γ−1
σ (ρ))) . (1.65)

The denomination “maximal” comes from the fact that (see Proposition 4.1 of [Matsumoto, 2013]):

Df(ρ∥σ) ≤ D̂f(ρ∥σ) . (1.66)

In Section 12.7, we use the maximal entropy associated to the operator convex function f(x) =

x lnx, which was originally studied by [Belavkin, 1982] as yet another quantum extension of the
Kullback-Leibler divergence (1.40). In this case,

D̂(ρ∥σ) ∶= D̂x↦x lnx(ρ∥σ) = Tr(∆
1
2
σ (ρ) ln Γ−1

σ (ρ)) . (1.67)
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1.3. Fisher information

Strong subadditivity of the von Neumann entropy As we will see in Chapter 13, many
fundamental rates occurring in quantum Shannon theory can be related to one of the quantum
divergences introduced above. Here, we simply introduce the quantum entropy, which characterizes
the rate at which quantum information can be compressed [Schumacher, 1995,Jozsa and Schumacher,
1994,Lo, 1995]: given a quantum state ρ ∈ D(H) on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H, the von
Neumann entropy of ρ is defined as

S(ρ) = −Tr (ρ lnρ).

It is easy to verify that the von Neumann entropy is related to the quantum relative entropy as follows:

S(ρ) = −D(ρ∥1H),

where we naturally extended the definition of D(.∥.) to non-normalized positive operators. The von
Neumann entropy satisfies what is usually considered as the most important inequality in the field
of quantum information theory, the so-called strong subadditivity (SSA): given a tripartite system
H ∶=HA ⊗HB ⊗ BC , and any state ρ ∈ D(H)

S(ρABC) + S(ρB) ≤ S(ρAB) + S(ρBC). (1.68)

By now, there exist many proofs of the above inequality. It was first proved by [Lieb and Ruskai,
1973]. The extension to general von Neumann algebras was done by [Narnhofer and Thirring, 1985].
It is known to be equivalent to the data processing inequality (cf. Equation (1.56)).

Remark 1.2.9. In Theorem 8.3.3, letting X(t) ≡ X for all t and p(t) = q + t provides an functional
analytic justification of the term entropy, as it yields:

d

dp
∥Γ

−1
q
σTr(ρ

1
q )∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) ∣

p=q
=

1

q2
D(ρ∥EN∗(ρ)) . (1.69)

We see here the tight relationship between the amalgamated Lp norms and entropic quantities that
appear in quantum information theory. This link was recently exploited in [Gao et al., 2017] to prove a
generalisation of the celebrated SSA inequality. At the core of the proof lies the complex interpolation
property of the amalgamated Lp norms.

1.3. Fisher information

In this last section, we introduce yet another type of distance on quantum states, namely quantum
Fisher information metrics. They have already proved to be very useful in the context of quantum
parameter estimation (see Section 13.2). Moreover, they turn out to be closely related to the entropy
production of a quantum Markovian evolution as described in Chapter 12. For more information, we
refer the reader to [Hayashi, 2016,Hayashi, 2005,Frieden, 1998].

The notion of Fisher information appeared in the 1920’s in the field of parameter statistical
estimation to measure the difficulty of reconstructing an unknown parameter: Let (fθ(x))θ∈Θ be a
family of probability density functions on R, depending smoothly on an unknown parameter θ. The
Fisher information of this family is defined as

I(θ) ∶=
d2

dα2
∣
α=θ

D(fθ∥fα) = −Eθ [
∂2

∂θ2
ln fθ(x)] = −

∂

∂α

∂

∂β
D(fα∥fβ)∣

α=β=θ
, (1.70)
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where Eθ denotes the expected valued with respect to the probability measure µθ(dx) = fθ(x)dx.
Assume one has access to n observations of a real random variable X ∶ Ω → R sampled from a
distribution fθ0 of true parameter θ0 ∈ Θ. In order to infer the value of the true parameter θ0 from the
accessible data, one constructs a statistical estimator , that is, a random variable θ̂(X1, ...,Xn) ∶ Ω→ Θ,
where the i.i.d. random variables X1, ...,Xn of law fθ0 correspond to the n observations of the random
variable X. We moreover assume that the estimator θ̂ is unbiased, i.e. E[θ̂] = θ0. Next theorem is a
cornerstone of the field of parameter estimation:

Theorem 1.3.1 (Cramér-Rao bound). For any unbiased statistical estimator θ̂,

Var(θ̂) ≥
1

I(θ0)
.

Hence, the (inverse) Fisher information imposes a lower bound on the accuracy of the estimator
θ̂. Asymptotically (when the number of observations goes to infinity), the bound is achieved by the
maximum likelihood estimator θ̂ = arg maxθ

1
n ∑

n
i=1 fθ(Xi).

Now, assume that
fθ(x) ∶= f (x − θ) ,

for some given smooth probability density function f on R. In this model, we are interested in centering
a distribution whose profile is known. Then,

I(θ) = −∫
∂2

∂x2
ln fθ(x) fθ(x)dx = ∫

∂

∂x
ln f(x − θ)

∂

∂x
f(x − θ)dx = ∫

∣∂xf ∣2

f
dx ≡ I(f) (1.71)

is independent of θ. This functional will reappear in Part II in the study of functional inequalities for
Markovian dynamics. For the time being, we mention that the Fisher information of the density f
in this case is related to the Shannon differential entropy of its associated random variable X. The
following identity was proved with higher degrees of generality. Its is of crucial use in the derivation
of the information theoretic inequalities of Section 4.5, and was also used in [Barron, 1986] to get a
strengthened entropic version of the central limit theorem. It was first derived by [a.J. Stam, 1959]
who gave credit to de Bruijn for it (see also [Blachman, 1965]). The version provided here is due
to [Barron, 1984]:

Lemma 1.3.2 (de Bruijin’s identity). Let X be a random variable on Rn of finite variance, and G
an independent standard Gaussian random variable. Then, for any σ > 0:

dS(X + σG)

dσ2
=

1

2
I(fX+σG) , (1.72)

where fX+σG(y) ∶= E[gσ(y −X)] denotes the density of the random variable X + σG, gσ being the
density of the Gaussian random variable σG of variance σ2.

So far, we have introduced the Fisher information associated to the probability density function
of a continuous random variable. In Chapter 12 and section 13.2, we will mostly deal with quantum
extensions of Fisher informations in the setting of discrete probability spaces. These are the object of
the remaining of this section.

Classical information geometry The main idea behind the field of classical information geometry
is to provide a Riemannian structure, also known as statistical manifold , to sets of probability
distributions over a fixed set Ω. Information geometry has proven to be a very fruitful framework
for the study of statistical parameter estimation. Here, the role of the metric is played by the
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1.3. Fisher information

Fisher information metric, the construction of which is briefly recalled here: given a strictly positive
probability mass function p on a finite set Ω6, and two random variables X,Y ∶ Ω→ R, the covariance
of X and Y is given by

Covp(X,Y ) = ∑
ω∈Ω

(X(ω) −Ep[X])(Y (ω) −Ep[Y ])p(ω) ,

where we used the symbol Ep in order to refer to the expectation of a random variable under the
measure corresponding to the function p. If X is independent of Y , their covariance is equal to 0. On
the contrary, if X = Y , their covariance is equal to the variance Varp(X) of X. This definition of the
covariance justifies the introduction of the following very useful weighted -inner product

⟨X,Y ⟩p ∶= ∑
ω∈Ω

X(ω)Y (ω)p(ω) . (1.73)

Suppose now given an element pθ0 belonging to a smooth familyMΘ ∶= {pθ ∣ θ ∈ Θ} of strictly positive
probability mass functions indexed by a parameter θ ∶= (θ1, ..., θd) lying in a submanifold Θ of Rd,
where the local coordinates θi of θ are defined with respect to a prefixed canonical basis (e1, ..., ed) of
Rd, and assume that for any ω ∈ Ω, θ ↦ pθ(ω) is differentiable. The goal of parameter estimation is to
determine the value of the parameter θ0 (see Section 13.2 for further details). In order to do so, first
introduce the logarithmic derivative at θ0 ∈ Θ as follows: for any i = 1, ..., d,

lθ0i (ω) ∶=
∂ lnpθ(ω)

∂θi
∣
θ=θ0

≡
1

pθ0(ω)

∂pθ(ω)

∂θi
∣
θ=θ0

. (chain rule)

The logarithmic derivative can be regarded as a random vector under the law pθ0 . The Fisher
information matrix

Jθij ∶= ⟨lθi , l
θ
j ⟩pθ (1.74)

hence represents the amount of variation in the probability distribution due to the variations in the
parameter. In other words, it indicates how much information on the true parameter θ0 one can
extract from the familyMΘ. By the chain rule,

Jθij ≡ ∑
ω∈Ω

1

pθ(ω)

∂pθ(ω)

∂θi

∂pθ(ω)

∂θj
= ∑
ω∈Ω

pθ(ω)
∂ lnpθ(ω)

∂θi

∂ lnpθ(ω)

∂θj
≡ ⟨∂θipθ, ∂θjpθ⟩1/pθ ,

We can hence distinguish between two types of inner products, the so-called exponential inner product,
denoted by ⟨X,Y ⟩

(e)
p and whose expression was already given in Equation (1.73), and the so-called

mixture inner product defined as

⟨X,Y ⟩(m)
p ∶= ⟨X,Y ⟩

(e)
1/p. (1.75)

These inner products are in some sense dual, and as we will see later, their quantum extensions play a
major role in the theory of quantum information geometry.

The tangent space TpθMΘ ofMΘ at pθ can be represented in two different ways, each related
to one of the two inner products defined above. In the so-called e-representation, a tangent vector
X ∶= (x1, ..., xd) is represented by X(e) = ∑

d
i=1 xi ∂θipθ, and we denote the corresponding tangent space

at pθ by T (e)
pθ MΘ, whereas in the so-called m-representation, X is represented by X(m) ∶= ∑

d
i=1 xi l

θ
i ,

and we denote the corresponding tangent space at pθ by T (m)
pθ MΘ. No matter the representation, the

6For extensions to more general measure spaces, see [Itoh and Shishido, 2008].
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Fisher information metric gFθ at pθ is then defined as follows: for each θ ∈ Θ, and any two tangent
vectors X,Y ∈ TpθMΘ,

gFpθ(X,Y ) = ⟨X(m), Y (m)⟩(m)
pθ

≡ ⟨X(e), Y (e)⟩(e)pθ ≡
d

∑
i,j=1

xi J
θ
ij yj ,

where the equivalence between the two representations comes from the chain rule.

Obviously, these concepts generalize to the basis-free, nonparametric case, where the distribution
to estimate lies in (a submanifold of) the set of all full support probability mass functions on Ω.
Chentsov showed in [Cencov, 2000] that the Fisher information metric is the unique monotone metric
on the set of faithful states. It is also the Hessian of any f -divergence:

gFp (X,Y ) = −
∂2

∂α∂β
Df(p + αX∥p + βY ) , (1.76)

where Df is defined in Equation (1.58).

Quantum weighted inner products The classical weighted inner product ⟨X,Y ⟩p does not possess
a unique canonical quantum extension. This is due to the fact that there is an infinite amount of
ways of extending Equation (1.73) to the quantum realm. Let H be a finite dimensional Hilbert space.
An inner product ⟨., .⟩ on B(H) is said to be compatible with a full-rank state ρ if for all X ∈ B(H),
Tr(ρX) = ⟨1H, X⟩. Analogously to the classical setting, for any completely positive, unital map Φ

that is self-adjoint with respect to an inner product ⟨., .⟩ compatible with ρ, ρ is invariant with respect
to Φ. Indeed, using the fact that Φ is unital, we get:

Tr(ρX) = ⟨1,X⟩ = ⟨Φ(1),X⟩ = ⟨1,Φ(X)⟩ = Tr(ρΦ(X)), ∀X ∈ B(H). (1.77)

Assume now that the inner product ⟨., .⟩ is of the following form:

⟨Y,X⟩ = ⟨Y, [ρ](X)⟩HS, (1.78)

where [ρ] is a linear map satisfying the following conditions:

[ρ](1) = ρ ,

[ρ⊗ ρ′](X ⊗X ′) = [ρ](X)⊗ [ρ′](X ′) ,

[ρ](U∗XU) = U∗[ρ](X)U ,

for an arbitrary unitary operator U . These conditions imply that ⟨., .⟩ is compatible with ρ. Let’s
further restrict the class of inner products that we are going to work with: given any function
f ∶ (0,∞)→ (0,∞) such that

1

f
∈ OMM ∶= {k ∶ R+ → R∣ − k is operator monotone , k(x−1) = xk(x), k(1) = 1},

and a full-rank state ρ, one can easily verify that the following quadratic form defines a compatible
inner product:

⟨X,Y ⟩f,ρ ∶= ⟨X, Rρ ○ f(∆ρ)(Y )⟩HS, (1.79)
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1.3. Fisher information

where Rρ ∶ B(H)→ B(H) is the operator of right multiplication by ρ, and ∆ρ ∶ B(H)→ B(H) is the
modular operator ∆ρ(A) ∶= ρAρ−1. The associated kernel is given by

[ρ]f ∶= Rρ ○ f(∆ρ) .

The inner product (1.79) reduces to the exponential inner product (1.73) in the commutative case,
up to a multiplicative constant f(1). Hence, [ρ]f is the non-commutative extension of the operation
of multiplication by ρ. Therefore, it constitutes a quantum extension of the classical exponential
inner product defined in Equation (1.73), and will be denoted by ⟨., .⟩

(e)
f,ρ. Likewise, the mixture inner

product defined in Equation (1.75) is extended to the quantum setting by the dual relation

⟨A,B⟩
(m)
f,ρ ∶= ⟨A, [ρ]−1

f (B)⟩HS

thanks to the correspondence A = [ρ]f(X). The case when ρ is not faithful can also be taken care of
by reducing the analysis to the support of ρ (see p. 256 of [Hayashi, 2016]). The fact that the inner
products ⟨., .⟩

(e)
f,ρ and ⟨., .⟩

(m)
f,ρ are monotone under the action of CPTP maps was first shown by Petz

and Ruskai in [Petz and Ruskai, 1998], and another proof was given in [Lesniewski and Ruskai, 1999]
based on integral representation of the function f :

Theorem 1.3.3. For any CPTP map Φ, the following holds:

∥A∥
(m)
f,ρ ≥ ∥Φ(A)∥

(m)
f,Φ(ρ), ∥X∥

(e)
f,ρ ≥ ∥[Φ(ρ)]−1

f ○Φ ○ [ρ]f(X)∥
(e)
f,Φ(ρ) .

Riemannian structures on quantum states A Riemiannian metric on the manifold D+(H) of
full-rank states acting on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space H is a smooth map ρ↦ gρ which, to each
element ρ ∈ D+(H) associates an element of T ∗ρ D+(H)⊗ T ∗ρ D+(H), where, for each state ρ, T ∗ρ D+(H)

represents the dual of TρD+(H). Hence, gρ is a positive definite bilinear form on the tangent bundle
TρD+(H) such that for any constant vector field A ∈ T∗D+(H), the map ρ ↦ gρ(Aρ,Aρ) is smooth.
We recall that the tangent bundle T∗D+(H) = ∪ρ∈D+(H)TρD+(H) consists of fibers TρD+(H) which are
all isomorphic to the vector space of traceless, self-adjoint operators:

TρD+(H) ≃ T (m)D+(H) ∶= {A ∈ Bsa(H)∣Tr(A) = 0} .

This representation of the tangent bundle is called the mixture representation (or m-representation for
short) of T∗D+(H). Remark that in this representation, the tangent spaces do not depend on the point
ρ on the statistical manifold D+(H). Expressed in this representation, the metric g(m) is monotone if
it contracts under any CPTP map Φ: for any ρ ∈ D+(H) and all A,B ∈ T (m)D+(H),

g
(m)
Φ(ρ)(Φ(A),Φ(B)) ≤ g(m)

ρ (A,B) .

Another representation is the so-called exponential representation (or e-representation for short), and
is given by

TρD+(H) ≃ T (e)
ρ D+(H) ∶= {A ∈ Bsa(H)∣Tr(ρA) = 0}

Now, by Theorem 1.3.3, monotone Riemmanian metrics on T∗D+(H) can be constructed in terms of
either:

(i) the inner products ⟨., .⟩
(m)
f,ρ on T (m)

ρ D+(H), or
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(ii) the inner products ⟨., .⟩
(e)
f,ρ on T (e)

ρ D+(H).

We write g(m) and g(e) the metrics derived from the inner products ⟨., .⟩(m) and ⟨., .⟩(e), and call them
the m, respectively e, representations of the quantum Fisher information metrics. To go from the
m-representation to the e-representation, at a particular point ρ, and for a particular extension of the
inverse encoded by a function f as above, we use the map [ρ]f :

A = [ρ]f(X).

The connection with the commutative chain rule is done as follows: assume we are given a chart of
local coordinates in (θ1, ..., θd), and a tangent vector at the point ρθ0 , in the m-representation, given
by its coordinates in the basis ∂θjρθ ∣θ=θ0 , the corresponding e-representation of this tangent vector is
given by the coordinates in the basis

Lθ0,j,f ∶= [ρθ0]
−1
f (∂θjρθ ∣θ=θ0). (1.80)

Then, Lθ0,j,f can be interpreted as a quantum extension of the logarithmic derivative, and
Equation (1.80) as a quantum extension of the chain rule.

Monotone Riemannian metrics from f-divergences In analogy with the classical setting,
quantum f -divergences can be used to characterize monotone Riemannian metrics on the manifold
D+(H). The big difference with the classical scenario lies in the non-uniqueness of these metrics. Their
characterization was initiated by Morozova and Chentsov in [Morozova and Chentsov, 1991], but no
explicit examples were given in their study. Petz and coauthors then gave a complete characterization
in a series of papers [Petz, 1995,Petz and Sudár, 1999,Petz and Ruskai, 1998,Petz and Sudár, 1996]
(for an extension to infinite dimensions, see the work of Jencova [Jenčová, 2018]). There they proved
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of monotone metrics and the set OMM.
In [Lesniewski and Ruskai, 1999], the authors further showed that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the set OMM and the set of symmetric operator convex functions f sym such that f sym(1) = 0

(see Theorem II.13 of [Lesniewski and Ruskai, 1999]). By symmetric we mean such that for all x > 0:

xf sym(x−1) = f sym(x) . (1.81)

The correspondence goes as follows: for any k ∈ OMM,

f sym(x) = (x − 1)2k(x) . (1.82)

Moreover to any operator convex f such that f(1) = 0 one can associate a symmetric operator convex
function f sym through

f sym(x) = f(x) + xf(x−1), (1.83)

with associated symmetrized f -divergence7

Dfsym(ρ∥σ) =Df(ρ∥σ) +Df(σ∥ρ) . (1.84)

This implies that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of symmetrized f -divergences
and the set of monotone Riemannian metrics. In fact the following theorem makes this link explicit
7Here, we used the fact that Dx→xf(x−1)(ρ∥σ) = Df (σ∥ρ).
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(see Theorem II.8 of [Lesniewski and Ruskai, 1999]):

Theorem 1.3.4. For any operator convex function f ∶ (0,∞) → (0,∞) such that f(1) = 0, and any
two traceless hermitian operators A and B, the expression

g
(m)
f,ρ (A,B) ∶= −

∂2

∂α∂β
Df(ρ + αA∥ρ + βB)∣α=β=0 ≡ ⟨A, [ρ]−1

f̃
(B)⟩HS ρ ∈ D+(H) , (1.85)

where [ρ]f̃ ∶= Rρ f̃(∆ρ), defines a monotone Riemannian metric on D+(H), where

f̃(x) ∶=
(x − 1)2

f(x) + xf(x−1)
. (1.86)

Moreover, any monotone Riemannian metric g(m) can be written in the form of Equation (1.85)
for some function f̃ = 1/k, where k ∈ OMM, and its associated symmetric f-divergence Df , where
f(x) = f sym(x) = (x − 1)2 k(x).

The above reverse implication that every monotone Riemannian metric stems from a generalized
relative entropy was first proved by Ruskai and Lesniewski in [Lesniewski and Ruskai, 1999]. This
result is in contrast with the above classical case, where there exists a unique monotone Riemannian
metric, Fisher information metric, on the set of probability vectors [Cencov, 2000]. In fact, reducing
to diagonal operators ρ,A,B, for any f , Ωfρ reduces to

[ρ]f =Mρ ,

where Mρ denotes the operation of multiplication by ρ, and all the monotone Riemannian metrics
defined in Equation (1.85) reduce to the unique classical Fisher information metric:

g
(m)
f,ρ (A,B) = Tr(ρ−1AB) ≡ ∑

ω∈Ω
p(ω)−1f(ω)g(ω) ,

where ∣Ω∣ = dim(H), and where we used the notations ρ = ∑ω p(ω)∣ω⟩⟨ω∣, A = ∑ω f(ω)∣ω⟩⟨ω∣, B =

∑ω g(ω)∣ω⟩⟨ω∣.

Finally, to each monotone Riemannian g(m)
f , one can associate a geodesic distance d(m)

f , which
is defined as

d
(m)
f (ρ, σ) ∶= inf

γ
∫

1

0
∥γ̇(s)∥

g
(m)

f,γ(s)

ds,

where the infimum is taken over all smooth paths γ ∶ [0, 1]→ D+(H), with γ(0) = ρ and γ(1) = σ, and
∥.∥

g
(m)
f

is the metric norm defined as

∥A∥
g
(m)
f,ρ

∶= g
(m)
f,ρ (A,A)1/2, A ∈ T (m)D+(H) .

Properties of the Riemannian metrics d(m)
f , as well as examples of Fisher information metrics can be

found in [Lesniewski and Ruskai, 1999]. For more details on geodesics and parallel transport in the
mixture and exponential representations, see Section 6.3 of [Hayashi, 2016]. We close this section
by the following useful partial ordering of inner products provided in [Lesniewski and Ruskai, 1999]
(see also [Kubo, 1979,Hiai and Kosaki, 1999,Perez-Garcia et al., 2006,Hiai et al., 2013,Temme et al.,
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2010]): first note that the following holds for any s ∈ [0,1] and x ∈ R+:

2

x + 1
≤

1 + s

2
(

1

s + x
+

1

sx + 1
) ≤

x + 1

2x
.

Moreover, any k ∈ OMM admits the following integral representation [Lesniewski and Ruskai, 1999]:

k(x) = ∫
1

0
(

1

s + x
+

1

sx + 1
)σk(s)ds (1.87)

where σk is normalized in such a way that t↦ 2σk(t)/(t+ 1) is a probability density function on [0, 1].
Therefore, by the above integral representation, for any operator T > 0

2(RT +LT )
−1 ≤ R−1

T k(∆T ) ≤
R−1
T +L−1

T

2
, (1.88)

where RT , resp. LT , denotes the operation of left, resp. right, multiplication by T , and ∆T (.) ∶=

T (.)T −1. Therefore,

[ρ]−1
fBures

≡ 2 (Rρ +Lρ)
−1

≤ [ρ]−1
f ≤

L−1
ρ +R−1

ρ

2
, (1.89)

where fBures ∶= 2(1 + x)−1. The metric associated to fBures is also known as the Bures metric in the
quantum information geometry community. If follows directly that for all 1/f ∈ OMM:

d
(m)
f (ρ, σ) ≥ d

(m)
fBures

(ρ, σ),

so that d(m)
fBures

gives the minimal monotone geodesic distance. The corresponding Fisher information
for a parametrized family of states (ρθ)θ∈R is given by:

ISLD(θ) ∶= g
(m)
fBures,ρθ

(
dρθ
dθ

,
dρθ
dθ

) = Tr(ρθ(L
SLD
θ )2) ,

where LSLD
θ is the so-called symmetric logarithmic derivative and is characterized by d

dθ
ρθ =

1
2
(ρθL

SLD
θ +

LSLD
θ ρθ).

The SLD-Fisher information has been shown to satisfy the following quantum version of the
Cramér-Rao bound (see [Helstrom, 1967,Nagaoka, 2005]). A POVM {M(B), B ∈ B(R)} is said to be
unbiased if for all θ0 ∈ R:

∫
θ∈R

θ Tr(ρθ0 M(dθ)) = θ0 .

Theorem 1.3.5. For any unbiased POVM {M(B), B ∈ B(R)}, the following bound holds:

∫
θ∈R

(θ − θ0)
2 Tr(ρθ0 M(dθ)) ≥

1

ISLD(θ0)
.
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Chapter 2.

Markov chains and processes

Part II is dedicated to a review of the theory of classical functional inequalities in continuous and
discrete settings and their use in the context of convergence of Markovian evolutions towards their
asymptotic regimes. There are two main reasons for introducing these classical notions. First, we
hope that a review of the subject leads to a better understanding of the possible ways of extending
these concepts to the quantum realm. Second, some of the more advanced classical convergence results
reviewed here will prove to be very useful in establishing convergence properties of quantum evolutions
via the so-called transference method explained in Chapter 9.

Layout of the chapter: In this chapter, we start by introducing the basic definitions and properties
of the theory of classical Markov processes. This is mainly to fix the notations that we will use in
the subsequent chapters. In Section 2.1, we recall the notion of a Markov semigroup on the algebra
of bounded measurable functions. This notion is then extended to the case of Markov semigroups
acting on Lp spaces in Section 2.2. There, we also introduce the notions of invariant measures and
reversibility, as well as Dirichlet forms. The latter will prove useful in order to derive mixing times
from the functional inequalities described in Chapter 3. Finally Sections 2.3 and 2.4 are devoted to the
introduction of the two canonical classes of classical Markovian evolutions, namely diffusion processes
and Markov chains. We refer to [Bakry et al., 2014,Applebaum, 2004] for more details.

2.1. Markov processes in continuous time

Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space with associated filtration (Ft)t≥0 and (E,G) a measurable space.
A continuous adapted process (Xt)t≥0 on E is called a Markov process in the filtration (Ft)t≥0 if for all
t ≥ 0, Ft and the sigma-algebra σ(Xs, s ≥ t) generated by (Xs)s≥t are conditionally independent , i.e.

P(A ∩B∣Xt) = P(A∣Xt)P(B∣Xt) (2.1)

for all A ∈ Ft and B ∈ σ(Xs, s ≥ t). Supposing Ft ∶= σ(Xs, s ≤ t), the above identity means that given
the present, Xt, the past σ(Xs, s ≤ t) and the future σ(Xs, s ≥ t) are independent. This definition is
equivalent to the following identity holding true:

E [f(Xu+t) ∣Ft] = E [f(Xu+t) ∣Xt] , (2.2)

for all bounded measurable functions f ∶ E → R and u, t ≥ 0.

Next, for any 0 ≤ t ≤ s < ∞, define the operator Pt,s on the space of bounded measurable
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functions by the following expression:

Pt,s(f)(x) ∶= E[f(Xs)∣Xt = x], f ∈ L∞(E, G) . (2.3)

The family of operators Pt,s is called a Markov evolution and satisfies the following properties:

- Pt,s is a linear operator on L∞(E,G) for each 0 ≤ s ≤ t <∞;

- Ps,s = id;

- Pr,t ○ Pt,s = Pr,s whenever 0 ≤ r ≤ t ≤ s <∞;

- f ≥ 0⇒ Pt,s(f) ≥ 0 for all 0 ≤ t ≤ s <∞;

- Pt,s is a contraction, i.e. ∥Pt,s∥∞ ≤ 1, for each 0 ≤ t ≤ s <∞;

- Pt,s(1E) = 1E for all 0 ≤ t ≤ s <∞.

From this Markov evolution, define the following family of maps on E × G:

P̃t,s (x,A) ∶= (Pt,s(1A))(x) (2.4)

for x ∈ E, A ∈ G. These maps are called Markov transition probabilities (or probability kernels) since, for
each x, t, s, Pt,s(x, .) defines a probability measure on (E,G). Moreover, one can reverse Equation (2.4)
and get for each bounded measurable function f and x ∈ E:

Pt,s(f)(x) = ∫ f(y) P̃t,s(x, dy).

Markov processes are essentially characterized by their initial laws and transition probabilities. This
statement is true if one imposes some further conditions: The Markov process is said to be normal if
for any 0 ≤ t ≤ s <∞, and each A ∈ G, the mapping

x↦ P̃t,s(x,A)

is measurable. In this case, the following equation holds

P̃t,u(x,A) = ∫ P̃t,s(x, dy) P̃s,u(y,A) ∀x ∈ A. (2.5)

This equation is called the Chapman-Kologorov equation. Calling µ the initial distribution of (Xt)t≥0,
so that

∀A ∈ G, µ(A) = P(X0 ∈ A),

one can easily verify that for any bounded measurable function f ∶ En → R,

E[f(Xt1 , ...,Xtn)] = ∫ µ(dx0)∫ P̃0,t1(x0, dx1) ... ∫ P̃tn−1,tn(xn−1, dxn)f(x1, ..., xn) , (2.6)

which implies that the finite-dimensional distributions can be are expressed in terms of the transition
probabilities and the initial distribution of the process.

Let us conversely define a normal Markov transition mapping to be a two-parameters family of
mappings {P̃t,s, 0 ≤ t < s <∞} from E × G to [0,1] such that:

- A↦ P̃t,s(x,A) is a probability measure on G for all t ≤ s and x ∈ E;
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- x↦ P̃t,s(x,A) is measurable for all A ∈ G, t ≤ s;

- If 0 ≤ t < s < u, the Chapman-Kolmogorov Equation (2.5) holds for P̃ .

One can prove (see e.g. Theorem 3.1.7 of [Applebaum, 2004] in the case E = Rn) via
Daniell-Kolmogorov’s consistency theorem that, for any probability measure µ on (E,G) and any
normal Markov transition mapping P̃t,s on Rn, there exists a Markov process on E with associated
transition function P̃t,s and initial distribution µ having finite-dimensional distributions given by
Equation (2.6). The process constructed in this way is therefore a normal Markov process called the
canonical Markov process. This situation does not easily extend to the quantum case since quantum
Markov semigroups can admit either multiple, or one, or no associated process. We come back to this
point in Section 5.5.3.

Back to the commutative setting, not all Markov processes are normal. Roughly speaking,
being normal for a Markov process means that it is possible to define nice conditional probability
distributions for the conditional probabilities P(Xs ∈ A∣Ft),0 ≤ t < s, A ∈ G. A Markov process may
even have more than one transition function, but in this case, calling P 1 and P 2 two such families,
one has P 1

t,s(x,A) = P 2
t,s(x,A) for almost all x, relative to the distribution of Xt.

In what follows, we always assume that the Markov processes we manipulate are normal. This
is for instance the case of Feller processes defined on a locally compact, separable metric space
(see [Kallenberg, 2006,Applebaum, 2004]). Moreover, we restrict our attention to the subclass of a
homogeneous (quantum) Markov process. A homogeneous Markov process is one whose transition
probabilities are time homogeneous, which means that there exists a function P̃t(x,A) defined for
all t > 0 such that P̃t,s(x,A) = P̃s−t (x,A) for all 0 ≤ t ≤ s < ∞, x ∈ E, A ∈ E . In this case, the
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation reduces to:

Pt+s(x,A) = ∫ Pt(x, dy)Ps(y,A) . (2.7)

This implies the existence of linear maps Pt on L∞(E,E) such that for any f ∈ L∞(E,E) and all x ∈ E:

Pt(f)(x) ∶= P0,t(f)(x) = ∫ P̃t(x, dy)f(y) .

These maps define a semigroup via the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. This means that the maps
(Pt)t≥0 satisfy the following properties

- Semigroup property : Pt ○ Ps = Pt+s whenever 0 ≤ t, s <∞;

- Positivity : f ≥ 0 ⇒ Pt (f) ≥ 0 for all 0 ≤ t <∞ and f ∈ L∞(E,E);

- Unitality : Pt (1E) = 1E for all 0 ≤ t <∞.

Such a semigroup is simply called a Markov semigroup. From this definition it directly follows that
(Pt)t≥0 is a contraction semigroup, i.e. for each time t ≥ 0,

∣Pt(f)∣ ≤ Pt(∣f ∣) ≤ Pt(1E)∥f∥∞ = ∥f∥L∞(E,G) ⇒ ∥Pt ∶ L∞(E,G)→ L∞(E,G)∥ ≤ 1 . (2.8)

Later on, we will mostly focus on the case when the semigroup (Pt)t≥0 admits a density kernel with
respect to some reference σ-finite measure λ on G. This means that there exists for every t > 0 a
positive measurable function (x, y)↦ pt(x, y) defined λ⊗λ-almost everywhere on E ×E such that, for
every bounded or positive measurable function f ∶ E → R and λ-almost every x ∈ E:

Pt(f)(x) = ∫
E
kt(x, y) f(y)dλ(y) . (2.9)
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In this case, the unitality ot the semigroup imposes that ∫E kt(x, y)dλ(y) = 1 λ-almost everywhere.
The following sufficient condition for the existence of such a density kernel can be found for instance
in Proposition 1.2.5 of [Bakry et al., 2014]: there exists M > 0 such that for any t ≥ 0:

∥Pt ∶ L1(λ)→ L∞(λ)∥ ≤M ,

and in this case, the kernels kt are λ⊗ λ-almost everywhere bounded by M .

2.2. Lp-Markov semigroups, reversibility and Dirichlet forms

Lp Markov semigroups and invariant measures Let (E,G, µ) be a probability space, (Pt)t≥0

a Markov semigroup on the set of bounded measurable functions on E, and assume that µ is an
invariant measure with respect to (Pt)t≥0: for any bounded positive measurable function f ∶ E → R
and any t ≥ 0:

Eµ[Pt(f)] = Eµ[f] . (2.10)

The semigroup (Pt)t≥0 can be extended by density to the sets Lp(µ), p ≥ 1, in such a way that for any
t ≥ 0:

∥Pt ∶ Lp(µ)→ Lp(µ)∥ ≤ 1 .

In this case, Equation (2.10) also holds for any function f ∈ L1(µ). More generally, a semigroup
of operators (Pt)t≥0 on Lp(µ) is called an Lp(µ)-Markov semigroup if it satisfies the conditions of
unitality and positivity on the subalgebra L∞(µ), together with the following property:

∀f ∈ Lp(µ), ∥Pt(f) − f∥Lp(µ) →t→0
0 , (2.11)

i.e. (Pt)t≥0 is strongly continuous with respect to the (real or complex) Banach space Lp(µ).
Let now (Pt)t≥0 be an L2(µ)-Markov semigroup. We know from the Hille-Yosida theorem that

it is fully determined by its (possibly unbounded) generator (L2,dom(L2)):

L2 ∶

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dom(L2)→ L2(µ)

f ↦ lim
ε→0

Pε(f) − f

ε

(2.12)

the limit being taken in the ∥.∥L2(µ)-topology whenever it exists. However, in practice we only know
L2 on a dense subset of its domain. From now on we therefore assume that the following hypothesis
holds true:

Condition 2.2.1. There exists a dense subclass A ⊂ dom(L2) ∩ ⋂p≥1 Lp(µ) that is a core for L2: for
any f ∈ dom(L2), there exists a sequence {fk}k∈N converging to f such that {L2(fk)}k∈N converges to
L2(f). We also assume that A is stable under composition with multivariable smooth functions and
that L2(A) ⊂ A. Since µ is finite, we can also assume that A contains constant functions. Finally, for
any f, g ∈ A, Pt(f)g ∈ A (ideal property).

The semigroup (Pt)t≥0 is said to be reversible for the probability measure µ if for any f, g ∈ L2(µ):

⟨Pt(f), g⟩L2(µ) = ⟨f, Pt(g)⟩L2(µ) . (µ-DBC)
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One equivalently says that (Pt)t≥0 is symmetric with respect to µ, or that the semigroups satisfies the
detailed balance condition (µ-DBC) with respect to µ. Such a measure µ is necessarily invariant.

Following the exact same lines as in Equation (2.8), one shows that (Pt)t≥0 is a contraction
in L∞(µ). Similarly for p ∈ [1,∞), any L2(µ)-Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 with invariant measure µ is
also Lp(µ) contractive:

∀f ∈ Lp(µ), ∥Ptf∥Lp(µ) ≤ ∥f∥Lp(µ) . (2.13)

For p = 1, this follows by integrating the following inequality against the measure µ:

∣Pt(f)∣ = ∣Pt(f+ − f−)∣ ≤ ∣Pt(f+)∣ + ∣Pt(f−)∣ = Pt(f+ + f−) = Pt(∣f ∣). (2.14)

The result for any 1 ≤ p ≤∞ follows from Riezs Thorin interpolation for commutative Lp spaces.

Invariant and reversible measures can be equivalently characterized by the following two
conditions: µ is invariant if and only if for all f ∈ A,

Eµ [L2(f)] = 0 . (2.15)

Moreover, µ is reversible if and only if for any f, g ∈ A

⟨f, L2(g)⟩L2(µ) = ⟨L2(f), g⟩L2(µ) . (2.16)

Carré du champ operator and Dirichlet forms Given some probability measure µ, let (Pt)t≥0

be an L2(µ)-Markov semigroup of infinitesimal generator L2. Suppose moreover given an algebra A
satisfying Condition 2.2.1. The carré du champ operator is defined for any f, g ∈ A as follows:

Γ(f, g) ∶=
1

2
(L2(fg) − f L2(g) −L2(f) g) . (2.17)

The Carré du champ operator is used to define a notion of distance and diameter associated to the
operator L2 in the abstract measurable space E as follows:

dL2(x, y) ∶= sup
g∈A,Γ(g,g)≤1

∣g(x) − g(y)∣ , diam(E) = essupE×E dL2(x, y) ≤∞ . (2.18)

One can actually further formally define a Riemannian structure associated to L2 on E and its
associated Ricci curvature. We will come back to this idea in Section 3.6. For the time being, we
make the following important observations: First, one easily verifies that the carré du champ is always
non-negative:

∀f ∈ A, Γ(f, f) ≥ 0 . (2.19)

The first consequence of (2.19) is that Γ can be extended to functions in dom(L2) by a simple Cauchy
sequence argument (see [Bakry, 1994]). Moreover, (2.19) implies that whenever µ is invariant,

∀f ∈ dom(L2), E(f, f) ∶= −⟨f,L2(f)⟩L2(µ) = Eµ(Γ(f, f)) ≥ 0 . (2.20)
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The mapping E(f, g) = −⟨f, L2(g)⟩L2(µ), called the Dirichlet form associated to (Pt)t≥0, will play a
major role in the rest of this thesis. For now, we observe that, whenever (2.20) holds,

0 ≤ E(f, f) = −⟨f, L2(f)⟩L2(µ) = −⟨L̂2(f), f⟩L2(µ) = −⟨f, L̂2(f)⟩L2(µ) = −⟨f, L̂2(f)⟩L2(µ) ,

where L̂2 denotes the adjoint of L2 in L2(µ), and the last identity comes from the fact that E(f, f) is
real. In particular

E(f, f) = −
1

2
⟨ f, (L2 + L̂2)(f) ⟩L2(µ) . (2.21)

Now, if (Pt)t≥0 further satisfies µ-DBC, this means that it is symmetric in L2(µ), and so is its generator
(see e.g. [Hille and Phillips, 1996]). Therefore, the following integration by parts (IBP) formula holds:
for any f, g ∈ dom(L2):

E(f, g) = −⟨f, L2(g)⟩L2(µ) = Eµ(Γ(f, g)) = Eµ(Γ(g, f)) = E(g, f) . (IBP)

The reason behind this designation will become clear with the examples treated in Section 2.3. Such a
self-adjoint operator admits a spectral decomposition:

L2 = ∫
R
λdEλ , (2.22)

where Eλ is a resolution of the identity acting on L2(µ). By (2.20), we further know that L2’s spectrum
is non-positive, which means that the integration in Equation (2.22) can be further reduced to

L2 = −∫
∞

0
λdEλ Pt = ∫

∞

0
e−λt dEλ . (2.23)

This formula shows that when t goes to infinity, Pt(f) converges in L2(µ) towards the projection
E0(f) of f on the eigenspace associated to the eigenvalue 0 of L2. We call this space the space of fixed
points of (Pt)t≥0 and denote it by F(P ). Note that for a Markov semigroup, F(P ) always includes the
set of constant functions C1E . In the case of equality (F(P ) = C1E), the projection E0 is given by

∀f ∈ L2(µ), E0(f) = Eµ[f] ⇒ ∥Pt(f) −Eµ[f]∥L2(µ) →t→∞
0 .

We end this chapter by introducing the two main classes of examples that we will encounter, namely
diffusion processes and Markov chains.

2.3. Diffusion processes

Here, we introduce a subclass of the class of Markov processes, called Markov diffusion processes,
and refer to [Bakry, 1994,Bakry et al., 2014] for further details. Given a probability measure µ, an
L2(µ)-Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 is said to be a diffusion semigroup if for any f1, ..., fk ∈ A, and any
smooth function Φ ∶ Rk → R, one has

L2Φ(f1, ..., fk) =∑
i

∂Φ

∂xi
(f1, ..., fk)L2(fi) +∑

ij

∂2Φ

∂xi∂xj
(f1, ..., fk)Γ(fi, fj). (2.24)

This definition simply means L2 is a second order differential operator on the algebra A with no
constant terms. The diffusion property implies in particular that the underlying Markov process
(Xt)≥0 is continuous in the sense that for any f ∈ A, t↦ f(Xt) is continuous (see [Bakry, 1989]).
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Now, applying Equation (2.24) to Φ(f, g, h) = fgh, we get the following Leibniz rule:

Γ(fg, h) = f Γ(g, h) + Γ(f, h) g . (2.25)

Conversely, this property of Γ enables to establish Equation (2.24) for polynomials. More generally for
a semigroup of diffusion, the following chain rule is verified:

Γ(Φ(f), g) = Φ′(f)Γ(f, g). (chain rule)

For example, consider the following canonical example: assume E is a smooth Riemannian
manifold (M, g), let µ be a probability measure that is absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure onM, and consider the following expression, written in a local coordinate system,
for the generator L on the space A ∶= C∞(M) of smooth functions onM:

L(f) (x) = ∑
ij

gij(x)
∂2 f

∂xi ∂xj
+ ∑

i

bi(x)
∂f

∂xi
. (2.26)

In this case, one can readily check that

Γ(f, h) =∑
ij

gij
∂f

∂xi

∂h

∂xj
. (2.27)

If we further assume µ-DBC, IBP becomes

E(f, h) = −∫M
f(x)

⎛

⎝
∑
ij

gij(x)
∂2 h

∂xi ∂xj
+ ∑

i

bi(x)
∂h

∂xi

⎞

⎠
dµ(x) = ∫M

∑
ij

gij(x)
∂f

∂xi

∂h

∂xj
dµ(x) .

In the simpler case whenM is compact, µ is the normalized Lebesgue measure onM, and L = ∆ is
the Laplace-Beltrami operator, the above identity simplifies to:

E(f, h) = −∫M
f(x)∆h(x)dx = ∫M

∑
ij

gij
∂f

∂xi

∂h

∂xj
dx ,

and we recover the usual notion of integration by parts. Moreover, the chain rule implies that for all
non-negative smooth function f :

E(ln f, f) = −∫M
ln f ∆fdµ = ∫M

∣∇f ∣2

f
= 4E(

√
f,

√
f) , (2.28)

where ∣∇f ∣2 ∶= ∑ij g
ij(x) ∂f

∂xi

∂f
∂xj

. As we will see in Section 3.3, the term E(f, ln f) is related to the
decrease of the relative entropy between a probability measure evolving according to the semigroup
dual to (Pt)t≥0 and the invariant measure µ, and is for this reason called the entropy production of
(Pt)t≥0. The last term is the multivariate version of the Fisher information associated to a family of
translations of a probability density function, as introduced in Equation (1.71). One can similarly
verify that symmetric diffusion semigroups satisfy the following: for any p > 1 and all nonnegative
f ∈ A:

E(fp−1, f) =
4(p − 1)

p2
E(fp/2, fp/2) . (2.29)

As discussed in the next section, these identities break down for Markov chains on discrete sample
spaces, which makes the analysis of their contractivity properties in some sense more difficult.
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2.4. Markov chains on finite sample spaces

The other important example that we will consider is when (E,G, µ) is a finite probability space,
with µ being strictly positive and invariant. We denote the probability mass function corresponding
to µ by p ∶ E → [0,1]. In this case, for any semigroup (Pt)t≥0, A is the ∣E∣-dimensional algebra
of all the functions defined on E, and the generator L of (Pt)t≥0 can be represented by a matrix
L = (Lij)(i,j)∈E ×E , so that for all t ≥ 0

Pt = etL .

The unitality of the semigroup is equivalent to the fact that for all i ∈ E, ∑j Lij = 0, whereas its
positivity is equivalent to the fact that for all i ≠ j, Lij ≥ 0. Typically, a Markov chain (Pt)t≥0 can be
derived from a discrete time Markov kernel {K(i, j)}i,j∈E , so that Lij =K(i, j) − δij .

Choosing µ as the measure or reference, we can define a density kernel (kt)t≥0 on E × E as
follows: for any t ≥ 0,

kt(i, j) =
etL(i, j)

p(j)
⇒ Pt(f)(i) =∑

j

kt(i, j) f(j)p(j) . (2.30)

In this setting, the carré du champ operator takes the form

Γ(f, h)(i) =
1

2
∑
j

Lij (f(i) − f(j)) (h(i) − h(j)) ,

and the Dirichlet form is defined as:

E(f, h) = −∑
ij

f(i)Lij h(j)p (i) =
1

2
∑
ij

Lij (f(i) − f(j)) (h(i) − h(j))p (i) ,

where the second identity holds when (Pt)t≥0 is reversible with respect to µ. Here, (2.28) no longer
holds. However, one can show the weaker statements (see Lemma 2.7 of [Diaconis and Saloff-Coste,
1996a]):1

Lemma 2.4.1. For any Markov chain (Pt)t≥0 with invariant measure µ of corresponding probability
mass function p, and any f ≥ 0:

E(ln f, f) ≥ 2E(
√
f,

√
f) . (2.31)

Furthermore, if the chain is reversible with respect to µ,

E(ln f, f) ≥ 4E(
√
f,

√
f) . (2.32)

In fact, this last inequality can be seen as the limit as p → 1 of the the second family of
inequalities listed below (see Lemma 2.6 of [Diaconis and Saloff-Coste, 1996a]):

Lemma 2.4.2. With the notations of Lemma 2.4.1, for any f ≥ 0, and p ≥ 2:

E(f, fp−1) ≥
2

p
E(fp/2, fp/2) . (Weak Lp-regularity)

1In fact, Lemmas 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 can be extended to the general setting of Section 2.2. For symmetric semigroups, this
is done in Proposition 3.1 of [Bakry, 1994].
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If (Pt)t≥0 is symmetric with respect to µ, then for any p > 1

E(f, fp−1) ≥
4 (p − 1)

p2
E(fp/2, fp/2). (Strong Lp-regularity)

The above inequalities play an important role in establishing the hypercontractivity of a given
Markov semigroup (see Chapter 3). They were recently partially extended to the quantum setting
in [Bardet, 2017,Beigi et al., 2018] (see Section 5.4).

2.5. One-parameter convolution semigroups on Aut(B(H))

We end this chapter by introducing a particular type of Markov semigroup when the underlying space
E is a group. These will play a major role in Chapter 9. Let G be a locally compact separable
group, and letM(G) be the space of all probability measures on (G,B(G)), where B(G) denotes the
associated Borel σ-algebra. The spaceM(G) can be given the structure of a semigroup by defining
the convolution µ ∗ ν of two elements µ, ν ∈M(G) as follows: for any Borel set A ∈ B(G):

µ ∗ ν(A) = ∫
G
µ(Ag−1)ν(dg) = ∫

G
µ(g−1A)ν(dg), A ∈ B(G) ,

where, for any g ∈ G and A ∈ B(G), gA = {g h, h ∈ G} and Ag = {hg, h ∈ G}. The unit element is
given by the measure µe concentrated at the identity element e. Next, a one-parameter convolution
semigroup of a Markov process on G is a family (µt)t≥0 of measures fromM(G) such that µt converges
weakly to µe as t→ 0, and for all t, s ≥ 0,

µt+s = µt ∗ µs .

The following theorem due to [Hunt, 1956] provides a characterization of the generator of
one-parameter convolution semigroups when G = Aut(B(H)) stands for the group of automorphisms
on the algebra B(H), where H is finite dimensional:

Theorem 2.5.1. Let (µt)t≥0 be a weak∗ continuous semigroup of probability measures on Aut(B(H)).
Then there exist real numbers ci, i ∈ {1, ..., n2 − 1}, a positive semidefinite symmetric (n2 − 1)× (n2 − 1)

matrix B = bij and a Lévy measure ν such that for all f C2(Aut(B(H))), the derivative d
dt
µt(f)∣t=0

exists and is given by

d

dt
µt(f)∣

t=0
=
n2−1

∑
i=1

ciDif(id) +
n2−1

∑
ij=1

bijDiDj f(id)

+ ∫
Aut(B(H))

⎛

⎝
f(α) − f(id) −

n2−1

∑
i=1

gi(α)Dif(id)
⎞

⎠
dν(α) . (2.33)

Conversely, if {ci}, {bij} and ν satisfy the above conditions, then Equation (2.33) determines exactly
one convolution semigroup (µt)t≥0 on Aut(B(H)).
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Chapter 3.

Functional inequalities

In Chapter 2, we saw that a reversible Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 on a probability space (E,G, µ)

whose space of fixed points F(P ) equals C1E converges in L2(µ): for any f ∈ L2(µ),

Pt(f) →
t→∞

Eµ[f] . (3.1)

More generally, we say that an L2(µ)-Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 with respect to an invariant probability
measure µ is ergodic whenever (3.1) holds. We are now interested in finding the speed at which the
latter convergence occurs. In order to tackle this problem, a toolbox of related functional inequalities
was discovered over the past few decades. The purpose of this section is to introduce the main
functional inequalities and shed light on the links existing between them. This chapter can be seen as
the classical counterpart of Part IV, where quantum versions of these inequalities will be introduced
and studied. Spending some time on these classical functional inequalities will also prove useful in
Chapter 9 where a transference method from the commutative to the non-commutative framework is
devised in order to estimate the speed of decoherence of various QMS.

Throughout this chapter, we fix an L2(µ)-Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 on a probability space
(E,G, µ), with generator (L2, dom(L2)), andA an algebra satisfying Condition 2.2.1. We are interested
in finding bounds on the mixing time of the process, which is defined as

τ(ε) ∶= inf{ t ≥ 0; ∥Pt∗(ν) − µ ∥TV ≤ ε ∀ν << µ} , (3.2)

where given two probability measures µ and ν on G, ∥µ − ν∥TV ∶= supA∈G ∣µ(A) − ν(A)∣ denotes the
total variation distance between µ and ν.

Layout of the chapter: In Sections 3.1 to 3.4, we briefly summarize the main tools, namely
Poincaré, (modified) logarithmic and Nash inequalities, used to find estimates on the mixing time τ(ε).
After a quick reminder of some basic concepts of Riemannian geometry in Section 3.5, we expose the
Bakry-Émery criterion that provides an elegant derivation of these inequalities in Section 3.6. We end
this chapter with some examples for semigroups acting on finite and compact Lie groups in Section 3.7.

3.1. The spectral gap method

Some symmetric ergodic Markov semigroups are better behaved than others: these are the ones for
which there exists a spectral gap in the spectrum of L2. This means that there exists a constant λ > 0

such that the spectrum of L2 is contained in {0} ∪ [λ,∞). In this case the convergence towards the
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mean is exponential:

∀f ∈ L2(µ), ∥Pt(f) − Eµ[f(X)] ∥L2(µ) ≤ e−λt ∥f∥L2(µ) . (3.3)

The inequality (3.3) is actually equivalent to the spectral gap property. The largest λ satisfying this
inequality is called the spectral gap and denoted by λ(L). The inequality (3.3) can also be satisfied
when µ is simply invariant. The following result holds in this more general case [Diaconis and Stroock,
1991,Lawler and Sokal, 1988,Bakry, 1994]:

Proposition 3.1.1. Let (Pt)t≥0 be an L2(µ)-Markov semigroup for which µ is invariant. Then, (3.3)
is equivalent to the Poincaré inequality:

∀f ∈ A, Varµ(f) ∶= Eµ [f2(X)] −Eµ[f(X)]2 ≤ −
1

λ
⟨f, L2 f ⟩L2(µ) . (PI(λ))

From (3.3), one can easily derive the following mixing time: if νt = Pt∗(ν),

∥νt − µ ∥TV =
1

2
∫
E

∣
dνt
dµ

(x) − 1∣ dµ(x) ≤
1

2
(∫

E
∣
dνt
dµ

(x) − 1∣
2

dµ(x))

1
2

=
1

2
∥
dνt
dµ

− 1∥
L2(µ)

,

where the second line above follows from Jensen’s inequality. Now, for any f ∈ L2(µ)

⟨ f ,
dνt
dµ

⟩L2(µ) = ∫
E
f(x)

dνt
dµ

(x)dµ(x)

= ∫
E
f(x)dνt(x)

= ∫
E
Pt(f)(x)dν(x)

= ⟨Pt(f),
dν

dµ
(x) ⟩L2(µ) ⇒

dνt
dµ

= P̂t (
dν

dµ
) ,

where, for each t ≥ 0, P̂t denotes the adjoint of Pt with respect to inner product L2(µ). From
Equation (2.21), PI(λ) is also satisfied for its generator L̂2, and therefore

∥P∗t(ν) − µ ∥TV ≤
1

2
∥P̂t (

dν

dµ
) − 1E∥

L2(µ)
≤

1

2
e−λ(L) t ∥

dν

dµ
∥
L2(µ)

. (3.4)

Estimates on the quantity on the right strongly depend on the problem. In the case of a Markov chain
on a finite sample space E,

∥
dν

dµ
∥

2

L2(µ)
= ∑
x∈E

(
ν({x})

µ({x})
)

2

µ({x}) ≤ [min
x∈E

µ({x})]
−1

. (3.5)

In this particular case,

τ(ε) ≤ −
1

λ(L)
ln(2 ε [min

x∈E
µ({x})]

1
2

) . (3.6)

3.2. Logarithmic Sobolev inequality and hypercontractivity

Bounds derived from the Poincaré method described above are usually not tight. This is due to the
bad behavior of the right hand side of Equation (3.4) with respect to the dimension of the system.
In the case of Markov chains for instance, the upper bound found in Equation (3.5) usually scales
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linearly with the dimension of the system. This is not good enough at short times where mixing can
occur much faster. One idea that greatly improves this estimate is to use more refined notions of
contraction than the L2 → L2 contraction provided by the Poincaré inequality. For instance:

∥νt+s − µ∥TV ≤
1

2
∥P̂t+s (

dν

dµ
) − 1E∥

L2(µ)

≤
1

2
∥
dν

dµ
∥
L1(µ)

∥P̂s ∶ L1(µ)→ L2(µ)∥ ∥P̂t ○ (id−Eµ[.]1E) ∶ L2(µ)→ L2(µ)∥

≤
1

2
∥Ps ∶ L2(µ)→ L∞(µ)∥ e−λ(L) t , (3.7)

where we used that ∥dν/dµ∥L1(µ) = 1. Since Ps is contractive for any Lp norm with p ≥ 1 (cf. (2.13)),
and in view of the limit in (3.1), one can hope to find a time s > 0 such that ∥Ps ∶ L2(µ)→ L∞(µ)∥ ≤ 2

(2 here is of course arbitrary). However, even for classical Markov chains, this quantity is in practice
difficult to estimate (see Section 3.4). Hypercontractivity provides a tool to interpolate between
this norm and the L2 → L2 norm given by the spectral gap method, by providing an estimation of
the L2 → Lp norm for p > 2 instead. In this case, the factor ∥dν/dµ∥Lp̂(µ) appears, which indeed
interpolates between the previous two methods. The great discovery of Gross was that finding a time
t ≥ 0 for which Pt becomes a contractive operator from L2 to Lp is a problem equivalent to the one
of optimizing the so-called logarithmic Sobolev inequality. Exploiting this equivalence, Diaconis and
Saloff-Coste were able to find optimal or near to optimal upper bounds of the mixing time [Diaconis
and Saloff-Coste, 1996a,Diaconis and Saloff-Coste, 1993,Diaconis et al., 1993]: in the context of Markov
chains, the bound derived in (3.6) via the Poincaré method was of order ln [minx µ({x})]

−1, whereas
hypercontractivity leads to an upper bound of order ln ln[minx µ({x})]

−1. Thus hypercontractivity
provides an exponential improvement over the Poincaré inequality.

First introduced by Nelson in the context of quantum field theory [Nelson, 1973b,Nelson, 1966]
(see also the bibliographic review by [Davies et al., 1992]), hypercontractivity denotes the following
property for a semigroup (Pt)t≥0: for any q ≤ p ≤ 1 + (q − 1) e4t/c,

∥Pt ∶ Lq(µ)→ Lp(µ)∥ ≤ exp{2d (
1

q
−

1

p
)} , (HC(c, d))

for positive constants c > 0 and d ≥ 0.

Hypercontractivity is intimately related to the so-called logarithmic Sobolev inequality, first
introduced by [Gross, 1975a,Gross, 1975b,Gross, 1993] for the Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup: denote
by A+ the subset of functions in A which are bounded below by a positive constant. Then, the entropy
of f ∈ A+ is defined as:

Ent (f) ∶= ∫
E
f ln f dµ − (∫

E
f dµ) ln(∫

E
f dµ) . (3.8)

In the case when ∥f∥L1(µ) = 1, we easily get Ent (f) = D(ν∥µ), where dν/dµ = f . The function
x ↦ x logx being convex, the above quantity is always positive, and is equal to 0 if and only if f is
constant µ-almost surely. Then, given p > 1, (Pt)t≥0 is said to satisfy a logarithmic Sobolev inequality
of order p if for any f ∈ A+:

Ent(fp) ≤ c
pp̂

4
E(fp−1, f) + 2d ∥f∥pLp(µ) . (LSIp( c, d))

Remark 3.2.1. The positivity of E(fp−1, f) for p ≥ 1 can be easily proved as follows: since x↦ xp is
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convex, (Pt(f))p ≤ Pt(fp). Therefore, the invariance of µ implies that for any f ∈ A+

Eµ[Pt(f)p] ≤ Eµ[fp] .

This implies that d
dt
Eµ[Pt(f)p]∣t=0

≤ 0. We can conclude after noticing that the derivative on the left
hand side is exactly equal to −pE (fp−1, f).

The following equivalence between LSIp( c, d) and HC(c, d) was first observed by [Gross, 1975a]
in the case of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup: This is due to the differentiation of the Lp norm
along the semigroup together with a use of the regularity of the Dirichlet forms (cf. Equation (2.29)
and lemma 2.4.2) (see e.g. Proposition 3.4 of [Bakry, 1994], Theorem 3.5 of [Diaconis and Saloff-Coste,
1996a]).

Theorem 3.2.2. Assume that (Pt)t≥0 is either reversible, or a diffusion semigroup. Then, given
two constants c > 0, d ≥ 0, HC(c, d) is equivalent to LSI2(c, d). In the general case, HC(2c, d) is still
equivalent to LSI2(c, d).

In words, the logarithmic Sobolev inequality can be thought of as an infinitesimal version of
the hypercontractivity property. The advantage of the former lies in that for most of the relevant
physical evolutions modeled by a Markovian dynamics, the semigroup is known only through its
generator. Hence, a logarithmic Sobolev inequality provides contractivity properties of a semigroup
(Pt)t≥0 without the necessity of knowing its exact expression.

In the case of a reversible Markov semigroup, interpolation techniques ensure that LSI2 holds as
long as, for some t > 0 and two real numbers 1 < p < q ≤∞, ∥Pt ∶ Lp(µ)→ Lq(µ)∥ <∞. This fact is due
to [Gross, 1975b], yet the idea can be traced back to [Simon and Høegh-Krohn, 1972] (see Theorem
3.6 of [Bakry, 1994]).

Strong LSI and link to Poincaré Choosing f = 1 in LSIp( c, d), one easily observes that d has to
be nonnegative for the inequality to hold. In fact, in the case of the Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup
LSI2(c, d) holds with d = 0. More generally, we say that a semigroup (Pt)t≥0 of generator L satisfies
a strong log-Sobolev inequality of order p when it satisfies LSIp(c, 0). In this case, it is standard to
denote the inverse of the best constant c achieving LSIp(c, 0) by αp(P ) or αp(L), and call it the
p-logarithmic Sobolev constant of (Pt)t≥0:

α2(L) Ent(f2) ≤ E(f, f) . (3.9)

Remark 3.2.3. The strong logarithmic Sobolev inequality can be given an operational interpretation
as follows: the left hand side of the inequality is the entropy function, which for f = (dν/dµ)1/2,
ν << µ, reduces to the relative entropy D(ν∥µ). By Sanov’s theorem, this is known to be the
large deviation functional corresponding to the task of inferring the measure µ from the empirical
measure constructed from the observation of i.i.d. instances of it. On the other hand, Donsker and
Varadan proved that the Dirichlet form E(f, f) ∶= −⟨

√
dν/dµ, L2(

√
dν/dµ)⟩L2(µ) is the large deviation

functional corresponding to the task of inferring µ from the occupation time measure associated to
the underlying process (Xt)t≥0. In this context, the strong logarithmic Sobolev inequality justifies
that, up to the multiplicative constant α2(L), inferring the measure µ from i.i.d. observations is
asymptotically less efficient than from counting the occupation times of a process converging to it
(see [den Hollander, 2008]). While the operational interpretation of the relative entropy also applies in
the quantum setting [van Horssen and Guţă, 2015,Ogata, 2010], obtaining an interpretation of the
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quantum Dirichlet form seems more complicated. This is largely due to the lack of an appropriate
notion of quantum trajectory needed to define occupation times.

Example 3.2.4. The first logarithmic Sobolev inequality was found by Gross [Gross, 1975b] for the
(classical) Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup (P cOU

t )t≥0 on Rn of generator

LcOU(f)(x) ∶= ∆f(x) − x.∇f(x) .

This process, which can be interpreted as a heat diffusion with friction term, has the standard Gaussian
measure µG as its invariant. Moreover, for any f for which each side of the inequality below is
well-defined:

Ent(f2) ≤ 2∫
R

∣∇f ∣2dµG , (Gross-LSI)

where the entropy is defined with respect to µG. In other words, α2(L
cOU) = 1

2
.

The strong logarithmic Sobolev inequality is closely related to the Poincaré inequality introduced
in Section 3.1. In fact, the following result was originally proved in [Rothaus, 1981]. The proof is now
standard and consists in a perturbation of LSI2(c, 0) applied to 1+ εf , where ε > 0 is the perturbation
parameter (see e.g. Proposition 3.7 of [Bakry, 1994]).

Proposition 3.2.5. Given an L2(µ)-Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 with invariant probability measure µ,
LSI2(c,0) implies PI(λ) with λ ≥ 2/c.

The converse of last proposition is known to be false in general (see e.g. example 21.19 of [Villani,
2008]). However, combining the spectral gap together with a logarithmic Sobolev inequality results in
a tightening of the latter (see Proposition 3.9 of [Bakry, 1994]):

Proposition 3.2.6. Given a L2(µ)-Markov semigroup with invariant probability measure µ, assume
PI(λ) holds for some λ > 0. Then LSI2(c, d) implies LSI2(c

′,0) with

c′ = c +
2 (d + 1)

λ
.

In the context of Markov chains on finite sample spaces, the above inequality, a combination of
interpolation techniques with Proposition 3.2.6 and the following estimate

∥ id ∶ L2(µ)→ L4(µ)∥ ≤ [min
x∈E

µ({x})]
− 1

4

(3.10)

yields the following bounds on the constant c: LSI2(c,0) always holds, with

c ≤
2 − ln [min

x∈E
µ({x})]

λ(L)
. (3.11)

Back to our original problem of the estimation of the mixing time in the absence of an estimate for
the L2 → L∞ norm of the semigroup, the steps followed in (3.7) can be modified. Assume that (Pt)t≥0
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satisfies LSI2(α
−1,0). Then, given p ≡ p(s) = 1 + e2αs:

∥νt+s − µ∥TV ≤
1

2
∥P̂t+s (

dν

dµ
) − 1E∥

L2(µ)

≤
1

2
∥
dν

dµ
∥
Lp̂(µ)

∥P̂s ∶ Lp̂(µ)→ L2(µ)∥ ∥P̂t ○ (id−Eµ[.]1E) ∶ L2(µ)→ L2(µ)∥

≤
1

2
∥
dν

dµ
∥
Lp̂(µ)

e−λ(L) t , (3.12)

In the context of a Markov chain on a finite sample space, ∥ dν
dµ

∥
Lp̂(µ)

≤ [minx∈E µ({x})]
− 1
p . Choosing

p(s) = 1 − ln [minx∈E µ({x})], we find that for t′ = t + s ≥ s = 1
2α

ln ln [minx∈E µ({x})]
−1 (with the

condition that minx∈E µ({x}) ≤ 1/ e),

∥νt+s − µ∥TV ≤
1

2
e−λ(L)t .

In other words,

τ(ε) ≤
1 − ln(2ε)

λ(L)
+

1

2α
ln ln [min

x∈E
µ({x})]

−1

, (3.13)

which constitutes a logarithmic improvement over the bound found in (3.6) from the unique use of the
spectral gap method. In the case of a reversible semigroup, we can even replace α by 2α.

3.3. Entropy decay and the modified logarithmic Sobolev

inequality

We saw in Section 3.1 that the spectral gap inequality PI(λ) is linked, via a Lyapunov type argument,
to the exponential convergence in L2(µ) of Pt(f) towards Eµ[f] as t → ∞. Since we saw in
Proposition 3.2.5 that PI(λ) can be understood as a linearization of LSI2(2λ

−1, 0), we expect the
convergence to be stronger in general in the case when the latter is satisfied. In order to show this, we
introduce the analogue for p = 1 of the logarithmic Sobolev inequalities defined above. More precisely,
an L2(µ)-Markov semigroup is said to satisfy LSI1(c,0) for some c > 0 if, for any f ∈ A+:

Ent(f) ≤
c

4
E(ln f, f). (LSI1(c,0))

LSI1(c, 0) can be interpreted as the limit when p→ 1 of LSIp(c, 0). From Lemma 2.4.1, one readily sees
that, if µ is invariant, then LSI2(c, 0) implies LSI1(2c, 0). The conditions of reversibility or diffusivity
improve this result by a factor of two: LSI2(c,0) implies LSI1(c,0). In fact, in the case of diffusions,
these two inequalities are equivalent, due to Equation (2.28). Moreover, by an argument similar to
the one leading to Proposition 3.2.5, one can show that LSI1(c,0) implies PI(2/c) whenever µ is
invariant [Rothaus, 1981].

The following result was first established in [Bakry and Émery, 1984] in the case of diffusion
semigroups. The proof consists in a Lyapunov argument similar to the one leading to the decay of the
variance from PI(λ) (see also [Bakry, 1994,Diaconis and Saloff-Coste, 1996a]).

Proposition 3.3.1. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a L2(µ)-Markov semigroup with invariant measure µ. Then
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(Pt)t≥0 satisfies LSI1(c,0) if and only if for every positive function f ,

Ent(Pt(f)) ≤ e−
4
c tEnt(f) . (3.14)

Comparing the last result to Proposition 3.1.1 we see that the spectral gap inequality provides
an exponential convergence of Pt(f) towards Eµ[f] in L2(µ), whereas LSI1(c,0) gives it in terms of
entropy. The fact that this convergence is stronger than the convergence in L2 provided by PI(λ) is a
consequence of Pinsker’s inequality [Pinsker, 1960,Csiszár, 1967,Kullback, 1967]:

∥Pt∗(ν) − µ ∥2
TV ≤

1

2
D(Pt∗(ν)∥µ) =

1

2
Ent(P̂t (

dν

dµ
)) . (3.15)

Now, assuming that LSI2(c, 0) holds for (Pt)t≥0, it also holds for (P̂t)t≥0, by Equation (2.21). Therefore,
if µ is invariant, LSI1(2c,0) holds and by Proposition 3.3.1,

∥Pt∗(ν) − µ ∥TV ≤ e−
t
c

√
D(ν∥µ)/2 .

In the case of reversibility or diffusivity, the rate of convergence on the right hand side above can be
strengthened into 2c−1, since in this case LSI1(c,0) holds.

The above discussion motivates the introduction of the following modified logarithmic Sobolev
inequality : (Pt)t≥0 satisfies the modified logaritmic Sobolev inequality of parameter α > 0 if for any
measure ν << µ:

4αD(ν∥µ) ≤ −∫ ln(
dν

dµ
) L̂2 (

dν

dµ
) dµ ≡ EPL2 (ν) , (MLSI(α))

where EPL2 (ν) is called the entropy production of the semigroup (Pt)t≥0. This inequality coincides
with LSI1(α

−1,0) in the reversible situation. MLSI(α) was first introduced by [Bobkov and Tetali,
2003,Bobkov and Tetali, 2006]. The reason for introducing this last inequality is that it leads to the
convergence of the relative entropy without the necessity to go through LSI2:

∥Pt∗(ν) − µ ∥TV ≤ e−2αt
√
D(ν∥µ)/2 .

The best constant achieving MLSI(α) is referred to as the MLSI constant, and denoted by α1(L).
Similarly to the Poincaré and hypercontractivity methods, one is still left with the problem of controlling
the relative entropy D(ν∥µ). Again, this will depend on the geometry of the sample space E. In the
case of a Markov chain on a finite sample space,

D(ν∥µ) ≤ ln([min
x∈E

µ({x})]
−1

) , (3.16)

so that,

∥Pt∗(ν) − µ ∥TV ≤ e−2α1(L) t

¿
Á
ÁÀ1

2
ln([min

x∈E
µ({x})]

−1

) .

This leads to the following estimation of mixing times:

τ(ε) ≤
1

2α1(L)
ln

⎛
⎜
⎝
ε−1

¿
Á
ÁÀ1

2
ln([min

x∈E
µ({x})]

−1

)
⎞
⎟
⎠
, (3.17)
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hence the promised exponential improvement over 3.6 as long as α1(L) ∼ λ (L).

3.4. Nash and Sobolev inequalities

In the last section, we saw that hypercontractivity provides estimates on the L2 → Lp norms of the
maps Pt for 2 < p < ∞, which lead to better estimates on the mixing time of the semigroup. As
discussed at the beginning of that section, having an estimate on the L2 → L∞ norms of Pt would
provide even more precise estimates. Finding these estimates is typically only possible at short times.
A semigroup satisfying such a contraction property is called ultracontractive. In a similar way as for
hypercontractivity and the logarithmic Sobolev inequality, the notion of ultracontractivity possesses a
infinitesimal versions called Nash inequality, or the Sobolev inequality. These inequalities have found
many applications in precise estimations of the density of a semigroup. (see [Bakry, 1994,Ledoux,
1992,Varopoulos, 1985,Carlen, 1987,Davies and Simon, 1984,Bakry, 1990], and the book [Davies,
1989] for an exhaustive bibliography on the subject). However, they generally don’t hold in infinite
dimensions, which is one of the main motivations behind the study of log-Sobolev inequalities (see
chapter Chapter 10 for more details).

The classical Nash inequality was introduced in [Nash, 1958] to obtain regularity properties on
the solutions of parabolic partial differential equations. In the Euclidean space Rn, it can be stated as
follows: there exists a constant cn > 0 (depending only on n), such that for any real-valued, smooth
function f vanishing at infinity,

∥f∥
1+n/2
L2(Rn) ≤ cn ∥f∥L1(Rn) ∥∇f∥

n/2
L2(Rn). (Nash)

The optimal constant cn was later evaluated by Carlen and Loss [Carlen and Loss, 1993]. Nash
inequality implies ultracontractivity of the heat convolution semigroup PHeat

t . This means that it maps
L1(Rn) to L∞(Rn) with

∥PHeat
t ∶ L1(Rn)→ L∞(Rn)∥ ≤ (

1

πet
)
n/2

, (UC)

where PHeat
t (f) = f ∗ g2t, and g2t denotes the probability distribution function of a centered Gaussian

random variable on Rn of variance 2t.
More generally, given a probability space (E,G, µ), and an L2(µ)-Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0,

(Pt)t≥0 is said to satisfy a Sobolev inequality if there exist constants C > 0, n > 2 and T ≥ 0 such that
for any f ∈ A:

∥f∥2
L 2n
n−2

(µ) ≤ C (E(f, f) +
1

T
∥f∥2

L2(µ)) . (SI(C,n,T ))

Diffusion semigroups on a Riemannian manifold satisfy SI(C,n,T ) with n that coincides with the
dimension of the manifold. This justifies calling the coefficient n the dimension of the semigroup.
Moreover, for n > 2, Nash inequality can be derived from SI(C,n,T ) via Hölder’s inequality (see
[Zegarlinski, 1992]):

∥f∥
2(1+2/n)
L2(µ) ≤ C (E(f, f) +

1

T
∥f∥2

L2(µ)) ∥f∥
4/n
L1(µ), (Nash(C,n,T ))

As mentioned above, in the case when the semigroup is reversible, Nash inequality is equivalent to the
following ultracontractivity property of the semigroup (see e.g. [Saloff-Coste, 1997,Carlen et al., 1987]):
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Theorem 3.4.1. Assume that Nash(C,n,T ) holds, then for any t ≤ T :

∥Pt ∶ L1(µ)→ L2(µ)∥, ∥Pt ∶ L2(µ)→ L∞(µ)∥ ≤ e (
nC

4t
)
n/4

. (3.18)

On the other hand, assume that (Pt)t≥0 is reversible with respect to µ. Then ∥Pt ∶ L1(µ)→ L2(µ)∥ ≤

(C0

t
)
n/4

for any t ≤ T implies Nash(C,n,T ) with C ≡ 2C0(1 + 2/n)(1 + n/2)2/n.

We already explained the importance of such a bound on the L2(µ) → L∞(µ) norm of Pt at
the beginning of Section 3.2: in particular, when combined with the spectral gap λ(L), it leads to the
following estimate: for t ≥ T :

∥Pt∗(ν) − µ∥TV ≤
1

2
(
nC

4T
)
n/4

e−λ(L) (t−T ) .

This leads to the following very strong bound on the mixing time of (Pt)t≥0:

τ(ε) ≤ T −
1

λ(L)
ln(2ε(

4T

nC
)
n/4

) .

We argued the estimate L2(µ)→ L∞(µ) should typically provide better bounds on the mixing times.
This is also suggested by the following theorem (see Theorem 2.3.6 of [Saloff-Coste, 1997]):

Proposition 3.4.2. Assume that the semigroup (Pt)t≥0 is reversible with respect to µ. Assume
Nash(C,n,T ), then the logarithmic Sobolev constant α2(L) is lower bounded by

α2(L) ≥
λ(L)

2 (1 + λ(L) t0 +
n
4

ln (nC
4t0

))
,

for any 0 < t0 ≤ T .

In fact, one can combine the different techniques described up to now in order to get an even
better estimation of the mixing time by dividing time t into three parts: given t = s + η + u, and for
p = 1 + e2α2(L)η,

∥νt − µ∥TV ≤
1

2
∥P̂t (

dν

dµ
) − 1E∥

L2(µ)

≤
1

2
∥P̂s (

dν

dµ
)∥

Lp̂(µ)
∥P̂η ∶ Lp̂(µ)→ L2(µ)∥ ∥P̂u ○ (id−Eµ[.]1E) ∶ L2(µ)→ L2(µ)∥

=
1

2
∥P̂s (

dν

dµ
)∥

Lp̂(µ)
∥Pη ∶ L2(µ)→ Lp(µ)∥ ∥P̂u ○ (id−Eµ[.]1E) ∶ L2(µ)→ L2(µ)∥

≤
1

2
∥P̂s (

dν

dµ
)∥

2
p

L2(µ)
e−λ(L)u

≤
1

2
∥Ps ∶ L2(µ)→ L∞(µ)∥

2
p e−λ(L)u , (3.19)

where the fourth line arises by interpolation between L1 and L2. Therefore, assuming Nash(C,n,T )

and s = T , we get the following bound

∥νt − µ∥TV ≤
1

2
(
nC

4T
)

n
2p

e−λ(L)u . (3.20)
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by choosing e2α2(L)η = 1 + n
2

ln (nC
4T

), we directly get

τ(ε) ≤ T +
1

2α2(L)
ln(1 +

n

2
ln
nC

4T
) +

1 − ln(2ε)

λ(L)
. (3.21)

Once again, this can be strengthened by replacing α2(L) by 2α2(L) in the case of a reversible
semigroup.

The functional inequalities that we introduced here were seen as properties satisfied by a Markov
semigroup, in the original spirit of Bakry and Émery. In Chapter 4, we operate a shift and view these
inequalities as a property satisfied by the measure µ, in the case of a diffusive Markov semigroup
defined on a manifoldM. Indeed, one can relate the constants appearing in the various functional
inequalities to the curvature and dimension ofM. In order to make this shift, we first introduce some
concepts from Riemannian geometry that are needed. These will also be useful in Chapter 12.

3.5. Interlude: Riemannian geometry

3.5.1. Geodesics

Given a metric space (X , d), a curve γ ∶ [0, 1]→ X is called a constant speed geodesic provided for any
s, t ∈ [0,1]:

d(γs, γt) = ∣t − s∣d(γ0, γ1) . (3.22)

Now, a metric space (X , d) is called geodesic if for every x, y ∈ X there exists a constant speed geodesic
connecting them, i.e. a constant speed geodesic (γs)s∈[0,1] such that γ0 = x and γ1 = y. Such spaces
include Riemannian manifolds.

We recall that, given a Riemannian manifold (M, g), the gradient of a continuously differentiable
function Φ ∶M→ R is the vector field ∇Φ defined by the equation

dxΦ . v⃗ = gx(∇xΦ, v⃗) ∀v⃗ ∈ TxM ,

where TxM denotes the tangent space at x ∈M, and where dxΦ denotes the differential of Φ at x.
Equivalently, for any smooth path (Φs)−ε≤s≤ε inM with γ0 = x and dγs

ds
∣
s=0

= v⃗,

d

ds
∣
s=0

Φ(γs) = gx(∇xΦ, v⃗) .

Then, for a fixed norm of the vector v⃗, ∇xΦ indicates the direction in which Φ increases most rapidly.
In what follows, by Riemannian manifold we mean a smooth, complete connected

finite-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g), of dimension n, distinct from a point, and equipped
with a smooth metric tensor. For L > 0, a curve γ ∶ (−L,L)→M is called a geodesic if it satisfies the
geodesic equation

γ̈ = 0 .

In the Eulerian description, we describe the curve γ by its derivative at each point s ∈ (−L,L), defining
the velocity field ξ(s, γ(s)) at s, so that for each s ∈ (−L,L), ξ(s, γ(s)) ∈ Tγ(s)M. The geodesic
equation is then rewritten as

∂ξ

∂s
+∇ξξ = 0 , (3.23)
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which is also known as the pressureless Euler equation. Here, ∇ξ stands for the covariant derivation
along the vector ξ. Further assuming that ξ is a gradient of the form ∇Φ, the above equation reduces
to the so-called Hamilton-Jacobi equation

∂sΦ +
∥∇Φ∥2

2
= 0 ,

where ∥ξ∥2 ∶= g(ξ, ξ) is the square of the norm associated to the metric g.

3.5.2. Ricci curvature and Bochner formula

Figure 3.1.: Riemannian distance in positive curvature.

Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold, x ∈M and let γv⃗, γw⃗ be two constant speed geodesics
of speed 1 starting from x, of respective tangent vectors at x denoted by v⃗ and w⃗. Then, for each
s ≥ 0, the Riemannian distance between γv⃗(s) and γw⃗(s) can be shown to satisfy the following Taylor
expansion:

δ(s) =
√

2(1 − cos θ) s (1 −
κx cos2(θ/2)

6
s2 + O(s3)) ,

where θ is the angle between v⃗ and w⃗, and κx denotes the Gauss curvature at x of the surface expx(P )

defined by all the geodesics intersecting at x with associated tangent vectors in P ∶= span (v⃗, w⃗). It is
independent of the vectors v⃗ and w⃗ and intrinsic. In the case when κx = 0, we recover the Euclidean
case where δ(s) is simply linear in s, up to third order. Next, the sectional curvature at x with respect
to the plane P ⊂ TxM, denoted by σx(P ), is simply the Gauss curvature of the surface expx(P ).

We are now ready to give a definition of the Ricci curvature: given x ∈M and a norm 1 tangent
vector u⃗ ∈ TxM, fix an orthonormal basis (u⃗ = e⃗1, e⃗2, ..., e⃗n) of TxM with first basis vector u⃗. Then

Ricx(u⃗) ∶=
n

∑
j=2

σx (u⃗, e⃗j) , (Ricci curvature)

where given two tangent vectors u⃗, v⃗ ∈ TxM, σ(u⃗, v⃗) denotes the sectional curvature of the plane
spanned by u⃗ and v⃗. The Ricci curvature can be interpreted as an average over all the sectional
curvatures associated to the orthogonal planes (u⃗, e⃗j). The Ricci curvature is known to satisfy the
following Bochner-Weitzenböck-Lichnerowicz formula (see [Villani, 2008]): for any smooth enough
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function Φ ∶ M→ R:

−∆ (
∥∇Φ∥2

2
) +∇Φ .∇(∆Φ) + tr (∇2Φ)2 + Ric(∇Φ) = 0 , (3.24)

where v⃗ . w⃗ ≡ g(v⃗, w⃗), ∇2Φ denotes the Hessian of Φ and ∆ is the Laplace Beltrami operator associated
with the manifold. This formula can be interpreted as a relation of commutation between second
and third order differential operators of Φ. By a simple Cauchy Schwarz inequality, we derived the
so-called Bochner inequality :

−∆(
∥∇Φ∥2

2
) + g(∇Φ,∇∆Φ) +

(∆Φ)2

n
+Ric(∇Φ) ≤ 0 . (3.25)

The connection with functional inequalities can be made by thinking of the Laplacian operator in the
above inequality as the generator of the heat equation, whose invariant measure (assuming thatM
is compact) is the normalized Lebesgue measure onM. More generally, given a C2 function V on
M, let µ ∶= e−V (x) vol(dx) be a probability measure onM that is absolutely continuous with respect
to Lebesgue, and defined L = ∆ −∇V.∇ the generator of a Markov diffusion of invariant measure µ.
Then, the so-called generalized Bochner formula holds:

−L(
∥∇Φ∥2

2
) + g(∇Φ, ∇L(Φ)) +

(LΦ)2

N
+ RicN,µ(∇Φ) ≤ 0 . (3.26)

This equation is completely analogous to the Bochner inequality (3.25), where the Laplacian ∆ has
been replaced by the generator L for which µ is the invariant measure, and N ≥ n. RicN,µ is the
so-called generalized Ricci curvature and is defined as follows:

RicN,µ(v⃗) ∶= (Ric +∇2V )(v⃗) −
(∇V . v⃗)2

N − n
.

This observation is what lead Bakry and Émery to their geometrical interpretation of all the functional
inequalities that we reviewed above. Assuming that the generalized Ricci curvature is bounded below
by κ ∥∇Φ∥2, we arrive at the following curvature dimension inequality1

L(
∥∇Φ∥2

2
) −∇Φ .∇L(Φ) ≥

(LΦ)2

N
+ κ ∥∇Φ∥2. (CD(κ,N))

3.6. The Bakry-Émery condition

The curvature dimension inequality introduced at the end of last section can be extended in two ways.
In this section, we follow the approach of [Bakry and Émery, 1985] (see also [Bakry, 1994]) where it is
generalized to an inequality satisfied by the generator of a Markov process on an abstract probability
space (E,G, µ). In Chapter 4, we see a more geometric approach in terms of optimal transport of
mass on metric spaces.

Let (Pt)t≥0 be an L2(µ) Markov process, and denote by (L2,dom(L2)) its corresponding
generator. Here, we still assume the existence of a densely defined subalgebra A that satisfies
Condition 2.2.1. We recall the definition of its corresponding carré du champ (2.17): for any

1One can actually show that the two bounds are equivalent [Villani, 2008].
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f, h ∈ dom(L2):

Γ(f, h) ∶=
1

2
(L2(fh) − f L2(h) − hL2(f)) .

In some sense, the operator Γ quantifies the deviation of L2 from being a derivation operator. Next,
we define the carré du champ itéré as follows: for any f, h ∈ A:

Γ2(f, h) =
1

2
(LΓ(f, h) − Γ(f, Lh) − Γ(h, Lf)) . (3.27)

Then, the semigroup (Pt)t≥0 satisfies the Bakry-Emery condition if there exist κ ∈ R and N > 1 such
that the following holds: for any f ∈ A,

Γ2(f, f) ≥
(Lf)2

N
+ κΓ(f, f) . (BE(κ,N))

The diffusive case : Assume that E =M is a Riemannian manifold, and consider the diffusion
semigroup (Pt)t≥0 of generator L = ∆ −∇V .∇. In this case, we saw in Equation (2.27) that the carré
du champ reduced to the following: for f, h ∈ A,

Γ(f, h) = ∇f .∇h ,

Moreover, a direct calculation provides the following expression for the carré du champ itéré: for all
f ∈ A:

Γ2(f) = L (
∥∇f∥2

2
) − ∇f .∇(Lf) .

Therefore, BE(κ,N) reduces to

L (
∥∇f∥2

2
) − ∇f .∇(Lf) ≥

(Lf)2

N
+ κ ∥∇f∥2 .

This is noting but CD(κ,N).
The power of Bakry-Emery criterion is that it implies all the inequalities that we introduced in

the previous section (see Proposition 6.1 of [Saloff-Coste, 1994]):

Proposition 3.6.1. Let (Pt)t≥0 be an L2(µ)-Markov semigroup on a probability space (E,G, µ), where
µ is invariant, and assume that BE(κ,N) holds for some κ > 0 and N > 1. Then,

- Bochner-Licnérowicz-Weitzenböck formula: If (Pt)t≥0 is reversible and ergodic, then λ(L) ≥ κN
N−1

;

- Bakry-Emery theorem [Bakry and Émery, 1985]: If (Pt)t≥0 is a reversible diffusion, then α2(L) ≥
κN
N−1

;

- Sobolev inequality [Ledoux, 1992]: Under the same assumption, and if N > 2, then for any
f ∈ dom(L2),

∥f∥2
L 2N
N−2

(µ) ≤
4(N − 1)

(N − 2)κN
(E(f, f) +

(N − 2)Nκ

4(N − 1)
∥f∥2

L2(µ)) . (3.28)

Even though we defined the Bakry-Émery condition in the case of a Markov semigroup defined
on an abstract probability space, it has mostly been found for diffusions on smooth Riamannian
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manifolds. Recently, an extension of the theory to discrete Markov chains was found by [Johnson,
2017].

3.7. Markov semigroups acting on groups

We end this chapter with a list of important examples of Markov semigroups acting on groups.

3.7.1. Finite groups

Given a finite group and a discrete time Markov chain of kernel K(x, y) = k(x − y) and uniform
invariant measure µ({x}) = ∣G∣−1, consider the kernel of the associated continuous time chain (Pt)t≥0

defined by

kt(x, y) = ∣G ∣ exp(t (K − idL∞(G)))(x, y) . (3.29)

By construction, this kernel is right-invariant.

The hypercube: Let G = Zn2 and define the following classical Markov chain: for i = 1, ..., n, let ei
be the vector in Zn2 with all coordinates 0 but the ith coordinate, which is set to be 1. Next, define
a probability mass function k on Zn2 by setting k(0) = k(ei) = 1/(n + 1) for i = 1, .., n, and k(x) = 0

otherwise. In words, at each time, the discrete-time chain jumps from one vertex to a neighboring one
with probability 1/(n + 1), and stays where it was with same probability.

The strong logarithmic Sobolev constant and the spectral gap for this chain are known [Diaconis
and Saloff-Coste, 1996a]:

2α2(L
Hyp) = λ(LHyp) =

2

n + 1
.

This, together with the estimate (3.13), provides the essentially sharp bound

τ(ε) ≤
1 − ln(2ε)

λ(L)
+
n + 1

4
ln ln [min

x∈E
µ({x})]

−1

.

The finite circle: We now consider the simple random walk on G = Zm with m ≥ 4, of associated
kernel K(x,x ± 1) = 1/2 and uniform stationary measure. The spectral gap of the corresponding
continuous time Markov chain (PCir

t )t≥0 is given by the formula [Diaconis and Saloff-Coste, 1996a]

λ(LCir) = 1 − cos
2π

m
.

It was shown in [Diaconis and Saloff-Coste, 1996a] that (PCir
t )t≥0 satisfies the following bound:

∥PCir
t −EµG ∶ L2(Zm)→ L∞(Zm)∥2 ≤ 2(1 +

√
5m

8
√
πt

) exp(−
16π2 t

5m2
) +

m + 1

2
e−2t .

In particular, in the case m ≥ 5, the above expression yields the following simpler bound for t∞ =

5m2/16π2:

∥PCir
t∞ −EµG ∶ L2(Zm)→ L∞(Zm)∥2 ≤ e .
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The logarithmic Sobolev constant α2(L
Circ) satisfies:

2π2

m2
≥
λ(LCirc)

2
≥ α2(L

Circ) ≥
8π2

25m2
≥

2λ(LCirc)

25
.

The exact value of α2(L
Circ) is not know for m ≥ 4. For m = 3, α2(L

Circ) = (2 ln 2)−1.
Now, choose the uniform random walk of kernel K(x, y) = 1/m for any x, y ∈ Zm. This is a

special case of the Markov chain studied in Theorem A.1 of [Diaconis and Saloff-Coste, 1996a], for
which the strong log-Sobolev constant α2 was shown to be equal to

α2 =
1 − 2/m

ln (m − 1)
, λ = 1 −

1

m
. (3.30)

Random transpositions: Here, let G = Sn be the symmetric group on n symbols. Consider the
discrete time chain kernelK(θ, σ) = 2/[n(n−1)] if θ−1σ is a transposition, and 0 otherwise. In [Diaconis,
1988], it was shown that the spectral gap of the corresponding continuous time semigroup (PTra

t )t≥0 is

λ(LTra) =
2

n − 1
.

Moreover, the following bound can be found in the same paper:

∥PTra
t∞ −EµG ∶ L2(Zm)→ L∞(Zm)∥2 ≤ 1

for t∞ = n lnn, which implies by interpolation results that

1

3n lnn
≤ α2(L

Tra) ≤
1

n − 1
.

3.7.2. Compact Lie groups

Now, we recall some well-known estimates for the heat semigroup defined on various compact Lie
groups, of associated right-invariant transition density (kt)t≥0 with respect to the Haar measure µG:

Pt(f)(g) = ∫
G
kt(gh

−1) f(h)dµG(h) . (3.31)

We recall that, in this case, ∥h↦ kt(gh
−1) − 1∥L2(µG) does not depend on g ∈ G.

1-dimensional torus The heat semigroup on the circle has spectral gap λ(LHeat) = 1. Moreover,
the following estimate was derived in example 1 of Section 3 of [Saloff-Coste, 1994]:

∥h↦ kt(h) − 1∥L2(µG) ≤
√

2 +
√
π/2t e−t .

n-dimensional torus (n > 1): The logarithmic Sobolev constant associated to the heat semigroup
on the n dimensional torus Tn is known to achieve the bound 2α2(L

Heat) = λ(LHeat) = 1. In Theorem
5.3 of [Saloff-Coste, 1994], the following upper bound on its kernel (and in fact on the kernel of any
uniformly elliptic generator) was found:

∥h↦ kt(h) − 1∥L2(µG) ≤ exp(−t +
1

2
ln(

1

2
n lnn) + 6) . (3.32)

Matrix Lie groups: In [Saloff-Coste, 1994], precise estimates on the kernel of diffusion semigroups
on various Riemannian manifolds were obtained starting from a curvature dimension inequality
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CD(κ,N). These estimates simply follow from Proposition 3.6.1 and Equation (3.20). Applying this to
the curvature dimension inequalities satisfied by semi-simple Lie groups [Rothaus, 1986], Saloff-Coste
derived the following straightforward corollary (stated here as a theorem for sake of completeness):

Theorem 3.7.1. Let (G,g) be a real connected semi-simple compact Lie group of dimension n endowed
with the Riemannian metric induced by its Killing form. Then, the heat diffusion satisfies

∥h↦ kt(h) − 1∥L2(µG) ≤ exp(1 + λ(∆) [−t +
16

n
+ 2 ln(1 +

1

2
n ln

n

4
)]) , (3.33)

where λ(∆) is the spectral gap of (G,g). In particular, for ε > 0 and tn = 2(1+ ε) lnn, the above bound
converges to 0. Moreover, the following bounds the logarithmic Sobolev and Poincaré constants hold:

λ(∆) ≥
n

8 (n − 1)
, (3.34)

α2(∆) ≥
n

4 (n − 1)
. (3.35)

Finally, the semigroup satisfies Nash(C,n,T ) with C = T = 16(n−1)
(n−2)n .

3.7.3. Hörmander systems:

More generally, given a Riemannian manifoldM, a Hörmander system onM is a set of vector fields
V = {V1, ..., Vm} such that, at each point p ∈M, there exists an integer K such that the iterated
commutators [Vi1 , [Vi2 , ..., Vik]...], k = 2, ...,K, generate the tangent space TpM. Specializing to the
case of a Lie group G, a Hörmander system V = {V1, ..., Vm} can more simply be defined as a set of
vectors in the Lie algebra, i.e. the tangent space at the neutral element e, such that for some K ∈ N
the iterated commutators of order at most K span the whole tangent space. For fixed j ∈ [K] we find
a geodesic gj(t) with gj(0) = e such that for any f ∈ C1(G)

Vj(f)(h) =
d

dt
f(gj(t)h)∣t=0 .

This leads to the corresponding left invariant classical generator

LV =∑
j

V 2
j . (3.36)

The generator LV generates a semigroup Pt = etLV on L∞(G). Since the semigroup commutes with
the right action of the group it is implemented by a convolution kernel as in Equation (9.1):

Pt(f)(g) = ∫ kt(gh
−1) f(h)dµG(h) .

and is reversible with respect to the Haar measure. For Hörmander systems, the following kernel
estimates go back to the seminal work of Stein and Rothshield [Rothschild and Stein, 1976], see
also [Lugiewicz and Zegarlinski, 2007].

Theorem 3.7.2. Let V = {V1, ..., Vm} be a Hörmander system such that K iterated commutators span
a Lie algebra of dimension d. Then LV has a spectral gap and there exists CV > 0 such that, for all
0 < t ≤ 1:

sup
g∈G

kt(g) ≤ CV t
−Kd/2 .

The above kernel estimate can be related to estimates of the form of (3.33): indeed, since the
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semigroup is reversible, kt(g) = kt(g−1) for any g ∈ G, so that:

∥h↦ kt(h)∥
2
L2(µG) = ∫

G
∣kt(h)∣

2 dµG(h) = ∫
G
kt(eh

−1)kt(he)dµG(h) = ∣k2t(e)∣ ≤ sup
g∈G

k2t(g) .

where we used the semigroup property in the third identity above. On the other hand, it is simple to
see that

∥h↦ kt(h)∥L2(µG) = ∥Pt ∶ L2(µG)→ L∞(G)∥ .

This observation combined with (3.7) provides bounds similar to those of Theorem 3.7.1 on the mixing
time for such evolutions. One can also use the following more direct bound in order to get such
estimates:

∥Pt ∶ L1(µG)→ L∞(G)∥ = sup
g∈G

kt(g) ≤ CV t
−Kd/2 .

Indeed, for any measure ν << µG of corresponding density f evolving according to (Pt)t≥0, the following
bound holds at short times:

∥Pt∗(ν) − µG∥TV =
1

2
∥Pt(f) − 1∥L1(µG)

≤
1

2
∥Pt(f) − 1∥∞

≤
1

2
∥Pt ∶ L1(µG)→ L∞(G)∥ ∥f − 1∥L1(µG)

≤ CV t
−Kd/2 .
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Optimal transport

In Section 3.6, we introduced the Bakry-Émery criterion BE(κ,N) as an generalization of the
curvature-dimension inequality CD(κ,N) to abstract probability spaces. However in practice, this
condition almost exclusively applies to diffusion semigroups on smooth Riemannian manifolds. The
impossibility to extend the proof of Bakry-Émery theorem (cf. Proposition 3.6.1) to nonsmooth
situations, due to the lack of a chain rule in these settings, witnesses that fact. This in particular
means that Bakry-Émery’s approach completely breaks down in the discrete setting of Markov
chains [Johnson, 2017]. The situation is even worse in the quantum setting, due to the apparent lack
of an underlying sample space.

Fortunately, the theory reached another milestone with the appearance of articles establishing
a connection between Bakry-Émery’s criterion and the well established theory of optimal transport
[McCann, 1997,Jordan et al., 1998,Otto and Villani, 2000a]. In these articles, proofs of already known
functional inequalities purely based on optimal transport arguments became available. In the case
when E =M is a Riemannian manifold, the idea is that the geometry ofM should be related to the
one of the set P(M) of probability measures onM. More precisely, curvature-dimension inequalities
should be understood in terms of the properties of convexity of some particular functionals defined on
M along optimal paths. The mesoscopic notion of transportation of masses in P(M) being more
robust than the local notion of transportation of points inM, this new approach lead to a particularly
prolific generalization of the CD criterion to non-smooth metric-measure length spaces. Since then,
the original framework of Bakry and Émery was further extended to the case of Markov chains over
discrete sets [Maas, 2011,Erbar and Maas, 2012] and, more recently, to finite dimensional quantum
Markov semigroups [Carlen and Maas, 2014,Carlen and Maas, 2017]. Here, we only give the main
notions of the theory and refer to [Villani, 2008] for further details.

The premises of optimal transport theory can be traced back to 1781’s French pre-revolution
area with the early work of [Monge, 1781]. In this essay, the mathematician was interested in the
cheapest way of transporting soil from its extraction point to the place where it would be incorporated
in a construction. The problem here is to find where each unit of soil should go in such a way
as to minimize the total transportation cost. Studying the problem in three dimensions and for a
continuous distribution of mass, Monge showed that transportation should follow straight lines that are
orthogonal to a family of surfaces called lines of curvature. A few centuries later, Monge’s problem was
rediscovered in 1942 by the Russian Nobel laureate Leonid Vitaliyevich Kantorovich who developed the
theory of linear programming arising from various optimization problems. More precisely, Kantorovich
defined a particularly flexible notion of distance between probability measures, nowadays known as
the Kantorovich-Rubinstein distance (also known as Wasserstein distance).
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Layout of the chapter: In Section 4.1, we mention the Monge-Kantorovich problem and
recall the definition of the commutative Wasserstein distance. The link between Bakry Émery’s
curvature-dimension inequality and displacement convexity of the entropy is drawn in Section 4.2.
A more direct link between the latter and the functional inequalities of Chapter 3 is provided in
Section 4.3. In Sections 4.4 and 4.5, we briefly explain the relationship to other geometric and
information theoretic inequalities. We end this chapter with a discussion on the concentration of
measure phenomenon in Section 4.6.

4.1. The Monge-Kantorovich problem

Monge’s original problem can be reformulated in modern terms as follows: given two probability spaces
(X , µ), and (Y, ν). A coupling between µ and ν is a random vector (X,Y ) on some probability space
(Ω,P) such that X ∼ µ, resp. Y ∼ ν. The couple (X,Y ) (or its associated law) is then called a coupling
of (µ, ν). A coupling is said to be deterministic if there exists a measurable function T ∶ X → Y such
that Y = T (X).

Among the many possible ways of defining a coupling, we are interested in the optimal coupling
(also called optimal transport). For this, we introduce a cost function c ∶ X ×Y ∋ (x, y)↦ c(x, y) that
models the work needed to move one unit of mass from location x ∈ X to location y ∈ Y. Monge’s
original framework, which corresponds to looking at the subclass of deterministic couplings, can then
be stated as the minimization of the following quantity:

∫X
c (x,T (x)) µ0(dx) , (M)

over mappings T ∶ X → Y transporting a fixed mass µ0 to another fixed mass µ1 = T∗ µ0, where
c ∶ X ×Y → R+ is a given pointwise cost function. Here, T∗ is the image measure, predual of T acting
on probability measures, defined by

(T∗)µ(A) = µ(T −1(A)) .

More generally, the Monge-Kantorovich minimization problem is the one of the minimization of the
quantity:

Eπ [c (X,Y )] ≡ ∫X×Y
c(x, y)dπ(x, y) , (M-K)

where the pair (X,Y ) ∼ π runs over all possible couplings of (µ, ν).

The infimum in (M-K) is called the optimal transport cost between the probability measures µ
and ν. Existence of an optimal coupling has been proved in great generality under some very mild
assumptions on the spaces (X ,Y) as well as on the cost function c (see Theorem 4.1 of [Villani, 2008]).

4.1.1. Kantorovich duality

Whereas the central object of the Monge-Kantorovich problem is cost, the central object in the
dual formulation derived by Kantorovich is price: the dual Kantorovich problem is the one of the
maximization of:

∫Y
φ(y)dν(y) − ∫X

ψ(x)dµ(x) , (K)
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over functions ψ ∈ L1(X , µ), φ ∈ L1(Y, ν) such that for any x, y, φ(y) −ψ(x) ≤ c(x, y). Here, the pairs
(ψ,φ) should be interpreted as price functions: assume a company is offering to transport the shape
µ into ν by buying a unit of mass at point x at a price of ψ(x), and selling it at point y at a price
of φ(y). Then the condition φ(y) − ψ(x) ≤ c(x, y) can be interpreted as the fact that the company’s
margin φ(y) − ψ(x) made by transporting a unit of mass from x to y should not locally exceed the
cost c(x, y). Kantorovich’s duality theorem establishing the equivalence between (M-K) and (K) is
shown under very weak regularity conditions in Theorem 5.10 of [Villani, 2008].

4.1.2. Wasserstein distances

It is natural to assume that the cost function depends on the distance between the extraction site
and the construction site. In this case, assume that X = Y is a Polish space and let p ∈ [1,∞). Then,
for any two probability measures µ, ν on X , the Wasserstein distance of order p between µ and ν is
defined by the formula

Wp(µ, ν) ∶= inf
π∈Π(µ,ν)

(∫X
d(x, y)pdπ(x, y))

1/p
,

where Π(µ, ν) denotes the set of couplings between µ and ν. On can show that Wp does satisfies the
axioms of a distance, up to the fact that it might take the value +∞, on the set of all probability
measures. In the case p = 1, W1 is also known as Kantorovich-Rubinstein distance:

W1(µ, ν) ∶= inf
π∈Π(µ,ν)∫X×X

d(x, y)dπ(x, y) = sup
∥ψ∥Lip≤1

∫X
ψ dµ − ∫X

ψ dν ,

where the equality follows from Kantorovich duality. Perhaps the most known example of a W1

distance is the one when d(x, y) = 1x≠y. The associated Wasserstein distance is the total variation:

∥µ − ν∥TV = 2 inf
(X,Y )

P(X ≠ Y ) = sup
A∈B(X)

∣µ(A) − ν(A)∣ ,

where the infimum is over all couplings (X,Y ) of µ and ν, and B(X ) denotes the Borel σ-algebra
associated to X .

The Wasserstein space of order p is the space Pp(X ) of probability measures such that for some
x0 ∈ X (and therefore any x0 ∈ X ):

∫X
d(x0, x)

pdµ(x) < +∞ .

It is easy to verify that Wp is finite on Pp(X ) and turns it into a Polish space (Theorem 6.18 of [Villani,
2008]). Moreover, a use of Hölder’s inequality directly reveals the following hierarchy of Wasserstein
distances:

1 ≤ p ≤ q ⇒ Wp ≤Wq .

Hence, W1 is the weakest distance. In the next sections, we will mostly focus on the Wasserstein
distance of order 2. In particular, we will see that it can be reinterpreted as a Riemannian metric,
hence endowing the space P2(X ) with a formal Riemannian structure.
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4.2. From curvature-dimension inequality to displacement

convexity

In this section, we clarify the role played by optimal transport in the study of the curvature-dimension
inequality CD(κ,N). In a nutshell, the qualitative properties of the optimal transport occurring on
a manifold are influenced by its curvature, and conversely. This fundamental equivalence between
the notion of displacement convexity, that we introduce below, and Ricci curvature lower bound
is of paramount importance. Many of the properties of a Riemannian manifold arising from the
curvature-dimension inequality (and in particular the functional inequalities that we mainly care
about) can be re-derived in the framework of optimal transport. We will see that Markovian evolutions
naturally arise as certain gradient flows in the Wasserstein space of order 2. This shift of paradigm is
what allows the definition of analogous objects in the classical discrete, and quantum cases where the
lack of an underlying Riemmanian manifold structure marks the absence of a curvature-dimension
inequality.

4.2.1. Benamou-Brenier dynamical formulation

In Section 4.1, we introduced two formulations of the Monge-Kantorovich problem, namely, the
Monge-Kantorovich problem (M-K), and the dual Kantorovich problem (K). As mentioned, these
two formulations are equivalent under some regularity conditions on the underlying cost function.
These conditions hold in particular in the case of the Wasserstein distance: let M be a smooth
complete Riemannian manifold without boundary. We recall the Monge-Kantorovich formulation of
the Wasserstein distance of order 2: for any µ, ν ∈ P2(M),

W2(µ, ν) = inf
π∈Π(µ,ν)

(∫M×M
d(x, y)2dπ(x, y))

1/2
.

The Kantorovich dual problem writes

W2(µ, ν)
2 = sup ∫M

f dµ − ∫M
g dν ,

where the supremum is taken over functions f ∈ L1(M, µ) and g ∈ L1(M, ν) such that fur any x, y ∈M,
f(x) − g(y) ≤ d(x, y)2.

There exists yet another approach to the optimal transport problem, that is traditionally
referred to as the dynamical formulation, also known as the Benamou-Brenier formula. It was
formally stated by [Benamou and Brenier, 2000] in the case ofM = Rd, and since then proved with
increasing degree of rigor and generality. Let (M, g) be a smooth compact Riemannian manifold
without boundary. Then (P2(M),W2) is geodesic (Theorem 3.10 of [Ambrosio and Gigli, 2013])1.
We now endow (P2(M),W2) with a weak Riemannian structure. For this, we need to introduce the
notion of an absolutely continuous curve: a curve (µt)t∈[0,1] is said to be absolutely continuous if there
exists an integrable function f such that

∀t < s ∈ [0,1], d(µt, µs) ≤ ∫
s

t
f(r)dr , (4.1)

where d denotes the Riemannian distance associated to the metric g. Given such a geodesic curve, its

1In fact, this still holds for Polish geodesic spaces
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derivative ∣µ̇t∣ is almost everywhere defined, and is given by

∣µ̇t∣ = lim
h→0

d(µt+h, µt)

h
, (4.2)

so that t↦ ∣µ̇t∣ is integrable on [0, 1] and is the smallest function f satisfying (4.1). Then (see Theorem
2.29 and Proposition 2.30 of [Ambrosio and Gigli, 2013]):

Theorem 4.2.1. Let M be a smooth complete Riemannian manifold without boundary. Then for
every absolutely continuous curve (µt)t∈[0,1] on P2(M), there exists a Borel family of vector fields
(vt)t∈[0,1] onM such that

∥vt∥L2(µt,TµtP2(M)) ∶=

√

∫M
∣vt∣2 dµt ≤ ∣µ̇t∣ a.e.

and the following continuity equation holds in the sense of distributions:

d

dt
µt +∇.(vt µt) = 0 . (continuity equation)

Now, for any µ, ν ∈ P2(M),

W2(µ, ν) = inf (∫
1

0
∥vt∥

2
L2(µt,TµtP2(M)) dt)

1
2

, (Benamou-Brenier)

where the infimum is taken over weakly continuous distributional solutions (µt, vt) of the
continuity equation.

By Theorem 4.2.1,W2 induces a weak Riemannian structure on P2(M), where the scalar product
in L2(µ,TµP2(M)) should be thought of as the associated metric tensor at the point µ ∈ P2(M). This
intuition was first formulated by [Otto, 2001], and the associated formal calculus that we briefly sketch
in the next subsection is therefore often referred to as Otto calculus. One problem is that given a curve
(µt)t∈[0,1], the associated vector field (vt)t∈[0,1] is not uniquely defined through the continuity equation.
Indeed, for any vector field (wt)t∈[0,1] with ∇.(wtµt) = 0, the continuity equation is still satisfied by
(vt +wt)t∈[0,1]. Hence, we choose (vt)t∈[0,1] to be the a.e. unique such family with minimal norm for
a.e. t ∈ [0,1]. This is equivalent to asking that almost everywhere, vt belongs to the set

{∇ϕ ∶ ϕ ∈ C∞
c (M)}

L2(µt,TµtP2(M))

= { v ∈ L2(µt, TµtP2(M)) ∶ ∫ ⟨v, w⟩dµt = 0, ∀w ∈ L2(µt, TµtP2(M)) s.t. ∇.(wµt) = 0} ,

(4.3)

the equality coming from the usual reasoning that A⊥⊥ = span(A) for any subset A of a Hilbert space
H. By analogy with Riemannian geometry, the space defined by (4.3) is referred to as the tangent
space TµP2(M) at µ ∈ P2(M).

4.2.2. Otto calculus

The advantage of the Benamou-Brenier formulation lies in the possibility to carry out formal calculations
on the weak Riemannian structure that it defines. This idea was first investigated by [Jordan et al.,
1998,Otto, 2001]. In words, the Otto calculus [Otto, 2001] that emerged from [Jordan et al., 1998] mainly
served as a formal, yet very powerful, heuristic tool that served to see the connection between Markov
processes and the notion of gradient flows, as well as the equivalence between the Ricci-curvature
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lower bound CD(κ,N) and the so-called geodesic convexity of certain entropic functionals. Here, we
follow the treatment of [Villani, 2008].

Given a Riemmanian manifold (M′, g′), the gradient flow associated to a smooth function
f ∶ M′ → R is the flow induced by the differential equation

dγt
dt

= −gradγt f ,

where we refer to Section 3.5 for the definition of the gradient gradx f of f at the point x ∈M′. [Jordan
et al., 1998] discovered that many important partial differential equations on a manifold (M, g) can
be formulated as gradient flows in the weak Riemannian manifold (M′, g′) = (P2(M),W2). Perhaps
the easiest example of this nature is the heat equation

∂ρ

∂t
= ∆ρ

that is a flow in (P2(M),W2) with respect to the entropic functional f ∶ ρ↦ ∫ ρ log ρ.
More precisely, Otto calculus consists of rules for formally differentiating functionals on

(P2(M),W2). Let vol be the volume measure onM, and let µ(dx) ∶= exp(−V (x))vol(dx) denote a
measure onM which is absolutely continuous with respect to vol. The density exp(−V ) of µ with
respect to vol is such that V ∶M→ R is regular enough for the following expressions to make sense. As
we already saw in Section 3.5 the measure µ is invariant under the semigroup generated by the second
order differential operator L ∶= ∆ − ∇V .∇. Then, for any twice differentiable function φ ∶ (0,∞)→ R,
define the following functional on the set of probability measures ν << µ, ν = ρµ:

φµ(ν) ∶= ∫M
φ (ρ (x))dµ(x) .

The function φ can be thought of as a “local energy” for a fluid of mass density given by ρ. Hence, it
is natural to assume that φ (0) = 0. On the other hand, φµ should be understood as a total amount
of energy contained in the fluid. Pursuing the analogy to fluid dynamics, we further define the local
pressure and iterated pressure as

p (ρ) ∶= ρφ′(ρ) − φ (ρ) , p2(ρ) = ρp
′ (ρ) − p (ρ) .

Then, for any such functional φµ, one can derive at least formally the following two formulas:

(i) Gradient formula in Wasserstein space:

gradν φµ = −∇.(ν∇φ
′(ρ)) = −L(p (ρ))µ ;

(ii) Hessian formula in Wasserstein space: for any tangent vector ν̇ = −∇.(ν∇ψ) at ν,

Hessν φµ(ν̇) = ∫M
[∥∇2ψ∥2

HS + (Ric+∇2V )(∇ψ)] p (ρ)dν + ∫M
(Lψ)2 p2 (ρ)dµ . (4.4)

Example 4.2.2. In the important case when φ(ρ) = ρ log ρ and V = 0, we recover the celebrated
Boltzman H-functional that will play a crucial role in the next sections:

H(ν) ∶= ∫M
ρ log ρdvol . (4.5)

More generally, for a general volume µ = e−V vol, the H-functional relative to the reference measure µ
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is given by

Hµ(ν) ∶= ∫M
ρ log ρdµ .

This is nothing but the relative entropy D(ν∥µ) between ν and µ. In this case, one can easily verify
that p (ρ) = ρ and p2 (ρ) = 0, so that the gradient formula simplifies to

gradHµ = −L(ρ)µ , (4.6)

which suggests that the Markov process of generator L is the gradient flow of Hµ. The statement can
be made more rigorous (see e.g. Corollary 23.23. of [Villani, 2008]).

Moreover, given ν << µ, ρ = dν/dµ, and ν̇ of corresponding tangent vector v = ∇ϕ through the
continuity equation,

Hessν Hµ(ν̇) = ∫M
Γ2(ϕ,ϕ)ρdµ (4.7)

which suggests that the condition CD(κ,N) should be equivalent to the one of κ-convexity of the
Boltzmann Hµ functional along geodesics. This is indeed the case, as we see in next section.

4.2.3. Displacement convexity

The intuition provided by the Otto calculus can be made rigorous: given a vector space V, a function
f ∶ V → R ∪ {∞} is said to be convex if for all t ∈ [0,1] and any x, y ∈ V,

F ((1 − t)x + t y) ≤ (1 − t)F (x) + tF (y) .

This notion can be extended to the case of functions on metric spaces: Let (X , d) be a complete
geodesic space. Then a function F ∶ X → R ∪ {+∞} is said to be geodesically convex if for any
constant-speed geodesic path (γt)t∈[0,1] valued in X , and any t ∈ [0,1],

F (γt) ≤ (1 − t)F (γ0) + tF (γ1) . (4.8)

In the case when X ≡ Pac
2 (M) is the space of measures that are absolutely continuous with respect to

the volume vol on a smooth complete Riemannian manifoldM without boundary, any functional F
satisfying Equation (4.8) is said to be displacement convex . In this context, F is moreover said to be
κ-displacement convex for some κ ∈ R if, whenever (µt)t∈[0,1] is a constant speed geodesic in Pac(M),
and for any t ∈ [0,1],

F (µt) ≤ (1 − t)F (µ0) + tF (µ1) −
κ t (1 − t)

2
W2(µ0, µ1)

2. (4.9)

The next theorem, which can be found in Corollary 17.19 of [Villani, 2008], provides the promised
equivalence between the curvature-dimension inequality and κ-convexity of Boltzmann’s H functional.
A more general statement can be found in [Villani, 2008], where CD(κ,N) is showed to be equivalent
to the κ-convexity of a certain class of entropy-like functionals.

Theorem 4.2.3. Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and κ ∈ R. Then M satisfies CD(κ,∞) if
and only if Boltzmann’s H functional is κ-displacement convex on Pac

c (M).

The advantage of the displacement convexity approach to CD(κ,N) lies in the fact that it
does not rely on analytic computations (e.g. of the Ricci tensor). This fact allowed several authors
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in the mid 00’s to study geometric properties of non-smooth spaces. [Maas, 2011] further extended
this approach to the case of continuous time Markov chains. In the next section, we clarify the link
between displacement convexity and the functional inequalities of Chapter 3.

4.3. Functional inequalities retrieved

In the last section, we mentioned that Bakry-Émery’s curvature-dimension inequality can be converted
into the displacement convexity of a particular class of entropy-like functionals. In the case when
N =∞, it states that “the graph of Boltzmann’s H functional lies below its chord”. Extending the
analogy, one can ask for an infinitesimal version of this condition, that is, “the graph of H lies above
its tangent”. This is the object of the HWI inequalities, that we state in the special case of CD(κ,∞)

(for a more general statement, see Theorem 20.10 of [Villani, 2008]).

Theorem 4.3.1 (HWI inequality). Let M be a Riemannian manifold equipped with a reference
measure µ = e−V vol ∈ P2(M), V ∈ C2(M), satisfying the curvature-dimension bound CD(κ,∞), κ ∈ R.
Then, for any ν ∈ P2(M):

D(ν∥µ) ≡Hµ(ν) ≤W2(µ, ν)
√
Iµ(ν) − κ

W2(µ, ν)

2

2

, (HWI(κ))

where we recall that the Fisher information Iµ is defined as follows: given ν = ρµ,

Iµ(ν) ∶= ∫M

∣∇ρ∣2

ρ
dµ ≡ EPL(ν) .

The HWI(κ) inequality can be interpreted as a nonlinear interpolation inequality: the Kullback
Leibler divergence H is partially controlled by the Fisher information I (stronger, since it requires
smoothness conditions through the gradient in its expression) and the Wasserstein distanceW (weaker).
It was first established in [Otto and Villani, 2000b] in the above case when N =∞ [Cordero-Erausquin,
2002,Bobkov et al., 2001]. The case N <∞ was first shown in [Lott and Villani, 2009,Lott and Villani,
2007]. From the HWI(κ) inequality, one can retrieve the logarithmic Sobolev inequality:

Theorem 4.3.2 (Bakry-Émery theorem, retrieved). LetM be a Riemannian manifold equipped with
a reference probability µ = e−V vol, V ∈ C2(M), satisfying CD(κ,∞) for some κ > 0. Then µ satisfies
the logarithmic Sobolev inequality MLSI(κ/2), i.e. for any ν << µ:

2κHµ(ν) ≤ Iµ(ν) .

Proof. By the HWI(κ) inequality, the result follows from an application of Young’s inequality:

xy ≤ cx2 +
1

4c
y2, ∀x, y ∈ R, c > 0,

in which we set x =W2(µ, ν), y =
√
Iµ(ν), and c = κ

2
.

The original proof of Bakry and Émery used the second variation of information along the heat
semigroup. As expected, the logarithmic Sobolev inequality does not contain any information on the
dimension. Dimension-dependent inequalities like Soblev inequalities can also be retrieved (see [Villani,
2008]).

Extension to continuous time Markov chains In the last sections, we introduced the notion
of displacement convexity, equivalent to CD(κ,N), from which one can directly recover functional
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inequalities. The advantage of this reformulation in terms of optimal transportation metrics lies in
that it can be extended to non-smooth geodesic spaces E (see Part III of [Villani, 2008] for more
details). However, this framework does not apply if the Wasserstein distance W2 over E does not
contain geodesics. This is in particular the case for Markov chains defined on finite sample spaces.
In fact, since the metric derivative of the heat flow in the Wasserstein metric is typically infinite in
a discrete setting, the heat flow cannot be interpreted as the gradient flow of any functional with
respect to W2. This is what lead [Maas, 2011] to introduce a modification of W2 with respect to which
the whole theory can be recovered [Erbar and Maas, 2012]. Interestingly enough there are situations
where the modified Wasserstein distance defined in [Maas, 2011] for Markov chains acting on grids
still converges to W2 in the limit of small mesh (see [Gigli and Maas, 2013]).

In the remaining of this chapter, we provide a quick overview of some important geometric,
information theoretic and concentration inequalities that are directly related to the functional
inequalities as well as the curvature-dimension inequality introduced before. We refer to [Gardner,
2002] and [Villani, 2008] for more details.

4.4. Brunn-Minkowski and isoperimetric inequalities

The discovery of the equivalence between displacement convexity of a certain class of functionals and
the curvature-dimension inequality has lead to new proofs and extensions of celebrated geometric
and information theoretic inequalities. Among those inequalities, perhaps the most famous one is the
isoperimetric inequality.

The Euclidean case The classical Brunn-Minkowski inequality in Rn, here stated in its general
form [Lusternik, 1935,Hadwiger and Ohmann, 1956], asserts that for 0 < λ < 1 and any two nonempty
measurable setsA0 andA1 in Rn such that their Minkowski sum λA0+ (1−λ)A1 ∶= {λx0+(1−λ)x1; x0 ∈

A0, x1 ∈ A1} is also measurable,

Leb (λA0 + (1 − λ)A1)
1
n ≥ λ Leb (A0)

1
n + (1 − λ) Leb (A1)

1
n , (B-M)

where Leb stands for the Lebesgue measure. The original inequality was proved by Brunn around
1887 for n = 3 and in the case of convex bodies, and corrected a little later after Minkowski pointed
out an error in the original proof. The equality case was shown to hold if and only if A0 and A1 are
equal up to translation and dilatation by Brunn and Minkowski.

Taking A1 to be equal to the ball B0(ε) centered at 0 and of radius ε > 0 and letting ε→ 0, the
B-M inequality implies the Euclidean isoperimetric inequality : for any bounded open set Ω ⊂ Rn with
Lipschitz boundary ∂Ω

Leb(∂Ω)

Leb(Ω )
n
n−1

≥
Leb(∂ B)

Leb(B )
n
n−1

, (Isop)

for any ball B, with equality if and only if Ω itself is a ball. This is more commonly known in its
simplest version on R2: L2 ≥ 4πA, where A is the area of a domain enclosed by a curve of length L.
In words, it states that a domain of fixed parameter and maximal area must be a disk.

Even before Hadwiger and Ohmann’s proof of the Brunn-Minkowski inequality, [Henstock and
Macbeath, 1953] showed an alternative proof that lead to the following functional inequality:

Theorem 4.4.1 ( [Prékopa, 1973,Leindler, 1972]). Let 0 < λ < 1, and f, g, h nonnegative integrable
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functions on Rn satisfying

∀x, y ∈ Rn, h((1 − λ)x + λy) ≥ f(x)1−λ g(y)λ .

Then

∥h∥1 ≥ ∥f∥1−λ
1 ∥g∥λ1 . (P-L)

The Prékopa-Leindler inequality provides a simple functional analytical proof of the B-M
inequality by simply taking f = 1A0 , g = 1A1 and h = 1λA0+(1−λ)A1

. The latter can also be derived from
a Sobolev inequality (see Theorem 8.2 as well as the discussion following Theorem 7.1 of [Gardner, 2002]).
The Prekopa Leibler inequality has since then been used to prove concentration inequalities [Maurey,
1991], logarithmic Sobolev inequalities as well as other functional inequalities [Bobkov and Ledoux,
2000].

Extension to curved and non-smooth geometries [McCann, 1997] was the first to provide a
proof of the B-M inequality via displacement convexity, therefore establishing a clear connection with
optimal transport. The extension to curved geometries requires the correct generalization of Minkowski
sums. This was first done by [Cordero-Erausquin, 1999] where a Prékopa-Leindler inequality was
obtained on the sphere. The general Prékopa-Leindler inequality in curved geometry was rigorously
obtained in [Cordero-Erausquin et al., 2001], and its proof was adapted to get the Brunn-Minkowski
inequality for general reference measures in [Sturm, 2006a] (see also Theorem 19.16 and Theorem
19.18 of [Villani, 2008] for a proof of Prékopa-Leindler’s inequality using displacement convexity):

Theorem 4.4.2 (Curved Brunn-Minkowski inequality). IfM satisfies CD(0,N), then for any X,Y
two compact subsets ofM,

ν(mid(X,Y ))1/N ≤
1

2
(vol(X)1/N + vol(Y )1/N) ,

where for each point x ∈X and y ∈ Y , mid(x, y) is the middle point of any geodesic relating x and y.

This is exactly what having a positive curvature morally means: the volume of a compact set
constructed as the set of middle points between two sets can never be smaller than the geometric
sum of the volumes of the end sets. For a generalization to manifolds satisfying CD(κ,N), see
Theorem 18.5 of [Villani, 2008]. The curved version of the isoperimetric inequality, originally proved
by Lévy in 1919 for Riemannian manifolds of strictly positive sectional curvature embedded in Rn, and
generalized/repaired by Gromov under a unique hypothesis on the Ricci curvature, was very recently
generalized to the unsmooth case by optimal transport arguments [Cavalletti and Mondino, 2017].
The curvature-dimension inequality is also known to imply Cheeger’s isoperimetric inequality : there
exists κ > 0 such that for any Borel subset Ω ofM,

ν(Ω) ≤
1

2
⇒ ν(∂Ω) ≥ κν(Ω) . (Cheeger)

Cheeger’s inequality in turn implies PI(λ) [Cheeger, 1969,Milman, 2009a]. We end this section by
mentioning the following bound on the diameter of a Riemannian manifoldM satisfying CD(κ,N):

Theorem 4.4.3 (Bonnet-Myers inequality). If CD(κ,N) holds, for κ > 0 and N < ∞, then M is
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necessarily compact and

diam(M) ≤ π

√
N − 1

K
. (4.10)

For other isoperimetric inequalities in (possibly non-smooth) metric measure spaces, we refer
to [Cavalletti and Mondino, 2017,Sturm, 2006a,Sturm, 2006b,Villani, 2008] and the references therein.
Isoperimetric inequalities in the context of Markov chains on finite sample spaces with lower bounded
modified Ricci curvature have also been recently investigated in [Erbar and Fathi, 2018].

4.5. Entropy power inequality and entropic isoperimetry

Prékopa-Leindler’s inequality can itself be seen as a special case of a reverse sharp Young’s inequality
for norms of convolutions, proved independently in [Beckner, 1975] and [Brascamp and Lieb, 1976a].

Theorem 4.5.1 (Sharp Young’s inequalities). Let 1 ≤ p, q, r <∞ be such that 1
p
+ 1
q
= 1 + 1

r
, and let

f ∈ Lp(Rn), g ∈ Lq(Rn). The following inequality holds:

∥f ∗ g∥Lr ≤
CpCq

Cr
∥f∥Lp ∥g∥Lq , (S-Y)

where Cm = (m
1/m

m̂1/m̂ )
1/2

for any Hölder conjugate m,m̂. In the case when p, q, r ≤ 1, the inequality is
reversed:

∥f ∗ g∥Lr ≥
CpCq

Cr
∥f∥Lp ∥g∥Lq . (RS-Y)

Both inequalities are saturated by Gaussian densities.

The proof of Brascamp and Lieb is quite involved, as they actually prove a much more general
theorem, called the Brascamp Lieb inequality, from which Theorem 4.5.1 appears to be a special case.
For a more recent proof of Brascamp Lieb inequality from optimal transport, we refer to [Barthe,
1997].

We mention that in the context of general metric measured spaces, a Brascamp-Lieb inequality
was recently shown to be equivalent to a particular subadditivity of the entropy [Carlen and
Cordero-Erausquin, 2009]. This result was further extended to the non-commutative scenario in [Carlen,
2008]. Brascamp and Lieb discovered that the limiting case r → 0 of the reverse Young inequality
implies an improved version of the Prékopa-Leindler inequality [Brascamp and Lieb, 1976a,Brascamp
and Lieb, 1976b].

Interestingly, [Lieb, 1978] showed that the limit r → 1 provides yet another famous inequality
coming from information theory, called the entropy power inequality, which is equivalent to Gross’
Gaussian logarithmic Sobolev inequality (see Section 4.5): given a random variable X on Rn, with law
absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, define its entropy power as

N(X) ∶= e2S(X)/n .

Theorem 4.5.2 (Entropy power inequality). Let X and Y be two independent random variables in
Rn, of respective laws absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Then the random
variable X + Y admits a density given by the multidimensional convolution of the densities of X and
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Y , and:

N(X + Y ) ≥ N(X) +N(Y ) . (EPI)

Equivalently, for any λ ∈ [0,1], and any independent random variables X and Y taking values in Rn,
the entropy convex combination inequality holds:

S(
√
λX +

√
1 − λY ) ≥ λS(X) + (1 − λ)S(Y ) . (ECCI)

The inequality was proposed by [Shannon, 1948], and a first proof was obtained a decade later
by [a.J. Stam, 1959]. Stam’s proof was later simplified by [Blachman, 1965]. Since then, various
proofs, refinements and generalizations of EPI have been studied [Courtade, 2017,Courtade et al.,
2017,Ram and Sason, 2016,Rioul, 2017,Courtade, 2018,Costa, 1985,Cover and Thomas, 2012,Toscani,
2012,Johnson and Yu, 2010].

Following the analogy between the Brunn-Minkoswki inequality and the entropy power inequality,
the latter provides an entropic version of the isoperimetric inequality:

Theorem 4.5.3 (Entropic isoperimetry). Given a random variable X on Rn with associated density
function fX , the following inequality holds:

I(fX)N(X) ≥ 2π en , (e − Isop)

where the Fisher information I is defined in Equation (1.71). The inequality is saturated if and only if
X is Gaussian.

This inequality can be used to prove the uncertainty principle [a.J. Stam, 1959]. For a discussion
about the link to Brunn-Minkowski’s inequality, we refer to [Costa and Cover, 1984].

The general meaning of the entropy power inequality is that entropy increases, and therefore
information decreases, when adding up random signals. The addition of noise results in the convolution
of the corresponding density. In particular, assuming that signal Y is a Gaussian random variable
Zt of variance t, the sum X + Zt is the Brownian motion whose density is the solution to the heat
equation

∂tfX+Zt
∂t

=
1

2
∆fX+Zt .

In this case, Theorem 4.5.2 implies the following concavity of the entropy power along the heat
semigroup:

d2

dt2
N(X +Zt) ≤ 0 . (4.11)

This was first proved by Costa in [Costa, 1985] by means of direct computations. Later, Dembo [Dembo
et al., 1991,Dembo, 1989] simplified the proof, by an argument based on the so-called Blachman-Stam
inequality [Blachman, 1965], which is at the core of his proof of Theorem 4.5.2. More recently,
Villani [Villani, 2000] gave a direct proof of the same inequality.

Lemma 4.5.4 (Fisher information inequality). Let X and Y be two independent random variables in
R, with respective densities fX , fY . Then for any α,β > 0,

(α + β)2 I(fX+Y ) ≤ α2 I(fX) + β2 I(fY ). (4.12)
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The advantage of the concavity of the entropy power is that it extends to any geometry where
there is a notion of heat. In the next section, we see how these are related to the logarithmic Sobolev
inequality for the Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup.

Equivalence between Gross-LSI and e− Isop In Example 3.2.4 we mentioned the first logarithmic
Sobolev inequality was derived by Gross for the Gaussian measure. In this section, we show that this
inequality is nothing but a reformulation of e − Isop. The main difference between the two inequalities
lies in the choice of the reference measure in the integrals involved: Shannon’s differential entropy is
expressed in terms of the Lebesgue measure whereas the entropy lying on the left hand side of Gross’
LSI is expressed in terms of the Gaussian measure. The equivalence between the two inequalities was
observed in the nineties [Carlen, 1991] (see also [Chafai, 2005] and references therein).

More precisely, the logarithm of e − Isop can be written as follows:

∫
Rn

f(x) ln f(x)dx ≤
n

2
ln(

1

2π en
∫
Rn

∣∇f(x)∣2

f(x)
dx) .

Taking f = g2, we see that the entropic isoperimetric inequality is equivalent to the following: for any
g ∶ Rn → R such that ∫ g2 = 1 and g converges to 0 fast enough at ∞:

∫
Rn

g(x)2 ln g(x)2 dx ≤
n

2
ln(

2

πn e
∫
Rn

∣∇g(x)∣2 dx) . (4.13)

The isoperimetric inequality written in this form is usually referred to as the Stam-Carlen inequality .
Taking g = h

√
fZ in (4.13), where fZ is the density function of the standard Gaussian on Rn, gives for

any A > 0:

∫
Rn

h(x)2 ln (h(x)2 fZ(x)) fz(x)dx ≤
n

2
ln(

2

πn e
∫
Rn

∣∇h(x)
√
fZ(x)∣

2 dx)

=
n

2
ln(A∫

Rn
∣∇h

√
fZ ∣

2 dx) +
n

2
ln(

2

Aπn e
) .

A simple calculation involving integration by parts and the fact that ∫Rn h
2 fZ(x)dx = 1 leads to the

following

∫
Rn
h2 lnh2 fZ(x)dx −

n

2
ln(2π) + (

An

8
−

1

2
)∫

Rn
h2∣x∣2fZ(x)dx

≤
n

2
AE(h,h) +

An2

2
−
n

2
− n +

n

2
ln

2

Aπn
.

Gross-LSI follows after choosing A = 4
n
. Moreover, the argument is reversible (see Corollary 6.9

in [Chafai, 2005]). Hence, we proved the following:

Theorem 4.5.5. The e − Isop inequality is equivalent to Gross-LSI.

More recently, links between Gross’ LSI and the entropy power inequality have been further
studied [Courtade, 2016].

4.6. The concentration of measure phenomenon

Concentration of measure is the phenomenon according to which almost all the points of a set are
close to a subset of positive measure. More precisely let (E,d) be a metric space, and µ a probability
measure on the Borel sets B(E). Then given a set A ∈ B(E) such that µ(A) ≥ 1/2, the complement
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(Ar)c of its r-enlargements Ar ∶= {x ∶ d(x,A) ≤ r} should rapidly decay with r. [Marton, 1986] showed
that the concentration of measure phenomenon holds as long as the following inequality is true for any
probability measure ν << µ:

W2(µ, ν) ≤ C
√
Hµ(ν) . (4.14)

The above is usually referred to as a transportation cost inequality, and morally quantifies the difficulty
of transporting a measure ν to µ in terms of their divergence. Now, for νA(.) =

µ( .∩A)
µ(A) :

r ≤W2(νA, ν (Ar)c) ≤W2(νA, µ) +W2(ν(Ar)c , µ)

≤ C (
√
Hµ(νA) +

√
Hµ(ν(Ar)c))

= C (

√

log
1

µ(A)
+

√

log
1

µ((Ar)c)
) ,

where the first inequality can be interpreted as the fact that it takes at least a cost r to transport
each particle from A to (Ar)c. Inverting the above inequality, we get Gaussian concentration:

µ(Ar) ≥ 1 − exp

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

−(
r

C
−

√

log
1

µ(A)
)

2⎫⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎭

. (4.15)

Transportation cost inequalities represent an efficient way of encoding a whole profile of Gaussian
concentrations. More generally, the measure µ is said to satisfy a transportation cost inequality of
order p and constant c > 0 if for any ν ∈ Pp(E):

Wp(µ, ν) ≤
√

2 cHµ(ν) , (TCp(c))

where Pp(E) denotes the Wasserstein space of order p defined in Section 4.1.2. Since Wp ≤Wq for
any 1 ≤ p ≤ q, TCq implies TCp. Perhaps the simplest example of a transportation cost inequality is
Pinsker’s inequality :

∥µ − ν∥TV ≤

√
Hµ(ν)

2
.

As discussed above, the motivation for introducing these inequalities is because they imply the
concentration of measure phenomenon for µ (see Theorem 22.10 of [Villani, 2008]):

Theorem 4.6.1. Let (E.d) be a Polish space, equipped with a reference probability measure µ. Then
the following properties are all equivalent:

(i) µ lies in P1(E) and satisfies a TC1 inequality

(ii) There is λ > 0 such that for any ϕ ∈ Cb(E), and any t ≥ 0:

∫ et infy∈X [ϕ(y)+d(x,y)] µ(dx) ≤ e
t2

2λ et ∫ ϕdµ

(iii) There is a constant C > 0 such that for any Borel set A ⊂ E, µ(A) ≥ 1
2
implies that for any r > 0:

µ(Ar) ≥ 1 − e−C r
2

.
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(iv) There is a constant C > 0 such that for all f ∈ L1(µ) ∩ Lip(E), ∀ε > 0,

Pµ(f −Eµ[f] ≥ ε) ≤ exp
⎛

⎝
−C

ε2

∥f∥2
lip

⎞

⎠
,

and the same inequality holds by replacing Eµ[f(X)] by the median of f .

(v) There is a constant C > 0 such that for all random variable f ∈ L1(µ) ∩ Lip(E), ∀ε > 0, ∀N ∈ N:

P⊗nµ (
1

N

N

∑
i=1

f(Xi) −Eµ[f(X)] ≥ ε) ≤ exp
⎛

⎝
−C

N ε2

∥X∥2
lip

⎞

⎠
.

The implication (i)⇒(iii) of the above theorem is due to [Marton, 1996b] (see also [Bobkov and
Goetze, 1999,Djellout et al., 2004,Bolley and Villani, 2005]). In the case of TC2, there exists stronger,
dimension-free Gaussian concentration, due to the tensorization property of W2 (see [Gozlan, 2009]).

Link to other inequalities The transportation cost inequality of order 2 can be derived from
CD(κ,∞) when κ > 0. This was first realized by [Talagrand, 1996] when µ is the Gaussian measure on
Rn. The result was extended to other measures by [Blower, 2003,Cordero-Erausquin, 2002]. Other
approaches can also be found in the literature [Otto and Villani, 2000a,Bobkov and Ledoux, 2000].
We also mention that stronger kinds of transportation cost inequalities (and hence concentrations)
were obtained in [Lott and Villani, 2007,Gentil, 2002] by imposing a bound N <∞ on the dimension.
Moreover, TC2 can be related to log Sobolev and Poincaré inequalities [Otto and Villani, 2000a].
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Chapter 5.

Quantum Markov semigroups

In Chapter 0, we briefly introduced the standard mathematical model for the description of the
continuous time evolution of open quantum systems. After taking a suitable limit, we showed that it
can be described in terms of a one-parameter semigroup of unital, completely positive maps acting on
the von Neumann algebra generated by the observables of the system.

The theory of Markov semigroups acting on abstract operator algebras was initiated by [Albeverio
and Høegh-Krohn, 1977] where the bijective correspondence between symmetric Markov semigroups
and Dirichlet forms has been established. Their work was followed by [Davies and Lindsay, 1992] which
treated the case of semigroups acting on a finite von Neumann algebra that are symmetric with respect
to its trace. The general von Neumann algebraic symmetric case was later treated by [Goldstein and
Lindsay, 1995].

A large part of the thesis deals with evolutions occurring on matrix algebras. In this chapter, we
however decided to introduce the objects with a fair amount of generality, namely weak∗-continuous
semigroups on the algebra B(H) of bounded operators on a separable Hilbert space H, which describes
dissipative evolutions occurring in quantum optical information processing devices and continuous
variables (CV) quantum information theory. First of all, this is the amount of generality needed to
introduce the quantum heat and Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroups studied in Chapter 11. Moreover, we
believe that the concepts introduced in the next chapters can be extended to this setting, after taking
care of the issues arising from the manipulation of unbounded operators that constitute the daily
worries of CV information theorists. Quantum optical systems are known to be prominent candidates
for implementation of quantum information processing devices. Hence, this can be seen as a series
of first steps towards the author’s goal to extend the present results to the case of Markovian noise
occurring in quantum optical systems. In particular, after an introduction to the non-commutative
differential calculus in Section 5.3, we prove a non-commutative, infinite dimensional Stroock-Varopoulos
inequality. This result is the main ingredient of the proof of the equivalence between the logarithmic
Sobolev inequality and hypercontractivity of reversible quantum Markov semigroups.

Layout of the chapter: For sake of comparison with the classical setting, this chapter is organized
similarly to Chapter 2: After a brief recapitulation of the theory of semigroups of operators on Banach
algebras in Section 5.1. We introduce the notions of invariant states, Lp quantum Markov semigroups,
reversibility and Dirichlet forms in Section 5.2. The notion of a non-commutative differential calculus
associated to a QMS is presented in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, this notion is then used to prove a
quantum extension of the Lp regularity of Dirichlet forms seen in Section 2.4. We end this chapter by
introducing examples that will reappear in the sequel.
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5.1. Semigroups of operators on Banach algebras

We recall that a one-parameter semigroup of operators on a Banach space X is a map P ∶ [0,∞)→ B(X )

(or equivalently the family (Pt)t≥0 of maps on X ) such that

(i) P0 = idX

(ii) semigroup property : for all s, t ≥ 0,

Ps+t = Ps ○Pt . (5.1)

5.1.1. Different notions of continuity:

Such a semigroup is called uniformly continuous if the following holds:

∥Pt − id ∶ X → X ∥ →
t→0

0 .

The semigroup (Pt)t≥0 is called strongly continuous if for all X ∈ X :

∥Pt (X) −X∥ →
t→0

0 . (5.2)

In the following chapters, we also consider weaker notions of continuity: the semigroup (Pt)t≥0 is
weak∗ continuous if:

(i) For all X ∈ X and all η ∈ X∗, the map t↦ η (Pt(X)) is continuous on R+;

(ii) For all t ≥ 0 and any η ∈ X∗, η ○Pt ∈ X∗.

Similarly, the semigroup (Pt)t≥0 is said to be weakly continuous if the above two conditions hold after
replacement of the predual X∗ by the dual X ∗ of X . In fact, any weakly continuous semigroup is
strongly continuous (see Corollary 3.1.8 of [Bratteli and Robinson, 1979]). Therefore, a simple ordering
of the topologies implies the following inclusion of the classes introduced:

uniform continuous ⊂ strongly continuous = weakly continuous ⊂ weak∗ continuous .

5.1.2. Generators:

Let (Pt)t≥0 be a weak∗ continuous semigroup of operators on the Banach space X . The weak∗

generator (L,dom(L)) of (Pt)t≥0 is defined as the linear operator L on X whose domain is composed
of elements X ∈ X such that there exists Y ∈ X with the property that for all η ∈ X∗, η (Y ) =

limt→0 t
−1 η ((Pt − id)(X)). In this case

L(X) ∶= weak∗ − lim
h→0

Ph(X) −X

h
.

In the case when (Pt)t≥0 is strongly continuous, its generator is the linear operator (L, dom(L)), where
dom(L) is the subspace of vectors X ∈ X for which there exists Y ∈ X such that limh→0 h

−1 ∥Ph(X) −

X − hY ∥ → 0. In this case, we set Y = L(X). In particular, this generator coincides with the weak
generator, defined similarly to the weak∗ generator by simply requiring the limit to exists for any
η ∈ X ∗.

By the semigroup property (5.1), the domain of L is then the set of vectors X ∈ X for which
the map t↦ Pt(X) is continuously differentiable of derivative denoted by d

dt
Pt(X). Moreover, for any
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such X,

d

dt
Pt(X) = L ○Pt(X) = Pt ○L(X) .

A strongly continuous contraction semigroup (Pt)t≥0 with generator (L,dom(L)) satisfies the following
equation (see (10.3.7) of [Hille and Phillips, 1996]): for any X ∈ dom(L) and t ≥ 0,

Pt(X) −X = ∫
t

0
Ps ○L(X)ds , (5.3)

where the integral is defined in the Bochner sense.
The generator L is bounded, which equivalently means that dom(L) = X , if and only if (Pt)t≥0

is uniformly continuous. A linear operator on X is the infinitesimal generator of at most one strongly
continuous semigroup. Conversely, the Hille-Yosida-Phillips theorem provides necessary and sufficient
conditions under which a linear operator L is the generator of a semigroup (see [Hille and Phillips,
1996]).

A strongly continuous semigroup (Pt)t≥0 is called a contraction semigroup if it satisfies ∥Pt ∶

X → X ∥ ≤ 1 for any t ≥ 0. One can show [Bratteli and Robinson, 1979] that in this case, L is
weak∗ densely defined. The generator associated to a strongly continuous contraction semigroup is
dissipative: for all X ∈ X there exists X∗ ∈ X ∗, the dual of X , such that ∥X∗∥2 = ∥X∥2 =X∗(X), and
Re (X∗(L(X))) ≤ 0. More precisely:

Theorem 5.1.1 (Lumer-Phillips theorem for contraction semigroups). Let X be a complex Banach
space, L ∶ dom(L)→ X a densely defined complex linear operator. The following are equivalent:

(i) L is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous contraction semigroup.

(ii) For all λ > 0, λ id−L ∶ dom(L)→ X is bijective and

∥(λ id−L)−1∥ ≤ λ−1.

(iii) For all λ ∈ C with Re(λ) > 0, λ id−L ∶ dom(L)→X is bijective and

∥(λ id−L)−1∥ ≤ Re(λ)−1.

(iv) L is dissipative and there exists λ > 0 such that λ id−L ∶ dom(L)→ X has a dense image.

5.1.3. Quantum Markov semigroups:

As mentioned in Section 0.1.5, we are exclusively interested in the study of weak∗ continuous, completely
positive, unital contraction semigroups (Pt)t≥0 acting on a von Neumann algebra of operators X ∶=M,
and refer to them as quantum Markov semigroup (QMS). In fact, any completely positive, unital
Markov semigroup is necessarily contractive: this is due to the Russo-Dye Theorem (Corollary 2.9
of [Paulsen, 2002]) according to which, for all t ≥ 0:

∥Pt ∶ M→M∥ = ∥Pt(1M)∥∞ = 1 .

Quantum Markov semigroups can be viewed as dual semigroups of strongly continuous semigroups on
the predual Banach spaceM∗, defined by:

P∗t (ω)(X) = ω (Pt(X)) ,
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for every X ∈M and ω ∈M∗. Indeed, since t ↦ Pt is weak∗ continuous on M, t ↦ P∗t is weakly
continuous on M∗. From our previous discussion, this actually implies that t ↦ P∗t is strongly
continuous onM∗.

Uniformly continuous QMS: In the case of a uniformly continuous completely positive semigroup
the following important result was first proved by [Lindblad, 1976,Gorini et al., 1976] for matrix
algebras, and extended by [Christensen and Evans, 1979] to the general C∗-algebraic setting:

Theorem 5.1.2 (Standard representation of a norm continuous QMS). Let (Pt)t≥0 be a uniformly
continuous semigroup of completely positive normal unital maps on a von Neumann algebra M of
operators acting on a Hilbert space H. Then its generator L may be represented as

∀X ∈M, L(X) = i [H,X] − {Ψ(1A),X} +Ψ(X) = Ψ(X) +K∗X +XK , (5.4)

where K, H =H∗ ∈M and Ψ ∶ M→M is a completely positive map.

In this case we obtain the following Lindblad form of L from the Kraus decomposition (0.23) of
Ψ,

L(X) = i [H,X] +
1

2
∑
j∈J

2L∗jXLj −XL
∗
jLj −L

∗
jLjX , (5.5)

where {Lj}j∈J is a family of bounded operators such that ∑j∈J L∗jLj is bounded and∑j∈J L∗jXLj ∈M

for any X ∈M. In this case, L is usually called a Lindblad generator .

A physical interpretation for the Lindblad form (5.5) can be given from the Dyson expansion of
the solution of the forward Markov master equation

Pt = P̂t +
∞
∑
n=1

∫ ...∫
0≤t1≤...≤tn≤t

P̂t1 ○Ψ ○ P̂t2−t1 ○ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ○Ψ ○ P̂t−tn dt1 . . . dtn , (5.6)

where P̂t(X) ∶= e−K
∗tX e−Kt. In words, the above equation says that (Pt)t≥0 can be described by

a sequence of “spontaneous jumps” modeled by the map Ψ occurring at times t1 ≤ ... ≤ tn on the
background of a nonunitary reversible evolution given by the semigroup (P̂t)t≥0.

Weak∗ continuous QMS on B(H): The non-norm continuous case, while being interesting from
both physical and mathematical reasons, is more difficult to handle. The generator of such a QMS may
be unbounded, and its domain is not necessarily a ∗-algebra. Moreover the correspondence between
the master equation and the semigroup is not one-to-one, since the solution for the former need not be
unique. In a series of articles, Holevo partially introduced the so-called form generator associated to a
QMS. In words, it corresponds to a differential equation without boundary terms, which makes issues
arising from the unboundedness of the weak∗ generator easier. On the other hand, this formulation
introduces other problems such as the one of existence, uniqueness and unitality of the solution.

More precisely, let (Pt)t≥0 be a QMS on a von Neumann algebra M acting on a separable
Hilbert space H, and assume there exists a dense domain V ⊆H such that the derivative

d

dt
⟨ϕ, Pt(X)ψ⟩∣

t=0
=∶ L(X)[ϕ,ψ] (5.7)

exists for all X ∈M, and any ϕ,ψ ∈ V. By the semigroup property of (Pt)t≥0, this implies that the
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following so-called master equation holds for any t ≥ 0, any X ∈M and any ϕ,ψ ∈ V:

d

dt
⟨ϕ, Pt(X)ψ⟩ = L(Pt(X))[ϕ,ψ] .

Moreover, the form (M,V,V) ∋ (X,ϕ,ψ)↦ L(X)[ϕ,ψ] satisfies the following properties, due to the
definition of the QMS (Pt)t≥0:

- Adjoint preservation property : (X,ϕ,ψ)↦ L(X)[ϕ,ψ] is linear in X and ψ, antilinear in ϕ and

L(X∗)[ϕ,ψ] = L(X)[ψ,ϕ] ;

- Complete positivity : Given any finite subsets {ϕi} ⊂ V and {Xi} ⊂M such that ∑iXiϕi = 0,

∑
i,j

L(X∗
i Xj)[ϕi, ϕj] ≥ 0 ;

- Unitality : for any ϕ,ψ ∈ V,

L(1)[ϕ,ψ] = 0 ; (5.8)

- Weak∗ continuity : for any ψ,ϕ ∈ V, the functional X ↦ L(X)[ϕ,ψ] is weak∗ continuous onM.

Any map (X,ϕ,ψ) ↦ L(X)[ϕ,ψ] satisfying the above properties is called a form generator . The
following theorem, proved in [Holevo, 1995a] provides a characterization of form generators in the case
whenM = B(H):

Theorem 5.1.3. Let (X,ϕ,ψ) ↦ L(X)[ϕ,ψ] be a form generator on B(H). Then there exists an
operator K ∶ V → H and a countable family {Li ∶ V → H}i∈J of operators satisfying ∑i ∥Liϕ∥2 ≤

−2 Re ⟨ϕ, Kϕ⟩ for any ϕ ∈ V, and such that

L(X)[ϕ,ψ] = ∑
i∈J

⟨Liϕ, XLiψ⟩ + ⟨Kϕ, Xψ⟩ + ⟨ϕ, XKψ⟩ . (5.9)

The operators Li and K can always be chosen so that the following normalizations hold: for any
state ρ ∶= ∑j λj ∣ψj⟩⟨ψj ∣ ∈ D(H) whose eigenvectors are supposed to be in V, one can without loss of
generality assume that for any i ∈ J :

Tr(ρLi) ∶=∑
j

λj⟨ψj , Liψj⟩ = 0 , Im Tr(ρK) ∶= Im ∑
j

λj⟨ψj , Kψj⟩ = 0 ,

as long as the associated series converge absolutely: ∑j λj ∣⟨ψj , Liψj⟩∣ <∞ , ∑j λj ∣⟨ψj , Kψj⟩∣ <∞.

Moreover, for any other operators L̃i and K̃ satisfying Equation (5.9) with corresponding state
ρ′ = V ρV ∗, V ∈ U(H), there exists a unitary operator U = {Uij}(i,j)∈J 2 , a vector {αi}i∈J of complex
numbers and a real number β such that

L̃i =∑
j

LjUij + αi1 (5.10)

K̃ =K − ∑
i,j∈J

U ji αj Li −
1

2
(∑
i∈J

∣αi∣
2 − iβ)1 , (5.11)

where αi ≡ Tr(ρL̃i) and β ≡ Im Tr(ρK̃).
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The above theorem is important for two main reasons: first, it provides a justification for the
search of candidate generators of quantum Markov semigroups in a generalized GKLS form, which
was already assumed in previous work [Davies, 1977,Chebotarev and Fagnola, 1998,Fagnola, 1993].
Moreover, the equivalence class of representations (K,{Li}i∈J ) provided in Equations (5.10) and (5.11)
is at the heart of Holevo’s characterization of covariant quantum Markov semigroups which lead to a
noncommutative extension of the Lévy-Khinchin formula for generators of classical shift-covariant
Markov semigroups [Holevo, 1993a,Holevo, 1995a,Holevo, 1993b,Holevo, 1995b,Holevo, 1996,Holevo,
1998]. In Section 5.2.2, we will provide a useful expression for the generator of symmetric quantum
Markov semigroups as yet another straightforward consequence of Theorem 5.1.3.

On the other hand, given a form-generator L in the generalized GKLS form of Equation (5.9),
the question of the existence, uniqueness and unitality of a QMS satisfying the Master equation (5.7)
has been partially solved under some further conditions on the operators K and Li, i ∈ J . In what
follows, we provide a brief summary of the main results in that direction. Given a countable set J , let
K and Lk, k ∈ J be (possibly unbounded) operators on H, and assume the following holds:

Condition 5.1.4 (H-min). The operatorK is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup (Pt)t≥0

on H, the domain dom(Lk) of each operator Lk is contained in dom(K), and for all ψ,ϕ ∈ dom(K):

⟨Kψ,ϕ⟩ + ∑
k∈J

⟨Lkψ, Lkϕ⟩ + ⟨ψ, Kϕ⟩ = 0 .

For any X ∈ B(H), define the quadratic form (ψ,ϕ) ↦ L(X)[ψ,ϕ] as in Equation (5.9) with
domain dom(K)×dom(K). Under Condition 5.1.4, one can construct the so-called minimal semigroup
(Pmin

t )t≥0 on B(H) associated with the operators K and Lk, k ∈ J [Davies, 1977,Chebotarev and
Fagnola, 1998,Fagnola, 1999]. This is a weak∗ continuous semigroup (Pmin

t )t≥0 of completely positive
maps satisfying

∀ψ,ϕ ∈ dom(K), ⟨ψ, Pmin
t (X)ϕ⟩ = ⟨ψ, X ϕ⟩ + ∫

t

0
L (Pmin

s (X))[ψ,ϕ]ds . (5.12)

Moreover, (Pmin
t )t≥0 satisfies the following two properties (Theorem 3.22 of [Fagnola, 1999]):

- Pmin
t (1) ≤ 1 for every t ≥ 0;

- for every other weak∗ continuous semigroup of positive maps (Pt)t≥0 satisfying Equation (5.12),
every positive operator X ∈ B(H) and all t ≥ 0:

Pmin
t (X) ≤ Pt(X) .

However, Condition 5.1.4, reminiscent from Equation (5.8), does not insure that the QMS is unital (see
e.g. example 3.3 of [Davies, 1977] or example 3.4 of [Fagnola, 1999]). If we further impose the minimal
semigroup to be unital, then it becomes the unique weak∗ continuous semigroup of positive maps on
B(H) that satisfies Equation (5.12). A sufficient condition for unitality was provided in [Chebotarev
and Fagnola, 1998] (see also [Holevo, 1995a]). In the statement of the theorems, we will however
assume the following weaker condition (see e.g. Proposition 2.3 of [Carbone and Fagnola, 2003]):

Condition 5.1.5 (H-Markov). One of these equivalent conditions holds:

- The minimal semigroup (Pmin
t )t≥0 is unital.

- (Pmin
t )t≥0 is the unique weak∗ continuous family of positive contractive maps satisfying

Equation (5.12) for all X ∈ B(H).
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- The linear space D ∶= span{∣ψ⟩⟨ϕ∣, ψ,ϕ ∈ dom(K)} is a core for Lmin
∗ . In that case, for any

ψ,ϕ ∈D:

Lmin
∗ (∣ψ⟩⟨ϕ∣) = ∣Kψ⟩⟨ϕ∣ + ∣ψ⟩⟨Kϕ∣ + ∑

r∈J
∣Lrψ⟩⟨Lrϕ∣ (5.13)

The next result provides a characterization of the domain of Lmin. It is also due to [Fagnola
and Rebolledo, 1998]:

Proposition 5.1.6. Suppose that Condition 5.1.4 and Condition 5.1.5 hold. Then the domain of the
infinitesimal generator Lmin of (Pmin

t )t≥0 is given by all elements X ∈ B(H) such that the sesquilinear
form defined in Equation (5.9) on dom(K) × dom(K):

(ψ,ϕ)↦ L(X)[ψ,ϕ]

is norm continuous.

5.2. Lp quantum Markov semigroups, reversibility, Dirichlet

forms

5.2.1. Lp quantum Markov semigroups and invariant states

Just as in Section 2.2, we now extend the domain of definition of a QMS (Pt)t≥0 defined on B(H), H
separable, to the larger non-commutative Lp spaces. Such semigroups were studied by [Albeverio and
Høegh-Krohn, 1977] (in the C∗-algebraic setting) and [Davies and Lindsay, 1992] in the case of Lp
spaces defined with respect to a tracial state. The theory was later generalized to semigroups that are
symmetric with respect to any faithful normal state by [Goldstein and Lindsay, 1995]. Here, we restrict
ourselves to semigroups defined on the algebra B(H) of bounded operators on a separable Hilbert
space H, unless otherwise specified. We refer to the above articles for more details. Let σ be a faithful
invariant state on H and 1 ≤ p <∞. A strongly continuous, contraction semigroup (Pt)t≥0 of positive
unital operators on the Banach space Lp(σ) is called an Lp(σ)-quantum Markov semigroup. Let us
first consider the case p = 2. By the Hille-Yosida theorem, an L2(σ)-quantum Markov semigroup is
fully determined by its generator

L2 ∶

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dom(L2)→ L2(σ)

X ↦ lim
ε→0

Pε(X) −X

ε
,

(5.14)

the limit being taken in the ∥.∥L2(σ) topology. The state σ is said to be an invariant state with respect
to (Pt)t≥0 if for all t ≥ 0 and all X ∈ L∞(σ),

Tr(σPt(X)) = Tr(σX) . (5.15)

Moreover, (Pt)t≥0 is called primitive if it possesses a unique faithful invariant state. From now one,
we assume that the state σ with respect to which the Lp(σ) spaces are being defined is invariant with
respect to (Pt)t≥0. As in the classical case, the following holds:

Proposition 5.2.1. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a QMS and σ a faithful invariant state. Then (Pt)t≥0 can be
extended to an Lp(σ)-QMS for any 1 ≤ p <∞.
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Proof. Since (Pt)t≥1 is unital, it satisfies Pt(1) = 1 for all t ≥ 0. By positivity of the maps
Pt, Russo-Dye theorem (see Corollary 2.9 of [Paulsen, 2002]) implies that ∥Pt ∶ B(H) → B(H)∥ =

∥Pt(1)∥∞ = ∥1∥∞ = 1. Moreover, by duality of the Lp(σ) spaces, for any X ∈ B(H),

∥Pt(X)∥L1(σ) = sup
∥Y ∥∞≤1

⟨Y, Pt(X)⟩σ

= sup
∥Y ∥∞≤1

⟨P̂t(Y ), X⟩σ

≤ sup
∥Y ∥∞≤1

∥P̂t(Y )∥∞ ∥X∥L1(σ)

≤ ∥X∥L1(σ) ,

where P̂t is the dual of Pt with respect ⟨., .⟩σ. By density, it then follows that ∥Pt ∶ L1(σ)→ L1(σ)∥ ≤ 1.
The result for any p ≥ 1 follows by interpolation. The strong continuity of the semigroup follows by
Proposition 5.8 of [Goldstein and Lindsay, 1995] which we here adapt to our setting: let p̂ be the
Hölder conjugate of p. Then, for any X ∈ B(H) and Y ∈ Lp̂(σ),

⟨Y, (Pt − id)(X)⟩σ = Tr (Γσ(Y )∗ (Pt − id)(X)) →
t→0

0 .

The limit above holds by weak∗ continuity of (Pt)t≥0 and since

∥Γσ(Y )∥1 = ∥Y ∥L1(σ) ≤ ∥Y ∥Lp̂(σ) <∞ ,

so that Γσ(Y ) ∈ T1(H) ≃ B(H)∗. Since the limit holds for any Y ∈ Lp̂(σ) ≃ Lp(σ)∗, t ↦ Pt − id

converges weakly to 0 as t→ 0. This is equivalent to strong convergence by Proposition 1.23 of [Davies,
1980].

For sake of simplicity, we denote the Lp(σ) QMS as (Pt)t≥0, and its generator as (Lp, dom(Lp))

of dense domain dom(Lp) in Lp(σ). We also assume the following condition, similar to Condition 2.2.1,
holds true:

Condition 5.2.2. There exists a ∗-subalgebra A0 of B(H) that is L2(σ)-dense in dom(L2), invariant
under L2 and dense in all the Lp(σ) spaces for p ∈ [1,∞). Then, we define A+0 ∶= {X +c1, X ∈ A0, X ≥

0, c > 0}.

In practice, infinitesimal functional inequalities such as the logarithmic Sobolev inequality will
be defined on the space A+0 . The density of A0 will allow us to derive contractivity properties of the
semigroup for any initial operator (see Chapter 7). In the case when the L2(σ)-QMS (Pt)t≥0 is the
extension of a QMS on B(H) with associated Lindblad form given in Equation (5.9), the algebra A0

can be chosen as follows:

Proposition 5.2.3. Assume that (Pt)t≥0 is a weak∗ continuous QMS such that Condition 5.1.4 and
Condition 5.1.5 hold, and let σ = ∑i λi∣ψi⟩⟨ψi∣ be a normal faithful invariant state. Assume moreover
that, for all i ∈ N, ψi is contained in dom(K∗), dom(L∗l ), l ≥ 1, such that ∑l ∥L∗l ψi∥

2 < ∞, and
that KV,K∗V, LjV, L

∗
jV ⊂ V, where V ∶= span{ψi, i ∈ N}. Then A0 = span{ ∣ψi⟩⟨ψj ∣, i, j ∈ N} satisfies

Condition 5.2.2.

Proof. We first show that A0 belongs to dom(L2). By Proposition 5.1.6, we simply need to prove
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that for any i, j ∈ N, (v, u)↦ L(∣ψi⟩⟨ψj ∣)[v, u] is norm continuous on dom(K) × dom(K):

L(∣ψi⟩⟨ψj ∣)[v, u] = ⟨Kv, ψi⟩⟨ψj , u⟩ +∑
l

⟨Llv, ψi⟩⟨ψj , Llu⟩ + ⟨v, ψi⟩⟨ψj , Ku⟩

= ⟨v, K∗ψi⟩⟨ψj , u⟩ +∑
l

⟨v, L∗l ψi⟩⟨L
∗
l ψj , u⟩ + ⟨v, ψi⟩⟨K

∗ψj , u⟩

≤ ∥u∥ ∥v∥ (∥K∗ψi∥∥ψj∥ +∑
l

∥L∗l ψi∥ ∥L
∗
l ψj∥ + ∥ψi∥ ∥K

∗ψj∥) ,

and the claim follows by a use of Cauchy Schwartz inequality. This directly implies that A0 ⊂ dom(L2).
By definition, A0 is dense in Tp(H) for any p ≥ 1. This implies that for any p ≥ 1, and any X ∈ Lp(σ),
there exists a sequence {Xn}n∈N of elements in A0 such that ∥Γ

− 1
p

σ (Xn)−X∥Lp(σ) = ∥Xn−Γ
1
p
σ (X)∥p → 0.

This also proves the density of A0 in D(L2) ⊂ L2(σ). The invariance of A0 under the action of L2

arises from the condition of invariance of V under the action of the operators K,K∗, Lj , L
∗
j , j ∈ J .

5.2.2. KMS symmetry and detailed balance condition

There are various ways of extending the notion of reversibility seen in Section 2.2 to the quantum
setting. One possible way is by use of the modular automorphism group associated to the corresponding
invariant state (cf. Section 0.1.5).

Definition 5.2.4 (KMS-symmetry). Let β ∈ R, (αt)t∈R be a weak∗ continuous group of
∗-automorphisms of a von Neumann algebra M and ω a fixed (α,β)-KMS state. A bounded map
Φ ∶M→M is said to be (α,β)-KMS symmetric with respect to ω if

ω (BΦ(A)) = ω (α−iβ/2(A)Φ(αiβ/2(B))), (KMS-symmetry)

holds for any A,B in a weak∗ dense (αt)t≥0-invariant ∗-subalgebra of the setMα of analytic elements
of (αt)t∈R. A weak∗ continuous semigroup (Pt)t≥0 onM is said to be (α,β)-KMS symmetric with
respect to ω if Pt is (α,β)-KMS symmetric with respect to ω for all t ≥ 0.

In the case when β = 0 (ω tracial state), the condition of KMS-symmetry simplifies to

⟨Φ(A), B⟩1,ω = ⟨A, Φ(B)⟩1,ω, A,B ∈M , (ω-DBC)

where ⟨X,Y ⟩1,ω ∶= ω(X
∗Y ) is usually referred to as the GNS-inner product . This so-called quantum

detailed balance condition (also known as GNS-symmetry) was introduced by [Kossakowski et al., 1977]
and will play an important role in Chapter 12. For the moment, we make the following well-known
observation, a proof of which can be found in [Cipriani, 1997]: a bounded linear map Φ ∶M→M is
said to commute with a weak∗ continuous group of automorphisms (αs)s∈R if, for any element X ∈Mα

and any s ∈ R:

Φ ○ αs(X) = αs ○Φ(X) .

A QMS (Pt)t≥0 is said to commute with (αs)s∈R if Pt commutes with (αs)s∈R for any t ≥ 0.

Lemma 5.2.5. Let M be a von Neumann algebra, β ∈ R, (αt)t∈R a weak∗ continuous group of
automorphisms, ω an (α,β)-KMS state onM and Φ ∶M→M a bounded map. Then the following
holds:

(i) If Φ commutes with (αt)t∈R, then KMS-symmetry is equivalent to ω-DBC.
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(ii) If (αt)t∈R = (αωt )t∈R is the modular automorphism group (so that β = −1), and if Φ satisfies
ω-DBC, then Φ commutes with (αωt )t∈R and satisfies KMS-symmetry.

Proof. (i) Assume that Φ commutes with (αt)t≥0 and that KMS-symmetry holds. Then for all A,B
in a norm dense, α-invariant ∗-subalgebra ofMα,

ω(BΦ(A)) = ω(α−iβ/2(A)Φ(αiβ/2(B)))

= ω(α−iβ/2(A)αiβ/2(Φ(B)))

= ω(Φ(B)A) ,

where the first line follows from KMS-symmetry, the second one by commutation of Φ and (αt)t∈R

and the fact that B ∈Mα, and the last line follows from Equation (0.13). Then ω-DBC follows by
weak∗ density. Since all the steps above are reversible, the equivalence is proved.

(ii) This is done in Proposition 2.1 of [Kossakowski et al., 1977] (see also Lemma 2 of [Bratteli
and Robinson, 1976]).

In the case whenM = B(H), with H separable, and ω is normal faithful with associated density
operator σ and cyclic vector Ωω ∶= σ

1
2 , a semigroup (Pt)t≥0 is ((ασs )s∈R,−1)-KMS symmetric with

respect to σ, where (ασs )s∈R is the modular automorphism group defined in Section 0.1.5, if and only if
for any t ≥ 0 and all A,B in a weak∗-dense (ασs )s∈R-invariant subspace of the algebra B(H)σ of entire
analytic elements of B(H) for the modular group (ασs )s∈R:

Tr (σBPt(A)) = Tr (σ
1
2Aσ

1
2 Pt(σ

1
2Bσ−

1
2 )) . (5.16)

However, given an eigenvector decomposition of σ as σ = ∑
∞
i=1 λi ∣ei⟩⟨ei∣, A0 ∶= span{ ∣ei⟩⟨ej ∣ , i, j ∈ N}

is a weak∗ dense subalgebra of B(H) whose norm closure is the algebra K of compact operators.
Moreover, it is easy to see that it is included in the algebra B(H)σ. Therefore, for A,B ∈ A0, upon
replacement of σ

1
2Bσ−

1
2 by B and A by A∗ in Equation (5.16), we get ⟨B, Pt(A)⟩σ = ⟨A, Pt(B)⟩σ.

Since Pt is continuous and A0 is dense in L2(σ), this also holds for any A,B ∈ L2(σ). We then proved
that in the case of a QMS (Pt)t≥0 on B(H), ((ασs )t≥0,−1)-KMS-symmetry with respect to the faithful
normal state σ is equivalent to the following: for any A,B ∈ L2(σ),

⟨B, Pt(A)⟩σ = ⟨A, Pt(B)⟩σ . (KMS-symmetry)

That is, the QMS is symmetric with respect to the L2(σ) inner product ⟨., .⟩σ. This condition then
naturally extends the classical detailed balance condition (µ-DBC). Since we will exclusively be working
in this setting, from now on, we take the above equation as our definition of KMS-symmetry.

In the case of an L2(σ)-QMS that satisfies ω-DBC, Theorem 5.1.3 provides an expression for
the generator L2 that will prove very useful in Section 5.4.

Theorem 5.2.6. Assume that (Pt)t≥0 is the minimal, unital QMS associated to a form generator in the
generalized GKLS form (5.9), with operators Lj , L∗j , K and K∗ densely defined on V ∶= span{ψi, i ∈ N},
where σ = ∑i λi∣ψi⟩⟨ψi∣ is a normal, faithful state. We further assume that ∑j λj ∣⟨ψj , Liψj⟩∣ <
∞ , ∑j λj ∣⟨ψj , Kψj⟩∣ <∞ and ∣J ∣ <∞. Then,

(a) If (Pt)t≥0 commutes with the modular automorphism group (ασs )s∈R, the operators Lj can be
chosen without loss of generality so that the following algebraic conditions hold: for any j ∈ J ,
there exist k, l ∈ N and constants ωj = lnλk − lnλl such that, for all z ∈ C, and all ψ ∈ V:
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(i) σizLj σ−iz ψ = ei zωj Lj ψ

(ii) σK ψ =Kσψ

(iii) Tr(σLi) = Tr(σL∗i ) = Im Tr(σK) = Im Tr(σK∗) = 0 .

(b) Moreover, if the semigroup satisfies ω-DBC with respect to the state σ, then the operator K can
be assumed to satisfy K =K∗ on V, and one can choose {e−

ωr
2 Lr}r∈J = {L∗r}r∈J .

Proof. (a) By Theorem 5.1.3, we can assume without loss of generality that Tr(σLr), Tr(σK) = 0.
Moreover, since (Pt)t≥0 commutes with (ασs )s∈R, it is covariant with respect to the representation
s↦ V (s) ∶= σis of R on H. Adapting the proof of Theorem 2 of [Holevo, 1995a], since V (s)V ⊂ V , and
since V (s)σV (s)∗ = σ, the operators Lr and K can, without loss of generality, be replaced by L′r(s)
and K ′(s) that satisfy Equations (5.10) and (5.11) for any s ∈ R and unitary matrices U(s) ∈ U(CJ ).
Moreover, by the covariance property, the operators L′r(s) and K ′(s) can be chosen as follows:

L′r(s) = σ
isLrσ

−is =∑
j

Urj(s)Lj (5.17)

K ′(s) = σisKσ−is =K (5.18)

(the vectors (αi(s))i∈J and numbers β(s) appearing in Theorem 5.1.3 can be taken to be null because
of the invariance of the normalization condition under the action of the modular group). One can
easily verify from Equation (5.17) that the unitaries U(s) form a group U(s)U(t) = U(s + t), s, t ∈ R.
Therefore, it admits a self-adjoint generator H. Without loss of generality, one can then assume
that (Lj)j∈J are the coefficients of a ∣J ∣-dimensional vector L written in the eigenbasis of H, so that
(U(s)L)r = eωrisLr for all s ∈ R. Therefore ασs (Lr) = eωrisLr on V for any r ∈ J . In particular, for
any j, k ∈ N and r ∈ J :

(
λj

λk
)
is

⟨ψj , Lrψk⟩ = ⟨ψj , σ
isLrσ

−isψk⟩ = eiωrs⟨ψj , Lrψk⟩ .

This implies that, unless ⟨ψj , Lrψk⟩ = 0, for any r ∈ J , there exist j, k ∈ N such that ωr = ln(λj)−ln(λk).
By density of V in H, for any z ∈ C, and any ψ ∈ V:

σizLrσ
−izψ = eiωrz Lrψ .

(b) This is inspired by [Fagnola and Umanitá, 2007]: we assume now that (Pt)t≥0 satisfies ω-DBC

with respect to σ. From Equation (5.13), we know that for any k ∈ N and ψ ∈ V:

Kψ = L∗(∣ψ⟩⟨ψk ∣)ψk −∑
r

⟨Lrψk, ψk⟩Lrψ − ⟨Kψk, ψk⟩ψ .

By the adjoint of Equation (5.13), we find similarly the following:

K∗ψ = L∗(∣ψ⟩⟨ψk ∣)ψk − ⟨ψk, Kψk⟩ψ −∑
r

⟨L∗r ψk, ψk⟩L
∗
rψ .

Therefore,

(K −K∗)ψ = (⟨ψk, Kψk⟩ − ⟨ψk, K
∗ψk⟩)ψ +∑

r

⟨(L∗r −Lr)ψk, ψk⟩Lrψ ,
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After multiplication by λk and summation over index k, we get

(K −K∗)ψ = [Tr(σK) −Tr(σK∗)] ψ ,

where the term involving operators Lr vanishes because of the normalization conditions Tr(σLr) = 0.
Hence, K −K∗ acts as an imaginary constant on V , which is equal to 0 by the normalization condition.
To prove the last claim, we start from the detailed balance condition Tr(σPt(A)B) = Tr(σAPt(B)),
and choose A = ∣ψi⟩⟨ψk ∣, B = ∣ψj⟩⟨ψl∣. After differentiation, we get

L(∣ψj⟩⟨ψl∣)[ψk, σψi] = L(∣ψi⟩⟨ψk ∣)[σψl, ψj] .

By a direct computation, we arrive at

∑
r∈J

⟨σL∗rψl, ψi⟩⟨ψk, L
∗
rψj⟩ = ∑

r∈J
⟨Lrψk, ψj⟩⟨ψl, Lrσψi⟩

= ∑
r∈J

⟨Lrσψl, ψi⟩⟨ψk, Lrψj⟩

= ∑
r∈J

e−ωr ⟨σLrψl, ψi⟩⟨ψk, Lrψj⟩ .

Then, by weak∗ density of A0 in B(H), we get that for all ϕ,ψ ∈ V and any X ∈ B(H):

∑
r∈J

⟨σL∗rψl, XL
∗
rψj⟩ = ∑

r∈J
e−ωr ⟨σLrψl, XLrψj⟩

and therefore {e−
ωr
2 Lr}r∈J = {L∗r}r∈J , without loss of generality.

The above theorem implies the existence of the following symmetric GKLS form for the
form-generator of a QMS satisfying ω-DBC with respect to a normal faithful state σ as well as the
domain conditions of Theorem 5.2.6: there exist operators {L̃r}r∈J = {L̃∗r}r∈J and K defined on V,
with K =K∗ pointwise in V , satisfying (i)-(ii)-(iii) of Theorem 5.2.6, and such that for any X ∈ B(H)

and any ψ,ϕ ∈ V:

L(X)[ψ,ϕ] = ⟨ψ, XKϕ⟩ + ⟨Kψ, Xϕ⟩ + ∑
r∈J

e−
ωr
2 ⟨L̃rψ, XL̃rϕ⟩ . (5.19)

Indeed, assuming that L∗r = e−
ω′r
2 Lr′ , one simply needs to pick L̃r′ ∶= e

ω′r
4 Lr. This form reduces to the

one that was recently given by [Carlen and Maas, 2017] in the finite dimensional case: since L(1) = 0,
K = − 1

2 ∑r∈J e−
ωr
2 L∗rLr, so that

L(X) = ∑
r∈J

e−ωr/2 ( L̃∗r [X, L̃r] + [L̃∗r ,X] L̃r) . (5.20)

5.2.3. Dirichlet forms

The analysis of QMS and their contractivity properties is greatly simplified by the introduction of a
Dirichlet form1: let (Pt)t≥0 be an L2(σ) QMS with associated generator (L2,dom(L2)). Then, for
X,Y ∈ dom(L2), the mapping

E2,L(X,Y ) ∶= − ⟨X, L2(Y )⟩σ

1For a thorough study of Dirichlet forms on general von Neumann algebras, we refer to [Cipriani, 1997].
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is called the Dirichlet form associated to (Pt)t≥0. In fact, symmetric, weak∗ continuous positive
contraction semigroups are fully characterized by their Dirichlet forms. This noncommutative
generalisation of the so-called Beurling–Deny characterisation of the form generators of classical
symmetric Markov semigroups was studied in the general von Neumann algebraic setting in [Cipriani,
1997,Goldstein and Lindsay, 1995,Goldstein and Lindsay, 1999].

In Section 3.2 we introduced the logarithmic Sobolev inequality LSIp( c, d) where the right hand
side involves a classical Dirichlet form E(fp−1, f). We will see in Part IV that, in order to define a
quantum logarithmic Sobolev inequality as the infinitesimal version of the hypercontractivity property
of a QMS, one needs to introduce a parametrized family of such forms: For any p > 1, the Dirichlet
form of order p associated to the QMS (Pt)t≥0 is defined as follows for all X ∈ dom(Lp):2

Ep,L(X) ∶= −
pp̂

4
Re(⟨Ip̂,p(X), Lp(X)⟩σ) . (5.21)

Since (Pt)t≥0 is contractive in each Lp(σ) space, the Lumer-Phillips theorem 5.1.1 directly implies the
following:

Proposition 5.2.7. For any p > 1 and any positive, semidefinite operator X ∈ dom(Lp):

Ep,L(X) ≥ 0 . (5.22)

Proof. Let p > 1. Then, by Proposition 5.2.1 the semigroup (Pt)t≥0 is Lp(σ) contractive. Hence, by
part (iv) of Theorem 5.1.1, Lp is dissipative, which means that there exists X∗

p ∈ Lp(σ)∗ ≃ Lp̂(σ) such
that X∗

p (X) = ∥X∥2
Lp(σ) and Re (X∗

p (Lp(X))) ≤ 0. However, by Proposition 1.1.4, the only operator
X∗
p that satisfies X∗

p (X) = ∥X∥2
Lp(σ) is X∗

p ≡ ∥X∥2−p
Lp(σ) Ip̂,p(X). Therefore:

Re (X∗
p (Lp(X))) = ∥X∥2−p

Lp(σ) Re(⟨ Ip̂,p(X), Lp(X)⟩σ) = −
4 ∥X∥2−p

Lp(σ)

p̂p
Ep,L(X) ≤ 0 ⇒ Ep,L(X) ≥ 0 .

In Section 7.4, we will need to extend the definition of Ep,L to p ∈ R/{0, 1}. The same definition
will be of use, after replacing Lp by the generator L2 of the QMS: assume that there exists an algebra
A0 that satisfies Condition 5.2.2. Then, for all X ∈ A+0 and p ∈ R/{0,1},

Ep,L(X) ∶= −
pp̂

4
⟨Ip̂,p(X), L(X)⟩σ . (5.23)

This definition coincides with the one given in Equation (5.21) for X ∈ A+0 and p > 1. The verification
of the following properties of the Dirichlet form is easy.

Lemma 5.2.8. Let X ∈ A+0 :

(i) Ep̂,L( Ip̂,2(X)) = Ep,L(Ip,2(X)) for all p ∈ R/{0,1}.

(ii) Ep,L(cX) = cp Ep,L(X) for any p ∈ R/{0,1} and c ≥ 0.

2The normalization chosen here differs from the one of [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013]. The advantage of our
normalization resides in that the quantity stays positive even for p < 1, which will prove useful in Section 7.4.
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5.3. Non-commutative differential calculus

5.3.1. Derivations and differential operators

In Part II, we claimed that the proof of the equivalence between hypercontractivity and the logarithmic
Sobolev inequality mainly consists in the use of a differential calculus that is based on the existence
of a certain chain rule. This is due to the fact that the property of Lp-regularity of Dirichlet forms
depends on it.

From this observation, the question of the existence of a noncommutative differential calculus
becomes central. In this section, we recall the concept of a derivation on the algebra B(H) of bounded
operators on a separable Hilbert space, and explain how in this framework, the generator of a QMS
should be interpreted as a noncommutative second order differential operator. We then describe a
noncommutative chain rule due to [Birman and Solomyak, 1993] that is the main ingredient in the
proof of Lp-regularity of QMS satisfying ω-DBC. This chain rule will also prove to be very useful in
the development of a quantum theory of Ricci curvature (see Chapter 12).

The study of noncommutative differential calculus on abstract C∗-algebras can be traced back
to [Guido et al., 1996,Cipriani and Sauvageot, 2003]. Given a C∗-algebra A, an A−A bimodule K is a
Hilbert space together with commuting left and right representations of A.

Definition 5.3.1 (Derivations). A linear map ∇ ∶ dom(∇)→ K defined on a subspace dom(∇) of A
is then called a derivation if

- dom(∇) is a subalgebra of A;

- The Leibniz rule holds: for any X,Y ∈ dom(∇),

∇(XY ) = ∇(X)Y +X ∇(Y ) ,

where, given X ∈ A and V ∈ K, XV, resp. VX, stands for the operation of left-multiplication,
resp. right-multiplication, of V by X.

Example 5.3.2 (Gradients on Rn). Let A = C0(Rn) be the algebra of continuous functions f ∶ Rn → R
that vanish at infinity, and let S(Rn) be the Schwartz space of smooth, rapidly decaying functions:

S(Rn) = {f ∈ C∞(Rn) ∶ sup
x∈Rn

∣xαDβf(x)∣ <∞ ∀α,β ∈ Nn} ,

where, given x ∈ Rn and α = (α1, ..., αn), β = (β1, ..., βn) ∈ Nn, xα ∶= xα1

1 ... xαnn , and Dβf ∶= ∂β1
x1
... ∂βnxn .

The usual gradient

∇ ∶ S(Rn)→ L2(µLeb(Rn), Rn) ∶= {v ∶ Rn → Rn, ∫
Rn

∥v(x)∥2
Rn µLeb(dx) <∞}

is a derivation in the sense of Definition 5.3.1.

Example 5.3.3 (Discrete derivation on finite sample spaces). Let A = F (I) the algebra of functions
defined on a finite set I and let π ∶M(I × I) be a positive measure on the cartesian product I × I.
Then, the map ∇ ∶ F (I)→ L2(I × I, π) defined as

∀f ∈ F (I), ∀x, y ∈ I, ∇(f)(x, y) ∶= f(x) − f(y) .

is a derivation in the sense of Definition 5.3.1.
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Example 5.3.4 (Quantum commutations). In the next section, we will need to manipulate
commutators [A,B] between two possibly unbounded operators A and B. Let A = B(H) be the
algebra of bounded linear operators on a separable Hilbert space H, and let L ∶ dom(L) → H

be a (possibly unbounded) closed, densely defined linear operator on H. Let X,Y two closed
operators on H with dense domains. Assume there exists a dense subspace V of H such that
V ⊂ dom(X),dom(X∗),dom(Y ),dom(L),dom(L∗). Moreover, assume that the following sesquilinear
form defined, for any ψ,ϕ ∈ V, as

(ψ,ϕ)↦ C̃X,YL [ψ,ϕ] ∶= ⟨L∗ψ, Y ϕ⟩ − ⟨X∗ψ, Lϕ⟩ (5.24)

is continuous on H ×H. To this form one can then associate a bounded operator, which we denote by
CX,YL , such that C̃X,YL [ψ,ϕ] = ⟨ψ, CX,YL ϕ⟩, ψ,ϕ ∈ V. Formally, “ CX,YL = LY −XL ”.

In the case when X = Y , we will denote CX,XL by [L,X]. If X is bounded, the commutator
[L,X] can be interpreted as a derivation in the sense of Definition 5.3.1: assume that V ∶= span{ψi}

for a given orthonormal basis {ψi}i∈N of H, and let σ ∶= ∑i λi∣ψi⟩⟨ψi∣ be a faithful normal state in
D(H). Since L2(σ) is invariant under left and right multiplication by B(H), it defines a B(H)−B(H)

bimodule. Then, define the operator ∇L ∶ dom(∇L)→ L2(σ) as follows:

dom(∇L) = {X ∈ B(H) ∶ XV ⊂ V, C̃X,XL continuous in H ×H , [L,X] ∈ L2(σ)} , ∇L(X) ∶= [L,X] .

This set is an algebra: for any X,Y ∈ dom(∇L), XY V ⊂ V and for all ψ,ϕ ∈ V:

C̃XY,XYL [ψ,ϕ] = ⟨L∗ψ, XY ϕ⟩ − ⟨(XY )∗ψ, Lϕ⟩

= ⟨L∗ψ, X(Y ϕ)⟩ − ⟨X∗ψ, L(Y ϕ)⟩

+ ⟨L∗(X∗ψ), Y ϕ⟩ − ⟨Y ∗(X∗ψ), Lϕ⟩ .

The above also justifies the Leibnitz rule

∇L(XY ) = ∇L(X)Y +X∇L(Y ) ,

and that ∇L(XY ) ∈ L2(σ). Therefore, dom(∇L) is an algebra.

For instance, let H = L2(R), and let Q,P denote the position and momentum operators defined
in Section 0.2. Then, for any smooth, bounded function ϕ on R, ϕ(Q) ∈ dom(∇P ) and, on S(R),

∇P (ϕ(Q)) =
1

i
ϕ′(Q) .

More generally, given a vector L ∶= (Lj)j∈J of closed, densely defined operators Lj such that Lj
and L∗j all have common dense domain V, we introduce the noncommutative gradient as follows:

∇L ∶

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⋂
j∈J

dom(∇Lj)→⊕
j∈J

L2(σ)

X ↦ (∇L1(X), ...,∇Ln(X))

. (5.25)

The noncommutative divergence is then defined in the weak sense as follows: for any V ∈⊕j∈J T2(H)

and X ∈ A0 ≡ span{∣ψi⟩⟨ψj ∣},

⟨X, divL(V)⟩HS = −∑
j∈J

⟨∇Lj(X), Vj⟩HS .
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Finally, the noncommutative Laplacian ∆L is weakly defined as follows:

∆L ∶= divL ○∇L = −∑
j∈J

∇∗
Lj ○ ∇Lj .

5.3.2. Double operator integrals and Noncommutative chain rule:

In order to extend some of the calculations of Part II involving differentiations to our noncommutative
setting, we need the notion of a noncommutative chain rule. Such a chain rule exists and is connected
to the abstract theory of double integrals [Daleckii and Krein, 1951,Daletskii and Krein, 1965,Birman
and Solomyak, 1967,De Pagter et al., 2002, de Pagter and Sukochev, 2004, Ptapov and Sukochev,
2008,Potapov, D. and Sukochev, F., 2010]. Here, we follow the treatment of [Birman and Solomyak,
1993]. In spirit, given any two spectral projections B(R) ∋ A ↦ E0(A),E1(A) and a function
f ∶ R ×R→ C, one wants to make sense of the following integral:

Tf ∶ X ↦ ∫
R2
f(x, y)E0(dx)XE1(dy) .

More precisely, let A0, A1 be (possibly unbounded) self-adjoint operators in a separable Hilbert spaceH,
of respective domains dom(Ak) and associated spectral measures Ek, k = 0, 1. The measures Ek induce
new spectral measures acting on T2(H): for T ∈ T2(H), set E0(.)T = E0(.)T and E1(.)T = TE1(.).
The spectral measures Ek commute, and their product Ẽ is a spectral measure on T2(H) on the Borel
subsets of R2. Now, given an arbitrary Ẽ-measurable and Ẽ-almost everywhere finite function h defined
on sp(A0) × sp(A1), we associate the integral

Th = ∫ h dẼ .

Th is called the transformer of h. The transformer Th defines a bounded linear operator on T2(H),
since ∥Th ∶ T2(H) → T2(H)∥ = ∥h∥L∞(R2). More generally, given 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, we are interested in the
class [Tp(H)] of transformers Th that are bounded in Tp(H) (with T∞(H) ∶= B(H)), i.e. such that
∥Th ∶ Tp(H)→ Tp(H)∥ <∞. On any of these ideals, the map f ↦ Tf is

(i) linear : Tλf+g = λTf + Tg;

(ii) multiplicative: Tfg = Tf ○ Tg;

(iii) involutive: when p = 2, T ∗f = Tf̄ , where the adjoint is taken with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt
inner product;

(iv) positivity preserving : f ≥ 0 implies that Tf is a positive operator on T2(H).

In particular, given a complex-valued Borel function f ∶ R ×R→ C, we are interested in functions f̃ of
the following form

f̃(x, y) ∶=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

f(x) − f(y)

x − y
if (x, y) ∈ sp(H0) × sp(H1)

0 else
. (5.26)

Now, let X,Y and L be defined as in Example 5.3.4 on a dense subspace V. Assume moreover that
X and Y are self-adjoint, and that for any g ∈ C∞

c (R), g(X)V, g(Y )V ⊂ V. The following theorem
from [Birman and Solomyak, 1993] provides a noncommutative chain rule for the derivation ∇L:
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Theorem 5.3.5. Given 1 ≤ p ≤∞, assume that the operator CX,YL defined through Equation (5.24)
is in Tp(H) and let f ∶ R → C be a Borel function such that the transformer TX,Y

f̃
associated to the

spectral measures of X and Y is in [Tp(H)]. Then, the form C̃X,YL,f defined for any ψ,ϕ ∈ V as

C̃X,YL,f [ψ,ϕ] ∶= ⟨L∗ψ, f(Y )ϕ⟩ − ⟨f̄(X)ψ, Lϕ⟩

is continuous on H×H. Moreover, the associated bounded operator CX,YL,f can be represented as follows:

CX,YL,f = TX,Y
f̃

(CX,YL ) ∈ Tp(H) . (n-c chain rule)

Remark 5.3.6. In the case when X = Y the n-c chain rule simplifies to

∇L f(X) = TX,X
f̃

(∇LX) ,

where ∇LX ∶= [L,X]. This should be interpreted as a noncommutative extension of the usual chain
rule (f ○ g)′ = f ′ ○ g g′ for functions.

5.4. Stroock Varopoulos inequality and regularity of Dirichlet

forms

In Section 2.3 and Section 2.4, we introduced regularity properties of the Dirichlet form of a classical
Markov semigroup that play a key role in the proof of the equivalence between the logarithmic Sobolev
inequality and hypercontractivity. In particular, we saw that if (Pt)t≥0 is an L2(µ)-Markov semigroup
defined on a measure space (E,F , µ) that is symmetric with respect to the measure µ, then, for any
p > 0 and f ≥ 0:

E(fp−1, f) ≥
4

pp̂
E(fp/2, fp/2) . (5.27)

When (Pt)t≥0 is a reversible Markov semigroup defined on a finite sample space, inequality (5.27)
is actually a simple consequence of the so-called Stroock Varopoulos inequality (first established
by [Carlen et al., 1987,Varopoulos, 1985] in the case p = 2 and q ∈ (1,2], see [Mossel et al., 2013] for
the more general result provided here):

Theorem 5.4.1 (Stroock-Varopoulos inequality). Let p, q ∈ (0,2]/{1} and p > q. Then for every
function g > 0:

qq̂ E(g1/q, g1/q̂) ≥ pp̂E(g1/p, g1/p̂) . (5.28)

When q spans (1, 2], q̂ spans [2,∞), so that one recovers (5.27) after taking p = 2 and g = f q̂ in (5.28).

A fully quantum generalization of these results is currently lacking. Here we provide a partial
result in this direction: let (Pt)t≥0 be a quantum Markov semigroup on the space B(H), H separable,
with faithful normal invariant state σ = ∑i λi ∣ψi⟩⟨ψi∣. In this section, we assume that the QMS (Pt)t≥0

satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.2.3, so that its form generator takes the form of Equation (5.20),
and choose A0 ∶= span{∣ψi⟩⟨ψj ∣, i, j ∈ N}. By Proposition 5.2.3, the algebra A0 satisfies Condition 5.2.2,
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and for any X ∈ A+0 :

Ep,L(X) = −
pp̂

4
⟨ Ip̂,p(X), L(X)⟩σ

= −
pp̂

4
∑
r∈J

e−
ωr
2 ⟨ Ip̂,p(X), ∇L̃∗r

(X) L̃r − L̃
∗
r ∇L̃r(X)⟩σ ,

where ∇L̃r ∶ dom(∇L̃r) → L2(σ), ∇L̃∗r
∶ dom(∇L̃∗r

) → L2(σ) are defined as in Example 5.3.4, with
V ∶= span{ψi, i ∈ N}. In particular, for p = 2, E2,L satisfies the following integration by parts formula
analogous to IBP: for any X,Y ∈ A0:

E2,L(X,Y ) = − ⟨X, L(Y )⟩σ = ∑
r∈J

⟨∇L̃rX, ∇L̃rY ⟩σ . (n-cIBP)

Theorem 5.4.2 (Quantum Stroock-Varopoulos inequality). Let (Pt)t≥0 be a quantum Markov
semigroup satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5.2.6(b). Then, for all X ∈ A+0 and any 0 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ 2:

Ep,L( Ip,2(X)) ≥ Eq,L( Iq,2(X)) .

Remark 5.4.3. We should point out that a quantum Stroock-Varopoulos inequality in the special
case when σ is the completely mixed state of a QMS defined on a finite dimensional Hilbert space
was proven in [Cubitt et al., 2015]. Moreover, sufficient conditions for a finite dimensional QMS to
satisfy strong Lp-regularity were previously provided in [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013]. The strong
Lp-regularity was later proved in [Bardet, 2017] under the condition of ω-DBC.

In the next two subsections, we list two proofs for this theorem. The first one builds on the
proof of strong regularity of [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013] and only works in finite dimensions. The
second one is more similar to the proof of [Bardet, 2017] and extends to the case of a separable Hilbert
space. We present the two proofs since they are different in nature and we hope that the ideas used in
both can be useful elsewhere.

5.4.1. First proof of Theorem 5.4.2 in the finite dimensional case

In this section, we assume that the QMS (Pt)t≥0 is defined on B(H), where dH < ∞, and satisfies
σ-DBC.

Lemma 5.4.4. For every t ≥ 0 there are operators Rk ∈ B(H) and νk > 0 such that ∆σ(Rk) = νkRk,

Pt(X) =∑
k

RkXR
∗
k, (5.29)

and ∑kRkR∗
k = 1.

Proof. By Lemma 5.2.5 the Lindblad generator L and then Pt = etL commute with ∆σ, i.e.,

Pt ○∆σ = ∆σ ○Pt. (5.30)

Fix an orthonormal basis {ei}
d
i=1 for the underlying Hilbert space H =HA and define

Υ ∶=
d

∑
i=1

ei ⊗ ei ∈HAB ,
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where HB is isomorphic to HA. It is not hard to verify that for any matrix M we have

(MA ⊗ 1B) ∣Υ⟩ = 1A ⊗M
T
B ∣Υ⟩ , (5.31)

where the transpose is with respect to the basis {ei}
d
i=1. The Choi-Jamiolkowski representation of Pt is

JAB ∶= (Pt ⊗ 1B)(∣Υ⟩⟨Υ∣).

Then using (5.31) it is not hard to verify that (5.30) translates to

(σ−1
A ⊗ σTB)JAB = JAB(σ−1

A ⊗ σTB).

That is, JAB and σ−1
A ⊗ σTB commute. On the other hand, JAB is positive semidefinite since it is the

Choi-Jamiolkowski representation of a completely positive map. Therefore, JAB and σ−1
A ⊗ σTB can be

simultaneously diagonalized in an orthonormal basis, i.e., there exists an orthonormal basis {vk}
d2

k=1 of
HAB such that

JABvk = λkvk (5.32)

σ−1
A ⊗ σTBvk = ν

−1
k vk, (5.33)

where λk ≥ 0, νk > 0. Define the operator Vk by

(Vk ⊗ 1B)Υ = vk.

Then again using (5.31), equation (5.33) translates to

σ−1Vkσ = ν−1
k Vk.

Moreover, equation (5.32) means that

(Pt ⊗ 1B)(∣Υ⟩⟨Υ∣) = JAB =∑
k

λk ∣vk⟩⟨vk ∣ =∑
k

λk(Vk ⊗ 1B)∣Υ⟩⟨Υ∣ (V ∗
k ⊗ 1B),

which gives
Pt(X) ∶=∑

k

λkVkXV
∗
k .

Then letting Rk ∶=
√
λkVk we have σRk = νkRkσ and (5.29) holds. The other equation comes from

Pt(1) = 1.

Proof of Theorem 5.4.2 (dH <∞) : For any t ≥ 0 define the function ht ∶ (0,∞)→ R by

ht(s) ∶= ⟨ I2/(2−s),2(X),Pt ○ I2/s,2(X)⟩
σ
.

Since by part (ii) of Lemma 5.2.5, Pt = etL is self-adjoint with respect to the inner product ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩σ, we
have ht(2 − s) = ht(s) and ht is symmetric about s = 1. Therefore, all the the odd-order derivatives of
ht at s = 1 vanish, and we have

ht(s) = ht(1) +
∞
∑
j=1

cj

(2j)!
(s − 1)2j , (5.34)
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where

cj =
d2j

ds2j
ht(s)∣

s=1
.

We claim that all the even-order derivatives of ht at s = 1 are non-negative, i.e., cj ≥ 0. We use
Lemma 5.4.4 to verify this. Let Rk’s be operators such that

σRkσ
−1 = νkRk, (5.35)

with νk > 0 and (5.29) holds. Then letting Y ∶= Γ
1/2
σ (X) and using (5.35) we compute

ht(s) = Tr [Γ
s
2
σ (Y

2−s) ⋅Pt(Γ
− s2
σ (Y s))]

=∑
k

Tr [Y 2−sσ
s
4Rkσ

− s4Y sσ−
s
4R∗

kσ
s
4 ]

=∑
k

ν
s
2

k Tr [Y 2−sRkY
sR∗

k].

Now diagonalizing Y in its eigenbasis: Y = ∑` µ` ∣e`⟩ ⟨e`∣, we find that

ht(s) = ∑
k,`,`′

µ2
` ∣⟨e`, Rke`′⟩∣

2
(

√
νk µ`′

µ`
)
s

.

Therefore, ht(s) is a sum of exponential functions with positive coefficients. From this expression it is
clear that cj ’s are all non-negative. Let us define

gt(s) ∶=
ht(s) − ht(0)

(s − 1)2 − 1
=

∞
∑
j=1

cj

(2j)!
(
j−1

∑
i=0

(s − 1)2i) .

From this expression it is clear that gt(s) is non-decreasing on [1,+∞). Therefore, limt→0+ gt(s)/t is
non-decreasing on [1,+∞). On the other hand, we have ht(0) = Tr(Y 2) = h0(s). We thus can compute

lim
t→0+

gt(s)

t
=

1

(s − 1)2 − 1
lim
t→0+

ht(s) − ht(0)

t

=
1

(s − 1)2 − 1
lim
t→0+

ht(s) − h0(s)

t

=
1

(s − 1)2 − 1

∂

∂t
ht(s)∣

t=0

=
1

(s − 1)2 − 1
⟨ I2/(2−s),2(X),L ○ I2/s,2(X)⟩

σ
.

Therefore
s↦

1

(s − 1)2 − 1
⟨ I2/(2−s),2(X),L ○ I2/s,2(X)⟩

σ
,

is non-decreasing on [1,+∞). Now the desired result follows once we identify 2/s with p (and 2/(2− s)

with p̂, its Hölder conjugate).

◻

5.4.2. Second proof of Theorem 5.4.2 in the infinite dimensional case

The proof of Theorem 5.4.2 presented in Section 5.4.1 has the disadvantage that it only holds in finite
dimensions. This is mostly due to the fact that it relies on the introduction of the unnormalized
maximally entangled state Υ that becomes ill defined when dim(H) =∞. Here we provide a more
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algebraic proof based on the noncommutative chain rule introduced in Theorem 5.3.5. First, for any
r, s ∈ R/{0,1} and X ∈ A+0 , Ir,s(X) ∈ dom∇L̃j and the following holds on V = span{ψi, i ∈ N}:

∇L̃j Ir,s(X) = L̃j σ
− 1

2r (σ
1
2sXσ

1
2s )

s
r
σ−

1
2r − σ−

1
2r (σ

1
2sXσ

1
2s )

s
r
σ−

1
2r L̃j

= e−
ωj
2r σ−

1
2r L̃j (σ

1
2sXσ

1
2s )

s
r
σ−

1
2r − e

ωj
2r σ−

1
2r (σ

1
2sXσ

1
2s )

s
r
L̃jσ

− 1
2r (5.36)

Next, define Yj ∶= e−
ωj
4 Γ

1
2
σ (X) and Zj ∶= e

ωj
4 Γ

1
2
σ (X). Using Equation (5.36) we compute

Eq,L( Iq,2(X)) = −
qq̂

4
⟨ Iq̂,q ( Iq,2(X)), L( Iq,2(X))⟩

σ

= −
qq̂

4
⟨ Iq̂,2(X), L( Iq,2(X))⟩

σ

=
qq̂

4
∑
j

⟨∇L̃j Iq̂,2(X), ∇L̃j Iq,2(X)⟩σ (5.37)

=
qq̂

4
∑
j

⟨Γ
− 1
q̂

σ (L̃jY
2
q̂

j −Z
2
q̂

j L̃j), Γ
− 1
q

σ (L̃jY
2
q

j −Z
2
q

j L̃j)⟩
σ

(5.38)

=
qq̂

4
∑
j

⟨L̃jY
2
q̂

j −Z
2
q̂

j L̃j , L̃jY
2
q

j −Z
2
q

j L̃j⟩
HS

(5.39)

=
qq̂

4
∑
j

⟨T
Zj ,Yj

f̃ 2
q̂

(L̃jYj −ZjL̃j), T
Zj ,Yj

f̃ 2
q

(L̃jYj −ZjL̃j)⟩
HS

(5.40)

=
qq̂

4
∑
j

⟨L̃jYj −ZjL̃j , (T
Zj ,Yj

f̃ 2
q̂

)

∗

T
Zj ,Yj

f̃ 2
q

(L̃jYj −ZjL̃j)⟩
HS

=
qq̂

4
∑
j

⟨L̃jYj −ZjL̃j , T
Zj ,Yj

f̃ 2
q̂
f̃ 2
q

(L̃jYj −ZjL̃j)⟩
HS
, (5.41)

where in (5.37) we used n-cIBP, in (5.38) we used (5.36), and in (5.40) we used the chain rule formula
of Theorem 5.3.5 for the functions fα ∶ x ↦ xα. Finally, in (5.41) we used the fact that f ↦ Tf is
multiplicative and involutive (cf. Section 5.3.2). Now, using the proofs of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.4
of [Mossel et al., 2013], for any x, y ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ p ≤ q ≤ 2 we have

qq̂ (x1/q̂ − y1/q̂) (x1/q − y1/q) ≤ pp̂ (x1/p̂ − y1/p̂) (x1/p − y1/p).

This means that for all x, y we have

qq̂ f̃ 2
q̂
(x, y) f̃ 2

q
(x, y) ≤ pp̂ f̃ 2

p̂
(x, y) f̃ 2

p
(x, y) .

Hence, by positivity we have

Eq,L(Iq,2(X)) ≤
pp̂

4
∑
j

⟨L̃jYj −ZjL̃j , T
Zj ,Yj

f̃ 2
p̂
f̃ 2
p

(L̃jYj −ZjL̃j)⟩
HS

= Ep,L(Ip,2(X)).
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5.5. Examples

5.5.1. Generalized depolarizing semigroup

Perhaps the simplest example of a quantum channel is the depolarizing channel : given a state ρ ∈ D(H)

and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1:

Pdepol
∗ (ρ) ∶= (1 − p)ρ + p

1

dH
.

The depolarizing channel corresponds to the case when the information on the input state is completely
lost (i.e. replaced by the completely mixed state 1/dH) with some probability p. More generally,
consider the channel that replaces the input state with a full-rank fixed state σ:

Pdepol,σ
∗ (ρ) = (1 − p)ρ + pσ .

The generalized depolarizing semigroup (Pdepol,σ
t ) constitutes a simple continuous time version of the

above channel. It is defined as follows: for all t ≥ 0 and any X ∈ B(H), ρ ∈ D(H):

Pdepol,σ
t (X) = e−t X + (1 − e−t) Tr(σX) ⇔ Pdepol,σ

t∗ (ρ) = e−t ρ + (1 − e−t)σ .

The generator of (Pdepol,σ
t )t≥0 is then given by

Lσ(X) = Tr(σX)1H −X .

(Pdepol
t )t≥0 is obviously primitive with respect to σ. It is easy to also see that it satisfies ω-DBC: for

any X,Y ∈ B(H),

Tr(σX∗Pdepol,σ
t (Y )) = e−tTr(σX∗Y ) + (1 − e−t)Tr(σX∗)Tr(σY ) = Tr(σPdepol,σ

t (X)∗Y ) .

Therefore, Lσ takes the form of Equation (5.20): given the following eigenvalue decomposition
σ ∶= ∑

dH
i=1 λi∣ψi⟩⟨ψi∣, define the operators Lij ∶=

√
λi ∣ψi⟩⟨ψj ∣. Hence for any X ∈ B(H), Tr(σX)1H =

∑
d
i,j=1L

∗
ijXLij , so that

Lσ(X) = −
1

2

dH

∑
i,j=1

L∗ijLijX − 2L∗ijXLij +XL
∗
ijLij . (5.42)

Moreover, ∆σ(Lij) = λi/λjLij , so that ωij ≡ logλj − logλi. Therefore, for any X ∈ B(H),
Equation (5.42) can be rewritten in the form of Equation (5.20) by taking L̃ij = (λiλj/4)

1/4 ∣ψi⟩⟨ψj ∣.

5.5.2. Quantum diffusions on phase space

Quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroups In this section, we introduce the so-called quantum
Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup (also known as the damped harmonic oscillator) on the representation
of the CCR algebra over a two-dimensional phase space (cf. Section 0.2), that is, the algebra B(H) of
bounded linear operators over the Hilbert space H ∶= L2(R). This Markovian dynamics models the
evolution of a two-energy levels atom which traverses a photonic cavity. The dynamics then results
from the interaction of photons, modeled as a quantized radiation field, with the incident atom. The
Master equation can be obtained by different standard approximation procedures (weak coupling limit,
coarse graining, see e.g. [Strunz, 2002,Fagnola et al., 1994,Weidlich and Haake, 1965]).
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First, let 0 < λ < µ, ν ∶= λ2/µ2, and defined the state:

σν ∶= (1 − ν)∑
n∈N

νn ∣ψn⟩⟨ψn∣ =
eβN

Z
, (5.43)

where {ψn, n ∈ N} corresponds to the eigenbasis of the number operator N , and β = lnν can be
interpreted as an inverse temperature. σν can be shown to be a Gaussian state. Then, on the
∗-subalgebra A0 ∶= span{∣ψn⟩⟨ψm∣, m,n ∈ N}, the generator of the quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck
semigroup takes the following Lindblad form:

LqOU(X) ∶= −
µ2

2
(a∗aX − 2a∗Xa +Xa∗a) −

λ2

2
(aa∗X − 2aXa∗ +Xaa∗) .

In Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 of [Cipriani et al., 2000], the authors proved the existence of a
weak∗ continuous, positive contraction semigroup (PqOU

t )t≥0 on B(H) that is KMS-symmetric with
respect to ρν , through the careful analysis of its associated Dirichlet form (see also [Ko and Park,
2004]). They also showed that (PqOU

t )t≥0 is a Feller semigroup with respect to the algebra K(H) of
compact operators on H (see also [Carbone and Fagnola, 2003]). Moreover, they showed that A0

is a core for the strong generator LqOU
K(H) of (PqOU

t ∣K(H))t≥0: for any X ∈ dom(LqOU
K(H)), there exists a

sequence {Xn}n∈N of operators in A0 such that

∥LqOU
K(H)(Xn) −L

qOU
K(H)(X)∥∞ + ∥Xn −X∥∞ →

n→∞
0 .

A0 is also a weak∗ core for the weak∗ generator LqOU, that is, for any X ∈ dom(LqOU), there exists a
sequence {Xn}n∈N of operators on A0 such that for any T ∈ T1(H) ≃ B(H)∗,

Tr(T (Xn −X)) →
n→∞

0 and Tr (T (L(Xn) −L(X))) →
n→∞

0 .

Another approach is via the form-generator formalism introduced in Section 5.1. In particular, the
form-generator associated with L1 = a and L2 = a∗ satisfies Conditions 5.1.4 and 5.1.5. Hence, it
generates a unique weak∗ continuous QMS (PqOU

t )t≥0 on B(H). Finally, (PqOU
t )t≥0 is primitive with

respect to ρν (cf. Theorem 6.2 of [Cipriani et al., 2000]). The reason behind the name of the semigroup
resides in the following theorem which one can find in [Cipriani et al., 2000]:

Theorem 5.5.1. For any polynomial p, p(Q) ∈ dom(LqOU) and

LqOU(p(Q)) = LcOU(p)(Q) ,

where LcOU is the generator of the classical Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup which is defined, for example
on C2(R), as:

LcOU(f)(x) ∶= (
µ2 + λ2

4
) f ′′(x) − (

µ2 − λ2

2
)xf ′(x) .

On the other hand, for any polynomial q,

LqOU(q(N)) = LBD(q)(N) ,

where LBD is the generator of a birth and death process with birth rates {λ2(k + 1)}k∈N and death rates
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{µ2k}k∈N. That is

LBD(f)(k) = µ2k (f(k − 1) − f(k)) + λ2(k + 1) (f(k + 1) − f(k)) ,

Remark 5.5.2. The last theorem provides an example of how from a single quantum Markov semigroup,
one can recover different classical Markov semigroups of very different nature, depending on the
invariant commutative subalgebra on which the semigroup acts. In this case, the action of the
semigroup on the algebra of functions of the position operator leads to a diffusion semigroup, namely
the Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup, whereas its action on the algebra generated by the number operator
leads to a jump semigroup, namely a birth and death process.

Quantum Brownian motion In the infinite temperature limit, that is when µ = ν (= 1/
√

2), the
generator of the quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup formally converges to the one of the quantum
heat semigroup: on the subalgebra A0 ∶= span{∣ϕ⟩ ⟨ψ∣ ∶ ∣ϕ⟩ , ∣ψ⟩ ∈ ⋂nj=1 (dom(P 2

j ) ∩ dom(Q2
j))} of

the CCR algebra B(L2(Rn)) over the 2n-dimensional phase space Z = R2n, consider the following
generator

Lqheat (⋅) ∶= −
1

4

2n

∑
j=1

[Rj , [Rj , ⋅]] , (5.44)

with Rj being the jth element of the vector R = (Q1, P1, ...,Qn, Pn) defined through Equation (0.30).
By Section 2 of [Holevo, 1996], Lqheat extends to an unbounded operator on T1(H) such that, if an
operator X has finite moments of order 2, then X ∈ dom(Lqheat); this in particular is true if X is a
Gaussian state or a Schwartz operator (cf. Section 0.2). The following theorem lists some important
properties of the quantum heat semigroup. Some of these can already be found in [Koenig and Smith,
2014].

Proposition 5.5.3. The generator defined in Equation (5.44) is the weak∗ generator of a unique
unital quantum Markov semigroup (Pqheat

t )t≥0 on B(L2(Rn)) called the quantum heat semigroup.
Moreover,

1. The quantum heat semigroup is reversible with respect to the trace:

⟨A,Pqheat
t (B)⟩HS = ⟨Pqheat

t (A),B⟩HS, ∀A,B ∈ T2(H). (5.45)

Denoting by Lqheat
2 the L2(Tr) generator of the above QMS, this implies that, for all A,B ∈

dom(Lqheat
2 ),

⟨A,Lqheat
2 (B)⟩HS = ⟨Lqheat

2 (A),B⟩HS. (5.46)

2. Let the state ρt ≡ P
qheat
t (ρ) denote the solution of the quantum diffusion equation defined through

Equation (5.44). Then for each t ≥ 0, the characteristic function of ρt is given by

Fq
ρt(z) = F

q
ρ (z) e−∣z∣

2t/4, ∀ z ∈ Z, (5.47)

and we have

ρt ≡ ρ ∗ gt/2 ∶= ∫Z
Wz ρW−z gt/2(z)dz , (5.48)
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where gt/2 denotes the probability density function (pdf) of a Gaussian random variable on R2n

with zero mean and variance equal to t/2, i.e.

gt/2(z) =
1

(πt)n
e−∣z∣

2/t, (5.49)

and Wz denotes the Weyl operator defined in Equation (0.28). In particular, if ρ is a Gaussian
state, then so is ρt.

Proof. Equation (5.47) can be found in [Koenig and Smith, 2014]. In fact, Equation (5.46) can be
directly verified by using Equation (5.44). The proof of Equation (5.48) is obtained as follows: Note
that e−∣z∣

2t/4 is the characteristic function of a Gaussian random variable of associated pdf gt/2. It is
well-known that if f and g are two pdfs then the characteristic function of their convolution f ∗ g is
equal to the product of their characteristic functions:

Ff∗g(z) = Ff(z)Fg(z).

This property also holds when one of the pdfs is replaced by a quantum state and the standard
definition of convolution is replaced by the one of quantum convolution (given by Equation (5.48)), as
shown by [Werner, 1984] (see also [Kossakowski, 1972]) in his generalization of harmonic analysis to
the quantum framework. Hence, (5.47) allows us to express the state ρt as a quantum convolution
of the initial state ρ and the pdf gt/2, as given by Equation (5.48). This provides an easy proof ot
self-duality (5.45): the operator Pt(B) is given by the right hand side of Equation (5.48). Hence,

Tr (A∗Pt(B)) = Tr(A∗
∫Z

WzBW−z gt/2(z)dz )

= Tr(A∗
∫Z

W−zBWz gt/2(z)dz )

= Tr(∫Z
Wz A

∗W−zB gt/2(z)dz )

= Tr((∫Z
Wz AW−z)

∗
B gt/2(z)dz )

= Tr ((Pt(A))∗B) , (5.50)

where we have used the symmetry of the Gaussian pdf, the cyclicity of the trace, the fact that
W ∗
z =W−z, and Equation (5.48).

Remark 5.5.4. The semigroup does not possess an invariant state: if there was an invariant state ρ, then
its characteristic function would satisfy Fq

ρt = F
q
ρ for all z ∈ Z, which is impossible by Equation (5.47).

The semifinite trace Tr is, however, invariant under (Pqheat
t )t≥0. This is in complete analogy with the

classical heat semigroup (P heat
t )t≥0 which leaves invariant the Lebesgue measure. Moreover, for any

smooth function f on R2n:

Lheat(f)(Q) = Lqheat(f(Q)) ,

where Lheat ≡ 1
4
∆ is the generator of the classical heat semigroup.

5.5.3. Quantum convolution semigroups

More generally, [Kossakowski, 1972] introduced a technique to define quantum Markov semigroups
on the space T1(H), H separable, starting from a classical one parameter convolution semigroup (we
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refer to Section 2.5 for the definition of such semigroups):

Theorem 5.5.5. Let (G,B(G)) be a locally compact separable group together with its Borel algebra
B(G), and let U be a unitary representation of G on H. Any one-parameter convolution semigroup
(µt)t≥0 onM(G) induces a strongly continuous semigroup (Pµt∗)t≥0 on T1(H) defined as follows: for
any ρ ∈ T1(H):

Pµt∗(ρ) ∶= ∫
G
Ug ρUg−1 µt(dg) , ρ ∈ T1(H) .

In finite dimensions, a characterization of the Heisenberg dual of the quantum convolution
semigroups defined by Kossakowski was given by [Kümmerer and Maassen, 1987] in terms of their
dilation properties: We mentioned in Section 2.1 that to any classical Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 one
can associated a unique minimal Markov process. In the noncommutative setting, the situation is
more complicated and is known as the dilation problem. Here, by a quantum Markov process (or
Markov dilation), we mean a group of ∗-automorphisms occurring on a larger system from which
the local irreversible evolution is recovered by coarse graining (see [Hudson and Parthasarathy, 1984,
Parthasarathy, 1992,Meyer, 1993,Kümmerer and Maassen, 1987,Rajarama Bhat and Parthasarathy,
1995] and references therein). In finite dimensions, [Kümmerer and Maassen, 1987] showed that the
existence of a certain type of dilation characterizes those unital semigroups that can be written as a
quantum convolution semigroup.

More precisely, let (Pt)t≥0 be a QMS defined a von Neumann algebra M, and assume that
it has a faithful normal invariant state ω. If there exists a group (αt)t∈R of ∗-automorphisms on a
von NeumannM′ together with faithful normal invariant state ω′ onM′, and completely positive,
unital operators π ∶ M→M′, EM ∶M′ →M such that ω ○EM = ω′ and ω′ ○π = ω, and such that the
following diagram commutes for all t ≥ 0:

(M, ω) (M, ω)

(M′, ω′) (M′, ω′)

Pt

π

αt

EM

then we call the tuplet (M′, ω′, (αt)t≥0) a dilation of the dynamical system (M, ω, (Pt)t≥0). Such
dilation is called essentially commutative if the relative commutant of π(M) inM′ is commutative.

Following [Kümmerer and Maassen, 1987], we now restrict our attention to the case when
(Pt)t≥0 is defined on the algebra B(H) of bounded operators on the finite dimensional Hilbert space
H, and assume that the state ρ is invariant. In this case, any commutative dilation is characterized
by a commutative von Neumann algebra C with faithful normal state Eµ such thatM′ = B(H)⊗ C

and ω′ = ω ⊗Eµ. Moreover, for any X ∈ B(H), π(X) = X ⊗ 1C and EB(H) is uniquely defined by its
action on tensor products: EB(H)(X ⊗ f) = Eµ(f)X. Since any automorphism of B(H) leaves the
trace invariant, it follows that one can take ω ≡ d−1

H Tr, without loss of generality. Then (see Theorem
1.1.1 of [Kümmerer and Maassen, 1987]):

Theorem 5.5.6. The following are equivalent:

(i) The dynamical system (B(H), 1H
dH
, (Pt)t≥0) admits an essentially commutative Markov dilation.

(ii) There exists a weak∗-continuous convolution semigroup (µt)t≥0 on the spaceM(Aut(B(H))) of
probability measures on the group of automorphisms of B(H) such that for all X ∈ B(H) and
t ≥ 0:

Pt(X) = ∫
α∈Aut(B(H))

α(X)µt(dα)
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(iii) The generator L of (Pt)t≥0 is of the form:

L(X) = i [H,X] +
1

2

k

∑
j=1

2AjXAj −A
2
jX −XA2

j +
l

∑
i=1

ci (U
∗
i XUi −X) , (5.51)

where H and Aj, j ∈ {1, ..., k} are self-adjoint elements of B(H), Ui, i ∈ {1, ..., l}, are unitaries
in B(H) and ci, i ∈ {i, ..., l} are positive numbers.

(iv) The generator L of (Pt)t≥0 is in the closure of the cone generated by {α − id; α ∈ Aut(B(H))}

(v) For all t ≥ 0, Pt lies in the convex hull of Aut(B(H)).

We come back to this decomposition in Chapter 9, where a simpler version of the theorem is
presented.

Remark 5.5.7. Not every unital QMS on B(H) can be seen as a quantum convolution semigroup, as
shown in [Kümmerer and Maassen, 1987]. This becomes the case when the QMS satisfies ω-DBC with
respect to the completely mixed state (see e.g. [Frigerio and Gorini, 1984]). However, there exist QMS
that are not d−1

H 1H-DBC and still admit a Markov dilation [Kümmerer and Maassen, 1987].

As we will see in Chapter 9, there may be several convolution semigroups of probability measures
leading to the same QMS (Pt)t≥0 on B(H). However, Theorem 2.5.1 allows us to write a canonical
form for the generator of such a semigroup in terms of the form (2.33) of the generator of (µt)t≥0.
This is the content of Theorem 1.5.1 of [Kümmerer and Maassen, 1987]:

Theorem 5.5.8. Let X1, ...,Xn2−1 be a fixed basis of the Lie algebra aut(B(H)) of Aut(B(H)) that
is orthonormal with respect to ⟨., .⟩HS. Choose functions g1, ..., gn2−1 on C2(Aut(B(H))) with the
properties gi(id) = 0, Digj(id) = δij where Di is the derivation on C2(Aut(B(H))) induced by Xi.
Moreover, let (Pt)t≥0 be a unital QMS on B(H). Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence
between:

(i) essentially commutative minimal Markov dilations of (B(H), d−1
H 1H, (Pt)t≥0);

(ii) convolution semigroups (µt)t≥0 of measures on Aut(B(H)) such that

Pt(X) = ∫
Aut(B(H))

α(X)µt(dα) ;

(iii) triples (H,{bij}1≤i,j≤n2−1, ν) where H is a self-adjoint element of B(H), {bij} a real positive
semidefinite matrix and ν a Lévy measure such that for all X ∈ B(H),

L(X) = i [H,X] +
n2−1

∑
ij=1

bij [Xi, [Xj ,X]] + ∫
Aut(B(H))

⎛

⎝
α(X) −X +

n2−1

∑
i=1

gi(α) [Xi,X]
⎞

⎠
ν(dα) .
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Decoherence

Quantum and classical systems exhibit very different behaviors, and it is not clear in practice how the
former should be thought of as generalizations of the latter. For example, there is no real parameter
governing the smooth transition between systems that behave according to the superposition principle
and those who don’t. This is in total contrast with the other major extension of classical physics,
namely special relativity, whose laws converge to Newtonian kinematics and dynamics when taking the
speed of light to infinity. This simple observation lead Bohr to formulate the Copenhagen interpretation
of quantum mechanics according to which classical and quantum descriptions of a physical system are
complementary to each other. The Copenhagen interpretation is somewhat unsatisfactory for two
main reasons: Firstly, it imposes the necessary cohabitation of two very distinct physical theories with
apparently little logical relation. Secondly, it does not provide any way to decide when one should use
either one or the other theory to describe a physical system.

The program of environment induced decoherence was first proposed as a way to solve this issue.
Roughly speaking, it states that the universe is fundamentally quantum, but most macroscopic systems
acquire classical properties, and hence effectively behave like classical systems, due to unavoidable
interactions with their environment. The measurement-like interactions between a system and its
environment lead to a strong entanglement between them. This in turn results in the dynamical
destruction of certain initial quantum superpositions between vectors belonging to different subspaces
in the state of the system under consideration.

An early contribution along these lines is the paper [Zeh, 1970]. Decoherence was popularized
by Zurek’s articles [Zurek, 1981,Zurek, 1982] (see also [Joos et al., 2003,Blanchard et al., 2000] and
the references therein). Perhaps the simplest example of environment induced decoherence is the one
treated by [Joos and Zeh, 1985]. There, they showed that the “non-diagonal” elements (in the position
basis) of the reduced density matrix of a particle subject to scattering particles of its environment
vanish exponentially fast. Similarly, in our Markovian setting, typical decoherent evolutions will be
non-primitive. In Chapter 8, we introduce a new set of functional inequalities adapted to the study of
the asymptotic properties of such QMS.

Layout of the chapter: We briefly review some general features of the mathematical theory of
decoherence in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 deals with the finite dimensional case. We end the chapter by
mentioning some important examples of QMS that display decoherence in Section 6.4.
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6.1. General theory

One of the first steps towards a rigorous algebraic approach to the study of decoherence was made
by [Blanchard and Olkiewicz, 2003] (the slightly different definition given here comes from [Hellmich,
2011], see also [Olkiewicz, 1999, Olkiewicz, 2000] for former special cases previously studied, and
[Rebolledo, 2005] for an alternative definition)1: consider a von Neumann algebraM together with
an irreversible (reduced) dynamics (Pt)t≥0, that is a family of positive, normal unital maps such
that t ↦ Pt(X) is weak∗ continuous for every X ∈M2. (Pt)t≥0 is said to display decoherence if the
following holds: there exists a von Neumann subalgebra N0 ⊆ M and a weak∗ continuous group
of ∗-automorphisms (αt)t≥0 on N0 such that Pt(N0) ⊆ N0, Pt∣N0 = αt for any t ≥ 0, as well as a
∗-invariant, weak∗ closed subspace V0 ⊂M with Pt(V0) ⊆ V0 for all t ≥ 0 such that

M = N0 ⊕ V0 , (EID)

and such that for all X ∈ V0 and any ω ∈M∗,

lim
t→∞

ω (Pt(X)) = 0 .

The algebra N0 is chosen as the maximal von Neumann subalgebra on which (Pt)t≥0 reduces to a
group of ∗-automorphisms, and is referred to as the algebra of effective observables. On the other
hand, the subspace V0 is known as the space of non-detectable observables. In other words, decoherence
as defined here demands that the non-automorphic part of the quantum evolution vanishes in time.
Hence, after a sufficiently long time, the system is effectively characterized by observables belonging
to the algebra N0 and the reversible time evolution is given by the group (αt)t≥0. This means that
it effectively evolves like a closed system whose properties may differ from the ones of the original
system. Note that the above definition makes no assumptions about the rate at which decoherence
occurs. In Chapters 8 and 9 we devise some functional analytic techniques to estimate such rates for
finite dimensional systems.

The problem of finding minimal conditions for the occurrence of environment induced decoherence
is a difficult one. Even when assuming that decoherence occurs, uniqueness of the EID decomposition
is not known in general. Here, we briefly review some of the mains results in the general von Neumann
algebraic setting. In the next section, we will specialize to the case of QMS defined on the algebra
B(H) of linear operators on a finite dimensional Hilbert space.

First of all, we introduce the decoherence free algebra N0 ⊆ N and the space V0 ⊆ V of weakly
vanishing operators inM:

N ∶= {X ∈M∣∀t ≥ 0, Pt(X
∗X) = Pt(X)∗Pt(X) ,Pt(XX

∗) = Pt(X)Pt(X)∗} ,

V ∶= {X ∈M; weak∗ limPt(X) = 0 as t→∞} .

N and V typically constitute natural candidates for N0 and V0 when EID occurs. The inclusion
N0 ⊆ N follows from the following result, the proof of which can be found in Proposition 1 of [Carbone
et al., 2011]:

Proposition 6.1.1. N is the largest von Neumann subalgebra of M for which Pt∣N acts as a

1A similar definition of decoherence in the C∗-algebraic setting was also considered in [Blanchard et al., 2007].
2Remark that we do not yet require (Pt)t≥0 to form a QMS at this stage.
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∗-homomorphism. In particular, for all X,Y ∈M, if either X or Y belongs to N , then for all t ≥ 0:

Pt(X
∗Y ) = Pt(X

∗)Pt(Y ) . (6.1)

Proof. Obviously, N ∗ = N . Moreover, since Pt is completely positive unital for any t ≥ 0, it satisfies
the Schwarz inequality (1.55):

Pt(X
∗X) ≥ Pt(X

∗)Pt(X) . (6.2)

Therefore the map Dt ∶ (X,Y ) ↦ Pt(X
∗Y ) − Pt(X

∗)Pt(Y ) is positive and sesquilinear, so that
Dt(X,X) = 0 is equivalent to Dt(X,Y ) = 0 for all Y . Now, since Dt(X,X) = 0 for all X ∈ N ,
Equation (6.1) follows. Next, we prove that N is an algebra. Linearity is obvious. Now, let X,Y ∈ N :

Pt((XY )∗(XY )) = Pt(Y
∗X∗XY )

= Pt(Y
∗)Pt(X

∗XY )

= Pt(Y
∗)Pt(X

∗)Pt(XY )

= Pt(Y
∗X∗)Pt(XY )

= Pt((XY )∗)Pt(XY ) ,

and Pt((XY )(XY )∗) = Pt(XY )Pt((XY )∗) follows similarly. Therefore, XY ∈ N . Pt invariance
follows from

Pt(Ps(X)∗Ps(X)) = Pt(Ps(X
∗X)) = Pt+s(X

∗X) = Pt(Ps(X
∗))Pt(Ps(X)) ,

for any X ∈ N , and s, t ≥ 0. Finally, the weak∗ closure comes from the following observation: define
for any Y ∈M:

ϕY ∶ M ∋X ↦ Pt(Y
∗X) −Pt(Y

∗)Pt(X) ∈M , (6.3)

Then N = ∩Y ∈Mϕ−1
Y ({0}). The weak∗ closure follows from the fact that Pt is normal and X ↦ Y X is

weak∗ continuous.
It is further known that N = N0 (i.e. N is the largest von Neumann subalgebra of M on

which the maps Pt act as ∗-automorphisms) if any of the following holds [Robinson, 1982] (see also
Proposition 3 of [Carbone et al., 2015]):

- (Pt)t≥0 possesses a faithful normal invariant state;

- (Pt)t≥0 is uniformly continuous onM ∶= B(H), H separable;

- N ⊆ F , where F is the set of fixed points of (Pt)t≥0:3

F ∶= {X ∈M; Pt(X) =X ∀t ≥ 0} .

In the uniformly continuous case, this trivially holds since the generator L is bounded, so that Pt
is invertible for any t ≥ 0, of inverse P−t ∶= e−tL. Moreover, N ∩ V = {0}, so that if EID holds
one necessarily has N = N0 and V = V0 (see Proposition 2 of [Carbone et al., 2013], Proposition 6

3In fact, the link between N and F was already investigated in the 70s and used to study ergodic properties of quantum
Markov semigroups (see [Evans, 1977,Frigerio, 1978,Frigerio and Verri, 1982,Robinson, 1982,Fagnola and Rebolledo,
2008]).
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of [Carbone et al., 2015]). This fact is no longer true in general (see Example 9 of [Carbone et al.,
2015]).

One natural condition that one can require is the existence of a faithful normal invariant state
ω ∈M∗.4 In this case, the set F of fixed points is a von Neumann subalgebra (see [Spohn, 1977,Frigerio,
1978], Theorem 6.12 of [Wolf, 2012]). In fact, the following was proved in [Frigerio and Verri, 1982]:

Theorem 6.1.2. Given a QMS (Pt)t≥0 with faithful normal invariant state ω, the limit

EF [X] ∶= weak∗ lim
t→0

1

t
∫

t

0
Ps(X)ds

exists for all X ∈ B(H) and defines a (Pt)t≥0 invariant normal conditional expectation EF onto the
algebra F of fixed points of (Pt)t≥0.

Under the condition of existence of a faithful normal invariant state ω, EID was moreover
proved to hold in the following cases:

- N ⊆ F (and in fact N = F);

- M = B(H), H finite dimensional;

- M = B(H), H separable, N atomic, (Pt)t≥0 uniformly continuous.

with V0 being the orthogonal complement N ⊥ of N under the GNS inner product ⟨A,B⟩1,ω ∶= ω(A
∗B).

Moreover, in these cases, there exists a conditional expectation EN onto N , compatible with ω, with
ker(EN ) = N ⊥ (see Theorem 1.17 of [Carbone et al., 2014], Theorem 9 of [Carbone et al., 2013],
Theorem 22 of [Deschamps et al., 2016] respectively). In general, M might not be complete with
respect to ⟨., .⟩1,ω, so that N might not be closed with respect to the corresponding norm and one
cannot define EN as the projection onto N . In this case, [Carbone et al., 2015] considered the
completionM

⟨.,.⟩ω together with the splitting

M
⟨.,.⟩ω

= N
⟨.,.⟩ω

⊕ (N
⟨.,.⟩ω

)⊥ .

In general, it is not true thatM = N ⊕ (N
⟨.,.⟩ω ⊥

∩M). The situation simplifies if one further assumes
the existence of a conditional expectation EN onto N (cf. Theorem 19 of [Carbone et al., 2015]). A
proof of it in the case when M = B(H), H finite, is provided at the end of Section 6.2 for sake of
completeness.

Theorem 6.1.3. Assume there exists a faithful normal invariant state ω and a conditional expectation
EN compatible with ω. Then EID occurs with N0 = N and V0 = kerEN = N

⟨.,.⟩ω ⊥
∩M being

Pt-invariant for all t ≥ 0. Moreover, Pt commutes with EN .

Remark 6.1.4. The sufficient condition given in the above theorem is equivalent to the invariance of
N under the modular automorphism group (σωs )s∈R (cf. Theorem 0.1.4). This in particular happens
when each Pt commutes with (σωs )s∈R (see Remark 20 of [Carbone et al., 2015]). The former fact
always holds in finite dimensions, as we see in the next section.

Other splittings of the algebraM into a unitarily evolving part and a decaying part have been
extensively studied and compared to EID (see [Carbone et al., 2015,Hellmich, 2009] and references
therein for more details).

4This assumption was actually part of the original definition of EID by [Blanchard and Olkiewicz, 2003]. It is however
not necessary for EID to hold (see Proposition 2.5 of [Carbone et al., 2014]).
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Primitive quantum Markov semigroups: In the case when N = F , the semigroup is said to be
ergodic. In this case, one can use Frigerio and Verri’s sufficient condition for the convergence of a
QMS towards a steady state5: under the condition of existence of a faithful normal invariant state,
the following convergence holds:

EF [X] = weak∗ lim
t→∞
Pt(X) .

where EF is the conditional expectation of Theorem 6.1.2.

In the case when N = F = C1, the conditional expectation simply reduces to the average with
respect to the unique invariant state ω:

weak∗ lim
t→∞
Pt(X) = ω(X)1 ⇔ strong lim

t→∞
Pt∗ = ω .

In this case, the semigroup is said to be primitive. A sufficient condition for primitivity is then the
existence of a unique faithful invariant state (see also [Burgarth et al., 2013, Theorem 14]).

6.2. The case M = B(H), H finite

In this section, we restrict our attention to the case of norm continuous QMS defined on the algebra
B(H) of linear operators acting on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H (see [Carbone et al., 2011,
Deschamps et al., 2016,Carbone et al., 2013]). The following result can be found in [Fagnola and
Rebolledo, 2008] (for an extension to minimal QMS whose generator is represented by a generalised
GKLS form, see [Dhahri et al., 2010]):

Theorem 6.2.1. Given a QMS (Pt)t≥0 with GKLS form given by Equation (5.5), the decoherence
free algebra N is characterized by

{∇kH(Lj), ∇
k
H(L∗j ); k ∈ N , j ∈ I}

′ ,

where ∇H(L) ∶= [H,L] . This is independent of the choice of Lindblad operators.

As already discussed in Section 0.1.4, a basic result from the theory of ∗-algebras on finite
dimensional Hilbert spaces states that N can always be decomposed into a direct sum of subparts where
it restricts to a factor [Kadison and Ringrose, 2015]. More precisely, up to a unitary transformation,
the Hilbert space H admits the following decomposition

H =⊕
i∈I
Hi ⊗Ki , (6.4)

such that N is unitarily isomorphic to a matrix algebra: there exists a unitary U ∈ U(H) such that6

N = U ⊕
i∈I
B(Hi)⊗ 1Ki U

∗ ≡ U ∑
i∈I
PiN PiU

∗ , (6.5)

where the projections Pi are mutually orthogonal projections in N onto ⊕dim(Ki)
j=1 Hi, ∑i∈I Pi = 1H,

and clearly commute with any elements of N . They are minimal in the sense that for any other

5This condition turns out to be necessary in the finite dimensional setting, see [Frigerio and Verri, 1982].
6From now on, we forget the rotation induced by the unitary operator U for sake of simplicity, this can be done after
redefining the semigroup as (U Pt(U∗

(.)U)U∗
)t≥0.
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projection P ∈ N ,

P ≤ Pi ⇒ P = 0 or P = Pi . (6.6)

In the primitive case, we recall that N = C1H so that there exists a unique minimal projection which
is equal to 1H. More generally, for each i ∈ I, Pi is in the centralizer Z(N ) of N 7.

Since we are in finite dimensions, we know from last section that EID occurs under the condition
of existence of a full-rank invariant state σ, and that, in this case, N0 = N and V0 = V . Moreover, there
exists a conditional expectation EN ∶ B(H)→ N (see end of this section). We call such semigroups
faithful . In order get an expression for EN , we first need to study the structure of invariant states of
(Pt)t≥0. This is taken from Theorem 21 of [Deschamps et al., 2016]:

Theorem 6.2.2. Assume that (Pt)t≥0 admits a full-rank invariant state σ. Then, there exists a family
{τi}i∈I of full-rank invariant states on each Ki such that any other (Pt)t≥0-invariant state ρ can be
written as

ρ =∑
i∈I

TrKi(Pi ρPi)⊗ τi . (6.7)

The proof consists in a reduction to the evolution in each factor PiN Pi = B(Hi) ⊗ 1Ki . We
first state the following technical lemma that is also of independent interest:

Lemma 6.2.3. The projections Pi belong to the set of fixed points F . Moreover, for any i, j ∈ I, any
X ∈ B(H) and any t ≥ 0:

Pt(PjX Pi) = Pj Pt(X)Pi .

In particular, each factor PiN Pi = B(Hi)⊗ 1Ki of N is invariant under the action of (Pt)t≥0.

Proof. The proof proceeds in two steps. First, we show that any projection Pi is contained in the
space F of fixed points of (Pt)t≥0. This is due to the fact that (Pt)t≥0 acts as a ∗-automorphism on
N (cf. Section 6.1). Therefore, since each Pi ∈ Z(N ), and since for any X ∈ N , there exists Y ∈ N

such that X = Pt(Y ):

XPt(Pi) = Pt(Y )Pt(Pi) = Pt(Y Pi) = Pt(PiY ) = Pt(Pi)Pt(Y ) = Pt(Pi)X ,

i.e. Pt(Pi) ∈ Z(N ). Hence, {Pt(Pi)}i∈I is a family of mutually orthogonal projections in Z(N ).
Similarly, for any i, j ∈ I, it is easy to show that PjPt(Pi)Pj is a projection in Z(N ), that is
(PjPt(Pi)Pj)

2 = PjPt(Pi)Pj . Moreover, since PjPt(Pi)Pj ≤ Pj , PjPt(Pi)Pj = 0 or PjPt(Pi)Pj = Pj
(cf. (6.6)). By continuity of t → Pt(X) for all X ∈ B(H), we actually have that PjPt(Pi)Pj = 0 for
i ≠ j and PiPt(Pi)Pi = Pi. Therefore

PiPt(1 − Pi)Pi =∑
j≠i
PiPt(Pj)Pi = 0 ⇒ Pt(Pi) = Pi .

We proved that for any i ∈ I, Pi ∈ F . This implies that, for all t ≥ 0 and any X ∈ N :

Pt(PiXPj) = Pt(Pi)Pt(X)Pt(Pj) = PiPt(X)Pj ,

7We recall that the centralizer of a von Neumann algebraM is the von Neumann algebra that consists in the elements
X ofM that commute with all Y ∈M.
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where the first identity above comes from the fact that, under the condition of existence of an invariant
full-rank state, F is an algebra (and hence a subalgebra of N ), so that Equation (6.1) holds.8

The next lemma is key in the reduction of the problem to the case of a factor algebra N , i.e.
when ∣I ∣ = 1. It can be found in Proposition 14 of [Deschamps et al., 2016].

Lemma 6.2.4. Under the assumption of existence of a full-rank invariant state, PiρPj = 0 for any
i ≠ j and any invariant state ρ.

Proof. We showed in Lemma 6.2.3 that for any i, j ∈ I and any t ≥ 0, Pt(PjX Pi) = Pj Pt(X)Pi. By
duality, this implies that for any trace-class operator T , Pt∗(Pj T Pi) = Pj Pt∗(T )Pi. Hence, for T ≡ ρ

being an invariant state, for any s ≥ 0:

Tr(Pi ρPjX) = Tr(PiPs∗(ρ)PjX) = Tr(ρPs(PjX Pi)) = Tr(ρPj Ps(X)Pi) .

Integrating the above from 0 to t ≥ 0, we get

Tr (Pi ρPjX) = Tr(ρPj (t
−1
∫

t

0
Ps(X)ds)Pi) .

Then, it follows from Theorem 6.1.2 that, after taking the limit t→ 0 in the above right hand side:

Tr(Pi ρPjX) = Tr(ρPj EF [X]Pi) .

Since in this case F ⊆ N , and since Pi, Pj ∈ Z(N ), PjEF [X]Pi = PjPiEF [X] = 0, which implies that,
for any i ≠ j:

Tr(PiρPjX) = 0 .

Since this is true for any X ∈ B(H), the result follows.

From Lemma 6.2.4, it is enough to prove that, for any QMS (Pt)t≥0 on B(H0⊗K0) of associated
decoherence-free algebra N = B(H0)⊗1K0 possessing a full-rank invariant state σ, any other invariant
state ρ can be written as

ρ = TrK0(ρ)⊗ τ, (6.8)

for some given full-rank state τ on K0. This is done by means of the following structure theorem (see
Theorem 11 of [Deschamps et al., 2016]):

Theorem 6.2.5. In the case when N (P) = B(H0)⊗ 1K0 , the semigroup (Pt)t≥0 can be decomposed
as follows:

(Pt)t≥0 = (PH0
t ⊗PK0

t )t≥0 ,

where (PH0
t )t≥0 is a semigroup of automorphisms of associated Hamiltonian HW , and (PK0

t )t≥0 is
primitive.

Proof. By Theorem 6.2.1, we know that Lk, L∗k have to commute with the algebra N = B(H0)⊗ 1K0 .
This implies the existence of operatorsMk on K0, such that Lk = 1H0⊗Mk. Next, given X ≡X0⊗1K0 ∈

8In fact, the identity holds even without the assumption that F forms a ∗-algebra by showing that any projection
belonging to F commutes with the Lindblad operators of any GKLS form of the generator L, so that Ln(PiX Pj) =
Pi L

n
(X)Pj for any n ≥ 0, see Lemma 7 of [Deschamps et al., 2016].
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N , since Pt(X) = eitH(X0⊗1K0) e−itH ∈ N , it must be of the form (Wt⊗1K0)(X0⊗1K0)(Wt⊗1K0)
∗

for some one parameter group (Wt)t≥0 of unitary operators on H0. Therefore,

(Wt ⊗ 1K0)
∗ eitH(X0 ⊗ 1K0) = (X0 ⊗ 1K0)(Wt ⊗ 1K0)

∗ eitH .

From the above identity, (Wt ⊗ 1K0)
∗ eitH commutes with B(H0)⊗ 1K0 , and therefore needs to be of

the form 1H0 ⊗Rt for each t ≥ 0. Moreover, since (eitH)t≥0 = (Wt ⊗Rt)t≥0 is a group of unitaries, so
must be (Rt)t≥0. Differentiating, we end up with H =HW ⊗ 1K0 + 1H0 ⊗HR, where HW , resp. HR,
denotes the generator of (Wt)t≥0, resp. (Rt)t≥0. Therefore, we showed that

L = LH0
⊗ idK0

+ idH0
⊗LK0

,

where for any X ∈ B(H0), Y ∈ B(K0):

LH0(X) ∶= i [HW ,X] ,

LK0(Y ) ∶= i [HR, Y ] −
1

2
∑
k

M∗
kMk Y + YM∗

kMk − 2M∗
kYMk .

Hence, (Pt)t≥0 = (PH0
t ⊗ PK0

t )t≥0, where (PH0
t )t≥0, resp. (PK0

t )t≥0, is the semigroup corresponding
to LH0 , resp. LK0 . Since for each t ≥ 0, PH0

t is an automorphism on B(H0), its decoherence free
algebra N (PH0) is B(H0). On the other hand, the decoherence free algebra N (PK0) is equal to the
commutant of {∇kHR(Mj), ∇

k
HR

(M∗
j ); k ∈ N , j ∈ I} by Theorem 6.2.1. This in particular implies that

for any X ∈ N (PK0), 1H0 ⊗X belongs to the commutant of {∇kH(Lj), ∇
k
H(L∗j ); k ∈ N , j ∈ I}, that is

N (P) = B(H)⊗ 1K0 . Hence, N (PK0) = C1K0 and (PK0
t )t≥0 is primitive

Proof of Theorem 6.2.2 : It remains to prove Equation (6.8). The proof, that can be found in
Theorem 20 of [Deschamps et al., 2016], is restated here for sake of completeness. Let {ej}j≥1 be
a basis of eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian HW (cf. Theorem 6.2.5) so that HW ej = κj ej for some
eigenvalues κj ∈ R. Now, let ρ be an invariant state that we write as follows,

ρ =∑
jk

∣ej⟩⟨ek ∣⊗ ρjk

where ρjk = TrH0((∣ej⟩⟨ek ∣⊗ 1K0)ρ). Then, since ρ is invariant:

ρ = Pt∗(ρ) =∑
kj

ei(κk−κj)t ∣ej⟩⟨ek ∣⊗P
K0
t∗ (ρjk) .

Since the operators ∣ej⟩⟨ek ∣ are linearly independent, ei(κj−κk)t ρjk = PK0
t∗ (ρjk) for all j, k. Since

(PK0
t )t≥0 is primitive, with unique full-rank invariant state τ , PK0

t∗ (ρjk) → Tr(ρjk)τ . Therefore, if
κj ≠ κk, we have Tr(ρjk) = 0, while if κj = κk, Tr(ρjk)τ = ρjk. It follows that

ρ =∑
jk

(Tr(ρjk)∣ej⟩⟨ek ∣)⊗ τ = TrK0(ρ)⊗ τ .

◻

Since Tr(ρjk) = 0 if κj ≠ κk, one can easily derive the following corollary:

Corollary 6.2.6. The Hamiltonian HW associated to the asymptotic evolution (Pt∣N )t≥0 admits
the decomposition UHWU

∗ = ∑i Hi ⊗ 1Ki , where for each i ∈ I, Hi ∈ Bsa(Hi). Moreover given any
invariant state ρ of decomposition U ρU∗ = ∑iTrKi(PiρPi)⊗ τi, [Hi,TrKi(Pi ρPi)] = 0.
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We are now ready to prove that EID occurs under the unique assumption of existence of a
full-rank invariant state σ. To do so, we construct a conditional expectation EN onto N as the
orthogonal projection onto N under the GNS inner product associated to the (and in fact, any)
invariant state σ. Theorem 6.1.3, for which we provide a proof in our special finite dimensional case
below, allows us to conclude.

Construction and properties of the conditional expectation: Define EN ∶ B(H) → N as
follows:

EN [X] ∶=∑
i∈I

TrKi((1Hi ⊗ τi)PiXPi)⊗ 1Ki , (6.9)

One can simply verify from the definition of EN , Lemma 6.2.3 and Theorem 6.2.5 that EN commutes
with Pt for any t ≥ 0. Moreover, by simple duality, we also get the following expression for EN∗:

ρN ≡ EN∗(ρ) =∑
i∈I

TrKi(PiρPi)⊗ τi . (6.10)

We show that this superoperator is a valid conditional expectation as well as the orthogonal projection
onto N with respect to ⟨., .⟩1,ρ. Indeed,

- For any invariant state ρ, EN∗(ρ) = ρ (simply compare Equation (6.10) with Equation (6.7));

- For any X ∈ N , EN [X] =X;

- For any X ∈ B(H),

∥EN [X]∥∞ =∑
i∈I

∥TrKi((1Hi ⊗ τi)PiXPi)⊗ 1Ki∥∞

=∑
i∈I

∥TrKi((1Hi ⊗ τi)PiXPi)∥∞

≤∑
i∈I

∥PiXPi∥∞

= ∥X∥∞ .

By Theorem 0.1.4, EN is the unique conditional expectation with respect to any full-rank invariant
state ρ, and the modular automorphism group associated to any such state leaves the algebra N
invariant (we remark that this could directly be verified from the structure (6.7) of these states). In
other words:

∆ρ(N ) = ρN ρ−1 = N . (6.11)

As claimed above, the conditional expectation EN is the orthogonal projection onto N with respect to
⟨., .⟩1,ρ, for any full-rank invariant state ρ. The only property left to be proved is the self-adjointness
of EN with respect to this inner product: for any X,Y ∈ B(H),

Tr (ρEN [X]Y ) =∑
i∈I

Tr (ρ [TrKi((1Hi ⊗ τi)PiXPi)⊗ 1Ki]Y )

=∑
i∈I

Tr (TrKi(ρ) TrKi((1Hi ⊗ τi)PiXPi) TrKi((1Hi ⊗ τi)PiY Pi))

=∑
i∈I

Tr ((TrKi(ρ)⊗ τi) (1Hi ⊗ τi)PiXPi [TrKi((1Hi ⊗ τi)PiY Pi)⊗ 1Ki] )

= Tr (ρX EN [Y ]) .
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From Lemma 5.2.5, we directly get for free that EN is also self-adjoint with respect to the KMS inner
product ⟨., .⟩ρ. Equivalently:

Γρ ○EN = EN∗ ○ Γρ . (6.12)

The following theorem is then a direct consequence of the existence of EN together with Theorem 6.1.3:

Theorem 6.2.7. WhenM = B(H), H finite dimensional, and under the condition of existence of a
full-rank invariant state, EID occurs with N0 = N and V0 = V = N ⊥,ρ.

Proof of Theorem 6.1.3 for M = B(H), H finite dimensional : Given a full-rank invariant
state ρ, decompose B(H) into N ⊕N ⊥,ρ = im(EN )⊕ ker(EN ). Now, it is obvious that N ⊂ N0, and
equality holds since N is the largest subalgebra of B(H) on which Pt acts as a ∗-homomorphism for
any t ≥ 0, and since Pt∣N is an automorphism. Moreover, V ∩N = {0} and V ⊆ N ⊥,ρ. Indeed, for any
X ∈ N and Y ∈ V, by Equation (6.1):

Tr(ρXY ) = Tr(ρPt(XY )) = Tr(ρPt(X)Pt(Y )) →
t→∞

0 .

As for the reverse inclusion N ⊥,ρ ⊂ V , let X ∈ N ⊥,ρ. Since [EN ,Pt] = 0 for any t ≥ 0, Pt(X) ∈ N ⊥,ρ for
all time. The net (Pt(X))t≥0 being bounded, it admits a cluster point X∞ by Bolzano–Weierstrass
theorem. However, any cluster point of (Pt(X))t≥0 belongs to N (see the proof of Theorem 3.1
of [Frigerio, 1978]). Hence X∞ ∈ N ∩N ⊥,ρ = {0}. Therefore, V0 = V = N ⊥,ρ, and the proof follows.

◻

An invariant state that will play an important role in Chapter 8 is

σTr ∶= EN∗ (
1

dH
) =

1

dH
∑
i∈I
dKi1Hi ⊗ τi . (6.13)

The relevance of σTr comes from the fact that σTr is tracial on N , that is, for all X ∈ N and all
Y ∈ B(H),

Tr(σTrXY ) = Tr(σTr Y X) .

We close this section with a discussion of the relevance of the assumption of existence of a
full-rank invariant state. In [Carbone et al., 2011], decoherence was shown to occur for any QMS when
dim(H) = 2. However, this is not the case in general, even in finite dimensions, as it was showed by
a counterexample in [Carbone et al., 2013] even when there exists a (non full-rank) invariant state.
In Theorem 6 of the same article, the authors showed some necessary and sufficient conditions: EID

holds if and only if the algebra N contains all the eigenvectors of the generator L associated with
eigenvalues with null real part. This is equivalent to the fact that N coincides with the linear space
generated by these eigenvectors, which always holds true under the existence of a full-rank invariant
state.

6.3. Quantum Markovian evolutions in discrete time

Similarly to the classical setting, the theory of quantum Markov chains in discrete time is
well-established and shares some similarities with its continuous time counterpart described above.
Here, we regroup some basic facts concerning quantum Markov chains on finite dimensional Hilbert
spaces that are going to be useful in Chapter 14. For more details on these and other basic facts of
quantum information theory, we refer e.g. to [Wolf, 2012].
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First, we recall that given a linear map Φ ∶ B(H)→ B(H), H finite dimensional, its spectrum
sp(Φ) coincides with the set of λ’s such that there exists X ∈ B(H) for which

Φ(X) = λX . (6.14)

Moreover, sp(Φ) = sp(Φ∗), where Φ∗ corresponds to the dual map with respect to the Hilbert Schmidt
inner product ⟨A, B⟩HS ∶= Tr(A∗B). Now, like any linear operator, Φ admits a Jordan decomposition:

Φ = ΦP +ΦQ , ΦP = ∑
k∶λk peripheral

λkPk +Nk , ΦQ = ∑
k∶λk not peripheral

λkPk +Nk , (6.15)

where λk are the eigenvalues of Φ, Pk the associated (not necessarily orthogonal) eigenprojections,
and Ndk

k = 0, where dk ∶= Tr(Pk), so that ∑k Pk = 1. For any k, λkPk +Nk constitutes the k-th Jordan
block of Φ. The linear span Ñ (Φ) of the peripheral points is called phase subspace, and we denote by
PÑ (Φ) the projection onto it. As we will see in Section 6.3.1, the phase subspace is what takes the
role of the decoherence-free subalgebra for discrete time evolutions.

In particular, if Φ is hermiticity preserving, (6.14) implies that the eigenvalues of Φ either are
real, or come in conjugate pairs. If, moreover, Φ is positive unital (Φ(1) = 1) or trace preserving
(Tr Φ(A) = Tr(A) for all A ∈ B(H)), 1 ∈ sp(Φ) and all the other eigenvalues of Φ lie in the unit
disc of the complex plane, and the eigenvalues lying on the peripheral spectrum are associated to
one-dimensional Jordan blocks, so that ∣λk ∣ = 1⇒ Nk = 0.

6.3.1. Decoherence for discrete time quantum Markov chains

Given a general quantum channel Φ ∶ B(H) → B(H), its phase subspace introduced in Section 6.3
is known to possess the following structure (Theorem 6.16 of [Wolf, 2012], Theorem 8 of [Wolf and
Perez-Garcia, 2010]): there exists a decomposition of H as H =⊕j∈J Hj ⊗Kj ⊕K0 such that

Ñ (Φ) ∶=⊕
i∈J
B(Hi)⊗ τi ⊕ 0K0 , PÑ (Φ)(ρ⊕ 0K0) = ∑

i∈J
TrKi(piρpi)⊗ τi , (6.16)

where pi is the orthogonal projector onto the i-th subspace, for some fixed full-rank states τi ∈ D(Ki).
Assuming that K0 = {0}, the range of the projector P∗Ñ (Φ), which is called the decoherence-free
subalgebra of {Φn}n∈N and denoted by N (Φ∗), has the form

N (Φ∗) ∶=⊕
i∈J
B(Hi)⊗ 1Ki . (6.17)

This occurs when Φ is faithful, which means that it possesses a full-rank invariant state. For any such
quantum Markov chain, the following convergence result is known: for any ρ ∈ D(H),

Φn(ρ) −Φn ○PÑ (Φ)(ρ)→ 0 as n→∞ .

This is identical to the continuous time case. Here, PÑ (Φ) plays the role of the (dual) conditional
expectation EN∗ of Section 6.2. Coming back to the evolution of states, the map PÑ (Φ) projecting
states onto the peripheral subspace of Φ is such that σTr ∶= d

−1
H PÑ (Φ)(1) commutes with N (Φ∗). The

map P∗Ñ (Φ) is a conditional expectation and hence satisfies the following properties:

Lemma 6.3.1.

(i) P∗Ñ (Φ) is adjoint preserving: for any X ∈ B(H), P∗Ñ (Φ)(X
∗) = P∗Ñ (Φ)(X)∗;

(ii) for any X ∈ B(H) and Y,Z ∈ N (Φ∗), P∗Ñ (Φ)(Y XZ) = Y P∗Ñ (Φ)(X)Z;
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(iii) for any X ∈ B(H), Tr(σTrX) = Tr(σTrP
∗
Ñ (Φ)(X));

(iv) P∗Ñ (Φ) is self-adjoint with respect to σTr: for any X,Y ∈ B(H).

⟨X, P∗Ñ (Φ)(Y )⟩σTr
= ⟨P∗Ñ (Φ)(X), Y ⟩σTr

= ⟨P∗Ñ (Φ)(X), P∗Ñ (Φ)(Y )⟩σTr
.

Proof.

(i) is obvious since PÑ (Φ) itself is adjoint-preserving (cf. Proposition 6.3 of [Wolf, 2012]).

(ii) For Y,Z ∈ N (Φ∗), we have the decomposition Y = ∑i Yi ⊗ 1Ki , where pi(Yi ⊗ 1Ki)pi = Yi ⊗ 1Ki ,
and similarly with Z. Then,

P∗Ñ (Φ)(Y XZ) =∑
i

TrKi((1Hi ⊗ τi)piY XZpi)⊗ 1Ki

=∑
i

TrKi((1Hi ⊗ τi)(Yi ⊗ 1Ki)piXpi(Zi ⊗ 1Ki))⊗ 1Ki

=∑
i

[TrKi(Yi(1Hi ⊗ τi)piXpi)Zi]⊗ 1Ki

=∑
j

Yj ⊗ 1Kj (∑
i

TrKi((1Hi ⊗ τi)piXpi)⊗ 1Ki)∑
j

Zj ⊗ 1Kj

= Y P∗Ñ (Φ)(X)Z .

(iii) follows from a simple computation: since Φ is trace preserving, so is PÑ (Φ) (Proposition 6.3
of [Wolf, 2012]), and hence

Tr(σTrP
∗
Ñ (Φ)(X)) = Tr(PÑ (Φ) ○ ΓσTr

(X)) = Tr(ΓσTr
(X)) = Tr(σTrX) .

(iv) is a consequence of (i)–(iii):

⟨X, P∗Ñ (Φ)(Y )⟩σTr
= Tr(σ

1/2
Tr X

∗σ
1/2
Tr P

∗
Ñ (Φ)(Y ))

= Tr(σTrX
∗P∗Ñ (Φ)(Y ))

= Tr(σTrP
∗
Ñ (Φ)(X

∗P∗Ñ (Φ)(Y )))

= Tr(σTrP
∗
Ñ (Φ)(X

∗)P∗Ñ (Φ)(Y ))

= Tr(σTrP
∗
Ñ (Φ)(X)∗P∗Ñ (Φ)(Y ))

= Tr(σ
1/2
Tr P

∗
Ñ (Φ)(X)∗σ

1/2
Tr P

∗
Ñ (Φ)(Y ))

= ⟨P∗Ñ (Φ)(X), P∗Ñ (Φ)(Y )⟩σTr

where we used the commutativity of σTr with N (Φ∗) in the second and sixth lines, (i) in the
fifth line, (ii) in the fourth line and (iii) in the third line. The first identity in (iv) follows by
symmetry.

6.4. Examples

6.4.1. Simple semigroups associated to a conditional expectation

The depolarizing semigroup introduced in Section 5.5.1 corresponds to a very symmetric situation
where the noise added to the quantum system is assumed to be isotropic. Assuming that H = C2, this
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is clear from the following reformulation:

Pdepol
∗ (ρ) = (1 − p)ρ + p

1

2

= (1 − p)ρ +
p

4

3

∑
i=0

σi ρσi,

where σ0 =
1

2
and

σ1 ∶= σx =
⎛

⎝

0 1

1 0

⎞

⎠
, σ2 ∶= σy =

⎛

⎝

0 −i

i 0

⎞

⎠
, σ3 ∶= σz =

⎛

⎝

1 0

0 −1

⎞

⎠
,

are the Pauli noise operators in each direction of a computational basis that is assumed to be fixed
beforehand. Hence,

Pdepol
∗ (ρ) = (1 −

3p

4
)ρ +

p

4
(σx ρσx + σy ρσy + σz ρσz) .

Hence, the depolarizing channel can be interpreted as follows: with probability p
4
, the noise σi in the

direction i is applied to the state uniformly at random. Otherwise, the state remains untouched.

On the contrary, the quantum system might get affected in a single direction, say along the z
axis. The resulting quantum channel, known as dephasing channel (or phase flip channel), takes the
following simpler form:

Pdeph
∗ (ρ) = (1 − p)ρ + pσz ρσz .

More generally, one considers the so-called Pauli channel :

PPauli
∗ (ρ) =

3

∑
i=0

p(i)σi ρσi

for a given probability mass function p on Z4. Assuming that the probability that an error occurs is
uniform among the subset of the Pauli matrices, with associated index set I, the Pauli channel reduces
to the following:

PI∗(ρ) = (1 − p)ρ +
p

∣I ∣
∑
i∈I
σi ρσi .

As in the case of the depolarizing semigroup, this quantum channel has a simple semigroup analogue,
when assuming that the probability 1 − p vanishes exponentially fast: for all X ∈ B(C2):

PIt (X) = e−t X +
1 − e−t

∣I ∣
∑
i∈ I

σiX σi ⇒ LI(X) =
1

∣I ∣
∑
i∈∣I ∣

σiX σi −X .

The QMS (PIt )t≥0 is a perfect example of a non primitive semigroup. First of all, one easily reads its
associated Lindblad operators (cf. Equation (5.5)) from the above expression of its generator: H = 0

and Lj = ∣I ∣−
1
2σi. Theorem 6.2.1 leads to

N (PI) = {σi, i ∈ I}
′ .

In fact, the completely positive map X ↦ ∣I ∣−1∑i∈I σiX σi is a conditional expectation associated to
the algebra N (PI) with respect to the completely mixed state 1

2
.
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More generally, let N be a ∗-subalgebra of B(H), H being finite dimensional. As we saw in
Section 0.1.4, N can be written as

N ∶=⊕
i∈I
B(Hi)⊗ 1Ki , H ∶=⊕

i∈I
Hi ⊗Ki .

Choosing σTr as in Equation (6.13) and letting EN ∶ B(H) → N be its associated conditional
expectation, the following is a valid generator of a QMS of associated decoherence free subalgebra N :

LN (X) = EN [X] −X .

We call the associated QMS (PNt )t≥0 the simple QMS associated to N .

Lemma 6.4.1. For any ∗-subalgebra N of B(H), and any conditional expectation EN with respect to
the state σTr, the simple QMS (PNt )t≥0 satisfies σTr-DBC. Moreover,

EN ○∆σTr
= ∆σTr

○EN and ΓσTr
○EN = EN∗ ○ ΓσTr

. (6.18)

Proof. In view of Lemma 5.2.5, it suffices to prove that Tr(σTrEN [X]Y ) = Tr(σTrXEN [Y ]) for any
X,Y ∈ B(H). But this follows by a direct computation using the expression (6.9) for EN .

6.4.2. Collective decoherence

Here, we describe an important type of non primitive quantum Markovian evolution that has
found application in quantum error correction, since it is believed to be a good candidate for the
implementation of fault tolerant universal quantum computation devices [Lidar et al., 1998]. Here,
the system under consideration is constituted of n qubits, that is H = (C2)⊗n, which experience the
exact same noise. This leads to an overall invariance of the evolution under permutation of the qubits
that is referred to as collective decoherence. In the case when the system is subject to a collective
dephasing along the z-axis, the generator of the resulting weak collective decoherence is given by

Lwcd
n (X) ∶= Σnz X Σnz −

1

2
((Σnz )

2X +X(Σnz )
2), where Σnz ∶=

n

∑
i=1

1
⊗i−1
C2 ⊗ σz ⊗ 1

n−i
C2 .

More generally, if any collective Pauli noise is allowed, with associated index set I ⊂ {1,2,3}:

Lcd,I
n (X) ∶=∑

i∈I
Σni X Σni −

1

2
((Σni )

2X +X(Σni )
2) , where Σni ∶=

n

∑
k=1

1
⊗k−1
C2 ⊗ σi ⊗ 1

n−k
C2 .

The case when I = {1,2,3} is commonly referred to as strong collective decoherence, and in this case
we denote the generator by Lscd

n .

Decoherence free subsystems and quantum error protection As yet another approach to
decoherence, [Lidar et al., 1998] (see also [Ticozzi and Viola, 2008,Lidar and Whaley, 2003,Lidar,
2014,Knill et al., 2000,Viola et al., 2001,Kempe et al., 2001]) looked at the evolution in the Schrödinger
picture. In particular, they identified parts of the Hilbert space where the evolution is unitary. These
so-called decoherence-free subsystems have been proposed as possible candidates to encode quantum
information that is protected from the environmental noise. More precisely, given a decomposition of
H as follows:

H =Hs ⊗Hf ⊕Hr .
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the space Hs is said to support a decoherence-free/noiseless subsystem for a given QMS (Pt)t≥0 if for
any initial state ρ = ρs ⊗ ρf supported on Hs ⊗Hf , and any t ≥ 0:

Pt(ρ) = Ut ρsU
∗
t ⊗P

f
t (ρf) ,

where Ut is a unitary operator on Hs and (Pft )t≥0 is a QMS on B(Hf). In the case when dim(Hf) = 1,
Hs is said to support a decoherence-free subspace.

The following theorem, a proof of which can be found in [Deschamps et al., 2016] in the uniformly
continuous case, provides an identification of decoherence-free subsystems of a QMS (Pt)t≥0 in terms
of the structure of its decoherence-free algebra (in the case of unbounded generators, see [Agredo et al.,
2014]):

Theorem 6.4.2. Given the decomposition (6.5) of the decoherence-free agebra of a QMS (Pt)t≥0,
each Hi supports a decoherence-free subsystem. Moreover, any direct sum ⊕i∈I′Hi, where I ′ ⊂ I is
such that for all i ∈ I ′, dim(Ki) = 1, supports a decoherence-free subspace.
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Quantum functional inequalities
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Chapter 7.

Primitive quantum Markov
semigroups

In Part II, we saw that functional inequalities represent a powerful tool to estimate mixing times of
classical Markov semigroups. Generalizations of these tools were initiated in [Gross, 1975a,Lindsay,
1990,Carlen and Loss, 1993,Carlen and Lieb, 1993,Biane, 1997] for specific semigroups. The notion
of hypercontractivity and logarithmic Sobolev inequalities was fully extended in [Olkiewicz and
Zegarlinski, 1999] to arbitrary reversible primitive semigroups on non-commutative Lp-spaces defined
over approximately finite C∗-algebras. The exploration of the asymptotic behavior of a QMS satisfying
a functional inequality has since become an area of focus in the quantum information and quantum
probability communities [Carbone and Sasso, 2008,Temme et al., 2010,Montanaro, 2012,Carbone and
Martinelli, 2015,Kastoryano and Temme, 2013,Temme et al., 2014,Cubitt et al., 2015,Kastoryano and
Temme, 2016,Müller-Hermes and França, 2018,Delgosha and Beigi, 2014,Beigi and King, 2016,Junge
et al., 2015,Carbone, 2004,Carbone and Fagnola, 2000].

Layout of the chapter: In this chapter, we survey the quantum versions of the functional
inequalities of Chapter 3, namely Poincaré inequality (Section 7.1), logarithmic Sobolev inequalities
and hypercontractivity (Section 7.2), Nash inequalities and ultracontractivity (Section 7.5), in the
case of a primitive quantum Markov semigroup. Apart from Theorem 7.2.4 which provides the exact
logarithmic Sobolev constant of order 2 for the generalized quantum depolarizing semigroup, the results
discussed in Sections 7.1 to 7.3 and 7.5.1 are not new. In contrast, the notion of quantum reverse
hypercontractivity for non doubly-stochastic QMS as discussed in Section 7.4 extends the one of [Cubitt
et al., 2015]. We end this chapter with the statement and proof of a quantum Nash inequality for the
quantum heat semigroup (cf. Section 5.5.2) in Section 7.5.2. The functional inequalities described
in this chapter, and in particular Section 7.2, will be extended to the case of non-primitive QMS in
Chapter 8.

7.1. Quantum Poincaré inequality

Let H be a separable Hilbert space, and fix a faithful normal state σ on H. An L2(σ) QMS (Pt)t≥0

satisfies a quantum Poincaré inequality with constant λ > 0, if for all X ∈ dom(L2),1

λVarσ(X) ≤ E2,L(X), (PI(λ))

1The following discussion is very general and would apply to any strongly continuous contraction semigroup (Pt)t≥0
on a Hilbert space K with an invariant vector ψ.
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where Varσ(X) ∶= ∥X∥2
L2(σ) −Tr(σX)2 = ∥X −Tr(σX)1∥2

L2(σ). The spectral gap of L is defined by the
following nonnegative number:

λ(L) = inf
X∈dom(L2)

−
Re⟨X, L2X⟩σ

∥X − ⟨1, X⟩σ 1∥2
L2(σ)

≡ inf
X∈dom(L2)

E2,L(X)

Varσ(X)
,

The next proposition, whose proof consists in a simple differentiation of (7.1), is a straightforward
extension of Proposition 3.1.1. It can be found e.g. in [Carbone and Fagnola, 2000]:

Proposition 7.1.1. Under the above conditions, the spectral gap of L2 is the maximum positive value
λ such that the following exponential decay occurs in L2(σ): for any X ∈ L2(σ) and all t ≥ 0,

∥Pt(X) −Tr(σX)1∥L2(σ) ≤ e−λt ∥X −Tr(σX)1∥L2(σ) . (7.1)

In other words, the spectral gap corresponds to the maximal positive value λ such that

Varσ(Pt(X)) ≤ e−2λtVarσ(X) .

Finding the spectral gap of quantum Markov semigroups is already a challenging problem (see
[Kastoryano and Brandão, 2016]). However, they usually don’t provide the tightest bounds on the
mixing time of a QMS. In the next section, we review the more refined noncommutative theory of
hypercontractivity.

7.2. Quantum logarithmic Sobolev inequality,

hypercontractivity

As mentioned in the preamble of the chapter, the theory of hypercontractivity for primitive QMS
was fully formalized in [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999], using Kosaki’s theory of non-commutative
interpolating weighted Lp spaces [Kosaki, 1984,Majewski and Zegarlinski, 1996], where the weights
here are given in terms of a faithful invariant state of the evolution. This study was further pursued
by different authors [Temme et al., 2014,Carbone and Martinelli, 2015] and applied to the problem of
estimating mixing times in [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013]. We recall that, given a subalgebra A0

satisfying Condition 5.2.2, A+0 denotes the subset {X + c1, X ∈ A0, X ≥ 0, c > 0} of positive definite
operators whose spectrum is uniformly bounded away from 0. Then, for p ∈ R/{0}, define the entropy
function of order p as follows: for all X ∈ A+0 ,

Entp,σ(X) ∶= Tr(Γ
1
p
σ (X))

p

ln(Γ
1
p
σ (X))

p

−Tr(Γ
1
p
σ (X))

p

lnσ − ∥X∥pLp(σ) ln ∥X∥pLp(σ) , (7.2)

where the family ∥.∥p can be naturally extended on A+0 for p ≤ 1 (see Section 7.4). Similarly, extending
the definition of the maps Iq,p on A+0 to any q, p ∈ R/{0}, the following well-known properties of the
entropy function are easy to verify.

Lemma 7.2.1. Let X ∈ A+0 . Then, for any p, q ∈ R/{0}:

(i) Entp,σ(Ip,2(X)) = Entq,σ(Iq,2(X));

(ii) Entp,σ(cX) = cpEntp,σ(X) for any c > 0;

(iii) Entp,σ (X) =D(ρ∥σ) −Trρ ln Trρ, where ρ = (Γ
1
p
σ (X))

p

, and D(ρ∥σ) = Tr(ρ lnρ) −Tr(ρ lnσ) is
Umegaki’s relative entropy.
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We are now ready to define quantum logarithmic Sobolev inequalities:

Definition 7.2.2. Given p > 1, (Pt)t≥0 is said to satisfy a quantum logarithmic Sobolev inequality of
order p if for any X ∈ A+0 :

Entp,σ(X) ≤ cEp,L(X) + 2d ∥X∥pLp(σ) . (qLSIp(c, d))

In the case when d ≠ 0, the logarithmic Sobolev inequality is said to be defective. In fact, one can
always reduce to the case d = 0 in the primitive, finite dimensional setting2. This legitimates the
definition of the p-logarithmic Sobolev constant as

αp(L) ∶= inf
X∈A+

0

Ep,L(X)

Entp,σ(X)
. (7.3)

The L2(σ)-QMS (Pt)t≥0 is hypercontractive if for all p ≤ q ≤ 1 + (p − 1) e
4t
c , the following holds:

∥Pt ∶ Lp(σ)→ Lq(σ)∥ ≤ exp{2d(
1

p
−

1

q
)} . (HCp(c, d))

Quantum logarithmic Sobolev inequalities reduce to LSIp( c, d) in the commutative case. In
fact, qLSIp(c, d) is also well-defined for p ∈ R/{0,1}. The range p ∈ (−∞,0) ∪ (0,1) will be studied
in Section 7.4, whereas the limiting case p = 1 gives the modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality
introduced in Section 7.3.

The following theorem was first proved by [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999]:

Theorem 7.2.3. Let (Pt)t≥0 be an L2(σ)-quantum Markov semigroup, p > 1, c > 0 and d ≥ 0. Then

(i) If HCp(c, d) holds, then qLSIp(c, d) holds.

(ii) If qLSIq(c, d) holds for all q ≥ p, then HCp(c, d) holds.

Moreover, if (Pt)t≥0 satisfies ω-DBC with respect to σ, then HCp(c, d) holds for any p > 1 with d = 0

and c = α2(L)
−1.

Proof. Items (i) and (ii) were proved in [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999]. The equivalence under the
condition of ω-DBC in a easy consequence of the quantum Stroock-Varopoulos inequality as well as
part (i) of Proposition 7.2.1, from which we get that p↦ αp(L) is non-increasing on [1,2] and that
αp(L) = αp̂(L) (see Proposition 7.4.6).

Example: the generalized depolarizing semigroup We now give the exact expression of the
2-logarithmic Sobolev constant of the generalized depolarizing semigroup introduced in Section 5.5.1.
To prove Theorem 7.2.4 we need to show that a certain function of qubit density matrices is optimized
over diagonal ones. Once we show this, the explicit expression for the 2-logarithmic Sobolev constant
is obtained from the associated classical constant derived in [Diaconis and Saloff-Coste, 1996a].

Theorem 7.2.4. Let σ ∈ D+(H) be arbitrary and let Lσ(X) = Tr(σX)1 −X. Then we have

α2(Lσ) =
1 − 2∥σ−1∥−1

∞
ln (∥σ−1∥∞ − 1)

. (7.4)

Proof. Since both Ent2,σ(X) and E2,Lσ(X) are homogenous of degree two, to prove a log-Sobolev
inequality, without loss of generality we can assume that X is of the form X = Γ

−1/2
σ (

√
ρ) where ρ is a

2This is in sharp contrast with the non primitive case that we introduce in Chapter 8.
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density matrix. In this case

Ent2,σ(X) =D(ρ∥σ), −⟨X, LσX⟩σ = 1 − [Tr (
√
σ
√
ρ)]

2
.

Let σ = ∑
d
i=1 si ∣i⟩ ⟨i∣ and ρ = ∑

d
k=1 rk ∣k̃⟩ ⟨k̃∣ be the eigen-decompositions of σ and ρ. Then

Ent2,σ(X) =
d

∑
k=1

rk ln rk −
d

∑
i,k=1

∣⟨i∣k̃⟩∣2rk ln si ,

and

−⟨X, LσX⟩σ = 1 − (
d

∑
i,k=1

∣⟨i∣k̃⟩∣2
√
sirk)

2

.

Let A = (aik)d×d be a d × d matrix whose entries are given by

aik = ∣⟨i∣k̃⟩∣2.

Observe that, fixing the eigenvalues si’s and rk’s, the entropy Ent2,σ(X) is a linear function of A and
E2,Lσ(X) is a concave function of A. On the other hand, since both {∣1⟩ , . . . , ∣d⟩} and {∣1̃⟩ , . . . , ∣d̃⟩}

form orthonormal bases, A is a doubly stochastic matrix. Then by Birkhoff’s theorem, A can be
written as a convex combination of permutations matrices. We conclude that if an inequality of the
form

α(
d

∑
k=1

rk ln rk −
d

∑
i,k=1

aikrk ln si) ≤ 1 − (
d

∑
i,k=1

aik
√
sirk)

2

,

holds for all permutation matrices A, then it holds for all doubly stochastic A, and then for all σ, ρ with
the given eigenvalues. We note that A is a permutation matrix when {∣1⟩ , . . . , ∣d⟩} and {∣1̃⟩ , . . . , ∣d̃⟩}

are the same bases (under some permutation) which means that σ and ρ commute. Therefore, a
logarithmic Sobolev inequality of the form

αEnt2,σ (Γ−1/2
σ (ρ)) ≤ E2,Lσ(Γ−1/2

σ (ρ))

holds for all ρ if and only if it holds for all ρ that commute with σ. That is, to find the log-Sobolev
constant

α2(Lσ) = inf
ρ

E2,Lσ(Γ
−1/2
σ (ρ))

Ent2,σ (Γ
−1/2
σ (ρ))

,

we may restrict to those ρ that commute with σ. This optimization problem over such ρ is equivalent
to computing the 2-log-Sobolev constant of the classical depolarizing Lindblad generator, and has
been solved in Theorem A.1 of [Diaconis and Saloff-Coste, 1996a].

Remark 7.2.5. The above result should be compared with the expression for the MLSI constant derived
in [Müller-Hermes et al., 2016] (see Section 7.3):

α1(Lσ) = min
x∈[0,1]

1

4
{1 +

Dbin(∥σ
−1∥−1

∞ ∥x)

Dbin(x∥ ∥σ−1∥−1
∞ )

} ≥
1

4
, (7.5)

where Dbin(x∥y) ∶= x ln x
y
+ (1− x) ln 1−x

1−y denotes the binary relative entropy between the distributions
{x,1 − x} and {y,1 − y}.
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7.3. Quantum modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality

Here, we restrict ourselves to a finite dimensional Hilbert space H.

Theorem 7.3.1. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a primitive QMS on B(H) with invariant state σ. Then, for any
ρ ∈ D(H), the following holds:

d

dt
D(P∗t(ρ)∥σ) = Tr (L∗(ρt)(lnρt − lnσ)) .

The result follows by a simple application of the integral representation for the logarithm
(see [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013]).

Theorem 7.3.1 provides a justification for the following definition:

Definition 7.3.2. For any ρ = Γσ(X), X > 0, the quantum entropy production of ρ along the semigroup
(Pt)t≥0 is defined as:

EPσ(ρ) = −
d

dt
∣
t=0

D(ρt∥σ) = −Tr(L∗(ρ)(lnρ − lnσ)) .

Then, the QMS (Pt)t≥0 is said to satisfy a quantum modified log-Sobolev inequality with constant
α1 > 0 if for all ρ ∈ D+(H),

4α1D(ρ∥σ) ≤ EPσ(ρ) . (MLSI(α1))

which implies the following convergence:

∥ρt − σ∥1 ≤
√

2 ln ∥σ−1∥∞ e−2α1(L)t . (7.6)

7.4. Quantum reverse hypercontractivity

Until now, we restricted our analysis to p-logarithmic Sobolev inequalities and hypercontractivity in
the range p > 1. It turns out that, for p < 1, the contractivity properties of the maps Pt are flipped.
This was first observed in the classical literature in [Borell, 1982,Mossel et al., 2006,Mossel et al.,
2013], and extended to the quantum case for finite dimensional primitive semigroups whose invariant
state is completely mixed in [Cubitt et al., 2015]. In this section we develop the theory of quantum
reverse hypercontractivity beyond this so-called doubly stochastic case. The analysis carried out here
is analogous to Section 7.2.

First, given a normal faithful state on B(H), H finite dimensional, we extend the definition of
Lp(σ) norms to the range p < 1, p ≠ 0: given X ∈ B(H)+ ∶= {Y ∈ B(H), Y = Z + c1, Z ≥ 0, c > 0}:

∥X∥Lp(σ) ∶= Tr(∣Γ
1
p
σ (X)∣p)

1
p

.

Similarly to the classical case, ∥.∥Lp(σ) is simply a pseudo-norm for p < 1.

Lemma 7.4.1 (Reverse Hölder inequality). Let X,Y ∈ B(H)+. Then, for any 0 < p < 1 of Hölder
conjugate p̂, we have

⟨X,Y ⟩σ ≥ ∥X∥Lp(σ)∥Y ∥Lp̂(σ).
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Proof. The proof is a direct generalization of equation (32) of [Tomamichel et al., 2014]: for any two
positive, definite operators A,B ∈ B(H):

Tr(AB) ≥ ∥B∥p̂ ∥A∥p . (7.7)

From there, choosing A ∶= Γ
1
p
σ (X) and B ∶= Γ

1
p̂
σ (Y ),

⟨X,Y ⟩σ ∶= Tr (σ
1
2pXσ

1
2pσ

1
2p̂Y σ

1
2p̂ ) = Tr(AB) ≥ ∥A∥p∥B∥p̂ = ∥X∥Lp(σ)∥Y ∥Lp̂(σ) .

Lemma 7.4.2 (Reverse Minkowski inequality). For p < 1, p ≠ 0, and X,Y ∈ B(H)+,

∥X∥Lp(σ) + ∥Y ∥Lp(σ) ≤ ∥X + Y ∥Lp(σ) .

Proof. This inequality in the special case of σ being the completely mixed state is proven in [Cubitt
et al., 2015] but the generalization to arbitrary σ is trivial and follows from the reverse Hölder
inequality:

∥X + Y ∥pLp(σ) = ∥(Γ
1
p
σ (X + Y ))

p
∥1

= ∥Γ
1
p
σ (X + Y ) (Γ

1
p
σ (X + Y ))

p−1
∥1

= ∥Γ
1
p
σ (X) (Γ

1
p
σ (X + Y ))

p−1
∥1 + ∥Γ

1
p
σ (Y ) (Γ

1
p
σ (X + Y ))

p−1
∥1

≥ (∥X∥Lp(σ) + ∥Y ∥Lp(σ)) ∥X + Y ∥p−1
Lp(σ) .

Now, given a full-rank state σ, a quantum Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 for which σ is invariant is
called reverse Lp(σ)-contractive if for any p < 1, all t ≥ 0 and X ∈ B(H)+:

∥Pt(X)∥Lp(σ) ≥ ∥X∥Lp(σ) .

We already saw in Proposition 5.2.1 that any quantum Markov semigroup is Lp(σ)-contractive
for any p ≥ 1 whenever σ is an invariant state. Next theorem is an extension of this to the range p < 1:

Proposition 7.4.3. (i) Any quantum Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 with invariant state σ is reverse
Lp(σ)-contractive for p ∈ (−∞,−1] ∪ [1/2,1).

(ii) A doubly stochastic quantum Markov semigroup is reverse Lp(1/dim(H))-contractive for all
p < 1.

Proof. (i) First let p = −q ∈ (−∞,−1], and X > 0. We note that

∥Pt(X)∥Lp(σ) = ∥Pt(X)−1∥−1
Lq(σ).

On the other hand, Pt is completely positive and unital, and z ↦ z−1 is operator convex. Therefore,
Pt(X

−1) ≥ Pt(X)−1 and ∥Pt(X)−1∥Lq(σ) ≤ ∥Pt(X
−1)∥Lq(σ). We conclude that

∥Pt(X)∥Lp(σ) ≥ ∥Pt(X
−1)∥−1

Lq(σ) ≥ ∥X−1∥−1
Lq(σ) = ∥X∥Lp(σ) ,

where for the second inequality we use q-contractivity of Pt for q ≥ 1. Now suppose that p ∈ [1/2, 1). We
note that p̂ ∈ (−∞,−1], and that the conjugate P̂t of Pt with respect to ⟨., .⟩σ is reverse Lp̂-contractive.
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Then using Hölder’s duality, for X > 0 we have

∥Pt(X)∥Lp(σ) = inf
Y >0∶ ∥Y ∥Lp̂(σ)≥1

∣⟨Y,Pt(X)⟩σ ∣

= inf
Y >0∶ ∥Y ∥Lp̂(σ)≥1

∣⟨P̂t(Y ),X⟩σ ∣

≥ inf
Z>0∶ ∥Z∥Lp̂(σ)≥1

∣⟨Z,X⟩σ ∣

= ∥X∥Lp(σ).

Here the inequality follows from the reverse Lp̂-contractivity of P̂t, i.e, ∥P̂t(Y )∥Lp̂(σ) ≥ ∥Y ∥Lp̂(σ) ≥ 1.

(ii) As worked out in Lemma 8 of [Cubitt et al., 2015] this is an immediate consequence of the operator
Jensen inequality.

Remark 7.4.4. The (reverse) contractivity for the range of parameters p ≥ 1/2 can be shown to
hold from the data processing inequality of sandwiched p-Rényi relative entropy, which is known to
hold [Frank and Lieb, 2013,Beigi, 2013,Müller-Lennert et al., 2013] for p ≥ 1/2. Here, we gave a
proof of part (i) for the range p ∈ (−∞,−1] ∪ [1/2, 1) based on new ideas which may be of independent
interest.

By (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 7.2.1, for any p ∈ R/{0,1} and X > 0,

Entp,σ(X) ≥ 0 .

In the case when p > 1, we already saw that Ep,L(X) ≥ 0 for any X > 0. This can be extended to the
case p ∈ R/{0,1} so long as (Pt)t≥0 is reverse Lp(σ)-contractive:

Proposition 7.4.5. Given p < 1, p ≠ 0, suppose that L is the generator of a reverse Lp(σ)-contractive
QMS (Pt)t≥0. Then for any X > 0,

Ep,L(X) ≥ 0 .

Proof. From Lemma 5.2.8 (i), it is enough to consider the range 0 < p < 1. Then, define

g(t) ∶= p̂∥Pt(X)∥
p

Lp(σ)
− p̂∥X∥pLp(σ) .

By assumption of reverse Lp(σ)-contractivity, for all t ≥ 0 we have g(t) ≤ 0. We note that g(0) = 0.
Therefore, g′(0) ≤ 0. We compute

0 ≥ g′(0)

=
d

dt
p̂ ∥Pt(X)∥

p

p,σ
∣
t=0

=
d

dt
p̂ Tr (Γ

1
p
σ ○Pt(X)p)∣

t=0

= pp̂ Tr (Γ
1
p
σ ○L(X) ⋅ Γ

1
p
σ (X)p−1)

= pp̂ Tr (L(X) ⋅ Γ
1
p
σ (Γ

1
p
σ (X)p−1))

= pp̂ ⟨Ip̂,p(X),L(X)⟩σ

= −4Ep,L(X) .
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Extending the notion of a p-logarithmic Sobolev constant as defined in (Equation (7.3)) to
the range p ∈ R/{0,1}, the following proposition is easily verified from the properties of the entropy
function and of the Dirichlet form:

Proposition 7.4.6. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a QMS on the algebra B(H) of bounded operators over a finite
dimensional Hilbert space H. Then, for any p ∈ R/{0,1} of Hölder conjugate p̂,

αp(L) = αp̂(L) .

Proof. Identifying X with Ip,2(Y ) for some Y ∈ B(H)+, this is an immediate consequence of part (i)
of Lemma 7.2.1 and part (i) of Lemma 5.2.8.

The above proposition allows us to restrict ourselves to log-Sobolev constants for values of
p ∈ [0,2]. The proof of next proposition is standard [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999,Kastoryano and
Temme, 2013] and will be extended to weighted amalgamated norms in Chapter 8:

Proposition 7.4.7. For a differentiable operator valued function p↦Xp we have, for any p ∈ R/{0}:

d

dp
∥Xp∥Lp(σ) =

1

p2
∥Xp∥

1−p
Lp(σ) ⋅ (

1

2
Entp,σ ( Ip,p(Xp)) +

1

2
Entp,σ ( Ip,p(X

∗
p )) + γ) .

Here γ is given by

γ =
p2

2
(Tr [Γ

1
p
σ (Z

∗
p ) ⋅ Γ

1
p
σ (Xp) ⋅ ∣Γ

1
p
σ (Xp)∣

p−2
] +Tr [Γ

1
p
σ (X

∗
p ) ⋅ Γ

1
p
σ (Zp) ⋅ ∣Γ

1
p
σ (Xp)∣

p−2
]) ,

where Zp ∶= d
dp
Xp.

Theorem 7.4.8. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a primitive QMS and σ a full-rank invariant state. Then the QMS is
reverse hypercontractive: Suppose that α̃1 = infp∈[0,1] αp(L) > 0. Then for p ≤ q < 1 and t ≥ 1

4α̃1
ln p−1

q−1
,

and all X > 0:

∥Pt(X)∥Lp(σ) ≥ ∥X∥Lq(σ) . (7.8)

Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem when t = t(p) ≡ 1
4α̃1

ln p−1
q−1

, for a given fixed q. Define

f(p) ∶= ∥Pt(p)(X)∥Lp(σ) − ∥X∥Lq(σ) = ∥Xp∥Lp(σ) − ∥X∥Lq(σ),

where Xp ∶= Pt(p)(X) > 0. To continue the proof we compute the derivative of f(p) using
Proposition 7.4.7.

f ′(p) =
d

dp
∥Xp∥Lp(σ) =

1

p2
∥Xp∥

1−p
Lp(σ) ⋅ (Entp,σ(Xp) + p

2 Tr [Γ
1
p
σ (Zp) ⋅ Γ

1
p
σ (Xp)

p−1]) ,

where
Zp =

d

dp
Xp = −t

′(p)L(Xp) = −
1

4α̃1(p − 1)
L(Xp).

Therefore,

f ′(p) =
1

p2
∥Xp∥

1−p
Lp(σ) ⋅ (Entp,σ(Xp) −

1

α̃1
Ep,L(Xp)).

Now, assume that q < 1 and α̃1 ≤ αp(L) for all p ∈ [0,1]. Then for p ≤ q we have

Entp,σ(Xp) ≤
1

αp(L)
Ep,L(Xp) ≤

1

α̃1
Ep,L(Xp),
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where the second inequality holds since p < 1, so either p or its Hölder conjugate belongs to [0,1].
Therefore, f ′(p) ≤ 0 for all p ≤ q < 1, and since f(q) = 0, f(p) ≥ 0 for all p < q.

In a similar vein as in the setting of hypercontractivity, one gets a stronger result under the
condition that (Pt)t≥0 satisfies σ-DBC, due to the Stroock Varopoulos inequality of Theorem 5.4.2.
First, we get the reverse Lp(σ)-contractivity for any value of p < 1:

Corollary 7.4.9. Let the QMS (Pt)t≥0 satisfy σ-DBC. Then the followings hold:

(i) For all p < 1 and X > 0, Ep,L(X) ≥ 0.

(ii) The associated QMS is reverse Lp(σ)-contractive for all p < 1.

As mentioned before, (reverse) Lp(σ)-contractivity of Pt implies that Sandwiched Lp(σ)-Rényi
relative entropy is monotone under Pt [Frank and Lieb, 2013,Beigi, 2013,Müller-Lennert et al., 2013].
Therefore, when Pt comes from a QMS satisfying ω-DBC, the p-Rényi relative entropy is monotone
under Pt not only for p ≥ 1/2 but all values of p.

Proof. (i) By Theorem 5.4.2 (and part (i) of Lemma 5.2.8) for every p we have

Ep,L(Ip,2(X)) ≥ E2,L(X) .

On the other hand, by Proposition 7.4.5 and Proposition 5.22, we have E2,L(X) ≥ 0. Therefore,
Ep,L(Ip,2(X)) ≥ 0.

(ii) Define g(t) as in the proof of Proposition 7.4.5. By part (i) we have g′(t) ≤ 0 for all t ≥ 0 and
g(0) = 0. Therefore, g(t) ≥ 0 for all t ≥ 0.

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the quantum Stroock-Varopoulos
inequality as well as part (i) of Proposition 7.2.1:

Corollary 7.4.10. Let L be the generator of a primitive QMS (Pt)t≥0 that satisfies σ-DBC. Then
the QMS is reverse hypercontractive: For p ≤ q < 1, t ≥ 1

4α1(L) ln p−1
q−1

and all X > 0,

∥Pt(X)∥Lp(σ) ≥ ∥X∥Lq(σ) . (7.9)

7.5. Quantum Nash inequality

7.5.1. Nash inequalities in finite dimensions

Nash inequalities were extended to the finite dimensional quantum setting in [Kastoryano and Temme,
2016] in the spirit of [Diaconis and Saloff-Coste, 1996b]. Here, we simply recall their main result
showing the equivalence between a Nash inequality and ultracontractivity of the semigroup. Let
(Pt = etL)t≥0 be a primitive QMS on B(H), H finite dimensional, with full-rank invariant state σ. The
QMS is said to satisfy a quantum Nash inequality if there exist constants C > 0, n ≥ 2 and T ≥ 0 such
that for any X ∈ B(H):

∥X∥
2+4/n
L2(σ) ≤ C (E2,L(X) +

1

T
∥X∥2

L2(σ)) ∥X∥
4/n
L1(σ) . (qNash(C,n,T ))

The following result was then proved in [Kastoryano and Temme, 2016]:
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Theorem 7.5.1. Assume that qNash(C,n,T ) holds. Then, for all t ≤ T :

∥Pt ∶ L1(σ)→ L2(σ)∥ ≤ e (
nC

4t
)
n/4

.

On the other hand, assume that (Pt)t≥0 is KMS-symmetric with respect to σ. Then ∥Pt ∶ L1(σ) →

L2(σ)∥ ≤ (C0

4t
)
n/4

for any t ≤ T implies qNash(C,n,T ) with C ≡ 2C0(1 + 2/n)(1 + n/2)2/n.

7.5.2. Nash inequalities on the quantum phase space

As mentioned in Section 3.4, the original Nash inequality on Rn has the following form: for any smooth
enough function f ∶ Rn → R (e.g a Schwartz function),

∥f∥
2+4/n
L2(Rn) ≤ Cn∥f∥

4/n
L1(Rn)∥∇f∥

2
L2(Rn) , (7.10)

where the sharp constant Cn ∶=
2((n+2)/2)(n+2)/n

nλ(Bn)∣Bn∣2/n was found in [Carlen and Loss, 1993], with the constant
∣Bn∣ denoting the volume of the unit ball Bn on Rn, whereas λ(Bn) is the spectral gap of the Laplacian
on Bn. After a simple integration by parts, this inequality can be re-expressed in terms of the Dirichlet
form of the heat semigroup:

∥f∥
2+4/n
L2(Rn) ≤ Cn∥f∥

4/n
L1(Rn) E(f) , E(f) ∶= −∫

Rn
f ∆ f dx . (7.11)

In this section, we prove that the quantum heat semigroup (Pt)t≥0 defined in Section 5.5.2 also
satisfies a Nash inequality, at least on Schwartz operators of positive Wigner function. In the following
we denote ρt = Pqheat

t (ρ) = Pqheat
t∗ (ρ).

Theorem 7.5.2 (A non-commutative Nash inequality). If ρ is a Schwartz state of positive Wigner
function, then ρ ∈ dom(Lqheat) and the following non-commutative Nash inequality holds:

∥ρ∥
2+2/n
2 ≤ C2n E2,Lqheat(ρ) . (7.12)

Remark 7.5.3. Upon replacing Lp(Rn) norms by Schatten norms and n by 2n, the similarity between
(7.12) and (7.11) is obvious and unsurprising in view of Parseval’s relation 0.2.3. The doubling of
the dimension is also expected since the quantum heat semigroup is defined on a representation of a
2n-dimensional phase space.

Proof. We prove that (7.12) is satisfied for any Schwartz state ρ with positive Wigner function. For
such states Lqheat(ρ) is well-defined and trace class (see e.g. Propositions 3.14 and 3.15 of [Keyl
et al., 2016]), and using the non-commutative Parseval relation, Theorem 0.2.3, and the Dirichlet form
E2,Lqheat takes the following form:

E2,Lqheat(ρ) ∶= −Tr(ρLqheat(ρ)) = −(2π)−n ∫Z
Fq
ρ (z)F

q
Lqheat(ρ)(z)dz . (7.13)

Now, using Equation (0.29), we find that Fq
Lqheat(ρ)(z) = −

1
4
∣z∣2Fq

ρ (z). Substituting this into the right
hand side of Equation (7.13), we get,

E2,Lqheat(ρ) =
1

4
(2π)−n ∫Z

∣z∣2∣Fq
ρ (z)∣

2dz . (7.14)

Now, z ↦ Fq
ρ (z) is a Schwartz function, and therefore its inverse Fourier transform is also a Schwartz
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function. Let us denote by Ff the Fourier transform of an integrable function f on R2n:

Ff(z) ∶= (2π)−n ∫
R2n

f(x) ei(x,z) dx . (7.15)

We make use of the following basic facts. Firstly, the Fourier transform satisfies the following useful
identity

Fx↦∂xj f(x)(z) = −izjFf(z), (7.16)

for any integrable, continuously differentiable function f , which has an integrable partial derivative
∂xjf , where zj denotes the jth component of the vector z ∈ Z. Secondly, for any square integrable
function h on R2n, we have that

∥Fh∥2 = ∥h∥2, (7.17)

which is the classical Plancherel identity. We also employ the well-known polarization identity:

∫
R2n

g(x)h(x)dx =
1

4
(∥g + h∥2

2 − ∥g − h∥2
2 + i∥g + ih∥

2
2 − i∥g − ih∥

2
2), (7.18)

for any two square integrable functions g and h, and the fact that the characteristic function Fq
ρ is

equal to Ffρ , where fρ denotes the Wigner function of ρ and is a Schwartz function.

E2,Lqheat(ρ) =
1

4
(2π)−n ∫Z

Fq
ρ (z)(∣z∣

2Fq
ρ (z))dz

= −
2n

∑
i=1

1

4
(2π)−n ∫Z

Ffρ(z)(−izj)
2Ffρ(z)dz

= −
2n

∑
i=1

1

4
(2π)−n ∫Z

Ffρ(z)Fx↦ ∂2

∂x2
i

fρ(x)(z)dz

= −
1

4

2n

∑
i=1

(2π)−n ∫Z
fρ(x)∂

2
x2
i
fρ(x)dx

= −(2π)−n ∫Z
fρ(x)

1

4
∆fρ(x)dx ≡

1

4(2π)n
E(fρ), (7.19)

where E(.) is the Dirichlet form of the classical heat semigroup as given in Equation (7.11). The third
line follows from two uses of Equation (7.16) and the fourth line follows from Equation (7.17) and
Equation (7.18).

Moreover, by the non-commutative Parseval relation, Theorem 0.2.3, and Equation (7.17), we
have

∥ρ∥2
2 = Tr(ρ2) = (2π)−n ∫Z

∣Fq
ρ (z)∣

2dz = (2π)−n∥Fq
ρ ∥

2
2 = (2π)−n∥fρ∥

2
L2(Rn). (7.20)

Further,

(2π)n∥ρ∥1 = (2π)n = ∥fρ∥L1(Rn), (7.21)

which follows from the fact that the Wigner function of a state (as defined through Equation (0.35))
has integral equal to (2π)n, and the assumption that fρ is positive. Hence,

∥ρ∥
2+2/n
2 = (2π)−(n+1)∥fρ∥

2+2/n
L2(Rn) ≤ (2π)−n+1C2n E(fρ) = 8πC2n E2,Lqheat(ρ), (7.22)
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where we made use of the classical Nash inequality (7.12), with n replaced by 2n.

As expected, (7.12) easily implies ultracontractivity of (Pt)t≥0.

Theorem 7.5.4 (Ultracontractivity of the quantum heat semigroup). If ρ is a Schwartz state of
positive Wigner function, then there exists a positive constant κn such that for any t > 0

∥ρt∥∞ ≤ ∥ρt∥2 ≤ (
nC2n

2t
)

n
2

. (7.23)

Moreover, for any such initial state ρ evolving under the action of the semigroup (Pqheat
t )t≥0, the

following bounds give the rate of decay of its purity and the rate of increase of its von Neumann
entropy, respectively:

Trρ2
t ≡ ∥ρt∥

2
2 ≤ (

nC2n

2t
)
n

; (7.24)

S(ρt) ≥
n

2
ln(

2t

nC2n
) . (7.25)

Proof. The proof is identical to the one given in [Kastoryano and Temme, 2016] in the case of finite
dimensional QMS, which in turn closely follows the proof in the classical case studied in [Diaconis and
Saloff-Coste, 1996b]. Let ρ be a Schwartz state with a positive Wigner function. By Proposition 5.5.3,
ρt ∶= Pt(ρ) is also such a state, and Theorem 7.5.2 applies. Let u(t) ∶= ∥ρt∥

2
2; using Theorem 0.2.3

and Equation (5.47), one can verify that the function u is differentiable and u̇(t) = −2E2,Lqheat(ρt).
Theorem 7.5.2 implies that

u1+1/n(t) = ∥ρt∥
2+2/n
2 ≤ C2n E2,Lqheat(ρt) = −

C2n

2
u̇(t)

so that

d

dt

1

u1/n(t)

nC2n

2
= −

C2n

2

u̇(t)

u(t)1+1/n ≥ 1,

and by integrating both sides of the above inequality from 0 to t, one gets:

1

u1/n(t)
≥

2t

nC2n
+

1

u1/n(0)
≥

2t

nC2n
,

so that

∥ρt∥
2
2 ≡ u(t) ≤ (

nC2n

2t
)
n

.

In particular, this implies that

∥ρt∥∞ ≤ ∥ρt∥2 ≤ (
nC2n

2t
)

n
2

.

Therefore,

S(ρt) = −Tr(ρt lnρt) ≥ − ln ∥ρt∥∞ ≥
n

2
ln(

2t

nC2n
) .
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Chapter 8.

Non primitive functional inequalities
for the study of decoherence

Largely inspired by [Diaconis and Saloff-Coste, 1996a], our goal in this chapter is to develop the
theory of LSI and HC for non-primitive QMS and its use in proving rapid decoherence. This line of
research started with [Bardet, 2017] who introduced non-primitive generalizations of the Poincaré and
the modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality. Note that, due to the non-commutativity of quantum
systems, typical quantum features arise in this situation that are absent from the classical theory.

Of course, the hypercontractive property depends highly on the choice of the interpolating
family of Lp norms. In particular, a QMS which is hypercontractive for Kosaki’s Lp norms will be
primitive. The main contribution of the present work is to study hypercontractivity with respect to a
generalisation of Kosaki’s norms, called the amalgamated norms and defined by [Junge and Parcet,
2010]. We refer to Section 1.1.1 for a detailed analysis of amalgamated Lp norms. Using these norms,
we will be able to reproduce the steps of [Diaconis and Saloff-Coste, 1996a] for non-primitive QMS.

Throughout this chapter, we consider quantum Markov semigroups defined on the algebra B(H)

of linear operators acting on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H. Following ideas from [Beigi and
King, 2016], we derive a formula for the differential of the amalgamated Lp norms (see Theorem 8.3.3),
with respect to the index p. This leads to the definition of the weak decoherence-free logarithmic
Sobolev inequality (DF-wLSI) and the weak decoherence-free hypercontractivity (DF-wHC), and allows
us to extend Gross’ integration lemma to this setting (see Theorem 8.2.2). A first difference compared
to the primitive case is that LSI implies HC but with a larger weak constant which depends on the
structure of the DF-algebra.

In the primitive case, the uniform convexity of the Lp norms was used in [Olkiewicz and
Zegarlinski, 1999] to show that wLSI together with PI give rise to a strong logarithmic Sobolev
inequality (sLSI) (cf. Proposition 3.2.6). We show that a similar analysis can be performed in our
extended framework, in order to derive universal upper bounds on the log-Sobolev constants (see
Definition 8.2.1 and Corollary 8.2.6). We also prove that, except in the primitive case, the strong LSI
does not hold and therefore neither does the related notion of strong hypercontractivity. This implies
that the uniform convexity no longer holds for the amalgamated Lp-norms.

Layout of the chapter: In Section 8.1, we sketch a succinct overview of the framework of [Bardet,
2017] and relate his decoherence-free Poincaré inequality for a quantum Markov semigroup to the
spectral gap of a corresponding discrete-time quantum Markov chain. Next, we define and study the
notions of a non-primitive logarithmic Sobolev inequality and hypercontractivity: our main results are
stated in Section 8.2. The notions of decoherence-free log-Sobolev inequality and hypercontractivity
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are studied in Section 8.4, where we prove Gross’ integration Lemma as well as a universal upper
bound on the constants. In Section 8.5 we prove that the strong LSI fails for non-trivially primitive
QMS. Some applications of our framework to the derivation of decoherence rates are provided in
Section 8.6.

8.1. Decoherence-free spectral gap and MLSI

Assume given a faithful QMS (Pt)t≥0, that is one possessing a full-rank invariant state. We are in
the setting of Section 6.2: the semigroup converges to its decoherence-free algebra N which we may
decompose as in Equation (6.5). Moreover, there exists a conditional expectation EN onto N and the
state σTr ∶= EN∗(d

−1
H 1) is left invariant under the evolution induced by (Pt)t≥0. We are interested in

estimating the speed of convergence to the following limit by means of non-commutative functional
inequalities:

Pt(X) ∼
t→∞
Pt ○EN [X] . (8.1)

We first briefly review the results of [Bardet, 2017], where the Poincaré and modified logarithmic
Sobolev inequalities were extended to the present non-primitive scenario.

Decoherence-free Poincaré inequality : The Poincaré inequality can be simply modified in
order to take into account L2 convergence of non-primitive evolutions: we say that a DF-Poincaré
inequality holds if for all X ∈ Bsa(H):

λ VarN (X) ≤ E2,L(X) . (PIN (λ))

where VarN (X) ∶= ∥X −EN [X]∥2
L2(σTr) is the DF-variance of X. Then, define the decoherence-free

Poincaré constant as follows:

λ(L) ∶= inf
X∈Bsa(H)

E2,L(X)

VarN (X)
. (8.2)

The Poincaré constant turns out to be the spectral gap of the operator L+L̂
2

, where L̂ is the adjoint of
L with respect to ⟨., .⟩σTr

, that is minus its second (negative) largest eigenvalue. In complete analogy
with Proposition 7.1.1, we obtain the following L2(σTr) exponential decay:

∥Pt(X −EN (X))∥L2(σTr) ≤ e−λ(L)t ∥X −EN [X]∥L2(σTr) . (8.3)

From this, bounds on the convergence in trace distance of the corresponding evolution of quantum
states can be derived using

∥Pt∗ ○ (ρ −EN∗(ρ))∥1 = ∥P̂t(X) − P̂t ○EN [X]∥L1(σTr) ≤ ∥P̂t(X) − P̂t ○EN [X]∥L2(σTr) , (8.4)

where (P̂t)t≥0 denotes the semigroup associated with L̂.

In the case of a quantum Markov chain {Φn}n∈N, we define the absolute spectral gap λ(Φ) as
1 −max∣λk ∣≠1 ∣λk ∣, where the maximization is taken over all the eigenvalues of Φ of absolute value less
than 1. Convergence bounds in terms of the absolute spectral gap, as well as the Jordan structure of
the map Φ were found in [Szehr et al., 2015].
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Decoherence-free MLSI As expected, one can derive better bounds on the convergence (8.1) using
more powerful methods. In [Bardet, 2017], the modified logarithmic Sobolev constant α1(L) was
defined as follows:

α1(L) ∶= inf
ρ∈D(H)

EPσTr
(ρ)

4D(ρ∥EN∗(ρ))
.

The following stronger exponential decay in relative entropy is a straightforward consequence of the
above definition: denoting ρt ∶= P∗t(ρ) and ρN ∶= EN (ρ):

D(ρt∥P∗t(ρN )) ≤ e−4α1(L)tD(ρ∥ρN ) .

As opposed to the primitive case, their exists no lower bound on the constant α1(L) for a generic
evolution for finite dimensional systems to this day. This is always the case for primitive evolutions
satisfying a detailed balance condition with respect to their unique invariant state. This is due to
the fact that, in this case, the constant α1(L) can be lower bounded by α2(L) using regularity of the
Dirichet forms. On the other hand, general lower bounds on α2(L) were found in [Temme et al., 2014]
by standard interpolation techniques.

This constitutes a good reason for introducing a decoherence-free analogue of α2(L) in the
context of non-primitive evolutions. As it turns out, we will show in Section 8.5 that the constant
α2(L) is positive only in the case of a primitive QMS. Therefore, the problem of finding a lower bound
to α1(L) for non-primitive semigroups remains unanswered. Fortunately, the introduction and study
of a weak decoherence-free logarithmic Sobolev inequality, which is the main topic of this chapter,
remains interesting since it will allow us to derive similar decoherence times via hypercontractivity.

8.2. Decoherence-free hypercontractivity: main results

By Corollary 6 of [Temme et al., 2014], in finite dimensions, hypercontractivity of a QMS with respect
to the Lp(σTr) norms is equivalent to the primitivity of the QMS. In order to deal with non-primitive
QMS, a possible choice of norms are the so-called amalgamated norms introduced in [Junge and Parcet,
2010] (cf. Section 1.1.1). We recall that these norms are defined as follows: for 1 ≤ q ≤ p ≤ +∞ and
1
r
= 1
q
− 1
p
, define

∥X∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) ∶= inf
A,B∈N , Y ∈B(H)

X=AY B

∥A∥L2r(σTr) ∥B∥L2r(σTr) ∥Y ∥Lp(σTr) , (8.5)

∥Y ∥Lp(N ,Lq(σTr)) ∶= sup
A,B∈N

∥AY B∥Lq(σTr)

∥A∥L2r(σTr) ∥B∥L2r(σTr)
. (8.6)

We shall prove that they are particularly well-suited to study the hypercontractivity of the QMS, since:

(i) they reduce to the Lp(σ) norms when the QMS is primitive with unique invariant state σ;

(ii) they reduce to the Lq(σTr) norms when evaluated on N ;

(iii) the QMS is contractive with respect to these norms for all p, q ≥ 1.

When differentiating an amalgamated norm with respect to p, some natural quantities will appear that
we will connect with entropic ones in Lemma 8.3.2. Similarly to [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999], we
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thus introduce a decoherence-free generalisation of the Lp relative entropies as follows: define the map

Sp(X) = −p∂s Ip+s,p(X)∣s=0 ,

referred to as operator valued relative entropy, where Iq,p is defined in Equation (1.12)1. It can be
computed explicitly: when X ≥ 0,

Sp(X) = Γ
− 1
p

σTr[Γ
1
p
σTr(X) ln Γ

1
p
σTr(X)] −

1

2p
{X, lnσTr} .

We then define the DF-Lp relative entropy associated with the algebra N ≡ N (P) as follows: for
1
p
+ 1
p̂
= 1,

Entp,N (X) ∶= p ⟨Ip̂,p(X), Sp(X)⟩σTr
−Tr [(Γ

1
p
σTr(X))p lnEN [Γ−1

σTr
(Γ

1
p
σTr(X))p]] . (8.7)

In the case of a primitive QMS where σTr is the unique invariant state of the evolution, EN [.] ∶=

Tr(σTr .)1 and we get back the original definition of [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013], which we denoted
by Entp,σTr

(X) in Equation (7.2). In general, Entp,N (X) ≤ Entp,σTr
(X). In the important cases p = 1

and p = 2, Equation (8.7) reduces to

Ent1,N (X) ∶= Tr [ΓσTr
(X)(ln

ΓσTr
(X)

Tr(ΓσTr
(X))

− lnσTr)] −Tr [ΓσTr
(X) ln

EN [X]

Tr(ΓσTr
(X))

] ,

Ent2,N (X) ∶= Tr([Γ
1
2
σTr(X)]

2

(ln [Γ
1
2
σTr(X)]

2

− lnEN [Γ−1
σTr

(Γ
1
2
σTr(X))

2

] − lnσTr)) .

(8.8)

Definition 8.2.1. We say that the QMS (Pt)t≥0 of generator L

(i) satisfies a weak DF-q-log-Sobolev inequality with positive strong DF-q-log-Sobolev constant c > 0

and weak DF-q-log-Sobolev constant d ≥ 0 if for all X > 0,

Entq,N (X) ≤ c Eq,L(X) + 2d ∥X∥
q
Lq(σTr) ; (LSIq,N (c, d))

(ii) is weakly q-DF-hypercontractive for positive constants c > 0 and d ≥ 0 if for any function
p ∶ [0,+∞)→ R such that for any t ≥ 0, q ≤ p(t) ≤ 1 + (q − 1) e

4t
c ,

∥Pt ∶ Lq(σTr)→ Lq(N ,Lp(t)(σTr))∥ ≤ exp{2d(
1

q
−

1

p(t)
)} . (HCq,N (c, d))

The first main result of this chapter is the following generalisation of Gross’ integration lemma
that establishes the equivalence between hypercontractivity and the log-Sobolev inequality for a faithful
QMS:

Theorem 8.2.2. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a faithful QMS on B(H) and let q ≥ 1, c > 0 and d ≥ 0.

(i) If HCq,N (c, d) holds, then LSIq,N (c, d) holds.

(ii) If LSIq̃,N (c, d) holds for all q̃ ≥ q, then HCq,N (c, d+ ln
√

∣I ∣) holds, where ∣I ∣ denotes the number
of blocks of N in (0.9).

This theorem is quite surprising compared to the (classical and quantum) primitive case, where
there is an exact equivalence between hypercontractivity and the logarithmic Sobolev inequality (i.e.
1Here, the operators Iq,p are defined with respect to the reference state σTr.
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with the same constant). In general, the term ln
√

∣I ∣ appearing in the theorem is not optimal (see
end of Section 8.4.1).

The case where N is a factor and where the QMS is unital and trace-preserving was proved
in [Beigi and King, 2016], but only in the case d = 0. However, the authors failed to give an example
where the constant c is finite. We shall actually prove in Section 8.5 that this is impossible. More
generally, we prove that, as soon as the QMS is truly non-primitive and non-invertible (that is, not a
unitary evolution), necessarily c < +∞ implies d > 0.

Remark also that the last statement is weaker than in the classical case, when one only needs
to assume that the weak LSI holds for q̃ = q. We recall that this is due to the fact that the regularity
conditions seen in Lemma 2.4.2 always hold in the commutative setting, which ensures that LSI2(c, d)

implies LSIq,N (2c, d) for all q ≥ 2, and even LSIq,N (c, d) in the reversible case. This condition needs
to be assumed in the general quantum setting, even in the primitive case. A generator L of a QMS
(Pt)t≥0 is said to be strongly Lp-regular if there exists d0 ≥ 0 such that for all p ≥ 1 and all X ∈ Bsa(H),

d0∥X∥pLp(σTr) + Ep,L(X) ≥ E2,L(I2,p(X)) . (s -Lp(d0))

With these definitions, we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 8.2.3. Assume that LSI2,N (c, d) holds. If the generator L is strongly Lp-regular for some
d0 ≥ 0, then LSIq,N (c, d + c d0/2) holds for all q ≥ 1, so that HC2,N (c, d + ln

√
∣I ∣ + c d0/2) holds.

The last two theorems generalise Theorem 3.8 of [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999] as well as
Theorem 15 of [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013]. Moreover, it was conjectured in [Kastoryano and
Temme, 2013] that KMS-symmetric QMS are strongly Lp-regular, again with d0 = 0. This was shown
to hold in [Bardet, 2017] under the condition of σTr-DBC and without the primitive assumption (cf.
Section 5.4). For a KMS-symmetric QMS, a straightforward extension of the proof of Proposition
5.2 of [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999] implies that the strong regularity of L always holds, with
d0 = ∥L ∶ L2(σTr)→ L2(σTr)∥ + 1. These remarks motivate the following corollary of Theorem 8.2.3:

Corollary 8.2.4. Assume that LSI2,N (c, d) holds. Then:

(i) If (Pt)t≥0 is KMS-symmetric, then HC2,N (c, d+ ln
√

∣I ∣+ c (∥L ∶ L2(σTr)→ L2(σTr)∥+ 1)) holds.

(ii) If L satisfies σTr-DBC, then HC2,N (c, d + ln
√

∣I ∣) holds.

We also prove that it is always possible to get a weak DF-2-log-Sobolev inequality with a
universal weak DF-2-log-Sobolev constant from any weak DF-2-log-Sobolev inequality, hence extending
Theorem 4.2 of [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999] to the non-primitive case.

Theorem 8.2.5. Assume that LSI2,N (c, d) holds and denote by λ(L) the spectral gap of (L + L̂)/2.
Then LSI2,N (c + 2 d+1

λ(L) , d
′ = ln

√
2) holds.

Finally, using the DF-hypercontractivity and complex interpolation methods, we derive the
following universal DF-2-log-Sobolev constants:

Corollary 8.2.6. Given a KMS-symmetric QMS (Pt)t≥0 with spectral gap λ(L), LSI2,N (c, ln
√

2)

holds, with

c ≤
ln(∥σ−1

Tr∥∞) + 2

λ(L)
.
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8.2.1. Application to decoherence rates

Given a QMS (Pt)t≥0, its decoherence time is defined as:

τdeco(ε) ∶= inf {t ≥ 0 ∶ ∥P∗t (ρ −EN∗(ρ)) ∥1 ≤ ε, ∀ρ ∈ D(H)} .

The standard method to obtain estimates for τ(ε) in the primitive case is to use Pinsker’s inequality in
order to upper bound the trace distance in terms of the relative entropy, which decays exponentially fast
with decay rate provided by α1(L) [Diaconis and Saloff-Coste, 1996a,Kastoryano and Temme, 2013]
(cf. Chapters 3 and 7). An estimate on the constant α1(L) can then be found in terms of α2(L), under
the condition that the corresponding weak LSI2 constant is null. However we prove in Section 8.5 that
this condition holds only for primitive and unitary evolution. In all the other cases when there is only
access to a weak DF-log-Sobolev inequality, we can fortunately still derive bounds on the decoherence
times by extending a technique already used in the classical case in [Zegarlinski, 1995,Diaconis and
Saloff-Coste, 1996a], by combining Poincaré’s inequality and the weak DF-hypercontractivity property
of the semigroup (cf. Section 3.2).

Proposition 8.2.7. Assume that a QMS (Pt)t≥0 satisfies HC2,N (c, d), and that ∥σ−1
Tr∥∞ ≥ e. Then,

given t = c
4

ln ln ∥σ−1
Tr∥∞ + κ

λ(L) , κ > 0:

∀ρ ∈ D(H), ∥P∗t (ρ −EN∗(ρ)) ∥1 ≤ max
i∈I

√
dHi e1+d−κ, (8.9)

where the coefficients dHi are the dimensions of the spaces Hi arising in the decomposition of N given
by (0.9). The above inequality provides the following bound on the decoherence time of the QMS:

τdeco(ε) ≤
ln (maxi∈I

√
dHi ε

−1) + 1 + d

λ(L)
+
c

4
ln ln ∥σ−1

Tr∥∞ .

Remark that the assumption on ∥σ−1
Tr∥∞ is not restrictive: it means that the lowest eigenvalue

of σTr has to be smaller than 1/ e. In particular, it always holds when dH ≥ 3.
We see that having a weak constant d =

√
2 has in practice no effect on the decoherence-time.

Remark also that the constant maxi∈I
√
dHi is again a signature of the non-primitive case.

8.3. Advanced properties of DF norms

In the following proposition, we gather properties of Lp(N , Lq(σTr)), when N ≡ N (P) is the
decoherence-free algebra of a faithful QMS (Pt)t≥0, that will be particularly useful throughout
this chapter:

Proposition 8.3.1. Fix 1 ≤ q ≤ p ≤ +∞ and let (Pt)t≥0 be a faithful QMS, with N ≡ N (P). Then the
following properties hold:

(i) (Pt)t≥0 is contractive with respect to ∥.∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) for all 1 ≤ q, p ≤ +∞.

(ii) For all X ∈ N (P), ∥X∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) = ∥X∥Lq(σTr).

(iii) Ordering of the norms: for fixed q ≥ 1 and for q ≤ p1 ≤ p2, ∥.∥Lq(N ,Lp1
(σTr)) ≤ ∥.∥Lq(N ,Lp2

(σTr)).

(iv) In the case when N = N (P) ≡ C1 and σTr ≡ σ is the unique invariant state, equality holds in
the second inequality of (1.20) as well as in the first inequality of (1.21).

Proof.
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(i) In Proposition 5.2.1, we showed that for any p ≥ 1, t ≥ 0 and any invariant state σ, (Pt)t≥0 is an
Lp(σ) contraction. In particular, it means for σ = σTr that for all X ∈ B(H),

∥Pt(X)∥Lp(σTr) ≤ ∥X∥Lp(σTr) .

Assume now that 1 ≤ q ≤ p ≤ +∞. We first prove that (Pt)t≥0 is contractive for the ∥.∥Lp(N ,Lq(σTr))

norm. By definition,

∥Pt(X)∥Lp(N ,Lq(σTr)) = sup
A,B∈N (P),

∥A∥L2r(σTr)
,∥B∥L2r(σTr)

=1

∥Pt(A)Pt(X)Pt(B)∥Lq(σTr)

= sup
A,B∈N (P),

∥A∥L2r(σTr)
,∥B∥L2r(σTr)

=1

∥Pt(AXB)∥Lq(σTr)

≤ sup
A,B∈N (P),

∥A∥L2r(σTr)
,∥B∥L2r(σTr)

=1

∥AXB∥Lq(σTr) = ∥X∥Lp(N ,Lq(σTr)) ,

where 1
r
= 1
q
− 1
p
. Here the first line follows from the fact that (Pt)t≥0 acts unitarily on N , with

associated Hamiltonian HW that commutes with σTr (cf. Corollary 6.2.6). The second line
follows by definition of a decoherence-free algebra, and the third one from the contractivity of
Pt as a map from Lq(σTr) to Lq(σTr). The case of ∥.∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) follows by the duality of
Proposition 1.1.8 (ii) and Hölder’s inequality (Proposition 1.1.8 (i)):

∥Pt(X)∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) = sup
∥Y ∥Lq̂(N ,Lp̂(σTr))

≤1

∣⟨Y,Pt(X)⟩σTr
∣

= sup
∥Y ∥Lq̂(N ,Lp̂(σTr))

≤1

∣⟨P̂t(Y ),X⟩σTr
∣

≤ sup
∥Y ∥Lq̂(N ,Lp̂(σTr))

≤1

∥P̂t(Y )∥Lq̂(N ,Lp̂(σTr))∥X∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) ,

where 1
p
+ 1
p̂
= 1 and 1

q
+ 1
q̂
= 1. We conclude by using the above proof of DF-contractivity for

1 ≤ p̂ ≤ q̂ ≤ +∞, applied to the dual QMS (P̂t)t≥0.

(ii) This is point (viii) of Proposition 1.1.8 for N ≡ N (P).

(iii) This is point (iv) of Proposition 1.1.8 for N ≡ N (P).

(iv) This is obvious by definition.

8.3.1. Differentiation of the decoherence-free norms

As in the primitive case, the equivalence between hypercontractivity and the log-Sobolev inequality
relies on a formula for the differentiation of the decoherence-free norms, commonly called Gross’
integration Lemma. In the bipartite case, where N (P) = B(HA)⊗ 1HB and the invariant state is the
maximally mixed state, this differentiation was done in [Beigi and King, 2016]. Here we generalise
this result to the case of the amalgamated Lp norms associated to a faithful QMS. The next lemma,
which extends Lemma 5 of [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013], provides a physical interpretation of the
DF-Lp relative entropies in terms of the quantum relative entropy of a state and its projection onto
the decoherence-free subalgebra. Recall that the quantum relative entropy D(ρ∥σ) of two states
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ρ, σ ∈ D(H) is given by

D(ρ∥σ) ∶=

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Tr (ρ (lnρ − lnσ)) supp(ρ) ⊂ supp(σ) ,

+∞ otherwise.
(8.10)

Lemma 8.3.2. Let ρ ∈ D+(H) and X ∈ B(H) positive definite, then

(i) Entq,N (Γ
− 1
q

σTr(ρ
1
q )) =D(ρ∥ρN ) for any q ≥ 1.

(ii) If X ∈ N (P), then for any q ≥ 1, Entq,N (X) = 0.

(iii) Entp,N (X) = Ent2,N (I2,p(X)) for any p ≥ 1.

Proof.

(i) For X = Γ
− 1
q

σTr(ρ
1
q ), Equation (8.7) reduces to

Entq,N (X) = Tr(ρ lnρ) −Tr (ρ lnEN [Γ−1
σTr

(ρ)]) −Tr(ρ lnσTr) . (8.11)

Now, Tr (ρ lnEN [Γ−1
σTr

(ρ)]) = Tr (ρN lnEN [Γ−1
σTr

(ρ)]). Using Equation (1.17) together with
[σTr,EN∗

(ρ)] = 0, we arrive at

Tr (ρN lnEN [Γ−1
σTr

(ρ)]) =D(ρN ∥σTr) .

Substituting the above right hand side into (8.11), we finally arrive at (cf. [Bardet, 2017])

Entq,N (Y ) =D(ρ∥σTr) −D(ρN ∥σTr) =D(ρ∥ρN ) . (8.12)

(ii) This is a simple consequence of (i) together with the fact that if X ∈ N (P), [X,σTr] = 0 and

ρN ∶= EN∗[Γ
1
q
σTr(X)q] = EN∗[ΓσTr

(Xq)] = ΓσTr
(EN [Xq]) = ΓσTr

(Xq) = (Γ
1
q
σTr(X))q ≡ ρ .

(iii) follows by direct computation.

The proof of next theorem follows closely the one of Theorem 7 of [Beigi and King, 2016],
and is discussed in Appendix 8.A for sake of clarity. It can be seen as both a generalisation of the
differentiation done in the primitive case in [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999] to non-primitive QMS
(see also Lemma 14 of [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013]), and the one carried out for the CB-norm
in [Beigi and King, 2016] to the non-unital case.

Theorem 8.3.3. Let t ↦ p(t) be a twice continuously differentiable increasing function in a
neighborhood of 0, with p(0) = q ≥ 1. Also let t↦ Y (t) ∈ B(H) be an operator-valued twice continuously
differentiable function, where Y (t) is positive definite in a neighborhood of 0, and denote Y ≡ Y (0).
Then

d

dt
∥Y (t)∥Lq(N ,Lp(t)(σTr)) ∣

t=0
=

p′(0)

q2∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

(Entq,N (Y ) +
q2

p′(0)
Tr([Γ

1
q
σTr(Y )]

q−1

Γ
1
q
σTr(Y

′(0)))) .

We shall apply this theorem to different situations. Perhaps the most relevant one is when
Y (t) models the evolution of an initial observable X ∈ B(H) under the QMS (Pt)t≥0. We state it as a
corollary.
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Corollary 8.3.4. For any positive definite X ∈ B(H),

d

dt
∥Pt(X)∥Lq(N ,Lp(t)(σTr)) ∣

t=0
=

p′(0)

q2∥X∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

(Entq,N (X) −
4(q − 1)

p′(0)
Eq,L(X)) . (8.13)

8.3.2. Almost uniform convexity

In this subsection, we study an analogue of the well-known uniform convexity of the Schatten norms
proved in [Ball et al., 1994]. This analogue was proved in the context of weighted Lp(σ) norms
by [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999]. This will be an essential tool when proving universal lower
bounds on the weak DF-log-Sobolev constants. This inequality states that for allX positive semidefinite,
any full-rank state σ, and all p ∈ [1,2],

∥X∥
2
Lp(σ) ≥ (p − 1) ∥X −Tr(σX)∥

2
Lp(σ) +Tr(σX)2 . (8.14)

For the Shattern norms, this inequality can be seen as a consequence of Clarkson inequalities
(see [Pisier and Xu, 2003] for a discussion of this fact). It has many important applications in
the theory of non-commutative Lp spaces, such as yielding the optimal constant for Fermionic
hypercontractivity [Carlen and Lieb, 1993]. We shall prove however in Section 8.5 that the inequality
does not hold for the amalgamated Lp spaces. Instead, in this section we prove a weaker form of it.

It will be useful to denote by S+L1(σTr) the set of positive definite operators on the sphere of
radius 1 in L1(Tr). Then, for X ∈ B(H), A ∈ N (P) ∩ S+L1(σTr) and p ≥ 1, we define

Φ(X,A, p) ∶= ∥Γ
−1/r
A (X)∥

p
= Tr [∣A− 1

2r XA− 1
2r ∣

p
]

1
p

, (8.15)

where we recall that 1/r = ∣1/2 − 1/p∣. Remark that for all positive semidefinite X ∈ B(H) and all
A ∈ N (P) ∩ S+L1(σTr), Φ(Γ

1
2
σTr(X),A,2) = ∥X∥2,σTr

. We shall prove that a similar inequality as (8.14)
holds for Φ, which we subsequently refer to as almost uniform convexity.

Lemma 8.3.5. The two following properties hold:

(i) For all X ∈ B+sa(H), A ∈ N (P) ∩ S+L1(σTr) and all 1 ≤ p ≤ 2,

Φ(Γ
1
p
σTr(X),A, p)2 ≥ (p − 1)Φ(Γ

1
p
σTr(X −EN [X]),A, p)2 +Φ(Γ

1
p
σTr(EN [X]),A, p)2 . (8.16)

(ii) For all X ∈ B+sa(H) and A ∈ N (P) ∩ S+L1(σTr),

∂

∂p
Φ(Γ

1
p
σTr(X),A, p)2∣

p=2

≤
∂

∂p
Φ(Γ

1
p
σTr(X −EN [X]),A, p)2∣

p=2

+
∂

∂p
Φ(Γ

1
p
σTr(EN [X]),A, p)2∣

p=2

+ ∥X −EN [X]∥
2
L2(σTr) .

(8.17)

Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 2.9 in [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999] in order to prove the
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first claim. We adopt the following notations. For 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, define

X(t) = EN [X] + t (X −EN [X]) ,

ϕ(t) = Φ(Γ
1
p
σTr(X(t)),A, p)2 ,

h = Γ
1
p
σTr ○ Γ

− 1
r

A (X −EN [X]) .

Then, Equation (8.16) reduces to:

ϕ(1) ≥ (p − 1)∥h∥2
p + ϕ(0) . (8.18)

This inequality follows directly from:

1. ϕ′(0) = 0 ;

2. ϕ′′(t) ≥ 2(p − 1) ∥h∥
2
p for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.

We start by computing ϕ′(t). Writting Z(t) = Γ
1
p
σTr ○ Γ

− 1
r

A (X(t)), we have by integral representation
that for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1

ϕ′(t) = 2 Tr[hZ(t)p−1] Tr[Z(t)p]2/p−1 , (8.19)

ϕ′′(t) ≥ 2
∂

∂t
(Tr[hZ(t)p−1]) Tr[Z(t)p]2/p−1 . (8.20)

We start by proving claim 1. First remark that, since elements of N commute with σTr,

Z(0)p−1 = σ
1
2−

1
2p

Tr EN [Γ
− 1
r

A (X)]
p−1

σ
1
2−

1
2p

Tr .

Therefore Tr[hZ(0)p−1] = ⟨X − EN [X],B⟩σTr
where B = Γ

− 1
r

A (EN [Γ
− 1
r

A (X)]
p−1

) ∈ N . By

Equation (1.16) we get that Tr[hZp−1] = 0 which results in ϕ′(0) = 0. The proof of claim 2 is
a direct copy of the proof of Lemma 2.9 in [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999] and we omit it. Hence,
(8.16) holds.

In order to prove (ii), we rearrange the terms in (8.16) to get

(2 − p)Φ(Γ
1
p
σTr(X −EN [X]),A, p)2

≥ (Φ(Γ
1
2
σTr(X),A,2) +Φ(Γ

1
p
σTr(X),A, p))(Φ(Γ

1
2
σTr(X),A,2) −Φ(Γ

1
p
σTr(X),A, p))

− (Φ(Γ
1
2
σTr(X −EN [X]),A,2) +Φ(Γ

1
p
σTr(X −EN [X]),A, p)) ×

× (Φ(Γ
1
2
σTr(X −EN [X]),A,2) −Φ(Γ

1
p
σTr(X −EN [X]),A, p))

− (Φ(Γ
1
2
σTr(EN [X]),A,2) +Φ(Γ

1
p
σTr(EN [X]),A, p)) ×

× (Φ(Γ
1
2
σTr(EN [X]),A,2) −Φ(Γ

1
p
σTr(EN [X]),A, p)) ,

where we used that

Φ(Γ
1
2
σTr(X),A,2)2 = Φ(Γ

1
2
σTr(X −EN [X]),A,2)2 +Φ(Γ

1
2
σTr(EN [X]),A,2)2 .

(8.17) follows by dividing this inequality by 2 − p and taking the limit p→ 2.
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8.4. DF-hypercontractivity and the log-Sobolev inequality

In this section we state and prove the main results of this article. In Section 8.4.1, we prove the
equivalence between hypercontractivity for the amalgamated norms and the DF-log-Sobolev inequality.
In Section 8.4.2, we prove that the weak constant in the DF-log-Sobolev inequality can always be upper
bounded by a universal constant, namely ln

√
2. In Section 8.4.3, we show how to derive estimates on

the log-Sobolev constants using interpolation techniques. Finally, we combine these two last results in
order to obtain generic bounds on both constants.

8.4.1. Equivalence between HC and LSI

Here, we state and prove the main result of this section, that is, the equivalence between the
DF-log-Sobolev inequality and DF-hypercontractivity.

Theorem 8.4.1. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a faithful QMS on B(H) with associated generator L, and let q ≥ 1,
d ≥ 0 and p(t) = 1 + (q − 1) e

4t
c for some constant c > 0. Then

(i) If HCq,N (c, d) holds, then LSIq,N (c, d) holds.

(ii) If LSIp(t),N (c, d) holds for all t ≥ 0, then HCq,N (c, d + ln
√

∣I ∣) holds, where ∣I ∣ denotes the
number of blocks in the decomposition of N as given in Equation (0.9).

Remark 8.4.2. For primitive evolution, ∣I ∣ = 1 and we recover the equivalence between hypercontractivity
and the logarithmic Sobolev inequality of [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999]. The equivalence is also
achieved in the more general situation where N is a factor, that is, in the situation of Section 10.2.
Below, we discuss why the term ln

√
∣I ∣ may not be optimal.

Proof. We first prove (i). For X > 0, define the function

F ∶ [0,+∞) ∋ t↦ exp{−2d(
1

q
−

1

p(t)
)}∥Pt(X)∥Lq(N ,Lp(t)(σTr)) ,

where p(t) ∶= 1 + (q − 1) e
4t
c . HCq,N (c, d) implies that lnF (t) ≤ lnF (0) for all t ≥ 0, with equality at

t = 0. Therefore,

d lnF (t)

dt
∣
t=0+

= −2d
p′(0)

q2
+
d

dt
ln ∥Pt(X)∥Lq(N ,Lp(t)(σTr))∣

t=0+
≤ 0 .

Using Equation (8.13), the above inequality reduces to

−2d +
1

∥X∥qLq(σTr)
(Entq,N (X) − cEq,L(X)) ≤ 0 ,

which yields LSIq,N (c, d).

To prove (ii), we proceed by contradiction, similarly to [Beigi and King, 2016]. The main
difference resides in the replacement of the norm by an auxillary quantity that allows to control a
remainder term that does not appear in the case where N is a factor. Without loss of generality,
we assume that the evolution on elements of the decoherence-free algebra is trivial, and refer to
Lemma 8.4.3 for a justification of this fact.

Next, assume that there exists an X ∈ B(H) such that hypercontractivity fails for this X.
Following the same proof as Theorem 12 of [Devetak et al., 2006], we can show that it is sufficient to
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consider that X is a positive definite operator. Indeed, for fixed q ≤ p, if there exists C > 0 such that
for any X positive definite,

∥Pt(X)∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) ≤ C∥X∥Lq(σTr) ,

then the inequality remains true for any X ∈ B(H). Without loss of generality, we also assume that
∥X∥Lq(σTr) = 1. Then, suppose that there exists some time t0 > 0 such that

∥Pt0(X)∥Lq(N ,Lq(t0)(σTr)) > exp{2(d + ln
√

∣I ∣) (
1

q
−

1

q(t0)
)} .

Define, for ε > 0,

ϕ̃(t) ∶= ∣∣∣Pt(X)∣∣∣Lq(N ,Lp(t)(σTr)) exp{−2(d + ln
√

∣I ∣) (
1

q
−

1

p(t)
)} − εt ,

where ∣∣∣.∣∣∣Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) is defined in Section 8.B. By definition, ∣∣∣Pt0(X)∣∣∣Lq(N ,Lp(t0)(σTr)) ≥

∥Pt0(X)∥Lq(N ,Lp(t0)(σTr)) so that ϕ̃(t0) > 1 for ε small enough. Define the set U ∶= {t ∈ [0, t0] ∶ ϕ̃(t) ≤ 1}.
Since P0 = id and p(0) = q, we have ϕ̃(0) = ∥X∥Lq(σTr) = 1, so that U ≠ ∅. Let u be the supremum
of the set U . By continuity of t ↦ ∣∣∣Pt(X)∣∣∣Lq(N ,Lp(t)(σTr)) (cf. Lemma 8.B.4), ϕ̃ is continuous and
therefore u ∈ U and u < t0. Now, by definition of u, for all t ∈ (u, t0], ϕ̃(t) > 1 = ϕ̃(u). For t > 0, let
Ã(t) be the unique minimiser of

N (P) ∩ S̃+L1(σTr) ∋ A↦ ∥A−s(t)/2Pt(X)A−s(t)/2∥Lp(t)(σTr) ,

as characterised in Lemma 8.B.3, where S̃+L1(σTr) is defined in Section 8.B and s(t) = 1
q
− 1
p(t) . Define

µ(t) ∶= ∥Ã(u)−s(t)/2Pt(X)Ã(u)−s(t)/2∥Lp(t)(σTr) exp{−2(d + ln
√

∣I ∣) (
1

q
−

1

p(t)
)} − εt .

Therefore, for all t ≥ u,

µ(t) ≥ inf
A∈N (P)∩S̃+L1(σTr)

∥A−s(t)/2Pt(X)A−s(t)/2∥Lp(t)(σTr) exp{−2(d + ln
√

∣I ∣) (
1

q
−

1

p(t)
)} − εt = ϕ̃(t)

and ϕ̃(u) = µ(u). Now, the derivative of µ(t) at t = u can be computed using Equation (8.40) with
X(t) = Γ

1/p(t)
σTr ○Pt(X) and A = Ã(u). Given M(t) ∶= Ã(u)−s(t)/2Pt(X)Ã(u)−s(t)/2, one finds

∂

∂t
∣
t=u

∥Ã(u)−s(t)/2Pt(X)Ã(u)−s(t)/2∥Lp(t)(σTr) (8.21)

=
1

∥M(u)∥
p(u)−1

p(u),σTr

(−
p′(u)

p(u)2
Tr (Γ

1
p(u)
σTr (M(u))p(u)) ln Tr [Γ

1
p(u)
σTr (M(u))p(u)]

+
p′(u)

p(u)2
Tr [Γ

1
p(u)
σTr (M(u))p(u) ln Γ

1
p(u)
σTr (M(u))p(u)] −

p′(u)

p(u)2
Tr [Γ

1
p(u)
σTr (M(u))p(u) ln Ã(u)]

+Tr

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

Γ
1

p(u)
σTr (M(u))p(u)−1Ã(u)−

s(u)
2

⎧⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

Γ
1

p(u)
σTr L(Pu(X)) −

p′(u) {lnσTr, Γ
1

p(u)
σTr (Pu(X))}

2p(u)2

⎫⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭

Ã(u)−
s(u)

2

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎞
⎟
⎠
.

(8.22)
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Define ρ(u) ∶= Γ
1

p(u)
σTr (M(u))p(u). Then, Equation (8.22) simplifies into

∂

∂t
∣
t=u

∥Ã(u)−s(t)/2Pt(X)Ã(u)−s(t)/2∥Lp(t)(σTr) (8.23)

=
p′(u)

p(u)2∥M(u)∥
p(u)−1

Lp(u)(σTr)

(D(ρ(u)∥EN∗(ρ(u))) − c Ep(u),L(M(u))

−Tr(ρ(u)) ln Trρ(u) +Tr (ρ(u) lnEN∗(ρ(u))) −Tr (ρ(u) ln Ã(u)) −Tr(ρ(u) lnσTr))

=
p′(u)

p(u)2∥M(u)∥
p(u)−1

Lp(u)(σTr)

{Entp(u),N (M(u)) − c Ep(u),L(M(u))

+ (−Tr(ρ(u)) ln Trρ(u) +Tr (ρ(u) lnEN∗(ρ(u))) −Tr (ρ(u) ln Ã(u)) −Tr (ρ(u) lnσTr))} ,

where, in order to get the Dirichlet form, we also used that for any A ∈ N and X ∈ B(H), Pt(AXA) =

APt(X)A → L(AXA) = AL(X)A, since we assume the evolution to be trivial on N . Using the
expression for Ã(u) derived in Equation (8.62),

ln Ã(u) = ln∑
i∈I

PiÃ(u)Pi

=∑
i∈I

ln Pi Ã(u)Pi

=∑
i∈I
− ln ∣I ∣Pi − ln Tr(Pi ρ(u)Pi)Pi − lnPiσTrPi + lnPiEN∗(ρ(u))Pi

≥ − ln ∣I ∣ − lnσTr − ln Tr(ρ(u)) + ln EN∗(ρ(u)) .

Using this expression, Equation (8.23) leads to:

∂

∂t
∣
t=u
∥Ã(u)−s(t)/2Pt(X)Ã(u)−s(t)/2∥Lp(t)(σTr)

≤
p′(u)

p(u)2 ∥M(u)∥
p(u)−1

Lp(u)(σTr)

{Entp(u),N (M(u)) − c Ep(u),L(M(u)) + ln ∣I ∣ ∥M(u)∥
p(u)
Lp(u)(σTr)} .

Then, using the assumption that LSIp(u),N (c, d) holds, we find that

µ′(u) ≤ −ε .

Therefore, there exists δ > 0 such that u + δ ≤ t0 and µ(u + δ) ≤ µ(u). We then have

ϕ̃(u + δ) ≤ µ(u + δ) ≤ µ(u) = ϕ̃(u) ≤ 1 ,

which is in contradiction with the very definition of u.

Lemma 8.4.3. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a faithful QMS of generator L and associated decoherence-free
Hamiltonian HW (cf. Corollary 6.2.6). Then HCq,N (c, d) holds for (Pt)t≥0 if and only if it holds
for the semigroup (P ′t) constructed from (Pt)t≥0 by removing the unitary evolution associated to HW :
L′ = L − i[HW , .]. Consequently, LSIq,N (c, d) holds for (Pt)t≥0 if and only if it holds for (P ′t)t≥0.

Proof. From Theorem 6.2.5, the following holds for any X ∈ B(H):

P ′t(X) = e−iHW tPt(X) eiHW t .
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Therefore, for any 1 ≤ q ≤ p ≤∞

∥Pt(X)∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) = inf
A,B∈N , Y ∈B(H)
Pt(X)=AY B

∥A∥L2r(σTr) ∥B∥L2r(σTr) ∥Y ∥Lp(σTr)

= inf
A,B∈N , Y ∈B(H)

P ′t(X)=e−iHW tAY B eiHW t

∥A∥L2r(σTr) ∥B∥L2r(σTr) ∥Y ∥Lp(σTr)

= inf
A,B∈N , Y ∈B(H)
P ′t(X)=AY B

∥A∥L2r(σTr) ∥B∥L2r(σTr) ∥Y ∥Lp(σTr)

= ∥P ′t(X)∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) .

where the third line follows from the commutation of HW with σTr and the unitary invariance of
Schatten norms. From this, the equivalence between the hypercontractivity properties of (Pt)t≥0 and
(P ′t)t≥0 follows directly. From Theorem 8.4.1 (i) we also get the correspondence of the logarithmic
Sobolev constants between the two semigroups.

In the above theorem, one needs LSIq̃,N (c, d) to hold for any q̃ ≥ q in order to conclude that
HCq,N (c, d + ln

√
∣I ∣) holds. Under the assumption of regularity of the Dirichlet forms, it is enough to

assume that it holds for q = 2 only.

Theorem 8.4.4. Assume that LSI2,N (c, d) holds. If the generator L is strongly Lp-regular for some
d0 ≥ 0, then LSIq,N (c, d + c d0/2) holds for all q ≥ 1, so that HC2,N (c, d + ln

√
∣I ∣ + c d0/2) holds.

Proof. From Lemma 8.3.2 (iii),

Entq,N (X) = Ent2,N (I2,q(X))

≤ (c E2,L(I2,q(X)) + 2d ∥ I2,q(X)∥2
L2(σTr))

≤ cEq,L(X) + 2(d +
c d0

2
) ∥X∥qLq(σTr) ,

where in the last line we used that E2,L(I2,q(X)) ≤ Eq,L(X) + d0∥X∥qLq(σTr) by strong Lp-regularity.

It was shown in [Bardet, 2017] that any generator satisfying σTr-DBC is strongly regular
with constant d0 = 0 (cf. Section 5.4). Furthermore, under the condition of KMS-symmetry, a
straightforward extension of the proof of Proposition 5.2 of [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999] to
the case of a non-primitive QMS implies that the strong Lp-regularity of L always holds, with
d0 = ∥L ∶ L2(σTr) → L2(σTr)∥ + 1. The following corollary is a straightforward consequence of these
two facts.

Corollary 8.4.5. Assume that LSI2,N (c, d) holds. Then:

(i) If (Pt)t≥0 is KMS-symmetric, then HC2,N (c, d + ln
√

∣I ∣ + c (∥L ∶ L2(σTr) → L2(σTr)∥ + 1)/2)

holds.

(ii) If L satisfies σTr-DBC, then HC2,N (c, d + ln
√

∣I ∣) holds.

Bounds on the amalgamated Lp norms of the identity: One can potentially hope to improve
the bound (1.28) by applying Theorem 8.4.1 to the trivial QMS (id)t≥0:

Proposition 8.4.6. Let N be a matrix algebra on H with decomposition (0.9), EN ∶ B(H) → N a
conditional expectation onto N and σTr = EN∗(d

−1
H 1). Then:
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(i) Assume that ∥id ∶ L2(σTr)→ L2(N , Lp(σTr))∥ ≤ C
1
2−

1
p for some C > 0 and for all p ≥ 2. Then

D (ρ ∣∣EN∗(ρ)) ≤ lnC for any density matrix ρ ∈ D(H).

(ii) Conversely, assume that there exists a constant C > 0 such that D (ρ ∣∣EN∗(ρ)) ≤ lnC for all
density matrix ρ ∈ D(H). Then for any p ≥ 2

∥id ∶ L2(σTr)→ L2(N , Lp(σTr))∥ ≤ (∣I ∣C)
1
2−

1
p

where ∣I ∣ is the number of blocks in the decomposition (0.9) of N .

Remark 8.4.7. In the proposition we ask that ∥id ∶ L2(σTr)→ L2(N , Lp(σTr))∥ ≤ C
1
2−

1
p for all p ≥ 2.

This is actually not needed, since by Riesz-Thorin interpolation Theorem this is equivalent to

∥id ∶ L1(σTr)→ L1(N , L∞(σTr))∥ ≤ C .

We see here that it is central that the norms we use form an interpolating family of norms.

The last proposition is not optimal, which indicates that point (ii) in Theorem 8.4.1 may also
not be, even for a non-trivial evolution. To see this, consider the situation where N is the algebra
of diagonal operator in some orthonormal basis. In this case ∣I ∣ is equal to the dimension dH of the
Hilbert space H (the converse is also true: if ∣I ∣ = dH then N is commutative maximal). In this case
D (ρ ∣∣EN∗(ρ)) ≤ lndH, with equality for the maximally coherent state Ω:

Ω =
1

dH

dH

∑
i,j=1

∣ei⟩⟨ej ∣ ,

where (ei)i=1,...,dH is the orthonormal basis with respect to which the operators in N are diagonal. It
means that Equation (1.28) saturates and that the implication in Proposition 8.4.6 (i) becomes an
equivalence.

8.4.2. A universal upper bound on the weak log-Sobolev constant

Here and in the next section, we show how to get a DF log-Sobolev inequality with universal constants
in terms of the spectral gap of the QMS. The first step is to prove that the weak log-Sobolev inequality
together with the DF-Poincaré’s inequality imply a universal weak log-Sobolev constant.

Theorem 8.4.8. Assume that LSI2,N (c, d) holds and denote by λ(L) the spectral gap of L. Then
LSI2,N (c + 2 d+1

λ(L) , d
′ = ln

√
2) holds.

One can obtain from the uniform convexity (8.14) the following inequality

Ent2, σ(X) ≤ Ent2, σ (∣X −Tr[σX]∣2) + 2 Varσ(X) ,

where Varσ(X) = ∥X − Tr(σX)∥2
L2(σ) is the variance of X ∈ Bsa(H) under the state σ, and for any

Z ∈ Bsa(H),
∣Z ∣2 ∶= Γ

− 1
2

σ ∣Γ
1
2
σ (Z)∣ .

From this we can derive the analogue result of Theorem 8.4.8 in the primitive case (see Theorem 4.2
of [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski, 1999]). The extension of this result is the subject of the next proposition.

Proposition 8.4.9. For all X ∈ B+sa(H),

Ent2,N (X) ≤ Ent2,N (∣X −EN [X]∣2) + 2 VarN (X) + 2 ln
√

2 ∥X∥
2
L2(σTr) . (8.24)
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Proof. We shall adopt the notations introduced in Section 8.3.2 and write for Z ∈ Bsa(H):

ZN =
EN [I1,2(Z)]

∥Z∥
2
L2(σTr)

.

Using Equation (8.42) with q = 2 as well as Lemma 8.A.2 and Equation (8.8), we find that

∂

∂p
Φ(Γ

1
p
σTr(∣Z ∣2),A, p)

2∣
p=2

=
1

2
Ent2,N (∣Z ∣2) +

1

2
∥Z∥

2
L2(σTr) D (ΓσTr

(ZN ) ∣∣ΓσTr
(A)) ,

where Φ is defined in Equation (8.15), and where we used I1,2(Z) = I1,2(∣Z ∣2) and ∥ ∣Z ∣2∥L2(σ) = ∥Z∥L2(σ).

Consequently, by Equation (8.17) we get that for all A ∈ N (P) ∩ S+L1(σTr) and for p =
∥EN [X]∥2

L2(σTr)

∥X∥2
L2(σTr)

,

Ent2,N (X) ≤ Ent2,N (∣X −EN [X]∣2) + 2 VarN (X)

+ ∥X −EN [X]∥
2
L2(σTr) D (σ

1
2

Tr (X −EN [X])N σ
1
2

Tr ∣∣σ
1
2

TrAσ
1
2

Tr)

+ ∥EN [X]∥
2
L2(σTr) D (σ

1
2

Tr (EN [X])N σ
1
2

Tr ∣∣σ
1
2

TrAσ
1
2

Tr)

− ∥X∥
2
L2(σTr) D (σ

1
2

TrXN σ
1
2

Tr ∣∣σ
1
2

TrAσ
1
2

Tr)

= Ent2,N (∣X −EN [X]∣2) + 2 VarN (X)

+ ∥X∥
2
L2(σTr) ×

× {pD (σ
1
2

Tr (EN [X])N σ
1
2

Tr ∣∣σ
1
2

TrAσ
1
2

Tr) + (1 − p)D (σ
1
2

Tr (X −EN [X])N σ
1
2

Tr ∣∣σ
1
2

TrAσ
1
2

Tr)

−D (σ
1
2

TrXN σ
1
2

Tr ∣∣σ
1
2

TrAσ
1
2

Tr) ,} (8.25)

since by definition VarN (X) = ∥X −EN [X]∥
2
L2(σTr) and Ent2,N (EN [X]) = 0, and where we

also used the fact that for any Z ∈ Bsa(H), ZN = (∣Z ∣2)N . Remark that, since (EN [X])N =

EN [X]2/∥EN [X]∥2
L2(σTr),

XN =
EN [σ

−1/2
Tr ∣σ

1/4
Tr Xσ

1/4
Tr ∣2 σ

−1/2
Tr ]

∥X∥2
L2(σTr)

=
EN [σ

−1/2
Tr (σ

1/4
Tr Xσ

1/4
Tr )2σ

−1/2
Tr ]

∥X∥2
L2(σTr)

=
EN [σ

−1/2
Tr (σ

1/4
Tr (X −EN [X] +EN [X])σ

1/4
Tr )2σ

−1/2
Tr ]

∥X∥2
L2(σTr)

=
EN [σ

−1/2
Tr (σ

1/4
Tr EN [X]σ

1/4
Tr )2σ

−1/2
Tr ]

∥X∥2
L2(σTr)

+
EN [σ

−1/2
Tr (σ

1/4
Tr (X −EN [X])σ

1/4
Tr )2σ

−1/2
Tr ]

∥X∥2
L2(σTr)

+
EN [σ

−1/4
Tr (X −EN [X])σ

1/2
Tr EN [X]σ

−1/4
Tr ]

∥X∥2
L2(σTr)

+
EN [σ

−1/4
Tr EN [X]σ

1/2
Tr (X −EN [X])σ

−1/4
Tr ]

∥X∥2
L2(σTr)

(8.26)

= p (EN [X])N + (1 − p) (X −EN [X])N ,

where we used Pythagoras theorem ∥X∥2
L2(σTr) = ∥X −EN [X]∥2

L2(σTr)+∥EN [X]∥2
L2(σTr), and where the

last two terms in Equation (8.26) can be shown to be equal to zero using Equations (0.5) and (6.18),
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since

EN [σ
−1/4
Tr (X −EN [X])σ

1/2
Tr EN [X]σ

−1/4
Tr ] = EN [σ

−1/4
Tr (X −EN [X])σ

1/2
Tr EN [X]σ

−1/2
Tr σ

1/4
Tr ]

= EN [σ
−1/4
Tr (X −EN [X])EN [σ

1/2
Tr Xσ

−1/2
Tr ]σ

1/4
Tr ]

= σ
−1/4
Tr EN [(X −EN [X])EN [σ

1/2
Tr Xσ

−1/2
Tr ]]σ

1/4
Tr

= σ
−1/4
Tr EN [(X −EN [X])] EN [σ

1/2
Tr Xσ

−1/2
Tr ]σ

1/4
Tr

= 0 ,

and similarly for the second term. Consequently, since (X −EN [X])N = (∣X −EN [X]∣2)N , and by a
use of the almost convexity of the von Neumann entropy (see Theorem 11.10 of [Nielsen and Chuang,
2010]), the term between brackets in (8.25) can be upper bounded by H((p, 1 − p)), where H denotes
the binary Shannon entropy. This is itself upper bounded by ln 2, from which we get the result.

We can now easily prove Theorem 8.4.8.

Proof of Theorem 8.4.8 : This is a simple corollary of Proposition 8.4.9. Indeed, LSI2,N (c, d)

applied to ∣X −EN [X]∣2 gives

Ent2,N (∣X −EN [X]∣2) ≤ c E2,L(∣X −EN [X]∣2) + 2dVarN (X)

≤ c E2,L(X) + 2dVarN (X) ,

where we used that E2,L(∣X −EN [X]∣2) ≤ E2,L(X −EN [X]) = E2,L(X) (see Theorem 4.7 of [Cipriani,
1997]). Besides, the DF-Poincaré inequality PIN (λ) implies λ(L)VarN (X) ≤ E2,L(X). Consequently,
we get by (8.24):

Ent2,N (X) ≤ (c + 2
d + 1

λ(L)
)E2,L(X) + 2 ln

√
2 ∥X∥2

L2(σTr),

which is the desired result.

◻

8.4.3. Bounding log-Sobolev constants via interpolation

The idea to use interpolation in order to obtain estimates on the log-Sobolev constants goes back
to [Gross, 1975a]. The strategy can be summarised as follows: assume a bound of the form
∥Ptp ∶ L2(σ)→ Lp(σ)∥ ≤ M is known for some fixed tp ≥ 0 and p > 2, with M ≥ 1. Then can
one show by extrapolation from this bound that hypercontravitity holds for all t ≥ 0? The answer is
yes and its proof uses the crucial fact that the Lp norms used for the definition of hypercontractivity
form an interpolating family of norms.

Theorem 8.4.10. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a faithful KMS-symmetric QMS on B(H) and assume that for some
2 < p ≤ +∞, there exist tp,Mp > 0 such that for all X positive semidefinite, ∥Ptp(X)∥L2(N ,Lp(σTr)) ≤

Mp∥X∥L2(σTr). Then LSI2,N (
2p tp
p−2

, p
p−2

lnMp) holds.

Proof. The proof follows closely the analogous statement for classical Markov chains [Diaconis and
Saloff-Coste, 1996a] and primitive QMS [Temme et al., 2014]. The complex time semigroup

Pz ∶= ezL =
∞
∑
n=0

zn

n!
Ln, z ∈ C ,
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defines an analytic family of operators. Define the time dilated complex semigroup P̃z ∶= Ptpz. Since
(Pt)t≥0 is KMS-symmetric, its spectral radius does not change upon the replacement x ↦ ix, and
therefore, for any a > 0 and X positive semidefinite:

∥P̃ia(X)∥L2(σTr) ≤ ∥X∥L2(σTr) .

Therefore,

∥P̃1+ia(X)∥L2(N ,Lp(σTr)) = ∥P̃1 ○ P̃ia(X)∥L2(N ,Lp(σTr)) ≤Mp∥P̃ia(X)∥L2(σTr) ≤Mp∥X∥L2(σTr) .

Hence, by Stein-Weiss’ interpolation Theorem ( [Bergh and Löfström, 2012,Stein and Weiss, 2016]),
for all 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, and any X ∈ B(H):

∥P̃s(X)∥L2(N ,Lps(σTr)) ≤M
s
p∥X∥L2(σTr) ,

for ps such that

1

ps
=
s

p
+

1 − s

2
.

Taking t = stp and p(t) ∶= ps, we get

∥Pt(X)∥L2(N ,Lp(t)(σTr)) ≤ e
t
tp

lnMp ∥X∥L2(σTr) , (8.27)

with equality at t = 0, where

p(t) =
2ptp

(2 − p)t + ptp
.

Taking derivatives on both sides of (8.27) at 0,

−
lnMp

tp
∥X∥L2(σTr) +

d

dt
∥Pt(X)∥L2(N ,Lp(t)(σTr))∣

t=0
≤ 0 . (8.28)

Using Corollary 8.3.4, with p(0) = 2 and p′(0) = 2(p−2)
ptp

,

d

dt
∥Pt(X)∥L2(N ,Lp(t)(σTr))∣

t=0
=

p − 2

p tp∥X∥L2(σTr)
[

1

2
Ent2,N (X) −

p tp

p − 2
E2,L(X)] .

Hence, (8.28) can be rewritten as

p − 2

2p tp
Ent2,N (X) ≤ E2,L(X) +

lnMp

tp
∥X∥2

L2(σTr) , (8.29)

which leads to the desired result.

In the following corollary, we combine Theorem 8.2.5 and Theorem 8.4.10 to further provide
upper bounds on the log-Sobolev constants in terms of the spectral gap of the QMS (Pt)t≥0. As
such, it can be seen as an extension of Theorem 5 of [Temme et al., 2014] to the case of faithful
KMS-symmetric QMS.

Corollary 8.4.11. Given a KMS-symmetric QMS (Pt)t≥0 with spectral gap λ(L), LSI2,N (c, ln
√

2)
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holds, with

c ≤
ln(∥σ−1

Tr∥∞) + 2

λ(L)
.

Proof. From (1.20), we get that for any X ≥ 0,

∥X∥L2(N ,L4(σTr)) ≤ ∥X∥L4(σTr) ≤ ∥σ−1
Tr∥

1/4
∞ ∥X∥L2(σTr) ,

where the last inequality is a well-known property of Lp norms. Together with the contractivity of
(Pt)t≥0 (cf. (i) of Proposition 8.3.1), we find

∥Pt(X)∥L2(N ,L4(σTr)) ≤ ∥X∥L2(N ,L4(σTr)) ≤ ∥σ−1
Tr∥

1/4
∞ ∥X∥L2(σTr) .

We conclude with successive applications of Theorem 8.4.10 and Theorem 8.2.5, taking the limit t4 → 0

and M4 = ∥σ−1
Tr∥

1/4
∞ .

8.5. Non-positivity of the strong LSI constant

In this section, we show that a strong DF-log-Sobolev inequality does not hold for a non-trivially
faithful QMS, that is a QMS that is neither primitive nor unitary. We deduce from this that the
amalgamated Lp norms do not satisfy uniform convexity for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2 as soon as N is non-trivial.

By comparison of Dirichlet forms, it is enough to consider the case of the N -decoherent QMS
defined by LN ∶= EN − id, where N is any ∗-subalgebra of B(H) and EN is a conditional expectation
on it. Indeed, if (Pt)t≥0 is any faithful QMS with DF-algebra N and the same conditional expectation
EN , then the following inequality holds [Müller-Hermes et al., 2016]2:

λ(L)E2,LN (X) ≤ E2,L(X) ≤ ∥
L + L̂

2
∶ L2(σTr)→ L2(σTr)∥ E2,LN (X) ,

where L̂ is the conjugate of L with respect to ⟨., .⟩σTr
, and λ(L) is the spectral gap of (Pt)t≥0. From

this inequality we directly obtain that if LSI2,N (cN ,0) holds for LN , then LSI2,N (c,0) holds for L
with:

0 <
λ(L)

cN
≤

1

c
≤ ∥
L + L̂

2
∶ L2(σTr)→ L2(σTr)∥

1

cN
.

Our goal is thus to show that if N is non-trivial and LSI2,N (cN ,0) holds for LN , then cN = +∞.

Theorem 8.5.1. Let N be any non-trivial ∗-subalgebra of B(H) (that is, N ≠ C1 and N ≠ B(H))
and consider the Lindbladian LN ∶= EN − id, where EN is any conditional expectatin on N . Define
σTr ∶= EN∗(d

−1
H 1H). Assume that there exists α ≥ 0 such that for all positive semi-definite X ∈ B(H),

α Ent2,N (X) ≤ E2,LN (X) . (8.30)

Then α = 0.

Proof. Let α ≥ 0 be such that inequality (8.30) holds for all positive semi-definite X ∈ B(H). We

2A proof of the lower bound is provided in the proof of Corollary 10.1.8
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shall construct a sequence (Zk)k∈N such that

E2,LN (Zk)

Ent2,N (Zk)
→
k→∞

0 ,

which directly implies that α = 0. More precisely, we shall construct a sequence of density matrices
(ρk)k≥1 such that Zk = Γ

− 1
2

σTr(
√
ρk) and

E2,LN (σ
−1/4
Tr

√
ρk σ

−1/4
Tr )

D(ρk∥ρN ,k)
→
k→∞

0 , (8.31)

where ρN ,k ∶= EN∗(ρk). Now assume that H and N admit the decomposition given by Equation (0.8)
and Equation (0.9). As N is non-trivial, we can assume that either there exists i ∈ I such that
dim Hi > 1 and dim Ki > 1, or ∣I ∣ > 1. We shall construct a sequence (ρk)k≥1 in each case and then
treat them simultaneously to prove the limit in (8.31).

We start by considering the first case and, without loss of generality, we assume thatH =HA⊗HB

and that N = B(HA) ⊗ 1HB , with dim HB ∶= dB > 1 and dim HA = 2. One can recover the general
case by adding zeros in the corresponding entries of ρk. Then, it means that there exists a density
matrix τ ∈ D(HB) such that for all ω ∈ S1(H),

EN∗(ω) = TrHB(ω)⊗ τ .

We define, in an orthonormal basis in which τ is diagonal and in any orthonormal basis of HA,

∆ ∶=
⎛

⎝

0 1

1 0

⎞

⎠
⊗

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 1 0 ⋯ 0

1 0 ⋯ 0

0 ⋱ ⋮

⋮

0 ⋯ 0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
dB

, ρN ,k =
⎛

⎝

1
k

0

0 1 − 1
k

⎞

⎠
⊗ τ .

It is clear that EN∗(∆) = 0. Next, define

e1 =
⎛

⎝

1

0

⎞

⎠
⊗

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

1

0

⋮

0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

, e2 =
⎛

⎝

0

1

⎞

⎠
⊗

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0

1

0

⋮

0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

,

so that ⟨ei,∆ ej⟩ = 1 − δij . We also define λ1 ∶= k ⟨e1, ρN ,k e1⟩ and λ2 ∶=
k
k−1

⟨e2, ρNk e2⟩, which clearly
do not depend on k. We now set, for ε ≥ 0,

ρk,ε ∶= ρN ,k + ε∆ ,

so that EN∗(ρk,ε) = ρN ,k. Since the ρN ,k are full-rank, the ρk,ε are well-defined density matrices for ε
small enough.

We now turn to the case where ∣I ∣ > 1. Up to adding zero entries in the matrices defining ρk,
we can assume that ∣I ∣ = 2. Denote by Pi the orthogonal projection on Hi ⊗Ki for i ∈ I, and consider
ηi =

1Hi

dimHi ⊗ τi. We also denote by ei ∈ Hi ⊗Ki an eigenvector of ηi of associated eigenvalue λi > 0.
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We then set
∆ = ∣e1⟩⟨e2∣ + ∣e2⟩⟨e1∣ , ρN ,k =

1

k
η1 + (1 −

1

k
) η2 ,

so that again EN∗(∆) = 0 and ⟨ei,∆ ej⟩ = 1 − δij . As before, we define ρk,ε ∶= ρN ,k + ε∆.

Remark that in both cases, we have EN∗(∆) = 0 and

∆ = ∣e1⟩⟨e2∣ + ∣e2⟩⟨e1∣ , ⟨ei,∆ ej⟩ = 1 − δij ,

λ1 ∶= k ⟨e1, ρN ,k e1⟩ , λ2 ∶=
k

k − 1
⟨e2, ρNk e2⟩ .

(8.32)

This will be enough to treat both cases simultaneously. We shall now prove that the limit in (8.31)
holds with ρk = limε→0 ρk,ε. The first step is to obtain a limit for a fixed k ≥ 1 and ε→ 0, that is, to
obtain a continuous extension of the quotient appearing in the limit at ρN ,k. For this purpose, we
compute the Taylor expansion of both the numerator and the denomitator. A simple calculation using
the integral representations of the logarithm and of the square root functions [Hiai et al., 2011] shows
that (see also the proofs of Theorem 16 in [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013] and Lemma 3.5 in [Bardet,
2017]):

D(ρk,ε∥ρN ,k) = ε
2
∫

∞

0
Tr [∆

1

t − ρN ,k
∆

1

t − ρN ,k
] dt +O(ε3)

E2,N (σ
−1/4
Tr

√
ρk,ε σ

−1/4
Tr ) = π2ε2

∬[0,∞)2

√
s t Tr [

1

t + ρN ,k
∆

1

t + ρN ,k
∆]

− π2ε2
∬[0,∞)2

√
s t Tr

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

σ
1/4
Tr

t + ρN ,k
∆

σ
1/4
Tr

t + ρN ,k
EN

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

σ
−1/4
Tr

s + ρN ,k
∆

σ
−1/4
Tr

s + ρN ,k

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

+O(ε3) .

Using Equation (8.32) we can compute explicitely these integrals. For instance, the second integral in

the second equation is null, since EN [
σ
−1/4
Tr

s+ρN ,k ∆
σ
−1/4
Tr

s+ρN ,k ] = 0. This can be checked directly using the

fact that both e1 and e2 are eigenvectors of σ
−1/4
Tr

s+ρN ,k and that EN [∣e1⟩⟨e2∣] = EN [∣e2⟩⟨e1∣] = 0. We thus
obtain:

D(ρk,ε∥ρN ,k) = ε
2 g (

1

k
λ1,(1 −

1

k
)λ2) ∣⟨e1∣∆∣e2⟩∣

2 +O(ε3), (8.33)

E2,N (σ
−1/4
Tr

√
ρk,ε σ

−1/4
Tr ) = 2π2 ε2 f (

1

k
λ1,(1 −

1

k
)λ2) ∣⟨e1∣∆∣e2⟩∣

2 +O(ε3), (8.34)

where

f(x, y) ∶=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
√
x −

√
y)2

(x − y)2
if x ≠ y

1

4x
else

, g(x, y) ∶=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ln(x) − ln(y)

x − y
if x ≠ y

1

x
else .

(8.35)

For a fixed k ≥ 1, we thus obtain that

E2,LN (σ
−1/4
Tr

√
ρk,ε σ

−1/4
Tr )

D(ρk,ε∥ρN ,k)
Ð→
ε→0

2π2
f ( 1

k
λ1, (1 −

1
k
)λ2)

g ( 1
k
λ1, (1 −

1
k
)λ2)

.
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We just have to take the limit k → +∞ to conclude. Indeed,

f (
1

k
λ1, (1 −

1

k
)λ2) Ð→

k→+∞
1/λ2 ,

g (
1

k
λ1, (1 −

1

k
)λ2) Ð→

k→+∞
+∞ .

The above result implies the following straightforward corollary:

Corollary 8.5.2. The L2 (N ,Lp(σTr)) spaces do not satisfy the uniform convexity property.

8.6. Application to decoherence times

In this section, we apply the framework of DF-log-Sobolev inequalities in order to find bounds on the
decoherence rates of a non-primitive quantum Markov semigroup. We recall that, for 0 < ε < 1, the
decoherence time of a KMS-symmetric QMS (Pt)t≥0 is defined as

τdeco(ε) ∶= inf {t ≥ 0 ∶ ∥Pt∗(ρ − ρN )∥1 ≤ ε} ,

where ρN ≡ EN∗(ρ). A classical technique to get rapid decoherence for all times comes from looking
at the spectral gap of a KMS-symmetric QMS:

∥Pt (X −EN [X]) ∥∞ ≤ ∥σTr
−1∥

1
2∞∥Pt (X −EN [X]) ∥L2(σTr)

≤ ∥σTr
−1∥

1
2∞ e−λ(L)t ∥X −EN (X)∥L2(σTr) ,

where the second inequality follows from (8.3). In the dual Schrödinger picture, such a bound translates
into

∥P∗t(ρ − ρN )∥1 ≤ ∥σ−1
Tr∥

1/2
∞ e−λ(L)t . (8.36)

However, as discussed in Section 3.2, already in the classical case the spectral gap does not usually
provide tight enough bounds on the decoherence time of a Markov semigroup [Diaconis and Saloff-Coste,
1996a]. Moreover, in practice, the coefficient ∥σTr

−1∥
1
2∞ explodes exponentially fast as the dimension

of the system grows. If LSI2,N (c,0) held with c <∞, the original techniques of [Temme et al., 2014]
could be adapted to yield

∥P∗t(ρ − ρN )∥1 ≤ (2 ln ∥σ−1
Tr∥∞)1/2 e−

4t
c ,

improving significantly the bound (8.36) derived from the spectral gap method. However, as discussed
in the last section, a strong LSI never holds for non-primitive QMS. This motivates the search for a
technique that would deal with the weak version of the log-Sobolev inequality. Fortunately, such a
technique already exists in the classical literature [Zegarlinski, 1995,Martinelli, 1999,Diaconis and
Saloff-Coste, 1996a]: it consists in combining hypercontractivity bounds at short times with the
spectral gap at long times (see estimate (3.13)). Using such a method, we can prove the exponential
convergence in terms of the ∞-norm.

Proposition 8.6.1. Assume that a faithful QMS (Pt)t≥0 of corresponding decoherence-free algebra N
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satisfies HC2,N (c, d), and that ∥σ−1
Tr∥∞ ≥ e. Then for t = c

4
ln ln ∥σ−1

Tr∥∞+ κ
λ(L) , κ > 0 , and all X ∈ B(H)

∥Pt (X −EN [X]) ∥∞ ≤ (max
i∈I

√
dHi) e1+d−κ ∥X∥∞ , (8.37)

where dHi denote the dimensions of the spaces Hi appearing in the decomposition of N given by (0.9).
By duality, we get the following similar bound:

∀ρ ∈ D(H), ∥P∗t (ρ −EN∗(ρ)) ∥1 ≤ max
i∈I

√
dHi e1+d−κ . (8.38)

The above inequality provides a bound on the decoherence time of the QMS:

τdeco(ε) ≤
ln (maxi∈I

√
dHi ε

−1) + 1 + d

λ(L)
+
c

4
ln ln ∥σ−1

Tr∥∞ .

Proof. Let t, s > 0. Then:

∥Pt+s (X −EN [X]) ∥L2(N ,L∞(σTr)) ≤ ∥σTr
−1∥

1
p
∞ ∥Pt+s(X −EN [X])∥L2(N ,Lp(σTr))

≤ ∥σTr
−1∥

1
p
∞ exp(2d(

1

2
−

1

p
)) ∥Pt(X −EN [X])∥L2(σTr)

≤ ∥σTr
−1∥

1
p
∞ exp(2d(

1

2
−

1

p
)) ∥X −EN [X]∥L2(σTr) e−λ(L)t

≤ ed ∥σ−1
Tr∥

1
p
∞ ∥X −EN [X]∥L2(σTr) e−λ(L)t ,

where the first inequality follows from (1.28) in Section 1.1.2 applied to Pt+s(X −EN [X]), the second
inequality from HC2,N (c, d), and the third one by definition of the spectral gap. Since ∥σ−1

Tr∥∞ ≥ e,
one can choose s ∶= c

4
ln ln ∥σ−1

Tr∥∞, and p ≡ p(s) = 1 + ln ∥σ−1
Tr∥∞, so that

∥Pt+s(X −EN [X])∥L2(N ,L∞(σTr)) ≤ ∥X∥∞ e1+d−λ(L) t ,

where we use that ∥X − EN [X]∥L2(σTr) ≤ ∥X∥L2(σTr) ≤ ∥X∥∞. The result follows by applying the
following norm estimate proved in Proposition 1.1.13:

∥id ∶ L2(N , L∞(σTr))→ B(H)∥ ≤ max
i∈I

√
dHi .

By duality, we get,

∥P(t+s)∗(ρ − ρN )∥
1
= sup

∥X∥
∞
≤1

Tr (P(t+s)∗(ρ −EN∗(ρ))X)

= sup
∥X∥

∞
≤1

Tr (ρP(t+s)(X −EN [X]))

≤ max
i∈I

√
dHi e1+d−λ(L) t .

8.A. Proof of Theorem 8.3.3

Let t↦X(t) ∈ B(H) be an operator-valued twice continuously differentiable function, where X(t) > 0

for all t ∈ [−η, η], for some η > 0, as well as an increasing twice continuously differentiable function
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R ∋ t↦ p(t) with p(0) = q ≥ 1. Define

s(t) ∶=
1

q
−

1

p(t)
,

and for a positive definite operator A ∈ N , such that ∥A∥L1(σTr) = 1,

M(t,A) ∶= A−s(t)/2X(t)A−s(t)/2 .

Thus M(t,A) is positive definite for any t ∈ [−η, η]. Define moreover

Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) ∶= ∥M(t,A)∥p(t) . (8.39)

The following proposition gathers straightforward generalization of results proved in [Beigi and King,
2016] which were used to prove the relation between hypercontractivity and the log-Sobolev inequality
for the completely bounded norm. (cf. lemmas 8, 9 of [Beigi and King, 2016]). We recall that S+L1(σTr)
denotes the set of positive definite operators on the sphere of radius one in L1(σTr).

Proposition 8.A.1. For a fixed t ∈ (−η, η), A ↦ Φ(X(t),A, p(t))p(t) is convex for 1 ≤ q ≤ p(t) ≤ 2q

and concave for 1 ≤ p(t) ≤ q. Moreover, the following assertions hold true:

1 The function (t,A)↦ ∂2

∂t2
Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) is continuous on (−η, η) ×N (P) ∩ S+L1(σTr).

2 The function A↦ Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) is continuously differentiable for all A ∈ N (P) ∩ S+L1(σTr).

3 For all A ∈ N (P) ∩ S+L1(σTr) and t ∈ (−η, η),

∂

∂t
Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) =

p′(t)Φ(X(t),A, p(t))

p(t)2 Tr [M(t,A)p(t)]
(−Tr [M(t,A)p(t)] ln Tr [M(t,A)p(t)]

+Tr [M(t,A)p(t) lnM(t,A)p(t)] − Tr [M(t,A)p(t) lnA]

+
p(t)2

p′(t)
Tr [M(t,A)p(t)−1A−s(t)/2X ′(t)A−s(t)/2]) . (8.40)

In what follows, we fix a positive definite Y ∈ B(H) and set X(t) = Γ
1
p(t)
σTr (Y (t)), where t↦ Y (t)

is some twice continuously differentiable matrix-valued function with Y (0) = Y . Therefore,

d

dt
X(t)∣

t=0
=
d

dt
Γ

1
p(t)
σTr (Y (t))∣

t=0
= −

p′(0)

2q2
{ lnσTr,Γ

1
q
σTr(Y (0))} + Γ

1
q
σTr(Y

′(0)) ,

where we used that p(0) = q and where {⋅, ⋅} is the anticommutator. Thus, using that M(0,A) =

Γ
1
q
σTr(Y (0)) and that Φ(X(0),A, q) = ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr), Equation (8.40) reduces to

∂

∂t
Φ(X(t),A, p(t))∣

t=0
=

p′(0)

q2∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

[−∥Y ∥qLq(σTr) ln ∥Y ∥qLq(σTr) +Tr([Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

ln [Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

)

−Tr([Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

lnA) −Tr([Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

lnσTr) +
q2

p′(0)
Tr([Γ

1
q
σTr(Y )]

q−1

Γ
1
q
σTr(Y

′(0)))] .

(8.41)
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In fact, in the case when Y (t) = Y ∈ Bsa(H), and p(t) = q + t, one can similarly show the following

∂

∂p
Φ(Γ

1
p
σTr(Y ),A, p)∣

p=q
=

1

q2∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

[−∥Y ∥qLq(σTr) ln ∥Y ∥qLq(σTr) +Tr(∣Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )∣

q

ln ∣Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )∣

q

)

−Tr(∣Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )∣

q

lnA) −Tr(∣Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )∣

q

lnσTr)] .

(8.42)

Now, define G(A) as the part in the parenthesis:

G(A) ∶= −∥Y ∥qLq(σTr) ln ∥Y ∥qLq(σTr) +Tr([Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

ln [Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

)

−Tr([Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

lnA) −Tr([Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

lnσTr)

+
q2

p′(0)
Tr([Γ

1
q
σTr(Y )]

q−1

Γ
1
q
σTr(Y

′(0))) , (8.43)

and let, for a given Y ∈ Bsa(H),

YN ∶=
EN [I1,q(Y )]

∥Y ∥qLq(σTr)
. (8.44)

Next, we derive a formula that will be useful in what follows.

Lemma 8.A.2. With the above notations and for positive semidefinite Y ∈ B(H),

G(A) −G(YN ) = ∥Y ∥
q
Lq(σTr) D(ΓσTr

(YN )∥ΓσTr
(A)) . (8.45)

Remark that G(A) −G(YN ) does not depend on Y ′(0) and therefore one can check that the
same result holds for Y ∈ Bsa(H).
Proof. First note that

G(A) −G(YN ) = Tr(Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )(lnYN − lnA)) .

As YN and A are in N , they commute with σTr and therefore we get

G(A) −G(YN ) = ∥Y ∥
q
Lq(σTr) Tr

⎛
⎜
⎝

Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )q

∥Y ∥
q
Lq(σTr)

( ln ΓσTr
(YN ) − ln ΓσTr

(A))
⎞
⎟
⎠
.

Now, as again YN ,A ∈ N (P), lnYN and lnA also belong to N (P) and we get

G(A) −G(YN ) = ∥Y ∥
q
Lq(σTr) Tr

⎛
⎜
⎝

Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )q

∥Y ∥
q
Lq(σTr)

EN [ln ΓσTr
(YN ) − ln ΓσTr

(A))]
⎞
⎟
⎠

= ∥Y ∥
q
Lq(σTr) Tr

⎛
⎜
⎝
EN∗

⎛
⎜
⎝

Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )q

∥Y ∥
q
Lq(σTr)

⎞
⎟
⎠

(ln ΓσTr
(YN ) − ln ΓσTr

(A))
⎞
⎟
⎠

= ∥Y ∥
q
Lq(σTr) Tr (ΓσTr

(YN ) (ln ΓσTr
(YN ) − ln ΓσTr

(A))) ,

which is the desired result.
Theorem 8.3.3 follows from a direct adaptation of the proof of Theorem 7 of [Beigi and King,

2016]. In a nutshell, all the lemmas used in [Beigi and King, 2016] to prove it can be generalized to
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our framework, when replacing the equation (25) of [Beigi and King, 2016] by Equation (8.45). In
particular, one can prove that

∆(t) ∶=
1

t
(∥Y (t)∥Lq(N ,Lp(t)(σTr)) − ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr)) −

G(YN )p′(0)

q2∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

.

converges to 0, which leads to the desired result. The details are provided for sake of completeness.

Lemma 8.A.3. There exist κ > 0 and K < ∞, such that for all t ∈ [−η/2, η/2] and A ∈ S(κ) ∶=

N (P) ∩ {B > 0, ∥B∥L1(σTr) = 1, ∥B − YN ∥L1(σTr) ≤ κ},

RRRRRRRRRRRR

Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) − ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr) − t
p′(0)G(A)

q2∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

RRRRRRRRRRRR

≤Kt2 ,

where X(t) = Γ
1
p(t)
σTr (Y (t)).

Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 10 of [Beigi and King, 2016]. Let t ∈ [−η/2, η/2]. Since
the set N (P) ∩ {B > 0, ∥B∥L1(σTr) = 1} is open, there exists κ > 0 such that S(κ) is a compact and a
subset of N (P) ∩ {B > 0, ∥B∥L1(σTr) = 1}. By Proposition 8.A.1, the function ∂2

∂t2
Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) is

continuous on (−η, η) ×N (P) ∩ S+L1(σTr). Hence, there exists K >∞ such that

−2K ≤
∂2Φ(X(t),A, p(t))

∂t2
≤ 2K ,

for all t ∈ [−η/2, η/2] and all A ∈ S(κ). Therefore, for any t ∈ [−η/2, η/2] and A ∈ S(κ):

∣Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) −Φ(X(0),A, q) − t
∂Φ(X(u),A, p(u))

∂u
∣
u=0

∣

= ∣∫
t

0
(t − v)

∂2Φ(X(v),A, p(v))

∂v2
dv∣ ≤Kt2 .

Noting that Φ(X(0),A, q) = ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr) and using the definition of G(A), we find that

RRRRRRRRRRRR

Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) − ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr) − t
p′(0)G(A)

q2∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

RRRRRRRRRRRR

≤Kt2 ,

for all t ∈ [−η/2, η/2] and A ∈ S(κ).

Lemma 8.A.4. With the notations of Lemma 8.A.3, for any 0 < ε ≤ κ, there exists δ > 0 such that
for all t ∈ [−δ, δ] there is A(t) ∈ N (P) ∩ S+L1(σTr) satisfying

∥Y (t)∥Lq(N ,Lp(t)(σTr)) = Φ(X(t),A(t), p(t)), ∥YN −A(t)∥L1(σTr) ≤ ε .

Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 11 of [Beigi and King, 2016]. Given ε ≤ κ, choose
δ′ > 0 satisfying

δ′ < min{
η

2
,
ε2 p′(0) ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr)

4Kq2
}

where K is defined in Lemma 8.A.3. We have

S(ε) ⊂ S(κ) ⊂ N (P) ∩ S+L1(σTr)
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and so the boundary of S(ε) is contained in N (P) ∩ S+L1(σTr). Suppose that A is on the boundary of
S(ε), so that

∥YN −A∥L1(σTr) = ε .

By the quantum Pinsker inequality,

D(ΓσTr
(YN )∥ΓσTr

(A)) ≥
1

2
∥YN −A∥2

L1(σTr) =
ε2

2
.

From Equation (8.45) we deduce

G(A) ≥ G(YN ) +
ε2 ∥Y ∥qLq(σTr)

2
. (8.46)

Let us first consider the case where t ≥ 0. From Lemma 8.A.3, we deduce that

Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) ≥ ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr) + t
p′(0)G(A)

q2 ∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

−Kt2 . (8.47)

Our choice of δ′ implies that for all 0 ≤ t ≤ δ′,

t
ε2 p′(0) ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr)

2 q2
−Kt2 >Kt2,

and hence, combining this with 8.46 and 8.47,

Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) > ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr) + t
p′(0)G(YN )

q2 ∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

+Kt2 . (8.48)

Furthermore, from Lemma 8.A.3, we also deduce that

Φ(X(t), YN , p(t)) ≤ ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr) + t
p′(0)G(YN )

q2 ∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

+Kt2 . (8.49)

Combining 8.48 and 8.49, we find that

Φ(X(t), YN , p(t)) < Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) .

Since this inequality holds for any A on the boundary of S(ε), we conclude that for all 0 ≤ t ≤ δ′,
the function A ↦ Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) has a local minimum A(t) in the interior of S(ε). We now
choose 0 < δ+ ≤ δ′ so that q ≤ p(t) ≤ 2q for all 0 ≤ t ≤ δ+ (the existence of δ+ > 0 is guaranteed
by the assumptions that p(0) = q ≥ 1 and that t ↦ p(t) is increasing and differentiable). Applying
Proposition 8.A.1, we conclude that, for all 0 ≤ t ≤ δ+, the local minimum of the convex function
A↦ Φ(X(t),A, p(t))p(t) in the interior of S(ε) is in fact a global minimum. Since A↦ Φ(X(t),A, p(t))

and A↦ Φ(X(t),A, p(t))p(t) share the same minimum A(t) ∈ S(ε), we conclude that

∥Y ∥Lq(N ,Lp(t)(σTr)) = Φ(X(t),A(t), p(t)), ∥YN −A(t)∥L1(σTr) ≤ ε .
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We consider now the case t ≤ 0. Using Lemma 8.A.3 as well as inequality 8.46, we deduce that

Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) ≤ ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr) + t
p′(0)G(A)

q2 ∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

+Kt2

≤ ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr) + t
p′(0)G(YN )

q2 ∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

+ t
ε2 p′(0) ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr)

2 q2
+Kt2 ,

where the second inequality follows from the fact that t ≤ 0. Now, for −δ′ ≤ t ≤ 0,

t
ε2 p′(0) ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr)

2 q2
+Kt2 < −Kt2 ,

and thus

Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) < ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr) + t
G(YN )p′(0)

q2 ∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

−Kt2 . (8.50)

Combining with the lower bound for F obtained from Lemma 8.A.3 we deduce that

Φ(X(t), YN , p(t)) > Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) ,

for all A on the boundary of S(ε). Thus, we conclude that for all δ′ ≤ t ≤ 0, the function A ↦

Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) has a local maximum in the interior of S(ε). Choose 0 < δ− ≤ δ
′ so that 1 ≤ p(t) ≤ 2

for all −δ− ≤ t ≤ 0. Applying Proposition 8.A.1, we conclude that the local maximum of the concave
function A↦ Φ(X(t),A, p(t))p(t) in the interior of S(ε) is in fact a global maximum for all −δ− ≤ t ≤ 0.
Finally, take δ ∶= min{δ+, δ−} to deduce that for all t ∈ [−δ, δ] there exists A(t) ∈ N (P) ∩ S+L1(σTr)
satisfying:

∥Y ∥Lq(N ,Lp(t)(σTr)) = Φ(X(t),A(t), p(t)), ∥YN −A(t)∥L1(σTr) ≤ ε .

We are finally ready to state and prove Theorem 8.3.3.

Proof of Theorem 8.3.3 : Recall from (8.43) that

G(YN ) = −∥Y ∥qLq(σTr) ln ∥Y ∥qLq(σTr) +Tr([Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

ln [Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

) −Tr([Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

lnYN)

−Tr([Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

lnσTr) +
q2

p′(0)
Tr([Γ

1
q
σTr(Y )]

q−1

Γ
1
q
σTr(Y

′(0))) . (8.51)

Using the expression (8.44) for YN , (8.51) reduces to

G(YN ) = Tr([Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

ln [Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

) −Tr([Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

lnEN [Γ−1
σTr

(Γ
1
q
σTr(Y ))

q

])

−Tr([Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )]

q

lnσTr) +
q2

p′(0)
Tr([Γ

1
q
σTr(Y )]

q−1

Γ
1
q
σTr(Y

′(0))) .

Define now

∆(t) ∶=
1

t
(∥Y (t)∥Lq(N ,Lp(t)(σTr)) − ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr)) −

p′(0)G(YN )

q2 ∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

. (8.52)
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We next prove that ∆(t)→ 0 as t→ 0. Let ε > 0 be such that

0 < ε < min{κ , η ,
λmin(ΓσTr

(YN ))

2
} (8.53)

where κ is the parameter introduced in Lemma 8.A.3 and λmin(ΓσTr
(YN )) is the minimum eigenvalue

of ΓσTr
(YN ). According to Lemma 8.A.4, there exists δ > 0 such that for every 0 < t < δ there is an

operator A(t) ∈ N (P) ∩ S+L1(σTr) such that

∥A(t) − YN ∥L1(σTr) ≤ ε ≤ κ, ∥Y (t)∥Lq(N ,Lp(t)(σTr)) = Φ(X(t),A(t), p(t)) .

Then

∆(t) =
1

t
(Φ(X(t),A(t), p(t)) − ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr)) −

p′(0)G(YN )

q2 ∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

=
1

t

⎛

⎝
Φ(X(t),A(t), p(t)) − ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr) − t

p′(0)G(A(t))

q2 ∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

⎞

⎠
+
p′(0) (G(A(t)) −G(YN ))

q2 ∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

.

Since A(t) ∈ S(ε), Lemma 8.A.3 implies that

RRRRRRRRRRRR

Φ(X(t),A(t), p(t)) − ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr) − t
p′(0)G(A(t))

q2 ∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

RRRRRRRRRRRR

≤Kt2 . (8.54)

Furthermore, from (Equation (8.45)) and using Lemma 14 of [Beigi and King, 2016]:

∣G(A(t)) −G(YN )∣ = ∥Y ∥qLq(σTr)D(ΓσTr
(YN )∥ΓσTr

(A(t))) ≤
2 ∥Y ∥qLq(σTr)

λmin(ΓσTr
(YN ))

∥YN −A(t)∥L1(σTr)

≤
2 ∥Y ∥qLq(σTr)

λmin(ΓσTr
(YN ))

ε . (8.55)

Using (8.54) and (8.55), we obtain the bound

∣∆(t)∣ ≤Kt +
2p′(0) ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr)

λmin(ΓσTr
(YN )) q2

ε , (8.56)

for all ε satisfying (8.53) and all 0 < t < δ. Therefore,

lim sup
t→0

∣∆(t)∣ ≤
2p′(0) ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr)

λmin(ΓσTr
(YN ))q2

ε , (8.57)

and since ε may be arbitrarily small, we deduce that

lim sup
t→0

∣∆(t)∣ = lim
t→0

∣∆(t)∣ = 0 .

◻
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8.B. Towards the proof of Theorem 8.4.1(ii)

In this appendix, we define and study the properties of an object that turns out to be useful in the
derivation of Theorem 8.4.1(ii): first define the following norm on operators A ∈ B(H):

∣∣∣A∣∣∣L1(σTr) ∶= ∣I ∣ max
i∈I

∥PiAPi∥L1(σTr) .

In what follows, we also denote by S̃+L1(σTr) the set of positive definite operators A of norm ∣∣∣A∣∣∣L1(σTr) = 1.
Now, given a positive semidefinite operator X and 1 ≤ q < p ≤∞, let

∣∣∣X ∣∣∣Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) ∶= inf
A∈N (P)∩S̃+L1(σTr)

∥A−1/2rXA−1/2r∥Lp(σTr)
. (8.58)

The following lemma is straightforward:

Lemma 8.B.1. For all X positive semidefinite, and any 1 ≤ q < p ≤ ∞, ∣∣∣X ∣∣∣Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) ≥

∥X∥Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)), and equality holds whenever ∣I ∣ = 1. Moreover, the optimum in Equation (8.58) in
attained on the subset of positive definite operators A ∈ N (P) such that ∥PiAPi∥L1(σTr) =

1
∣I ∣ for all

i ∈ I.

Proof. The second part of the lemma follows from the observation that for any two positive semidefinite
operators A ∈ N (P) and X ∈ B(H),

∥A−1/2rXA−1/2r∥Lp(σTr) = ∥A−1/2r Γ1/p
σTr

(X)A−1/2r∥p = ∥[Γ1/p
σTr

(X)]1/2A−1/r [Γ1/p
σTr

(X)]1/2∥p .

Since 1
r
= 1
q
− 1
p
≤ 1, x↦ x1/r is operators monotone and therefore the optimization in Equation (8.58)

occurs at the boundary of S̃+L1(σTr), that is for ∥PiAPi∥L1(σTr) =
1
∣I ∣ for all i ∈ I. The first part follows

directly form the latter fact, since it implies that ∥A∥L1(σTr) = 1.
Theorem 8.4.1(ii) relies crucially on the below Lemmas 8.B.3 and 8.B.4, which respectively

generalize Lemmas 12 and 13 of [Beigi and King, 2016] to the non unital case and for ∣I ∣ ≥ 1. In order
to prove these results, we first need to extend Lemmas 8.A.3 and 8.A.4 to the quantity defined in
Equation (8.58).

Proposition 8.B.2. Let q ≥ 1, [0,∞) ∋ t ↦ p(t) by a twice continuously differentiable increasing
function with p(0) = q and [0,∞) ∋ Y (t) be a twice continuous differentiable positive semidefinite
matrix-valued function with Y (0) = Y , and for any κ > 0, define S̃(κ) ∶= N (P) ∩ {B > 0, ∣∣∣B∣∣∣L1(σTr) =

1, ∣∣∣B − ỸN ∣∣∣L1(σTr)
≤ κ}, where

ỸN ∶=∑
i∈I

PiEN [I1,q(Y )]Pi

∣I ∣ Tr[Pi (Γ
1
q
σTr(Y ))q Pi]

.

Then, there exists κ̃ > 0 and K̃ > 0 such that for all t ≥ 0 and A ∈ S̃(κ̃),

RRRRRRRRRRRR

Φ(Γ
1
p(t)
σTr (Y (t)),A, p(t)) − ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr) − t

p′(0)G(A)

q2∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

RRRRRRRRRRRR

≤ K̃t2 . (8.59)

Moreover, for any ε̃ ≤ κ̃, there exists δ̃ > 0 such that for all t ∈ [0, δ̃] there is A(t) ∈ N (P) ∩ S̃+L1(σTr)
satisfying

∣∣∣Y (t)∣∣∣Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) = Φ(Γ
1
p(t)
σTr (Y (t)),A(t), p(t)), ∣∣∣ỸN −A(t)∣∣∣L1(σTr)

≤ ε̃ . (8.60)
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Proof. The proof of (8.59) follows the exact same lines as the proof of Lemma 8.A.3. Now, let

X(t) ∶= Γ
1
p(t)
σTr (Y (t))p(t) and given ε̃ ≤ κ̃, choose δ̃′ > 0 satisfying

δ̃′ <
ε̃2 minj∈I Tr(Pj Γ

1
q
σTr(Y )q Pj)p

′(0)

4 K̃ q2 ∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

.

Then, we have

S̃(ε̃) ⊂ S̃(κ̃) ⊂ N (P) ∩ S̃+L1(σTr) .

Suppose that A belongs to the boundary of S̃(ε̃), so that

∣∣∣ỸN −A∣∣∣L1(σTr)
= ε̃.

Hence, as in the proof of Lemma 8.A.2, we can show that

G(A) −G(ỸN ) = Tr(Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )q (ln ỸN − lnA))

=∑
i∈I

Tr(EN∗[Pi Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )q Pi](ln ỸN − lnA)) .

Now, define for any i ∈ I the states σi ∶= ∣I ∣Pi σ
1/2
Tr Aσ

1/2
Tr Pi and ηi ∶= ∣I ∣Pi σ

1/2
Tr ỸNσ

1/2
Tr Pi, one can easily

verify that EN∗[Pi Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )q Pi] = Tr(Pi Γ

1
q
σTr(Y )q Pi)ηi, so that

G(A) −G(ỸN ) =∑
i∈I

Tr(EN∗[Pi Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )q Pi](lnηi − lnσi))

=∑
i∈I

Tr(Pi Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )q Pi)D(ηi∥σi)

≥
1

2
∑
i∈I

Tr(Pi Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )q Pi) ∥ηi − σi∥

2
1

=
∣I ∣2

2
∑
i∈I

Tr(Pi Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )q Pi) ∥PiAPi − Pi ỸN Pi∥

2
L1(σTr)

≥
∣I ∣2

2
min
j∈I

Tr(Pj Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )q Pj) ∑

i∈I
∥PiAPi − Pi ỸN Pi∥

2
L1(σTr)

≥
1

2
min
j∈I

Tr(Pj Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )q Pj) ∣∣∣A − ỸN ∣∣∣

2

L1(σTr)

≥
ε̃2

2
min
j∈I

Tr(Pj Γ
1
q
σTr(Y )q Pj) ,

where we used Pinsker’s inequality on the third line above. Following the steps of the proof of (8.48),
we can show from (8.59) that for all 0 ≤ t ≤ δ̃′,

Φ(X(t), A, p(t)) > ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr) + t
p′(0)G(ỸN )

q2 ∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

+ K̃ t2 .

This, together with another use ot (8.59) applied to A = ỸN implies that

Φ(X(t), ỸN , p(t)) < Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) .

The rest of the proof follows similarly to the proof of Lemma 8.A.4.
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Lemma 8.B.3. Let Y ∈ B(H) positive definite and for 1 ≤ q < p ≤ ∞, let 1
r
∶= 1

q
− 1
p
. Then the

function Ψ(Y, . , p) ∶ A ↦ ∥A−1/2rY A−1/2r∥Lp(σTr) is strictly convex. Moreover, there exists a unique
Ã ∈ N (P) ∩ S̃+L1(σTr) such that

Ψ(Y, Ã, p) = ∣∣∣Y ∣∣∣Lq(N ,Lp(σTr)) . (8.61)

Moreover, the optimizer Ã of Equation (8.61) satisfies the following constraint

PiÃPi =
PiEN [I1,p(Ã

−1/2rY Ã−1/2r)]Pi

∣I ∣ Tr [Pi (Γ
1
p
σTr(Ã

−1/2r Y Ã−1/2r))
p

Pi]

. (8.62)

Proof. Following the exact same steps as in the proof of Lemma 12 of [Beigi and King, 2016], one
can show that the function

Φ(X, . , p) ∶ A↦ ∥A−1/2rXA−1/2r∥p

is strictly convex. Let X = Γ
1
p
σTr(Y ). The first point then follows from the observation that [A,σTr] = 0

for A ∈ N , so that Ψ(Y,A, p) = Φ(X,A, p). The fact that the infimum is achieved at a unique point
Ã also follows from the same lemma. Now, we prove Equation (8.62). Let A ∈ N such that for all
i ∈ I, Tr(PiAPi) =

1
∣I ∣ . Moreover, let D ∈ N (P) be a self-adjoint operator such that Tr(σTrPiDPi) = 0

for all i ∈ I. Then, it follows that for any x ∈ R sufficiently small, A(x) ∶= A + xD satisfies the same
constraints as A. Let B(x) ∶= X

1
2A(x)−s/2 and C(x) ∶= A(x)s/2 d

dx
A(x)−s/2 ∈ N (P), where s = 1/r.

Then the minimum is achieved at A if for any such D,

0 =
d

dx
∣
x=0

Φ(X,A(x), p)p =
d

dx
∣
x=0

Tr [(B(x)∗B(x))p]

= p Tr [(B(0)∗B(0))p−1(B(0)∗B(0)C(0) +C(0)∗B(0)∗B(0))]

= p ⟨Γ−1
σTr

((B(0)∗B(0))p), (C(0) +C(0)∗)⟩σTr

= p ⟨EN [Γ−1
σTr

((B(0)∗B(0))p)], (C(0) +C(0)∗)⟩σTr

= p ⟨A−1/2EN [Γ−1
σTr

((B(0)∗B(0))p)]A−1/2, ΛA(D)⟩σTr
, (8.63)

where D ↦ ΛA(D) ∶= A
1
2 (C(0) +C(0)∗)A

1
2 maps the space of Hermitian operators D in N (P) such

that Tr[σTrPiDPi] = 0 for all block i ∈ I onto itself. Indeed, for any such D,

Tr[σTr PiΛA(D)Pi] = 2 Tr σTr PiA
s/2+1 d

dx
∣
x=0

(A(x)−s/2)Pi

= 2 Tr σTr PiA
s/2+1 (−s/2)A−s/2−1DPi

= −s Tr [σTrPiDPi] = 0 .

Moreover, the map D ↦ ΛA(D) is onto. To show this, we extend the definition of this map to a linear
operator Λ̃A on the whole space of self-adjoint operators in N (P) and prove that Λ̃A is onto. First,
notice that D ↦ D−s/2 is one-to-one on the set of positive definite matrices in N (P), and hence its
differential at A

D ↦
d

dx
∣
x=0

(A + xD)−s/2 (8.64)

is onto on N (P) ∩ Bsa(H). This directly implies that Λ̃A is onto, since it derives from the map
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defined in Equation (8.64) by multiplication with positive definite operators. Hence, ΛA is onto, which
together with Equation (8.63) implies that for any D ∈ N (P) ∩ Bsa(H) satisfying Tr[σTr PiDPi ] = 0

for all i ∈ I,

⟨A−1/2EN [Γ−1
σTr

((B(0)∗B(0))p)]A−1/2, D⟩σTr
= 0 . (8.65)

Thus, in each block i ∈ I, PiA−1/2EN [Γ−1
σTr

((B(0)∗B(0))p)]A−1/2 Pi is a multiple of the identity:

PiEN [Γ−1
σTr

((B(0)∗B(0))p)]Pi = ci PiAPi, ci ∈ R .

Replacing B(0) by its definition we find

PiEN [I1,p(Ã
−1/2rY Ã−1/2r)]Pi = ci PiAPi . (8.66)

Finally, the multiplicative factors ci are found after tracing Equation (8.66) against σTr, using the
fact that Tr(σTrPiAPi) =

1
∣I ∣ for all i ∈ I, and Equation (8.62) follows after rearranging the terms in

Equation (8.66).

Lemma 8.B.4. Given X ∈ B(H) positive definite and q ≥ 1, the function

[0,∞) ∋ t↦ ϕ(t) ∶= ∣∣∣Pt(Y )∣∣∣Lq(N ,Lp(t)(σTr)) ≡ Φ(X(t), Ã(t), p(t))

is continuous on [0,∞), for p(t) ∶= 1 + (q − 1) e4t/c, where Φ is the map defined in Equation (8.39),

X(t) ≡ Γ
1
p(t)
σTr (Pt(Y )) and Ã(t) is the optimizer obtained in Lemma 8.B.3.

Proof. From (8.59), there exist κ̃ > 0 and K̃ <∞, such that for all t ∈ [0,∞) and A ∈ S̃(κ̃),

∣Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) − ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr)∣ ≤ t
p′(0)G(A)

q2∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

+ K̃t2 .

Moreover, from the second part of Proposition 8.B.2 we know that, for sufficiently small t, the optimizer
Ã(t) is in S̃(κ̃). Since ϕ(0) = ∥Y ∥Lq(σTr), the above inequality implies

∣ϕ(t) − ϕ(0)∣ ≤ t
p′(0)G(Ã(t))

q2∥Y ∥q−1
Lq(σTr)

+Kt2 .

By definition, the map A ↦ G(A) defined in Equation (8.43) is continuous, and hence uniformly
bounded on S̃(κ̃). Hence, the continuity of ϕ at 0 follows. We now prove the continuity of ϕ at t0 > 0.
For any 0 < a < t0 < b, t ∈ [a, b] and s(t) = 1

q
− 1
p(t) ,

ϕ(t) = Φ(X(t), Ã(t), p(t))

= ∥Ã(t)−s(t)/2X(t)Ã(t)−s(t)/2∥p(t)

≥ ∥Ã(t)−s(t)∥p(t),σTr
∥Pt(Y )−1/2∥−2

∞

≥ λmin(σTr)λmin(Ã(t))−s(t) ∥Pt(Y )−1/2∥−2
∞ ,

where λmin(Ã(t)) is the minimum eigenvalue of Ã(t). On the other hand,

ϕ(t) = inf
A

Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) ≤ Φ(X(t),1, p(t)) = ∥X(t)∥p(t) ≤ ∥Pt(Y )∥p(t),σTr
≤ ∥Pt(Y )∥∞ .
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Together with the previous bound, we arrive at

λmin(Ã(t))−s(a) ≤ λmin(Ã(t))−s(t) ≤ λmin(σTr)∥Pt(Y )−1/2∥2
∞ ∥Pt(Y )∥∞ .

Above, we used that t↦ s(t) increases, as well as the fact that λmin(Ã(t)) ≤ 1, since ∥Ã(t)∥L1(σTr) = 1.
By continuity of t↦ Pt(Y ), the right hand side of the above chain of inequalities is uniformly bounded
by some positive constant C > 0 over the interval [a, b]. Therefore, Ã(t) belongs to the compact set
R ∶= N (P) ∩ {B > 0, ∥B∥L1(σTr) = 1, λmin(B) ≥ C−1/s(a)}. The function (t,A) ↦ Φ(X(t),A, p(t))

restricted to the compact set [a, b] ×R is uniformly continuous, which means that for any ε > 0, there
exists δ > 0 such that for all t, t′ ∈ [a, b] such that ∣t − t′∣ ≤ δ, and any A ∈R,

∣Φ(X(t),A, p(t)) −Φ(t′,A, p(t′))∣ ≤ ε .

Therefore,

ϕ(t) = Φ(X(t), Ã(t), p(t)) ≤ Φ(X(t), Ã(t′), p(t)) ≤ Φ(X(t′), Ã(t′), p(t′)) + ε = ϕ(t′) + ε .

Conversely, ϕ(t′) ≤ ϕ(t) + ε. Thus, ∣ϕ(t) −ϕ(t′)∣ ≤ ε for all ∣t − t′∣ ≤ δ. We established the continuity of
ϕ on the interval [a, b], and hence at the point t = t0 ∈ [a, b].
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Chapter 9.

The transference method

In Chapter 8, we introduced an extension of the theory of quantum hypercontractivity and its associated
notion of a logarithmic Sobolev inequality to quantum Markov semigroups that are not necessarily
primitive. However, computing the exact constants turns out to be a difficult problem, even for classical
evolutions [Saloff-Coste, 1994,Diaconis et al., 1993], and requires a good knowledge of entropic and/or
functional analytic methods. In this chapter, we show how one can get estimates on decoherence
times for a particular class of QMS from a simple transfer of already known classical mixing times. In
substance we show that, given a QMS in this class, there exists a classical Markov semigroup whose
contractivity properties, and hence decoherence times, control the ones of the original QMS. On the
other hand, given a projective representation of a (discrete or compact Lie) group G on a Hilbert
space H, any classical right-invariant transition kernel (kt)t≥0 on G gives rise to a convolution QMS
on B(H), the convergence properties of which it controls. The "output" QMS can be primitive or
nonprimitive, irrespective of the ergodic properties of the "input" classical Markov chain. The method
however is at the moment restricted to the case doubly stochastic QMS, that is evolutions for which
the completely mixed state is invariant.

This so-called transference method was introduced in [Gao et al., 2018b] who were exclusively
concerned with the transfer of classical diffusions. Here, we broaden their scope to incorporate
evolutions on finite groups. As we will see, given a quantum Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0, one can find
different classical semigroups acting on either a finite or a compact Lie group, both giving rise to
(Pt)t≥0. The question of the optimality of the decoherence times that one gets from these different
choices is then posed. We will provide examples of such situations and compare the results found
from these different inputs. One important class of QMS that fits the present discussion is the one of
collective decoherence introduced in Section 6.4.2. In particular, we show that given any right-invariant
transition kernel on G, the decoherence times we get on the transferred QMS do not depend on the
representation of the group that we choose. In the case of collective decoherence, this means that the
estimate that we get is independent of the number of qubits constituting the system being studied.

Before moving to a more thorough analysis, we sketch the transference method on a simple
example for sake of illustration: consider the Lindblad generator of the weak collective decoherence
semigroup on B((C2)⊗m), already introduced in Section 6.4.2:

Lwcd
n (X) ∶= Σnz X Σnz −

1

2
((Σnz )

2X +X(Σnz )
2), where Σnz ∶=

n

∑
i=1

1
⊗i−1
C2 ⊗ σz ⊗ 1

n−i
C2 .

In this example, since the corresponding non-primitive semigroup (Pwcd
t )t≥0 is KMS-symmetric with

respect to the completely mixed state, the decoherence-free subalgebra N (Pwcd) coincides with the
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fixed point algebra
N (Pwcd) ≡ F(Pwcd) = {X ∶ ∀t ≥ 0 , Pwcd

t (X) =X} ,

and is given by the commutator of Σwcd
n . As seen in Chapter 6, the asymptotic behavior of the QMS

is encoded into a conditional expectation EF = EF∗:

EF(ρ) = lim
t→∞
Pwcd
t (ρ) ,

which is both a completely positive trace preserving map and the orthogonal projection onto the
fixpoint algebra with respect to ⟨., .⟩1/dH . Here, the main quantity of interest is the decoherence time
(cf. Section 8.6):

τdeco(ε) = inf {t ≥ 0 ; ∥Pt(ρ) −EF(ρ)∥1 ≤ ε ∀ρ} .

Layout of the chapter: In Section 9.1, we explain the connection of QMS to classical diffusions
and jump processes on groups via the so-called transference technique. In Section 9.2, we explain
the technical tools that allow us to bound various norm estimates of a quantum Markov semigroup
in terms of the kernel of an associated classical process. Section 9.3 consists of applications of the
techniques developed in the previous sections to the derivation of bounds on decoherence times of
some simple QMS.

9.1. Quantum Markov semigroups via group transference

In this chapter, we are exclusively concerned with quantum Markov semigroups that are self adjoint
with respect to the Hilbert Schmidt inner product (or, equivalently, that are KMS symmetric with
respect to the completely mixed state) on the algebra B(H) of linear operators on a finite dimensional
Hilbert space H. Here, we recall a general construction from [Gao et al., 2018b] to obtain quantum
Markov semigroups (QMS) from classical ones, and apply it to form two classes of examples: QMS
of diffusive and jump type. This construction can be interpreted as a simplified version of the
characterization of quantum convolution semigroups of [Kümmerer and Maassen, 1987] provided in
Section 5.5.3.

The starting point is a compact group G, either Lie or finite, with Haar measure µG. Let
(Pt)t≥0 be a Markov semigroup on the algebra L∞(G) of bounded, measurable functions on G. We
will always assume that (Pt)t≥0 admits a kernel representation (see Section 2.1):

Pt(f)(g) = ∫
G
kt(g, h) f(h)dµG(h) . (9.1)

We also assume that (Pt)t≥0 is right-invariant, which means that the probability to visit h from
g only depends on gh−1. This implies that µG is an invariant probability distribution and that
kt(g, h) = kt(gh

−1, e) where e is the neutral element of the group. We keep the same notation kt(g)
for kt(g, e). Let g ↦ Ug be a projective representation of G on some finite dimensional Hilbert space
H. We define the following convolution QMS on B(H) which we call a transferred QMS :

Pt(X) = ∫
G
kt(g

−1)U∗
g X Ug dµG(g) . (9.2)

At the root of the transference technique that we study in this chapter is the factorization property
between (Pt)t≥0 and (Pt)t≥0, involving the standard co-representation

π ∶ B(H)→ L∞ (G,B(H)) , π(X)(g) = U∗
g X Ug .
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9.1. Quantum Markov semigroups via group transference

Indeed, it can be checked that the following relation holds for all t ≥ 0 (Lemma 4.6 in [Gao et al.,
2018b]):

π ○Pt = (Pt ⊗ idB(H)) ○ π . (9.3)

Indeed, for any X ∈ B(H),

π ○Pt(X)(g) = U∗
g ∫

G
kt(h

−1)Uh−1 X Uh dµG(h)Ug

= ∫
G
kt(gg

−1h−1)U(hg)−1 X Uhg dµG(h)

= ∫
G
kt(gh

−1)Uh−1 X Uh dµG(h)

= (Pt ⊗ idB(H))(π(X))(g) .

From the invariance of µG, one can easily verify that any QMS (Pt)t≥0 transferred from (Pt)t≥0

is doubly stochastic: Pt∗(d−1
H 1) = d

−1
H 1 for any t ≥ 0. In practice, we only consider situations where

the classical Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 is primitive, that is, µG is the unique invariant distribution
and furthermore

Ptf Ð→
t→+∞

EµG[f] = ∫
G
f(g)dµG(g) .

This does not imply that the transferred QMS (Pt)t≥0 is also primitive. On the other hand, the
reversibility of (Pt)t≥0 is transferred to the QMS (Pt)t≥0.

Lemma 9.1.1. Assume that the Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 is reversible, or equivalently that kt(g) =
kt(g

−1) for any g ∈ G. Then any QMS (Pt)t≥0 transferred from (Pt)t≥0 is KMS-symmetric with respect
to d−1

H 1H.

Proof. The result follows from the simple calculation:

⟨X, Pt(Y )⟩HS = ∫
G
kt(g

−1) Tr (X∗U∗
g Y Ug) dµG(g)

= ∫
G
kt(g

−1) Tr ((UgX U∗
g )

∗ Y ) dµG(g)

= ∫
G
kt(g

−1) Tr ((U∗
g X Ug)

∗ Y ) dµG(g)

= ⟨Pt(X), Y ⟩HS ,

where the third line follows from the identity kt(g) = kt(g−1) for all g ∈ G.

Since d−1
H 1H is an invariant state of (Pt)t≥0, Theorem 6.1.2 applies and the set of fixed points F is

an algebra. Assuming moreover that (Pt)t≥0 is self-adjoint, then so is (Pt)t≥0, and the decoherence-free
algebra N is equal to F .

Moreover, the fixed-point algebra F is then characterized as the commutant of the projective
representation (see Theorem 6.13 of [Wolf, 2012]):

F = {Ug ; g ∈ G}′ . (9.4)

By definition, it is also the algebra of fixed points of the ∗-automorphisms X ↦ U∗
g X Ug, g ∈ G. This

implies that the following commuting diagram also holds:

B(H) F

L∞(G,B(H)) B(H) .

EF

π π

EµG
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We now turn our attention to two special cases of such construction. In both cases, we explicitly
construct the Linblad generator of the QMS.

9.1.1. Diffusion

Let (Pt)t≥0 be the semigroup defined in Section 3.7.3 corresponding to the Hörmander system
V = {V1, ..., Vm} on a given Lie group G, of corresponding generator

LV =∑
j

V 2
j . (9.5)

The generator LV generates a semigroup Pt = etLV on L∞(G). Since the semigroup commutes with
the right action of the group, it is implemented by a convolution kernel as in Equation (9.1):

Pt(f)(g) = ∫ kt(gh
−1) f(h)dµG(h) .

Next, considering a projective representation g ↦ Ug of G on some finite dimensional Hilbert space H,
we want to find the Lindblad generator of the QMS defined by Equation (9.2). We first observe that,
given the geodesic gj associated to the vector field Vj , Ugj(t) is a one parameter family of unitaries
and hence

d

dt
Ugj(t)∣

t=0
= iAj (9.6)

is given by a self-adjoint matrix in finite dimension. This implies that, for any X ∈ B(H),

(Vj ⊗ idB(H)) ○ π(X)(g) =
d

dt
π(X)(gj(t)g)∣

t=0

=
d

dt
U∗
gU

∗
gj(t)X Ugj(t)Ug∣

t=0

= −iπ([Aj ,X])(g) .

Therefore we get

(LV ⊗ idB(H)) ○ π(X) =∑
j

i2π([Aj , [Aj ,X]]) = π(∑
j

2AjXAj −A
2
jX −XA2

j) .

By Equation (9.3), it means that the Linblad generator of the transferred QMS is given by

LV (X) ∶=∑
j

2AjXAj −A
2
jX −XA2

j .

Remark that conversly, if a Lindblad generator of a QMS on B(H) has the form given by the previous
equation for some self-adjoint elements Aj ∈ Bsa(H), then we can consider the Aj as tangent elements
of the Lie group U(H) at the identity 1H. Therefore they generate a Hörmander system. Furthermore
they span the whole tangent space of the Lie-subgroup of U(H) induced by this Hörmander system, so
that the corresponding generator LV defined through Equation (9.5) is the one of a primitive Markov
semigroup (Pt)t≥0. We summarize this discussion in the next theorem.

Theorem 9.1.2. Let g ↦ Ug be a projective representation of G on some finite dimensional Hilbert
space H. Then the Linblad generator of the transferred QMS (Pt = e

tLV )t≥0 as defined by Equation (9.2)
is given by

LV (X) =∑
j

2AjXAj −A
2
j X −XA2

j , (9.7)
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9.1. Quantum Markov semigroups via group transference

where the Aj’s are defined by Equation (9.6). Conversely, let L be the Lindblad generator of a QMS
on B(H) which takes the form (9.7) for some self-adjoint elements Aj ∈ Bsa(H). Then there exists a
compact Lie group G, a continuous projective representation U ∶ G→ U(H) and a Hörmander system
V = {V1, ..., Vm} in the Lie algebra of G such that π ∶X ↦ (g ↦ U∗

g X Ug) satisfies

π(LV (X)) = (LV ⊗ idB(H))(π(X)) .

9.1.2. Jumps

Let now G be a finite group and let (kt(g, h))g,h∈G be a right-invariant density kernel on G (cf.
Section 2.4). We write (gt)t≥0 the stochastic process on G induced by this kernel. The corresponding
Markov semigroup admits a transition matrix L such that Pt = etL for all t ≥ 0. Writing σh =

L(h−1, e) > 0 for all h ≠ e, we then have by right invariance that for all f ∈ L∞(G),

L(f)(g) = ∑
h∈G

σh (f(hg) − f(g)) ,

where we used that ∑h σh = 0. Thanks to the right-invariance, we can then define a family of
independent Poisson processes ((Ñh

t )t≥0)h∈G with intensity σh such that for any function f ∈ L∞(G):

f(gt) − f(gt−) = ∑
h∈G

(f(hgt) − f(gt−)) (Ñh
t − Ñ

h
t−) .

Define the compensated Poison process with intensity σh and jumps 1/
√
σh:

Nh
t =

1
√
σh

(Ñh
t − σht) .

Writing df(gt) ∶= f(gt) − f(gt−) and dNh
t ∶= Nh

t −N
h
t− , we can rewrite the previous equation as the

stochastic differential equation:

df(gt) = ∑
h∈G

σh (f(hgt) − f(gt−)) dt + ∑
h∈G

√
σh (f(hgt) − f(gt−)) dN

h
t . (9.8)

We are now ready to build a QMS from this Markov chain. Let g ↦ Ug be a projective representation
of G on some finite dimensional Hilbert space H. We want to find a stochastic differential equation
for (Ugt)t≥0. To this end, take Y ∈ B(H) and define fY ∶ h ∈ G↦ Tr[Y Uh]. Applying Equation (9.8)
to fY we find

dfY (gt) = ∑
h∈G

σh Tr [Y (Uhgt− −Ugt− )] dt + ∑
h∈G

√
σh Tr [Y (Uhgt− −Ugt− )] dN

h
t .

From this we deduce

dUgt = ∑
h∈G

σh (Ug − 1H) Ugt− dt + ∑
h∈G

√
σh (Uh − 1H) Ugt− dN

h
t . (9.9)

This equation is well-known in the theory of quantum stochastic calculus, see [Hudson and
Parthasarathy, 1984,Meyer, 1993].

Theorem 9.1.3. Let (Pt = e
tL)t≥0 be a Markov semigroup on a finite group G with right-invariant

Markov kernel. Write σg = L(g−1, e). Then the generator of the QMS (Pt)t≥0 defined by Equation (9.2)
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is given for all X ∈ B(H) by
L(X) = ∑

g∈G
σg (U

∗
gXUg −X) . (9.10)

Furthermore, 1H

dH
is an invariant density matrix and if (Pt)t≥0 is self-adjoint, then so is (Pt)t≥0.

Conversely, let L be a Lindblad generator on B(H) of the form

L(X) =
m

∑
k=1

σk(U
∗
kXUk −X) ,

for some unitary operators Uk ∈ U(H) and some positive constants σk. Assume that the group G
generated by U1, ..., Um is finite and define

L(f)(g) =
m

∑
k=1

σk ( f(Uk g) − f(g) ) .

Then L is the generator of a primitive Markov semigroup (Pt = e
tL)t≥0 on the oriented graph (G,E),

where
E = {(g,Ukg) ∣k = 1, ...,m ; g ∈ G} .

Furthermore, the map π ∶ B(H)→ L∞(G,B(H)) satisfying the defining property

π(X)(Uk) = U
∗
kXUk

extend to a ∗-representation of B(H) on L∞(G,B(H)) such that (L⊗ idB(H)) ○ π(X) = π(L(X)) for
all X ∈ B(H).

Proof. We begin by proving Equation (9.10). By definition, we have for all X ∈ B(H)

L(X) =
d

dt
Pt(X) ∣

t=0
=
d

dt
E [U∗

gtX Ugt] ∣
t=0

.

Equation (9.10) follows from an application of the Îto formula for compensated Poisson processes. The
fact that 1H

dH
is an invariant density matrix is straightforward as clearly

L∗ (
1H
dH

) = 0 .

Now, if (Pt)t≥0 is self-adjoint, then σg = σg−1 for all g ∈ G. We then have for all x ∈ B(H):

L∗(X) = ∑
g∈G

σg (UgX U∗
g −X)

= ∑
g∈G

σg−1 (Ug−1 X (Ug−1)∗ −X)

= ∑
g∈G

σg (U
∗
g X Ug −X)

= L(X) .

The second part of the proof is straightforward.

9.1.3. The general situation

The two cases explored above are particular instances of the convolution QMS defined by [Kossakowski,
1972] and fully characterized (in the finite dimensional case) by [Kümmerer and Maassen, 1987] (cf.
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9.2. Norm transference and decoherence times

Section 5.5.3). In particular, the generators of the form given by Equation (5.51) are the sum of three
parts:

(i) The first part corresponds to a unitary evolution, with generator given by B(H) ∋ x↦ i [H,X]

where H is self-adjoint;

(ii) A diffusion part, given by

B(H) ∋X ↦
k

∑
j=1

2AjXAj −A
2
jX −XA2

j ,

where the Aj are self-adjoint operators. Any such family {Aj} is a Hörmander system for the
sub-Lie algebra that they generate, as elements of the unitary group U(H) of H. Consequently
the result of Section 9.1.1 applies.

(iii) A jump part, given by

B(H) ∋X ↦
l

∑
i=1

ci (U
∗
i XUi −X) ,

where the Ui’s are unitary operators on H. Compared to previously, this class is larger than the
one presented in Section 9.1.2. Indeed, the family {Ui} spans a subgroup of the unitary group
U(H), however in general it will not be a finite group.

Remark 9.1.4. Starting with a Linblad generator, there may be an ambuiguity around the choice of
the underlying group and classical Markov semigroup leading to it. Indeed, in the jump scenario when
the QMS is self-adjoint, it is always possible to write the Linblad generator as in the diffusive case.
Then either the group is large, i.e. the commutator is C1H, and we can treat it as an Hörmander
system, or the group is small (for us finite) and we can treat it as a Markov semigroup with jumps on
the Cayley graph of the group. In both cases, estimates on the decoherence time of the corresponding
QMS can be found.

9.2. Norm transference and decoherence times

Now, we show how the machinery described above provides a control on the norms and entropies of
the output of the quantum Markov convolution semigroups of Section 9.1 in terms of the kernel of
their associated classical semigroup. We start by recalling the notations of Section 9.1: (Pt)t≥0 is a
Markov semigroup on the compact group G (either Lie or finite), with right-invariant kernel (kt)t≥0.
Let the QMS (Pt = etL)t≥0 be the transferred QMS on B(H) defined by Equation (9.2) through the
projective representation g ↦ Ug of G on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H.

Next theorem regroups all the transference techniques which will be frequently used in the
remaining of this chapter (see [Gao et al., 2018b]). We recall that the spectral gap λ(L) of the
symmetric Lindblad generator L of (Pt)t≥0 (resp. the spectral gap λ(L) of the generator L of (Pt)t≥0)
is the smallest non-zero eigenvalue of −L (resp. of −L).

Theorem 9.2.1 (Transference). Let Pt = etL and Pt = etL as in Section 9.1. Then

(i) λ(L) ≥ λ(L) ;

(ii) ∥Pt ∶ Lps(F ⊂ B(H))→ Lqs(F ⊂ B(H))∥cb ≤ ∥Pt ∶ Lp(µG)→ Lq(µG)∥cb ;

(iii) ∥Pt −EF ∶ Lps(F ⊂ B(H))→ Lqs(F ⊂ B(H))∥cb ≤ ∥Pt −EµG[.]1G ∶ Lp(µG)→ Lq(µG)∥cb .
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Chapter 9. The transference method

The above theorem is very powerful, since it directly implies the following bound on the
decoherence time of the QMS (Pt)t≥0 in terms of the mixing time of the corresponding classical Markov
chain (Pt)t≥0.

Corollary 9.2.2. Let (Pt)t≥0 a self-adjoint QMS of the form of Equation (9.2), of associated
self-adjoint classical Markov chain (Pt)t≥0. Then, for any ε > 0:1

τdeco(ε) < τmix(ε/2) ∶= inf {t ≥ 0 ∶ ∥Pt (
dν

dµG
) − 1∥

L1(µG)
≤ ε ∀ν << µG} . (9.11)

Proof. This is a direct consequence of point (iii) of Theorem 9.2.1 together with Lemma 1.1.14.

As seen in Section 3.4, the semigroup (Pt)t≥∞ is called ultracontractive when it is bounded from
L1(µG) (or L2(µG)) to L∞(G). One can recast this property in terms of the density kernel as follows:

∥Pt ∶ L1(µG)→ L∞(G)∥cb = ∥Pt ∶ L1(µG)→ L∞(G)∥ = sup
g∈G

∣kt(g)∣ , (9.12)

where the first identity follows from Lemma 1.1.14, whereas the second identity follows by duality.
Similarly (see e.g. [Saloff-Coste, 1997]):

∥Pt −EµG[.]1G ∶ L1(µG)→ L2(µG)∥ = (∫
G
∣kt(g) − 1∣2dµG(g))

1/2
. (9.13)

This together with Theorem 9.2.1 implies that any estimate on the kernel directly translates into an
estimate on the transferred QMS. Such estimates can be found e.g. in [Saloff-Coste, 1994,Diaconis
and Saloff-Coste, 1996a]. In other words, ultracontractivity of a classical semigroup translates to
ultracontractivity of its transferred QMS.

9.3. Examples

Here, we illustrate the method developed in the previous sections by listing easy examples of known
quantum convolution semigroups, as well as the constants that one gets from the transference technique
described in Section 9.2.

9.3.1. The depolarizing QMS

Perhaps the simplest QMS that one can think about is the depolarizing semigroup on B(Cn):

Ldepol(ρ) =
1Cn

n
− ρ , P depol

t (ρ) = e−t ρ + (1 − e−t)
1Cn

n
.

Using the representation of Zn ×Zn via the discrete Weyl matrices {Ui,j}i,j∈[n] (see e.g. [Wolf, 2012])
together with Equation (9.10), we directly find that the QMS transferred in this representation is

L(ρ) =
1

n2

n

∑
i,j=1

(Ui,j ρU
∗
i,j − ρ) (9.14)

= Tr(ρ)
1Cn

n
− ρ (9.15)

= Ldepol(ρ) , (9.16)

1The factor ε/2 comes from the definition of the mixing time for classical Markov semigroups in terms of the total
variation distance.
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where we took σi,j ∶= 1
n2 for all i, j. This choice implies that the uniform random walk on the complete

graph with n2 vertices transfers to (P depol
t )t≥0. Recalling the bound (3.13) and the constant for the

complete graph given in (3.30), we find the following upper bound on the mixing time of (Pdepol
t )t≥0:

τdeco(ε) ≤ τmix(ε/2) ≤ n
2 1 − ln ε

n2 − 1
+
n2 ln(n2 − 1)

2(n2 − 2)
ln lnn2 ∼

n→∞
ln(n) ln ln(n)

2
.

This can be compared with the tighter bound that one can get from the modified logarithmic Sobolev
constant α1(L

depol) ≥ 1
4
:

∥ρt − n
−1
1Cn∥1 ≤

√
2 lnn e−

t
2 ⇒ τdeco(ε) ≤ 2 ln

√
2 lnn

ε
∼ ln lnn .

9.3.2. The dephasing QMS

We recall that the dephasing quantum Markov semigroup (also called decoherent QMS in [Bardet,
2017]) on B(Cn), n ≥ 3, is given by

Ldeph(X) = Ediag[X] −X , P deph
t (X) = e−tX + (1 − e−t)Ediag[X] ,

where Ediag denotes the projection on the space of matrices that are diagonal in some prefixed
eigenbasis. Here, we show how simple representations of the discrete and continuous torus both lead
to the dephasing quantum Markov semigroup.

Dephasing from the discrete torus Choose the uniform random walk of kernel K(j, k) = 1/n for
any j, k ∈ Zn. A simple unitary representation of Zn is given by taking H = Cn and

Uj ∶= U
j , j ∈ Zn,

where U denotes the Weyl unitary operator given by U = diag (1, e
2iπ
n , ..., e

2i(n−1)π
n ) on B(Cn), where

the diagonal is chosen to be the one corresponding to Ediag. One can easily verify from Equation (3.29)
and Equation (9.2) that the QMS (P deph

t )t≥0 coincides with the generator of the transferred QMS
corresponding to the uniform kernel on Zn, since by a direct calculation Ediag[X] = 1

n ∑j∈Zn U
−jX U j .

Now, it results from Corollary 9.2.2, (3.13) and (3.30) that

τdeco(ε) ≤ n
1 − ln ε

n − 1
+
n ln(n − 1)

2(n − 2)
ln lnn ∼

n→∞
ln(n) ln ln(n)

2
.

Dephasing from the n-dimensional torus Take the representation of the n-dimensional torus
that consists of diagonal unitary matrices:

Tn ∋ (t1, ..., tn)↦

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

e2it1π 0

⋱

0 e2itnπ

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

.

The QMS associated to the heat semigroup and the above representation corresponds to (Pdeco
t )t≥0.

This simply follows from Equation (9.7) by taking the generators Aj ∶= ∣j⟩⟨j∣ of Tn, so that the
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generator of the transferred QMS is equal to

L(X) =
1

2

n

∑
j=1

2 ∣j⟩⟨j∣X ∣j⟩⟨j∣ − ∣j⟩⟨j∣X −X ∣j⟩⟨j∣

= Ediag[X] −X .

Then the estimation (3.32) leads to the following bound on the decoherence time of these QMS:

τdeco(ε) ≤
1

2
ln(

1

2
n lnn) + 6 − ln ε ∼

n→∞
ln (n)

2
.

Hence, the estimate found on the decoherence time from the continuous torus turns out to be sharper
than the one found from the discrete torus. Moreover, these two bounds can be compared with the
one found via decoherence-free modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality in [Bardet, 2017]. There, the
DF-MLSI constant α1(L

deph) of the dephasing semigroup was found to be equal to 1/4. Therefore, a
simple use of Pinsker inequality provides:

τdeco(ε) ≤ 2 ln

√
2 lnn

ε
∼

n→∞
ln lnn .

9.3.3. Collective decoherence

The bounds provided by the transference method for the examples studied in the last two sections,
namely the depolarizing and the dephazing semigroups, are worse than the already known ones derived
from the modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality. In this section, on the other hand, we show that our
method provides an easy way of deriving estimates for collective decoherence on lattice spin systems
(cf. Section 6.4.2). The power of the method lies in the fact that the constants derived are independent
of the representation chosen. In particular, we get estimates that are independent of the lattice size by
choosing tensor product representations.

More precisely, let G be a group and U ∶ G→ B(H) a projective representation of G on some
finite dimensional Hilbert space H. For all n ≥ 1, this representation induces a new representation on
H⊗n given by:

g ↦ U⊗n
g .

Let (Pt)t≥0, (Pt)t≥0 be defined as in Equations (9.1) and (9.2) using the representation g ↦ Ug. We
write (P

(n)
t )t≥0 the corresponding QMS on H⊗n for the representation U⊗n and Ln its generator.

Diffusive case: In the diffusive case presented in Section 9.1.1, the generator L of (Pt)t≥0 has the
following form:

L(x) = ∑
k

2AkXAk −A
2
kX −XA2

k , (9.17)

where the Ak’s are selfajdoint operators on H. Then the generator Ln takes the form

Ln(x) =∑
k

2Ak(n)XAk(n) −Ak(n)
2X −XAk(n)

2 , Ak(n) =
n

∑
j=1

1
⊗j−1
H ⊗Ak ⊗ 1

n−j
H ,

where in the jth term of the above sum, Ak acts on the jth copy of H. If we assume that L is
ergodic, then the Ak belong to some unknown compact Lie group, hence the family satisfies the
transferrence principle and the previous results of this chapter can be applied. As a consequence, we
obtain dimension free bounds.
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Jump case: In the jump case presented in Section 9.1.2, the generator L of (Pt)t≥0 has the following
form:

L(X) =
m

∑
k=1

σk (X −U∗
k X Uk) , (9.18)

where the Uk’s are unitary operators on H. Then the generator Ln takes the form

Ln(X) =
m

∑
k=1

σk (X − V ∗
k X Vk) ,

where Vk = U⊗n
k for all k. If the unitary operators Uk generate a finite group G then thanks to

Theorem 9.1.3 we can find a Markov semigroup on G and all the estimates we find on this semigroup
can be transferred to (P

(n)
t )t≥0 for all n.

Remark 9.3.1. Unfortunately, it is not the decoherence time or any other interesting quantity for L
itself which transfers to all the Ln, but the underlying group which gives the corresponding estimates.
Thus, the choice of the group and the classical Markov semigroup on it are particularly important.

We now discuss two particular examples of collective decoherence already introduced in
Section 6.4.2, namely the weak and the strong collective decoherences.

Weak collective decoherence We recall the generator of the weak collective decoherence on n
qubits:

Lwcd
n (X) ∶= Σnz X Σnz −

1

2
((Σnz )

2X +X(Σnz )
2) , where Σnz ∶=

n

∑
i=1

1
⊗i−1
C2 ⊗ σz ⊗ 1

n−i
C2 . (9.19)

One can easily show that the completely mixed state 2−n1(C2)⊗n is invariant, since Lwcd
n∗ (1(C2)⊗n) = 0.

Moreover, since Σnz is self-adjoint, Lwcd
n is KMS-symmetric with respect to that state.

Proposition 9.3.2. For any n ≥ 2, λ(Lwcd
n ) = 2.

Proof. Finding the spectral gap of the generator Lwcd
n is equivalent to finding the spectral gap of its

matrix representation L̃wcd
n (see e.g. [Wolf, 2012]): denote by {∣i⟩}i=0,1 the eigenbasis of σz. Then,

L̃wcd
n ∶= Σnz ⊗Σnz −

1

2
((Σnz )

2 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ (Σnz )
2) ,

where Σnz ∣i1, ..., in⟩ = ∑
n
j=1(−1)ij ∣i1...in⟩ for any (i1, ..., in) ∈ {0,1}n, so that

L̃wcd
n ∣i1...in⟩⊗ ∣j1...jn⟩ =

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

n

∑
k=1

(−1)ik
n

∑
k=1

(−1)jk −
1

2

n

∑
k,l=1

(−1)ik+il −
1

2

n

∑
k,l=1

(−1)jk+jl
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

∣i1...in⟩⊗ ∣j1...jn⟩

= −2(∣i∣ − ∣j∣)2∣i1...in⟩⊗ ∣j1...jn⟩ ,

where ∣i∣, resp. ∣j∣, denotes the number of 1’s in the string (i1, ..., in), resp. (j1, ..., jn). Therefore, the
spectral gap of Lwcd

n is equal to 2.

From this theorem and the universal upper bound found in Corollary 8.4.11, we find that the
weak collective decoherence satisfies HC(c, ln

√
2) with

c ≤
n ln 2 + 2

2
. (9.20)
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Next, let us first consider the heat diffusion on the one dimensional torus T1, which we represent
on (C2)⊗n as follows:

T1 ∋ θ ↦ (eiθσz)⊗n.

One can easily verify that the QMS transferred via the above representation is the weak collective
decoherence semigroup (up to a rescaling of the Lindblad operators by a factor of

√
2) as a direct

consequence of Equation (9.17). Then, by Corollary 9.2.2 and the estimate of Section 3.7.2, we find
for all t ≥ 0, and any ρ ∈ D(H):

∥Pwcd,n
t (ρ −EF∗(ρ))∥1 ≤

√

2 +
√
π/t e−

t
2 ,

which represents a fast convergence independent of the size n of the system.

Strong collective decoherence

We recall the generator of the strong collective decoherence on n qubits:

Lscd
n (X) ∶= ∑

i∈{x,y,z}
Σni X Σni −

1

2
((Σni )

2X +X(Σni )
2) , where Σni ∶=

n

∑
k=1

1
⊗k−1
C2 ⊗ σi ⊗ 1

n−k
C2 ,

where the difference with Equation (9.19) arises from the consideration of all three Lindblad operator
Σnx , Σny and Σnz .

We consider the three-dimensional simple Lie group SU(2) of associated generators σx, σy, and
σz spanning the Lie algebra su(2), as well as the n-fold representation SU(2) ∋ g ↦ U⊗n

g , where U
denotes the defining spin 1/2 representation of SU(2): for any ψ ∈ C2, and g ∈ SU(2),

Ug ψ = g ψ .

Just like previously, an easy use of Equation (9.17) shows that the semigroup transferred from the heat
semigroup on SU(2) via the above tensor product representation coincides with the strong decoherence
(up to a rescaling of the Lindblad operators by a factor

√
2).

An easy application of Corollary 9.2.2 and the estimate of Theorem 3.7.1 for n = 3 provides the
following dimension-independent bound for the decoherence time of the strong collective decoherence:

τdeco(ε) ≤
64

3
−

32

3
ln ε + 4 ln(1 +

3

2
ln

3

4
) .
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Chapter 10.

Tensorization

The great advantage of classical logarithmic Sobolev inequalities over other methods resides in their
tensorization property: the strong log-Sobolev constant of the product of independent Markovian
evolutions is equal to the maximum over the set of strong log-Sobolev constants of the individual
evolutions. However, this claim is strongly believed to be false in the non-commutative setting.

More precisely, given a set {Lk}k∈{1,⋯,N} of Lindblad generators acting on the algebra B(H) of
bounded operators on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H, define

L̂k ∶= id⊗(k−1)⊗Lk ⊗ id⊗(N−k) (10.1)

as an operator acting on B(H⊗N). We also set

KN ∶=
N

∑
k=1

L̂k. (10.2)

Observe that if each Lk is primitive/satisfies σk-DBC/is KMS-symmetric with respect to a state σk,
then KN is primitive/satisfies σ-DBC/is KMS-symmetric with respect to σ(N) ∶=⊗N

k=1 σk. Moreover,
the L̂k’s commute with each other and

(etKN )
t≥0

= (
N

⊗
k=1

etLk)
t≥0

.

Now we can ask how the logarithmic Sobolev constants of (etKN )t≥0 are related to those for
each individual (etLk)t≥0. In the commutative case the answer is easy: for instance, α2(KN)

equals mink∈{1,⋯,N} α2(Lk) for all N . In particular, if each local semigroup satisfies a (reverse)
hypercontractivity inequality, then so does (etKN )t≥0. One easy way to understand this is by noticing
that, in the commutative case, operator norms are multiplicative, or equivalently, the entropy function
satisfies a certain subadditivity property (see e.g., [Mossel et al., 2013]). The aforementioned property
that, in the classical case, αp(KN) is independent of N , is usually called the tensorization property .
The latter turns out to be useful even when allowing the subsystems to interact, e.g. for the Glauber
dynamics [Martinelli, 1999,Cesi, 2001,Dai Pra et al., 2002,Caputo et al., 2015,Marton, 2015].

Tensorization property of log-Sobolev constants of quantum Lindblad generators, unlike its
classical counterpart, is highly non-trivial. Thus proving (reverse) hypercontractivity inequalities
that are independent of N is a difficult problem in the non-commutative setting: [Montanaro and
Osborne, 2010] proved such hypercontractivity inequalities for the qubit depolarizing channel (see
also [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013]). King [King, 2014] generalized this result for all unital qubit
QMS. [Cubitt et al., 2015] developed the theory of quantum reverse hypercontractivity inequalities
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Chapter 10. Tensorization

in the unital case in and proved some tensorization-type results. Also, [Cubitt et al., 2015,Temme
et al., 2014] developed some techniques for proving bounds on log-Sobolev constants αp(KN) that are
independent of N . For example, in Theorem 9 of [Temme et al., 2014], a weaker result was shown to
hold in finite dimensions, the proof of which relies on interpolation properties of Lp spaces:

Theorem 10.0.1. Let N ∈ N∗ and, for any k ∈ {1,⋯,N}, let (Pkt )t≥0 be a primitive reversible
quantum Markov semigroup on B(Cd) with respective stationary state σk and spectral gap λk. Then,
the log-Sobolev constant α2(KN) of the product QMS (⊗N

i=1P
k
t )t≥0 satisfies

mink λk
ln(d4

H maxk ∥σ−1
k ∥∞) + 11

≤ α2(KN) ≤
mink λk

2
. (10.3)

The importance of this result lies in the independence of the lower bound of (10.3) in the
number N of systems. However, this bound highly depends on the local dimensions d. In particular,
it is not well-suited to the study of quantum diffusions.

From there, two approaches can be pursued. A more conservative one consists in showing
that tensorization holds in specific examples. Another novel approach, initiated in the unital case
by [Beigi and King, 2016], is to replace the use of non-commutative Lp norms in the definition of
hypercontractivity by their completely bounded versions, which are known to be multiplicative [Devetak
et al., 2006] (cf. Section 1.1.2). However, since these norms follow from specific amalgamated Lp
norms associated to algebras of the form Nk = B(Ck)⊗ 1, we know from Section 8.5 that there is no
hope to get the cancellation of the weak hypercontractivity constant d. Since this constant increases
linearly with the number of systems under consideration, the problem of the independence of the
strong constant c with N is only shifted.

Layout of the chapter: This chapter is divided into two main parts. In Section 10.1, we show the
tensorization property of α1 and α2 for tensor products of the generalized depolarizing semigroup
introduced in Section 5.5.1. Then, we introduce the related concepts of a complete logarithmic Sobolev
inequality and of CB hypercontractivity in Section 10.2 for non-unital primitive QMS, which extends
the framework of [Beigi and King, 2016] and Chapter 9.

10.1. Tensorizations for the generalized depolarizing semigroup

10.1.1. Quasi-tensorization of α1

Theorem 10.1.1 provides a uniform bound on α1 for the generalized depolarizing semigroups and their
tensor powers. The proof of this result is a generalization of the proof of a similar result in the classical
case [Mossel et al., 2013]. This tensorization result together with the quantum Stroock-Varopoulos
inequality (Theorem 5.4.2) provides the tensorization of reverse hypercontractivity inequality which
we use in Chapter 13.

Theorem 10.1.1. Let σ1, . . . , σN ∈ D+(Cd). Let Lσk(X) = Tr(σkX)1Cd −X be the generator of the
generalized depolarizing semigroup associated to the state σk, let L̂σk ∶= id⊗(k−1)⊗Lσk ⊗ id⊗(N−k) and
define KN by (10.2). Then MLSI(α1) holds for α1 ≥

1
4
. In particular, this bound is independent of N

and d.

Proof. Let HAN = (Cd)⊗N and HAk ≃ Cd be the k-th local system. We need to show that for all
ρAN ∈ D+(HAN ):

D(ρAN ∥σAN ) ≤ EPKN (ρAN ) ,
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10.1. Tensorizations for the generalized depolarizing semigroup

where σAk = σk and σAN = σ1 ⊗⋯⊗ σN . Using the expression for the generator KN , we thus need to
show that

D(ρAN ∥σAN ) ≤ −
N

∑
k=1

Tr [L̂σk∗(ρAN ) ⋅ ( lnρAN − ln(σAN ))] (10.4)

=
N

∑
k=1

Tr [(ρAN − ρA∼k ⊗ σAk) ⋅ ( lnρAN − ln(σAN ))] (10.5)

=
N

∑
k=1

[D(ρAN ∥σAN ) +D(ρA∼k ⊗ σAk∥ρAN ) −D(ρA∼k ⊗ σAk∥σAN )]. (10.6)

where A∼k = (A1,⋯,Ak−1,Ak+1,⋯,AN) and ρA∼k = TrAk(ρAN ) is the partial trace of ρAN with respect
to the k-th subsystem. Now since D(ρA∼k ⊗ σAk∥ρAN ) ≥ 0, it suffices to show that

D(ρAN ∥σAN ) ≤
N

∑
k=1

[D(ρAN ∥σAN ) −D(ρA∼k ⊗ σAk∥σAN )] , (10.7)

We note that D(ξB∥τB) = −S(B)ξ −Tr(ξ ln τ) where S(B)ξ = −Tr(ξ ln ξ) is the von Neumann entropy.
Moreover, ln(ξ ⊗ τ) = ln ξ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ln τ . Therefore, (10.7) is equivalent to

−S(AN)ρ −
N

∑
k=1

Tr(ρAk lnσk) ≤
N

∑
k=1

[ − S(AN)ρ −
N

∑
j=1

Tr(ρAj lnσj) + S(A
∼k)ρ +∑

j≠k
Tr(ρAj lnσj)]

=
N

∑
k=1

[ − S(AN)ρ −Tr(ρAk lnσk) + S(A
∼k)ρ]

=
N

∑
k=1

[ − S(Ak ∣A
∼k)ρ −Tr(ρAk lnσk)] .

This is itself is equivalent to

S(AN)ρ ≥
N

∑
k=1

S(Ak ∣A
∼k)ρ ,

which is an immediate consequence of the data processing inequality for the partial trace, i.e.,
S(B∣C)ξ ≥ S(B∣CD)ξ (cf. DPI), once we use the chain rule

S(AN)ρ = S(A1)ρ +
N

∑
k=2

S(Ak ∣A1,⋯,Ak−1)ρ .

This concludes the proof.

Remark 10.1.2. Letting the σk’s to be identical in the above theorem, we obtain the promised
tensorization-type result for the modified logarithmic Sobolev constant. Note that this result was
independently obtained recently in [Capel et al., 2018] by introducing the notion of a conditional
logarithmic Sobolev constant and finding a uniform lower bound on the latter. Moreover, a special
case of the above theorem corresponding to σ being the completely mixed state was already proved
in [Müller-Hermes et al., 2016].

We can now use Corollary 7.4.10 and the fact that tensor products of generalized depolarizing
semigroups satisfy ω-DBC to conclude the following.

Corollary 10.1.3. Let σ1, . . . , σN be arbitrary positive definite density matrices. Let Lσk(X) =

Tr(σkX)1 − X be the generator associated to the generalized depolarizing semigroup Pdepol
k,t (X) =

e−tX + (1− e−t)Tr(σkX)1. Define σ(N) = σ1 ⊗⋯⊗σN and Pdepol,(N)
t = Pdepol

1,t ⊗⋯⊗Pdepol
N,t . Then for
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p ≤ q < 1 and t ≥ ln p−1
q−1

, we have for all N ∈ N and any positive definite operator X ∈ B(H⊗N):

∥P
depol,(N)
t (X)∥Lp(σ(N))

≥ ∥X∥Lq(σ(N)) .

10.1.2. Tensorization of α2

The second tensorization result, Theorem 10.1.4, shows that α2 is independent of N in the case of
qubits. In Corollary 10.1.8 we use these results to establish a uniform bound on the 2-logarithmic
Sobolev constant of any qubit quantum Markov semigroup and its tensor powers. We note that the
latter bound improves over the bounds provided in [Temme et al., 2014].

Before stating the tensorization results of this section, let us briefly explain the ideas behind
their proof. Previously, Theorem 10.1.4 was known in the doubly stochastic case (the usual depolarizing
semigroup), the proof of which was based on an inequality on the norms of a 2× 2 block matrix and its
submatrices from [King, 2003]. Our proof of Theorem 10.1.4 is based on the same inequality. First in
Lemma 10.1.5 we derive an infinitesimal version of that inequality in terms of the entropies of a 2 × 2

block matrix and its submatrices, and then use it to prove Theorem 10.1.4. Finally, Corollary 10.1.8
is a quantum generalization of a classical result from [Diaconis and Saloff-Coste, 1996a] with an
essentially similar proof except that tensorization is taken care of separately.

Theorem 10.1.4. Let dimH = 2 and Lσ(X) = Tr(σX)1−X for some positive definite density matrix
σ ∈ D+(H). Then, for any N ∈ N,

α2(KN) = α2(Lσ) ,

where KN is defined in (10.2) when taking Lk = Lσ for all k.

In order to prove this theorem, our main tool is the following entropic inequality that is of
independent interest and can be useful elsewhere.

Lemma 10.1.5. Let H and H′ be Hilbert spaces with dimH = 2. Let X ∈ Bsa(H)+ be a positive
semidefinite matrix with the block form

X =
⎛

⎝

A C

C∗ B

⎞

⎠
, (10.8)

where A,B,C ∈ B(H′). For a full-rank density matrix ρ on H′, the matrix M defined as

M =
⎛

⎝

∥A∥L2(ρ) ∥C∥L2(ρ)

∥C∗∥L2(ρ) ∥B∥L2(ρ)

⎞

⎠
(10.9)

is positive semidefinite. Moreover, let σ be a full-rank density matrix on H of the form

σ =
⎛

⎝

θ 0

0 1 − θ

⎞

⎠
, (10.10)

where θ ∈ (0,1). Then we have

Ent2,σ⊗ρ(X) ≤ Ent2,σ(M) + θEnt2,ρ(A) + (1 − θ)Ent2,ρ(B)

+
√
θ(1 − θ) Ent2,ρ(I2,2(C)) +

√
θ(1 − θ) Ent2,ρ(I2,2(C

∗)). (10.11)
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Proof. For any p ≥ 2 define

Mp ∶=
⎛

⎝

∥A∥Lp(ρ) ∥C∥Lp(ρ)

∥C∗∥Lp(ρ) ∥B∥Lp(ρ)

⎞

⎠
,

so that M2 =M . Since X ≥ 0, both A and B are positive semidefinite. Moreover, we have

Γ
1
p

1⊗ρ(X) =
⎛
⎜
⎝

Γ
1
p
ρ (A) Γ

1
p
ρ (C)

Γ
1
p
ρ (C

∗) Γ
1
p
ρ (B)

⎞
⎟
⎠
≥ 0.

As a result, according to Theorem IX.5.9 of [Bhatia, 2015] there exists a contraction R ∈ B(H′) such

that Γ
1
p
ρ (C) = (Γ

1
p
ρ (A))

1
2R (Γ

1
p
ρ (B))

1
2 . Therefore, by Hölder’s inequality we have

∥Γ
1
p
ρ (C)∥

p
= ∥(Γ

1
p
ρ (A))

1
2R (Γ

1
p
ρ (B))

1
2 ∥
p

≤ ∥(Γ
1
p
ρ (A))

1
2 ∥

2p
⋅ ∥R∥∞ ⋅ ∥(Γ

1
p
ρ (B))

1
2 ∥

2p

≤ ∥(Γ
1
p
ρ (A))

1
2 ∥

2p
⋅ ∥(Γ

1
p
ρ (B))

1
2 ∥

2p

= ∥Γ
1
p
ρ (A)∥

1
2

p
⋅ ∥Γ

1
p
ρ (B)∥

1
2

p
.

Then using ∥Y ∥Lp(ρ) = ∥Γ
1
p
ρ (Y )∥p, we find that

∥C∥Lp(ρ) ≤ ∥A∥
1
2

Lp(ρ) ⋅ ∥B∥
1
2

Lp(ρ),

and hence Mp ≥ 0. In particular, M2 =M ≥ 0 and Ent2,ρ(M) is well-defined.

Define ψ(p) ∶= ∥Mp∥Lp(σ) − ∥X∥Lp(σ⊗ρ). It is shown by King [King, 2003] that ψ(p) ≥ 0 for all
p ≥ 2. Indeed, this inequality is proven in [King, 2003] in the special case where σ and ρ are the
identity operators on the relevant spaces. Nevertheless, we have

∥X∥Lp(σ⊗ρ) =

XXXXXXXXXXXXX

⎛
⎜
⎝

θ
1
pΓ

1
p
ρ (A) (θ(1 − θ))

1
2pΓ

1
p
ρ (C)

(θ(1 − θ))
1
2pΓ

1
p
ρ (C

∗) (1 − θ)
1
pΓ

1
p
ρ (B)

⎞
⎟
⎠

XXXXXXXXXXXXXp

,

and

∥Mp∥Lp(σ) =

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

⎛
⎜
⎝

θ
1
p ∥∥Γ

1
p
ρ (A)∥

p
(θ(1 − θ))

1
2p ∥Γ

1
p
ρ (C)∥

p

(θ(1 − θ))
1
2p ∥Γ

1
p
ρ (C

∗)∥
p

(1 − θ)
1
p ∥Γ

1
p
ρ (B)∥

p

⎞
⎟
⎠

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXp

,

Thus, King’s result holds for arbitrary ρ and diagonal σ as well, and we have ψ(p) ≥ 0 for all p ≥ 2. On
the other hand, a straightforward computation verifies that ψ(2) = 0. This means that ψ′(2) ≥ 0, i.e.,

d

dp
(∥Mp∥Lp(σ) − ∥X∥Lp(σ⊗ρ))∣

p=2

≥ 0 .

The derivatives can be computed using Proposition 7.4.7. We have

d

dp
∥X∥Lp(σ⊗ρ)∣

p=2

=
1

4
∥X∥−1

L2(σ⊗ρ) ⋅Ent2,σ⊗ρ(X) , (10.12)

and
d

dp
∥Mp∥Lp(σ)∣

p=2

=
1

4
∥M∥−1

L2(σ) ⋅ (Ent2,σ(M) + 4 Tr [Γ
1
2
σ (M

′
2) ⋅ Γ

1
2
σ (M)]) ,
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where

M ′
2 =

d

dp
Mp∣

p=2

=
1

4

⎛

⎝

∥A∥−1
L2(ρ) ⋅Ent2,ρ(A) w

w ∥B∥−1
L2(ρ) ⋅Ent2,ρ(B)

⎞

⎠
,

and w = ∥C∥−1
L2(ρ) ⋅ (Ent2,ρ ( I2,2(C)) +Ent2,ρ ( I2,2(C

∗))). We conclude that

d

dp
∥Mp∥Lp(σ)∣

p=2

=
1

4
∥M∥−1

L2(σ) ⋅ (Ent2,σ(M) + θEnt2,ρ(A) + (1 − θ)Ent2,ρ(B)

+
√
θ(1 − θ)Ent2,ρ ( I2,2(C)) +

√
θ(1 − θ)Ent2,ρ ( I2,2(C

∗))) .

Comparing to (10.12) and using ∥M∥L2(σ) = ∥X∥L2(σ⊗ρ) the desired inequality follows.

We need yet another lemma to prove Theorem 10.1.4.

Lemma 10.1.6. For any Lindblad generator K that is KMS-symmetric with respect to some positive
definite density matrix ρ we have, for any matrix C,

E2,K( I2,2(C)) + E2,K( I2,2(C
∗)) ≤ −⟨C,K(C)⟩ρ − ⟨C∗,K(C∗)⟩ρ.

Proof. Define D ∶= Γ
1
2
ρ (C). Then for j ∈ {0,1} [Bhatia, 2015]:

Yj ∶=
⎛

⎝

∣D∣ (−1)jD∗

(−1)jD ∣D∗∣

⎞

⎠
≥ 0 .

Since Γ
−1/2
ρ is completely positive we have

Zj ∶= id⊗Γ−1/2
ρ (Yj) =

⎛

⎝

I2,2(C) (−1)jC∗

(−1)jC I2,2(C
∗)

⎞

⎠
≥ 0 .

On the other hand, Pt = etK is completely positive. Therefore,

id⊗Pt(Z0) =
⎛

⎝

Pt(I2,2(C)) Pt(C
∗)

Pt(C) Pt(I2,2(C
∗))

⎞

⎠
≥ 0 .

Putting these observations together we find that for any t ≥ 0:

g(t) ∶= ⟨Z1, id⊗Pt(Z0)⟩1⊗ρ ≥ 0 .

We note that

g(t) = ⟨ I2,2(C),Pt(I2,2(C))⟩
ρ
+ ⟨ I2,2(C

∗),Pt(I2,2(C
∗))⟩

ρ
− ⟨C,Pt(C)⟩

ρ
− ⟨C∗,Pt(C

∗)⟩
ρ
.

From this expression it is clear that

g(0) = ∥ I2,2(C)∥2
L2(ρ) + ∥ I2,2(C

∗)∥2
L2(ρ) − ∥C∥2

L2(ρ) − ∥C∗∥2
L2(ρ) = 0 .

Therefore, we must have g′(0) ≥ 0 which is equivalent to the desired inequality.
Now we have all the required tools for proving Theorem 10.1.4. We actually prove a stronger

statement from which Theorem 10.1.4 is implied by a simple induction procedure:

Theorem 10.1.7. Let dimH = 2 and Lσ(X) = Tr(σX)1−X for some positive definite density matrix
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σ. Also let K be a Lindblad generator associated to a primitive QMS that is reversible with respect to
some positive definite state ρ ∈ D(H′). Then we have

α2(Lσ ⊗ id′ + id⊗K) = min{α2(Lσ), α2(K)} ,

where id and id′ denote the identity superoperators acting on B(H) and B(H′) respectively.

Proof. Let α = min{α2(Lσ), α2(K)}. By restricting X in the log-Sobolev inequality of order 2 to be
of the tensor product form and using

Ent2,σ⊗ρ(Y ⊗ Y ′) = Ent2,σ(Y ) +Ent2,ρ(Y
′) ,

we conclude that α2(Lσ ⊗ id′ + id⊗K) ≤ α. To prove the inequality in the other direction we need to
show that for any X ∈ Bsa(H⊗H′)+ we have

α Ent2,σ⊗ρ(X) ≤ E2,Lσ⊗id′ + id⊗K(X) . (10.13)

Assume, without loss of generality, that σ is diagonal of the form (10.10), and that X ∈ Bsa(H⊗H′)+

has the block form (10.8). Define M by (10.9). Then by Lemma 10.1.5 we have

Ent2,σ⊗ρ(X) ≤ Ent2,σ(M) + θEnt2,ρ(A) + (1 − θ)Ent2,ρ(B)

+
√
θ(1 − θ) Ent2,ρ(I2,2(C)) +

√
θ(1 − θ) Ent2,ρ(I2,2(C

∗)) .

On the other hand by the definition of α we have

α Ent2,σ(M) ≤ E2,Lσ(M) ,

and
α Ent2,ρ(Y ) ≤ E2,K(Y ) ,

for all Y ∈ {A,B, I2,2(C), I2,2(C
∗)}. Therefore, we have

α Ent2,σ⊗ρ(X) ≤ E2,Lσ(M) + θE2,K(A) + (1 − θ)E2,K(B)

+
√
θ(1 − θ)E2,K(I2,2(C)) +

√
θ(1 − θ)E2,K(I2,2(C

∗))

≤ E2,Lσ(M) + θE2,K(A) + (1 − θ)E2,K(B)

−
√
θ(1 − θ) ⟨C,K(C)⟩ρ −

√
θ(1 − θ) ⟨C∗,K(C∗)⟩ρ , (10.14)

where in the second inequality we use Lemma 10.1.6. We now have

E2,Lσ⊗id′ + id⊗K(X) = −⟨X, (Lσ ⊗ id′ + id⊗K)(X)⟩σ⊗ρ

= −⟨X,Lσ ⊗ id′(X)⟩σ⊗ρ − ⟨
⎛

⎝

A C

C∗ B

⎞

⎠
,
⎛

⎝

K(A) K(C)

K(C∗) K(B)

⎞

⎠
⟩

σ⊗ρ

.
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We compute each term in the above sum separately.

−⟨X, (Lσ ⊗ id′)(X)⟩
σ⊗ρ

= ⟨
⎛

⎝

A C

C∗ B

⎞

⎠
,
⎛

⎝

(1 − θ)(A −B) C

C∗ θ(B −A)

⎞

⎠
⟩

σ⊗ρ

= θ(1 − θ)⟨A,A −B⟩ρ + θ(1 − θ)⟨B,B −A⟩ρ + 2
√
θ(1 − θ)⟨C,C⟩ρ

= θ(1 − θ)∥A∥2
L2(ρ) + θ(1 − θ)∥B∥2

L2(ρ) − 2θ(1 − θ)⟨A,B⟩ρ + 2
√
θ(1 − θ)∥C∥2

L2(ρ)

≥ θ(1 − θ)∥A∥2
L2(ρ) + θ(1 − θ)∥B∥2

L2(ρ) − 2θ(1 − θ)∥A∥L2(ρ) ⋅ ∥B∥L2(ρ) + 2
√
θ(1 − θ)∥C∥2

L2(ρ)

= −⟨M,Lσ(M)⟩σ

= E2,Lσ(M) .

For the second term we compute

−⟨
⎛

⎝

A C

C∗ B

⎞

⎠
,
⎛

⎝

K(A) K(C)

K(C∗) K(B)

⎞

⎠
⟩

σ⊗ρ

= −θ⟨A, K(A)⟩ρ − (1 − θ)⟨B,K(B)⟩ρ

−
√
θ(1 − θ)⟨C,K(C)⟩ρ −

√
θ(1 − θ)⟨C∗,K(C∗)⟩ρ

= θE2,K(A) + (1 − θ)E2,K(B)

−
√
θ(1 − θ)⟨C,K(C)⟩ρ −

√
θ(1 − θ)⟨C∗,K(C∗)⟩ρ .

Therefore, we have

E2,Lσ⊗id′ + id⊗K(X) ≥ E2,Lσ(M) + θE2,K(A) + (1 − θ)E2,K(B)

−
√
θ(1 − θ)⟨C,K(C)⟩ρ −

√
θ(1 − θ)⟨C∗,K(C∗)⟩ρ .

Comparing this to (10.14) we arrive at the desired inequality (10.13).

We can now derive a tensorization-type result for a wide class of Lindblad generators. Let L be
a σ-reversible and primitive Lindblad generator. Recall that the spectral gap of L is defined by

λ(L) = inf
X

E2,L(X)

Varσ(X)
,

where Varσ(X) = ⟨X,X⟩σ − ⟨X,1⟩2σ = ∥X∥2
L2(σ) − ⟨X,1⟩2σ. Observe that Varσ(X) is the squared length

of the projection of X onto the subspace orthogonal to 1 ∈ B(H) with respect to the inner product
⟨⋅, ⋅⟩σ. On the other hand, 1 is the sole1 0-eigenvector of L which is self-adjoint with respect to this
inner product. Therefore, −λ(L) is the minimum non-zero eigenvalue of L.

The spectral gap satisfies the tensorization property, as shown below. Observe that

KN =
N

∑
k=1

L̂k

is a sum of mutually commuting operators. Then the eigenvalues of KN are summations of eigenvalues
of individual L̂k’s. Since each L̂k is a tensor product of L with some identity superoperator, the set of
its eigenvalues is the same as that of L. Using these we conclude that for all N ∈ N,

λ(KN) = λ(L) . (10.15)

1This 0-eigenvector is unique since L is assumed to be primitive.
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It is well-known that λ(L) ≥ 2α2(L) (see [Carbone and Martinelli, 2015]). The following corollary
gives a lower bound on α2(L) in terms of λ(L).

Corollary 10.1.8. Let dimH = 2 and σ ∈ D(H) be full-rank. For any KMS-symmetric primitive
Lindblad generator L with respect to σ we have

1 − 2 ∥σ−1∥−1
∞

ln (∥σ−1∥∞ − 1)
λ(L) ≤ α2(Kn) .

Proof. Let Lσ be the generalized depolarizing Lindblad generator that is σ-reversible, and let
X ∈ Bsa(H

⊗N)+ be arbitrary. Then by Theorem 10.1.4 and Theorem 7.2.4 we have

1 − 2∥σ−1∥−1
∞

ln (∥σ−1∥∞ − 1)
Ent2,σ⊗N (X) ≤ −

N

∑
k=1

⟨X, L̂σk(X)⟩
σ⊗n

, (10.16)

where σk = σ for all k. Next, let Wk ⊂ B(H
⊗N) be the subspace spanned by operators of the form

A1 ⊗⋯⊗AN ∈ B(H⊗N) with Ak = 1 ∈ B(H). In other words, Wk = ker(L̂σk). Then −⟨X, L̂σk(X)⟩
σ⊗N

equals the squared length of the projection of X onto W⊥
k . On the other hand, since L is primitive

and σ-reversible, we also have Wk = ker L̂k and W⊥
k is invariant under L̂k. Moreover, by definition

λ(L̂k) is the minimum eigenvalue of L̂k restricted to W⊥
k (i.e., the maximum non-zero eigenvalue). We

conclude that
−λ(L̂k) ⟨X, L̂σk(X)⟩

σ⊗N
≤ −⟨X, L̂k(X)⟩

σ⊗N
.

On the other hand since L̂k equals the tensor product of L with some identity superoperators,
λ(L̂k) = λ(L). Therefore2,

−λ(L)⟨X, L̂σk(X)⟩
σ⊗N

≤ −⟨X, L̂k(X)⟩
σ⊗N

.

Using this in (10.16) we arrive at

λ(L)
1 − 2∥σ−1∥−1

∞
ln (∥σ−1∥∞ − 1)

Ent2,σ⊗N (X) ≤ −
N

∑
k=1

⟨X, L̂k(X)⟩
σ⊗N

= −⟨X,KN(X)⟩σ⊗N .

This gives the desired bound on α2(KN).

Remark 10.1.9. This corollary is a non-commutative version of Corollary A.4 of [Diaconis and
Saloff-Coste, 1996a] and gives a stronger bound compared to Corollary 6 and Theorem 9 of [Temme
et al., 2014]. It would be interesting to compare this corollary with the result of [King, 2014]
who generalized the hypercontractivity inequalities of [Montanaro and Osborne, 2010] for the qubit
depolarizing channel to all doubly stochastic qubit quantum Markov semigroups. Here, having a
bound on the 2-logarithmic Sobolev constant of the KMS-symmetric generalized qubit depolarizing
channel (and its tensorization property), we derive a bound on the 2-logarithmic Sobolev constant of
all qubit σ-reversible QMS.

Corollary 10.1.10. Let dimH = 2 and σ ∈ D(H) be full-rank. Let L be the generator of a
KMS-symmetric QMS (Pt)t≥0. Then for any 1 ≤ q ≤ p and t ≥ 0 satisfying

t ≥
ln (∥σ−1∥∞ − 1)

4λ(L) (1 − 2∥σ−1∥−1
∞ )

ln
p − 1

q − 1
,

2This comparison of Dirichlet forms was already used in Section 8.5 in order to show the non-positivity of the strong
decoherence free log-Sobolev constant by reducing the analysis to the case of the N -decoherent semigroup.
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we have ∥P⊗Nt (X)∥Lp(σ) ≤ ∥X∥q,σ for all X > 0 and any N ∈ N.

10.2. CB hypercontractivity and complete log-Sobolev

inequalities

As already discussed in the introduction of this chapter, in the classical case, log-Sobolev inequalities
satisfy the very useful tensorization property, that is, given N primitive Markov semigroups (P

(i)
t )t≥0

with generators Li, i = 1,⋯,N , if for each i, the semigroup (P
(i)
t )t≥0 satisfies the log-Sobolev inequality

LSI2(ci, di), then the product semigroup (Pt)t≥0 with Pt = P
1
t ⊗ ⋯ ⊗ Pnt , satisfies the log-Sobolev

inequality LSI2(maxi ci,∑i di). This can be seen as a consequence of the multiplicativity of the
classical weighted Lp norms. It is strongly believed that this latter property no longer holds true in the
quantum case, since quantum weighted Lp norms are not multiplicative. In [Beigi and King, 2016], the
authors proposed to define the hypercontractivity property with respect to the completely bounded
norm, which is known to be multiplicative even in the noncommutative framework, and proved that it
is equivalent to the notion of a complete logarithmic Sobolev inequality for primitive doubly stochastic
QMS. This provides a way to recover the tensorization property in the noncommutative framework.
Here, we generalize the framework of [Beigi and King, 2016] to the case of any primitive (not necessarily
doubly stochastic) QMS in finite dimensions. Recall that, given an operator Φ ∶ B(H) → B(H), its
weighted completely bounded norm is defined as follows (cf. Section 1.1.2):

∥Φ ∶ Lq(σ)→ Lp (σ) ∥cb ∶= sup
n∈N

∥ idMn(C)⊗Φ ∶ Lq(n−1
1Cn , Lq(σ))→ Lq(n−1

1Cn , Lp(σ))∥ , (10.17)

where the supremum in 10.17 is over all dimensions n. These norms are known to be multiplicative, as
proved in [Devetak et al., 2006]. As a result, in order to define a notion of hypercontractivity and its
associated log-Sobolev inequality that satisfy the tensorization property, we embed a primitive QMS
(Pt)t≥0 on B(H) into the QMS (idk ⊗Pt)t≥0 on B(Ck⊗H), and study the latter’s DF-hypercontractivity
properties, for each integer k ≥ 1. Let σ be the unique invariant state of (Pt)t≥0. ThenNk ∶= B(Ck)⊗1H
and σTr =

1k

k
⊗ σ. We are lead to the following definitions.

Definition 10.2.1. We say that (Pt)t≥0:

(i) satisfies a q-complete logarithmic Sobolev inequality with positive strong logarithmic Sobolev
constant c > 0 and weak logarithmic Sobolev constant d ≥ 0, which we denote by cLSIq(c, d), if
for all integer k ≥ 1, LSIq,Nk(c, d) holds.

(ii) is q-CB-hypercontractive for positive constants c > 0 and d ≥ 0, condition denoted by cHCq(c, d),
if for all t ≥ 0,

∥Pt ∶ Lq(σ)→ Lp(t)(σ)∥cb ≤ exp(2d(
1

q
−

1

p(t)
)) ,

for any function p ∶ [0,+∞) → R such that for any t ≥ 0, q ≤ p(t) ≤ 1 + (q − 1) e
4t
c . In the case

q = 2, we simply denote the previous property by cHC(c, d).

The above definitions extend the ones in [Beigi and King, 2016] to non-unital primitive QMS
and to weak LSI and weak HC. In the next theorem, we establish the equivalence between the complete
logarithmic Sobolev inequality and CB-hypercontractivity, hence extending Theorem 4 of [Beigi and
King, 2016] to the cases mentioned above.
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10.2. CB hypercontractivity and complete log-Sobolev inequalities

Theorem 10.2.2. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a primitive QMS on B(H) with associated generator L, and let
q ≥ 1, d ≥ 0 and p(t) = 1 + (q − 1) e

4t
c for some constant c > 0. Then

(i) If cHCq(c, d) holds, then cLSIq(c, d) holds.

(ii) If cLSIp(t)(c, d) holds for all t ≥ 0, then cHCq(c, d) holds.

Proof. We first prove (i). If cHCq(c, d) holds, then for any k and any X ∈ B(Ck ⊗H),

∥ idk ⊗Pt(X)∥Lq(Nk,Lp(t)(σTr)) ≤ exp(2d(
1

q
−

1

p(t)
)) ∥X∥Lq( 1kk ⊗σ) ,

that is HCq,N (c, d) holds for the QMS (idk ⊗Pt)t≥0 of corresponding decoherence-free algebra Nk =
B(Ck)⊗1H and σTr =

1k

k
⊗ σ. The result then follows from a direct application of 8.2.2(i). (ii) follows

similarly from 8.2.2(ii).
A direct application of the definitions for Lp regularity of Dirichlet forms then leads to the

following:

Theorem 10.2.3. Assume that cLSI2(c, d) holds. Then, if the generator L is Lp-regular for some
d0 ≥ 0, then cLSIq(c, d + c d0/2) holds for all q ≥ 1, so that cHC2(c, d + c d0/2) holds.

As in the decoherence-free case, an application of Proposition 5.2 of [Olkiewicz and Zegarlinski,
1999] together with Theorem 4 of [Watrous, 2005] leads to the following corollary:

Corollary 10.2.4. Assume that L is the generator of a primitive QMS with unique invariant state σ,
and that cLSI2(c, d) holds.

(i) If L is KMS-symmetric, then cLSIq(c, d + c (∥L ∶ L2(σ) → L2(σ)∥ + 1 holds for all q ≥ 1 and
consequently cHC2(c, d + c (∥L ∶ L2(σ)→ L2(σ)∥ + 1)) holds.

(ii) If L satisfies σ-DBC, then cLSIq(c, d) holds for all q ≥ 1 and consequently cHC2(c, d) holds.

Proof. The result follows directly from the fact that reversibility of L w.r.t. σ implies reversibility of
idk ⊗L w.r.t. σTr, for any k ∈ N, so that Corollary 8.2.4 applies. We conclude by noticing that for any
k ∈ N,

∥ idk ⊗L ∶ L2(σ)→ L2(k
−1
1k ⊗ σ)∥ = ∥Γ 1k

k ⊗σ ○ (idk ⊗L) ○ Γ−1
1k
k ⊗σ ∶ T2(H)→ T2(H)∥

= ∥Γσ ○L ○ Γ−1
σ ∶ T2(H)→ T2(H)∥ (10.18)

= ∥L ∶ L2(σ)→ L2(σ)∥ ,

where we used Theorem 4 of [Watrous, 2005] in (10.18). The second part follows similarly by the
second part of Corollary 8.2.4. In both cases, hypercontractivity follows from Theorem 10.2.2.

Moreover, we derive universal bounds on the complete-log-Sobolev constants:

Theorem 10.2.5 (Universal bounds on the complete logarithmic Sobolev constants). Let (Pt)t≥0 be a
primitive reversible QMS, with unique invariant state σ and spectral gap λ(L). Then, cLSI2(c, ln

√
2)

holds, with

c ≤
ln ∥σ−1∥∞ + 2

λ(L)
. (10.19)

Proof. First notice that for all k ∈ N, and any X ∈ B(Ck ⊗H),

∥ idk ⊗Pt(X)∥L2(Nk,L4(σTr)) ≤ ∥X∥L2(Nk,L4(σTr)) ≤ ∥ id ∶ L2(σ)→ L4(σ)∥cb ∥X∥L2(k−11k⊗σ) (10.20)
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where the first inequality follows from (i) of Proposition 8.3.1. Then, for any 1 ≤ q ≤ p ≤∞:

∥ id ∶ Lq(σ)→ Lp(σ)∥cb = ∥Γ
1
p−

1
q

σ ∶ Tq(H)→ Tp(H)∥cb = ∥σ−1∥
1
q −

1
p

∞ . (10.21)

Now, an application of Theorem 8.4.10 to the QMS (idk ⊗Pt)t≥0 together with the fact that λ(L) =
λ(idk ⊗L) for any k ∈ N allow us to conclude.

Using the multiplicativity of CB norms [Devetak et al., 2006], we directly get the tensorization
property of the complete logarithmic Sobolev inequality, hence extending Theorem 6 of [Beigi and
King, 2016] to any primitive QMS.

Theorem 10.2.6. Suppose that for all i = 1,⋯,N the primitive QMS (P(i))t≥0 on B(Hi) generated
by Li with invariant state σi satisfies cLSIq(ci, di). Then the QMS (Pt)t≥0 on B(⊗Ni=1Hi) generated by
L(N) ∶= ∑

N
i=1⊗

i−1
k=1 idB(Hk)⊗Li ⊗⊗

N
k=i+1 idB(Hk) with invariant state ⊗N

i=1 σi satisfies cLSIq(c, d) with
c ∶= maxi ci and d = ∑Ni=1 di.

The additivity of the weak complete logarithmic Sobolev constant prevents one from obtaining
relevant estimates for a large number of tensorized primitive QMS. In particular, estimating both
constants separately as in Theorem 10.2.6 leads to weaker bounds than the ones found in [Temme
et al., 2014,Müller-Hermes et al., 2016]. This however does not exclude the possibility of better
controlling both constants simultaneously when considering tensor products of QMS. One way to
achieve this is via the transference method introduced in Chapter 9. Before moving to the next section,
we simply mention that a similar notion of a complete modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality was
introduced in [Bardet, 2017] (see also [Gao et al., 2018b]). Contrary to the 2-complete logarithmic
Sobolev inequality studied here, there exist examples of semigroups for which the “weak MLSI constant”
vanishes. The question of the validity of this claim for any quantum Markov semigroup is still open.
Another interesting problem is the one of finding the range of parameters q for which the weak complete
logarithmic Sobolev constant becomes non-zero.
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Quantum geometric and information
theoretic inequalities

In Section 4.5, we recalled an information theoretical proof of the logarithmic Sobolev inequality for
the Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup. At the core of the proof lies the entropy power inequality (cf.
Theorem 4.5.2): for any two independent random variables X and Y on Rn,

N(X + Y ) ≥ N(X) +N(Y ) , where N(X) ∶= e2S(X)/n (11.1)

is the entropy power of signal X. Equivalently, the following entropy convex combination inequality
holds: S(

√
λX +

√
1 − λY ) ≥ λS(X) + (1 − λ)S(Y ). In words, the latter inequality expresses the fact

that the entropy of the sum of two signals is greater than the sum of the entropies of the signals taken
individually. The entropy power inequality is also closely related to the idea of isoperimetry and has
important applications in channel coding theory [Shannon, 1948].

Recently, the entropy power inequality (EPI) has been a subject of focus in the quantum
community [Koenig and Smith, 2014,Audenaert et al., 2016,Carlen et al., 2016]. In this chapter,
we aim at extending the results mentioned in Section 4.5 to the quantum phase space setting. In
this chapter, we consider a classical-quantum entropy power inequality, where the sum between the
two independent random variables X and Y in Theorem 4.5.2 is replaced by the classical-quantum
convolution between a quantum state ρ and a classical probability distribution function f as introduced
by [Werner, 1984]. We show how this inequality provides convergence times for the quantum heat
semigroup defined in Section 5.5.2. Some of the results stated and proved in this section were found
independently in [Huber et al., 2017,Datta et al., 2017].

However, a generalization of the proof of the logarithmic Sobolev inequality via EPI for the
quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup (see Section 5.5.2) seems to require a fully quantum-quantum
convolution as introduced in [Koenig and Smith, 2014]1, which is a channel that models the physical
process corresponding to photons coming out of a beamsplitter. The proof was recently found
in [De Palma and Trevisan, 2018] and relies on a series of papers [G. De Palma et al., 2014,De Palma
et al., 2015b,Koenig, 2015,De Palma and Trevisan, 2018]. We summarize and compare their main
results to the ones of Section 11.1 in Section 11.3.

1We also mention that a finite dimensional version of the quantum-quantum convolution was later introduced and
a quantum-quantum entropy power inequality for that convolution was derived in [Audenaert et al., 2016], see
also [Carlen et al., 2016] for a more recent proof and [Jeong et al., 2018] for a generalization in the presence of
quantum memory.
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Layout of the chapter: In Section 11.1, we state and prove some classical-quantum versions of
the information theoretic inequalities of Section 4.5. These results, and in particular the isoperimetric
inequality of Theorem 11.1.7 are used to prove some convergence bounds on the quantum heat
semigroup in Section 11.2. Connection with the fully quantum entropy power inequality of [Koenig
and Smith, 2014] is established, and the link to the entropy decay for the quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck
semigroup found in [De Palma and Huber, 2018] is recalled in Section 11.3.

11.1. A quantum-classical entropy power inequality

Given a random variable Z. its entropy power N(Z) only depends on its probability density function
fZ . Therefore, (11.1) only depends on fX , fY and their convolution

fX+Y (z) = fX ∗ fY (z) = ∫
Rn

fX(x)fY (z − x)dx .

Any quantum extension of the (11.1) requires a non-commutative notion of convolution. In [Werner,
1984], the classical-quantum convolution between a quantum state ρ ∈ D(H), H = L2(Rn), and a
probability density function f on R2n was defined as follows:

ρ ∗ f ∶= ∫
R2n

f(z)Wz ρW−z dz ,

where the integral is defined in the Bochner sense. Here, the Weyl displacement operators, introduced
in Section 0.2, play the role of translations in phase space. Next, we define the quantum entropy power
of a state ρ ∈ D(H) as follows

N(ρ) ∶= eS(ρ)/n . (11.2)

Once again, the difference in the normalization of the exponent in comparison with the classical
entropy power (11.1) comes from the fact that the quantum phase space is 2n dimensional. The
following classical-quantum entropy power inequality was first derived in [Huber et al., 2017]:

Theorem 11.1.1. For any ρ ∈ D(H) and any probability density function f on R2n,

N(ρ ∗ f) ≥ N(ρ) + N(f) . (cq-EPI)

In this section, we provide a proof of Theorem 11.1.1 using tools developed independently
in [Datta et al., 2017]. Along the way, we derive other entropic inequalities on the quantum phase
space such as a quantum Blachman-Stam inequality, the concavity of the entropy power along the
quantum heat semigroup, as well as an entropic isoperimetric inequality, that may be of independent
interest.

11.1.1. Fisher informations on phase space

Divergence based quantum Fisher information Classically, the proof of the entropy power
inequality relies on the Fisher information inequality of Lemma 4.5.4. The crucial step is the so-called
de Bruijn identity (Lemma 1.3.2) relating the Fisher informations to the derivative of the Shannon
entropy along the heat semigroup, which allows to interpret it as its corresponding entropy production.
In the quantum setting, one is then tempted to define a quantum Fisher information that can similarly
be related to the von Neumann entropy.
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We first briefly recall the classical setting: given a smooth family (fθ)θ∈Θ of probability density
functions on R2n, its classical Fisher information is defined by Equation (1.70) as the negative of the
Laplacian of the function (α,β)↦D(fα∥fβ), or equivalently:

I(θ) = ∆αD(fθ∥fα)∣α=θ . (11.3)

In the case when the parameter θ simply consists of shifts from a fixed distribution f , the expression
can be simplified as in Equation (1.71):

I(f) ∶= I(0) = −∫ f(x)∆(ln f)(x)dx . (11.4)

Up to regularity issues, this is nothing but the entropy production associated to the heat semigroup
(cf. Section 3.3).

In the quantum case, we saw in Section 1.3 that, given a smooth family (ρθ)θ∈Θ of quantum
states on a finite dimensional Hilbert space, their Fisher information was defined, similarly, as the
Laplacian of (α,β)↦D(ρα∥ρβ). In analogy with (11.4), we are interested in the case when (ρθ)θ∈R2n

can be interpreted as a family of shifts in the quantum phase space. This can naturally be done via
the Weyl operators introduced in Section 0.2.

We assume from now on that H = L2(Rn). Then, given a state ρ ∈ D(H), define the shifted
operator along the direction of Rj as

ρθ,Rj ∶= eiθRj ρ e−iθRj ∶=Wzj,θρW−zj,θ , (11.5)

where zj,θ is the vector in R2n with entries

(zj,θ)r ∶=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

θ if r = j, j even,

−θ if r = j, j odd,

0 otherwise .

(11.6)

Assuming that ρ ∈ D+(H), its divergence-based quantum Fisher information is defined in analogy with
(11.3) as [Koenig and Smith, 2014,Koenig, 2015]:

J(ρ) ∶=
2n

∑
i=1

d2

dθ2
D(ρ∥ρθ,Rj)∣

θ=0

, (11.7)

whenever the functions θ ↦D(ρ∥ρθ,Rj) are twice differentiable. Formally [Koenig and Smith, 2014],
this quantity can be shown to be equal to the entropy production of the quantum heat semigroup (cf.
Equation (5.44)):

d

dt
S(Pheat

∗t (ρ))∣
t=0

= − Tr(Lheat
∗ (ρ) lnρ) =

1

4
J(ρ) . (11.8)

This statement was rigorously proved for Gaussian thermal states in [Koenig, 2015]. The second
identity can be made more precise when ρ is a Schwartz operator (cf. Section 0.2):

Lemma 11.1.2. Let ρ be a Schwartz state such that lnρ is polynomially bounded. Then for any
j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,2n}, the function θ ↦ D(ρ∥ρθ,Rj) is twice differentiable at 0. Moreover, the operators
ρ [Rj , [Rj , lnρ]] are trace class, and the divergence-based quantum Fisher information defined through
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Equation (11.7) is given by

J(ρ) =
2n

∑
i=1

Tr (ρ [Rj , [Rj , lnρ]]) . (11.9)

In addition, d
dθ
D(ρ∥ρθ,Rj)∣θ=0

= 0 for all j.

Proof. We start from the following relative entropy D(ρ∥ρθ,Rj) = Tr(ρ (lnρ− lnρθ,Rj)). Since its first
term is constant, we can focus on the second term:

Trρ lnρθ,Rj = Tr(ρ eiθRj lnρ e−iθRj)

=
∞
∑
k=1

⟨ψk, e
−iθRj ρ eiθRj lnρψk⟩ , (11.10)

where {ψk}
∞
k=1 is an orthonormal basis of Schwartz functions of H (take e.g. the Hermite polynomials).

Recall that eiθRj is equal to Wzj,θ , with zj,θ defined in (11.6). Let’s denote ϕk ∶= lnρψk. It is a
Schwartz function, since lnρ is polynomially bounded (see Proposition 3.21 of [Keyl et al., 2016]).
Therefore, each term of Equation (11.10) is of the form

⟨ψk, W−zj,θρWzj,θϕk⟩ , ψk, ϕk ∈ S(H). (11.11)

We conclude by a direct use of Proposition 3.25 of [Keyl et al., 2016].
The divergence-based Fisher information satisfies the following quantum version of the

Blachman-Stam inequality. The result was independently found by [Huber et al., 2017] and [Datta
et al., 2017].

Theorem 11.1.3 (Quantum Blachman-Stam inequality). For any α,β > 0, t > 0, for any state ρ such
that θ ↦D(ρ∥ρθ,Rj) is twice differentiable at 0 for all j = 1, ...,2n, we have

(α + β)2J(ρ ∗ f) ≤ α2J(ρ) + β2 I(f) . (11.12)

In order to prove the quantum Blachman-Stam inequality, we need the following technical
lemma:

Lemma 11.1.4. For any two quantum states ρ1, ρ2 ∈ D(H) and probability density functions f1, f2 ∈

L1(R2n),

D(ρ1 ∗ f1∥ρ2 ∗ f2) ≤D(ρ1∥ρ2) +D(f1∥f2) (11.13)

Proof. The proof involves a simple application of Uhlmann’s monotonicity of the relative entropy
(1.56) under Schwarz mapping in the context of general von Neumann algebras. Indeed, the result
would follow if we can prove that for any ρ ∈ D(H) and any positive g ∈ L1(R2n), with ∥g∥L1(R2n) = 1,

ωρ∗g = (ωρ ⊗ ωg) ○Φ , (11.14)

where ωρ, resp. ωf , is the state corresponding to the density operator ρ, resp. the density function f ,
and Φ is a unital, completely positive map from B(H)⊗L∞(R2n) to B(H). Indeed, ωρ ⊗ ωg acts on
tensor product elements of B(H)⊗L∞(R2n) by

(ωρ ⊗ ωg)(A⊗ f) = Tr(ρA) × ∫
R2n

g(z)f(z)dz, A ∈ B(H), f ∈ L∞(R2n) (11.15)
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and extends by continuity [Kadison and Ringrose, 1983]. But B(H)⊗L∞(R2n) can be identified with
the set L∞(R2n,B(H)) of measurable functions from R2n to B(H), in which case an element of it is a
map z ↦ Az and ωρ ⊗ ωg acts as

(ωρ ⊗ ωg)(z ↦ Az) = ∫
R2n

Tr(ρAz) g(z)dz (11.16)

(which of course is consistent with the above if Az = f(z)A). On the other hand, ωρ∗g acts as

ωρ∗g(A) = ∫
R2n

g(z) Tr(ρW−zAWz )dz, (11.17)

so to prove our statement it is enough to show that the map Φ from B(H) to L∞(R2n,B(H)) defined
as

Φ ∶ A↦ (z ↦W−zAWz) (11.18)

is unital and completely positive. The first requirement is obvious. To show complete positivity,
consider a positive matrix (Ai,j)

N
i,j=1 of elements of B(H), in the sense that for any (ϕi)

N
i=1 with each

ϕi ∈H, one has

∑
i,j

⟨ϕi,Ai,jϕj⟩ ≥ 0.

We then prove that (Φ(Ai,j))
N
i,j=1 is positive when acting on L2(R2n,H): consider ψi = (z ↦ ψi(z)) ∈

L2(R2n,H), therefore

∑
i,j

⟨ψi,Φ(Ai,j)ψj⟩ =∑
i,j
∫ ⟨ψi(z),W

∗
z Ai,jWz ψj(z)⟩dz = ∫ ∑

i,j

⟨Wzψi(z),Ai,jWzψj(z)⟩dz ≥ 0 .

This together with the additivity (1.54) of the relative entropy completes the proof of (11.13).

We are now ready to prove Theorem 11.1.3. The proof we give can be seen as a quantum
analogue of the proof given by Stam in [a.J. Stam, 1959].

Proof of Theorem 11.1.3 : In the following, we define a vector z = (q1, p1, . . . , qn, pn) ∈ Z simply
as (q, p), and for any a ∈ R we define

(q, p; qj − a) ∶= (q1, p1, . . . , qj−1, pj−1, qj − a, pj , qj+1pj+1 . . . , qn, pn) , (11.19)

(q, p;pj − a) ∶= (q1, p1, . . . , qj−1, pj−1, qj , pj − a, qj+1pj+1 . . . , qn, pn) . (11.20)

Then for any a ∈ R we define the following functions:

fa,Pj ∶ (q, p)↦ f(q, p; qj − a); fa,Qj ∶ (q, p)↦ f(q, p;pj + a) (11.21)

Further, accordingly denoting the Weyl operator Wz as W(q,p), we have for any θ ∈ R and α,β > 0,

ρθα,Pj ∗ fθβ,Pj = ∫Rn
∫
Rn

f(q, p; qj − θβ)W(q,p) ρθα,PjW(−q,−p) dq dp

= ∫
Rn
∫
Rn

f(q, p)W(q,p;qj+θβ) ρθα,PjW
∗
(q,p;qj+θβ) dq dp , (11.22)

where we made a change of variable qj − θβ → qj . Then using the Weyl-Segal CCR, we obtain

W(q,p;qj+θβ) eiθαPj = eipjθα/2W(q,p;qj+θ(α+β)) (11.23)
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Hence,

ρθα,Pj ∗ fθβ,Pj = ∫Rn
∫
Rn
f(q, p)W(q,p;qj+θ(α+β)) ρW−(q,p;qj+θ(α+β)) dq dp

= eiθ(α+β)Pj (∫
Rn
∫
Rn

f(q, p)W(q,p) ρW−(q,p) dq dp) e
−iθ(α+β)Pj

= ρθ(α+β),Pj . (11.24)

This implies that

D (ρ∥ρθα,Pj ∗ fθβ,Pj) =D (ρ∥ρθ(α+β),Pj) . (11.25)

Similarly, we can show that

D (ρ∥ρθα,Qj ∗ fθβ,Qj) =D (ρ∥ρθ(α+β),Qj) . (11.26)

A direct application of Lemma 11.1.4 leads to:

D (ρ∥ρθα,Rj ∗ fθβ,Rj) ≤D (ρ∥ρθα,Rj) +D (f∥fθβ,Rj) , (11.27)

The result then follows by differentiating the above inequality twice, since both sides of the above are
functions of θ that are equal up to first order. ◻

The quantum integral Fisher information The proofs of the entropic inequalities derived
in [Koenig and Smith, 2014,Huber et al., 2017,Datta et al., 2017] all rely on the assumption that
the state ρ satisfies the de Bruijn identity (11.8). Classically, the de Bruijn identity holds with mild
assumptions on the distribution f (cf. Lemma 1.3.2). However, it is not clear which are the minimal
conditions that the state ρ should satisfy for the identity to hold. In [De Palma and Trevisan, 2018],
the authors took a different approach by showing that a particular entropic quantity is differentiable
and defining the Fisher information as its derivative. In this approach, the de Bruijn identity becomes
true by definition. Here, we review the approach of [De Palma and Trevisan, 2018] and relate it to the
one we described in the previous paragraph. In the next section, we use this better behaved definition
for the quantum Fisher to prove the entropic inequalities already appearing in [Koenig and Smith,
2014,Huber et al., 2017,Datta et al., 2017] without requiring any regularity on the quantum state
other than finiteness of its entropy and of its first moments.

Given a quantum state ρ ∈ D(H) of finite entropy, its quantum integral Fisher information J̃(ρ)
is defined as follows: for t ≥ 02:

J̃(ρ)(t) ∶= Ent (ωQC(t)∥ωPHeat
∗t (ρ) ⊗ ωgt/2) ,

where ωQC(t) is a state defined on the algebra B(H) ⊗ L∞(R2n) whose action on tensor product
elements X ⊗ f , X ∈ B(H), f ∈ L∞(R2n), is as follows,:

ωQC(t)(X ⊗ f) ∶= ∫
R2n

Tr(Wz ρW−zX) f(z) gt/2(z)dz ≡ ωρ ⊗ ωgt/2 ○Φ(X ⊗ f) . (11.28)

In the case when ρ has finite second moments and entropy, one shows that t↦ J̃(ρ)(t) is an increasing,
concave continuous function of time (cf. Theorem 2 of [De Palma and Trevisan, 2018]). This provides

2In fact, [De Palma and Trevisan, 2018] more generally defined a conditional quantum integral Fisher information J̃
that can be expressed as a conditional mutual information.
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the existence of the following limit:

J(ρ) ∶= 4 lim
t→0+

J̃(ρ)(t)

t
. (11.29)

This new definition of the Fisher information has the advantage that it directly implies the validity of
the de Bruijn identity. Indeed, J̃(ρ) is a mutual information which can be written as [Belavkin and
Ohya, 2002]:

J̃(ρ)(t) = S(PHeat
∗t (ρ)) + S(gt/2) − S(ωQC(t)) ,

where the entropy S(ωQC(t)) is defined as [Umegaki, 1962]

S(ωQC(t)) = −τ (
dωQC(t)

dτ
ln
dωQC(t)

dτ
) ,

where τ is the trace defined on tensor elements of the semi-finite von Neumann algebra B(H)⊗L∞(R2n)

as follows: for X ∈ T1(H) and f ∈ L1(H), τ(X ⊗ f) = Tr(X) ∫R2n f(z)dz. The operator dωQC(t)
dτ

is
the density operator associated to the state ωQC(t). From Equation (11.28), it can be identified as
z ↦Wz ρW−z gt/2(z). Therefore [De Palma and Trevisan, 2018],

J̃(ρ)(t) = S(PHeat
∗t (ρ)) + S(gt/2) − S(ωQC(t))

= S(PHeat
∗t (ρ)) + S(gt/2) + ∫

R2n
Tr (Wz ρW−z ln(gt/2(z)Wz ρW−z)) gt/2(z)dz

= S(PHeat
∗t (ρ)) + S(gt/2) − S(gt/2) + ∫

R2n
S(Wz ρW−z) gt/2(z)dz

= S(PHeat
∗t (ρ)) − S(ρ) .

Even if formally, the quantities defined in (11.29) and (11.7) coincide (cf. Equation (11.7)), the
problem of making this intuition rigorous is still open. Fortunately, the new definition (11.8) can still
be shown to satisfy Equation (11.12) for 0 ≤ α = 1 − β ≤ 1 as long as ρ and f both have finite second
moments. The proof of this shares some similarities with the one of Theorem 11.1.3 and can be found
in Theorem 3 of [De Palma and Trevisan, 2018]. In the next subsection, we assume this fact and give
a brief summary of the information theoretic inequalities that it implies.

11.1.2. Information theoretic inequalities on the quantum phase space

The classical-quantum entropy power inequality is now a simple consequence of the Blachman-Stam
inequality and the de Bruijn identity. It was originally derived in [Huber et al., 2017] using the
divergence based Fisher information (11.7). A similar proof which uses the Fisher information defined
in Equation (11.29), which also generalizes to the case of conditional entropies, is provided in Theorem
5 of [De Palma and Huber, 2018]:

Theorem 11.1.5 (Classical-quantum EPI). For any state ρ ∈ D(H), any density function f ∈ L1(R2n),

∫ f = 1, of finite entropy and first and second moments, and any 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, the following holds:

S(ρ ∗ f)

n
≥ λ

S(ρ)

n
+ (1 − λ)

S(f)

n
− λ lnλ − (1 − λ) ln(1 − λ) .

After optimization over λ this inequality implies

N(ρ ∗ f) ≥ N(ρ) +N(f) . (CQ-EPI)
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As expected, the Blachman-Stam inequality also provides quantum generalizations of the
concavity of the entropy power, which itself implies a quantum entropic isoperimetric inequality. Our
proof of Theorem 11.1.6 can hence be interpreted as a quantum version of the proof of [Dembo, 1989]:

Theorem 11.1.6 (Concavity of the quantum entropy power). For any state ρ ∈ D(H) of finite second
moments and finite Fisher information, the entropy power of ρt ∶= P

qHeat
∗t (ρ) is twice differentiable

and satisfies

d2

dt2
∣
t=0+

N(ρt) ≤ 0 . (11.30)

Proof. Since J(ρ) < ∞ by assumption, and since t ↦ J̃(ρt) is concave, t ↦ J(ρt) is a bounded,
decreasing function. Letting ε > 0 and setting α = 1

J(ρt) and β = ε
4n

in (11.12), we get

(
1

J(ρt)
+
ε

4n
)

2

J(ρt+ε) ≤
1

J(ρt)
+
ε

4n
⇒

J(ρt+ε) − J(ρt)

ε
≤
−J(ρt)J(ρt+ε)

4n
. (11.31)

Since t↦ J(ρt) is decreasing, both sides of Equation (11.31) converge as ε→ 0+, so that t↦ J(ρt) is
differentiable at 0 and:

d

dt
∣
t=0+

J(ρt) ≤ −
J(ρt)

2

4n
.

It is then an easy calculation to verify that the above inequality together with the definition of J
implies (11.30).

Theorem 11.1.6 has a simple corollary that can be interpreted as a quantum entropic isoperimetric
inequality e−Isop. The proof that we provide here only relies on the concavity and asymptotic properties
of the entropy power and asymptotics. In contrast, the proof of [De Palma and Trevisan, 2018] makes
use of the entropy power inequality.

Theorem 11.1.7 (Isoperimetric inequality for the quantum entropy). For any state ρ of finite second
moments and Fisher information:

J(ρ)N(ρ) ≥ 2 en . (q e − Isop)

Proof. From Equation (11.8), for any such ρ evolving under the action of the quantum heat semigroup,

d

ds
N(ρs) =

1

4n
J(ρs)N(ρs). (11.32)

Moreover by the concavity of the entropy power (Theorem 11.1.6),

d

ds
N(ρs)∣

s=0
≥
N(ρt) −N(ρ)

t
, ∀ t > 0 . (11.33)

However, by Corollary III.4 of [Koenig and Smith, 2014] (see also Theorem 5 of [De Palma and
Trevisan, 2018]), N(ρt) =

e t
2
+O(1). Combining these facts, we get the following inequality:

J(ρ) ≥ e−
1
nS(ρ) 2 en, (11.34)

which is the statement of Theorem 11.1.7.
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11.2. Convergence properties of the quantum heat semigroup

In this section, we use the quantum isoperimetric inequality (Theorem 11.1.7) to find a bound on the
relative entropy D(ρt∥ρ

G
t ) for any t > 0, where ρt = PqHeat

∗t (ρ) and for any state ρ of finite first and
second moments, ρGt denotes its ‘Gaussification’, i.e. the Gaussian state of same mean and covariance
as ρt. We begin by recalling the following result of [Koenig and Smith, 2014].

Lemma 11.2.1. For any state ρ ∈ D(H) of finite first and second moments, finite entropy and with
covariance matrix satisfying the conditions of Theorem 0.2.4, denote ρt ∶= P

qHeat
∗t (ρ). Then

D(ρt∥ρ
G
t ) = −S(ρt) + S(ρ

G
t ). (11.35)

Proof. Without loss of generality we can reduce the proof to the case of a centered state ρ. Then:

−S(ρt) + S(ρ
G
t ) = Tr(ρt lnρt) −Tr(ρGt lnρGt ) (11.36)

= Tr(ρt lnρt) − lnC +Tr(ρGt RTΓR) (11.37)

= Tr(ρt lnρt) − lnC +Tr(ρtR
TΓR) (11.38)

= Tr(ρt lnρt) −Tr(ρt lnρGt ) (11.39)

=D(ρt∥ρ
G
t ), (11.40)

where in the second line we used the form (0.41) for ρGt , and in the third line we used the fact that ρt
has same covariance matrix as ρGt for each time t.

This result enables us to prove that D(ρt∥ρ
G
t ) converges to 0 as t → ∞, as pointed out By

König and Smith in [Koenig and Smith, 2014]. Indeed for any initial state ρ evolving according to
the heat semigroup (PqHeat

t )t≥0 they proved that the large time behavior of S(ρt) is independent
of ρ (see Corollary III.4). Therefore −S(ρt) and S(ρGt ) asymptotically cancel each other, and a
direct application of Lemma 11.2.1 provides the convergence claimed. Below, we provide a refined
analysis of the behavior of D(ρt∥ρ

G
t ) as t goes to infinity using the isoperimetric inequality derived in

Theorem 11.1.7. We assume that n = 1 for sake of simplicity.

Lemma 11.2.2. Let H ∶= L2(R). Then for any initial state ρ ∈ D(H) of finite first and second
moments evolving according to the heat semigroup (PqHeat

t )t≥0, the following inequality holds for any
t ≥ 0:

D(ρt∥ρ
G
t ) ≤ e−κ(t)D(ρ∥ρG) + e−κ(t) ∫

t

0

eκ(s)

N(ρGs )
(

1

4
J(ρGs )N(ρGs ) −

e

2
)ds , (11.41)

where:

κ(t) ∶=
e

2
∫

t

0
N(ρGs )−1ds .
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Proof. We start by differentiating Equation (11.35):

dD(ρt∥ρ
G
t )

dt
= −

dS(ρt)

dt
+
dS(ρGt )

dt

= −
1

4
J(ρt) +

1

4
J(ρGt )

≤ −
e

2
N(ρt)

−1 +
1

4
J(ρGt )

= −
e

2
e−(S(ρt)−S(ρ

G
t ))N(ρGt )−1 +

1

4
J(ρGt )

≤ −
e

2
N(ρGt )−1D(ρt∥ρ

G
t ) −

e

2
N(ρGt )−1 +

1

4
J(ρGt ) , (11.42)

where we used Theorem 11.1.7 in the third inequality, as well as the basic inequality ex ≥ 1 + x, x ∈ R
in the fifth one. Now t↦ ee ∫ t0 N(ρGs )−1dsD(ρt∥ρ

G
t ) is differentiable on [0,∞), and for all t ≥ 0:

d

dt
(e

e
2 ∫

t
0 N(ρGs )−1dsD(ρt∥ρ

G
t )) = (

e

2
N(ρGt )−1D(ρt∥ρ

G
t ) +

dD(ρt∥ρ
G
t )

dt
) e

e
2 ∫

t
0 N(ρGs )−1ds (11.43)

≤ (−
e

2
N(ρGt )−1 +

1

4
J(ρGt )) e

e
2 ∫

t
0 N(ρGs )−1ds , (11.44)

where we used (11.42) in the last line. Integrating the left hand side and the right hand side of the
last inequality, we get

D(ρt∥ρ
G
t ) e

e
2 ∫

t
0 N(ρGs )−1ds −D(ρ∥ρG) ≤ ∫

t

0

e
e
2 ∫

s
0 N(ρGu )−1du

N(ρGs )
(

1

4
J(ρGs )N(ρGs ) −

e

2
)ds, (11.45)

which when rearranged gives (11.41).

The advantage of the upper bound of (11.41) is that it depends on the initial state ρ only
through its covariance matrix. In order to interpret the last result as a large time behavior for the
quantum heat semigroup, one however still needs to show that this upper bound converges to 0 as t
goes to infinity. Fortunately, useful expressions for the Fisher information and the entropy power of a
Gaussian state exist, and can be used to prove this claim (see [Koenig and Smith, 2014,Koenig, 2015]).

Lemma 11.2.3. Let ρ be a one mode Gaussian state of mean photon number ν ∶= Tr(ρa∗a). Then

J(ρ) = 2 ln
ν + 1

ν
(11.46)

S(ρ) = (ν + 1) ln(ν + 1) − ν lnν . (11.47)

Lemma 11.2.4. For any initial Gaussian state of mean photon number ν, and for any time t ≥ 0,
the mean photon number of PqHeat

∗t (ρ) is such that

ν(t) =
t

2
+O(1). (11.48)

Combining the two above Lemmas, we prove the following proposition.

Proposition 11.2.5. Let H ∶= L2(R). Then for any state ρ of finite first and second moments, finite
entropy and covariance matrix satisfying the conditions of Theorem 0.2.4. Then, given ρt ∶= P

qHeat
∗t (ρ),

for any 0 < ε < 1 there exists tε > 0 as well as αε > 0 such that for any t ≥ tε,

D(ρt∥ρ
G
t ) ≤ αε t

ε−1 . (11.49)
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Proof. We first study the large time behavior of the function κ:

κ(t) =
e

2
∫

t

0
N(ρGs )−1ds =

e

2
∫

t

0

ν(s)ν(s)

(ν(s) + 1)ν(s)+1
ds (11.50)

=
e

2
∫

t

0

1

ν(s) + 1
(1 +

1

ν(s)
)

−ν(s)

ds, (11.51)

where we used the expressions given by Equation (11.46) for N(ρGs ). Using Lemma 11.2.4, we know
that

(1 +
1

ν(s)
)

−ν(s)

→
s→∞

e−1 ,

which implies that the integrand in Equation (11.51) is equivalent to 2/(e s). Therefore κ(t) diverges as
t→∞. Therefore, the first term in the right hand side of (11.41) converges to 0 as t goes to infinity. We
now proceed to a more refined analysis of each term. Let’s first define the C1 function f ∶ (0,∞)→ R
by f(x) ∶= (1 + x)1/x. One can easily checks that f and its derivative f ′ can be continuously extended
to 0, with f(0) = e and f ′(0) = − e /2, so that the following Taylor expansion up to order 1 around 0

holds

f(x) = e (1 − x/2) + o (x). (11.52)

Now for any u ≥ 0, N(ρGu ) = (ν(u) + 1)f(1/ν(u)), so that

N(ρGu )−1 =
1

eν(u)
+ o(

1

ν(u)
) . (11.53)

Inserting the expression 11.48 for ν(u), we find that for any ε > 0 there exists s0 > 0 such that for any
u ≥ s0,

2 − 2ε

eu
≤ N(ρGu )−1 ≤

2 + 2ε

eu
. (11.54)

Integrating from 0 to s > s0, we get

eκ(s0)(s/s0)
(1−ε) ≤ eκ(s) ≤ eκ(s0)(s/s0)

(1+ε). (11.55)

Finally,

J(ρGs )N(ρGs ) = 2 ln(
ν(s) + 1

ν(s)
)
(ν(s) + 1)ν(s)+1

ν(s)ν(s)

= 2 ln ((1 + 1/ν(s))ν(s)+1) (1 + 1/ν(s))ν(s)

= 2(ln(f(1/ν(s))) + ln(1 + 1/ν(s)))f(1/ν(s))

= 2 e (1 + 1/(2ν(s)) + o(1/ν(s)))(1 −
1

2ν(s)
+ o(1/ν(s)))

= 2 e (1 + o (1/ν(s))).

so that

J(ρGs )N(ρGs ) − 2 e = o (1/ν(s)). (11.56)

This, together with the expression (11.48) for ν(s), implies that for any δ > 0 there exists a t0 > 0 such
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that for any s ≥ t0,

J(ρGs )N(ρGs ) − 2 e ≤
2δ + 2

s
(11.57)

Combining (11.57) with (11.55) and (11.54) we end up with the following: for any t > max{t0, s0},

∫
t

0

eκ(s)

N(ρGs )
(

1

4
J(ρGs )N(ρGs ) −

e

2
)ds ≤∫

max{s0,t0}

0

eκ(s)

N(ρGs )
(

1

4
J(ρGs )N(ρGs ) −

e

2
)ds

+ eκ(s0)
(1 + ε)(1 + δ)

e s1+ε
0

∫
t

max{s0,t0}
sε−1 ds

=∫
max{s0,t0}

0

eκ(s)

N(ρGs )
(

1

4
J(ρGs )N(ρGs ) −

e

2
)ds

+ eκ(s0)
(1 + δ)(1 + 1/ε)

e s1+ε
0

(tε −max{s0, t0}
ε) .

The claim follows for any 0 < ε < 1 by combining this last inequality as well as (11.55) with (11.41).

Remark 11.2.6. Equation (11.56) implies that the isoperimetric inequality is saturated for Gaussian
states in the limit of an infinite mean photon number. This fact was already noticed in [Huber et al.,
2017]. One could similarly carry out the same kind of analysis for systems of a finite number of modes.

11.3. EPI and LSI for the quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck

semigroup

As we saw in Section 4.5, the classical entropic isoperimetric inequality can be used to derive the
logarithmic Sobolev inequality for the Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup. This is a manifestation of the
strong link existing between the latter and the heat semigroup (cf. Section 4.5). The same type of
argument seems to fail in the non-commutative regime. However, another entropy power inequality
corresponding to a convolution between quantum states does the job, as observed in [De Palma and
Huber, 2018]. Here, we briefly review the argument for sake of comparison with Section 4.5.

A quantum convolution via beamsplitters The quantum-quantum convolution that we
mentioned in the previous paragraph was first introduced in [Koenig and Smith, 2014]. It is motived
from physics since defined in terms of the beamsplitter (cf Section 0.2): let ρ1 and ρ2 be states in
D(H), H ∶= L2(Rn), and 0 < λ < 1, the λ-quantum convolution between ρ1 and ρ2 is defined as

ρ1 ⊞λ ρ2 ∶= Tr2 (Uλ (ρ1 ⊗ ρ2)U
−1
λ ) ,

where Uλ is defined through the symplectic matrix (0.47). The quantum entropy power inequality
corresponding to the above convolution was proved in [Koenig and Smith, 2014,De Palma and Trevisan,
2018]:

Theorem 11.3.1 (Quantum EPI). For any two quantum states ρ1, ρ2 ∈ D(H) of finite second
moments, and any 0 ≤ λ, η ≤ 1,

S(ρ1 ⊞η ρ2) ≥ λS(ρ1) + (1 − λ)S(ρ2) + λ ln
η

λ
+ (1 − λ) ln

∣1 − η∣

1 − λ
.
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After maximization over λ, we end up with the following quantum entropy power inequality:

N(ρ1 ⊞λ ρ2) ≥ λN(ρ1) + (1 − λ)N(ρ2) . (qq-EPI)

The quantum entropy power inequality provides a two-lines proof of the exponential convergence
in relative entropy of the quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup of Section 5.5.2 towards its invariant
state σν . This observation was made in Theorem 9 of [De Palma and Huber, 2018]. Indeed, for each
t ≥ 0,

PqOU
∗t (ρ) = Tr2 (Uλ(t) (ρ⊗ σν)U

∗
λ(t)) ,

where λ(t) ∶= e−(µ
2−λ2)t, which can be easily checked by looking at the action of the semigroup on the

creation and anihilation operators. Then

Theorem 11.3.2. The quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup (PqOU
t )t≥0 satisfies the following

identity: for any initial state ρ of finite first and second moments:

D(PqOU
∗t (ρ)∥σν) ≤ e−(µ

2−λ2) tD(ρ∥σν) .

Proof. Let ρt ∶= PqOU
∗t (ρ) and λ(t) ∶= e−(µ

2−λ2)t. First, observe that

D(ρt∥σν) = −S(ρt) −Tr(ρt lnσν)

= −S(ρt) − lnνTr(ρtN) − ln(1 − ν) ,

where N is the total number operator. Now, a simple calculation made e.g. p. 23 of [Huber et al.,
2017] implies

Tr(ρtN) = λ(t)Tr(ρN) + (1 − λ(t))Tr(σνN) .

Therefore

D(ρt∥σν) = −S(ρt) − lnν (λ(t)Tr(ρN) + (1 − λ(t))Tr(σνN)) − ln(1 − ν)

≤ −λ(t)S(ρ) − (1 − λ(t))S(σν) − λ(t) lnνTr(ρN) − lnν(1 − λ(t))Tr(σνN) − ln(1 − ν)

= −λ(t)D(ρ∥σν) − (1 − λ(t))S(σν) − (1 − λ(t)) lnν Tr(σνN) − (1 − λ(t)) ln(1 − ν)

= −λ(t)D(ρ∥σν) ,

where the second line follows from Theorem 11.3.1.
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Chapter 12.

Quantum optimal transport

In Chapter 4, classical functional inequalities were shown to arise from a single geometric inequality
called the Ricci curvature lower bound. In particular, we saw in Section 4.2.2 that the Wasserstein
distance of order 2 can be interpreted as a metric on the weak Riemmanian manifold of probability
measures P(M). This lead to a rethinking of the geometry ofM in terms of the convexity properties
of a family of functionals on P(M). From the formal calculus introduced by Otto, the generator of a
Markov process naturally arises from the differential structure ofM. In the case of Markov chains
on non-geodesic, finite sample spaces, the problem is reversed: from the generator of the chain, and
its associated transition kernel, [Maas, 2011,Erbar and Maas, 2012] introduced a formal differential
calculus and a modified Wasserstein distance that lead to the definition of a Ricci curvature lower
bound in terms of the displacement convexity of Boltzman’s H functional. Recently, Carlen and Maas
introduced an extension of the latter in the context of quantum Markov semigroups acting on finite
dimensional C∗-algebras [Carlen and Maas, 2014,Carlen and Maas, 2017].

Layout of the chapter: In this chapter, we further analyse the quantum Ricci lower bound
(Ric(L) ≥ κ) introduced by Carlen and Maas [Carlen and Maas, 2014,Carlen and Maas, 2017], and derive
various equivalent formulations of it. In Section 12.1, we introduce the quantum Wasserstein distance.
The quantum version of κ-displacement convexity is studied in Section 12.3. The connection between
the Ricci curvature lower bound and the quantum functional and transportation cost inequalities
is fleshed out in Section 12.5. This is done by showing that Ric(L) ≥ κ implies a quantum version
of the celebrated HWI(κ) inequality which interpolates between the modified logarithmic Sobolev
inequality and the a quantum version of the transportation cost inequality of order 2 (TC2(c2)). In
particular, we show that, in the case of κ > 0, HWI(κ)⇒MLSI(κ), recovering the result of [Carlen
and Maas, 2017]. On the other hand, we establish that in the case when κ ∈ R, Ric(L ≥ κ) together
with TC2(c2) imply MLSI(α). When κ = 0, we show that, under the assumption of boundedness of the
diameter D of the set of states with respect to the quantum Wasserstein distance W2,L, Ric(L) ≥ 0

implies PI(c1D−2) for some universal constant c1. When the QMS is doubly stochastic (i.e. one which
has the completely mixed state as its unique invariant state), we show that Ric(L) ≥ 0 also implies
MLSI(c2D−2) for some universal positive constant c2. Quantum concentration inequalities are derived
from the Poincaré and the transportation cost inequalities in Section 12.7. Finally, we briefly mention
extensions of the theory to infinite dimensional systems in Section 12.8.
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12.1. The Wasserstein distance W2,L

In this section, we recall the Benamou-Brenier-like construction of the Wasserstein metric W2,L first
defined in [Carlen and Maas, 2017]. Our goal is to define a Riemmanian manifold structure on the set
D(H) of quantum states. Let L be the generator of a primitive QMS (Pt)t≥0 on B(H), dH <∞, with
invariant state σ. We further assume that (Pt)t≥0 satisfies σ-DBC. We recall from Section 5.2.2 that
L can then be written in the following form (cf. Equation (5.20)):

L(X) = ∑
j∈J

e−ωj/2 (L̃∗j [X, L̃j] + [L̃∗j ,X]L̃j) , (12.1)

where ∆σ(L̃j) = e−ωj L̃j for some ωj ∈ R.

Remark 12.1.1. Given a primitive quantum Markov semigroup with generator which is self-adjoint
with respect to ⟨., .⟩1,σ, the operators L̃j in Equation (12.1) are uniquely defined up to a unitary
transformation, i.e. for any two representations ({L̃j},{ωj}) and ({L̃′j},{ω

′
j}) of L, there exists a

∣J ∣ × ∣J ∣ unitary matrix U such that, unless ωj = ω′k, Ujk = 0 and

∑
k∈J

Ukj Ukl = δjl, L̃′l = ∑
k∈J

UlkL̃k, (12.2)

We also recall from Section 5.3 that, given an operator X ∈ B(H), its noncommutative gradient
and divergence are respectively defined as:

∇L̃X ∶= (∇L̃jX)j∈J , divL̃(A) ∶= ∑
j∈J

[Aj , L̃
∗
j ] ≡ −∑

j∈J
∇∗
L̃j
Aj ,

for X ∈ B(H) and A ≡ (Aj)j∈J ∈ ⊕j∈J B(H), where ∇L̃jX = [L̃j ,X] and ∇∗
L̃j
X ∶= [L̃∗j ,X] for all

j ∈ J . Then, the noncommutative Laplacian takes the following simple form: for X ∈ B(H):

∆(X) ∶= divL̃ ○∇L̃(X) = −∑
j∈J

∇∗
L̃j
○ ∇L̃j(X) .

In its Benamou-Brenier formulation, the definition of the commutative Wasserstein distance relies on
a continuity equation which admits a unique minimal solution (cf. Section 4.2.1). Similarly, in their
finite dimensional quantum setting, [Carlen and Maas, 2017] introduced the following noncommutative
version of the continuity equation and showed the existence of a minimal solution. First, since (Pt)t≥0

is primitive, ker(∆) = ker(∇L̃) = C1H, and hence the noncommutative Poisson equation

∆(X) = B (Poisson equation)

has a solution if and only if B is orthogonal to 1H with respect to ⟨., .⟩HS, i.e. Tr(B) = ⟨1, B⟩HS = 0.
As we will see later, given a full-rank state ρ and family ϕ of functions ϕk ∶ [0,∞)→ [0,∞), k ∈ J , it
is convenient to introduce the following operator of multiplication by ρ on ⊕j∈J B(H):

[ρ]ϕ = {Rρ ○ ϕk(∆ρ)}k∈J . (12.3)

where Rρ(X) ∶=Xρ. The choice of the functions ϕk will be fixed by the requirement that the evolution
induced by (Pt)t≥0 is the gradient-flow associated with the relative entropy functional D(.∥σ) . For
the time being, we keep this degree of freedom untouched, and simply observe that, in the commuting
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case,

[ρ]ϕ(A) = (ϕk(1)Akρ)k∈J .

Next, given a continuously differentiable path (γ(s))s∈[−ε,ε] of full-rank states, with ∂sγ(s) =

γ̇(s) ⊥T2(H) C1H, there exists a path V ∶ [−ε, ε]→⊕j∈J B(H) such that

−divL̃([γ(s)]ϕV(s)) = γ̇(s) . (12.4)

Indeed, the above identity is satisfied by the vector field V(s) = [γ(s)]−1
ϕ ∇L̃(A)(s), where A ∶ [−ε, ε]→

B(H) denotes the solution to the Poisson equation. However, the field V is not unique in general,
since any solution of the form V +W, where W = [γ]−1

ϕ (F), divL̃F = 0, would satisfy Equation (12.4).
However, just like in the classical setting, there exists a minimal such solution, which is constructed as
follows: for any ρ ∈ D+(H), define the following modified weighted L2,ϕ(ρ) inner product on⊕j∈J B(H):
for any A = (Aj)j∈J and B = (Bj)j∈J :

⟨A, B⟩L2,ϕ(ρ) ∶= ∑
j∈J

⟨Aj , [ρ]ϕ,j(Bj)⟩HS . (12.5)

Since the solutions to Equation (12.4) span a closed affine subspace of ⊕j∈J B(H), there exists a
unique solution V(s) of minimal L2,ϕ(γ(s)) norm, such that for any W = [γ]−1

ϕ (F), divL̃F = 0,

⟨V, F⟩ ⊕
j∈J
T2(H) = ⟨V, W⟩L2,ϕ(γ) = 0 .

In other words, V ⊥⊕j∈J T2(H) ker(divL̃), which implies that V ∈ im(∇L̃). Since ker(∇L̃) = C1H by
primitivity, there exists a unique traceless operator valued function Φ ∶ [−ε, ε] → B(H) such that
V = ∇L̃Φ, so that

−divL̃([γ(s)]ϕ(∇L̃(Φ(s))) = γ̇(s) . (n-c continuity equation)

The vector ∇L̃(Φ(0)) should be interpreted as the tangent vector at the origin associated with the
path γ in the manifold D+(H) of full-rank states.

Remark 12.1.2. If −divL̃([ρ]ϕ(∇L̃(X
∗)) = −divL̃([ρ]ϕ(∇L̃(X))∗ for any ρ ∈ D+(H) and X ∈ B(H),

Φ(s) is moreover self-adjoint for any s ∈ [−ε, ε], by uniqueness of the solution and self-adjointness of
γ̇. This is the case in particular for the following choice for ϕ: Given ω ∶= (ωj)j∈J , define the linear
operator [ρ]ϕ ≡ [ρ]ϕlog,ω on ⊕j∈J B(H) through

[ρ]ϕlog,ω(A) ∶= ([ρ]ϕlog,ωjAj)j∈J , A ≡ (Aj)j∈J ,

where for any ω ∈ R,

[ρ]ϕlog,ω = Rρ ○ ϕ
log
ω (∆ρ) , ϕlog

ω (t) ∶= eω/2
t − e−ω

ln t + ω
, t > 0 . (12.6)

The acronym log stands for relative entropy since the following choice of multiplication by ρ will lead
to the gradient-flowness of (Pt)t≥0 for the relative entropy functional D(.∥σ). The following lemma
can be used in order to prove that Φ = Φ∗ in this case (see Lemma 5.8 of [Carlen and Maas, 2017]):
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Lemma 12.1.3. For any ω ∈ R, ρ ∈ D+(H) and A ∈ B(H),

[ρ]ϕlog,ω(A) = ∫
1

0
eω(1/2−s) ρsAρ1−sds ,

[ρ]−1
ϕlog,ω(A) = ∫

∞

0
(s id+ e−ω/2Lρ)

−1(s id+ eω/2Rρ)
−1(A)ds .

Now, given two states γ0, γ1 ∈ D+(H), let P(γ0, γ1) be the collection of smooth paths γ ∶ [0, 1]→
D+(H) satisfying γ(0) = γ0 and γ(1) = γ1. Then, the quantum Wasserstein distance associated with
the Lindblad generator L is defined as

Wϕ
2,L(γ0, γ1) ∶= inf

γ∈P(γ0,γ1)
{∫

1

0
∥∇L̃Φ(s)∥2

L2,ϕ(γ(s)) ds}

1
2

,

where, for any path γ, Φ ∶ [0,1] → B(H) is the unique corresponding (traceless) solution to the n-c
continuity equation. The Wasserstein distance endows the manifold D+(H) with a smooth Riemannian
structure. We also denote by gL,ϕ the Wasserstein metric associated with Wϕ

2,L. More precisely, for
any two smooth paths γ, γ′ ∶ [−ε, ε] → D+(H) such that γ(0) = γ′(0) = ρ, with associated tangent
vectors ∇L̃Φ,∇L̃Φ′, at the origin

gϕL,ρ(γ̇, γ̇
′) = ⟨∇L̃Φ, ∇L̃Φ′⟩L2,ϕ(ρ) . (12.7)

When ϕ = ϕlog, we simply write Wϕlog

2,L ≡W2,L, L2,ϕlog(ρ) ≡ L2,log(ρ) and gϕ
log

L,ρ ≡ gL,ρ. The following
lemma provides an alternative expression for Wϕ

2,L:

Lemma 12.1.4. With the above notations, the Wasserstein distance Wϕ
2,L between two full-rank states

γ0, γ1 is equal to the minimal length over the smooth paths joining γ0 and γ1:

Wϕ
2,L(γ0, γ1) = inf

γ const. speed
{∫

1

0

√
gϕL,γ(s)(γ̇(s), γ̇(s))ds ∶ γ(0) = γ0, γ(1) = γ1} , (12.8)

where the infimum is taken over the set of constant speed curves γ, i.e. such that s↦ gϕL,γ(s)(γ̇(s), γ̇(s))

is constant on [0,1].

Proof. By the proof of Lemma 1.1.4 (b) of [Ambrosio et al., 2008], for any smooth path γ ∶ [0,1]→
D+(H), with γ(0) = γ0 and γ(1) = γ1 there exists a constant speed path η ∶ [0,1]→ D+(H) with the
same boundary conditions: for any s ∈ [0,1],

√
gϕL,η(s)(η̇(s), η̇(s)) = ∫

1

0

√
gϕL,γ(u)(γ̇(u), γ̇(u))du .

Fix such a path γ. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for any s ∈ [0,1]

√
gϕL,η(s)(η̇(s), η̇(s)) = ∫

1

0

√
gϕL,γ(u)(γ̇(u), γ̇(u))du ≤ (∫

1

0
gϕL,γ(u)(γ̇(u), γ̇(u))du)

1/2
. (12.9)

with equality if γ = η. The statement follows after taking the infimum over all smooth paths γ on the
right hand side of (12.9).

Extension of the metric to D(H): Here, we provide a procedure to extend the definition of the
Wasserstein distance to the set D(H) of all states on H. The following technical lemma is going to
play a crucial role:
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Lemma 12.1.5. For any ρ ∈ D+(H), the map Dϕlog(ρ) ∶ Φ↦ −divL̃([ρ]ϕlog,ω∇L̃Φ) is invertible and
positive on the space of traceless operators. Moreover, if ρ ≥ ε1 for some ε > 0, then:

Dϕlog(ρ)−1 ≤KL ε
−1 id , (12.10)

where KL ∶= maxj∈J
ωj

eωj /2 − e−ωj /2
∥(−divL̃ ○∇L̃(.))

−1 ∶ T2(H) → T2(H)∥, and where the inequality is in
the sense of the partial order induced by the convex cone of positive semidefinite operators on T2(H).

Proof. Let W be the space of traceless operators on H. We already saw that, for any B ∈W, there
exists a unique Φ ∈W such that B = −divL̃([ρ]ϕlog,ω(∇L̃Φ)). We also defined −divL̃ as ∇∗

L̃
, where

the adjoint is taken with respect to the inner products on T2(H) and ⊕j∈J T2(H). The result follows
from Lemma 12.1.3, since for any j ∈ J , [ρ]ϕlog,ωj ≥ ε

eωj /2 − e−ωj /2

ωj
id.

The above proposition allows us to extend the definition of the Wasserstein distance to non-faithful
states:

Proposition 12.1.6 (Extension of the metric to D(H)). Let ρ,ω ∈ D(H) and let {ρn}n∈N and {ωn}n∈N

be sequences of full-rank states satisfying

Tr[(ρ − ρn)
2]→ 0, Tr[(ω − ωn)

2]→ 0, (12.11)

as n→∞. Then the sequence {W2,L(ρn, ωn)}n∈N converges.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one given in Proposition 4.5 of [Carlen and Maas, 2014]. It is enough
to show that {W2,L(ρn, ωn)}n∈N is Cauchy. By the triangle inequality, it is even enough to prove that
W2,L(ρn, ρm) → 0 as m,n → ∞. Let ε ∈ (0,1) and set ρ̄ ∶= (1 − ε)ρ + ε 1

dH
. Let N ∈ N be such that

for any n ≥ N , Tr[(ρ − ρn)
2] ≤ ε2. For n ≥ N , consider the convex interpolation γ(s) ∶= (1 − s)ρn + sρ̄.

Since γ(s) ≥ εs 1

dH
for s ∈ [0,1], we find from Equation (12.8) that

W2,L(ρn, ρ̄)

≤ ∫
1

0

√
gL,γ(s)(γ̇(s), γ̇(s))ds

= ∫
1

0

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃j(−divL̃ ○[γ]ϕlog,ω ○ ∇L̃)
−1(γ̇), [γ]ϕlog,ωj∇L̃j(−divL̃ ○[γ]ϕlog,ω ○ ∇L̃)

−1(γ̇)⟩HS

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

1/2

ds

= ∫
1

0

√
⟨γ̇(s), (−divL̃([γ(s)]ϕlog,ω∇L̃(.)))

−1 γ̇(s)⟩HS ds

≤

√
KL dH
ε

∫
1

0
s−1/2√Tr[(γ̇(s))2]ds,

where we used Lemma 12.1.5 in the second, third and fourth above lines. Now

Tr[(γ̇(s))2] = Tr[(ρ − ρn + ε(1/dH − ρ))2]

≤ 2 Tr[(ρ − ρn)
2] + 2ε2 Tr[(1/dH − ρ)2]

≤ 2 (1 +Tr[(1/dH − ρ)2]) ε2.

Hence, W2,L(ρn, ρ̄) ≤ Cρ
√
ε, for some constant Cρ depending on ρ. Since ε was arbitrary, we conclude

by triangle inequality that W2,L(ρm, ρn) ≤W2,L(ρm, ρ̄) +W2,L(ρ̄, ρn)→ 0.

The above proposition justifies the following extension: The quantum Wasserstein distance W2,L
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between two states ρ,ω ∈ D(H) is defined as

W2,L(ρ,ω) ∶= lim
n→∞

W2,L(ρn, ωn) ,

where {ρn}n∈N and {ωn}n∈N are arbitrary sequences in D+(H) satisfying (12.11). Next, we recall from
Section 1.3 that the functions klog ∶ R+ ∋ t↦ (t − 1)−1 ln(t) belongs to the class

OMM ∶= {k ∶ R+ → R∣ − k is operator monotone , k(x−1) = xk(x), k(1) = 1} . (12.12)

Then, since (ϕlog
ωj (t))

−1 = e−ωj/2(ln t + ωj)(t − e−ωj)−1 = eωj/2 klog(eωj t), inequality (1.88) implies that,
for any j ∈ J ,

[ρ]ϕlog,ωj ≤
Lρ eωj/2 +Rρ e−ωj/2

2
. (12.13)

In the next theorem, we show that (D(H),W2,L) forms a complete metric space:

Lemma 12.1.7. For any ρ,ω ∈ D(H),

∥ρ − ω∥1 ≤
√

2
⎛

⎝
∑
j∈J

(e−ωj/2 + eωj/2)∥L̃j∥
2
∞
⎞

⎠

1/2

W2,L(ρ,ω).

Proof. The proof is inspired by the proof of Proposition 2.12 of [Erbar and Maas, 2012]. Fix δ > 0,
and ρ,ω ∈ D+(H) without loss of generality. There exists a smooth path γ ∶ [0,1]→ D+(H) such that
γ(0) = ρ, γ(1) = ω, and by definition of W2,L:

⎛

⎝
∫

1

0
∑
j∈J

⟨V (s)j , [γ(s)]ϕlog,ωjV (s)j⟩HS

⎞

⎠

1/2

≡ (∫
1

0
∥V(s)∥2

L
2,ϕlog (γ(s)))

1/2
≤W2,L(ρ,ω) + δ , (12.14)

where for each s ∈ [0,1], V(s) ≡ (V (s)j)j∈J is related to γ(s) through the continuity equation:

γ̇(s) + divL̃([γ(s)]ϕlog,ωV(s)) = 0,

Hence, for any X ∈ B(H),

∣Tr(X(ρ − ω))∣ (12.15)

= ∣Tr(X ∫
1

0

d

ds
γ(s)ds)∣

= ∣∫
1

0
Tr (X divL̃([γ(s)]ϕlog,ωV(s)))∣

=

RRRRRRRRRRR
∫

1

0
∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jX, [γ(s)]ϕlog,ωjV (s)j⟩HS ds
RRRRRRRRRRR

≤
⎛

⎝
∫

1

0
∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jX, [γ(s)]ϕlog,ωj∇L̃jX⟩HS ds
⎞

⎠

1/2
⎛

⎝
∫

1

0
∑
j∈J

⟨V (s)j , [γ(s)]ϕlog,ωjV (s)j⟩HS ds
⎞

⎠

1/2

≤
⎛

⎝
∫

1

0
∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jX, [γ(s)]ϕlog,ωj∇L̃jX⟩HS ds
⎞

⎠

1/2

(W2,L(ρ,ω) + δ) , (12.16)

where in the fourth line we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality with respect to the inner product

∑j∈J ∫
1

0 ⟨., [γ(s)]ϕlog,ωj .⟩HS ds, and the last line comes from (12.14). Now, for each j ∈ J , and any
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s ∈ [0,1], (12.13) for ρ = γ(s) leads to

⟨∇L̃jX, [γ(s)]ϕlog,ωj∇L̃jX⟩HS ≤
1

2
[e−ωj/2 Tr(γ(s)(∇L̃jX)∗∇L̃jX) + eωj/2 Tr((∇L̃jX)∗γ(s)∇L̃jX)]

≤
e−ωj/2 + eωj/2

2
∥∇L̃jX∥2

∞ , (12.17)

where the last line follows by Hölder’s inequality. Substituting this bound into (12.16), we end up with

∣Tr(X(ρ − ω))∣ ≤ 2−1/2 ⎛

⎝
∑
j∈J

(e−ωj/2 + eωj/2)∥∇L̃j(X)∥2
∞
⎞

⎠

1/2

(W2,L(ρ,ω) + δ) (12.18)

≤
√

2 ∥X∥∞
⎛

⎝
∑
j∈J

(e−ωj/2 + eωj/2)∥L̃j∥
2
∞
⎞

⎠

1/2

(W2,L(ρ,ω) + δ) .

The result follows after taking the limit δ → 0 and by duality between ∥.∥1 and ∥.∥∞.

Proposition 12.1.8. The metric space (D(H),W2,L) is complete.

Proof. This directly follows from Lemma 12.1.7 and Proposition 12.1.6: assume that {ρn}n∈N is a
Cauchy sequence in (D(H),W2,L), that is W2,L(ρn, ρm) → 0 as m,n →∞. Then, by Lemma 12.1.7,
{ρn}n∈N is also Cauchy with respect to the trace norm ∥.∥1. By completeness of the normed vector
space (B(H), ∥.∥1), this implies existence of ρ∞ ∈ D(H) such that ∥ρn − ρ∞∥1 → 0 as n → ∞. We
conclude that W2,L(ρn, ρ∞)→W2,L(ρ∞, ρ∞) = 0 by Proposition 12.1.6.

12.2. Gradient formula

From now on, we restrict ourselves to the study of W2,L ≡W
ϕlog

2,L , where the functions ϕlog
ωj are given in

Equation (12.6). In particular, we show that the evolution (Pt)t≥0 is the gradient flow for the relative
entropy functional D(.∥σ) with respect to W2,L. This means that L∗ρ = −gradLD(ρ∥σ), where the
gradient gradLF(ρ) of a differentiable functional F ∶ D+(H)→ R at a point ρ is defined as the unique
element in the tangent space at ρ so that

d

dt
F(γ(t))∣

t=0
= gL,ρ(γ̇,gradLF(ρ)) (12.19)

for all smooth paths γ(t) defined on (−ε, ε) for some ε > 0 with γ(0) = ρ. In particular, for
γ(t) = ρt ≡ P∗t(ρ),

d

dt
D(ρt∥σ)∣

t=0
= −gL,ρ(L∗(ρ),L∗(ρ)) . (12.20)

This result was first proved in [Carlen and Maas, 2017], but we hope our derivation makes the link
with the general chain rule of Section 5.3 clearer. First recall that the generator L∗ of (P∗t)t≥0 in the
Schrödinger picture takes the form (cf. Theorem 5.10 of [Carlen and Maas, 2017])

L∗(ρ) = −∑
j∈J

∇L̃∗j
(L̃j e−ωj/2 ρ − eωj/2 ρL̃j) .
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Moreover, by simple integral representation of the logarithm, one can show that for any smooth path
γ ∶ [−ε, ε]→ D+(H) with γ(0) = ρ,

d

ds
D(γ(s)∥σ)∣

s=0
= Tr [γ̇(0)(lnρ − lnσ)] (12.21)

= −Tr [divL̃([ρ]ϕlog,ω∇L̃(Φ))(lnρ − lnσ)] (12.22)

= ⟨∇L̃Φ, ∇L̃(lnρ − lnσ)⟩L2,log(ρ) , (12.23)

where the second line comes from the n-c continuity equation for the couple (γ,Φ) at s = 0.
Equation (12.19) would follow with gradLD(ρ∥σ) = −L∗(ρ) if one can show that

L∗(ρ) = divL̃([ρ]ϕlog,ω∇L̃(lnρ − lnσ)) . (12.24)

We prove Equation (12.24) using the general chain rule provided in Theorem 5.3.5. First, notice that
[ρ]ϕlog,ω can be re-expressed as follows:

[ρ]ϕlog,ωj =
eωj/2Lρ − e−ωj/2Rρ

ln(∆ρ) + ωj

=
eωj/2Lρ − e−ωj/2Rρ

ln(eωj/2Lρ) − ln(e−ωj/2Rρ)

= T eωj /2 ρ, e−ωj /2 ρ

(x,y)↦ x−y
lnx−lny

, (12.25)

where the second line follows from the commutativity of Lρ and Rρ. Moreover, for any j ∈ J

∇L̃j(lnρ − lnσ) = ∇L̃j lnρ +
d

ds
∣
s=0

∆s
σ(L̃j)

= ∇L̃j lnρ +
d

ds
∣
s=0

e−ωjs L̃j

= ∇L̃j lnρ − ωjL̃j

= L̃j ln(e−ωj/2 ρ) − ln(eωj/2 ρ) L̃j . (12.26)

Therefore, the right hand side of Equation (12.24) reads

−∑
j∈J

∇L̃∗j
(T eωj /2 ρ, e−ωj /2 ρ

(x,y)↦ x−y
lnx−lny

{L̃j ln(e−ωj/2 ρ) − ln(eωj/2 ρ)L̃j}) = −∑
j∈J

∇L̃∗j
(L̃j e−ωj/2 ρ − eωj/2 ρ L̃j)

≡ L∗(ρ) ,

where the above equality comes from Theorem 5.3.5.

12.3. Quantum displacement convexity

The notion of displacement convexity that we introduced in Section 4.2.3 was extended to the quantum
realm by [Carlen and Maas, 2014] for the particular case of the Fermionic Fokker-Planck equation.
In [Carlen and Maas, 2017], the same authors took a slightly different path inspired by [Otto and
Westdickenberg, 2005, Daneri and Savaré, 2008]. In the latter, the authors showed the geodesic
convexity of a function F defined on an abstract metric space under the condition of contractivity of
the gradient flow for F for the corresponding distance. Carlen and Maas showed that this approach,
when used for a QMS (P∗t)t≥0, that is the gradient flow of the relative entropy functional D(.∥σ) in
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(D+(H),W2,L), leads to the modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality. In this section, we provide a
systematic analysis of the initial notion of displacement convexity in the setting of [Carlen and Maas,
2017], including a study of the geodesic equations on the Riemannian manifold (D+(H), gL).

12.3.1. Geodesic equations

Since (D+(H), gL) defines a valid Riemannian manifold, the local existence and uniqueness of constant
speed geodesics is garanteed by standard Riemannian geometry. We first recall that constant speed
geodesics (γ(s))s∈[0,1], satisfy a Euler-Lagrange equation that we derive in Theorem 12.3.1. This
extends Theorem 5.3 of [Carlen and Maas, 2014].

Let (V, ⟨., .⟩) be a finite-dimensional real Hilbert space, W ⊂ V be a subspace of V, and
z ∈ V/W. Consider the affine subspace Wz ∶= z +W, and letM ⊂Wz be a relatively open subset. Let
D ∶M→ B(W) be a smooth function such that D(x) is self-adjoint and invertible for all x ∈M. We
shall write C(x) ∶=D(x)−1. Consider the Lagrangian L ∶W ×M→ R defined by L(p, x) = ⟨C(x)p, p⟩

and the associated minimization problem:

inf
u(.)∈C1([0,1],M)

(∫
1

0
L(u′(t), u(t))dt ∶ u(0) = u0, u(1) = u1) ,

where u0, u1 ∈M are given boundary values. Then the Euler-Lagrange equations are equivalent to the
following system of equations:

⎧⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

u′(t) −D(u(t))v(t) = 0,

v′(t) +
1

2
⟨∂xD(u(t))v(t), v(t)⟩ = 0.

(12.27)

Here, we apply this abstract result to the case where V = Bsa(H), with inner product ⟨., .⟩ the usual
Hilbert-Schmidt inner product, W = {A ∈ V ∶ Tr(A) = 0}, z ∶= 1/dim(H), andM = D+(H). Indeed
any density operator ρ can be written as ρ = 1/dimH+K, for some self-adjoint and traceless operator
K. For any ρ ∈ D+(H), we already proved in Lemma 12.1.5 that Dϕlog(ρ) ∶ Φ↦ −divL̃([ρ]ϕlog,ω∇L̃Φ)

is invertible and self-adjoint. Now we use the following identity (see [Carlen and Maas, 2014] p. 21):

d

dt
(ρ + tA)α∣

t=0
= ∫

1

0
∫

α

0

ρα−β

(1 − s)1 + sρ
A

ρβ

(1 − s)1 + sρ
dβds (12.28)

for any 0 < α < 1, ρ ∈ D+(H) and A ∈W. Hence for all A,Φ ∈W,

d

dt
∣
t=0

⟨Dϕlog(ρ + tA)[Φ],Φ⟩HS =
d

dt
∣
t=0
∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jΦ, [ρ + tA]ϕlog,ωj∇L̃jΦ⟩HS

=
d

dt
∣
t=0
∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jΦ,∫
1

0
eωj(1/2−α)(ρ + tA)α∇L̃jΦ(ρ + tA)1−α⟩HS dα

= ⟨A,∇L̃Φ.ρ∇L̃Φ⟩HS , (12.29)

where for two vectors V⃗1, V⃗2 in ⊕j∈J B(H),

V⃗1.ρV⃗2 ∶= ∑
j∈J

∫
1

0
∫

1

0
eωj(1/2−α)(χj(V⃗1, V⃗

∗
2 , ρ, α, s) + χj(V⃗

∗
1 , V⃗2, ρ,1 − α, s))dαds,
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where

χj(V⃗1, V⃗2, ρ, α, s) ∶= ∫
α

0

ρβ

(1 − s)1 + sρ
(V1)j ρ

1−α (V2)j
ρα−β

(1 − s)1 + sρ
dβ.

Therefore, in our context the Euler-Lagrange equations (12.27) reduce to the following:

Theorem 12.3.1. The geodesic equations in the Riemannian manifold (D+(H),W2,L) are given by

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

d

ds
γ(s) + divL̃([γ(s)]ϕlog,ω∇L̃Φ(s)) = 0 ,

dΦ(s)

ds
+

1

2
∇L̃Φ(s).γ(s)∇L̃Φ(s) = 0 .

(12.30)

12.3.2. Equivalent formulations for displacement convexity

In analogy with [Erbar and Maas, 2012], we say that a primitive quantum Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0

with associated invariant state σ and generator L of the form of Equation (12.1), with ∆σ(L̃j) = e−ωj L̃j ,
has Ricci curvature bounded from below by a constant κ ∈ R if the following inequality holds:

d2

ds2
∣
s=0

D(γ(s)∥σ) ≥ κgL,ρ(γ̇(0), γ̇(0)) , (Ric(L) ≥ κ)

for any constant speed geodesic (γ(s))s∈(−ε,ε) on D+(H) such that γ(0) = ρ. This inequality will also
be referred to as the quantum Ricci lower bound . For a classical intuition behind this definition for
the quantum Ricci curvature lower bound, we refer to Equation (4.7). Theorem 12.3.1 is useful to
derive an expression for the second derivative of the relative entropy D(γ(s)∥σ) with respect to s. We
already know from the gradient flow equation 12.20 that

d

ds
D(γ(s)∥σ) = −gL,γ(s)(γ̇(s),L∗(γ(s)))

= ∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jΦ(s), [γ(s)]ϕlog,ωj∇L̃j(lnγ(s) − lnσ)⟩HS

= ∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jΦ(s), [γ(s)]ϕlog,ωj(L̃j ln(e−ωj/2 γ(s)) − ln(eωj/2 γ(s))L̃j)⟩HS,

where the second line comes from Equation (12.24), and the last identity comes from Equation (12.26).
Using the chain rule formula of Theorem 5.3.5 together with Equation (12.25)

[γ(s)]ϕlog,ωj(L̃j ln(e−ωj/2 γ(s)) − ln(eωj/2 γ(s))L̃j) = e−ωj/2 L̃jγ(s) − eωj/2 γ(s)L̃j ,

so that we finally get

d

ds
D(γ(s)∥σ) = ∑

j∈J
⟨∇L̃jΦ(s), e−ωj/2 L̃jγ(s) − eωj/2 γ(s)L̃j⟩HS .

Differentiating once more, we get:

d2

ds2
D(γ(s)∥σ)∣

s=0

= ∑
j∈J

{⟨∇L̃j
d

ds
Φ(s)∣

s=0
, e−ωj/2 L̃jρ − eωj/2 ρL̃j⟩HS

+⟨∇L̃jΦ(s), e−ωj/2 L̃j γ̇(0) − eωj/2 γ̇(0)L̃j⟩HS} . (12.31)
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We first take care of the second line of Equation (12.31). Using Theorem 12.3.1, we find

⟨∇L̃jΦ, e−ωj/2 L̃j γ̇(0) − eωj/2 γ̇(0)L̃j⟩HS

= −⟨∇L̃jΦ, e
−ωj/2 L̃j divL̃([ρ]ϕlog,ω∇Φ) − eωj/2 divL̃([ρ]ϕlog,ω∇Φ)L̃j⟩HS

= −⟨∇L̃jΦ, e
−ωj/2 L̃j ∑

k∈J
[[ρ]ϕlog,ωk∇L̃kΦ, L̃∗k] − eωj/2 ∑

k∈J
[[ρ]ϕlog,ωk∇L̃kΦ, L̃∗k]L̃j⟩HS

= ∑
k∈J

(e−ωj/2⟨∇L̃k(L̃
∗
j∇L̃jΦ), [ρ]ϕlog,ωk∇L̃kΦ⟩HS − eωj/2⟨∇L̃k(∇L̃jΦL̃

∗
j ), [ρ]ϕlog,ωk∇L̃kΦ⟩HS)

= ∑
k∈J

⟨∇L̃k (e−ωj/2 L̃∗j∇L̃jΦ − eωj/2∇L̃jΦL̃
∗
j ) , [ρ]ϕlog,ωk∇L̃kΦ⟩HS .

Hence by Equation (12.1),

∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jΦ, e
−ωj/2 L̃j γ̇(0) − eωj/2 γ̇(0)L̃j⟩ = − ∑

k∈J
⟨∇L̃kL(Φ), [ρ]ϕlog,ωk∇L̃kΦ⟩HS

= −⟨∇L̃L(Φ),∇L̃Φ⟩L2,log(ρ). (12.32)

By (12.30), the first line of (12.31) is equal to

1

2
∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃j(∇L̃Φ.ρ∇L̃Φ), eωj/2 ρL̃j − e−ωj/2 L̃jρ⟩HS (12.33)

=
1

2
∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃Φ.ρ∇L̃Φ, [L̃∗j , ρL̃j] eωj/2 − e−ωj/2[L̃∗j , L̃jρ]⟩HS

=
1

2
⟨∇L̃Φ.ρ∇L̃Φ,L∗(ρ)⟩HS, (12.34)

where we used that, replacing L̃j by L̃∗j so that ωj → −ωj ,

L∗(ρ) = ∑
j∈J

(eωj/2[L̃∗jρ, L̃j] + e−ωj/2[L̃j , ρL̃
∗
j ]) = ∑

j∈J
(e−ωj/2[L̃jρ, L̃

∗
j ] + eωj/2[L̃∗j , ρL̃j]) ,

Hence, using (12.32) and (12.34), (12.31) reduces to

d2

ds2
D(γ(s)∥σ)∣

s=0

=
1

2
⟨∇L̃Φ.ρ∇L̃Φ,L∗(ρ)⟩HS − ⟨∇L̃L(Φ),∇L̃Φ⟩L2,log(ρ). (12.35)

One can compare this expression with the one derived in Proposition 4.3 of [Erbar and Maas, 2012].
To make this analogy more clear, we denote the quantity on the right hand side of Equation (12.35) by

B(ρ,Φ) ≡
1

2
⟨∇L̃Φ.ρ∇L̃Φ,L∗(ρ)⟩HS − ⟨∇L̃L(Φ),∇L̃Φ⟩L2,log(ρ) . (12.36)

The above quantum Bochner formula is analogous to the one derived by the formal Otto calculus
in Equation (4.4), and together with Equation (12.35) justifies the interpretation of Ric(L) ≥ κ as a
quantum Ricci curvature lower bound. Next, the following lemma extends Lemma 4.6 of [Erbar and
Maas, 2012] to the quantum regime, as well as part of the proof of Proposition 5.11 of [Carlen and
Maas, 2014], and will prove to be useful in what follows:

Lemma 12.3.2. Let (γ(s))s∈[0,1] be a smooth curve in D+(H). For each t ≥ 0, set γ(s, t) ∶= P∗st(γ(s)),
and let (Φ(s, t))s∈[0,1] be a smooth curve satisfying the continuity equation

∂s(γ(s, t)) + divL̃([γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ω∇L̃Φ(s, t)) = 0, s ∈ [0,1]. (12.37)
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Therefore,

1

2
∂t gL,γ(s,t)(∂sγ(s, t), ∂sγ(s, t)) + ∂sD(γ(s, t)∥σ) = −sB(γ(s, t),Φ(s, t)).

Proof. Start by noticing that

∂sD(γ(s, t)∥σ) = ∂sTr(γ(s, t)(lnγ(s, t) − lnσ))

= Tr(∂sγ(s, t)(lnγ(s, t) − lnσ))

= −Tr((lnγ(s, t) − lnσ)divL̃([γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ω∇L̃Φ(s, t)))

= −⟨lnγ(s, t) − lnσ,divL̃([γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ω∇L̃Φ(s, t))⟩HS

= −∑
j∈J

⟨lnγ(s, t) − lnσ, [[γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ωj(∇L̃jΦ(s, t)), L̃∗j ]⟩HS

= ∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃j(log γ(s, t) − logσ), [γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ωj(∇L̃jΦ(s, t))⟩HS

= ∑
j∈J

⟨[γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ωj(∇L̃j(log γ(s, t) − logσ)),∇L̃jΦ(s, t)⟩HS

= ∑
j∈J

⟨∇∗
L̃j

[γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ωj(∇L̃j(log γ(s, t) − logσ)),Φ(s, t)⟩HS

= −⟨L∗(γ(s, t)),Φ(s, t)⟩HS,

where in the third line we used (12.37), in last line Equation (12.24), and in the second line we used
the integral representation of the logarithm to prove that Tr(γ(s, t)∂s log γ(s, t)) = 0. Moreover,

1

2
∂t gL,γ(s,t)(∂sγ(s, t), ∂sγ(s, t)) =

1

2
∂t ∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jΦ(s, t), [γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ωj∇L̃jΦ(s, t)⟩HS

= ∑
j∈J

(⟨∂t(∇L̃jΦ(s, t)), [γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ωj∇L̃jΦ(s, t)⟩HS

+
1

2
⟨∇L̃jΦ(s, t), ∂t([γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ωj)∇L̃jΦ(s, t)⟩HS). (12.38)

From (12.29),

∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jΦ(s, t), ∂t([γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ωj)∇L̃jΦ(s, t)⟩HS = ⟨∂tγ(s, t),∇Φ(s, t).γ(s,t)∇Φ(s, t)⟩HS

= s⟨L∗(γ(s, t)),∇Φ(s, t).γ(s,t)∇Φ(s, t)⟩HS . (12.39)

Moreover,

∑
j∈J

⟨∂t(∇L̃jΦ(s, t)),[γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ωj∇L̃jΦ(s, t)⟩HS (12.40)

= −∑
j∈J

⟨∂tΦ(s, t), [[γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ωj(∇L̃jΦ(s, t)), L̃∗j ]⟩HS

= −⟨∂tΦ(s, t),divL̃([γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ω(∇Φ(s, t)))⟩HS

= ⟨∂tΦ(s, t), ∂sγ(s, t)⟩HS

= ∂t(⟨Φ(s, t), ∂sγ(s, t)⟩HS) − ⟨Φ(s, t), ∂s∂tγ(s, t)⟩HS

= ∂t gL,γ(s,t)(∂sγ(s, t), ∂sγ(s, t)) − ⟨Φ(s, t), ∂s∂tγ(s, t)⟩HS

= ∂t gL,γ(s,t)(∂sγ(s, t), ∂sγ(s, t)) − ⟨Φ(s, t), ∂s(sL∗(γ(s, t)))⟩HS , (12.41)
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where we used once again 12.37 in the third and fifth lines above. Therefore, using 12.39 and 12.41,
the right hand side of 12.38 reduces to

1

2
∂t gL,γ(s,t)(∂sγ(s, t), ∂sγ(s, t))

= ⟨Φ(s, t), ∂s(sL∗(γ(s, t)))⟩HS −
1

2
s⟨L∗(γ(s, t)),∇Φ(s, t).γ(s,t)∇Φ(s, t)⟩HS .

Hence,

1

2
∂t gL,γ(s,t)(∂sγ(s, t), ∂sγ(s, t)) + ∂sD(γ(s, t)∥σ)

= s ⟨Φ(s, t),L∗∂s(γ(s, t))⟩HS −
1

2
s ⟨L∗γ(s, t).∇Φ(s, t).γ(s,t)∇Φ(s, t)⟩HS

= −s ⟨L(Φ(s, t)),divL̃([γ(s, t)]ϕlog,ω∇Φ(s, t))⟩HS −
1

2
s ⟨L∗γ(s, t).∇Φ(s, t).γ(s,t)∇Φ(s, t)⟩HS

= s ⟨∇L(Φ(s, t)),∇Φ(s, t)⟩L2,log(γ(s,t)) −
1

2
s ⟨L∗(γ(s, t)),∇Φ(s, t).γ(s,t)∇Φ(s, t)⟩HS

= −sB(γ(s, t),Φ(s, t)) ,

which is what needed to be proved.

Theorem 12.3.3. Let L be the generator of a primitive QMS (Pt)t≥0, with unique invariant state σ,
of the form of Equation (12.1). Then, for κ ∈ R, the following are equivalent:

(i) Ricci curvature lower bound: for any constant speed geodesic (γ(s))s∈(−ε,ε) on D+(H) such that
γ(0) = ρ:

d2

ds2
∣
s=0

D(γ(s)∥σ) ≥ κgL,ρ(γ̇(0), γ̇(0)) , (Ric(L) ≥ κ)

(ii) For all ρ ∈ D+(H), and Φ ∈W,

B(ρ,Φ) ≥ κ∥∇Φ∥2
L2,log(ρ)

(iii) Evolution variational inequality: for all ρ,ω ∈ D+(H) and all t ≥ 0, writing ρt ∶= P∗t(ρ):

1

2

d

dt
∣
t+

(W2,L(ρt, ω))
2
+
κ

2
W2,L(ρt, ω)

2 ≤D(ω∥σ) −D(ρt∥σ). (12.42)

(iv) Equation (12.42) holds for any ρ,ω ∈ D(H).

(v) κ-displacement convexity of the relative entropy: for any constant speed geodesic (γ(s))s∈[0,1] in
D(H),

D(γ(s)∥σ) ≤ (1 − s)D(γ(0)∥σ) + sD(γ(1)∥σ) −
κ

2
s(1 − s)W2,L(γ(0), γ(1))

2 . (12.43)

Proof. The proof is inspired by the one of Theorem 4.5 of [Erbar and Maas, 2012]. That (i)⇔ (ii)

follows from Equation (12.36). We use Lemma 12.3.2 to show that (ii)⇒ (iii): Take a smooth path
(γ(s))s∈[0,1] such that γ(0) = ω, γ(1) = ρ and

∫
1

0
gL,γ(s)(γ̇(s), γ̇(s))ds ≤W2,L(ρ,ω)

2 + ε . (12.44)
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With the notations of Lemma 12.3.2,

1

2
∂t (e2κst gL,γ(s,t)(∂sγ(s, t), ∂sγ(s, t))) + ∂s (e2κstD(γ(s, t)∥σ)) ≤ 2κt e2κstD(γ(s, t)∥σ) .

Integrating with respect to t ∈ [0, h], for some h > 0, and s ∈ [0,1],

2κ∫
1

0
ds∫

h

0
dt t e2κstD(γ(s, t)∥σ) ≥ ∫

h

0
(e2κtD(γ(1, t)∥σ) −D(γ(0, t)∥σ))dt

+
1

2
∫

1

0
e2κsh gL,γ(s,h)(∂sγ(s, h), ∂sγ(s, h)) − gL,γ(s,0)(∂sγ(s,0), ∂sγ(s,0))ds .

(12.45)

The following inequality, for which a classical equivalent is given in the proof of Theorem 4.5 of [Erbar
and Maas, 2012], can be derived similarly to Lemma 5.1 of [Daneri and Savaré, 2008]:

m(κh)W2,L(ρh, ω)
2 ≤ ∫

1

0
e2κsh gL,γ(s,h)(∂sγ(s, h), ∂sγ(s, h))ds, (12.46)

where m(x) ∶= x ex / sinh(x). Indeed, define f ∶ s ↦ e2κsh, and denote Lf ∶= ∫
1

0
1

f(s)ds. Then, let
g ∶ [0, 1]↦ [0, 1] be the smooth increasing map defined as g(s) = L−1

f ∫
s

0
1

f(u)du, and denote its inverse k
such that k′(g(s)) = Lff(s). Then define the reparametrized curve (γ(k(r), h), k′(r)Φ(k(r), h))r∈[0,1]

which satisfies the continuity equation:

∂rγ(k(r), h) = k
′(r)∂1γ(k(r), h)

= −k′(r)divL̃([γ(k(r), h)]ϕlog,ω∇Φ(k(r), h)) ,

where we used Equation (12.37) in order to established the second line. This curve satisfies γ(k(0), h) =
ω and γ(k(1), h) = ρh, so that

W2,L(ρh, ω)
2 ≤ ∫

1

0
gL,γ(k(r),h)(∂rγ(k(r), h), ∂rγ(k(r), h))dr

= ∫
1

0
k′(r)2∥∇L̃Φ(k(r), h)∥2

L2,log(γ(k(r),h))dr

= ∫
1

0
k′(g(s))∥∇L̃Φ(s, h)∥2

L2,log(γ(s,h))ds

= Lf ∫
1

0
f(s) gL,γ(s,h)(∂sγ(s, h), ∂sγ(s, h))ds ,

which directly leads to 12.46. This inequality, together with 12.44, implies

m(hκ)

2
W2,L(ρh, ω)

2 −
1

2
W2,L(ρ,ω)

2 − ε + ∫
h

0
e2κt dt D(ρh∥σ) − hD(ω∥σ)

≤
1

2
∫

1

0
e2κsh gL,γ(s,t)(∂sγ(s, t), ∂sγ(s, t))ds −

1

2
∫

1

0
gL,γ(s)(γ̇(s), γ̇(s))ds

+ ∫
h

0
e2κtD(ρt∥σ) dt − hD(ω∥σ)

≤ 2κ∫
1

0
ds∫

h

0
dt t e2κstD(γ(s, t)∥σ) .

where, in the first inequality, we also used the monotonicity of the relative entropy so that D(ρh∥σ) =

D(ρh∥P∗hσ) ≤D(ρt∥P∗tσ) =D(ρt∥σ), and in the second one that for all t > 0, γ(1, t) = ρt, γ(0, t) = ω,
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as well as 12.45. Since for all s ∈ [0,1], t↦D(γ(s, t)∥σ) is bounded,

lim
h→0

1

h
∫

1

0
∫

h

0
t e2κstD(γ(s, t)∥σ)dt ds = 0.

Moreover,

lim
h→0

1

h
(∫

h

0
e2κt dt D(ρh∥σ) − hD(ω∥σ)) =D(ρ∥σ) −D(ω∥σ)

Since ε > 0 was arbitrary, we arrive at

d

dh
∣
h=0+

(
m(κh)

2
W2,L(ρh, ω)

2) +D(ρ∥σ) −D(ω∥σ) ≤ 0.

The result for t = 0 follows from the fact that the first term in the left hand side above is equal to
κ
2
W2,L(ρh, ω)

2 + 1
2

d
dh

∣
h=0+

W2,L(ρh, ω)
2. The case t ≥ 0 directly follows from the case t = 0.

(iii)⇒ (iv) follows from Theorem 3.3 of [Daneri and Savaré, 2008] together with the fact that
(D(H),W2,L) is complete (cf. Proposition 12.1.8).

(iv)⇒ (v) follows directly from Theorem 3.2 of [Daneri and Savaré, 2008].

(v) ⇒ (i) can easily be proved as follows: let 0 < ε < ε′, and without loss of generality, let
γ ∶ (−ε′, ε′)→ D+(H) be speed 1 geodesic, and that γ(0) = ρ. Then, construct the following constant
speed geodesic γ̃ ∶ [0,1]→ D+(H) as follows: for any s ∈ [0,1], γ̃(s) ∶= γ(2εs − ε). It then follows that
W2,L(γ̃(0), γ̃(1)) = 2ε. Moreover, by applying (12.43) to γ̃, we find, after a suitable rearrangement of
the terms:

D(γ(ε)∥σ) − 2D(ρ∥σ) +D(γ(−ε)∥σ)

ε2
≥ κ.

The result follows after taking the limit ε→ 0.

Other equivalent formulations of displacement convexity Here, we provide other
characterizations of the Ricci curvature lower bound in terms of some contraction properties of
the Wasserstein metric along the semigroup (Pt)t≥0. In the next theorem, the characterization of
displacement convexity in terms of gradient estimates can be interpreted as a non-commutative version
of Bakry-Émery’s original gradient bound (see Theorem 4.7.2 of [Bakry et al., 2014]): in particular
they showed that the Ricci curvature lower bound is equivalent to the following pointwise inequality
for smooth enough functions (e.g. functions satisfying Condition 2.2.1):

Γ(Pt(f), Pt(f)) ≤ e−2κt Pt(Γ(f, f)) , (12.47)

where Γ stands for the carré du champ operator introduced in Section 2.2.

Proposition 12.3.4 (Gradient estimate). For any κ ∈ R, Ric(L) ≥ κ is equivalent to the following
gradient estimate: for any ρ ∈ D+(H), any traceless Φ ∈ Bsa(H) and all t > 0:

∥∇L̃(Pt(Φ))∥2
L2,log(ρ) ≤ e−2κt ∥∇L̃Φ∥2

L2,log(P∗t(ρ)). (12.48)
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Proof. We first prove the direct implication: define for u ∈ [0, t] ρu ≡ P∗u(ρ) and Φ(u) ≡ Pu(Φ).
Next, define

ψ(s) ∶= e−2κs ∥∇L̃Φ(t − s)∥2
L2,log(ρs) ≡ e−2κs

∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃j(Φ(t − s)), [ρs]ϕlog,ωj∇L̃j(Φ(t − s))⟩HS .

Then, ψ(0) = ∥∇L̃Φ(t)∥2
L2,log(ρ) and ψ(t) = e−2κt ∥∇L̃Φ∥2

L2,log(ρt). It is then enough to prove that ψ has
non-negative derivative to prove the claim. But:

ψ′(s) = 2 e−2κs [−κ∥∇L̃Φ(t − s)∥2
L2,log(ρs) +

1

2

∂

∂s
∥∇L̃Φ(t − s)∥2

L2,log(ρs)]

= 2 e−2κs

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

−κ∥∇L̃Φ(t − s)∥2
L2,log(ρs) + ∑

j∈J
⟨∇L̃j∂sΦ(t − s), [ρs]ϕlog,ωj∇L̃jΦ(t − s)⟩HS

+
1

2
∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jΦ(t − s), ∂s([ρs]ϕlog,ωj)∇L̃jΦ(t − s)⟩HS

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

= 2 e−2κs [−κ∥∇L̃Φ(t − s)∥2
L2,log(ρs) − ⟨∇L̃L(Φ(t − s)),∇L̃Φ(t − s)⟩L,ρs

+
1

2
⟨L∗(ρs),∇L̃Φ(t − s).ρs∇L̃Φ(t − s)⟩HS]

= 2 e−2κs [−κ∥∇L̃Φ(t − s)∥2
L2,log(ρs) +B(ρs,Φ(t − s))]

where we used Equation (12.29) in the second line. We conclude by a use of (ii) of Theorem 12.3.3.
For the reverse implication, assume that Equation (12.48) holds. Then,

0 ≤ e−2κt ∥∇L̃Φ∥2
L2,log(P∗t(ρ)) − ∥∇L̃(Pt(Φ))∥2

L2,log(ρ)

= (e−2κt −1) ∥∇L̃Φ∥2
L2,log(ρ) + e−2κt(∥∇L̃Φ∥2

L2,log(P∗t(ρ)) − ∥∇L̃Φ∥2
L2,log(ρ))

− ∥∇L̃(Pt(Φ))∥2
L2,log(ρ) + ∥∇L̃Φ∥2

L2,log(ρ) .

By dividing by t and letting t→ 0, we once again obtain that −κ∥∇L̃Φ∥2
L2,log(ρ) +B(ρ,Φ) ≥ 0, which

allows us to conclude from Equation (12.29).

In the commutative smooth setting, the Ricci curvature lower bound is also known to be
equivalent to the contraction of the Wasserstein distance along the semigroup (Pt)t≥0 (see Theorem
9.7.2 of [Bakry et al., 2014]):

W2(Pt∗(ν), Pt∗(ν
′)) ≤ e−κtW2(ν, ν

′) .

This still holds true in the non-commutative, finite dimensional setting:

Proposition 12.3.5. For any κ ∈ R, Ric(L) ≥ κ is equivalent to the contraction of the Wasserstein
distance along the flow generated by (Pt)t≥0: for any ρ,ω ∈ D+(H)

W2,L(Pt∗(ρ),Pt∗(ω)) ≤ e−κtW2,L(ρ,ω) . (12.49)

Proof. The direct implication follows from Proposition 3.1 of [Daneri and Savaré, 2008], which holds
in great generality for gradient flows on metric spaces, and Theorem 12.3.3(iii). The reverse implication
is proved as in inequality (2.12) of [Daneri and Savaré, 2008], using the smooth Riemannian structure
provided by (D+(H),W2,L) in the finite dimensional case.

In the commutative diffusive setting, the contraction of (12.47) is actually known to be equivalent
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to its “square root” version, usually referred to as the strong gradient bound :

√
Γ(Pt(f), Pt(f)) ≤ e−κt Pt(

√
Γ(f, f)) . (12.50)

The proof of (12.50)⇒(12.47) follows by a simple use of Jensen’s inequality, the converse being the
content of Theorem 3.3.18 of [Bakry et al., 2014]. The advantage of this formulation arises from the
fact that some canonical semigroups (e.g. the quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup on Rn) saturate
the inequality, or equivalently:

[L, ∇] = κ∇ .

Therefore, the Ricci lower bound is equivalent to comparing the commutation of a semigroup
with the gradient to the one of a canonical semigroup. This is similar in spirit to the geometric
inequalities briefly mentioned in Chapter 11 that involve the comparison of the curvature of a space to
the one of a model space of constant curvature (e.g. the sphere). A similar reasoning lead [Johnson,
2017] to formulate a Bakry-Émery condition for birth and death processes on N in terms of a comparison
to the Poisson process. Going back to our non-commutative setting, [Carlen and Maas, 2017] showed
that the quantum Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup, as well as its fermionic version on the Clifford
algebra, do satisfy such a commutation relation. They used this fact to derive the modified logarithmic
Sobolev constant for these QMS via the contraction (12.49). In the next proposition, we recall their
argument:

Proposition 12.3.6. Assume that the following equalities hold: there exists κ ∈ R such that, for any
j ∈ J and any t ≥ 0,

∇L̃j ○Pt = e−κtPt ○ ∇L̃j . (12.51)

Then, Ric(L) ≥ κ holds.

Proof. From Proposition 12.3.5, it is enough to prove that (12.49) holds. Assume that (γ(s))s∈[0,1] is
a minimal geodesic relating ρ to σ and denote by (A(s))s∈[0,1] the unique solution of the continuity
equation

γ̇(s) = divA(s) .

By duality, Equation (12.51) implies that Pt∗γ̇(s) = e−κt div P⃗t∗A(s), where P⃗t∗A ∶= (Pt∗Aj)j∈J .
Then, denoting γ(s, t) ∶= Pt∗(γ(s)),

gL,γ(s,t)(γ̇(s, t), γ̇(s, t)) = e−2κt
∑
j∈J

⟨P∗t(Aj(s)), [γ(s, t)]
−1
ϕlog,ωj

(Pt∗(Aj(s)))⟩HS

≤ e−2κt
∑
j∈J

⟨Aj(s), [γ(s)]
−1
ϕlog,ωj

Aj(s))⟩HS

= e−2κt gL,γ(s)(γ̇(s), γ̇(s)) ,

where the inequality arises from the property of monotonicity of Fisher information metrics (cf.
Theorem 1.3.3). The result follows after taking the integral over the geodesic path.

12.4. Example: the quantum depolarizing semigroup

In this section, we derive a Ricci curvature lower bound for the depolarizing semigroup (cf.
Section 5.5.1):
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Theorem 12.4.1. The quantum depolarizing semigroup (Pdepol
t )t≥0 satisfies Ric(Ldepol) ≥ 1

2
.

Proof. In the Schrödinger picture, the generator Ldepol
∗ can be written as

Ldepol
∗ (ρ) =

1

dH
− ρ =

1

d2
H

d2
H

∑
j=1

(Uj ρU
∗
j − ρ), ρ ∈ D(H),

where the operators Uj can be chosen to be unitary (e.g. generalized Pauli matrices [Wolf, 2012]). In
this case, L̃j = (

√
2dH)−1Uj and ωj = 0, j = 1, ..., d2

H. Now, given a vector V⃗ = (V1, ..., Vd2
H

) ∈⊕j B(H)

and ρ ∈ D+(H),

⟨V⃗ , V⃗ ⟩L
2,ϕlog (ρ) =

d2
H

∑
j=1

⟨Vj , [ρ]ϕlog(Vj)⟩HS ≡
d2
H

∑
j=1
∫

1

0
Tr(V ∗

j ρ
s Vjρ

1−s)ds

Now, given Φ ∈ Bsa(H) and ρ ∈ D+(H), the following holds:

∇L̃Φ.ρ∇L̃Φ =
d2
H

∑
j=1
∫

1

0
∫

1

0
∫

α

0

ρβ

(1 − s)1 + sρ
∇L̃jΦρ

1−α(∇L̃jΦ)∗
ρα−β

(1 − s)1 + sρ
dβ dsdα

+ ∫
1

0
∫

1

0
∫

1−α

0

ρβ

(1 − s)1 + sρ
(∇L̃jΦ)∗ ρα∇L̃jΦ

ρ1−α−β

(1 − s)1 + sρ
dβ dsdα,

Then:

1

2
⟨∇L̃Φ.ρ∇L̃Φ, Ldepol

∗ (ρ)⟩HS

=
1

2

d2
H

∑
j=1
∫

1

0
ds∫

1

0
dα{∫

α

0
Tr [(

1

dH
− ρ)

ρβ

(1 − s)1 + sρ
∇L̃jΦρ

1−α(∇L̃jΦ)∗
ρα−β

(1 − s)1 + sρ
]dβ

+∫
1−α

0
Tr [(

1

dH
− ρ)

ρβ

(1 − s)1 + sρ
(∇L̃jΦ)∗ ρα∇L̃jΦ

ρ1−α−β

(1 − s)1 + sρ
]dβ} .

By cyclicity of the trace, and since ∫
1

0
1

((1−s)1+sρ)2 ds = ρ
−1, forgetting about the positive contributions

coming from the terms in d−1
H 1 the above expression can be lower bounded as follows:

1

2
⟨∇L̃Φ.ρ∇L̃Φ, Ldepol

∗ (ρ)⟩HS

≥ −
1

2

d2
H

∑
j=1
∫

1

0
{∫

α

0
Tr(ρβ∇L̃jΦρ

1−α(∇L̃jΦ)∗ρα−β) + ∫
1−α

0
Tr(ρβ(∇L̃jΦ)∗ρα∇L̃jΦρ

1−α−β)dβ} dα

= −
1

2

d2
H

∑
j=1
∫

1

0
{αTr(∇L̃jΦρ

1−α(∇L̃jΦ)∗ρα) + (1 − α)Tr((∇L̃jΦ)∗ ρα∇L̃jΦρ
1−α)} dα

= −
1

2

d2
H

∑
j=1
∫

1

0
Tr((∇L̃jΦ)∗ ρα∇L̃jΦρ

1−α)dα.

On the other hand,

⟨∇L̃L
depol(Φ), ∇L̃Φ⟩L

2,ϕlog (ρ) =
d2
H

∑
j=1
∫

1

0
Tr [{∇L̃j (

1

dH
Tr(Φ) −Φ)}

∗
ρs∇L̃jΦρ

1−s] ds

= −
d2
H

∑
j=1
∫

1

0
Tr [(∇L̃jΦ)∗ ρs∇L̃jΦρ

1−s] ds
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Therefore,

B(ρ,Φ) ≥
1

2

d2
H

∑
j=1
∫

1

0
Tr [(∇L̃jΦ)∗ ρs∇L̃jΦρ

1−s] ds =
1

2
∥∇L̃Φ∥2

L2,log(ρ),

and the result follows.

12.5. Link to quantum functional inequalities

In this section, we relate the Ricci curvature lower bound to other quantum functional inequalities.
In Section 12.5, we show that the above displacement convexity implies a quantum generalization of
the HWI inequality of [Erbar and Maas, 2012], which itself implies MLSI in the case of a positive
curvature. The quantum transportation cost inequality of order 2 is introduced, and its link to MLSI
and PI is strengthened in Section 12.5.2.

12.5.1. The quantum HWI inequality

In [Erbar and Maas, 2012], the authors proved that, in the classical discrete setting, Ric(L) ≥ κ for
κ ∈ R implies an HWI-like inequality (cf. Theorem 4.3.1). Here, we provide a quantum generalization
of their result and relate it to the modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality. First of all, we need the
following lemma that will also prove its usefulness in Section 12.7:

Lemma 12.5.1. Let ρ, τ ∈ D+(H). Then for all t > 0, ρt ≡ P∗t(ρ) satisfies

d

dt
W2,L(ρt, τ) ≤

√
EPσ(ρt) .

Proof. We proceed similarly to the proof of Proposition 7.1 of [Erbar and Maas, 2012]: Firstly, by
the triangle inequality,

d

dt
W2,L(ρt, τ) = lim

s→0

1

s
(W2,L(ρt+s, τ) −W2,L(ρt, τ)) ≤ lim

s→0

1

s
W2,L(ρt, ρt+s), (12.52)

Now, by Lemma 12.1.4,

W2,L(ρt, ρt+s) = inf
γ(s)

{∫
1

0
gL,γ(u)(γ̇(u), γ̇(u))du ∶ γ(0) = ρt, γ(1) = ρt+s} ,

This implies by a change of variable v = t + us that for any smooth curve γ such that γ(t) = ρt and
γ(t + s) = ρt+s,

W2.L(ρt, ρt+s) ≤ ∫
t+s

t
gL,γ(v)(γ̇(v), γ̇(v))dv. (12.53)

Moreover, from Equation (12.20):

gL,ρt(ρ̇t, ρ̇t) = −
d

dt
D(ρt∥σ) = EPσ(ρt), (12.54)

where the second identity holds by Theorem 7.3.1. Hence, choosing γ(v) = ρv, we bound the right
hand side of (12.52) as follows:

d

dt
W2,L(ρt, τ) ≤ lim

s→0

1

s
∫

t+s

t

√
EPσ(ρv)dv =

√
EPσ(ρt),
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where the last equality holds since t→
√

EPσ(ρt) is continuous.

Theorem 12.5.2. Assume that Ric(L) ≥ κ, for some κ ∈ R. Then L satisfies the following inequality

∀ρ ∈ D+(H), D(ρ∥σ) ≤W2,L(ρ, σ)
√

EPσ(ρ) −
κ

2
W2,L(ρ, σ)

2. (HWI(κ))

Proof. By Theorem 12.3.3, for any ρ,ω ∈ D+(H)

1

2

d

dt
∣
t=0+

W2,L(ρt, ω)
2 +

κ

2
W2,L(ρ,ω)

2 ≤D(ω∥σ) −D(ρ∥σ).

Taking ω ∶= σ, this implies that

D(ρ∥σ) ≤ −
1

2

d

dt
∣
t=0+

W2,L(ρt∥σ)
2 −

κ

2
W2,L(ρ, σ)

2. (12.55)

Then,

−
1

2

d

dt
∣
t=0+

W2,L(ρt, σ)
2 = lim inf

s→0+

1

2s
(W2,L(ρ, σ)

2 −W2,L(ρs, σ)
2)

≤ lim sup
s→0+

1

2s
(W2,L(ρ, ρs)

2 + 2W2,L(ρ, ρs)W2,L(ρs, σ))

≤ lim sup
s→0+

1

2s
W2,L(ρ, ρs)

2 +W2,L(ρ, σ)
√

EPσ(ρ)

=W2,L(ρ, σ)
√

EPσ(ρ).

where the second inequality follows from Lemma 12.5.1. The result follows from inserting this back
into (12.55).

In the case when κ > 0, we recover the modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality:

Corollary 12.5.3 (Quantum Bakry-Émery theorem). Assume that Ric(L) ≥ κ, for some κ > 0. Then
(Pt)t≥0 satisfies MLSI(α1) with α1 =

κ
2
.

Proof. By Theorem 12.5.2, L satisfies HWI(κ). MLSI(κ) follows from an application of Young’s
inequality:

xy ≤ cx2 +
1

4c
y2, ∀x, y ∈ R, c > 0, (12.56)

in which we set x =W2,L(ρ, σ), y =
√

EPσ(ρ), and c = κ
2
.

12.5.2. The quantum transportation cost inequality

In analogy with Section 4.6, we introduce the concept of a quantum transportation cost inequality
associated to the Wasserstein distance W2,L. More precisely, given a primitive QMS (Pt)t≥0 on B(H)

satisfying σ-DBC (Pt)t≥0 is said to satisfy a transportation cost inequality of order 2 with constant
c2 > 0 if for all ρ ∈ D+(H),

W2,L(ρ, σ) ≤
√

2 c2D(ρ∥σ). (TC2(c2))
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The QMS is also said to satisfy the quantum MLSI +TC2(c) inequality of constant c > 0 if all
ρ ∈ D+(H),

W2,L(ρ, σ) ≤ c
√

EPσ(ρ). (MLSI +TC2(c))

In the case Ric(L) ≥ κ for κ ∈ R, HWI(κ) still implies the modified log-Sobolev inequality under
the further condition that TC2 holds. This is a direct quantum generalization of Theorem 7.8 of [Erbar
and Maas, 2012] (see also Corollary 3.1 of [Otto and Villani, 2000a]):

Corollary 12.5.4. Assume that Ric(L) ≥ κ, κ ∈ R, and that TC2(c2) holds with c−1
2 ≥ max(0,−κ).

then MLSI(α1) holds for

α1 = max [
1

8 c2
(1 + c2κ)

2
,
κ

2
]

Proof. The proof is rudimentary and identical to the one of Corollary 3.1 of [Otto and Villani,
2000a].

Similarly, we can show that Ric(L) ≥ κ for κ ∈ R implies MLSI(α1) as long as MLSI +TC2(c)

holds.

Corollary 12.5.5. Assume that Ric(L) ≥ κ, κ ∈ R, and that MLSI +TC2(c) holds with c−1 ≥

max(κ,0), then MLSI(α1) holds, with

α1 =
1

2 c (2 − κc)
.

Proof. See Corollary 3.2 of [Otto and Villani, 2000a].

The following result, namely that MLSI(α1) implies TC2(c2) was first proven in the classical,
continuous case by Otto and Villani in [Otto and Villani, 2000a] (see also [Bobkov et al., 2001,Gozlan,
2009] for alternative proofs, Theorem 7.5 of [Erbar and Maas, 2012] for the classical, discrete case,
and [Carlen and Maas, 2014] for the case of the fermionic Fokker-Planck semigroup).

Theorem 12.5.6. If (Pt)t≥0 satisfies MLSI(α1), then TC2(c2) holds with 2 c2 = α
−1
1 .

Proof. Fix ρ ∈ D+(H), and set ρt = P∗t(ρ). First note that as t→∞,

D(ρt∥σ)→ 0 and W2,L(ρ, ρt)→W2,L(ρ, σ) (12.57)

Define now the function

F (t) ∶=W2,L(ρt, ρ) +

√
1

α1
D(ρt∥σ).

Obviously F (0) =
√
D(ρ∥σ)/α1, and by (12.57), F (t) → W2,L(σ, ρ) as t → ∞. Hence it is sufficient

to prove that F is non-increasing. In order to do so, we only need to show that its derivative is
non-positive. If ρt ≠ σ, we know from Lemma 12.5.1 that

d

dt
F (t) ≤

√
EPσ(ρt) +

√
1

α1

d
dt
D(ρt∥σ)

2
√
D(ρt∥σ)

=
√

EPσ(ρt) −
EPσ(ρt)

√
4α1D(ρt∥σ)

≤ 0.

where we used MLSI(α1) in the last inequality. If ρt = σ, then the relation also holds true, since this
implies that ρr = σ for all r ≥ t.
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Remark 12.5.7. In the last version of [Carlen and Maas, 2017], the authors independently added a
slightly different proof of Theorem 12.5.6.

The following corollary of Theorem 12.5.6 easily follows

Corollary 12.5.8. Assume that (Pt)t≥0 satisfies MLSI(α1) for some α1 > 0. Then it also satisfies
MLSI +TC2(c) with 2 c = α−1

1 .

A new proof of Pinsker’s inequality We show that a refinement of Lemma 12.1.7 as well
as Theorem 12.5.6 can be used to provide a new proof of the quantum Pinsker inequality (cf.
Equation (1.57)).

Theorem 12.5.9 (Quantum Pinsker’s inequality). For any ρ, σ ∈ D+(H),

∥ρ − σ∥1 ≤
√

2D(ρ∥σ).

Proof. Let L1/dH be the generator of the quantum depolarizing semigroup with unique invariant
state 1/dH: for any X ∈ B(H):

L1/dH(X) =
1

dH
Tr(X)1 −X .

It is shown in Equation (5.42) of that L1/dH can take the following form:

L1/dH(X) =
1

2dH

dH

∑
k,l=1

∣ek⟩⟨el∣ [X, ∣el⟩⟨ek ∣ ] + [∣ek⟩⟨el∣,X] ∣el⟩⟨ek ∣ ,

for any orthonormal basis {ei}. Recall the last line (12.17) of the proof of Lemma 12.1.7, where we
showed that for any δ > 0, any smooth path (γ(s))s∈[0,1] such that γ(0) = ρ, γ(1) = σ, and

(∫
1

0
∥γ̇(s)∥gL

1/d
H

,γ(s)
)

1/2
≤W2,L1/d

H

(ρ, σ) + δ,

and for any self-adjoint operator X,

∣Tr(X(ρ − σ))∣

≤
⎛

⎝
∫

1

0

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩
∑
j∈J

Tr(γ(s)(∇L̃jX)∗∇L̃jX) +Tr(γ(s)∇L̃jX(∇L̃jX)∗)
⎫⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎭

ds
⎞

⎠

1
2

(W2,L 1

d
H

(ρ, σ) + δ) ,

(12.58)

where for the depolarizing semigroup, the index j ∈ J represents a couple (k, l), so that
L̃kl =

1√
2dH

∣ek⟩⟨el∣. Choosing the basis {ek}
dH
k=1 to be the one diagonalizing the operator X ∶=

∑
dH
k=1 ϕ(k)∣ek⟩⟨ek ∣, the term in brackets on the right hand side of (12.58) reduces to

1

2dH
∑
k,l

(ϕ(l) − ϕ(k))2 (⟨ek, γ(s)ek⟩ + ⟨el, γ(s)el⟩) ≤ ∥ϕ∥2
lip,H ,

where ∥ϕ∥lip,H ∶= supk≠l ∣ϕ(k) − ϕ(l)∣. Therefore, letting δ tend to 0,

∣Tr(X(ρ − σ))∣ ≤ ∥ϕ∥lip,H W2,L1/d
H

(ρ, σ).
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Assuming, moreover, that 0 ≤ X ≤ 1, this implies that, for any k ≠ l, ∣ϕ(k) − ϕ(l)∣ ≤ 1, and thus
∥ϕ∥lip,H ≤ 1. By duality,

∥ρ − σ∥1 ≡ sup
0≤X≤1

∣Tr(X(ρ − σ))∣ ≤ sup
X=∑j ϕ(j)∣ej⟩⟨ej ∣∶ ∥ϕ∥lip,H≤1

∣TrX(ρ − σ)∣ ≤W2,L1/d
H

(ρ, σ) .

We conclude using Theorem 12.5.6 as well as the well-known fact that in the case of the depolarizing
semigroup, α1 = 1/4 (see e.g. Lemma 25 of [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013]).

From transportation cost to Poincaré inequality In the classical, Riemannian case, [Otto and
Villani, 2000a] proved that TC2(c2) implies the Poincaré inequality. In the discrete setting, this was
proved in Proposition 7.6 of [Erbar and Maas, 2012]. Theorem 12.5.10 below extends these results to
the quantum regime.

Theorem 12.5.10. If (Pt)t≥0 satisfies TC2(c2), then PI(λ) holds with respect to ⟨., .⟩σ, with λ =

(c2 κL)
−1, where κL = supj∈J ∥[σ]

− 1
2

ϕlog,−ωj ○ [σ]ϕlog,ωj ○ [σ]
− 1

2

ϕlog,−ωj ∶ T2(H)→ T2(H)∥.

Remark 12.5.11. In the commutative setting, Theorem 12.5.10 reduces to Proposition 7.6 of [Erbar
and Maas, 2012]. Indeed, in this case, one can easily verify that for any j ∈ J , [σ]ϕlog,ωj(X) =
1
2

sinh(ωj/2)σX and [σ]−1
ϕlog,−ωj(X) = 2X/(σ sinh(ωj/2)). Therefore [σ]ϕlog,ωj ○ [σ]−1

ϕlog,−ωj(X) = X,
so that κL = 1 and the result follows.

Proof. Let X ∈ B(H) such that Tr(σX) = 0, and for some ε small enough, define Xε ∶= 1 + εX > 0.
Then, define the completely positive, trace-preserving map Ξσ through the following equation: for any
Y ∈ B(H),

Ξσ(Y ) ∶= ∫
∞

0

σ1/2

t1 + σ
Y

σ1/2

t1 + σ
dt

In order to get the result we will need the following two technical lemmas:

Lemma 12.5.12. With the notations of Equation (12.1),

L̃j(t1 + σ)
−1 =

e−ωj σ−1

1 + t e−ωj σ−1
L̃j (12.59)

(t1 + σ)−1L̃j = L̃j
σ−1 eωj

1 + tσ−1 eωj
. (12.60)

Proof. These identities follow directly from the fact that L̃j is an eigenvector of ∆σ with associated
eigenvalue e−ωj .

Lemma 12.5.13. For Γσ(X) ≡ σ
1
2Xσ

1
2 ,

∇L̃j(Ξσ(X)) = [σ]−1
ϕlog,−ωj ○ Γσ ○ ∇L̃jX . (12.61)

Proof. Using that for each j ∈ J , ∆
± 1

2
σ (L̃j) = e∓ωj/2 L̃j ,

∇L̃j(Ξσ(X)) = eωj/2 σ1/2L̃j ∫
∞

0
(t1 + σ)−1X(t1 + σ)−1σ1/2dt (12.62)

− e−ωj/2 σ1/2
∫

∞

0
(t1 + σ)−1X(t1 + σ)−1L̃jσ

1/2dt
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Let us first consider the first term on the right hand side of Equation (12.62). By Equation (12.59) it
is equal to

∫
∞

0

eωj/2

eωj σ + t1
σ1/2L̃jXσ

1/2(t1 + σ)−1dt = ∫
∞

0

1

eωj σ + eωj/2 u1
Γσ(L̃jX)

eωj

eωj/2 u1 + σ
du

= ∫
∞

0

e−ωj/2

eωj/2 σ + u1
Γσ(L̃jX)

e−ωj/2

u1 + e−ωj/2 σ
eωj du

= [σ]−1
ϕlog,−ωj ○ Γσ(L̃jX),

where we made the change of variable eωj/2 u = t in the first line, and used Lemma 12.1.3 in the last
line. Similarly, using (12.60), the second term on the right hand side of (12.62) is equal to

∫
∞

0

e−ωj/2

t1 + σ
Γσ(XL̃j)

1

e−ωj σ + t1
dt = ∫

∞

0

1

u + eωj/2 σ
Γσ(XL̃j)

1

e−ωj/2 σ + u
du

= [σ]−1
ϕlog,−ωj(Γσ(XL̃j)) ,

where we made the change of variable t = e−ωj/2 u. Hence Equation (12.61) follows.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 12.5.10. Start by the following:

⟨X, Ξσ(X)⟩σ = Tr(Γσ(X)Ξσ(X)) =
1

ε
Tr(σ1/2 Ξσ(X)σ1/2(Xε − 1))

=
1

ε
Tr(Ξσ(X) (σ1/2Xεσ1/2 − σ)) .

For any δ > 0, there exists a smooth path (γε(s))s∈[0,1], with associated vector field (Vε(s) =

∇L̃(Φ(s)))s∈[0,1], interpolating between ρε ∶= Γσ(X
ε) and σ, and such that

(∫
1

0
gL,γε(s)(γ̇

ε(s), γ̇ε(s))ds)
1/2

≤W2,L(ρ
ε, σ) + δ (12.63)

This implies that

⟨X, Ξσ(X)⟩σ = −
1

ε
Tr(Ξσ(X)∫

1

0

d

ds
γε(s)ds)

=
1

ε
Tr(Ξσ(X)∫

1

0
div([γε(s)]ϕlog,ωV

ε(s))ds)

= −
1

ε
∫

1

0
∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jΞσ(X), [γε(s)]ϕlog,ωj(V
ε(s))j⟩HS ds

≤
⎛

⎝
∑
j∈J

∫
1

0
⟨∇L̃jΞσ(X), [γε(s)]ϕlog,ωj ○ ∇L̃jΞσ(X)⟩HS ds

⎞

⎠

1/2
(∫

1
0 ∥Vε(s)∥2

L,γε(s)ds)
1/2

ε

≤
⎛

⎝
∑
j∈J

∫
1

0
⟨∇L̃jΞσ(X), [γε(s)]ϕlog,ωj ○ ∇L̃jΞσ(X)⟩HS ds

⎞

⎠

1/2
W2,L(ρ

ε, σ) + δ

ε

≤
⎛

⎝
∑
j∈J

∫
1

0
⟨∇L̃jΞσ(f), [γ

ε(s)]ϕlog,ωj ○ ∇L̃jΞσ(X)⟩HS ds
⎞

⎠

1/2 √
2c2D(ρε∥σ) + δ

ε
,

(12.64)

where the first inequality comes from a use of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality with respect to the
inner product ∑j∈J ⟨. , ∫

1
0 [γε(s)]ϕlog,ωjds .⟩HS, the second from Equation (12.63) and the last one
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from TC2(c2). As ε→ 0, the term in brackets in (12.64) converges to

∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jΞσ(X), [σ]ϕlog,ωj ○ ∇L̃jΞσ(X)⟩HS

= ∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jX, Γσ ○ [σ]
−1
ϕlog,−ωj ○ [σ]ϕlog,ωj ○ [σ]

−1
ϕlog,−ωj ○ Γσ(∇L̃jX)⟩HS

≤ sup
j∈J

∥[σ]
− 1

2

ϕlog,−ωj ○ [σ]ϕlog,ωj ○ [σ]
− 1

2

ϕlog,−ωj ∶ T2(H)→ T2(H)∥ E2,L(X, Ξσ(X))

≡ κL E2,L(X, Ξσ(X))

where we used Lemma 12.5.13 on the first line. As δ > 0 was chosen arbitrarily, we can now take the
limit δ → 0. Moreover, following the approach of the proof of Theorem 16 of [Kastoryano and Temme,
2013], one can prove that

D(ρε∥σ)

ε2
→

1

2
Tr(Γσ(X) Ξσ(X))

Substituting into (12.64), we get

1

c2 κL
⟨X, Ξσ(X)⟩σ ≤ E2,L(X, Ξσ(X)).

This is exactly the form that was derived at the end of the proof of Theorem 16 of [Kastoryano and
Temme, 2013] which led to the Poincaré inequality.

12.6. Diameter estimates

The diameter of D(H) in the Wasserstein distance W2,L is defined as follows:

DiamL(D(H)) ∶= sup
ρ,σ∈D(H)

W2,L(ρ, σ).

Another straightforward consequence of the κ-displacement convexity of the quantum relative entropy
for κ > 0 is the following estimate on the diameter of DiamL(D(H)), which is a quantum analogue of
the Bonnet-Myers theorem (cf. (4.10), see also Proposition 7.3 of [Erbar and Fathi, 2018]).

Proposition 12.6.1. Assume that Ric(L) ≥ κ holds for κ > 0. Then for any two states ρ,ω ∈ D(H),

W2,L(ρ,ω)
2 ≤

4

κ
(D(ρ∥σ) +D(ω∥σ)).

Therefore,

DiamL(D(H)) ≤

√
8 ln ∥σ−1∥∞

κ
.

Proof. The result follows directly from the convexity of the quantum relative entropy (cf. (v) of
Theorem 12.3.3):

0 ≤D(γ(1/2)∥σ) ≤
1

2
D(ρ∥σ) +

1

2
D(ω∥σ) −

κ

8
W2,L(ρ,ω)

2.

for a given constant speed geodesic (γ(s))s∈[0,1] relating ρ and ω.

In the next two subsections, we show how one can recover the Poincaré and modified logarithmic
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Sobolev inequalities in the case when Ric(L) ≥ 0 by further assuming a bound on the diameter DiamL.

12.6.1. From diameter bound to the Poincaré inequality

In this section we show that Ric(L) ≥ 0 together with a condition of finiteness of the diameter of D(H)

with respect to the distance W2,L implies the Poincaré inequality, hence extending Proposition 5.9
of [Erbar and Fathi, 2018] to our non-commutative setting. Throughout this section, we fix (Pt)t≥0

to be a primitive QMS on B(H), H finite dimensional, with unique invariant state σ and associated
generator L, satisfying σ-DBC. The next result is a non-commutative extension of the third equivalent
statement in Theorem 4.7.2 of [Bakry et al., 2014]:

Proposition 12.6.2 (Reverse quantum Poincaré inequality). Assume that Ric(L) ≥ κ holds for some
κ ∈ R. Then for any ρ ∈ D+(H), any Φ ∈ Bsa(H) and all t > 0:

Tr(P∗t(ρ)Φ
2) −Tr(ρ (Pt(Φ))2) ≥

e2κt −1

κ
∥∇L̃Pt(Φ)∥2

L2,log(ρ) (12.65)

Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 3.5 of [Erbar and Fathi, 2018]. For u ≥ 0, let
ρu ≡ P∗u(ρ) and Φ(u) ≡ Pu(Φ). Then, from Proposition 12.3.4,

2 e2κs∥∇L̃Φ(t)∥2
L2,log(ρ)

= 2 e2κs ∥∇L̃(PsΦ(t − s))∥2
L2,log(ρ)

≤ 2 ∥∇L̃Φ(t − s)∥2
L2,log(ρs)

= 2 ∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jΦ(t − s), [ρs]ϕlog,ωj∇L̃jΦ(t − s)⟩HS

≤ ∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jΦ(t − s), (e−ωj/2Rρs + eωj/2Lρs)∇L̃jΦ(t − s)⟩HS

= ∑
j∈J

(eωj/2 Tr[ρs∇L̃jΦ(t − s)(∇L̃jΦ(t − s))∗] + e−ωj/2 Tr[ρs(∇L̃jΦ(t − s))∗∇L̃jΦ(t − s)])

= ∑
j∈J

(eωj/2 Tr(ρs[L̃j ,Φ(t − s)][Φ(t − s), L̃∗j ]) + e−ωj/2 Tr(ρs[Φ(t − s), L̃∗j ][L̃j ,Φ(t − s)]))

= ∑
j∈J

(Tr(ρs(L̃jΦ(t − s)2L̃∗j eωj/2 + e−ωj/2 L̃∗jΦ(t − s)2L̃j))

+ eωj/2 Tr(ρs(−L̃jΦ(t − s)L̃∗jΦ(t − s) −Φ(t − s)L̃jΦ(t − s)L̃∗j +Φ(t − s)L̃jL̃
∗
jΦ(t − s)))

+ e−ωj/2 Tr(ρs(Φ(t − s)L̃∗j L̃jΦ(t − s) − L̃∗jΦ(t − s)L̃jΦ(t − s) −Φ(t − s)L̃∗jΦ(t − s)L̃j)))

= Tr(ρsL(Φ(t − s)2))

+ ∑
j∈J

eωj/2 Tr [ρs(−L̃jΦ(t − s)L̃∗jΦ(t − s) −Φ(t − s)L̃jΦ(t − s)L̃∗j

+Φ(t − s)L̃jL̃
∗
jΦ(t − s) +Φ(t − s)2L̃jL̃

∗
j )]

+ e−ωj/2 Tr [ρs(Φ(t − s)L̃∗j L̃jΦ(t − s) − L̃∗jΦ(t − s)L̃jΦ(t − s)

−Φ(t − s)L̃∗jΦ(t − s)L̃j + L̃
∗
j L̃jΦ(t − s)2)]

= Tr(ρsL(Φ(t − s)2)) −Tr(ρsΦ(t − s)L(Φ(t − s))) −Tr(ρsL(Φ(t − s))Φ(t − s))

=
∂

∂s
Tr(ρsΦ

2(t − s))

where we used (12.13) in the fifth line. The claim follows after integrating from 0 to t.

Theorem 12.6.3. Ric(L) ≥ 0 + DiamL(D(H)) ≤D ⇒ PI( 1
eD2 ).
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Proof. Let X ∈ Bsa(H) an eigenvector of L with associated eigenvalue opposite to the spectral gap λ
of L. Without loss of generality, ∥X∥∞ = 1, and by primitivity of (Pt)t≥0, Tr(σX) = 0. Now, note that
Pt(X) = e−λtX. Therefore, the reverse Poincaré inequality (12.65) in the case when κ = 0 implies that
for any ρ ∈ D+(H),

∥∇L̃X∥2
L2,log(ρ) ≤

e2λt

2t
∥X∥2

∞.

Optimizing in t and using ∥X∥∞ = 1, we find

∥∇L̃X∥2
L2,log(ρ) ≤ eλ .

Given the following spectral decomposition of X = ∑µ µPµ, since Tr(σX) = 0, the minimum and
maximum eigenvalues of X, respectively denoted by µmin and µmax, obey µmin < 0 < µmax. Since
we assumed ∥X∥∞ = 1, this implies that given a path (γ(s))s∈[0,1] in D(H) joining the states
γ(0) =

Pµmax

Tr(Pµmax)
and γ(1) = Pµmin

Tr(Pµmin
) such that ∫

1
0 gL,γ(s)(γ̇(s), γ̇(s))ds ≤W2,L(γ(0), γ(1))

2 + ε,

1 ≤ ∣µmax − µmin∣ = ∣TrX (
Pµmin

Tr(Pµmin
)
−

Pµmax

Tr(Pµmax)
)∣

= ∣Tr(X ∫
1

0
γ̇(s)ds)∣

=

RRRRRRRRRRR
∫

1

0
∑
j∈J

⟨∇L̃jX, [γ(s)]ϕlog,ωj∇L̃jΦ(s)⟩HS ds
RRRRRRRRRRR

≤
√

(D2 + ε) (∫
1

0
∥∇L̃X∥2

L2,log(γ(s))ds)
1/2

≤
√

(D2 + ε)λ e,

where in the last line we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality with respect to the inner product

∑j∈J ⟨. , ∫
1

0 [γ(s)]ϕlog,ωjds .⟩HS, and the result directly follows.

12.6.2. From diameter bound to modified log-Sobolev inequality

In [Erbar and Fathi, 2018], a modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality was proved to holds under the
conditions that Ric(L) ≥ 0 and of boundedness of the diameter of the underlying space under the
modified Wasserstein distance. Here, we extend their results to the quantum regime under the further
assumption that the semigroup (Pt)t≥0 is unital, leaving the study of the general case to later. The
idea of the proof is to get a non-tight logarithmic Sobolev inequality from HWI(0), and then to tighten
it using ideas borrowed from [Barthe and Kolesnikov, 2008].

Given two states ρ,ω ∈ D(H), with associated spectral decompositions ρ = ∑i∈E λiPi, ω =

∑j∈F µjQj , where E and F are two finite index sets, a coupling of ρ and ω is a probability distribution
q on E × F such that

∑
i∈E

q(i, j) = µj Tr(Qj)

∑
j∈F

q(i, j) = λiTr(Pi).

The set of couplings between ρ and ω is denoted by Π(ρ,ω). In analogy with the classical literature
(see e.g. [Erbar and Maas, 2012]), given an primitive semigroup (Pt)t≥0 with associated generator L,
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the coupling Wasserstein distance of order two between ρ and ω is defined as follows:

W2,L,c(ρ,ω)
2 ∶= inf

q∈Π(ρ,σ)
∑

i∈E, j∈F
q(i, j)W2,L(ρj , ωj)

2,

where

ρi ∶=
Pi

TrPi
, ωj ∶=

Qj

Tr(Qj)
, i ∈ E, j ∈ F .

The following result is a quantum generalization of Proposition 2.14 of [Erbar and Maas, 2012]:

Proposition 12.6.4. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a primitive QMS, with unique invariant state σ and associated
generator L, satisfying the detailed balance condition. Then, for any ρ,ω ∈ D+(H),

W2,L(ρ,ω) ≤W2,L,c(ρ,ω) .

Proof. Given ρ = ∑i∈E λiPi, ω = ∑j∈F µjQj the spectral decompositions of the states ρ and ω. For
(i, j) ∈ E × F , define ρi ∶= Pi

Tr(Pi) , ωj ∶=
Qj

Tr(Qj) , and let ε > 0. By definition of the Wasserstein distance
W2,L, there exists a curve γij ∶ [0,1]↦ D(H) from ρi to ωj such that

∫
1

0
gL,γij(s)(γ̇ij(s), γ̇ij(s))ds ≤W2,L(ρi, ωj)

2 + ε.

For any coupling q ∶ E × F → R+ of the states ρ and ω, define the path (γ(s))s∈[0,1] on D(H) as

γ(s) = ∑
i∈E, j∈F

q(i, j)γij(s) ,

so that γ(0) = ρ and γ(1) = ω. Now,

W2,L(ρ,ω)
2 ≤ ∫

1

0
gL,γ(s)(γ̇(s), γ̇(s))ds

≤ ∑
i∈E, j∈F

q(i, j)∫
1

0
gL,γ(s)(γ̇ij(s), γ̇ij(s))ds

≤ ∑
i∈E, j∈F

q(i, j) W2,L(ρi, ωj)
2 + ε .

where we used the convexity of gL in the second line (see e.g. equation (8.15) of [Carlen and Maas,
2017]). As ε was arbitrary, the result follows after optimizing over the couplings q.

In what follows, we assume that the semigroup satisfies σ = 1H/dH-DBC. In order to prove the
main result of this section, we need the following two lemmas that are extensions of Lemmas 6.2 and
6.3 of [Erbar and Fathi, 2018]:

Lemma 12.6.5. Assume that Ric(L) ≥ 0 and DiamL(D(H)) ≤D. Then for any δ > 0 and X ∈ Bsa(H)

such that Tr(X2) = dH:

D (X2/dH∥1/dH) ≤ δD2 EP1/dH(X2/dH) +
1

4dH δ
Tr(X2

1(1,∞)(X
2)) .

Proof. The case when X is not of full support is trivial, as then EPσ(X
2/dH) =∞. Without loss of

generality, we assume that X has full support, so that X2/dH ∈ D+(H). Write X = ∑i∈E ϕ(i)Pi the
spectral decomposition of X, for some index set E. From HWI(0), and Young’s inequality (12.56)
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12.6. Diameter estimates

with c = δD2, x =
√

EPσ(X2/dH), and y =W2,L(X
2/dH,1/dH):

D(X2/dH∥1/dH) ≤ δD2 EP1/dH(X2/dH) +
1

4δD2
W2,L(X

2/dH,1/dH)2.

From Proposition 12.6.4, for any coupling q ∶ E×F → R+ between X2/dH and 1/dH such that q(i, j) = 0

whenever ϕ(i)2 ≤ 1,

D(X2/dH∥1/dH) ≤ δD2 EP1/dH(X2/dH) +
1

4δD2 ∑
i,j∶ ϕ(i)2>1

q(i, j)W2,L (
Pi

Tr(Pi)
,

Pj

Tr(Pj)
)

2

≤ δD2 EP1/dH(X2/dH) +
1

4dH δ
Tr(X2

1(1,∞)(X
2)),

which is what was needed to be proved.

Lemma 12.6.6. For any A > 1 there exists γ > 0 such that for any X ∈ Bsa(H) with Tr(X2) = dH,

1

dH
Tr(X2

1[A2,∞)(X
2)) ≤ (

A

A − 1
)

2

Var1/dH(X), (12.66)

D(X2/dH∥1/dH) ≤ γVar1/dH(X) +
1

dH
Tr(X2 lnX2

1[A2,∞)(X
2)) . (12.67)

Proof. This is a direct rewriting of Lemma 2.5 of [Barthe and Kolesnikov, 2008].

Theorem 12.6.7. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a primitive semigroup that satisfies 1/dH-DBC with associated
generator L. Assume that Ric(L) ≥ 0 and that DiamL(D(H)) ≤D. Then MLSI(cD−2) holds, for some
universal constant c.

Proof. Let A > 1 and X ∈ Bsa(H) of spectral decomposition X = ∑i∈E ϕ(i)Pi, with Tr(X2) =

dH. Without loss of generality, we can assume X positive definite. Then, set XA ∶= X ∨ A ≡

∑i∶ ϕ(i)≥A ϕ(i)Pi +A1(−∞,A)(X). Define the state ρA =X2
A/Tr(X2

A). By (12.67),

D(X2/dH∥1/dH) ≤ γVar1/dH(X) +
1

dH
Tr(X2 lnX2

1[A2,∞)(X
2)) . (12.68)

By Theorem 12.6.3,

γVar1/dH(X) ≤ − eD2γ
1

dH
⟨X,L(X)⟩HS ≤

γ eD2

4
EP1/dH(X2/dH) , (12.69)

where in the last inequality, we used the strong regularity of Dirichlet forms of unital semigroups
(see [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013]). Moreover,

1

dH
Tr(X2 lnX2

1[A2,∞)(X
2)) =

1

dH
Tr(X2

A lnX2
A) −

1

dH
A2 lnA2 Tr(1(−∞,A)(X))

≤ (1 +A2)D(ρA∥1/dH) +
Tr(X2

A)

dH
ln(

TrX2
A

dH
) −

A2 lnA2

dH
Tr(1(−∞,A)(X)) , (12.70)

where in the last line we used that 1
dH

Tr(X2
A) ≤ 1 + A2. However, from Lemma 12.6.5 applied to

XA, since EP1/dH(ρA) ≤
d

Tr(X2
A
) EP1/d(X

2/d) by convexity of monotone Riemannian metrics (see e.g.
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Chapter 12. Quantum optimal transport

equation (8.16) of [Carlen and Maas, 2017]),

D(ρA∥1/dH) ≤
dH δD

2

Tr(X2
A)

EP1/dH(X2/dH) +
1

4 Tr(X2
A)δ

Tr(X2
A1[ 1

d
H

Tr(X2
A
),∞)(X

2
A))

≤
δD2

A2
EP1/dH(X2/dH) +

1

4dH δA2
Tr(X2

1[A2,∞)(X
2)) , (12.71)

where in the last line we used that A2 ≤ 1
dH

Tr(X2
A). Using (12.66) and (12.69) together with

Theorem 12.6.3,

D(ρA∥1/dH) ≤
δD2

A2
EP1/dH(X2/dH) +

1

4δ(A − 1)2
Var1/dH(X)

≤
δD2

A2
EP1/dH(X2/dH) −

eD2

2δ(A − 1)2

1

d
⟨X, L(X)⟩HS

≤ (
δD2

A2
+

eD2

8δ(A − 1)2
)EP1/dH(X2/dH) .

Now,

Tr(X2
A)

dH
ln(

Tr(X2
A)

dH
) −

A2 ln(A2)

dH
Tr(1(−∞,A)(X))

≤
1

dH
(A2 Tr(1(−∞,A)(X)) +Tr(X2

1[A2,∞)(X
2))) ln [

A2 Tr(1(−∞,A)(X)) +Tr(X2
1[A2,∞)(X

2))

dH
]

−
A2 ln(A2)

dH
Tr(1(−∞,A)(X))

= A2 1

dH
Tr(1(−∞,A)(f)) ln(

1

dH
Tr(1(−∞,A)(X)) +

Tr(X2
1[A2,∞)(X

2))

dHA2
)

+
1

dH
Tr(X2

1[A2,∞)(X
2)) ln(A2 1

dH
Tr(1(−∞,A](X)) +

1

dH
Tr(X2

1[A2,∞)(X
2)))

≤ A2 ln(1 +
Tr(X2

1[A2,∞)(X
2))

dHA2
) +

1

dH
Tr(X2

1[A2,∞)(X
2)) ln(1 +A2)

≤ (1 + ln(1 +A2))
1

dH
Tr(X2

1[A2,∞)(X
2)),

where in the fourth line we used that 1
dH

Tr(X2) = 1. Using once more (12.66) and (12.69) together
with Theorem 12.6.3, we find

Tr(X2
A)

dH
ln(

Tr(X2
A)

dH
) −

A2 ln(A2)

dH
Tr(1(−∞,A](X)) ≤

eD2A2(1 + ln(1 +A2))

2(1 −A)2
EP1/dH(X2/dH) .

(12.72)

The result follows after combining (12.72), (12.68), (12.69), (12.70) and (12.71).

12.7. Quantum concentration inequalities

12.7.1. The quantum Wasserstein distance of order 1

The Wasserstein distance of order 1 can also be extended to the quantum setting. We recall from
Section 4.6 that the classical Wasserstein distance W1(µ, ν) between two probability measures µ, ν on
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a metric space has the following Kantorovich-Rubinstein dual representation:

W1(µ, ν) = sup
ϕ∶ ∥ϕ∥lip≤1

{∫ ϕdµ − ∫ ϕdν} ,

where ∥ϕ∥lip denotes the Lipschitz constant of the function ϕ. In the same spirit, given a primitive
quantum Markov semigroup (Pt = etL)t≥0 on B(H), H finite dimensional, satisfying σ-DBC, we define
the following Lipschitz constant of a operator X ∈ B(H) :

∥X∥Lip ∶=
⎛

⎝
∑
j∈J

(e−ωj/2 + eωj/2)∥∇L̃jX∥2
∞

⎞

⎠

1/2

. (12.73)

Next we define the non-commutative 1-Wasserstein distance between two states ρ and σ associated to
the generator L to be

W1,L(ρ,ω) ∶= sup
∥X∥Lip≤1

∣Tr(X(ρ − ω))∣ . (12.74)

Note that similar distances were recently defined in [Chen et al., 2017a,Chen et al., 2017b]. The
difference with our definition (12.74) lies in the definition of the Lipschitz constant.

Lemma 12.7.1. The non-commutative 1-Wasserstein distance W1,L defines a distance on D(H).

Proof. Symmetry and non-negativity are obvious by definition. If W1,L(ρ,ω) = 0, then for all
X ∈ B(H), Tr(X(ρ−ω)) = 0, which implies ρ = ω. Finally, let ρ,ω, τ ∈ D(H). Then, for any X ∈ B(H)

such that ∥X∥Lip ≤ 1, we have by the triangle inequality

∣Tr(X (ρ − τ))∣ ≤ ∣Tr(X (ρ − σ))∣ + ∣Tr(X (σ − τ))∣ ≤W1,L(ρ, τ) +W1,L(σ, τ).

The result follows by taking the supremum over such operators X on the right hand side of the above
inequality.

Next proposition justifies the definition of the quantum Liptchitz norm:

Lemma 12.7.2. For any ρ,ω ∈ D+(H),

√
2 W1,L(ρ,ω) ≤W2,L(ρ,ω) .

Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of inequality (12.18): for any X ∈ B(H):

√
2 ∣Tr(X(ρ − ω))∣ ≤

⎛

⎝
∑
j∈J

(e−ωj/2 + eωj/2)∥∇L̃jX∥2
∞
⎞

⎠

1/2

W2,L(ρ,ω) . (12.75)

Other possible definitions for W1,L Notice that the expression (12.73) depends on the choice of
Lindblad operators. An alternative definition of the quantum Lipschitz constant which is independent
of the representation is as follows:

∥X∥Lip,2 ∶=
⎛

⎝
∑
j∈J

(e−ωj/2 + eωj/2)∥∇L̃jX∥2
2

⎞

⎠

1/2

.
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Chapter 12. Quantum optimal transport

∥X∥Lip,2 does not depend on the representation ({L̃j},{ωj}) in (12.1). Indeed, given two such
representations ({L̃j},{ωj}) and ({L̃′j},{ω

′
j}),

∑
j∈J

(e−ω
′

j/2 + eω
′

j/2)∥∇L̃′j
X∥2

2 = ∑
j∈J

(e−ω
′

j/2 + eω
′

j/2)Tr([X∗, (L̃′j)
∗][L̃′j ,X])

= ∑
j,l,k∈J

(e−ω
′

j/2 + eω
′

j/2)UjkU jl Tr([X∗, L̃∗l ][L̃k,X])

= ∑
j,l,k∈J

UjkU jl (e
−ωk/2 + eωk/2)Tr([X∗, L̃∗l ][L̃k,X])

= ∑
l,k∈J

δkl(e
−ωk/2 + eωk/2)Tr([X∗, L̃∗l ][L̃k,X])

= ∑
l∈J

(e−ωl/2 + eωl/2)Tr([X∗, L̃∗l ][L̃l,X])

= ∑
j∈J

(e−ωj/2 + eωj/2)∥∇L̃jX∥2
2 ,

where we used Remark 12.1.1 in the above lines. Moreover, since ∥.∥∞ ≤ ∥.∥2, it follows that
∥X∥Lip ≤ ∥X∥Lip,2. One can also defined the Wasserstein distance of order 1 corresponding to this
Lipschitz norm:

W1,L,2(ρ,ω) ∶= sup
∥X∥Lip,2≤1

∣TrX(ρ − ω)∣ , (12.76)

for which Lemma 12.7.1 extends, i.e. W1,L,2 defines a distance on D+(H). The following proposition
follows directly from the direct observation that ∥X∥Lip ≤ ∥X∥Lip,2.

Proposition 12.7.3. For any ρ,ω ∈ D+(H),

W1,L,2(ρ,ω) ≤W1,L(ρ,ω) .

12.7.2. Transportation cost inequality and Gaussian concentration

A primitive QMS (Pt)t≥0 in σ-DBC is said to satisfy a transportation cost inequality of order 1 with
constant c1 > 0 if for all ρ ∈ D+(H)

W1,L(ρ, σ) ≤
√

2 c1D(ρ∥σ) . (TC1(c1))

The following result is a direct consequence of Lemma 12.7.2:

Theorem 12.7.4. If (Pt)t≥0 satisfies TC2(c2), then it satisfies TC1(c1) with 2c1 = c2.

The first proof that the classical transportation cost inequality of order 1 implies Gaussian
concentration is due to Marton [Marton, 1996a]. The following theorem is a quantum generalization
of Bobkov-Götze’s proof [Bobkov and Goetze, 1999] which relies on the variational representation of
the 1 Wasserstein distance (see also Theorem 36 of [Raginsky and Sason, 2014] or Proposition 7.7
of [Erbar and Maas, 2012]):

Theorem 12.7.5. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a primitive QMS on B(H) in σ-DBC. If (Pt)t≥0 satisfies TC1(c1),
the following quantum Gaussian concentration inequality holds: for any X ∈ Bsa(H),

Tr(σ1[r,∞)(X −Tr(σX))) ≤ exp
⎛

⎝

−r2

2 c1 ∥(∆
−1/2
σ X)∥2

Lip

⎞

⎠
. (qGauss)
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12.7. Quantum concentration inequalities

Proof. Here we follow the lines of the proof of Theorem 36 of [Raginsky and Sason, 2014]. Let
Y ∈ B(H) be such that Tr(σY ) = 0 and ∥Y ∥Lip ≤ 1. From TC1(c1), we know that for any ρ ∈ D+(H),

∣Tr(ρY )∣ ≤W1,L(ρ, σ) ≤
√

2 c1D(ρ∥σ) .

Next, from the fact that

inf
θ>0

(
a

θ
+
bθ

2
) =

√
2ab

for any a, b ≥ 0, we see that any such Y must satisfy the following bound for any θ > 0:

∣Tr(ρY )∣ ≤
1

θ
D(ρ∥σ) +

c1θ

2
.

Rearranging the terms, we obtain for any θ > 0:

2θ∣Tr(ρY )∣ − c1θ
2 ≤ 2D(ρ∥σ) ≤ 2D̂(ρ∥σ) , (12.77)

where we have used (1.66), and D̂(ρ∥σ) is the maximal divergence defined through Equation (1.67).
Define ρ ∶= σ1/2 eθX σ1/2/(Tr(σ eθX)), whereX ∈ Bsa(H) is to be specified later. Hence Equation (12.77)
becomes

2θ∣Tr(ρY )∣ − c1θ
2 ≤ 2θ

Tr(σ eθX X)

Tr(σ eθX)
− 2 ln(Tr(σ eθX)).

Now for X = ∆
1/2
σ (Y ), the last expression further simplifies into

−
c1θ

2

2
≤ − ln(Tr(σ eθX)) ⇒ MX(θ) ≡ Tr(σ eθX) ≤ ec1θ

2/2 .

We conclude by Markov’s inequality:

Tr(σ1[r,∞)(X)) ≤ e−rθMX(θ) ≤ e−rθ ec1θ
2/2 . (12.78)

Optimizing over all θ > 0,

Tr(σ1[r,∞)(X)) ≤ e
− r2

2c1 .

In order to achieve this bound we assumed that Y = ∆
−1/2
σ (X) ∈ B(H) is such that ∥Y ∥Lip ≤ 1

and Tr(σY ) = 0. This implies that Tr(σX) = Tr(σ∆
1/2
σ (Y )) = Tr(σY ) = 0. The result follows by

rescaling.

12.7.3. Poincaré inequality and exponential concentration

The following theorem is a generalization of the classical results of [Gromov and Milman, 1983] (see also
the review [Milman, 2009b]). It states that the Poincaré inequality implies exponential concentration.
For this, we need the following well-known chain rule (see e.g. [Carlen and Maas, 2017] Lemma 5.5):

Lemma 12.7.6. For all L ∈ B(H), and all X ∈ B(H),

[L, eX] = ∫
1

0
esX [L,X] eX(1−s) ds .
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Chapter 12. Quantum optimal transport

Proof.

d

ds
e(1−s)X L esX = e(1−s)X[L,X] esX .

The result follows by integrating the above equation from 0 to 1.

Theorem 12.7.7. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a primitive quantum Markov semigroup on B(H) satisfying σ-DBC.
Then for any X ∈ Bsa(H),

Tr(σ1[r,∞)(X −Tr(σX))) ≤ 3 e−r
√
λ(L)/(∥X∥LipCX,λ(L)) .

where ∥.∥Lip is defined in Equation (12.73), and CX,λ(L) ≡ e2
√

λ(L)∥X∥∞/∥X∥Lip −1√
2λ(L)∥X∥∞/∥X∥Lip

.

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that Tr(σX) = 0. For θ ≥ 0, and X ≠ 0 self-adjoint, let
MX(θ) ∶= Tr (σ eθX). Since (Pt)t≥0 is self-adjoint with respect to ⟨., .⟩1,σ, λ(L) also satisfies the
following inequality:

λ(L) (MX(θ) −MX(θ/2)2) ≤ −⟨eθX/2, L (eθX/2)⟩1,σ . (12.79)

Moreover, from Equation (12.1):

−⟨eθX/2, L (eθX/2)⟩1,σ = ∑
j∈J

e−ωj/2 Tr [σ (∇L̃j eθX/2)
∗
∇L̃j eθX/2]

=
θ2

4
∑
j∈J

e−ωj/2∬[0,1]2
Tr (σ e

(1−s)θX
2 (∇L̃jX)∗ e

sθX
2 e

uθX
2 ∇L̃jX e

(1−u)θX
2 )duds .

(12.80)

where we used Lemma 12.7.6 in the second line. Moreover, for each u, s ∈ [0,1], the trace in
Equation (12.80) is equal, by cyclicity, to

Tr [(eθX/2 σ eθX/2)
∗
(e

−sθX
2 (∇L̃jX)∗ e

(s+u)θX
2 ∇L̃jX e

−uθX
2 )] ≤ Tr (eθX/2 σ eθX/2) eθ(s+u)∥X∥∞ ∥∇L̃jX∥2

∞

=MX(θ) eθ(s+u)∥X∥∞ ∥∇L̃jX∥2
∞ ,

where we used Hölder’s inequality as well as the submultiplicativity of the operator norm in the second
line. Substituting into (12.80), we thus get:

−⟨eθX/2, L (eθX/2)⟩1,σ ≤
MX(θ)

4∥X∥2
∞
∑
j∈J

e−ωj/2 ∥∇L̃jX∥2
∞ (eθ∥X∥∞ −1)

2

≤ ∥X∥2
Lip MX(θ)

(eθ∥X∥∞ −1)
2

4∥X∥2
∞

,

However, for any 0 ≤ θ < 2
√
λ(L)/∥X∥Lip,

eθ∥X∥∞ −1

θ∥X∥∞
≤

e2
√
λ(L)∥X∥∞/∥X∥Lip −1

√
2λ(L)∥X∥∞/∥X∥Lip

≡ CX,λ(L) > 1 .

Hence, substituting into Equation (12.79):

λ(L) (MX(θ) −MX(θ/2)2) ≤ θ2∥X∥2
Lip C

2
X,λ(L) MX(θ)/4 .
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This last inequality implies that

MX(θ) ≤
1

1 − θ2∥X∥2
Lip C

2
X,λ(L)/(4λ(L))

MX(θ/2)2 ,

for every θ < 2
√
λ(L)/(CX,λ(L)∥X∥Lip). A simple iteration procedure yields

MX(θ) ≤
n−1

∏
k=0

⎛

⎝

1

1 − θ2∥X∥2
Lip C

2
X,λ(L)/(4

k+1λ(L))

⎞

⎠

2k

MX(θ/2n)2n .

Note that MX(θ) = 1+ θTr(σX)+O(θ2), and we have assumed that Tr(σX) = 0. Thus letting n→∞:

MX(θ) ≤
∞
∏
k=0

⎛

⎝

1

1 − θ2∥X∥2
Lip C

2
X,λ(L)/(4

k+1λ(L))

⎞

⎠

2k

.

Set θ =
√
λ(L)/(∥X∥LipCX,λ(L)), then the right hand side is a universal constant contained between e

and 3. So we proved that

MX (
√
λ(L)/(∥X∥LipCX,λ(L))) ≤ 3 .

Now by functional calculus, for any r ∈ R and θ > 0:

1[r,∞)(X) = 1[exp(θr),∞)(exp(θX)) ≤ e−θr eθX .

This leads to the following Markov-type inequality:

Tr(σ1[r,∞)(X)) ≤ e−rθ Tr(σ exp(θX)) = e−rθMX(θ). (12.81)

Therefore

Tr(σ1[r,∞)(X)) ≤ 3 e−r
√
λ(L)/(∥X∥LipCX,λ(L)) .

12.7.4. Concentration of product states

As already mentioned in (10.3), [Temme et al., 2014] proved that the 2-logarithmic Sobolev constant
satisfies

mink λk
ln(d4

H maxk ∥σ−1
k ∥∞) + 11

≤ α2(KN) ≤
mink λk

2
. (12.82)

Moreover, it was shown in Proposition 13 of [Kastoryano and Temme, 2013] that the generator
of a primitive semigroup satisfies the following inequality:

α2(L) ≤ α1(L) (12.83)

provided it is strongly Lp-regular, which is always the case for semigroups satisfying a detailed balance
condition by the Stroock Varopoulos inequality. Therefore, by a joint use of Theorems 12.5.6, 12.7.4
and 12.7.5 as well as 12.82 and 12.83, the following holds true: for any self-adjoint operator XN on
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H⊗N ,

Tr(σ(N)
1[r,∞)(XN −Tr(σ(N)XN))) ≤ exp

⎛

⎝

−2 mink λk r
2

(ln(d4
H maxk ∥σ−1

k ∥∞) + 11) ∥(∆
−1/2
σ(N)

XN)∥2
Lip

⎞

⎠
. (12.84)

where σ(N) ∶=⊗N
k=1 σk. Assume now that XN has the following form:

XN ∶=
1

N

N

∑
k=1

1
⊗(k−1) ⊗X ⊗ 1⊗(N−k) .

and that the generators Lk are all identical, with associated invariant state σ. Then, it is easy to show
that

∥(∆
−1/2
σ(N)

XN)∥Lip =
1

√
N

∥(∆−1/2
σ X)∥Lip . (12.85)

In this case, (12.84) reduces to

Tr(σ(N)
1[r,∞)(XN −Tr(σ(N)XN))) ≤ exp

⎛

⎝

−2N mink λk r
2

(ln(d4
H maxk ∥σ−1

k ∥∞) + 11) ∥(∆
−1/2
σ X)∥2

Lip

⎞

⎠
.

In the case of the generalized depolarizing semigroup, the quasi-tensorization of the MLSI constant
found in Theorem 10.1.1 provides the simpler bound:

Tr(σ(N)
1[r,∞)(XN −Tr(σ(N)XN))) ≤ exp

⎛

⎝

−r2

2 ∥(∆
−1/2
σ(N)

XN)∥2
Lip

⎞

⎠
. (12.86)

12.8. Excursion to infinite dimensions

Here, we aim at defining a quantum Wasserstein distance W2,LqOU associated to the quantum Ornstein
Uhlenbeck semigroup (PqOU

t )t≥0 of Section 5.5.2. In the general classical setting of Theorem 4.2.1,
one assumes that the curves (µt)t≥0 are absolutely continuous on the Wasserstein space (P2(M),W2).
This assumption is essential in the proof of the existence and uniqueness of a tangent vector ∇ϕ ∈

L2(µ ,Tµ(P2(M))) satisfying the continuity equation. For a compact metric space, a similar proof can
be carried out for regular enough paths of absolutely continuous measures with associated densities in
L2(M), without the need to use any property of the Wasserstein distance. In particular, one can show
that the Poisson equation admits a unique weak solution by means of Poincaré estimates. This proof
has to be modified in the case when M = Rn is unbounded, since such estimates typically diverge.
In fact, in this case, there exist multiple (possibly distributional) solutions to the Poisson equation,
due to the degeneracy of the Laplace operator. We briefly recall how to construct a solution in the
Sobolev space

W1,2(Rn) ∶= {f ∈ C∞
c (Rn)}

∥.∥
W

1,2
(Rn)

⊂ L2(Rn) ,

that is, the closure of the space C∞
c (R) of smooth, compactly supported functions on Rn in the norm

∥.∥W1,2(Rn) defined as

∥f∥W1,2(H) ∶=
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎝
∑
α∈Nn
∣α∣≤1

∥∂αf∥2
L2(Rn)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

1/2

.
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let f ∈ L2(Rn), and consider the Poisson equation on Rn:

∆h = f . (12.87)

A standard Green function argument leads to the following solution in C2(Rn):

h(x) = −∫
Rn

ν(x,y) f(y)dy , (12.88)

where

ν(x,y) ∶=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

−
1

2
∣x − y∣ n = 1 ,

−
1

4π
ln(∣x − y∣2) n = 2 ,

−
1

(2 − n)Sn(1)
∣x − y∣2−n n ≥ 3 ,

where Sn(1) denotes the surface of the unit ball in Rn. Moreover, by a Riezs transform argument
(see Proposition 3 p. 59 of [Stein, 1970]), this solution is necessarily in the Sobolev space H2(Rn)
(i.e. its partial derivatives are in L2(Rn) up to second order). We use this solution together with
Theorem 0.2.3 in order to find a regular solution to the quantum Poisson equation. For sake of
simplicity, we reduce our analysis to the case n = 2, which corresponds to a 1-mode bosonic system. Let
A0 ∶= span{∣ei⟩⟨ej ∣, i, j ∈ N}, where {ei}i∈N denotes the eigenbasis of the number operator N . Then,
given s, p ∈ N∗, define the quantum Sobolev space

Ws,p = A0
∥.∥Ws,p

(H)

,

where the norm ∥.∥Ws,p(H) is defined as expected:

∥X∥Ws,p(H) ∶=
⎛

⎝
∑
t≤s

∑
βt∈Zt2

∥∇β
t

a X∥2
p

⎞

⎠

1/2

,

where ∇β
t

a X is a nested commutator of the form [aβt1 , [aβt2 , [..., [aβtt ,X], ...]]], with a0 ∶= a and a1 ∶= a
∗.

Theorem 12.8.1. Let F ∈ T2(H), then the noncommutative Poisson equation

∆(X) ∶= [a∗, [a, X]] + [a, [a∗, X]] = F

admits a solution X in the quantum Sobolev space W2,2(H).

Proof. Since F ∈ T2(H), we can define the function f ∶= F−1f̂ = F−1(Fq
F ) ∈ L2(R2), where Fq

F is the
quantum Fourier transform of F and F−1 the inverse classical Fourier transform. Then, the Poisson
equation (12.87) admits a solution h ∈W2,2(R2). Its Fourier transform F(h) is in L2(R2), and the
following holds: R2 ∋ (x, y)↦ xF(h)(z), yF(h)(z), ∣z∣2F(h)(z) ∈ L2(R2) and

∣z∣2F(h)(z) = f̂(z) .

The result follows by an argument similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 7.5.2, and choosing X
as the operator whose quantum Fourier transform FX is equal to F(h).

Back to our problem of defining the quantum Wasserstein distance W2,LqOU associated to the
quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup (PqOU

t ), we let γ ∶ [0,1]↦ D+(H) be a path on the space of
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faithful states on H, and assume that for almost every t ∈ [0, 1], there exists an operator γ̇(t) ∈ T2(H)

that is the weak derivative of γ at t: for any X ∈ A0,

lim
s→t

Tr(X [
γ(s) − γ(t)

s − t
− γ̇(t)]) = 0 . (12.89)

This condition replaces the one of absolute continuity of the paths in the setting of Theorem 4.2.1.
Last theorem implies the existence almost everywhere of X(t) ∈W2,2(H) such that for all Y ∈ A0,

⟨∇aY,∇aX(t)⟩HS + ⟨∇a∗Y,∇a∗X(t)⟩HS = Tr(Xγ̇(t)) a.e. .

We aim at defining a quantum Wasserstein distance associated to the quantum Ornstein
Uhlenbeck semigroup (PqOU

t )t≥0, introduced in Section 5.5.2, and whose generator takes the following
form on the subalgebra A0:

LqOU(X) ∶= −
µ2

2
(a∗aX − 2a∗Xa +Xa∗a) −

λ2

2
(aa∗X − 2aXa∗ +Xaa∗) .

The above generator is of the form of Equation (12.1) when choosing e−ω0/2 = µ2/2 and e−ω1/2 = λ2/2.

Given ρ ∈ D+(H) and ϕlog
ω defined as in Equation (12.6), define L2,log(ρ) as the completion of

A0 ×A0 in the following norm: given X = (X,Y ) ∈ A0 ×A0 and ω ∶= (ω0, ω1) ∈ R2:

∥X∥L2,log(ρ) =
√

⟨X, [ρ]ϕlog,ω0
(X)⟩HS + ⟨Y, [ρ]ϕlog,ω1

(Y )⟩HS .

Next, set V(t) ∶= [γ]−1
ϕlog,ω(∇aX(t)), which is a well-defined operator in L2,log(γ(t)) and weakly

satisfies:

diva[γ(t)]ϕlog,ω(V(t)) = γ̇(t) a.e.. (CCR-continuity equation)

Now, the set {V(t) +W(t)}, where W(t) ∈ L2,log(γ(t)) is such that [γ(t)]ϕlog,ω(W(t)) is
divergence-free in the weak sense, is a closed affine subspace of solutions of the CCR-continuity
equation, in which there is a unique solution V0(t) of minimal ∥.∥L2,log(γ(t)) norm. Obviously, V0(t) is
orthogonal in L2,log(γ(t)) to the set of such vector W(t). In analogy with in the classical case (4.3),
the set of minimal solutions is given by

{∇aΦ ∶ Φ ∈ A0}
L2,log(γ(t))

= {V ∈ L2,log(γ(t)) ∶ ⟨V, W⟩L2,log(γ(t)) = 0, ∀W ∈ L2,log(γ(t)) s.t. ∇a.([γ(t)]ϕlog,ωW) = 0} .

(12.90)

and we refer to it as the tangent space Tγ(t),CCRD+(H) at γ(t) ∈ D+(H).

We are finally in a position of defining the quantum Wasserstein distance associated to the
quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup. We will call it the CCR Wasserstein distance since it simply
involves the noncommutative derivations associated to the quantum phase space annihilation and
creation operators a and a∗.

Definition 12.8.2. For any two density operators γ0, γ1 ∈ D+(H), the CCR Wasserstein distance of
order 2 between γ0 and γ1 is defined as

W2,CCR(γ0, γ1) ∶= inf
γ

{∫
1

0
∥V(s)∥2

L2,log(γ(s)) ds}

1
2

,
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where the infimum is taken over the paths (γ(t),V(t))t∈[0,1], where γ ∶ [0,1]→ D+(H) has a.e. weak
derivative in the sense of Equation (12.89), γ0 = γ(0), γ1 = γ(1) and V(t) is the only vector in
Tγ(t),CCRD+(H) so that the CCR-continuity equation is satisfied a.e..
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Chapter 13.

Quantum statistics

13.1. Quantum Hypothesis testing

Quantum hypothesis testing concerns the problem of discriminating between two different quantum
states1. This task is of paramount importance in quantum information theory, since many other
tasks can be reduced to it. In the language of hypothesis testing, one considers two hypotheses –
the null hypothesis H0 ∶ ρ and the alternative hypothesis H1 ∶ σ, where ρ and σ are two quantum
states. In an operational setting, say Bob receives a state ω with the knowledge that either ω = ρ or
ω = σ. His goal is then to infer which hypothesis is true, i.e., which state he has been given, by means
of a measurement on the state he receives. The measurement is given most generally by a POVM
{T,1 − T} where 0 ≤ T ≤ 1. Adopting the nomenclature from classical hypothesis testing, we refer
to T as a test. The probability that Bob correctly guesses the state to be ρ is then equal to Tr(Tρ),
whereas his probability of correctly guessing the state to be σ is Tr((1 − T )σ). Bob can erroneously
infer the state to be σ when it is actually ρ or vice versa. The corresponding error probabilities are
referred to as the type I error and type II error respectively. They are denoted as follows:

α(T ) ∶= Tr ((1 − T )ρ) , β(T ) ∶= Tr (Tσ) , (13.1)

where α(T ) is the probability of accepting H1 when H0 is true, while β(T ) is the probability of
accepting H0 when H1 is true. Obviously, there is a trade-off between the two error probabilities, and
there are various ways to jointly optimize them, depending on whether or not the two types of errors
are treated on an equal footing. In the setting of symmetric hypothesis testing, one minimizes the
total probability of error α(T ) + β(T ), whereas in asymmetric hypothesis testing one minimizes the
type II error under a suitable constraint on the type I error.

13.1.1. Summary of known results

Quantum hypothesis testing was originally studied in the asymptotic i.i.d. setting in which Bob is
provided not with just a single copy of the state but with multiple (say n) identical copies of the state,
say ρ⊗n or σ⊗n, where ρ and σ are states on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H, and he is allowed
to do a joint measurement on all these copies. The optimal asymptotic performance in the different
settings is quantified by the following exponential decay rates, evaluated in the limit n→∞:

1It is often referred to as binary quantum hypothesis testing, to distinguish it from the case in which more than two
states are being tested.
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The Chernoff bound in symmetric QHT the optimal exponential decay rate of the sum of type
I and type II errors. This corresponds to the symmetric setting and is given by the quantum Chernoff
distance [Audenaert et al., 2007,Nussbaum and Szkoła, 2009]: for any λ,κ > 0,

− lim
n→∞

1

n
ln min

0≤Tn≤1n
{κα(Tn) + λβ(Tn)} = − lim

n→∞
1

n
ln min

0≤Tn≤1n
{α(Tn) + β(Tn)} = − inf

0≤s≤1
(s − 1)Ds(ρ∥σ) .

Here α(Tn) = Tr[(1n − Tn)ρ
⊗n] and β(Tn) = Tr[Tnσ

⊗n], with 1n being the identity operator acting
on H⊗n.

Stein’s lemma and its refinements the optimal exponential decay rate of the type II error under
the assumption that the type I error remains bounded. This is given by Stein’s lemma and its
refinements [Hiai and Petz, 1991,Ogawa and Nagaoka, 2000]: for any ε ∈ (0,1),

− lim
n→∞

1

n
ln min

0≤Tn≤1n
{β(Tn) ∶ α(Tn) ≤ ε} =D(ρ∥σ) .

Hence, the minimal asymptotic type I error jumps discontinuously from 0 to 1 as the asymptotic type
II error exponent crosses the value D(ρ∣∣σ) from below. However, this discontinuous dependence of
the minimal asymptotic type I error on the asymptotic type II error exponent is a manifestation of the
coarse-grained analysis underlying the Quantum Stein’s lemma, in which only the linear term (in n) of
the type II error exponent (− lnβ(Tn)) is considered. More recently, [Li, 2014] and [Tomamichel and
Hayashi, 2012] independently showed that this discontinuity vanishes under a more refined analysis of
the type II error exponent, in which its second order (i.e. order

√
n) term is retained, in addition to

the linear term. This analysis is referred to as the second order asymptotics for (asymmetric) quantum
hypothesis testing, since it involves the evaluation of (− lnβn(ε)) up to second order. It was proved
in [Tomamichel and Hayashi, 2012,Li, 2014] to be given by:

− ln min
0≤Tn≤1n

{β(Tn) ∶ α(Tn) ≤ ε} = nD(ρ∣∣σ) +
√
nV (ρ∣∣σ)Φ−1(ε) +O(lnn) , (13.2)

where Φ denotes the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) of a standard normal distribution, and
V (ρ∣∣σ) ∶= Tr[ρ (lnρ − lnσ)2] −D(ρ∥σ)2 is the so-called quantum information variance. The Gaussian
c.d.f. Φ arises from the central limit theorem, or rather from its refinement, the Berry-Esseen theorem
(see e.g. [Feller, 2008]), which gives the rate of convergence of the distribution of the scaled sum of
i.i.d. random variables to a normal distribution.

The Hoeffding bound On the other hand if we require the type II error probabilities to vanish with
an exponent below the relative entropy, the type I error is given by the Hoeffding distance [Hayashi,
2007,Nagaoka, 2006,Ogawa and Hayashi, 2004]

sup
0≤Tn≤1n

{−lim sup
n→∞

1

n
lnα(Tn) ∶ lim sup

n→∞

1

n
lnβ(Tn) ≤ −r} = sup

0<s<1

s − 1

s
[r −Ds(ρ∥σ)] ,

which provides Rényi divergences with an operational interpretation.

The converse Hoeffding bound [Ogawa and Nagaoka, 2000] actually showed a strong converse
result according to which, if the type II error is constrained to vanish exponentially fast with a rate
that is higher than Stein’s exponent (r > D(ρ∥σ)), the type I error diverges to 1 exponentially fast.
More recently, [Mosonyi and Ogawa, 2015] quantified this claim by proving what is the following
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strong converse exponent:

inf
0≤Tn≤1n

{−lim inf
n→∞

1

n
ln(1 − α(Tn)) ∶ lim sup

n→∞

1

n
lnβ(Tn) ≤ −r} = sup

1<s

s − 1

s
[r − D̃s(ρ∥σ)] ,

hence providing sandwiched Rényi divergences with an operational interpretation.

13.1.2. Finite sample size strong converse bounds

All the results that we listed above are asymptotic in the sense that they hold when the number
of copies of the unknown state that are being tested goes to infinity. However, in a more practical
situation, one might be interested in getting estimates on the errors made when a finite number n of
copies are available. This is the so-called finite blocklength regime. In this section we are interested in
obtaining a finite sample size strong converse bound on the rate of convergence of α(Tn) as a function
of n. Inspired by a recent article of [Liu et al., 2017], we use reverse hypercontractivity in order to
obtain our bound. Before stating and proving the main theorem of this section, we establish an easy
inequality that will be used in the proof.

Lemma 13.1.1. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a a primitive QMS that satisfies σ-DBC. Let X,Y > 0 and −∞ ≤

q, p ≤ 1. Then, for any t ≥ 0 such that (1 − p)(1 − q) ≥ e−4α1(L)t:

⟨X,Pt(Y )⟩σ ≥ ∥X∥Lp(σ)∥Y ∥Lq(σ) .

Proof. The result follows by a direct application of Lemma 7.4.1 together with the reverse
hypercontractivity inequality in Corollary 7.4.10.

The i.i.d. setting Our main result, from which a bound for the finite blocklength strong converse
rate follows directly as a corollary, is the following second order upper bound on the type 2 error
exponent in the i.i.d. setting.

Theorem 13.1.2. Let ρ, σ ∈ D(H) full-rank density matrices.2 Then for any test 0 ≤ Tn ≤ 1n:

−
1

n
ln Tr(σ⊗nTn) ≤D(ρ∥σ) +

2
√
n

√

∥σ−
1
2 ρσ−

1
2 ∥∞ ln

1

Tr(ρ⊗nTn)
−

1

n
ln Tr(ρ⊗nTn) . (13.3)

Proof. To simplify notations we use σn ∶= σ⊗n and ρn ∶= ρ⊗n. Let 0 ≤ p, q ≤ 1 and let t ≥ 0 be such
that

(1 − p)(1 − q) = e−t . (13.4)

Let Lρ denote the generator of a generalized depolarizing semigroup (Pdepol,ρ
t )t≥0 with invariant state

ρ, i.e., Pdepol,ρ
t (X) = e−tX + (1 − e−t)Tr(ρX)1. By Theorem 10.1.1 the MLSI constants of this QMS

and its tensor powers are lower bounded by 1/4. Then using Lemma 13.1.1 for Y = Tn and X = Γ−1
ρn(σn)

we obtain

Tr((Pdepol,ρ
t∗ )⊗n(σn)Tn) = Tr (σn(P

depol,ρ
t )⊗n(Tn)) ≥ ∥Γ−1

ρn(σn)∥Lp(ρn)
∥Tn∥Lq(ρn) . (13.5)

2What we really need is that the supports of ρ and σ are the same (and not being the whole H) since in this case we
may restrict everything to this support.
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An application of the Araki-Lieb-Thirring inequality, Lemma 1.2.8, with A = σn, B = ρ
(1−p)/p
n and

r = p ∈ [0,1] leads to

∥Γ−1
ρn(σn)∥Lp(ρn)

= [Tr (ρ(1−p)/2pn σnρ
(1−p)/2p
n )

p

]
1/p

≥ [Tr (ρ1−p
n σpn )]

1/p
= exp (−D1−p(ρn∥σn)) ,

where
D1−p(ρ∥σ) ∶=

−1

p
ln Tr (σp ρ1−p) ,

denotes the quantum Rényi divergence of order p between ρ and σ. A very similar application of
Lemma 1.2.8 for A = Tn and B = ρ

1/q
n and r = q ∈ [0,1] yields

∥Tn∥Lq(ρn) = [Tr (ρ1/2q
n Tnρ

1/2q
n )

q
]
1/q

≥ [Tr (ρnT
q
n)]

1/q
≥ [Tr (ρnTn)]

1/q
,

where in the last inequality, we used that 0 ≤ Tn ≤ 1n, so that T qn ≥ Tn. Using the last two bounds
in (13.5), we get

Tr(σn(P
depol,ρ
t )⊗n(Tn)) ≥ [Tr(ρnTn)]

1/q
exp (−D1−p(ρn∥σn)) .

Taking the limit p→ 0 (and q → 1 − e−t) on both sides of the above inequality yields

Tr(σn(P
depol,ρ
t )⊗n(Tn)) ≥ [Tr(ρnTn)]

1/(1−e−t)
exp (−D(ρn∥σn)) . (13.6)

Let γ ∶= ∥σ−
1
2 ρσ−

1
2 ∥∞ ≥ 1. Then

Pdepol,ρ
t∗ (σ) = e−t σ + (1 − e−t)ρ ≤ (e−t +γ (1 − e−t))σ

Therefore,

Tr((Pdepol,ρ
t∗ )⊗n(σn)Tn) ≤ (e−t +γ (1 − e−t))nTr(Tnσn) . (13.7)

Next using γ ≥ 1, the convexity of h(x) = xγ implies (h(x) − h(1))/(x − 1) ≥ h′(1) for every x ≥ 1.
Therefore, eγt −1 ≥ γ(et −1) for every t ≥ 0, and e−t +γ(1 − e−t) ≤ e(γ−1)t. As a result

Tr (σn(P
depol,ρ
t )⊗n(Tn)) ≤ e(γ−1)nt Tr(σnTn). (13.8)

Then from (13.15) and (13.8) we get

[Tr(ρnTn)]
1/(1−e−t)

exp (−D(ρn∥σn)) ≤ e(γ−1)ntTr(σnTn) .

Taking the logarithm of both sides yields

ln Tr(σnTn) ≥ −D(ρn∥σn) − (γ − 1)nt +
1

1 − e−t
ln Tr(ρnTn)

≥ −D(ρn∥σn) − γnt + (1 +
1

t
) ln Tr(ρnTn), (13.9)

where the second inequality follows from et ≥ 1 + t and

1

1 − e−t
= 1 +

1

et −1
≤ 1 +

1

t
.
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Optimizing (13.9) over the choice of t yields t = (− ln Tr(ρnTn)
γn

)
1/2

, and we obtain the desired inequality.

Corollary 13.1.3 (Finite-blocklength strong converse bound for quantum hypothesis testing). Let
ρ, σ ∈ D(H) full-rank density and γ = ∥σ−

1
2 ρσ−

1
2 ∥∞. Then for any test 0 ≤ Tn ≤ 1n, where Tn ∈ B(H⊗n),

if the Type II error satisfies the inequality β(Tn) ≤ e−nr for r >D(ρ∣∣σ), then the Type I error satisfies

α(Tn) ≥ 1 − e−nf , (13.10)

where
f = (

√
γ + (r −D(ρ∣∣σ)) −

√
γ)

2
,

and hence tends to zero in the limit of r →D(ρ∣∣σ).

Proof. Fix r > D(ρ∥σ) and consider a sequence of tests Tn such that β(Tn) ≤ e−nr. Then, from
Theorem 13.1.2 we have

−nr ≥ −nD(ρ∣∣σ) − 2

√

nγ ln
1

1 − α(Tn)
− ln

1

1 − α(Tn)
.

Defining x2
n ∶= ln 1

1−α(Tn) this is equivalent to

x2
n + 2

√
nγ xn − n (r −D(ρ∣∣σ)) ≥ 0 ,

solving which directly leads to the statement of the corollary.
Theorem 13.1.2 also leads to the following finite blocklength second order lower bound on the

Type II error when the Type I error is less than a threshold value.

Corollary 13.1.4. Let ρ, σ ∈ D+(H) . Then for any n ∈ N and ε > 0 the minimal Type II error
satisfies

− lnβn(ε) ∶= − ln min
0≤Tn≤1n

{β(Tn) ∶ α(Tn) ≤ ε} ≤ nD(ρ∣∣σ) + 2

√

nγ ln(
1

1 − ε
) − ln(1 − ε) ,

where γ = ∥σ−
1
2 ρσ−

1
2 ∥∞.

Remark 13.1.5. The bound found in the above corollary can be compared to different bounds previously
known: first, the following estimations were obtained in Theorem 3.3 of [Audenaert et al., 2012]:

nD(ρ∥σ) − 4
√

2n ln(ε−1) lnη + 2 ln 2 ≤ − lnβn(ε) ≤ nD(ρ∥σ) + 4
√

2n ln(
1

1 − ε
) lnη , (13.11)

where η ∶= 1 + e
1
2D3/2(ρ∥σ) + e−

1
2D1/2(ρ∥σ). The upper bound in (13.11) is a simple consequence of the

monotonicity of the Rényi divergences. Our bound is tighter for small values of ε. We also mention the
following lower bound we recently found in [Rouzé and Datta, 2018] by means of classical martingale
concentration inequalities in the spirit of [Sason, 2012]:

nD(ρ∥σ) −
√

2n ln ε−1 ∥ ln ∆σ∣ρ +D(ρ∥σ) id ∶ B(H)→ B(H)∥ ≤ − lnβn(ε) ,

which also constitutes an improvement of the lower bound in (13.11) for small ε.

Beyond the i.i.d. setting In Theorem 13.1.2, we established an upper bound on the type II error
exponent in terms of the type I error and the Stein exponent in the i.i.d. setting. The technique
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used to prove this result, namely reverse hypercontractivity of the generalized depolarizing semigroup
converging towards the state ρ, can be extended as follows: assume given two sequences {ρn}n∈N and
{σn}n∈N, where for each n, ρn, σn ∈ D(H⊗n) are full-rank. Filtering out the two main inequalities at
the core of the proof of Theorem 13.1.2, we need:

(i) a family of primitive semigroups (Pnt = etLn)t≥0, each of which satisfying the ρn-DBC, with
MLSI constant α1(Ln) uniformly bounded away from 0 (cf. (13.5));

(ii) a constant γ <∞ such that for all n ∈ N, the state Pnt∗(σn) ≤ entγ σn (cf. (13.8)). In other words,
we want for all t ≥ 0 and any n ∈ N∗:

1

nt
Dmax(P

n
t∗(σn)∥σn) < γ <∞ , (⋆)

where Dmax is the max-relative entropy defined in Equation (1.63).

From these two conditions, we can state a meta strong converse bound result as follows:

Theorem 13.1.6. Let {ρn}n∈N∗ be a sequence of full-rank states, where for each n ∈ N∗, ρn ∈ D(H⊗n)

is full-rank. Assume, moreover, that there exists a family of primitive QMS (Pnt = etLn)t≥0 such that,
for each n ∈ N∗, (Pnt )t≥0 satisfies ρn-DBC and α1(Ln) ≥ α1 > 0. Then, for any other family {σn}n∈N∗

of full-rank states σn ∈ D(H⊗n) such that (⋆) holds, for any n ∈ N∗ and any test 0 ≤ Tn ≤ 1n:

−
1

n
ln Tr(σnTn) ≤

1

n
D(ρn∥σn) +

2
√
n

√
γ

4α1
ln

1

Tr(ρnTn)
−

1

4α1 n
ln Tr(ρnTn) . (13.12)

The following corollary constitutes a first simple non i.i.d. instance of Theorem 13.1.6:

Corollary 13.1.7. For each n ∈ N∗, let Kn ∈ N∗, pn = {pn(i)} a probability mass function on
{1, ...,Kn}, and ρ̃i, σ̃ij ∈ D+(H) such that γ ∶= supijDmax(ρ̃j∥σ̃ij) <∞. Next, define

ρn =
n

⊗
i=1

ρ̃i and σn =
Kn

∑
i=1

pn(i)
n

⊗
j=1

σ̃ij

Then, for any test 0 ≤ Tn ≤ 1n,

−
1

n
ln Tr(σnTn) ≤

1

n
D(ρn∥σn) +

2
√
n

√

γ ln
1

Tr(ρnTn)
−

1

n
ln Tr(ρnTn) . (13.13)

Proof. For each n ∈ N∗, use the tensor product Pn ∶= (⊗n
i=1P

depol,ρ̃i
t )t≥0 of generalized depolarizing

semigroups (Pdepol,ρ̃i
t )t≥0, each converging to the state ρ̃i. We know from Theorem 10.1.1 that Pn

satisfies MLSI(1/4). It remains to prove that 1
nt
Dmax(P

n
t∗(σn)∥σn) ≤ γ. This is done as follows:

1

nt
Dmax(P

n
t∗(σn)∥σn) ≤

1

nt
max

i∈{1,...,Kn}
Dmax (

n

⊗
j=1

P
depol,ρ̃j
t∗ (σ̃ij)∥

n

⊗
j=1

σ̃ij)

≤
1

t
max

i∈{1,...,Kn}
max

j∈{1,...,n}
Dmax(e

−t σ̃ij + (1 − e−t)ρ̃j∥σ̃ij)

≤
1 − e−t

t
max

i∈{1,...,Kn}
max

j∈{1,...,n}
Dmax(ρ̃j∥σ̃ij)

≤ sup
ij
Dmax(ρ̃j∥σ̃ij) .

where the first and third inequalities follow by quasi-convexity of Dmax, and where the second follows
by additivity of Dmax.
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13.2. Quantum parameter estimation

Here, we apply the concentration inequality (12.86) to the problem of parameter estimation of quantum
states. Assume that n independent physical systems are prepared in the same state ρθ, where θ is
an unknown parameter belonging to a set Θ. Here, we assume that Θ = R. In order to estimate θ,
an estimator is described by a sequence of positive operator valued measurements (POVMs in short)
M ∶= {M (N)}N∈N, where, for each N , M (N) ∶ B(R)↦ P(H⊗N) is a POVM on the Hilbert space H⊗N

associated to the N systems, where B(R) stands for the Borel algebra associated to R. The merit of
such a sequence can be quantified in terms of the following error exponent (see [Hayashi, 2002,Nagaoka,
2005,Masahito, 2005]):

β(M, θ, ε,N) ∶= −
1

Nε2
logPM(N)(θ̂N ∈ [θ − ε, θ + ε]c) ,

where
PM(N)(θ̂N ∈ [θ − ε, θ + ε]c) ∶= Tr(M (N)([θ − ε, θ + ε]c)ρ⊗Nθ )

is the probability that the estimated value θ̂N is at least ε away from the true parameter θ. In the
asymptotic setting N →∞, it was shown in Lemma 14 of [Hayashi, 2002] that, under some technical
assumptions, any POVM M satisfies

lim sup
ε→0

lim sup
N→∞

β(M, θ, ε,N) ≤
ISLD(θ)

2
, (13.14)

where ISLD(θ) ∶= Tr(ρθ(L
SLD
θ )2) is the quantum symmetric logarithmic derivative (SLD for short)

Fisher information defined in Section 1.3. For sake of simplicity, we assume that for any θ ∈ R, ρθ
is full-rank. Moreover, the bound in Equation (13.14) was proved to be saturated for a sequence of
projection-valued measurements Mθ associated to the self-adjoint operator

X
(N)
θ ∶=

1

N

N

∑
k=1

1
⊗(k−1) ⊗ (

LSLD
θ

ISLD(θ)
+ θ1)⊗ 1⊗(N−k) , (13.15)

where the estimated value θ̂N is determined to be the outcome of the measurement M (N)
θ . This means

that, for N large enough and ε > 0 small enough, the error probability satisfies the following lower
bound

P
M
(N)
θ

(θ̂N ∈ [θ − ε, θ + ε]c) ≳ e−ε
2N ISLD(θ)/2 .

The family Mθ corresponds to a sequence of unbiased estimators in the sense that for all N ∈ N and
any θ ∈ R:

Trρ⊗Nθ X
(N)
θ = θ . (13.16)

The following result provides a finite N upper bound on the error probability.

Proposition 13.2.1. Let H be a finite dimensional Hilbert space. For any θ ∈ R, let ρθ ∈ D(H) be
full-rank. Then, for any sequence of unbiased projective estimators M ∶= {M (N)}N∈N associated to the
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self-adjoint operators defined by

XN ∶=
1

N

N

∑
k=1

1
⊗(k−1) ⊗X ⊗ 1⊗(N−k) , (13.17)

and any N ∈ N, the probability that the associated estimated value θ̂N lies at least ε away from the true
parameter θ is given by

β(M, θ, ε,N) ≥
1

2 ∥(∆
−1/2
ρθ X)∥2

Lip

, (13.18)

where the Lipschitz constant in (13.18) is associated with the generalized depolarizing semigroup (cf.
Equation (12.73)).

Proof. This is a straightforward application of (12.86) and (12.85).
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Chapter 14.

Markovianity and Entanglement loss

Distributing entangled quantum states using noisy quantum channels is one of the fundamental
challenges in quantum information theory. Entanglement breaking channels, i.e. quantum channels
that only output separable states when acting on one half of a bipartite quantum state, are useless
for such non-classical communication protocols. In this chapter, we prove several upper and lower
bounds on how often we have to apply a quantum channel to one half of a bipartite quantum system
to ensure that its output is not entangled regardless of the input, i.e., how long does it take for it to
become entanglement breaking. In the context of quantum repeaters, the successive application of
quantum channels arises naturally [Bäuml et al., 2015,Christandl and Ferrara, 2017] and such bounds,
thus, limit their applicability to implement non-classical communication protocols.

We will focus on estimating these times for primitive quantum channels and show that they
always become entanglement breaking after a finite number of iterations. It then follows that the set
of quantum channels that eventually become entanglement breaking is dense in the set of quantum
channels. This restriction is justified by structural results we obtain which show that the situation
is much more subtle if we drop these assumptions. In the case of quantum dynamical semigroups
in continuous time, we obtain a complete characterization and show that only primitive semigroups
become entanglement breaking in finite time. We obtain concrete bounds on the necessary number of
iterations based on spectral data of the underlying quantum channel, in particular the spectral gap of
the channel. The bounds scale logarithmically in the underlying dimension and inverse linear in the
logarithm of the spectral gap. We also consider quantum channels in continuous time and observe
a similar behaviour. These techniques allow us to easily generalize some of the results of [Rahaman
et al., 2018].

The problem of classifying quantum channels that become entanglement breaking after repeated
applications has recently received considerable attention. The authors of [Lami and Giovannetti,
2016,Kennedy et al., 2017,Rahaman et al., 2018] took a more qualitative and asymptotic point of
view, characterizing classes of channels that never become entanglement breaking and showing that
certain classes of channels eventually become entanglement breaking. In [Christandl et al., 2018], the
authors take a more quantitative point of view which is closer to ours, obtaining upper bounds on the
number of iterations in terms of the Schmidt number of a channel.

Moreover, we use similar techniques to consider the related problem of when a pair of quantum
channels becomes entanglement annihilating [Moravčíková and Ziman, 2010]. That is, how often we
have to apply each channel to each half of the system until the output is separable independently of
the input.

Most of our results to derive upper bounds are based on the observation that full rank product
quantum states lie in the relative interior of the set of quantum states, as already proved in [Lami
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and Giovannetti, 2016]. We then use techniques similar to those of [Gurvits and Barnum, 2002] to
obtain estimates on the radius of the separable ball around such states in different metrics. Combining
these with tools to estimate the convergence and mixing of quantum channels, we manage to obtain
estimates on how long it takes for all outputs to be in the separable ball. Furthermore, we obtain
a complete characterization of semigroups that become entanglement breaking in finite time in the
continuous time setting.

To derive lower bounds, we exploit the fact that quantum channels that only output separable
states remain positive maps when composed with the partial transposition. Thus, if we can show that
the output of a state under the channel has a negative partial transposition, the channel still preserves
some entanglement. Applying this reasoning with the maximally entangled state as an input, we are
then able to obtain criteria based on the spectrum of the quantum channel to certify it still preserves
some entanglement. Unlike our upper bounds, we do not make any assumptions on the structure
of the quantum channels to prove these lower bounds, although we derive specialized versions for
quantum channels of particular interest, such as quantum Markov semigroups in continuous time.

14.1. Preliminary definitions

Given a bipartite system H⊗H, we denote by Υ the maximally entangled state on H⊗H: given any
orthonormal basis {ei} of H,

Υ ∶=
1

√
dH

dH

∑
i=1

ei ⊗ ei .

Next, we recall that a state ρ ∈ D(H⊗H) is said to be separable if it can be written in the following
form

ρ =
K

∑
i=1

pi ρi ⊗ τi ,

where {ρi} and {τi} are families of single-partite states in D(H), and {pi} forms a distribution. More
generally, a positive semidefinite operator is called separable if it can be written as the sum of tensor
products of positive semidefinite operators. A state that is not separable is then said to be entangled .
We denote by SEP(H ∶ K) the convex subset of separable states in D(H ⊗ K). When the Hilbert
spaces are labeled as H =HA and K =HB , we also use the shortcut SEP(A ∶ B).

A quantum channel Φ ∶ B(H)→ B(H) is called entanglement breaking if Φ⊗idH(ρ) is a separable
state for all input states ρ ∈ D(H ⊗H). This is equivalent to the Choi matrix of the channel being
separable [Horodecki et al., 2003], where the (unnormalized) Choi matrix of Φ is defined as

J(Φ) ∶= dH (Φ⊗ idH)(∣Υ⟩⟨Υ∣) . (14.1)

The class of entanglement breaking channels on H is denoted by EB(H).

The map Φ ∶ B(H)→ B(H) is of positive partial transpose (PPT) if (T ○Φ)⊗ idH is a positive
operator, where T is the partial transpose w.r.t. to some basis. The class of PPT channels on H is
called PPT(H). It is well-known that EB(H) ⊂ PPT(H).

More generally, we also consider quantum Markovian evolutions on a bipartite Hilbert space
HA ⊗ HB. We call a bipartite quantum channel T ∶ B(HA ⊗ HB) → B(HA ⊗ HB) entanglement
annihilating if its output is separable (on any density matrix input). Similarly, a quantum channel on
a single-partite Hilbert space Φ ∶ B(H)→ B(H) is called 2-locally entanglement annihilating if Φ⊗Φ

is entanglement annihilating. The class of bipartite, entanglement annihilating channels on HA ⊗HB
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is denoted by EA(HA,HB), whereas the class of 2-locally entanglement annihilating channels on H is
denoted by LEA2(H). Note that any quantum channel that is entanglement breaking is also 2-locally
entanglement annihilating: EB(H) ⊂ LEA2(H).

In this chapter, we exclusively study the entanglement properties of quantum Markovian
evolutions in discrete and continuous time. Given a quantum channel Φ ∶ B(H)→ B(H), the sequence
{Φn}n∈N is called a (homogeneous) quantum Markov chain (QMC), by analogy with the classical case.
The channel Φ can then be interpreted as the transition map associated to the chain {Φn}n∈N. A
quantum Markov chain {Φn}n∈N, resp. a quantum Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0, is said to be eventually
entanglement breaking (EEB) if there exists n0 ∈ N, resp. t0 ≥ 0, such that for any n ≥ n0, resp. t ≥ t0,
Φn, resp. P∗t, is entanglement breaking. The class of eventually entanglement breaking Markovian
evolutions in discrete or continuous time is denoted by EEB(H). On the other hand, Markovian
evolutions in discrete or continuous time which are not entanglement breaking at any finite time are
called entanglement saving , using language introduced by [Lami and Giovannetti, 2016]; the class of
entanglement saving Markovian evolutions in discrete or continuous time is denoted by ES(H). Thus,
the set of all Markovian evolutions (in either discrete or continuous time) decomposes into two disjoint
classes:

EEB(H) ⊔ES(H) . (14.2)

[Lami and Giovannetti, 2016] also introduce the notion of asymptotically entanglement saving
evolutions in the discrete-time case. They showed that every QMC has at least one limit point, and
either all of the limit points of a QMC {Φn}∞n=1 are entanglement breaking, or none of them are. They
term the latter case as asymptotically entanglement saving, and we denote the set of asymptotically
entanglement saving evolutions on H by AES(H). In analogy, we call the former case by asymptotically
entanglement breaking , denoted AES(H). Thus, the set of QMC on H decomposes into the disjoint
classes:

AES(H) ⊔AEB(H) . (14.3)

It is interesting to compare (14.2) and (14.3). A QMC {Φn}∞n=1 is AES if all the limit points of the
sequence {J(Φn)}∞n=1 are all entangled. Since J(Φn+1) = Φ ⊗ id(J(Φn)), if J(Φn+1) is entangled,
J(Φn) must be as well. In particular, if {Φn}∞n=1 is asymptotically entanglement saving, then J(Φn)
is entangled for every n, and the QMC is entanglement saving. So we see AES(H) ⊂ ES(H). However,
a priori, an entanglement saving channel could be asymptotically entanglement breaking: at any finite
n, J(Φn) could be entangled, but in the limit, J(Φn) could be in the set of separable states (though
necessarily on the boundary). We therefore define EB∞(H) = AEB(H) ∩ ES(H), the set of QMC
which are asymptotically entanglement breaking, but not entanglement breaking for any finite n. With
this notion, we may relate (14.2) and (14.3). We have the disjoint decomposition of the set of all
QMC,

QMC(H) =

AEB(H)
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ
EEB(H)⊔

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
ES(H)

EB∞(H) ⊔AES(H) . (14.4)

Theorem 14.1.1 (Eventually entanglement breaking channels are dense). For any finite dimensional
Hilbert space H, the set of transition maps of eventually entanglement breaking quantum Markov chains
is dense in the set of quantum channels.

Proof. First note that the set of quantum channels that have a full rank stationary state is dense in
the set of quantum channels. To see this, let Φ ∶ B(H)→ B(H) be a quantum channel and for a state
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σ ∈ D(H) define Φσ ∶ B(H)→ B(H) be the quantum channel that acts as

Φσ(X) = Tr(X)σ .

Now note that for ε ∈ (0,1], Φ′ = (1 − ε)Φ + εΦ 1

d
H

maps quantum states to strictly positive operators
and, thus, has a stationary state τ ∈ D+(H) of full rank [Wolf, 2012, Theorem 6.2]. We may then
consider the quantum channel Φ′′ = (1 − ε)Φ′ + εΦτ . As Φ′ has τ as a stationary state, it follows that
Φ′Φτ = ΦτΦ′ and, thus,

(Φ′′)
n
= (1 − ε)n (Φ′)

n
+ (1 − (1 − ε)n)Φτ .

Clearly, lim
n→∞

(Φ′′)
n
= Φτ . We have

id⊗Φτ(∣Υ⟩⟨Υ∣) =
1

dH
⊗ τ .

As was already observed in [Lami and Giovannetti, 2016, Proposition 3], separable states of the form
σ1 ⊗ σ2 with σ1, σ2 ∈ D(H) full rank are in the interior of the set of separable states. Thus, the Choi
matrix of (Φ′′)

n converges to a separable state in the interior of the set of separable states and will be
separable for some finite n0.

14.2. Asymptotic entanglement properties of Markovian

evolutions

As mentioned before, our goal in this chapter is to estimate the time after which a quantum system
undergoing a quantum Markovian evolution has lost all its entanglement. In order to better characterize
evolutions for which asking this question makes sense, we first need to leave aside evolutions for which
the phenomenon does not occur, that is, evolutions that either destroy entanglement after an infinite
amount of time (entanglement saving evolutions), or even those of never-vanishing entanglement.

A big part of this question was already answered in the case of a quantum Markov chain
by [Lami and Giovannetti, 2016]. In this paper, the authors showed that, given a quantum channel
Φ ∶ B(H) → B(H) with dim(ker Φ) < 2(dH − 1), Φ is entanglement saving if and only if either it has
a positive semidefinite fixed point, or the number of peripheral eigenvalues is strictly greater than
1, which itself is equivalent to the existence of 1 ≤ n ≤ dH such that Φn has a positive semidefinite
fixed point (see Theorem 21). In the same paper, the authors showed that if Φ has strictly more than
dH peripheral eigenvalues, then {Φn}n∈N is asymptotically entanglement saving. This last result is
a simple consequence of the following technical lemma, whose proof can also be found in [Lami and
Giovannetti, 2016].

Lemma 14.2.1. A quantum channel Φ ∶ B(H)→ B(H) s.t.1

∥Φ∥1 > dH

is not entanglement breaking.

This result has another simple consequence.

1Here, ∥Φ∥1 simply stands for the sum of the singular values of Φ.
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Proposition 14.2.2. Let Φ be a quantum channel on H with dH peripheral eigenvalues and at least
one non-peripheral eigenvalue nonzero. Then {Φn}n∈N ∈ ES(H), i.e. Φn ∉ EB(H) for any n ∈ N.

Proof. For any n, Φn has dH peripheral eigenvalues and at least one non-peripheral eigenvalue
non-zero. Thus, if {λk}

d2
H

k=1 are the eigenvalues of Φ counted with multiplicity, we have

∥Φn∥1 =
d2
H

∑
k=1

∣λnk ∣ = dH + ∑
λk ∶∣λk ∣<1

∣λnk ∣ > dH

and thus, by Lemma 14.2.1, Φn is not EB.

14.2.1. Irreducibility and primitivity

A positive linear map Φ ∶ B(H) → B(H) is said to be irreducible if, for any orthogonal projection
P ∈ B(H), Φ(PB(H)P ) ⊂ PB(H)P implies that either P = 0 or P = 1. In the case of an irreducible,
completely positive (in fact, for a Schwarz) map, it is known from Perron-Frobenius theory that the
peripheral eigenvalues λk in (6.15) are non-degenerate and equal to φk, where φ ∶= exp(2iπ/z), for
some fixed z ∈ N.

For a positive trace-preserving map, this property is equivalent to the existence of a unique
state σ > 0 such that for every ω ∈ D(H), we have (see [Wolf, 2012, Corollary 6.3])

lim
N→∞

1

N

N−1

∑
n=0

Φn(ω) = σ . (14.5)

Irreducible maps have many useful algebraic properties. The following proposition establishes some of
these, along with a minimal set of quantities needed to construct such a map.

Proposition 14.2.3. Consider

1. A number z ∈ {1, . . . , dH},

2. An orthogonal resolution of the identity {pn}
z−1
n=0,

3. A faithful state ρinv such that [ρinv, pn] = 0 and Tr[ρinvpn] =
1
z
, for each n = 0, . . . , z − 1,

4. A linear map ΦQ such that:

a) spr(ΦQ) < 1

b) J(ΦQ) ≥ −z (ρinv ⊗ 1)L1, where for k = 0, . . . , z − 1, we define Lk ∶= ∑z−1
n=0 pn−k ⊗ pn where

the subscripts are taken modulo z.

c) We have
ΦQ ○ Pj = Pj ○ΦQ = 0, ∀ j = 0, . . . , z − 1 ,

where Pn(⋅) = Tr[u−n ⋅ ]unρinv for u ∶= ∑z−1
n=0 θ

npn and θ ∶= exp(2iπ/z).

Let

Φ ∶=
z−1

∑
n=0

θnPn +ΦQ . (14.6)

Then Φ is an irreducible quantum channel. On the other hand, any irreducible quantum channel Φ

can be decomposed as (14.6) for some choices of z,{pn}z−1
n=0, ρ

inv, and ΦQ as in (1)–(4). Moreover,
in either case, ρinv is the unique invariant2 of Φ; Pn(⋅) are its peripheral eigenprojections, associated
2up to a multiplicative constant
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to eigenvalues θn and eigenvectors unρinv; and, for any j, k = 0, . . . , z − 1, we have the intertwining
relations

Φ(pjXpk) = pj−1Φ(X)pk−1, and Φ∗(pjXpk) = pj+1Φ∗(X)pk+1, ∀X ∈ B(H) (14.7)

where the subscripts are interpreted modulo z. Additionally, for ΦP ∶= ∑
z−1
n=0 θ

nPn,

J(ΦkP ) = Ĵk ∶= z (ρ
inv ⊗ 1) ⋅Lk =

z−1

∑
m=0

Tr[pk]
pm−kρ

invpm−k
Tr[pm−kρinv]

⊗
pk

Tr[pk]
. (14.8)

Proof. That any irreducible CPTP map can be decomposed as (14.6) for some choices of z,{pn}z−1
n=0,

ρinv, and ΦQ as in (1)–(4) are some of the main results of the Perron-Frobenius theory for irreducible
completely positive maps; see [Evans and Høegh-Krohn, 1978], or Section 6.2 of [Wolf, 2012]. See also
Appendix A of [Hanson et al., 2018] for a summary of this theory and extensions to deformations of
irreducible CPTP maps. Equation (14.7) follows from Theorem 5.4 of [Fagnola and Pellicer, 2009]. Let
us show that given z,{pn}z−1

n=0, ρ
inv, and ΦQ, the decompositon (14.6) gives an irreducible quantum

channel. Note, by the definition of Pn, that for any X ∈ B(H),

Pj ○ Pk(X) = Tr[u−kX]Tr[uk−jρinv]ujρinv = δjkPj(X)

using Tr[ρinvpn] =
1
z
and the formula

z−1

∑
n=0

θnm =

⎧⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

z m = zk for some k ∈ Z

0 otherwise .
(14.9)

Since P0(X) = Tr[X]ρinv, we have for j ≠ 0, 0 = P0 ○ Pj(X) = Tr[Pj(X)]ρinv, yielding that Pj is
trace-annihilating: Tr[Pj(X)] = 0 for all X ∈ B(H). In the same way, using assumption (4c), ΦQ is
trace-annihilating. Thus, Φ = P0 +∑

z−1
n=1 θ

nPn +ΦQ is trace-preserving.

Next, we prove (14.8), which will prove Φ is CP via assumption (4b). For ΦP ∶= ∑
z−1
m=0 θ

mPm,
we have ΦkP = ∑

z−1
m=0 θ

kmPm. Then, for any X ∈ B(H), we have the discrete Fourier-type computation,

ΦkP (X) =
z−1

∑
m=0

θkmTr[u−mX]umρinv =
z−1

∑
m,n,`=0

θkmTr[θ−mnpnX]θ`mp`ρ
inv

=
z−1

∑
m,n,`=0

θm(k−n+`) Tr[pnX]p`ρ
inv =

z−1

∑
n,`=0

zδ`,n−k Tr[pnX]p`ρ
inv

= z
z−1

∑
n=0

Tr[pnX]pn−kρ
inv

using (14.9). Next, let {ei}dH−1
i=0 be an orthonormal basis ofH such that the first rank(p0) elements are a

basis for p0H, the next rank(p1) elements are a basis for p1H, and so on. We have p0 = ∑
rank(p0)
i=0 ∣ei⟩ ⟨ei∣,

and so forth. Thus,

J(ΦkP ) =
dH−1

∑
i,j=0

ΦkP (∣ei⟩ ⟨ej ∣)⊗ ∣ei⟩ ⟨ej ∣ = z∑
i,j

z−1

∑
n=0

Tr[pn ∣ei⟩ ⟨ej ∣]pn−kρ
inv ⊗ ∣ei⟩ ⟨ej ∣

= z
z−1

∑
n=0

dH−1

∑
i=0

⟨ei, pnei⟩pn−kρ
inv ⊗ ∣ei⟩ ⟨ei∣ = z

z−1

∑
n=0

ρinvpn−k ⊗ pn

= z(ρinv ⊗ 1)Lk .
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In particular, J(ΦP ) = z(ρinv ⊗ 1)L1. Thus, by assumption (4b),

J(Φ) = J(ΦP ) + J(ΦQ) ≥ J(ΦP ) − z(ρinv ⊗ 1)L1 = 0

and hence Φ is CP. Since Φ is CPTP, we can use (14.5) to prove Φ is irreducible. We have

1

M

M−1

∑
n=0

Φn = P0 +
1

M

z−1

∑
m=1

1 − θMm

1 − θm
Pm +

1

M

M−1

∑
n=0

ΦnQ

using the geometric series ∑M−1
n=0 θmM = 1−θmM

1−θm for m ≠ 0, which is valid since θm ≠ 1. Since
P0[X] = Tr[X]ρinv, it remains to show that the latter two terms vanish in the limit M →∞. In fact,
since ∑z−1

m=1
1−θMm
1−θm Pm is bounded in norm uniformly in M , the second term vanishes asymptotically.

Next, since ` ∶= spr(ΦQ) < 1 by assumption (4a), for ε = 1−`
2

> 0, Gelfand’s theorem gives that there is
n0 > 0 such that for all n ≥ n0,

∥ΦnQ∥ ≤ (` + ε)n < 1 .

We may write
1

M

M−1

∑
n=0

ΦnQ =
1

M

n0

∑
n=0

ΦnQ +
1

M

M−1

∑
n=n0+1

ΦnQ .

Since ∑n0

n=0 Φn
Q is bounded in norm independently of M , the first term vanishes asymptotically; the

second term is bounded in norm by the triangle inequality and the geometric series∑∞
n=0(`+ε)

n = 1
1−(`+ε) .

Thus, the limit

lim
M→∞

1

M

M−1

∑
n=0

Φn = P0

holds in (any) norm. In particular, we have (14.5), so Φ is irreducible.

A positive map Φ is called primitive if the maps PÑ (Φ) ∶= ∑k∶ ∣λk ∣=1 Pk and Φn, n ∈ N, are
irreducible. This turns out to be equivalent to the existence of a full rank state σ such that, for
any ρ ∈ D(H), Φn(ρ) → σ as n → ∞. We refer to [Burgarth et al., 2013,Wolf, 2012] for other
characterizations of primitive channels and sufficient conditions for primitivity. A quantum Markov
chain {Φn}n∈N is called primitive if the channel Φ is primitive.

With the notations of Proposition 14.2.3, we can make the following remarks:

(i) Note that {Lk}
z−1
k=0 is an orthogonal resolution of 1 ⊗ 1, such that each Lk commutes with

ρinv ⊗ 1

dH
and Tr[Lk ρ

inv ⊗ 1

dH
] = 1

z
.

(ii) The matrix Ĵk is separable, and thus ΦkP is entanglement-breaking, for any k ≥ 1.

(iii) Proposition 14.2.3 shows that the peripheral eigenvectors of irreducible channels Φ commute. By
characterization of asymptotically entanglement saving channels given in [Lami and Giovannetti,
2016], this implies {Φn}n∈N ∈ AEB(H). Thus, Lemma 14.2.1 shows that Quantum Markov chains
with irreducible generators, dH peripheral eigenavalues (the maximum possible for an irreducible
QMC), and at least one non-zero non-peripheral eigenvalue are all in EB∞(H). Such chains
exist by virtue of next corollary.

Corollary 14.2.4. There are irreducible quantum channels Φ ∶ B(Cd) → B(Cd) s.t. {Φn}n∈N ∈

EB∞(Cd).

Proof. We will follow the recipe outlined in proposition 14.2.3 to construct such a quanntum
channel. We will also follow the notation of that proposition. We will first fix ρinv = 1/d, z = d and
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Chapter 14. Markovianity and Entanglement loss

pi = ∣i⟩⟨i∣. This choice of operators clearly satisfies all assumptions made on the pi in the statement of
proposition 14.2.3. It remains to construct the map ΦQ. To this end, first note that

L1 =
d−1

∑
i=0

∣i⟩⟨i∣⊗ ∣i + 1⟩⟨i + 1∣

and that with this choice of pi, the Pi are just projections onto diagonal matrices. For some ε ∈ (0, 1/d),
we define ΦQ as

ΦQ (∣i⟩⟨j∣) = (1 − δi,j) ε ∣i + 1⟩⟨j + 1∣ .

The Choi matrix of the map defined above is given by

J (ΦQ) = ε
d−1

∑
i,j=0,i/=j

∣i⟩⟨j∣⊗ ∣i + 1⟩⟨j + 1∣ .

To see that

L1 + J (ΦQ) ≥ 0 ,

note that for a fixed i, the i(i+ 1)−th line of L1 + J (ΦQ) has a 1 on its diagonal and d− 1 off-diagonal
entries ε. All lines whose number cannot be written as i(i+ 1) are identically 0. By our choice of ε, we
see by Gershgorin’s circle theorem that the matrix is indeed positive. Moreover, as the outputs of ΦQ

only have off-diagonal elements and those of Pn only diagonal, it follows that ΦQ ○ Pn = Pn ○ΦQ = 0.
Finally, note that as Φd

Q = εdΦoff, where Φoff is the projection onto the off-diagonal elements in the
computational basis, it follows that spr(ΦQ) = ε. We then have by propostion 14.2.3 that

Φ =
d−1

∑
i=0

θiPi +ΦQ

is an irreducible quantum channel with ∥Φk∥1 > d and, thus, not entanglement breaking, but with
lim
k→∞

Φk entanglement breaking.

14.2.2. Convergence of Markovian evolutions and characterization of
AEB(H)

Next theorem is a straightforward extension of Theorem 24 of [Lami and Giovannetti, 2016] to the
case of a quantum Markov semigroup.

Proposition 14.2.5. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a faithful quantum Markov semigroup. Then (Pt)t≥0 ∈ AES(H)

if and only if its decoherence-free subalgebra N is noncommutative, which means that there exists i ∈ J
such that dHi > 1 in the decomposition (6.4).

Proof. We simply need to show that EN∗ ∈ EB(H) if and only if dHi = 1 for all i. If dHi = 1 for all i,
the result follows directly from the characterization of entanglement breaking channels of [Horodecki
et al., 2003]. If now there exists i such that dHi > 1, choose as input state ρ = ∣Υ⟩⟨Υ∣ ⊗ τi, where
Υ = (dHi)

−1/2∑
dHi
j=1 ej ⊗ ej is a maximally entangled state on Hi ⊗Hi, and the result follows from the

fact that idH⊗EN∗(ρ) is entangled.
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14.2. Asymptotic entanglement properties of Markovian evolutions

14.2.3. Primitive Markovian evolutions and entanglement loss times

We just showed that non-primitive, irreducible maps can lead to Markov chains in EB∞(H). In the
more constraint case of primitive quantum Markov chains, and their time-continuous counterparts,
the situation becomes more simple. First, we need the following straightforward extension of Theorem
1 of [Gurvits and Barnum, 2002], whose proof is postponed to Proposition 14.3.2:

Lemma 14.2.6. Let σ,ω ∈ D(H) be full-rank. Then ω⊗σ+∆ is separable for any Hermitian operator
∆ such that ∥∆∥2 ≤ σmin ωmin, where σmin, resp. ωmin, stands for the minimum eigenvalue of σ, resp.
ω.

The first part of the following lemma is taken from [Lami and Giovannetti, 2016]:

Lemma 14.2.7. We have that

• A quantum Markov chain {Φn}n∈N with dim ker Φ < 2(dH−1) is eventually entanglement breaking
if and only if it is primitive.

• A quantum Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 is eventually entanglement breaking if and only if it is
primitive.

Proof. The first part is proved in [Lami and Giovannetti, 2016]. We focus on the second part: first
assume that (Pt)t≥0 is primitive. Then there exists a full-rank state σ ∈ D(H) such that, for any
ρ ∈ D(H), Pt∗(ρ)→ σ as t→∞. Therefore,

(Pt∗ ⊗ id)(∣Υ⟩⟨Υ∣)→ σ ⊗ d−1
H 1 ,

since Pt∗ is trace-preserving for each t. The result follows by Lemma 14.2.6, which implies the existence
of t0 > 0 such that for any t ≥ t0, (Pt∗ ⊗ id)(∣Υ⟩⟨Υ∣) is in a nonempty ball around σ ⊗ d−1

H 1 consisting
of separable states.

Conversely, assume that (Pt)t≥0 ∈ EEB(H). Therefore there exists n ∈ N such that Φn = Pn1∗
is entanglement breaking. Since for any t ≥ 0 the map Pt∗ is invertible, the first part of the lemma
implies that P1∗ is primitive. We conclude by a use of Proposition 7.5 of [Wolf, 2012].

Lemma 14.2.7 justifies the introduction of the following characteristic times, at least in the case
of a primitive quantum Markovian evolution:

Let {Φn}n∈N be a quantum Markov chain on B(H), with invariant state σ ∈ D+(H). The
entanglement breaking time tEB(Φ) of {Φn}n∈N is defined as follows:

tEB(Φ)
def
= min{n0 ∈ N∣ ∀n ≥ n0, Φn ∈ EB(H)} .

Similarly, a quantum Markov chain (Γn)n∈N over a bipartite Hilbert space HA ⊗HB, we define the
entanglement annihilation time tEA(Γ) as follows

tEA(Γ)
def
= min{n0 ∈ N∣ ∀n ≥ n0, Γn ∈ EA(HA,HB)} .

In the case when Γ = Φ⊗Φ, Φ ∶ B(H)→ B(H), this time is called the 2-local entanglement annihilation
time, and is denoted by

tLEA2(Φ)
def
= min{n0 ∈ N∣ ∀n ≥ n0, Φn ∈ LEA2(H)} .

Entanglement breaking, entanglement annihilation, and 2-local entanglement annihilation times of
quantum Markov semigroups are defined identically. In the next two sections, we provide bounds on
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Chapter 14. Markovianity and Entanglement loss

tEB, tEA and tLEA2 : the upper bounds found in Section 14.3 use strong decoherence of Markovian
evolutions together with estimates on the radius of open balls around any full-rank product state. On
the other hand, lower bounds found in Section 14.4 mainly use the inclusion EB(H) ⊂ PPT(H).

14.3. Upper bounds on entanglement loss via strong

decoherence

As mentioned just above, the strategy for deriving upper bounds on the various entanglement loss
times defined in Section 14.2.3 is as follows: in Section 14.3.1, we get quantitative bounds on the radius
of balls surrounding any full-rank separable state on a bipartite Hilbert space HA ⊗HB for various
normed topologies. Moreover, we studied in Part IV techniques leading to the derivation of bounds on
the time it takes for any state evolving according to a Markov chain/semigroup to come ε-close to
equilibrium. Upper bounds on entanglement loss times follow by simply choosing ε as the radius of
the separable ball around the adequate state found in Section 14.3.1. This is done in Section 14.3.2.

14.3.1. Separable balls around separable states

In this section, we are interested in finding separable balls around separable states, as we could then
also treat bipartite semigroups that converge to a separable state in a similar fashion and determine
when they become entanglement breaking. Note, however, that there are faithful separable states that
lie on the boundary of the set of separable states and the characterization of that boundary is still a
subject of active research [Chen and Ðoković, 2015,Kye, 2018]. One simple example that illustrates
these difficulties would be the state

τ =
1

dH + 1
∣Υ⟩⟨Υ∣ + (1 −

1

dH + 1
)
1

dH
(14.10)

on a bipartite Hilbert space H, which lies on the boundary of separable states. Considering a bipartite
generalized depolarizing semigroup converging to this state, we see that it is possible that the channel
is asymptotically entanglement breaking (in the sense of having only separable outputs), but might
have entangled outputs for all finite t. To see this, take the maximally entangled state as an input for
the depolarizing semigroup (Pdepol,τ

t )t≥0 described above. Then

Pdepol,τ
t∗ (∣Υ⟩⟨Υ∣) = e−t∣Υ⟩⟨Υ∣ + (1 − e−t)τ ,

which is entangled for all t ≥ 0, but not in the limit. This suggests that the situation is much more
subtle in this setting. One way to bypass this difficulty is to introduce the following measure of
“robustness of separability”, inspired by the robustness of entanglement introduced in [Vidal and
Tarrach, 1999].

Definition 14.3.1 (Robustness of separability). Let ρAB > 0 be separable on the bipartite Hilbert
space H ≡HAB . We define its robustness of separability with respect to the maximally mixed state,
R(ρAB), as

R(ρAB) = sup {λ ∈ [0,1] ∶ ∃ρ′AB separable such that ρAB = λ
1A ⊗ 1B
dH

+ (1 − λ)ρ′AB} .

Proposition 14.3.2 (Properties of the robustness of separability). Let ρAB ∈ SEP(A ∶ B). Then we
have the following properties.
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1. We have the reformulation

R(ρAB) = sup{λ ∈ [0,1] ∶
1

1 − λ
(ρAB − λ

1A ⊗ 1B
dAdB

) ∈ SEP(A ∶ B)} .

2. We have the bounds
0 ≤ R(ρAB) ≤ dAdB(ρAB)min , (14.11)

where (ρAB)min denotes the minimal eigenvalue of ρAB, and equality holds in the second inequality
for product states:

R(ρA ⊗ ρB) = dA dB (ρA)min (ρB)min . (14.12)

3. ρAB ∈ int SEP(A ∶ B) if and only if R(ρAB) > 0. Moreover, any state σAB such that

∥ρAB − σAB∥2 ≤
R(ρAB)

dH
(14.13)

is separable.

4. R is quasi-concave on SEP(A ∶ B): if ρAB = ∑j pjσ
(j)
AB where pj > 0, ∑j pj = 1, then

R(ρAB) ≥ min
j
R(σ

(j)
AB) .

Proof. The first point follows by rearranging the definition of R. Next, R(ρAB) ≥ 0 is immediate from
the definition; the second inequality in the second point follows from the fact that ρAB−λ1A ⊗1BdAdB

/≥ 0 for
λ > dAdB(ρAB)min. For product states, we may explicilty evaluate R(ρA ⊗ ρB) using the formulation
in the first point and by expanding ρA in its eigenbasis, 1A in the same basis, ρB in its eigenbasis,
and 1B in the same basis.

For the third point, we first note that if R(ρAB) = 0, then ρAB is not in the (relative) interior
of SEP(A ∶ B): If R(ρAB) = 0, then for any λ ∈ (0,1),

1

1 − λ
(ρAB − λ

1A ⊗ 1B
dAdB

) /∈ SEP(A ∶ B) .

This quantity is in the affine hull of SEP, and can be made arbitrarily close to ρAB by taking λ small,
which proves ρAB is not in the relative interior of SEP. The other implication follows from the bound
(14.13), which is proven as follows. By definition, we may write

ρAB = R(ρAB)
1A ⊗ 1B
dAdB

+ (1 −R(ρAB))ρ′AB (14.14)

with ρ′AB separable. Now consider another state σAB st. ∥ρAB − σAB∥2 ≤ R(ρAB)d−1
H . Then

σAB = ρAB + (σAB − ρAB) = R(ρAB)(
1A ⊗ 1B
dAdB

+
1

R(ρAB)
(ρAB − σAB)) + (1 −R(ρAB))ρ′AB .

Since ∥ρAB − σAB∥2 ≤
R(ρAB)
dH

,

(
1A ⊗ 1B
dAdB

+
1

R(ρAB)
(ρAB − σAB))

is a separable state (cf. Theorem 1 of [Gurvits and Barnum, 2002]), from which it follows that σAB is
separable as well, as a convex combination of separable states.
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For the last point, it suffices to prove the statement in the case of two states. If λ =

min(R(ρAB),R(σAB)), then

1

1 − λ
(ρAB − λ

1A ⊗ 1B
dAdB

) ∈ SEP(A ∶ B), and
1

1 − λ
(σAB − λ

1A ⊗ 1B
dAdB

) ∈ SEP(A ∶ B)

and so for any t ∈ [0,1],

1

1 − λ
(tρAB + (1 − t)σAB − λ

1A ⊗ 1B
dAdB

) ∈ SEP(A ∶ B)

too, so R(tρAB + (1 − t)σAB) ≥ λ = min(R(ρAB),R(σAB)) as desired.

Remark 14.3.3. Proposition 3 of [Lami and Giovannetti, 2016] shows that ρA ⊗ ρB ∈ int SEP(A ∶ B)

when ρA and ρB are full rank. In light of (14.13), the relation (14.12) strengthens this result by giving
a quantitative bound:

B2((ρA)min(ρB)min, ρA ⊗ ρB) ⊂ SEP(A ∶ B) ,

where Bp(r, ρAB) is the closed ball in Tp(H)-norm of radius r around ρAB .

Admittedly, it is not a priori clear how to obtain good lower bounds on this quantity for general
separable states ρAB and we leave this for future work. Also note that for the state τ given in (14.10),
we have R(τ) = 0.

14.3.2. Upper bounds

We know from Chapter 8 that any finite dimensional faithful quantum Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 on
B(H) satisfies the so-called strong decoherence property (SD): there exist constants K,γ > 0, possibly
depending on dH, such that for any initial state ρ:

∥Pt∗(ρ −EN∗(ρ))∥1 ≤ K e−γt . (SD)

Good control over the constants K and γ can be achieved from the functional inequalities studied in
Part IV.

Here, we combine the tools gathered in the last subsection, namely estimates on the radius of
balls surrounding tensor product states together with the strong decoherence property, in order to
estimate from above the entanglement loss in the different situations defined in Section 14.1. This
strategy will work only if either the conditional expectation EN∗ (in continuous time case), or the
projection PÑ (Φ) (in the discrete time case) output full-rank, separable states whose robustness of
separability is uniformly lower bounded by a strictly positive constant. In the entanglement-breaking
setting, this is true in particular when the quantum Markov chain is primitive, and the condition
becomes necessary in the continuous time setting (cf. Lemma 14.2.7). For the other entanglement loss
times, the situation is less clear and we leave the study of these cases to future work.

Proposition 14.3.4. Let (Pt)t≥0 be primitive on B(H) with full-rank invariant state σ and generator
L. Then, assuming that SD holds for (Pt ⊗ id)t≥0:

tEB((Pt)t≥0) ≤
ln (K dH∥σ−1∥∞)

γ
.

Proof. By Lemma 14.2.6, we know that the ∥ ⋅ ∥1-norm around 1/dH⊗σ of radius σmin/dH is included
in SEP(H,H). In the primitive case, (Pt∗ ⊗ id) ○EN∗(ρ) = Tr[ρ]σ ⊗ 1

dH
. It is therefore clear that for
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any t such that K e−γ t ≤ σmin/dH, id⊗Pt∗(∣Υ⟩⟨Υ∣) is separable, which implies that the channel Pt∗
itself is entanglement breaking.

This proof can also be adapted to get upper bounds on the entanglement annihilating time of a
tensor product of semigroups.

14.4. Lower bounds on entanglement loss

Here, we derive lower bounds on the time it takes a Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 to become entanglement
breaking. The idea is simply to use the useful fact that the set of PPT states includes the one of
separable states. We recall that a state ρ ∈ D(HA ⊗HB) is said to have a positive partial transpose
(PPT) if the operator (id⊗T )(ρ) is positive, where the superoperator T denotes the transposition
with respect to any basis (see Proposition 2.11 of [Aubrun and Szarek, 2017]).

14.4.1. Sufficient conditions for entanglement loss

In the next lemma, given a channel Φ we find necessary conditions on k for Φk to be 2-locally
entanglement annihilating.

Lemma 14.4.1. Let Φ ∶ B(H) → B(H) be a quantum channel with det(Φ) /= 03. If ∥Φ−k ∶ T2(H) →

T2(H)∥ ≤ dH, then Φk ∉ LEA2(H).

Proof. We wish to look for a sufficient condition to imply that Φk is not 2-locally entanglement
annihilating. If Φk ∈ LEA2(H), then (id⊗Ψ)○((Φk)

∗
⊗ (Φk)

∗
) would be a positive map for any positive

map Ψ. As a map is positive if and only if its adjoint is positive, we have that (Φk ⊗Φk) ○ (id⊗Ψ∗)

is a positive map for all positive Ψ∗. In particular, this holds for T , the transpose w.r.t. some fixed
basis. Therefore, if (Φk ⊗Φk) ○ (id⊗T )(∣Υ⟩ ⟨Υ∣) /> 0, then Φk ∉ LEA2(H). We have

dH(Φk ⊗Φk) ○ (id⊗T )(∣Υ⟩ ⟨Υ∣) ≡ Φk ⊗Φk(F ) . (14.15)

Therefore, any witness XAB ≥ 0 with

Tr[XAB(Φk ⊗Φk)(F )] < 0 (14.16)

certifies that Φk ∉ LEA2(H). We rewrite (14.16) as

Tr[((Φk)∗ ⊗ (Φk)∗)(XAB)F ] < 0 . (14.17)

Take XAB = Pasym = 1⊗1−F
2

. Then the condition becomes

dH = Tr[(Φk)∗(1)⊗ (Φk)∗(1)F ] < Tr[((Φk)∗ ⊗ (Φk)∗)(F )F ] . (14.18)

3Here, det(Φ) simply denotes the product of the eigenvalues of Φ.
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where Tr[(Φk)
∗
(1)⊗ (Φk)

∗
(1)F ] = Tr[F ] = dH. The right-hand side is given by

Tr[((Φk)∗ ⊗ (Φk)∗)(F )F ] =∑
ij

Tr[((Φk)∗(∣ei⟩ ⟨ej ∣)⊗ (Φk)∗(∣ej⟩ ⟨ei∣))F ] (14.19)

=∑
ij

Tr[(Φk)∗(∣ei⟩ ⟨ej ∣) (Φ
k)∗(∣ej⟩ ⟨ei∣)] (14.20)

=∑
ij

⟨(Φk)∗(∣ej⟩ ⟨ei∣), (Φ
k)∗(∣ej⟩ ⟨ei∣)⟩HS . (14.21)

Now note that

inf
A/=0

∥ (Φk)
∗
(A)∥2

∥A∥2
= inf
B/=0

∥B∥2

∥ (Φ−k)
∗
(B)∥2

=
1

∥Φ−k ∶ T2(H)→ T2(H)∥
,

which can be seen by taking A = Φ−k(B). Thus, it follows that

∑
ij

⟨(Φk)∗(∣ej⟩ ⟨ei∣), (Φ
k)∗(∣ej⟩ ⟨ei∣)⟩HS ≥

1

∥Φ−k ∶ T2(H)→ T2(H)∥
d2
H

and we obtain the claim.

Remark 14.4.2. Since EB(H) ⊂ LEA2(H), these also constitute conditions for Φk to be entanglement
breaking. This is because if a channel Ψ is entanglement breaking, then Ψ⊗Ψ is 2-locally entanglement
annihilating.

Corollary 14.4.3. Let Φ ∶ B(H)→ B(H) be a quantum channel. If

∥Φ∥2 >
√
dH , (14.22)

then Φ ∉ LEA2(H), and in particular, Φ /∈ EB(H).

Proof. Note that, for k = 1, the right-hand side of (14.18) can be rewritten as ∥J(Φ)∥2
2, where J is

the unnormalized Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism defined in Equation (14.1), since

Tr[Φ∗ ⊗Φ∗(F )F ] = Tr[Φ⊗Φ(F )F ]

=∑
ij

Tr[Φ(∣ei⟩ ⟨ej ∣)⊗Φ(∣ej⟩ ⟨ei∣)F ]

=∑
ij

Tr[Φ(∣ei⟩ ⟨ej ∣)Φ(∣ej⟩ ⟨ei∣)]

=∑
ij

⟨Φ(∣ej⟩ ⟨ei∣),Φ(∣ej⟩ ⟨ei∣)⟩HS

=∑
ij

∥Φ(∣ej⟩ ⟨ei∣)∥
2
2

= ∥∑
ij

∣ei⟩ ⟨ej ∣⊗Φ(∣ei⟩ ⟨ej ∣)∥
2
2

= ∥J(Φ)∥2
2

using Tr[(A⊗B)F ] = Tr[AB], that the squared 2-norm of a block matrix is the sum of the squared
2-norms of each submatrix, and a matrix representation for the unnormalized Choi matrix of the
channel, J(Φ). Thus, if ∥J(Φ)∥2

2 > dH, then Φ ∉ LEA2(H). We have

∥J(Φ)∥2
2 = Tr (Φ⊗ id(∣Υ⟩ ⟨Υ∣))((Φ⊗ id(∣Υ⟩ ⟨Υ∣)) = Tr ((Φ∗Φ⊗ id(∣Υ⟩ ⟨Υ∣)) ∣Υ⟩ ⟨Υ∣) .
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Then

Tr Φ∗Φ⊗ id (∣Υ⟩⟨Υ∣) ∣Υ⟩⟨Υ∣ =
d

∑
i,j,k,l=1

Tr [Φ∗Φ (∣ei⟩⟨ej ∣)⊗ ∣ei⟩⟨ej ∣] ∣el⟩⟨ek ∣⊗ ∣el⟩⟨ek ∣

=
d

∑
i,j=1

Tr Φ∗Φ (∣ei⟩⟨ej ∣) (∣ei⟩⟨ej ∣)
†
.

Note that {∣ei⟩⟨ej ∣}
dH
i,j=1 is an orthonormal basis of B(H) and Tr Φ∗Φ (∣ei⟩⟨ej ∣) (∣ei⟩⟨ej ∣)

† corresponds
to the Hilbert-Schmidt scalar product between Φ∗Φ (∣ei⟩⟨ej ∣) and ∣ei⟩⟨ej ∣. Therefore, we have that

∥J(Φ)∥2
2 = Tr Φ∗Φ .

14.4.2. Lower bounds

In the next theorem, we derive a lower bound on tEB for a quantum Markov semigroup using
Corollary 14.4.3.

Theorem 14.4.4 (Lower bound for tEB). For any QMS (Pt)t≥0 on B(H),

tEB((Pt)t≥0) >
ln(dH + 1)

2 maxj ∣Re(λj(L))∣
,

where {λj}
d2
H

j=1 are the eigenvalues of L, the generator of the QMS. In the case that (Pt)t≥0 is reversible
with respect to a faithful state σ, L is self-adjoint with respect to ⟨ ⋅ , ⋅ ⟩σ, and maxj ∣Re(λj(L))∣ = ∥L ∶

L2(σ)→ L2(σ)∥ is the largest eigenvalue (in modulus) of L.

Proof. We have

∥Pt∗∥
2
2 ≥

d2
H

∑
i=1

∣ etλj(L) ∣2 =
d2
H

∑
i=1

e2tRe(λj(L)) =
d2
H

∑
i=1

e−2t∣Re(λj(L))∣ ≥ 1 + (d2
H − 1) e−2tmaxj ∣Re(λj(L))∣

using that (Pt∗)t≥0 is trace-preserving, so L must have a zero eigenvalue. By Corollary 14.4.3 it follows
that

1 + (d2
H − 1) e−2tmaxj ∣Re(λj(L))∣ > dH

is a sufficient condition for the semigroup not to be entanglement breaking at time t and the claim
follows after rearranging the terms.
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Channel coding

In this chapter, we are interested in the estimation of the optimal amount of information that can be
sent for different information processing tasks involving quantum inputs and noise. We consider the
following tasks: in classical channel coding , we are interested in quantifying the amount of information
that a sender (Alice) can transmit reliably to a receiver (Bob) using a noisy quantum channel. In
particular, since the information is allowed to be encoded in an entangled state, we expect the maximal
amount of information transmitted using a memoryless quantum channel to be higher than in the
setting of classical communication through a classical channel. Alternatively, in the task of quantum
communication, Alice wants to transmit a quantum state to Bob. This task is closely related to the
one of private classical communication, where Alice wants to send private classical information to Bob
reliably. These tasks were originally considered in the asymptotic regime, i.e. in the limit of arbitrarily
large number of uses of the quantum channel. The question then reduces to the one of finding the
optimal asymptotic rate of information sent per channel use. This rate is called the capacity of the
channel for the task under consideration.

For all the tasks that are mentioned above, there exists a quantum channel coding theorem
which shows that each of their corresponding capacities, i.e. of their optimal achievable asymptotic
rates, can be expressed in terms of an appropriate entropic quantity. Any proof of a coding theorem
consists of two parts: the direct (or achievability) part establishes a lower bound on the capacity by
providing a protocol that achieves the task under consideration, whereas the converse part establishes
an upper bound by proving that any protocol will fail in reliably achieving a better rate than the
channel capacity. If the probability of error made by trying to achieve a rate that lies above capacity
converges to 1 exponentially fast in the limit of infinitely many uses of the channel, the task is said to
satisfy a strong converse property .

The main difficulty of quantum channel coding in comparison to its classical analogue lies in the
fact that the entropic quantities characterizing most of the capacities mentioned above are in general
intractable. For instance, the classical capacity C(Φ) of a quantum channel Φ is characterized by the
regularized Holevo information:

C(Φ) = χreg(Φ) ≡ lim
n→∞

1

n
χ(Φ⊗n) ,

where the Holevo information χ(Φ) of a quantum channel Φ is defined in Equation (15.2). In general,
the regularized Holevo information does not reduce to its single-letter expression: χreg(Φ) ≠ χ(Φ), in
sharp contrast with the classical setting. This is due to the so-called superadditivity of the Holevo
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information: there exist channels Φ1 and Φ2 such that

χ(Φ1 ⊗Φ2) > χ(Φ1) + χ(Φ2) .

Fortunately, recent progress has been made in finding good strong converse bounds on various
capacities. In the case when the channel is assumed to be time dependent, and in fact arises from a
quantum Markov semigroup, we can therefore use the transference methods of Chapter 9 in order to
estimate the behavior of the capacity as a function of time. In particular, since entanglement decreases
with time, we expect the capacity to follow the same pattern (cf. Chapter 14).

In Section 13.2, we showed how reverse hypercontractivity can be used as a technical tool in
order to find finite blocklength strong converse bounds for the task of asymmetric binary quantum
hypothesis testing. Since this task is at the core of many protocols in quantum Shannon theory, it is
not surprising that the technique found in Section 13.2 is generalizable to other quantum information
processing tasks. In this chapter, we prove a finite blocklength strong converse bound for the classical
capacity of classical-quantum channels.

Layout of the chapter: In Section 15.1, we recall some quantum information processing tasks,
among which classical, private and quantum communication. Strong converse bounds available in the
literature for each of these tasks are also reviewed. In, Section 15.2, we use functional inequalities
together with the transference method of Chapter 9 in order to estimate the behavior of the capacities
corresponding to the tasks introduced in Section 15.1. We end this chapter in Section 15.3 by providing
a finite blocklength strong converse bound for the classical capacity of classical-quantum channels via
quantum reverse hypercontractivity.

15.1. Channel coding with quantum resources

15.1.1. Classical communication

We start by recalling the protocol for classical communication through a quantum channel: here, Alice
wants to reliably send a message m belonging to some message set M to Bob through a channel
Φ ∶ B(HA)→ B(HB).

More precisely, let the message sent by Alice be modeled by a random variableM taking values in
M and that we assume to be uniformly distributed. Assume that Alice wants to use the channel n times.
The encoding of the input state sent by Alice is modeled by the map En ∶ M→ D(H⊗n

A ). The decoding
of Alice’s message by Bob is then modeled by anM-outcome POVM Dn ∶= {Dn({m}) ∶ m ∈M} on
H⊗n
B .

Then, a number α > 0 is said to be an achievable rate for the transmission of classical information
through Φ if for any ε > 0, there exists n0 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ n0, there exists an encoding
En ∶M → D(H⊗n

A ) and a decoding Dn = {Dn({m}) ∶ m ∈M}, where ∣M∣ = 2⌊nα⌋, such that the
maximum probability of error in decoding the message sent by Alice

pmax, n
e = max

m∈M
Tr [(1H⊗n

B
−Dn({m}))Φ⊗n ○ En(m)] ≤ ε .

We recall that, given a bipartite state ρAB ∈ D(HA⊗HB), the quantum mutual information I(A ∶ B)ρ
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is defined as1

I(A ∶ B)ρ = S(ρA) + S(ρB) − S(ρAB) = inf
σB
D(ρAB∥ρA ⊗ σB) . (15.1)

The classical capacity of the channel Φ, denoted by C(Φ), is then defined as the supremum over
all achievable rates for the transmission of classical information through Φ. The following capacity
theorem is due to [Holevo, 1973,Schumacher and Westmoreland, 1997,Holevo, 2006]:

Theorem 15.1.1. The classical capacity of a quantum channel is characterized by its regularized
Holevo information:

C(Φ) = lim
n→∞

χ(Φ⊗n)

n
,

where χ(Φ) denotes the Holevo information of the channel Φ and is defined as

χ(Φ) ∶= max
ρ
I(X ∶ B)ρ ,

with the maximum being taken over all classical-quantum states of the form:

ρXB =∑
x

pX(x) ∣ex⟩⟨ex∣⊗Φ(ρx) .

Classical-quantum channels We recall that given an alphabet X and a Hilbert space H, a
classical-quantum channel (or c-q channel) is a map W ∶ X → D(H). Now, assume Alice wants to
communicate a message m belonging to a setM of possible messages making n uses of the c-q channel
W. She first encodes her messages into codewords xn ∶= x1 ... xn ≡ En(m) ∈ Xn, making use of an
encoder En, and sends these codewords through n uses of the c-q channel W. Bob then measures the
output states of the channel via a POVM Dn = {Dn({m}) ∶ m ∈M} and decodes a messages m̂ ∈M.

For c-q channels, the Holevo capacity is known to be additive, and hence the classical capacity is given
by

C(W) ≡ min
σ∈im(W)

max
ρ∈im(W)

D(ρ∥σ) .

15.1.2. Entanglement-assisted classical communication

The entanglement-assisted classical capacity of a channel Φ is defined in a similar way to the classical
capacity, except that one assumes that the sender and receiver may share unlimited amount of
entanglement before starting to send information over the channel. The prior shared of entanglement
which they can employ in the protocol can lead to a significant increase in the classical capacity of a
quantum channel.

More precisely, let Φ ∶ B(HA)→ B(HB) be a quantum channel. A number α > 0 is said to be
an achievable rate for the transmission of classical information with entanglement assistance through
Φ if for any ε > 0, there exists n0 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ n0, there exist Hilbert spaces H′

A and H′
B of

arbitrary dimension, a bipartite state γA′B′ ∈ D(H′
A ⊗H

′
B), encoding channels Enm ∶ B(H′

A)→ B(H
⊗n
A ),

m ∈M, and a decoding Dn = {Dn({m}) ∶ m ∈M} on H⊗n
B ⊗H′

B , where ∣M∣ = 2⌊nα⌋, such that

pmax, n
e = max

m∈M
Tr [(1H⊗n

B
⊗H′

B
−Dn({m})) (Φ⊗n ○ Enm ⊗ idH′

B
→H′

B
)(γ)] ≤ ε .

1Since it is more natural in quantum information theory, the logarithms in this section are taken in base 2 and denoted
by log, as opposed to the other chapters.
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The entanglement-assisted classical capacity of Φ, denoted by CEA(Φ), is then the supremum over all
achievable rates for the entanglement assisted classical information transmission through Φ.

The following result, due to [Bennett et al., 2002,Bennett et al., 1999,Horodecki et al., 2009]
constitutes an extension of Theorem 15.1.1 to the entanglement-assisted scenario:

Theorem 15.1.2. The entanglement-assisted classical capacity of a channel Φ is additive: for any k
uses of the channel: CEA(Φ⊗k) = k CEA(Φ). Moreover, given a quantum channel Φ ∶ B(HA)→ B(HB);

CEA(Φ) = χEA(Φ) , (15.2)

where χEA(Φ) denotes the entanglement-assisted Holevo capacity of the channel Φ and is defined as

χEA(Φ) ∶= sup
η
I(A ∶ B)(idHA ⊗Φ)(η) , (15.3)

where the supremum is taken over any pure state η on HA ⊗HA.

It was shown in [Berta et al., 2011, Bennett et al., 2014, Gupta and Wilde, 2015] that the
entanglement assisted capacity has the strong converse property: if the rate of communication in any
given coding scheme exceeds the capacity, the error probability tends to one in the limit n →∞ of
channel uses.

15.1.3. Private classical communication

The private capacity quantifies the rate at which classical information that Alice and Bob would like to
keep secret from an adversary Eve modeled by the environment can be reliably transmitted by a given
quantum channel in the asymptotic limit of many channel uses. In loose terms, Alice wants to reliably
send a message m belonging to a finite message setM to Bob through a channel Φ ∶ B(HA)→ B(HB)

in such a way that Eve’s state ends up close to a constant state, regardless of which message Alice
transmits through the channel Φ, in the limit of a large number of uses of the channel Φ.

More precisely, let the message sent by Alice be modeled by a random variable M taking values
inM and that we assume to be uniformly distributed. Assume that Alice is allowed multiple n uses
of the channel Φ. Then, in order to make sure that the state retrieved by Eve is close to a fixed state
ωEn ∈ B(HE), HE ≡HB , Alice randomizes her input state before sending it to the channel according
to a uniformly distributed random variable K taking values in the so-called privacy amplification set K.
Therefore, the encoding of the input state sent by Alice is modeled by the map En ∶ M×K → D(H⊗n

A )

so that, on average:

En(M) ∶= EK[En(M,K)] =
1

∣K∣
∑
k∈K
En(M,k) . (15.4)

The decoding of Alice’s message by Bob is modeled by anM×K-outcome POVM Dn ∶= {Dn({m,k}) ∶

(m,k) ∈M ×K} on H⊗n
B . The difference between private classical communication and the classical

channel coding presented in Section 15.1.1 lies in the so-called privacy condition: recall that, given
a channel Φ ∶ B(HA) → B(HB), there exists a channel Φ̂ ∶ B(HA) → B(HE), HE ≡ HB, called a
complementary channel of Φ, such that there exists an isometric extension UΦ ∶ HA → HB ⊗HE so
that for any ρ ∈ D(HA):

Φ̂(ρ) = TrB(UΦ ρU
∗
Φ) . (15.5)
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Then, given δ > 0, δ-privacy is said to be achieved if there exists a state ρn0 ∈ D(H⊗n
E ) so that

max
m∈M

∥Φ̂(En(m)) − ρn0 ∥1 ≤ δ . (15.6)

Note that the condition of δ-privacy (15.6) does not depend on the choice of the complementary
channel, since it is well-known that any two such channels are equal up to a local unitary conjugation,
and by invariance of ∥.∥1 under such unitaries.

Then, a number α > 0 is said to be an achievable rate for the transmission of private classical
information through Φ if for any ε > 0, there exists n0 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ n0, there exists
an encoding En ∶ M × K → D(H⊗n

A ) and decoding Dn = {Dn({m,k}) ∶ (m,k) ∈ M × K)}, where
∣M∣ = 2⌊nα⌋, and a state ρn0 ∈ D(H⊗n

E ), such that

pmax, n
e = max

m∈M, k∈K
Tr [(1H⊗n

B
−Dn({m,k}))Φ⊗n ○ En(m,k)] ≤ ε, and max

m∈M
∥Φ̂(En(m)) − ρn0 ∥1 ≤ ε .

The private capacity of the channel Φ, denoted by P(Φ), is then defined as the supremum over
all achievable rates for the transmission of private classical information through Φ. The following
private capacity theorem is due to [Devetak, 2005,Cai et al., 2004]:

Theorem 15.1.3. Given a quantum channel Φ ∶ B(HA)→ B(HB):

P(Φ) = lim
n→∞

P (Φ⊗n)

n
, (15.7)

where the private information of the channel Φ is defined as follows:

P (Φ) = max
ρXA

(I(X ∶ B)σ − I(X ∶ E)σ) ,

with the maximization of the mutual informations being taken over all c-q states ρXA, and for
σ ∶= UΦρ

XAU∗
Φ, where UΦ any isometric extension of Φ.

15.1.4. Quantum communication

Roughly speaking, the quantum capacity of a channel is the average amount of qubits that can be
accurately transmitted per use of the channel, in the limit of a large number of channel uses, acting
on a collection of possibly entangled registers. More precisely:

Definition 15.1.4. Let Φ ∶ B(HA)→ B(HB) be a quantum channel. A number α > 0 is said to be an
achievable rate for the transmission of quantum information through Φ if for any ε > 0, there exists
n0 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ n0, there exist an encoding channel En ∶ B((C2)⊗⌊αn⌋) → B(H⊗n

A ) and a
decoding map ΦnD ∶ B(H⊗n

B )→ B((C2)⊗⌊αn⌋) such that

∥ id
⊗⌊αn⌋
B(C2) −ΦnD ○Φ⊗n ○ En∥◇ ≤ ε . (15.8)

The quantum capacity of Φ, denoted by Q(Φ), is then defined as the supremum over all achievable
rates for the quantum information transmission through Φ.

We recall that, given a state σ ∈ D(HA) and a channel Φ ∶ B(HA) → B(HB), the coherent
information of the channel Φ corresponding to the state σ is defined as

Ic(σ; Φ) ∶= S(Φ(σ)) − S((Φ⊗ idB(HA))(∣ψ⟩⟨ψ∣)) , (15.9)
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where ∣ψ⟩ ∈ HA ⊗HA denotes any purification of the state σ. Namely, the coherent information
quantifies the correlations that persist after Φ is applied to a purification of σ. Next, the maximum
coherent information of the channel Φ is defined as

Ic(Φ) ∶= max
σ∈D(HA)

Ic(σ; Φ) . (15.10)

Next, we recall the quantum capacity theorem, due to [Lloyd, 1997,Devetak, 2005,Hayden et al., 2008]:

Theorem 15.1.5. Given a quantum channel Φ ∶ B(HA)→ B(HB):

Q(Φ) = lim
n→∞

Ic(Φ
⊗n)

n
.

15.2. Application to the estimation of capacities of QMS

In this section, we obtain strong converse bounds on the private and quantum capacities of a reversible
quantum dynamical semigroups (Pt)t≥0 converging to its associated conditional expectation EF ,
where F ⊂ B(H) is the algebra of fixed points of (Pt)t≥0. These will mainly be based on relating
norm estimates to bounds on entropic quantities derived from the sandwiched Rényi entropies (cf.
Section 1.2). As seen in Section 15.1, these relative entropies constitute the basic quantities used in
numerous strong converse results for various capacities of quantum channels. Intuitively speaking,
as the QMS (Pt)t≥0 converges to EF , we expect that its capacity also converges to that of the
conditional expectation, and we wish to quantify this convergence using non-commutative functional
analytical tools. We recall for H ≡ Cd the following standard decomposition of the fixed point algebra
F ⊂ B(H) ≡Md:

F =⊕
k

Mdk ⊗ 1nk . (15.11)

15.2.1. Entropy Comparison Theorem

In [Gao et al., 2017], the authors proved the following factorization property: given the representation
α ∶ g ↦ αg(.) = Ug (.)U

∗
g of a finite or compact Lie group G on the algebra B(H) of linear operators

on a finite dimensional Hilbert space H, and for any t ≥ 0, define the co-representation π ∶ g ↦ αg−1(.).
Then we may transfer properties of completely positive maps on L∞(G) to completely positive maps
on B(H). Indeed, for every positive function k on G, we define

Φk(X) ∶= ∫
G
k(g)U∗

gX Ug dµG(g) . (15.12)

Here µG is the Haar measure. Similarly to what has been already discussed in Section 9.1, since d−1
H 1

is a full-rank invariant state of Φk, the set F of fixed points of Φk is an algebra (see Theorem 6.12
of [Wolf, 2012]) and is given by the commutant of {Ug}g∈G (Theorem 6.13 of [Wolf, 2012]):

F = {X ∈ B(H) ∣X Ug = UgX} = {Ug}
′
g∈G .

Note that the following natural bimodule property holds: for any X1,X2 ∈ F :

Φk(X1XX2) =X1Φk(X)X2 .
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We then have

π ○Φk = (ϕk ⊗ idB(H)) ○ π ,

where ϕk ∶ L∞(G)→ L∞(G) is defined by

ϕk(f)(g) = ∫ k(gh−1) f(h)dµG(h) .

We will denote by
EF(ρ) = ∫ U∗

g ρUg dµG(g)

the conditional expectation onto the fixed-point algebra. A commuting square of the form of
Equation (9.3) then holds, which in particular implies that the natural inclusion

Lqp(F ⊂ B(H)) ⊂ Lqp(B(H) ⊂ L∞(G,B(H)))

is completely isometric (see [Junge and Parcet, 2010] for more details).
The next theorem constitutes the basis of all the capacity estimates that we provide in the

sequel:

Theorem 15.2.1. Let X ∈ F+ and k ∶ G→ R+ a bounded measurable function such that ∫ k dµG = 1.
Then, for any Y ∈ B(H), and any p ≥ 1 of Hölder conjugate p̂:

∥X− 1
2p̂Φk(Y )X− 1

2p̂ ∥Lp(d−1
H
1H) ≤ ∥k∥Lp(µG) ∥X

− 1
2p̂EF(Y )X− 1

2p̂ ∥Lp(d−1
H
1H) .

Moreover, for any states ρ, σ ∈ D+(H) such that σ ∈ F+:

D(Φk(ρ)∣∣σ) ≤D(EF(ρ)∣∣σ) + ∫
G
k log k dµG . (15.13)

In particular, choosing σ = EF(ρ):

D(Φk(ρ)∥EF(ρ)) ≤ ∫
G
k log k dµG . (15.14)

The proof of Theorem 15.2.1 should be interpreted as an extension of the one of Theorem 1
of [Gao et al., 2018a] to the case of an infinite dimensional classical environment. First let us introduce
some notations. Given two (possibly infinite dimensional) Hilbert spaces H and K, we denote by
Tp(H,K) the space of operators X ∶ H → K with norm

∥X∥Tp(H,K) ∶= ∥XX∗∥
1/2
Tp/2(K) = ∥X∗X∥

1/2
Tp/2(H) . (15.15)

Next, given two Hilbert spaces H and K and a positive invertible element σ ∈ B(H) we recall that the

Kosaki norms

∥X∥L̂p(σ) ∶= ∥σ
1
p X∥Tp(H,K)

form an interpolation family (see. Theorem 4 of [Gao et al., 2018a] for more details):

[L̂∞(σ), L̂2(σ)] 1
p

= L̂2p(σ) .

Importantly, we recall that if a pair of spaces X0 and X1 form an interpolation scale [X0,X1]θ, and if
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Y0 ⊆X0 and Y1 ⊆X1 are given by the same projector, then [Y0, Y1]θ is also an interpolation scale. We
are now ready to prove Theorem 15.2.1:

Proof of Theorem 15.2.1 : Let H′ be a copy of H, and define the following dual operators

η̂ ∶

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

H⊗L2(µG)→H′

χ↦ ∫G U∗
g
√
ρχ(g)dµG(g)

, η̂∗ ∶
⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

H′ →H⊗L2(µG)

ψ ↦ (g ↦
√
ρ Ugψ) .

The following then holds:

∥σ−
1
2p̂ η̂ (1H ⊗L

k
1
2
)∥2
T2p(H⊗L2(µG),H′) = ∥σ−

1
2p̂ η̂ (1H ⊗Lk) η̂

∗ σ−
1
2p̂ ∥Tp(H′)

= ∥∫
G
k(g)σ−

1
2p̂ U∗

g ρUg dµG(g)σ−
1
2p̂ ∥
Tp(H′)

= ∥σ−
1
2p̂ Φk(ρ)σ

− 1
2p̂ ∥Tp(H′) .

Therefore, for the claim to hold, it suffices to show that

∥σ−
1
2p̂ η̂ (1H ⊗L

k
1
2
)∥T2p(H⊗L2(µG),H′) ≤ ∥k

1
2 ∥L2p(µG) ∥σ

− 1
2p̂ η̂∥2

T2p(H⊗L2(µG),H′) .

This will be proved by complex interpolation: without loss of generality, choose the right hand side to
be equal to 1. Then,

∥k
1
2 ∥L2p(µG) = (∫

G
k(g)p dµG(g))

1
2p

≥ (∫
G
k(g)dµG(g))

1
2

= 1 ,

where we used Jensen’s inequality and the normalization condition on k. This implies by assumption
that ∥σ−

1
2p̂ η̂∥T2p(H⊗L2(µG),H′) ≡ ∥σ

1
2p ξ0∥T2p(H⊗L2(µG),H′) ≤ 1, where ξ0 ∶= σ−

1
2 η̂. Next, there exists a

continuous function on the strip ξ ∶ S = {z ∶ 0 ≤ Re(z) ≤ 1} → L̂2(σ) + L̂∞(σ) that is analytic on its
interior and takes values in a finite dimensional subspace of L̂2(σ) + L̂∞(σ) such that ξ(1/p) = ξ0 and
for all t ∈ R [Stafney, 1969],

∥ξ(it)∥L̂∞(σ) , ∥ξ(1 + it)∥L̂2(σ) ≤ 1 .

Next, define the analytic function T (z) ∶= σ
z
2 ξ(z) (1H ⊗Lpza ), where a ∶= k

1
2

∥k
1
2 ∥L2p(µG)

. Then

∥T (it)∥T∞(H⊗L2(µG),H′) = ∥σ
it
2 ξ(it) (1H ⊗Ltipa )∥T∞(H⊗L2(µG),H′) = ∥ξ(it)∥L̂∞(σ) ≤ 1 ,

where we used the unitary invariance of Schatten norms. Similary,

∥T (1 + it)∥T2(H⊗L2(µG),H′) = ∥σ
1+it

2 ξ(1 + it) (1H ⊗Lp(1+it)a )∥T2(H⊗L2(µG),H′)

= ∥σ
1
2 ξ(1 + it) (1H ⊗Lpa)∥T2(H⊗L2(µG),H′)

= Tr (σ
1
2 ξ(1 + it)(1H ⊗L2p

a ) ξ(1 + it)∗σ
1
2 )

≤ ∥ξ(1 + it)∥L̂2(σ) ∥a
p∥L2(µG) ≤ 1 .

We conclude by Stein’s interpolation theorem (Theorem 1.1.10) that

∥T (1/p)∥T2p(H⊗L2(µG),H′) =
1

∥k
1
2 ∥L2(µG)

∥ξ0(1H ⊗L
k

1
2
)∥L̂2p(σ) ≤ 1 ,
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which is what remained to be proved. Differentiation at p = 1 gives the entropic inequality. ◻

15.2.2. Strong converse bounds on capacities of QMS

Given a primitive classical Markov semigroup (Pt)t≥0 defined on a group compact Lie or finite group
G with invariant measure µG, we recall the definition of its mixing time:

τmix(ε) ∶= inf {t ≥ 0 ∶ ∥νt − µG∥TV ≤ ε ∀ν << µG} ≥ inf {t ≥ 0 ∶ sup
g∈G

∣kt(g) − 1∣ ≤ 2ε ∀g ∈ G} . (15.16)

Private and quantum capacity Note that we always have Q(Φ) ≤ P(Φ) and, thus, any bound
on the private capacity extends to a bound on the quantum capacity. Moreover, we may also consider
variations of these capacities in which we also allow for unlimited classical communication between the
sender and the receiver of the output of the quantum channel. These are usually called the two-way
private and quantum capacities and we will denote them by P↔(Φ) and Q↔(Φ), respectively. Clearly,
we have P(Φ) ≤ P↔(Φ). We refer to e.g. [Christandl and Müller-Hermes, 2017] for a precise definition
of these quantities.

In Theorem 13 of [Wilde et al., 2017] the authors show that the relative entropy of entanglement
of a quantum channel Φ [Vedral and Plenio, 1998,Pirandola et al., 2009], defined as

ER(Φ) = sup
ρ∈D(H⊗H)

inf
σ∈SEP(H∶H)

D (Φ⊗ id (ρ) ∥σ)

is a strong converse bound on the private capacity P (Φ) of a quantum channel. Here σ ∈ SEP(H ∶H)

means that we are taking the infimum over all separable states.

Theorem 15.2.2. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a (not necessarily ergodic) QMS transferred from a classical semigroup
(Pt)t≥0 of corresponding density kernel (kt)t≥0 over a finite or compact Lie group G via the projective
representation U ∶ G→ U(H). Then, for each t ≥ 0, the quantum and private capacities of Pt∗ satisfy
the following strong converse bound

Q (Pt∗) ,P (Pt∗) ≤ max
k

log dk + ∫
G
kt log kt dµG ,

where dk is the dimension of the kth block defined through Equation (15.11). Moreover, for any
t ≥ τmix(ε/2):

Q (Pt∗) ,P (Pt∗) ≤ max
k

log dk +
ε

ln 2
.

Proof. For any state ρ ∈ D(H ⊗H) it follows from (15.13) and the fact that ∫G kt log kt dµG ≤ ε
ln 2

that for any separable state σ = ∑i pi σi ⊗ ρi, σi ∈ F ,

D((Pt∗ ⊗ id)(ρ)∥σ) ≤D((EF ⊗ id)(ρ)∥σ) +
ε

ln 2
.

This is because the semigroup (Pt⊗ id)t≥0 can be interpreted as being transferred via the representation
G ∋ g ↦ Ug⊗1, so that σ ∈ F(L⊗ id). To obtain the statement for the relative entropy of entanglement,
we explore the key insight of Lemma 1 in [Gao et al., 2018a], which is that the infimum is approached
from separable states of the above form. Therefore, even when (Pt)t≥0 is not primitive, we can still
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say that for any t ≥ 0:

ER(Pt∗) = sup
ρ∈D(H⊗H)

inf
σ∈SEP(H∶H)

D((Pt∗ ⊗ id)(ρ)∥σ)

≤ sup
ρ∈D(H⊗H)

inf
σ=∑i piσi⊗ρi, σi∈F

D((Pt∗ ⊗ id)(ρ)∥σ)

≤ sup
ρ∈D(H⊗H)

inf
σ=∑i piσi⊗ρi, σi∈F

D((EF ⊗ id)(ρ)∥σ) +
ε

ln 2

= sup
ρ∈D(H⊗H)

inf
σ∈SEP(H∶H)

D((EF ⊗ id)(ρ)∥σ) +
ε

ln 2
.

The last line follows from the fact that, for any fixed ρ ∈ D(H⊗H),

inf
σ∈SEP(H∶H)

D((EF ⊗ id)(ρ)∥σ) ≥ inf
σ∈SEP(H∶H)

D((EF ⊗ id)(ρ)∥(EF ⊗ id)(σ))

≥ inf
σ=∑i piσi⊗ρi, σi∈F

D((EF ⊗ id)(ρ)∥σ)

≥ inf
σ∈SEP(H∶H)

D((EF ⊗ id)(ρ)∥σ) .

Therefore, we directly find ER(Pt∗) ≤ ER(EF) +
ε

ln 2
. We also know by Example 2 in [Gao et al.,

2018a] that ER(EF) = maxk log dk is the logarithm of the maximal matrix block size. We conclude by
using Theorem 13 of [Wilde et al., 2017].

Two-way private and quantum capacity We can also derive strong converses on the two-way
quantum and private capacities based on the results of [Christandl and Müller-Hermes, 2017]. These
will be based on estimates like those of Theorem 9.2.1, as we will show that they can be related
to the max-relative entropy of entanglement of the channel. More specifically, in [Christandl and
Müller-Hermes, 2017] the authors show that for a quantum channel Φ ∶ B (H)→ B (H) the quantity

Emax(Φ) = sup
ρ∈D(H⊗H)

inf
σ∈SEP(H∶H)

Dmax ((Φ⊗ id) (ρ) ∥σ) (15.17)

is a strong converse upper bound on the two-way private and quantum capacities of Φ.
By a reasoning similar to Theorem 15.2.2 that is based on Lemma 1(iii) of [Gao et al., 2018a],

we find the following:

Theorem 15.2.3. Using the same assumptions as above, for any t ≥ 0:

Q↔ (Pt∗) ,P↔ (Pt∗) ≤ max
k

log dk + log ∥kt∥∞ .

These are strong converse bounds.

Proof. In [Christandl and Müller-Hermes, 2017] the authors show that Emax is a strong converse bound
on the two-way private and quantum capacities. The claim then easily follows from Theorem 15.2.1
and Example 2 of [Gao et al., 2018a].

Entanglement-assisted classical capacity In the next theorem, we obtain upper bounds on the
entanglement-assisted classical capacity of a transferred QMS:.

Theorem 15.2.4. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a (not necessarily ergodic) QMS transferred from a classical semigroup
(Pt)t≥0 over a finite or compact Lie group G via the projective representation U ∶ G→ U(H). Then,
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for each t ≥ 0, the entanglement-assisted classical capacity of Pt∗ satisfies the following strong converse
bound

CEA(Pt∗) ≤ log(∑
k

d2
k) + ∫

G
kt log kt dµG ,

where dk is the dimension of the kth block defined through Equation (15.11). Moreover we have that,
for any t ≥ τmix(ε/2),

CEA(Pt∗) ≤ log(∑
k

d2
k) +

ε

ln 2
.

Proof. The proof follows the lines of Corollary 3 of [Gao et al., 2018a]. Since the entanglement-assisted
classical capacity of a channel, whose expression is given in terms of the mutual information by
Theorem 15.1.2, satisfies the strong converse property, it suffices to bound the latter in order to
conclude. This is simply done as follows: using the alternative expression for the mutual information
as given in Equation (15.1), for any ρ ∈ D(HA ⊗HB), HA ≃HB ≃H,

I(A ∶ B)(idHA ⊗Pt∗)(ρ) = inf
σB∈D(HB)

D((idHA ⊗Pt∗)(ρ)∥ρA ⊗ σB)

≤ inf
σB∈D(HB)∩F

D((idHA ⊗Pt∗)(ρ)∥ρA ⊗ σB)

≤ inf
σB∈D(HB)∩F

D((idHA ⊗EF)(ρ)∥ρA ⊗ σB) + ∫
G
kt log kt dµG

= log(∑
k

d2
k) + ∫

G
kt log kt dµG ,

where the second inequality arises as in (15.13) applied to the QMS (id⊗Pt)t≥0 transferred from (Pt)t≥0

via the representation G ∋ g ↦ Ug ⊗ 1, so that ρA ⊗ σB ∈ F(id⊗L). The last line uses Proposition 5
of [Gao et al., 2018a]. The result then follows after taking the supremum over all input states ρ.

Classical capacity By the same reasoning, and a use of the identity C(EF) = log∑k dk from
Proposition 5 of [Gao et al., 2018a], we find the following similar result for the classical capacity:

Theorem 15.2.5. Let (Pt)t≥0 be a (not necessarily ergodic) QMS transferred from a classical semigroup
(Pt)t≥0 over a finite or compact Lie group G via the projective representation U ∶ G→ U(H). Then,
for each t ≥ 0, the classical capacity of Pt∗ satisfies the following strong converse bound

C(Pt∗) ≤ log(∑
k

dk) + ∫
G
kt log kt dµG ,

where dk is the dimension of the kth block defined through Equation (15.11). Moreover, we have that,
for any t ≥ τmix(ε/2),

C(Pt∗) ≤ log(∑
k

dk) +
ε

ln 2
.

15.2.3. Examples

Here, we briefly illustrate the bounds found in the previous section on simple examples:
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The depolarizing QMS In Section 9.3.1, we found decoherence times for the depolarizing QMS
on Cn in terms of the mixing times of the uniform random walk on the complete graph of n2 vertices.
Recalling the bound (3.13) and the log-Sobolev and Poincaré constants for the discrete torus given in
(3.30), the mixing time for this classical Markov chain is upper bounded as follows:

τmix(ε) ≤ n
2 1 − ln 2ε

n2 − 1
+
n2 ln(n2 − 1)

2(n2 − 2)
ln lnn2 .

The following estimates are direct consequences of Theorems 15.2.2 to 15.2.5:

Proposition 15.2.6. The depolarizing QMS (Pdepol
t )t≥0 satisfies the following strong converse bounds:

for any t ≥ n2 1−ln ε
n2−1

+ n2 ln(n2−1)
2(n2−2) ln lnn2,

Q(Pdepol
t∗ ),P(Pdepol

t∗ ),Q↔(Pdepol
t∗ ),P↔(Pdepol

t∗ ),CEA(Pdepol
t∗ ), C(Pdepol

t∗ ) ≤
ε

ln 2
.

The dephasing QMS In Section 9.3.2, we found decoherence times for the dephasing QMS on
Cn in terms of the mixing times of classical Markov chains on the discrete and continuous torus. In
particular, we obtained stronger bounds from transferring the latter. Recalling the bound (3.13) and
the constant for the discrete torus given in (3.30), the mixing time for this classical Markov chain is
upper bounded as follows:

τmix(ε) ≤ n
1 − ln 2ε

n − 1
+
n ln(n − 1)

2(n − 2)
ln lnn .

In order to obtain small time estimates on the various capacities for the dephasing QMS, we
also need an estimate on the kernel of a corresponding classical Markov process: The following bound
on the heat kernel on the n-dimensional torus is a simple consequence of Equation (9.12) and a bound
that one can find in the proof of Theorem 5.3 of [Saloff-Coste, 1994]: for any 0 ≤ t ≤ 1,

sup
g∈G

∣kheat
t (g)∣ = ∥P heat

t ∶ L1(µG)→ L∞(G)∥ ≤ ∥P heat
t/2 ∶ L1(µG)→ L2(µG)∥ ∥P heat

t/2 ∶ L2(µG)→ L∞(G)∥

= ∥kheat
t/2 ∥2

2 = k
heat
t (e) ≤ (

5

t
)

n
2

.

The following estimates are direct consequences of Theorems 15.2.2 to 15.2.5:

Proposition 15.2.7. The dephasing QMS (Pdeph
t )t≥0 satisfies the following strong converse bounds:

for any t ≥ n 1−ln ε
n−1

+ n ln(n−1)
2(n−2) ln lnn

CEA(Pdeph
t∗ ), C(Pdeph

t∗ ) ≤ log(n) +
ε

ln 2

Q(Pdeph
t∗ ),P(Pdeph

t∗ ),Q↔(Pdeph
t∗ ),P↔(Pdeph

t∗ ) ≤
ε

ln 2
.

On the other hand, for any 0 ≤ t ≤ 1,

CEA(Pdeph
t∗ ), C(Pdeph

t∗ ) ≤ log(n) +
n

2
log (

5

t
)

Q(Pdeph
t∗ ),P(Pdeph

t∗ ),Q↔(Pdeph
t∗ ),P↔(Pdeph

t∗ ) ≤
n

2
log (

5

t
) .
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15.3. Finite n strong converse via reverse hypercontractivity

The strong converse property of the capacity of a classical-quantum (c-q) channel was proved
independently in [Ogawa and Nagaoka, 1999,Winter, 1999]. In this section, we use quantum reverse
hypercontractivity to obtain a finite blocklength strong converse bound for transmission of information
through c-q channels. Given n uses of the c-q channel W, the triple (∣M∣,En,Dn) defines a code
which we denote as Cn. We recall that its maximum probability of error is given by

pmax(Cn;W) ∶= max
m∈M

[1 −Tr (Dn({m})W⊗n ○ En(m))] .

Theorem 15.3.1. Let W ∶ X → D(HB), dim(HB) = d, be a c-q channel with W(x) = ρx being faithful
for all x ∈ X . Then, for any code Cn ∶= (∣M∣,En,Dn) with pmax(Cn;W) ≡ ε we have

I(Xn ∶ Bn) ≥ log ∣M∣ − 2

√
d ⋅ n

ln 2
log

1

1 − ε
− log

1

1 − ε
,

where d = dimHB and the mutual information is computed for the states

ρXnBn =
1

∣M∣
∑
m∈M

∣xn(m)⟩ ⟨xn(m)∣⊗ ρxn(m).

Proof. For every xn = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X
n let Pt,xn = P

depol,ρx1
t ⊗⋯⊗P

depol,ρxn
t with

Pdepol,ρx
t = e−tX + (1 − e−t)Tr(ρxX)1 .

Then following similar steps as in the proof of Theorem 13.1.2, using Theorem 10.1.1, Lemma 13.1.1
and the Araki-Lieb-Thirring inequality, for every Dn({m}) we have

Tr (ρBnPt,xn(D
n({m}))) ≥ [Tr (ρxnD

n({m}))]
1/(1−e−t)

2−D(ρxn∥ρBn).

Letting xn = xn(m), using Tr (ρxn(m)D
n({m})) ≥ 1 − ε, taking logarithm of both sides and averaging

over the choice of m ∈M we obtain

1

∣M∣
∑
m∈M

log Tr (ρBnPt,xn(m)(D
n({m}))) ≥ −

1

∣M∣
∑
m∈M

D(ρxn(m)∥ρBn) +
1

1 − e−t
log(1 − ε)

= −I(Xn ∶ Bn) +
1

1 − e−t
log(1 − ε)

≥ −I(Xn ∶ Bn) + (1 +
1

t
) log(1 − ε) .

Now define Ψt(X) = e−tX + (1 − e−t)Tr(X)1. Following similar steps as in the proof of
Theorem 13.1.2, using ρx ≤ 1 it can be shown that Ψ⊗n

t −Pt,xn(m) is completely positive. Therefore,
Pt,xn(m)(D

n({m})) ≤ Ψ⊗n
t (Dn({m})) and we have

−I(Xn ∶ Bn) + (1 +
1

t
) log(1 − ε) ≤

1

∣M∣
∑
m

log Tr (ρBnΨ⊗n
t (Dn({m})))

≤ log (
1

∣M∣
∑
m

Tr (ρBnΨ⊗n
t (Dn({m})))

= log (
1

∣M∣
Tr (ρBnΨ⊗n

t (1⊗nB ))) ,
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where the second line follows from the concavity of the logarithm function and in the third line we use
the fact that {Dn({m}) ∶ m ∈M} is a POVM. On the other hand,

Ψ⊗n
t (1⊗nB ) = ( e−t +(1 − e−t)d)

n
1
⊗n
B ≤ e(d−1)nt

1
⊗n
B

Therefore,

−I(Xn ∶ Bn) + (1 +
1

t
) log(1 − ε) ≤ − log ∣M∣ +

d ⋅ n ⋅ t

ln 2
.

Optimizing over the choice of t > 0, the desired result follows.

The above theorem together with the additivity of the capacity of c-q channels directly imply
that for any code of rate larger than C(W), the maximum probability of error goes to one, as n→∞:

Corollary 15.3.2. Fir α > C(W) and assume that log ∣M∣
n

≥ α > C(W). Then

pmax(Cn;WG) ≥ 1 − e−nf ,

where, for γ = d
ln(2) ,

f = (
√
γ + (α − C(W)) −

√
γ)

2
,

which converges to 0 as α → C(W).

Proof. Follows directly from solving Theorem 15.3.1 for 1
1−pmax(Cn;W) .
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Conclusion and open questions

This thesis investigated the convergence towards equilibrium of quantum Markovian evolutions.
Functional inequalities represent a powerful method to estimate the mixing time of such processes in
the commutative setting. Such methods were extended to the non-commutative framework inherent to
quantum theory over the past few decades. However, these techniques only made sense for primitive
evolutions, that is those converging to the same unique full-rank invariant state irrespective of the
initial state. One of the main contributions of this thesis was to relax the condition of primitivity of
the semigroup.

In finite dimensions, the asymptotic behavior of non-primitive processes is well-known as long
as one assumes the existence of a full-rank invariant state (condition of faithfulness). In particular,
faithful QMS are known to converge to an algebra of effective observables, known to be equal to its
so-called decoherence-free subalgebra. Hence, determining the speed of convergence to this algebra
becomes a well-posed problem. To answer this question, we introduced the notion of a decoherence-free
logarithmic Sobolev inequality and the corresponding decoherence-free hypercontractivity. The latter
corresponds to looking at the contractivity properties of a QMS with respect to weighted amalgamated
Lp norms.

Another main part of the thesis was to explore [Carlen and Maas, 2017]’s recent proposal for
extending the notion of displacement convexity to the quantum realm. In particular, we showed that
their definition of a quantum Wasserstein distance allows one to recover most of the implications
between the various functional inequalities in the non-commutative setting. We also introduced
the related notion of a non-commutative transportation cost inequality from which one can derive
concentration inequalities for quantum states.

However, many crucial questions still remain to be answered at this point, and we would like to
draw the reader’s attention to a couple of them that we believe to be the conceptually most interesting
and challenging ones.

Displacement convexity for continuous variable quantum systems

The modified Wasserstein distance associated to a Markov chain (Pt)t≥0 introduced by [Maas, 2011] has
the advantage of providing the set of probability measures on a finite sample space with a Riemannian
metric. Despite being different from the usual Wasserstein distance of order 2 defined e.g. in terms
of the graph distance associated to (Pt)t≥0, its convergence in the sense of Gromov-Hausdorff to the
Wasserstein distance on a smooth Riemannian manifold in the limit of small mesh was shown to hold
in some particular cases (see e.g. [Gigli and Maas, 2013]). We believe that finding a version of such
a convergence in the quantum case constitutes a fundamental question. However, quantum Markov
semigroups are known to lead to classical semigroups of very different nature (diffusions vs. birth
and death) depending on the invariant subalgebra that one restricts them to (cf. Theorem 5.5.1).
Therefore, it seems that the non-commutative setting could lead to a better understanding of the
relation between the discrete vs. continuous frameworks.
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On the other hand, [Carlen and Maas, 2017] proposed a possible extension of their quantum
Wasserstein distance to the case of the quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup on the CCR algebra.
We believe that much remains to be done in this direction. The extension of the definition of the
Wasserstein distance proposed in Section 12.8 constitutes a first small step towards a fully rigorous
analysis of this framework.

Modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality for quantum Gibbs samplers

The examples considered in this thesis are amongst the simplest noise models that one can think
of to verify the validity of the concepts introduced. In recent years, much effort has been devoted
to derive functional inequalities for quantum Markov semigroups that are physically relevant. We
refer to [Kastoryano and Brandão, 2016] and the references therein, where the authors proved the
positivity of the Poincaré constant for a certain class of quantum Gibbs samplers under a mixing
condition. Showing the positivity of the modified logarithmic Sobolev constant for these semigroups
remains a challenging problem to tackle. This is because the traditional classical techniques relying on
conditioning of the inequalities to finite regions break down because of the entanglement that persists
at the boundary. Recently, new proofs in the classical setting were found that rely on a discrete
Bakry-Émery approach [Dai Pra and Posta, 2013,Fathi and Maas, 2016]. We hope that the theory
of quantum optimal transport developed in Chapter 12 will allow us to derive similar results in the
quantum setting.
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α-Rényi divergence, 81
δ-privacy, 339
Lp(σ)-quantum Markov semigroup, 145
Lp(µ)-Markov semigroup, 96
A −A bimodule, 152
N -bimodule map, 74
CCR Wasserstein distance of order 2, 306
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GNS-symmetry, 147
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KMS-inner product, 63
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e-representation, 85
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m-representation, 85
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113
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classical, 40
classical capacity, 337
classical channel coding, 335
classical-quantum channel, 337
closed quantum system, 45
coherent information, 339
collective decoherence, 20, 180
compact operator, 62
complementary channel, 338
completely bounded, 74
completely bounded norm, 76
completely positive unital, 51
completely positive, trace preserving, 50
complex interpolation space, 71
concavity of the entropy power, 132
conditional expectation, 43
conditionally independent, 93
constant speed geodesic, 112
continuity equation, 125
contraction semigroup, 95, 141
convolution, 101
core, 96
cost function, 122
coupling, 122
coupling strength, 48
coupling Wasserstein distance of order two, 296
creation and anihilation operators, 55
curvature dimension inequality, 114
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decoherence-free subsystem, 180
defective, 187
density kernel, 95
density operator, 40
dephasing channel, 179
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derivation, 152
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diamond norm, 75
diffusion semigroup, 98
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Dirichlet form, 98, 151
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displacement operators, 55
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generator, 45, 140
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homogeneous Markov process, 95
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integration by parts, 98, 156
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irreducible representation, 53
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Leibniz rule, 99, 152
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local entanglement annihilation time, 327
locally entanglement annihilating, 320
Loewner theorem, 81
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number operator, 55
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open quantum systems, 47
operator concave, 80
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operator norm, 70
operator space, 75
operator space structure, 76
optimal coupling, 122
optimal transport, 122
Otto calculus, 125

parameter estimation, 85
Pauli channel, 179
phase flip channel, 179
polynomially bounded, 58
positive partial transpose, 320, 331
positive-operator valued measure, 41
pressure, 126
primitive, 67, 145, 171, 325
privacy amplification set, 338
privacy condition, 338
private capacity, 339

private classical communication, 335
private information, 339
probability kernel, 94
projective unitary representation, 53

quantum MLSI +TC2(c) inequality, 289
quantum Bochner formula, 279
quantum capacity, 339
quantum channel, 50
quantum channel coding theorem, 335
quantum characteristic function, 56
quantum Chernoff distance, 312
quantum communication, 335
quantum entropy power, 256
quantum entropy production, 189
quantum Fisher information metric, 83
quantum harmonic oscillator, 55
quantum heat semigroup, 162
quantum information variance, 312
quantum integral Fisher information, 260
quantum logarithmic Sobolev inequality, 187
quantum Markov chain, 321
quantum Markov semigroup, 50, 141
quantum modified log-Sobolev inequality, 189
quantum mutual information, 336
quantum Nash inequality, 193
quantum Neyman-Pearson lemma, 62
quantum Ornstein Uhlenbeck semigroup, 160
quantum Pinsker inequality, 80
quantum Poincaré inequality, 185
quantum reverse hypercontractivity, 189
quantum Ricci lower bound, 278
quantum Sobolev space, 305
quantum Wasserstein distance, 272
quantum weighted norm, 63
quantum-quantum convolution, 266
quasi-convex, 82

reduced state, 44
regularized Holevo information, 28, 335, 337
relative entropy of entanglement, 343
relative modular operator, 77
resolution of the identity, 41
reverse hypercontractive, 192
reversible, 96
Ricci curvature, 113

sandwiched α-Rényi relative entropy, 81
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Schatten class, 62
Schrödinger picture, 61
Schwartz operator, 57
separable, 320
simple QMS associated to N , 180
single-letter, 29, 335
Sobolev inequality, 110
spectral gap, 103, 186
square integrable, 63
Stam-Carlen inequality, 133
standard form, 58
statistical estimator, 84
statistical manifold, 84
Stein, 312
strict convexity, 66
strong collective decoherence, 180
strong converse bounds, 29, 336
strong converse property, 29, 335
strong decoherence property, 330
strong gradient bound, 285
strong log-Sobolev inequality, 106
strong subadditivity, 83
strongly continuous, 45
symmetric, 97
symmetric logarithmic derivative, 90
symplectic form, 53
symplectic group, 53

tangent space, 125
tensor product, 41

tensorization property, 74, 243
total variation distance, 103
trace norm, 62
transferred QMS, 232
transformer, 154
transportation cost inequality, 134
transportation cost inequality of order 1, 300
transportation cost inequality of order 2, 288

ultracontractivity, 110
unbiased, 90
unitary representation, 53

van Hove limit, 49
von Neumann algebra, 41
von Neumann entropy, 83

Wasserstein metric, 272
Wasserstein space of order p, 123
weak collective decoherence, 180
weak coupling limit, 49
weak Riemannian structure, 24, 124, 125
weak∗ continuous, 140
weak∗ generator, 140
weakly continuous, 140
weighted completely bounded norm, 252
weighted inner product, 63
Werner-Holevo channel, 74
Weyl operator, 53
Wigner function, 56
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